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PHILOSOPHUMENA

INTRODUCTION

1. The Text, its DISCOVERY , PUBLICATION AND EDITIONS

. . .

· The story of the discovery of the book here translated so

resembles a romance as to appear like a flower in the dry
and dusty field of patristic lore . A short treatise called
Philosophumena , or “ Philosophixings , ” had long been
known , four early copies of it being in existence in the
Papal and other libraries of Rome , Florence and Turin .

The superscriptions of these texts and a note in the margin

of one of them caused thetreatise to be attributed to Origen ,
and its Editio princeps is that published in 1701 at Leipzig

by Fabricius with notes by the learned Gronovius . As will
be seen later , it is by itself of no great importance to

modern scholars , as it throws no new light on the history

or nature of Greek philosophy , while it is mainly com
piled from some of those epitomes of philosophic opinion
current in the early centuries of our er

a , of which the
works of Diogenes Laertius and Aetius are the best known .

In the year 1840 , however , Mynoïdes Mynas , a learned
Greek , was sent by Abel Villemain , then Minister of Public
Instruction in the Government of Louis Philippe , on a

voyage of discovery to the monasteries of Mt . Athos ,

whence he returned with , among other things , the MS . of

the last seven books contained in these volumes . This
proved on investigation to be Books IV to X inclusive of

the original work of which the text published by Fabricius
was Book I , and therefore leſt only Books II and III to be

accounted for . The pagination of the MS . shows that the
two missing books never formed part of it ; but the author ' s
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. .remarks at the end of Books I and IX , and the beginning
of Books V and X ? lead one to conclude that if they cver
existed they must have dealt with the Mysteries and sccret
rites of the Egyptians , or rather of the Alexandrian Greeks,3
with the theologies and cosmogonies of the Persians and
Chaldæans , and with the magical practices and incantations
of the Babylonians . Deeply interesting as these would
have been from the archæological and anthropological
standpoint , we perhaps need not deplore their loss over
much . The few references made to them in the remainder
of the work go to show that here too the author bad no
very profound acquaintance with , or first -hand knowlcdge
of, his subject, and that the scanty information that hc had
succeeded in collecting regarding it was only thrown in by
him as an additional support for his main thesis . This last ,
which is steadily kept in view throughout the book , is that
| the peculiar tenets and practices of the Gnostics and other
herctics of his timewere not derived from any misinterpre
tation of the Scriptures , but were a sort of amalgam of
those current among the heathen with the opinions held by
the philosophers 3as to the origin of al

l

things .

The same reproach of scanty information cannot be :
brought against the books discovered by Mynas . Book

IV , four pages at the beginning ofwhich have perished , deals
with the arts of divination as practised by the arithmo
mancers , astrologers , magicians and other charlatans who
infested Rome in the first three centuries of our er

a ; and
the author ' s account , which the corruption of the text
makes rather difficult to follow , yet gives us a new and
unexpected insight into the impostures and jugglerics by

which they managed to bewilder their dupes . Books V to

IX deal in detail with the opinions of the heretics them .

selves , and differ from the accounts of earlier heresiologists
by quoting at some length from the once extensive Gnostic

1 pp . 63 , 117 , 119 ; Vol . II , 148 , 150 infra .

: Tlippolytus , like al
l

Greck writers of hi
s age , must have been

entirely ignorant of the Egyptian religion of Pharaonic times , which
was then extinct . . The only " Egyptian " Mysterics of which he could
have known anything were those of the Alexandrian Triad , Osiris ,

Isis , and Ilorus , for which see the translator ' s Forerunners and Rivals

of Christianity , Cambridge , 1915 , 1 , c . 2 .

• The pre -Christian origins of Gnosticism and its relations with
Christianity are fully dealt with in the work quoted in the last nole .
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literature , of which well -nigh the whole has been lost to us .1
Thus, our author gives us excerpts from a work called the
Great Announcement , attributed by him to Simon Magus ,
from another called Proastiï used by the sect of the Peratze ,
from the Paraphrase of Seth in favour with the Scthiani,
from the Baruch of one Justinus, a heresiarch hitherto
unknown to us, and from a work by an anonymous writer
belonging to the Naassenes or Ophites, which is mainly a
Gnostic explanation of the hymns used in the worship of
Cybelc . Besides these, there are long extracts from Basil
idian and Valentinian works which may be by the founders
of those sects , and which certainly give us a more extended
insight into their doctrines than we before possessed ; while
Book X contains what purports to be a summary of the
whole work .

This , however , does not exhaust the new information put
at our disposal by Mynas ' discovery . In the course of an

- account of the heresy of Noetus, who refused to admit any
difference between the First and Second Persons of the
Trinity , our author suddenly develops a violent attack on

- one Callistus, a high officer of the Church , whom he
describes as a runaway slave who had made away with his
master 's money , had stolen that deposited with him by
widows and others belonging to the Church , and had been
condemned to the mines by the Prefect of the City , to be
released only by the grace of Commodus' concubinc ,
Marcia. He further accuses Callistus of leaning towards
the heresy of Noetus, and of encouraging laxity of manners
in the Church by permitting the marriage and re-marriage
of bishops and priests , and concubinage among the un
marricd women . The heaviness of this charge lies in the
fact that this Callistus can hardly be any other than the
Saint and Martyr of that name, who succeeded Zephyrinus

· Save for a few sentences quoted in patristic writings , the only
cxlant Gnostic works are the Copric collection in the British Muscuin
and the Bodlcian at Oxford , known as the Pistis Sophia and the Bruce
l'apyrus respectively . There are said to be some other fragments of
Coptic MSS . of Gnostic origin in Berlin which have not yet been
published .
i An account ly the present writer of this worship in Roman times is

given in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society fo
r

October 1917 ,

pp . 695 Rp .

• II , pp . 125 ff . infra .
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– in the Chair of St. Peter about the year 218 , and whose
name is familiar to al

l

visitors to modern Rome from the
cemetery which still bears it , and over which the work
before us says he had been set by his predecessor . The
explanation of these charges will be discussed when we
consider the authorship of the book , but fo

r

the present it

may be noticed that they throw an entirely unexpected
light upon the inner history of the Primitive Church .

These facts , however , were not immediately patent . The
MS . , written as appears from the colophon by one
Michael in an extremely crabbed hand of the fourteenth
century , is full of erasures and interlineations , and has
several serious ' lacunæ . 2 Hence it would probably
have remained unnoticed in the Bibliothèque Royale of

Paris to which it was consigned , had it not there met the
eye of Bénigne Emmanuel Miller , a French scholar and
archæologist who had devoted his life to the study and
decipherment of ancient Greek MSS . By his care and the
generosity of the University Press , the MS . was transcribed
and published in 1851 at Oxford , but without either Intro .

duction or explanatory notes , although the ' suggested
emendations in the text were al

l

carefully noted at the
foot of every page . 3 These omissions were repaired by the
German scholars F . G . Schneidewin and Ludwig Duncker ,
who in 1856 - 1859 published at Göttingen an amended
text with full critical and explanatory notes , and a Latin
version . The completion of this publication was delayed
by the death of Schneidewin , which occurred before he had
time to go further than Book VII , and was followed by

the appearance at Paris in 1860 of a similar text and
translation by the Abbé Cruice , then Rector of a college at

Rome , who had given , as he tells us in his Prolegomena ,

many years to the study of the work . As his edition
embodies all the best features of that of Duncker and
Schneidewin , together with the fruits of much good and

1 II , p . 124 infra .

The facsimile of a page of Ihc MS . is given in Bishop Wordsworth ' s

Hippolytus and the Church of k 'ome , London , 1880 .•B . E . Miller , Origenis Philosophumena sive Ominium Haresium
Refulatio , Oxford , 1851 .

L . Duncker and F . G . Schneidlcwin , Philosoph :emena , et
c .

Göttingen , 1856 - 1859 .

• P . M . Cruice , Philosophumena , et
c . Paris , 1860 ,
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carcful work of his own , and a Latin version incomparably
superior in clearness and terseness to the German editors ',
it is the one mainly used in the following pages. An
| English translation by the Rev. J. H . Macmahon , the
translator fo

r
Bohn ' s series of a great part of the works of

Aristotle , also appeared in 1868 in Messrs . Clark ' s Ante

| Nicene Library . Little fault can be found with it on the
score of verbal accuracy ; but fifty years ago the relics of

Gnosticism had not received the attention that has since
been bestowed upon them , and the translator , perhaps in

consequence , did little to help the general reader to an

understanding of the author ' s meaning .

2 . THE AUTHORSHIP O
F THE WORK

· Even before Mynas ' discovery , doubts had been cast on

the attribution of the Philosophumena to Origen . The fact
that the author in hi

s

Procmium speaks of himself as a

successor of the Apostles , a sharer in the grace of high
priesthood , and a guardian of the Church , ' had already led .

several learned writers in the eighteenth century to point
out that Origen , who was never even a bishop , could not
possibly be the author , and Epiphanius , Didymus of Alex
andria , and Actius were among the names to which it was
assigned . Immediately upon the publication of Miller ' s

text , this controversy was revived , and naturally became
coloured by the religious and political opinions of its

protagonists . Jacobi in a German theological journal was
the first to declare that it must have been written by
Hippolytus , a contemporary of Callistus , ” and this proved

to be like the letting out of waters . The dogma of Papal
Infallibility was already in the ai

r , and the opportunity was
at once seized by the Baron von Bunsen , then Prussian
Ambassador at the Court of St . James ' , to do what he could

10 deſcat its proniulgation . In his Hippolytus and his Age

(1852 ) , he asserted his belief in Jacobi ' s thcory , and drew
from the abuse of Callistus in Book IX of the newly dis
covered text , the conclusion that even in the third century
the Primacy of the Bishops of Rome was effectively denied .

p : 34 infra .

• Deutsche Zeitschrift für Christliche Wissenschaft und Christliches
leben , 1852 .
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:

m
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CA

The celebrated Christopher Wordsworth , Bishop of Lincoln ,

followed with a scholarly study in which , while rejecting
von Bunsen ' s conclusion , he admitted his main premises ;

and Dr . Döllinger , who was later to · prove the chief
opponent of Papal claims , appeared a little later with a

work on the same side . Against these were to be found
none who ventured to defend the supposed authorship of

Origen , but many who did not believe that the work was
rightly attributed to Hippolytus . Among the Germans ,

Fessler and Baur pronounced for Caius , a presbyter to

whom Photius in the ninth century gave the curious title

of “ Bishop of Gentiles , " as author ; of the Italians , de

Rossi assigned it to Tertullian and Armellini to Novatian ;

of the French , the Abbé Jallabert in a doctoral thesis voted
for Tertullian ; while Cruice , who was afterwards to translate
the work , thought its author must be either Caius or Ter
tullian . Fortunately there is now no reason to re -open the
controversy , which one may conclude has come to an end

by the death of Lipsius , the last serious opponent of the
Hippolytan authorship . Mgr . Duchesne , who may in such

a miatter be supposed to speak with the voice of the majority

of the learned of his own communion , in his Histoire

| Ancienne de l ' Eglise a accepts the view that Hippolytus was

· the author of the Philosophumena , and thinks that he became
reconciled to the Church under the persecution of Maximin . 3
We may , therefore , take it that Hippolytus ' authorship is

now admitted on all sides .

A few words must be said as to what is known of this
Hippolytus . A Saint and Martyr of that name appears

in the Roman Calendar , and a seated statue of him was
discovered in Rome in the sixteenth century inscribed on

the back of the chair with a list of works , one of which

i References to nearly all the contributions to this controversy are
correctly given in the Prolegomena to Cruice ' s edition , pp . x ff . An

English translation of D
r . Döllinger ' s Hippolylus und kallistus

was published by Plummer , Edinburgh , 1876 , and brings the contro .

versy up to date . Cf . also the Bibliography in Salmon ' s articleullippolytus Romanus " in Smith and Wace ' s Dictionary of Christian
Biography (herealler quoted as D . C . B . ) .

3° Séc the English translation : Early History of the Christian
Church , London , 1909 , I , pp . 227 ff .

This is confirmed by Dom . Chapman in th
e

Catholic Encyclopedia ,

s . 00 . “ Hippolytus , " • Callistus . "
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is claimed in our text as written by its author . He is

first mentioned by Eusebius , who describes him as the

“ Bishop of another Church ” than that of Bostra , of which

he has been speaking ; ? then by Theodoret , who calls him
the " holy Hippolytus , bishop and martyr " ; 3 and finally

by Prudentius , who says that he became a Novatianist , but

on his way to martyrdom returned to the bosom of the
Church and entreated hi

s

followers to do the same . We
have many writings ,mostly fragnicntary , attributed to him ,

including among others one on the Paschal cycle which

is referred to on the statue just mentioned , a tract against
Noetus used later by Epiphanius , and others on Anti
christ , Danicl , and the Apocalypse , al

l

of which show

a markedly chiliastic tendency . In the MSS . in which
some of these occur , he is spoken of as “ Bishop of Rome , "

and this seems to have been his usual title among Greek
writers , although he is in other places called “ Archbishop , ”

and by other titles . From these and other facts , Döllinger
comes to the conclusion that he was really an anti -pope

or schismatic bishop who se
t

himself up against the authority

of Callistus , and this , too , is accepted by Mgr . Duchesne ,
who agrees with Döllinger that the schism created by hi

m
lasted through the primacies of Callistus ' successors ,
Urbanus and Pontianus , and only ceased when : this last
was exiled together with Hippolytus to the mines of

Sardinia . Though the evidence on which this is based

is not very strong , it is a very reasonable account of the
whole matter ; and it becomes more probable if we choose

to believe - for which , however , there is no distinct evidence

- that Hippolytus was the head of the Greek -speaking
conimunity of Christians at Rome , while hi

s enemy Callistus
presided over the more numerous Latins . In that case ,

the schism would be more likely to be forgotten in time

of persecution , and would have less chance of survival than
the more serious ones of a later age ; while it would
satisfactorily account for the conduct of the Imperial

1 The statue and its inscription ar
e

also reproduced by Bishop Words
worth in the work above quoted .

: Hist , Eccles . , VI , c . 20 . 3 Haer . Fab . , III , 1 .

• Peristeph II . For the chronological difficully that this involves
see Salmon , D . C . B . , s . v . “ Llippolylus Romanus . "

Duchesne , op . ci
t . , p . 233 .
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authorities in sending the heads of both communities into
penal servitude at the same time. By doing so, Maximin
or hi

s
pagan advisers doubtless considered they were

dealing the yet adolescent Church a double blow .

3 . The CREDIBILITY O
F HIPPOLYTUS

Assuming , then , that our author was Hippolytus , schis

- matic Bishop of Romcfrom about 218 to 235 , we must next
see what faith is to be attached to his statements . This
question was first raised by the late Dr . George Salmon ,

Provost of Trinity College , Dublin , who was throughout

hi
s

liſ
e

a zealous student of Gnosticism and of the historý

of the Church during the carly centuries . While working
through our text he was so struck by the repetition in the
account of four different sects of the simile about themagnet
drawing iron to itself and the amber the straws , as to

excogitate a theory that Hippolytus must have bcen imposed
upon by a forger who had sold him a number of documents
purporting to be the secret books of the heretics , but in

reality written by the forger himself . This theory was
afterwards adopted by the late Heinrich Stähelin , who
published a ' trcatise in which he attempted to show in the
laborious German way , by a comparison of ncarly al

l

the
different passages in it which present any similarity of

diction , that the whole document was suspect . 2 The differ
ent passages on which he relies will be dealt with in the
notes as they occur , and it may be sufficient to mention
here the opinion of M . Eugène de Faye , the latest writer

on the point , that the theory of Salmon and Stähelin goes

a long way beyond the facts . 3 A ' s M . de Faye points out ,

the different documents quoted in the work diſſer so greatly
from one another .both in style and contents , that to have
invented or concocted them would have required a ſorger

of almost superhuman skill and learning . To which it may

be added that the mere repetition of the phrases that
Stähelin has collated with such diligence would be the very

1 “ The Cross - references in th
e

Philosophumena , ” Hermathena ,

Dublin , No . XI , 1885 , pp . 38
9

ff . . .

“ Die Gnostischen Quellen Hippolyts ” in Gebhardt and Har .

nack ' s Texte und Untersuchungen , VI , ( 1890 ) .

• Introduction d ' Étude du Gnosticisme , Paris , 1903 , p . 68 ;

Gnostiques et Gnosticisme , Paris , 1913 , p . 167 . :
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thing that the least skilful forger would most studiously
avoid , and that it could hardly fail to put the most credu
lous purchaser on his guard . It is also the case that some
at least of the phrases of whose repetition Salmon and .
Stähelin complain can be shown to hava come, not from
the Gnostic author quoted , but from Hippolytus himself ,
and that others are to be found in the Gnostic works which
have come down to us in Coptic dress . These Coptic
documents , as the present writcr has shown elsewhere , are

so intimately linked together that al
l

must be taken to have
issued from the same school . They could not have been
known to Hippolytus or he would certainly have quoted
them in the work before us ; nor to the supposed ſorger ,

or he would have made greater use of them . We must ,

therefore , suppose that , in the passages which they and
our text have in common , both they and it are drawing from

a common source which can hardly be anything clse than
the genuine writings of earlier heretics . Wemust , therefore ,

agree with M . de Faye that the Salmon -Stähelin theory of

forgery must be rejected .

If , however , we turn from this to such statements of
Hippolytus as we can check from other sources , we find
many reasons fo

r

doubting not indeed the good faith of
him or his informants , but the accuracy of one or other

of them . Thus , in his account of the tenets of the philoso
phers ,he repeatedly alters or misunderstands his authorities ,

as when he says that Thales supposed water to be the end .

as it had been the beginning of the Universe , 3 or that

“ Zaratas , " as he calls Zoroaster , said that light was the
father and darkness the mother of beings , " which statements
are directly at variance with what we know otherwise of the
opinions of these teachers . So , too , in Book I , he makes
Empedocles say that all things consist of fire , and will be
resolved into fire , while in Book VII , he says that Empe
docles declared the elements of the cosmos to be six in

i The theory that all existing things come from an " indivisible
point ” which our text gives as that of Simon Magus and or Basilides
reappears in the Bruce Papyrus . Basilides ' remark about only i in

1000 and 2 in 10 , 000 being fit fo
r

the higher mysteries is repeated
verbatim in the Pistis Sophia , p . 354 , Copt . Cf . Forerunners , II , 172 ,

292 , n . 1 .

• Scottish Review , Vol . XXII , No . 43 (July 1893 ) .

p . 35 infru . ' p : 39 infra . .

.
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number , whereof fire , one of the two instruments which aller
and arrange it, is only one. Again , in Book IX, he says
that he has already expounded the opinions of Heraclitus,
and then sets to work to describe as his a perfectly different

se
t

of tencts from that which he has assigned to him in

Book I ; while in Book X he ascribes to Heraclitus yet
another opinion . ? Or we may take as an examplc the
system of arithmomancy or divination by the “ Pythagorean
number ” whereby , he says , its professors claim to predict
the winner of a contest by juggling with the numerical
values of the Ictters in the competitors ' names , and then
gives instances , some of which do and others do notwork
out according to the rule he lays down . So , too , in his
unacknowledged quotations from Sextus Empiricus , he so

garbles his text as to make it unintelligible to us were we
not able to restore it from Sextus ' own words . So , again ,

in hi
s

account of the sleight - of -hand and other stage tricks ,

whereby he says , no doubt with truth , the magicians used

to deceive those who consulted them , hi
s

account is so

carelessly written or copied that it is only by means of

much reading between the lines that it can be understood ,
and even then it recounts many more marvels than it
explains . Some of this inaccuracy may possibly be due

to mistakes in copying and re -copying by scribes who did
not understand what they were writing ; but when al

l
is said

there is left a sum of blunders which can only be attributed

to great carelessness on the part of the author . Yet , as

if to show that he could take pains if he liked , the quota
tions from Scripture ar

e

on the whole correctly transcribed
and show very few variations from the received versions .

Consequently when such variations do occur (they are
noted later whenever met with ) , we must suppose them to

be not the work of Hippolytus , but of the heretics from
whom he quotes , who must , therefore , have taken liberties
with the New Testament similar to those of Marcion .

' p . 41 ; II , p . 83 infra . ' II , pp . 119 , 151 infra

• For the arithmomancy see p . 83 ff . infra ; the borrowings from
Sextus begin on p . 70 , the tricks of the magicians on p . 92 . For
Othermistakes , see the quotation about the Furies in II , p . 23 , which he

ascribes to Pythagoras , but which is certainly from lleraclitus ( as

Plutarch : tells us ) , and the Categories of Aristotle which a few pages
carlier are also assigned to Pythagoras . Ilis treatment of Josephus will

be dealt with in its place .
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Fo
rk
s

.

Where , also , he copics Irenæus with or without acknowledg - 1

ment , his copy is extremely faithful , and agrecs with the
Latin version of the model more closely than the Greek

of Epiphanius . It would seem , therefore , that our author ' s

statements , although in no sense unworthy of belief , yet
require in many cases strict cxamination before they can

be unhesitatingly acccptcd .

AN

.

4 . THE COMPOSITION O
F

THE WORK

In these circumstances , and in view of the manifest dis
crepancies between statements in the earlier part of the text
and what purports to be their repetition in the later , the
question has naturally arisen as to whether the document
before us was written for publication in its present form .

It is never referred to or quoted by name by any later
author , and although the argument from silence has
generally proved a broken reed in such cases , there are here
some circumstances which seem to give it unusual strength .

It was certainly no reluctance to call in evidence the work

of a schismatic or heretical writer which led to the work
being ignored , for Epiphanius , a century and a half later ,
classes Hippolytus with Irenæus and Clement of Alexandria
as one from whose writings he has obtained information ,

and Thcodoret , while making use still later of certain
passages which coincide with great closeness with some in

Book X of our text , 3 admits , as has been said , Hippolytụs '

claim to both cpiscopacy and martyrdom . But the passages

in 'Theodoret which seem to show . .borrowing from Hippo
lytus , although possibly , are not necessarily from the work
before us . The author of this tells us in Book I that he

has “ aforetime " 4 expounded the tenets of the heretics

“ within measure , " and without revealing al
l

their mysteries ,

and it might , therefore , be from some such earlier work
that both Epiphanius and Theodoret have borrowed . Some
writers , including Salmon , ' have thought that this earlier
work of our author is to be found in the anonymous tractate

Adrcrsus Omnes Hereses usually appended to Tertullian ' s

* This is especially th
e

casewith the story of Callistus , as to which
see II , pp . 124 ff . infra .

Haer . xxxi . , p . 205 , Oehler . Haeret . fab . I , 17 - 24 .

A mánat . In D . C . B . , art . ci
t . supra .
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works . Yet this tractate , which is extremely short, con - .
tains nothing that can be twisted into the words common .
to our text and to Theodoret , and we might, therefore , assert
with confidence that it was from our text that Theodoret
copied them but for the fact that he nowhere indicates their
origin . This might be only another case of the unacknow - .
ledged borrowing much in fashion in his time, were it not
that Theodoret has already spoken of Hippolytus in the
eulogistic terms quoted above , and would therefore , one
would think , have been glad to give as his informant such
respectable authority . As he di

d not do so , we may per
haps accept the conclusion drawn by Cruice with much
skill in a study published shortly after the appearance of

Miller ' s text , ” and say with hi
m

that Theodoret did not
know that the passages in question were to be found in

any work of Hippolytus . In this case , as the statements

in Book . IX forbid us to suppose that our text was published
anonymously or pseudonymously , the natural inference is

that both Hippolytus and Theodoret drew from a common
source .

What this source was likely to have been there can be

little doubt . Our author speaks more than once of “ the
blessed elder Irenæus , ” who has , he says , refuted the heretic
Marcus with much vigour , and he implies that the energy
and power displayed by Irenæus in such matters have
shortened hi

s

own work with regard to the Valentinian .

school generally : 3 Photius , also , writing as has been said

in theninth century , mentions a work of Hippolytus against
heresies admittedly owing much to Ireneus ' instruction .

The passage runs thus :

“ A booklet of Hippolytus has been read . Now
Hippolytus was a disciple of Irenæus . But it ( i . e . .

the booklet ) was the compilation against 32 heresies
making (the ) Dositheans the beginning ( of them ) and
comprising (those ) up to Noetus and the Noetians .

And he says that these heresies were subjected to

" Se
e

Oehler ' s edition of Tertullian ' s works , I1 , 751 ff . The parallel
passagesare set out in convenient form in Bishop Wordsworth ' s book
before quoted .

· Eludes sur de nouveaux documents historiques empruntés à l 'ouvrage
recemmet découvert des Philosophumena , Paris , 1853 .

• II , pp . 43 , 47 infra . · ·
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reſutations by Irenæus in conversation ? (or in lectures ).
Of which refutations inaking also a synopsis , he says
he compiled this book . The phrasing however is
clear, reverent and unaffected , although he does not
observe the Attic style . But he says some other things
lacking in accuracy , and that the Epistle to the Hebrews
was not by the Apostle Paul.”

These words have been held by Salmon and others to
describe the tractate Adversus Omncs Hereses . Yet this
tractate contains not thirty-two heresies , but twenty -seven ,
and begins with Simon Magus to end with the Praxcas against
whom Tertullian wrote . Italso notices another heretic named
Blastus , who, like Praxeas , is mentioned neither by Irenæus
nor by our author, nor does it say anything about Noetus
or the Apostle Paul . It does indeed mention at the outset
“ Dositheus the Samaritan ,” but only to say that the author
proposes to keep silence concerning both him and the Jews,
and “ to turn to those who have wished to make heresy
from the Gospel,” the very first of whom , he says , is Simon
Magus. As for refutations, the tractate contains nothing
iesembling one , which has forced the supporters of thic
theory to assume that they were omitted for brevity 's sake .
Nor does it in the least agree with our text in its description

of the tenets and practices of heresies which the two docu
ments treat of in common , such as Simon , Basilides , the
Sethiani and others , and the differences are too great to be

accounted for by supposing that the author of the later text
was merely incorporating in it newer information . 3

On the other hand , Photius ' description agrees fairly well ·

with our text , which contains thirty -one heresies al
l

told , or

thirty -two if we include , as the author asks us to do , that im
puted by him to Callistus . O

f

these , that of Noetus is the

1 Suinoûvtos Eipovalov . For the whole quotation , see Photius ,

Bibliotheca , 121 (Bekker ' s ed . ) .

Tertullian (Oehler ' s ed . ) , II , 751 . St . Jerome in quoting this
passage says the herctics have mangled the Gospel .

* 3 Thus the tractate makes Simon Magus call his Helena Sophia , and
says that Basilides named his Supreme God Abraxas . It knowsnothing

of ihe God -who - is -not and the three Sonhools of our text : and it gives

an entirely different account of the Sethians , whom it calls Sethitæ , and
says that they identified Christ with Seth . In this heresy , too , it intro
duces Sophia , and makes her the author of the Flood .
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twenty -eighth , and is follosed by those of the Eichesia ,
Essenes , Pharisees and Sadductos onis . These cara me
all much earlier in date than any mentioned in the rest of the
work, and three of them appeared to the au bor of the tractate
last quoted as not heresies at al

l , while the fourth is not de
scribed by him , and there is no reason immediately aggar :

why in any case they should be put aitar and not berore te
post -Christian ones . The early part of the summary oilers
belieſs in Book X is torn away , and may hare contained a

notice of Dosithcus , whose name occurs in Euseb us and
other writers , ' as a predecessor of Si non Nagus ani cos
who did not believe in the inspiration of the lewish
Prophets . The natural place in chronological orda for
these Jewish and Samaritan sects Fould , therefore , be at ibe
head rather than at the tail of the list , and if w

e may venture

to put them there and to restore to the catalogue the name

of Dositheus , we should have our thirtyivo berasa
beginning with Dositheus and ending with Noetus . We
will return later to the reason why Photius sbocid cari
our text a Biblidarion or " booklet
Are there now any reasons for thinking that our tertis

ſounded on such a synopsis of lectures 25 Phocius says
Hippolytus made ? A fairly cogent one is the inconvenient
and awkward division of the books , which often seen as if
they had been arranged to occupy equal periods of time in

delivery . Another is the unnecessary and tedious into
ductions and recapitulations with which the descriptions

of particular philosophies , chariatanic practices , and here
sies begin and end , and which seem as if ihey rere ons
put in for the sake of arresting or hoiding the attention on

an audience addressed verbally . Thus , in the account on

Simon Magus ' heresy , our author begins with a long -windad
story of a Libyan who taught parrots to proclaim his own
divinity , the only bearing of which upon the story of Simon

is that Hippolytus asserts , like Justin Martyr , that Simon
wished his followers to take him for the Supreme Being ?

So , too , he begins the succeeding book with the age -san
tale of Ulysses and the Sirens ' by way of introduction to

the tenets of Basilides , with which it has no connection

1 Euseb . , Hist . Eccks . IV , c . 22 . lle is quoting llegesippus Sex
also Origen contra Celsum , VI , c . 11 .

* II , p . 3 infra . S II , pp . 61 fi . infra .
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thing that the least skilful forger would most studiously
avoid , and that it could hardly fail to put the most credu
lous purchaser on his guard . It is also the case that some
at least of the phrases of whose repetition Salmon and
Stähelin complain can be shown to hav come, not from
the Gnostic author quoted , but from Hippolytus himself ,
and that others are to be found in the Gnostic works which
have come down to us in Coptic dress. These Coptic
documents , as the present writer has shown elsewhere ,a are
so intimately linked together that all must be taken to have
issued from the same school . They could not have been
known to Hippolytus or he would certainly have quoted
them in the work before us ; nor to the supposed ſorger ,
or he would have made greater use of them . We must ,
therefore , suppose that, in the passages which they and
our text have in common ,both they and it are drawing from
a common source which can hardly be anything clse than
the genuine writings of earlier heretics. Wemust, therefore ,
agree with M . de Faye that the Salmon -Stähelin theory of
forgery must be rejected .
If, however , we turn from this to such statements of

Hippolytus as we can check from other ources , we find
many reasons for doubting not indeed the good faith of
him or his informants , but the accuracy of one or other
of them . Thus, in his account of the tenets of the philoso
phers , he repeatedly alters or misunderstands his authorities ,
as when he says that Thales supposed water to be the end
as it had been the beginning of the Universe ,3 or that
“ Zaratas ," as he calls Zoroaster ," said that light was the
father and darkness the mother of beings ," which statements
are directly at variance with what we know otherwise of the
opinions of these teachers . So , too , in Book I, he makes
Empedocles say that all things consist of fire , and will be
resolved into fire , while in Book VII, he says that Empe
docles declared the elements of the cosmos to be si

x
in

1 The theory that all existing things come from an “ indivisible
point " which our text gives as that of Simon Magus and of Basilides
reappears in the Bruce Papyrus . Basilides ' remark about only i in

1000 and 2 in 10 , 000 being fit for the higher mysteries is repeated
verbatim in the Pistis Sophia , p . 354 , Copt . Cf . Forerunners , II , 172 ,

292 , n . 1 .

. Scottish Review , Vol . XXII , No . 43 (July 1893 ) .

• p . 35 infru . • p . 39 infra .
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number, whereof fire, onc of the two instruments which alter
and arrange it, is only one . Again , in Book IX , he says
that he has already expounded the opinions of Heraclitus ,

an
d

then sets to work to describe as his a perſectly different

se
t

of tencts from that which he has assigned to him in

Book I ; whilc in Book X he ascribes to Heraclitus yet
another opinion . Or wc may take as an example the
system of arithmomancy or divination by the “ Pythagorean
number ” whereby , he says , its professors claim to predict

th
e

winner of a contest by juggling with the numerical
values of the Ictters in the competitors ' names , and then
gives instances , some of which do and others do not work
out according to the rule he lays down . So , too , in his
unacknowledged quotations from Sextus Empiricus , he so

garbles his text as to make it unintelligible to us were we

no
t

able to restore it from Sextus ' own words . So , again ,

in hi
s

account of the sleight - of -hand and other stage tricks ,

whereby he says , no doubt with truth , the magicians used

to deceive those who consulted them , his account is so

carelessly written or copied that it is only by means of

much reading between the lines that it can be understood ,
and even then it recounts many more marvels than it
explains . Some of this inaccuracy may possibly be due

to mistakes in copying and re -copying by scribes who di
d

not understand what they were writing ; but when all is said
there is leſt a sum of blunders which can only be attributed

to great carelessness on the part of the author . Yet , as

if to show that he could take pains if he liked , the quota
tions from Scripture are on the whole correctly transcribed
and show very few variations from the received versions .

Consequently when such variations do occur (they are
noted later whenever met with ) , we must suppose them to

be not the work of Hippolytus , but of the heretics from
whom he quotes , who must , therefore , have taken liberties
with the New Testament similar to thosc of Marcion .

! p . 41 ; II , p . 83 infra . • II , pp . 119 , 151 infra

• For the arithmomancy scc p . 83 ff . infra ; the borrowings from
Sextus begin on p . 70 , the tricks of the magicians on p . 92 . For
othermistakes , see the quotation about the Furies in II , p . 23 , which he

ascribes lo Pythagoras , but which is certainly from lleraclitus ( as

Plutarch . tells us ) , and ihe Categories of Aristotle which a fe
w

pages
carlierare also assigned to Pythagoras . His treatment of Josephus will

be dealt with in its place .
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literature , of which well-nigh the whole has been lost to us. "
Thus , our author gives us excerpts from a work called the
Great Announcement , attributed by him to Simon Magus ,
from another called Proastiï used by the sect of the Peratæ ,
from the Paraphrase of Seth in favour with the Scthiani,
from the Baruch of one Justinus, a hcrcsiarch hitherto
unknown to us, and from a work by an anonymous writer
belonging to the Naassenes or Ophites, which is mainly a
Gnostic explanation of the hymns used in the worship of
Cybclc .: Besides these , there are long extracts from Basil
idian and Valentinian works which may be by the founders
of those sects, and which certainly give us amore extended
insight into their doctrines than we before possessed ; while
Book X contains what purports to be a summary of the
whole work .
This , however , does not exhaust the new information put

at our disposal by Mynas ' discovery . In the course of an
--- account of the heresy of Noetus , who refused to admit any

difference between the First and Second Persons of the
Trinity , our author suddenly develops a violent attack on

- one Callistus, a high officer of the Church , whom he
describes as a runaway slave who had made away with his
master 's money , had stolen that deposited with him by
widows and others belonging to the Church , and had been
condemned to the mines by the Preſect of the City , to be
released only by the grace of Commodus ' concubine,
Marcia . He further accuses Callistus of leaning towards
the heresy of Noetus , and of encouraging laxity of manners
in the Church by permitting the marriage and re-marriage
of bishops and priests , and concubinage among the un
married women . The heaviness of this charge lies in the
fact that this Callistus can hardly be any other than the
Saint and Martyr of that name, who succeeded Zephyrinus

1 Save for a few sentences quoted in patristic writings , the only
extant ( nostic works are the Coptic collection in the British Museuin
and the Bodlcian at Oxford , known as the Pistis Sophia and the Bruce
l'apyrus respectively . There are said to be some other fragments of
Coptic MSS . of Gnostic origin in Berlin which have not yet been
published .
. : An account by the present writer of this worship in Roman times is
given in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society for October 1917 ,
pp. 695 m.
• II, pp . 125 ff. infra .
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- in the Chair of St. Peter about the year 218, and whose
' name is familiar to al

l

visitors to modern Rome from the
cemetery which still bears it , and over which the work
before us says he had been set by his predecessor . The
explanation of these charges will be discussed when we
consider the authorship of the book , but for the present it

may be noticed that they throw an entirely unexpected
light upon the inner history of the Primitive Church .

These facts , however , were not immediately patent . The
MS . , written as appears from the colophon by one
Michael in an extremely crabbed hand of the fourteenth
century , is full of erasures and interlineations , and has
several serious ' lacunæ . 2 Hence it would probably
have remained unnoticed in the Bibliothèque Royale of

Paris to which it was consigned , had it . not there met the
eye of Bénigne Emmanuel Miller , a French scholar and
archæologist who had devoted his life to the study and
decipherment of ancient Greek MSS . By his care and the
generosity of the University Press , the MS . was transcribed
and published in 1851 at Oxford , but without either Intro :

duction or explanatory notes , although the suggested
emendations in the text were al

l carefully noted at the
foot of every page . 3 These omissions were repaired by the
German scholars F . G . Schneidewin and Ludwig Duncker ,
who in 1856 - 1859 published at Göttingen an amended
text with full critical and explanatory notes , and a Latin
version . The completion of this publication was delayed
by the death of Schneidewin , which occurred before he had
time to go further than Book VII , and was followed by
the appearance at Paris in 1860 of a similar text and
translation by the Abbé Cruice , then Rector of a college at

Rome , who had given , as he tells us in his Prolegomena ,

many years to the study of the work . 5 As his cdition
embodies al

l

the best features of that of Duncker and
Schneidewin , together with thc fruits of much good and

* II , p . 124 infra .

• The facsimile of a page of the MS . is given in Bishop Wordsworth ' s

Hippolytus and the Church of Rome , London , 1880 .

* ' B . E Miller , Origenis Philosophumena sive Ominium Harcsium
Vefulatio , Oxford , 1831 .

L . Duncker and F . G . Schneidewin , Philosophuemena , et
c .

Göttingen , 1856 - 1859 .

• P . M . Cruice , Philosophomena , et
c . Paris , 1860 ,
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carcful work of his own , and a Latin version incomparably
superior in clearness and terseness to the German editors ',
it is the one mainly used in the following pages. An
| English translation by the Rev . J. H . Macmahon , the
translator for Bohn 's series of a great part of the works of
Aristotle , also appcared in 1868 in Messrs . Clark's Ante
| Nicenie Library . Little fault can be found with it on the
score of verbal accuracy ; but fifty years ago the relics of
Gnosticism had not received the attention that has since
been bestowed upon them , and the translatur , perhaps in
consequence , did little to help the general reader to an
understanding of the author's meaning .

2. THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE WORK

• Even before Mynas' discovery , doubts had been cast on
the attribution of the Philosophumena to Origen . The fact
that the author in his Procemium speaks of himself as a
successor of the Apostles , a sharer in the grace of high
priesthood , and a guardian of the Church , had already led .
several learned writers in the eighteenth century to point
out that Origen , who was never even a bishop , could not
possibly be the author, and Epiphanius, Didymus of Alex
andria , and Actius were among the names to which it was
assigned . Immediately upon the publication of Miller 's
text, this controversy was revived , and naturally became
coloured by the religious and political opinions of its
protagonists . Jacobi in a German theological journal was
the first to declare that it must have been written by
Hippolytus , a contemporary of Callistus ,” and this proved
to be like the letting out of waters . The dogma of Papal
Infallibility was already in the ai

r , and the opportunity was

at once seized by the Baron von Bunsen , then Prussian
Ambassador at the Court of St . James ' , to do what he could

10 defeat its promulgation . In his Hippolytus and his Age

(1852 ) , he asserted his belief in Jacobi ' s theory , and drew
from the abuse of Callistus in Book IX of the newly dis
covered text , the conclusion that even in the third century
the Primacy of the Bishops of Rome was effectively denied .

p : 34 infra .

: Deutsche Zeitschrift für Christliche Wissenschaft und Christliches
leben , 1852 .
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The celebrated Christopher Wordsworth , Bishop of Lincoln ,
followed with a scholarly study in which , while rejecting
von Bunsen 's conclusion , he admitted his main premises ;
and Dr. Döllinger , who was later to prove the chief
opponent of Papal claims , appeared a little later with a
work on the same side. Against these were to be found
none who ventured to defend the supposed authorship of
Origen , but many who did not believe that the work was
rightly attributed to Hippolytus . Among the Germans,
Fessler and Baur pronounced for Caius, a presbyter to
whom Photius in the ninth century gave the curious title
of “ Bishop of Gentiles, " as author ; of the Italians, de
Rossi assigned it to Tertullian and Armellini to Novatian ;
of the French , the Abbé Jallabert in a doctoral thesis voted
for Tertullian ; while Cruice , who was afterwards to translate
the work , thought its author must be either Caius or Ter
tullian . Fortunately there is now no reason to re -open the
controversy , which one may conclude has come to an end

by the death of Lipsius , the last serious opponent of the
Hippolytan authorship . Mgr . Duchesne , who may in such

a matter be supposed to speak with the voice of the majority

of the learned of his own communion , in hi
s

Histoire

| Ancienne de l ' Église accepts the view that Hippolytus was
the author of the Philosophumena , and thinks that he became
reconciled to the Church under the persecution ofMaximin . 3

We may , therefore , take it that Hippolytus ' authorship is

now admitted on all sides .

A few words must be said as to what is known of this
Hippolytus . A Saint and Martyr of that name appears

in the Roman Calendar , and a seated statue of hi
m

was
discovered in Rome in the sixteenth century inscribed on

the back of the chair with a list of works , one of which

1 Re 'erences to nearly al
l

the contributions to this controversy arc
correctly given in the Prolegomena to Cruice ' s edition , pp . x ff . An
English translation of Dr . Döllinger ' s Hippolytus und Kallistus
was published by Plummer , Edinburgh , 1876 , and brings the contro
versy up to date . Cf . also the Bibliography in Salmon ' s article

“ Hippolytus Romanus " in Smith and Wace ' s Dictionary of Christian
Biography (hercaſter quoted as D . C . B . ) .

* See the English translation : Early History of the Christian
Church , London , 1909 , 1 , pp . 227 ff . .

* This is confirmed by Dom . Chapman in the Catholic Encyclopedia ,

8 . 00 . “ Hippolytus , " • Callistus . "
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is claimed in our text as written by its author . He is

first mentioned by Eusebius , who describes him as the

“ Bishop of another Church " than that of Bostra , of which

he has been speaking ; ? then by Theodoret , who calls him
the " holy Hippolytus , bishop and martyr " ; 8 and finally

by Prudentius ,who says that he became a Novatianist , but

on his way to martyrdom returned to the bosom of the
Church and entreated his followers to do the same . We
have many writings , mostly fragmentary , attributed to him ,

including among others one on the Paschal cycle which

is referred to on the statue just mentioned , a tract against
Noetus used later by Epiphanius , and others on Anti
christ , Daniel , and the Apocalypse , al

l

of which show

a markedly chiliastic tendency . In the MSS . in which
some of these occur , he is spoken of as “ Bishop of Rome , "

and this seems to have been his usual title among Greek
writers , although he is in other places called “ Archbishop , ”

and by other titles . From these and other facts , Döllinger
comes to the conclusion that he was really an anti -pope

or schismatic bishop who set himself up against the authority

of Callistus , and this , too , is accepted by Mgr . Duchesne ,

who agrees with Döllinger that the schism created by him
lasted through the primacies of Callistus ' successors ,
Urbanus and Pontianus , and only ceascd when this last
was exiled together with Hippolytus to the mines of

Sardinia . Though the evidence on which this is based

is not very strong , it is a very reasonable account of the
whole matter ; and it becomes more probable if we choose

to believe - for which , however , there is no distinct evidence

— that Hippolytus was the head of the Greek -speaking
conimunity of Christians at Rome , while his enemy Callistus
presided over the more numerous Latins . In that case ,

the schism would be more likely to be forgotten in time

of persecution , and would have less chance of survival than
the more serious ones of a later age ; while it would
satisfactorily account for the conduct of the Imperial

i The statue and its inscription are also reproduced by Bishop Words
worth in the work above quoted .

• Hist , Eccles . , VI , c . 20 . 3 Haer , Fab . , III , 1 .

Peristeph II . For the chronological difficulty that this involves
see Salmon , D . C . B . , s . v . “ Ilippolylus Romanus . "

Duchesne , op . ci
t . , p . 233 .
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authorities in sending the heads of both communities into
penal servitude at the same time. By doing so, Maximin
or his pagan advisers doubtless considered they were
dealing the yet adolescent Church a double blow .

3. THE CREDIBILITY OF HIPPOLYTUS
Assuming , then , that our author was Hippolytus , schis

matic Bishop of Rome from about 218 to 235 , wemust next
see what faith is to be attached to his statements . This
question was first raised by the late Dr. George Salmon ,
Provost of Trinity College , Dublin , who was throughout
his life a zealous student of Gnosticism and of the history
of the Church during the carly centuries . While working
through our text he was so struck by the repetition in the
account of four different sects of the simile about the magnet
drawing iron to itself and the amber the straws, as to
excogitate a theory that Hippolytus must have bcen imposed
upon by a forger who had sold him a number of documents
purporting to be the secret books of the heretics , but in
reality written by the forger himself. This theory was
afterwards adopted by the late Heinrich Stähelin , who
published a ' trcatise in which he attempted to show in the
laborious German way, by a comparison of nearly all the
different passages in it which present any similarity of
diction , that the whole document was suspect . The differ
ent passages on which he relies will be dealt with in the
notes as they occur , and it may be sufficient to mention
here the opinion of M . Eugène de Faye , the latest writer
on the point, that the theory of Salmon and Stähelin goes
a long way beyond the facts.3 A's M . de Faye points out,
the different documents quoted in the work diſſer so greatly
from one another .both in style and contents , that to have
invented or concocted them would have required a forger
of almost superhuman skill and learning . To which it may
be added that the mere repetition of the phrases that
Slähelin has collated with such diligence would be the very

1 " The Cross -references in the Philosophumena ,” Hermathena ,
Dublin , No . XI, 1885, pp . 389 ff. .
3 " Die Gnostischen Quellen Hippolyis ” in Gebharilt and Har

nack's Texte und Untersuchungen , l'i, ( i8go ).
• Introduction d l' Étude du Gnosticisme , Paris, 1903, p. 68 ;

Gnostiques et Gnosticisme , Paris , 1913, p. 167. :
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thing that the least skilful forger would most studiously
avoid , and that it could hardly fail to put the most credu
lous purchaser on his guard . It is also the case that some
at least of the phrases of whose repetition Salmon and
Stähelin complain can be shown to har ? come , not from
the Gnostic author quoted , but from Hippolytus himself ,
and that others are to be found in the Gnostic works which
have come down to us in Coptic dress. These Coptic
documents , as the present writer has shown elsewhere ,' are
so intimately linked together that all must be taken to have
issued from the same school . They could not have been
known to Hippolytus or he would certainly have quoted
them in the work before us ; nor to the supposed forger ,
or he would have made greater use of them . We must,
therefore , suppose that, in the passages which they and
our text have in common , both they and it are drawing from
a common source which can hardly be anything clse than
the genuine writings of earlier heretics . Wemust, therefore ,
agree with M . de Faye that the Salmon -Stähelin theory of
forgery must be rejected .
If, however , we turn from this to such statements of

Hippolytus as we can check from other sources , we find
many reasons for doubting not indeed the good faith of
him or his informants , but the accuracy of one or other
of them . Thus, in his account of the tenets of the philoso
phers , he repeatedly alters or misunderstands his authorities ,
as when he says that Thales supposed water to be the end
as it had been the beginning of the Universe , or that

- “ Zaratas ," as he calls Zoroaster ," said that light was the
father and darkness the mother of beings , which statements
are directly at variance with what we know otherwise of the

-, opinions of these teachers . So , too , in Book I, he makes
Empedocles say that all things consist of fire , and will be
resolved into fire , while in Book VII, he says that Empe
docles declared the elements of the cosmos to be si

x
in

i The theory that al
l existing things come from an " indivisible

point " which our text gives as that of Simon Magus and of Basilides
reappears in the Bruce Papyrus . Basilides ' remark about only i in

1000 and 2 in 10 , 000 being fit for the higher mysteries is repeated
verbatim in the Pistis Sophia , p . 354 , Copt . Cf . Forerunners , II , 172 ,

292 , n . 1 .

• Scottish Review , Vol . XXII , N
o . 43 (July 1893 ) .

• p . 35 infru . •p . 39 infra .
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:

.

number , whereof fire , one of the two instruments which alter
and arrange it, is only one. Again , in Book IX , he says

that he has already expounded the opinions of Heraclitus ,
and then sets to work to describe as bis a perfectly different

se
t

of tencts from that which he has assigned to hi
m

in

Book I ; while in Book X he ascribes to Heraclitus yet
another opinion . O

r

we may take as an example the
system of arithmomancy or divination by the “ Pythagorean
number ” whereby , he says , its professors claim to predict

th
e

winner of a contest by juggling with the numerical
values of the letters in the competitors ' names , and then
gives instances , some of which do and others do not work
out according to the rule he lays down . So , too , in his
unacknowledged quotations from Sextus Empiricus , he so

garbles his text as to make it unintelligible to us were we

no
t

able to restore it from Sextus ' own words . So , again ,

in hi
s

account of the sleight - of -hand and other stage tricks ,

whereby he says , no doubt with truth , the magicians used

to deceive those who consulted them , hi
s

account is so

carelessly written or copied that it is only by means of

much reading between the lines that it can be understood ,
and even then it recounts many more marvels than it
explains . Some of this inaccuracy may possibly be due

to mistakes in copying and re -copying by scribes who did
not understand what they were writing ; but when all is said
there is leſt a sum of blunders which can only be attributed

to great carelessness on the part of the author . Yet , as

if to show that he could take pains if he liked , the quota
tions from Scripture are on the whole correctly transcribed
and show very few variations from the received versions .

Consequently when such variations do occur ( they are
noted later whenever met with ) , we must suppose them to

be not the work of Hippolytus , but of the heretics from
whom he quotes , who must , therefore , have taken liberties
with the New Testament similar to thosc of Marcion .

p . 41 ; II , p . 83 infra . • II , pp . 119 , 15
1

infra .

• For the arithmomancy se
e

p . 83 ff . infra ; the borrowings from
Sextus begin on p . 70 , the tricks of the magicians on p . 92 . For
Othermistakes , see the quotation about the Furies in II , p . 23 , which he
ascribes to Pythagoras , but which is certainly from Ileraclitus (as
Plutarch . tells us ) , and ine Categories of Aristotle which a fe

w

pages
carlier ar

e

also assigned to Pythagoras . His treatment of Josephus will

be dealt with in its place .
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Where , also , he copics Irenæus with or without acknowledg . 1
ment, his copy is extremely faithful , and agrecs with the
Latin version of the model more closely than the Greek
of Epiphanius. It would seem , therefore , that our author 's
statements , although in no sense unworthy of belief, yet
require in many cases strict cxamination before they can
be unhesitatingly accepted .

4. THE COMPOSITION OF THE WORK
In these circumstances , and in view of the manifest dis

crepancies between statements in the earlier part of the text
and what purports to be their repetition in the later , the
question has naturally arisen as to whether the document
before us was written for publication in its present form .

It is never referred to or quoted by name by any later
author , and although the argument from silence has
generally proved a broken recd in such cases , there arc here
some circumstances which seem to give it unusual strength .

It was certainly no reluctance to call in evidence the work
of a schismatic or heretical writer which led to the work
being ignored , for Epiphanius , a century and a half later ,
classes Hippolytus with Irenæus and Clement of Alexandria

as one from whose writings he has obtained information , a
and Thcodoret , while making usc still later of certain
passages which coincide with great closeness with some in

Book X of our text , ) admits , as has been said , Hippolytụs '

claim to both episcopacy and martyrdom . But the passages

in Theodoret which seem to show . .borrowing from Hippo
lytus , although possibly , are not necessarily from the work
before us . The author of this tells us in Book I that he

has “ aforetime " 4 expounded the tenets of the heretics

“ within measure , ' and without revealing all their mysteries ,

and it might , therefore , be from some such earlier work
that both Epiphanius and Theodoret have borrowed . Some
writers , including Salmon , have thought that this earlier
work of our author is to bc found in the anonymous tractate
Adrersus Omnes Thereses usually appended to Tertullian ' s

This is especially th
e

case with th
e

story of Callitus , as to which
see II , pp . 124 ff . infra .

? Haer . xxxi . , p . 205 , Oehler . 3 Haeret . fab . 1 , 17 - 24 .

• málai . In D . C . B . , ari , cit . supra .

VOL . 1 .
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works . Yet this tractate, which is extremely short , con
tains nothing that can be twisted into the words common .
to our text and to Theodoret , and we might, therefore , assert
with confidence that it was from our text that Theodoret
copied them but for the fact that he nowhere indicates their
origin . This might be only another case of the unacknow
ledged borrowing much in fashion in his time, were it not
that Theodoret has already spoken of Hippolytus in the
eulogistic terms quoted above , and would therefore , one
would think , have been glad to give as his informant such
respectable authority . As he did not do so , wc may per
haps accept the conclusion drawn by Cruice with much
skill in a study published shortly after the appearance of
Miller 's text , and say with him that Theodoret did not
know that the passages in question were to be found in
any work of Hippolytus . In this case, as the statements
in Book , IX ſorbid us to suppose that our text was published
anonymously or pseudonymously , the natural inference is
that both Hippolytus and Theodoret drew from a common
source .
What this source was likely to have been there can be

little doubt . Our author speaks more than once of " the
blessed elder Irenæus ,” who has, he says , refuted theheretic
Marcus with much vigour, and he implies that the energy

and power displayed by Irenæus in such matters have
shortened his own work with regard to the Valentinian .
school generally 3 Photius, also , writing as has been said
in the ninth century ,mentions a work of Hippolytus against
heresies admittedly owing much to Irenæus ' instruction .
The passage runs thus :

“ A booklet of Hippolytus has been read . Now
Hippolytus was a disciple of Irenæus . But it (i. e.
the booklet ) was the compilation against 32 heresies
making (the) Dositheans the beginning (of them ) and
comprising (those ) up to Noetus and the Noetians.
And he says that these heresies were subjected to

" SeeOehler 's edition of Tertullian 's works, IT, 751 ff. The parallel
passagesare set out in convenient form in Bishop Wordsworth 's book
beſore quoted.
• Etudes sur denouveaux documents historiques empruntés à l'ouvrage

recemmetdécouvert de
s

Philosophumena , Paris , 1853 .

' II , pp . 43 , 47 infra . .

:
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reſutations by Irenæus in conversation 1( or in lcctures ).
Of which refutations inaking also a synopsis , he says
he compiled this book . The phrasing however is
clear, reverent and unaffected , although he does not
observe the Attic style. Buthe says some other things
lacking in accuracy , and that the Epistle to the Hebrews
was not by the Apostle Paul.” '

These words have been held by Salmon and others to
describe the tractate Adversus Omnes Hereses . Yet this
tractate contains not thirty -two heresies , but twenty -scven ,
and begins with Simon Magus to end with the Praxcas against
whom Tertullian wrote . Italso notices another heretic named
Blastus , who , like Praxeas , is mentioned neither by Irenæus
nor by our author, nor does it say anything about Noetus
or the Apostle Paul. It does indeed mention at the outset
“ Dositheus the Samaritan ,” but only to say that the author
proposes to keep silence concerning both him and the Jews,
and “ to turn to those who have wished to make heresy
from the Gospel,” the very first of whom , he says, is Simon
Magus. As for refutations, the tractate contains nothing
resembling one, which has forced the supporters of the
theory to assume that they were omitted for brevity 's sake .
Nor does it in the least agree with our text in its description

of the tenets and practices of heresies which the two docu
ments treat of in common , such as Simon , Basilides , the
Sethiani and others , and the differences are too great to be

accounted for by supposing that the author of the later text
was merely incorporating in it newer information . 3

On the other hand , Photius ' description agrees fairly well
with our text , which contains thirty -one heresies al

l

told , or

thirty -two if we include , as the author asks us to do , that im
puted by him to Callistus . Of these , that of Noetus is the

Surroûvtos Eipnvalov . For the whole quotation , see P 'horius ,

Bibliotheca , 121 (Bekker ' s ec
l

. ) .

* Tertullian (Oehler ' s ed . ) , II , 751 . St . Jerome in quoting this
passage says the herctics have mangled the Gospel .

3 Thus the tractate makes Simon Magus call his Helena Sophia , and
says that Basilides named his Supreme God Abraxas . It knows nothing

of the God -who - is - not and the three Sonhoods of our text : and it gives

an entirely different account of the Sethians , whom it calls Sethitæ , and
says that they identified Christ with Seth . In this heresy , too , it intro
duces Sophia , and makes her the author of the Flood .
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twenty -eighth , and is followed by those of the Elchesaites ,
Essenes , Pharisees and Sadducees only . These four last are
all much earlier in date than any mentioned in the rest of the
work , and three of them appeared to the author of the tractatc
last quoted as not heresies at all, while the fourth is not de
scribed by him , and there is no reason inmediately apparent
why in any case they should be put after and not before the
post-Christian ones. The early part of the summary of Jewish
belieſs in Book X is torn away , and may have contained a
notice of Dosithcus , whose name occurs in Eusebius and
other writers , as a predecessor of Simon Magus and onc
who did not believe in the inspiration of the Jewish
Prophets . The natural place in chronological order for
these Jewish and Samaritan sects would , therefore , be at the
head rather than at the tail of the list, and if wemay venture
to put then there and to restore to the catalogue the name
of Dositheus , we should have our thirty -two heresies ,
beginning with Dositheus and ending with Noetus. We
will return later to the reason why Photius should call
our text a Biblidarion or “ booklet.”
Are there now any reasons for thinking that our text is

ſounded on such a synopsis of lectures as Photius says
Hippolytus made ? A fairly cogent one is the inconvenient
and awkward division of the books, which often seem as if
they had been arranged to occupy equal periods of time in
delivery . Another is the unnecessary and tedious intro
ductions and recapitulations with which the descriptions

of particular philosophies , charlatanic practices , and here
sies begin and end , and which seem as if they were only
put in for the sake of arresting or holding the attention of
an audience addressed verbally . Thus, in the account of
Simon Magus ' heresy, our author begins with a long-winded
story of a Libyan who taught parrots to proclaim his own
divinity, the only bearing of which upon the story of Simon
is that Hippolytus asserts , like Justin Martyr , that Simon
wished his followers to take hin for the Supreme Being .?
So , too , he begins the succeeding book with the age -worn
tale of Ulysses and the Sirens by way of introduction to
the tenets of Basilides , with which it has no connection
· Euseb ., Hist. Ecchis. IV , c. 22. He is quoting Hegesippus . See

also Origen contra Celsum, VI, c. 11.
• II, p. 3 infra . • II, pp .61 ff. infra .

---
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whatever . This was evidently intended to attract the
attention of an audience so as to induce them to give more
heed to the somewhat intricate details which follow . In
other cases, he puts at the beginning or end of a book
a more or less detailed summary of those which preceded
it, lest, as he states in one instance , hi

s

hearers should have
forgotten what he has before said . 1 These are the usual
artifices of a lecturer , but a more salient example is perhaps
those ends of chapters giving indications of what is to follow
immediately , which can hardly be anything else than
announcements in advance of the subject of the next
lecture . Thus , at the end of Book I , he promises to .

explain the mystic rites 2 - a promise which is for us unſul
filled in the absence of Books II and III ; at the end of

Book IV , he tells us that he will deal with the disciples of

Simon and Valentinus 3 ; at that of Book VII , that he will

do the same with the Docetæ 4 ; and at that of Book VIII
that he will “ pass on ” to the heresy of Noetus . In none

of these cases does he more than mention the first of the
heresies to be treated of in the succecding book , which the
reader could find out for himself by turning over the page ,

or rather by casting his eye a little further down the roll .
Again , there are repetitions in our text excusable in a

lecturer who does not , if he is wise , expect his hearers to
have at their fingers ' ends al

l

that he has said in former
lectures , and who may even find that he can best root
things in their memory by saying them over and over
again ; but quite unpardonable in a writer who can reſer
his readers more profitably to hi

s

former statements . Yet ,

w
e find our author in Book I giving us the supposed teach

ing of Pythagoras as to the monad being a male member ,

the dyad a female and so on up to the decad , which is

supposed to be perfect . This is gone through all over
again in Book IV with reference to the art of arithmetic ?

and again in Book VI where it is made a sort of shoeing
horn to the Valentinian heresy . 8 The same may be

pp . 103 , 11
9
; II , pp . 1 , 57 , 148 , 149 infra . ' p . 66 infra .

3 p . 117 infra . II , p . 97 infra . oll , p . 116 infra .

& p . 37 infra . ? p . 115 infra .

o II , p . 20 . In II , p . 49 , it is mcntioned in connection with the
heresy of Marcus , and on p . 104 the same theory is attributed to the

“ Egyplians , "
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said of the “ Categories " or accidents of substance which
Hippolytus in one place attributes to Pythagoras , but which
are identical with those set out by Aristotle in the Organon .
He gives them rightly lo Aristotle in Book ), but makes
them the invention of the Pythagoreans in Book VI only to
return them to Aristotle in Book VII. Here again is a
mistake such as a lecturer might make by a slip of the
tongue, but not a writer with any pretensions to care or
seriousness .
Beyond this, there is some little direct cvidence of a

lecture origin for our text. In his comments on the system
of Justinus, which he connects with the Ophites, our author
says : “ Though I have met with many heresies , O beloved ,
I have met with none viler in evil than this.” The word
“ beloved ” is here in the plural, and would be the phrase
used by a Greek -speaking person in a lecture to a class or
group of disciples or catechumens . I do not think there
is any instance of its use in a book . In another place he
says that his " discourse ” has proved useful , not only for
refuting heretics , but for combating the prevalent belief in

astrology ; 3 and although the word might be employed by

other authors with regard to writings , yet it is not likely to

have been used in that sense by Hippolytus , who every
where possible refers to his former " books . " There is ,
therefore , a good deal of reason for supposing that some
part of this work first saw the light as spoken and not as
written words .

What this part is may be difficult to define with great
exactness ; but there are abundant signs that the work as

we have it was not written al
l

at one time . In Book ) , the
author cxpresses his intentio : of assigning every heresy

to the speculations of some particular philosopher or

philosophic school . So far from doing so , however , he

only compares Valentinus with Pythagoras and Plato ,

Basilides with Aristotle , Cerdo and Marcion with Em
pedocles , Herinogencs with Socrates , and Noetus with
Heraclitus , leaving al

l

the Ophite teachers , Satornilus ,

p . 66 ; II , pp . 21 , 64 infra .

i ayarntoi , p . 113 and p . 180 infra . It also occurs on p . 125 of

Vol . II in the same connection .

ondos , pp . 107and 120 infra . He uses the word in the same sense

on p . 113 . • p . 35 infra .
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Carpocrates , Cerinthus and other founders of schools
without a single philosopher attached to them . At the end
of Book IV , moreover , he draws attention more than once
to certain supposed resemblances in the views linked with
the name of Pythagoras , to those underlying the nomen
clature of the Simonian and Valentinian heresies , and
concludes with the words that he must proceed to the
doctrines of these last . Before he does so, however ,
Book V is interposed and is entirely taken up with the
Ophites, or worshippers of the Serpent , to whom he does
not attenipt to assign a philosophic origin . In Book VI
he carries out his promise in Book IV by going at length
into the doctrines of Simon , Valentinus and the followers
of this last, and in Book VII he takes us in like manner
through those of Basilides , Menander , Marcion and his
successors , Carpocrates , Cerinthus and many others of the
less-known heresiarchs . Book VIII deals in the same way
with a sect that he calls the Docetæ , Monoimus the
Arabian , Tatian , Hermogenes and some others . In the
case of the Ophite teachers , Simon , and Basilides , he gives
us, as has been said , extracts from documents which are
entirely new to us, and were certainly not used by Irenæus ,
while he adds to the list of heresies described by his
predecessor , the sects of the Docetæ , Monoimus and the

1 Quartodecimans . In all the other heresies so far, he
follows Irenæus ' account almost word for word , and with
such closeness as enables us to restore in great part the
missing Greek text of that Father . With Book IX , how
ever, there comes a change . Mindful of the intention
expressed in Book I, he here begins with a summary of the
teaching of Heraclitus the Obscure , which no one has yet
professed to understand , and then sets to work to deduce
from it the heresy of Noetus . This gives him the op
portunity for the virulent attack on his rival Callistus , to

whom he ascribes amodification of Noetus' heresy, and he
next, as has been said , plunges into a description of the
sect of the Elchesaites , then only lately come to Rome, and
quotes from Josephus without acknowledgment and with
some garbling the account by this last of the division of the
Jews into the three sects of Pharisees , Sadducees and Essenes .
Noetus'heresy was what was known as Patripassian , from its

p . 11
7

infra .
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involving the admission that the Father suffered upon the
Cross , and although he manages to sec Gnostic elements in
that of the Elchesaites , there can be little doubt that these
last -named “ heretics ,” whose main tenet was the prescrip
tion of frequent baptism fo

r all sins and diseases , were
connected with the pre -Christian sect of Hemerobaptists ,

Mogtasilah or “ Washers ” who are at once pre -Christian ,

and still to be found near the Tigris between Baghdad and
Basra . Why he should have added to these the doctrines

of the Jews is uncertain , as the obvious place for this would
have been , as has been said , at the beginning of the
volume : 1 but a possible explanation is that he was here
resuming a course of instruction by lectures that he had
before abandoned , and was therefore in some sort obliged to

spin it out to a certain length .

Book X seems at first sight likely to solve many of the
questions which every reader who has got so far is

compelled to ask . It begins , in accordance with the habit
just noted , with the statement that the author has now
worked through “ the Labyrinth of Heresies " and that the
teachings of truth are to be found neither in the philo
sophies of the Greeks , the secret mysteries of the Egyptians ,

the formulas of the Chaldaeans or astrologers , nor the ravings

of Babylonian magic . This links it with fair closeness to
the reference in Book IV to the ideas of the Persians ,
Babylonians , Egyptians and Chaldæans , only the first -named .

- nation being here omitted from the text . It then goes on

to say that “ having brought together the opinions 3 of all
the wise men among the Greeks in four books and those of

thc heresiarchs in five , ” he will make a summary of them . It .

will be noted that this is in complete contradiction to the
supposition that the missing Books II and III contained
the doctrines of the Babylonians , as he now says that they
comprised those of the Greeks only . The summary which

1 Pseudo - Ilicronymus , Isidorus Hispalensis , and Ilonorius Augusto .

duncnsis , like Epiphanius , begin their catalogues of heresies with the
Jewish and Samaritan sects . Philastrius leads off with the Ophites
and Sethians whom he dcclares to be pre -Christian , and then goes on

to Dositheus , and the Jewish “ heresics " before coming to Simon

· Magus . Pseudo - Augustine and Prædestinatus begin with Simon
Magus and include no pre -Christian sects . See Oehler , Corpus
Harescologicus , Berlin , 1866 , 6 . i .

• 11 , p . 15
0

infra . • Bloqara , p . ci
t .
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follows might have been expected to make this confusion
clear, but unfortunately it does nothing of the kind. It
does indeed give so good an abstract of what has been said
in Books V to IX inclusive regarding the chief heresiarchs ,
that in one or two places it enables us to correct doubtful
phrases and to fil

l
in gaps left in earlier books . There is

omitted from the summary , however , al
l

mention of the
heresies of Marcus , Satornilus , Menander , Carpocrates , the
Nicolaitans , Doceta , Quartodecimans , Encratites and the
Jewish sects , and the list of omissions will probably be

thought too long to be accounted fo
r

on the ground of

mere carelessness . But when the summarizer deals with
the earlier books , the discrepancy between the summary
and the documents summarized is much more startling .

Among the philosophers , he omits to summarize the
opinions of Pythagoras , Empedocles , Ecphantus , Hippo ,

Socrates , Plato , Aristotle , the Stoics , Academics , Brach
mans , or Druids , while he does mention those of

Hippasus , Ocellus Lucanus , Heraclides of Pontus and
Asclepiades , who were not named in any of the texts of

Book I which have come down to us . As for the tenets
and practices of the l 'ersians , Egyptians and others ,

supposed on the strength of the statement at the beginning

of Book V to have been narrated in Books II and III ,
nothing further is here said concerning them , and , by the
little table of contents with which Book X like the others is

prcfaced , it will appear that nothing was intended to be

said . For this last omission it might be possible to assigia
plausible reasons if it stood alone . ; but when it is coupled
with the variations between summary and original as

regards Book I , the only inference that meets al
l

the facts

is that the summarizer did not have the first four books
under his eyes .

This has le
d

some critics to conclude that the summary

is by another hand . There is nothing in the literary
manners of the age to compel us to reject this supposition ,

and similar cases have been quoted . The evidence of style

is , however , against it , and it is unlikely that if the
summarizer were any other person than Hippolytus , he
would have taken up Hippolytus ' personal quarrel against
Callistus . Yet in the text of Book X before us the charge of

heresy against Callistus is repeated , although perhaps with less
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asperity than in Book IX , the accusations against his
morals being omitted . Nor is it easy to dissociate from
Hippolytus the really eloquent appeal to men of al

l

nations
to escape the terrors of Tartarus and gain an inmortality of

bliss by becoming converted to the Doctrine of Truth with
which the Book ends , after an excursion into Hebrew
Chronology , a subject which always had great fascination
for Hippolytus . Although the matter is not beyond doubt ,

it would appear , therefore , that the summary , like the rest

of the book , is by Hippolytus ' own hand .

In these circumstances there is but one theory that in the
opinion of the present writer will reconcile al

l

the conflicting
facts . This is that the foundation of our text is the synopsis
that Hippolytus made , as Photius tells us , after receiving
instruction ſrom Irenæus ; that those notes were , as Hippoly
tus himself says , “ set forth ” by him possibly in the form of

lectures , equally possibly in writing , but in any case a long
time before our text was compiled ; and that when his
rivalry with Callistus became acute , he thought of republish
ing these discourses and bringing them up to date by adding

to them the Noelian and other non -Gnostic heresies which
were then making headway among the Christian community ,

together with the facts about the divinatory and magical
tricks which had come to his knowledge during his long
stay in Rome . We may next conjecture that , after the
grcater part of his book was written , chance threw in his
way the documents belonging to the Naassene and other
Ophite sects , which went back to the earliest days of

Christianity and were probably in Hippolytus ' time on the
verge of extinction . He had before determined to omit
these sects as of slight importance , but now perceiving the
interest of the new documents , he hastily incorporated them

in hi
s

book immediately after his account of the magicians ,

so that they might appear as what he with some truth said
they were , to wit , the fount and source of all later Gnosticism .

To do this , he had to displace the account of the Jewish
and Samaritan sects with which al

l

the heresiologists of the
time thought it necessary to begin their histories . He

* So Origen , Cont . Cels . , VI , 24 , speaks of " the very insignificant
sect called Ophites . "

: II , p . 11
6

infra , where he says that he di
d

no
t

think them worth
refuting .
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probably felt the less reluctance in doing so , because the
usual mention of these sects as “ heresies " in some sort
contradicted his pet thicory, which was that the Gnostic
tenets were not a mere perversion of Christian teaching , but
were derived from philosophic thcories of the creation of
things , and from the mystic rites .
Next le

t

us suppose that at the close of his life , when he

was perhaps hiding from Maximin ' s inquisitors , or even
when he was at the Sardinian mines , he thought of pre
serving his work for posterity by re -writing it - - such copics

as he had left behind him in Rome having been doubtless
seized by the Imperial authorities . Not having thematcrial
that he had before used then at his disposal , he had to

make the best summary that he could from memory , and

in the course of this found that the contents of the Books

I , II , and III - the material for which he had drawn in the
first instance from Irenæus - had more or less escaped him .

He was probably able to recall some part of Book I by the
help of heathen works like those of Diogenes Laertius ,

Actius , or perhaps that Alcinous whose summary of Plato ' s

doctrines seem to have been fornicrly used by him . The
Ophite and other Gnostic heresies hi

c

remembers sufficiently

to make hi
s summary of their doctrines more easy , although

he onits from the list heresiarchs like Marcus , Satornilus
and Menander ,about whom he had never had any exclusive
information , and he now puts Justinus after instead of before
Basilides . Finally , he remembered the Jewish sects which
he had once intended to include , and being pcrhaps able

to command , even in the mines , the work of a Romanized
but unconverted Jew like Josephus , took from it such facts

as seemed uscful for his purpose as an introduction to the
chronological speculation which had once formed his
favourite study . With this summary as hi

s guide he

continued , it may be , to warn the companions in adversity

to whom he tells us he had “ become an adviser , " against
the perils of heresy , and to appeal to his unconverted ,

listeners with what hi
s

former translator calls not unfitly “ a

noble specimen of patristic eloquence . " That he dicd in

the mincs is most probable , not only from his advanced age

1 For the scarch macie both by pagan and Christian inquisitors fo
r

thcir opponents ' books , see Forerunners , 11 , 12 ,

• See n . on p . 51 infra .
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at the time of exile and the consequent unlikelihood that
he would be able to withstand the pestilential climate , but
also from the record of his body having been “ deposited ” .
in the Catacombs on the same day with that of his fellow
Pope and martyr Pontianus. Yet the persecution of
Maximin , though sharp , was short , and on the death of
the tyrant after a reign of barely three years , there is no
reason why the transcript of Book X should not have
reached Rome, where there is some reason to think it was
known from its opening words as “ the Labyrinth . ” Later

it was probably appended to Books IV to IX of Hippolytus '

better known work , and the whole copied for the usc of

those officials who had to enquire into heresy . To them ,

Books II and III would be useless , and they probably
thought it inexpedient to perpetuate any greater knowledge
than was necessary for their better suppression , of the
unclean mysteries of either pagan or Gnostic . As for
Book 1 , besides being harmless , it had possibly by that time
become too firmly connected with the name of Origen for

its attribution to this other sufferer in the Maximinian
persecution to be disturbed in later times .

It only remains to see how this theory fit
s

in with the
remarks of Photius given above . It is fairly evident that
Photius is speaking from recollection only , and that the
words do not suggest that he had Hippolytus ' actual work
before him when writing , while he throughout speaks of it

in the past tense as one might speak of a document which
has long since perished , although some memory of its

contents have been preserved . If this were so , we might
be prepared to take Photius ' description as not necessarily
accurate in every detail ; yet , as we have it , it is almost a

perfect description of our text . The 32 heresics , as we
have shown above , appear in our text as in Photius ' docu
ment . Our lext contains not only the large excerpts from
Irenæus which we might expect from Photius ' account of

its inception , but also the " refutations ” which do not appear

in the Adversus Omnes Hæreses . It extends “ up to , " as

· Photius says , Noetus and the Noetians , and although it

does not contain any mention of Dositheus or the
Dositheans , this may have been given in the part which has

i Cl . Salmon in D . C . B . , s . v . " Hippolytus Romanus . "
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been cut out of Book X .1 If that were the case, or if
Photius hasmade any mistake in the matter , as one might
easily do when we consider that al

l

the early heresiologies
begin with Jewish and Samaritan sects , the only real
discrepancy between our text and Photius ' description of

Hippolytus ' work is in the matter of length . But it is by

no means certain that Photius ever saw the whole work put
together , and it is plain that he had never seen or had
forgotten the first four books dealing with the philosophers ,

the mysteries and the charlatans . Without these , and
without the summary , Books V to IX do not work out to

more than 70 ,000 words in al
l , and this might well seem

a mere “ booklet " to a man then engaged in the compilation

of hi
s huge Bibliotheca . Whether , then , Hippolytus di
d or

did not reduce to writing the exposition of heresies which

he made in hi
s youth , it seems probable that al
l

certain trace

of this exposition is lost . It is certainly not to be recognized

in pseudo - Tertullian ' s Adversus Omnes Hiereses , and the
work of Hippolytus recorded by Photius was probably a

copy of our text in a more or less complete forni .

5 . THE STYLE O
F

THE WORK
Photius ' remark that Hippolytus did not keep to the

Attic style is an understatement of the case with regard to
our text . Jacobi , its first critic , was so struck by the
number of “ Latinisms ” that he found in it as to conjecture
that it is nothing but a Greek translation of a Latin original . 2

This is so unlikely as to be well -nigh impossible if Hippo
lytus were indeed the author ; and no motive for such
translation can be imagined unless it were made at a fairly
late period . In that case , we should expect to find it full

of words and expressions used only in Byzantine times
when the Greek language had becomedebased by Slav and
Oriental admixtures . This , however , is not the casc with
our text , and only one distinctly Byzantinc phrase has

i Ilippolytus ' denial of the Pauline authorship of the Epistle to the
llebrows probably appeared in some work other than our iext . Or it

may have becn cut oui by the scribe as offensive to orthodoxy .

í A flagrant case is to be found in p . 81 Cr . where 0 ( P ) has , accord .

ing to Schneidewin , been written for R , a mistake that could only

be made by one used to Roman letters . Cl . Serpens and serviens ,

p . 487 Cr . :
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rewarded a careful search .1 On the other hand neologisms
are not rare, especially in Book X,” and everything goes
to show the truth of Cruice's remark that the author was
evidently not a trained writer . This is by no means incon
- sistent with the theory that the whole work is by Hippolytus ,
and is the more probable if we conclude that it was origin
ally spoken instcad of written .
This is confirmed when we look into the construction of

the author 's sentences . They are drawn out by a succession
of relative clauses to an extent very rarc among even lato
Greck writers ,more than one sentence covering 20 or 30
lines of the printed page without a full stop , while the
usual rules as to the place and order of the words are often
neglected . Another peculiarity of style is the constant
piling up of several similes or tropes where only one would
suffice , which is very distinctly marked in the passages
whenever the author is speaking for long in his own person
and without quoting the words of another . In al

l

these
we seem to be listening to the words of a fluent but rather
laborious orator . Thus in Book I he compares the jo

y

that he cxpects to find in his work to that of an athlete
gaining the crown , of a merchant selling his goods after a

long voyage , of a husbandsman with his hardly won crops ,

and of a despised prophet seeing hi
s predictions ſulfilled . 3

So in Book V , aſter mentioning a book by Orpheus called
Bacchica otherwise unknown , he goes on to speak of “ the
mystic rite of Celeus and Triptolemus and Demeter and
Core and Dionysus in Eleusis , ' ' 4 when any practised writer
would have said the Elcusinian mysteries simply . A similar
piling up of imagery is found in Book VIII , where he

speaks of the secd of the fig -tree as " a refuge for the
terror -stricken , a shelter for the naked , a veil for modesty ,

and the sought -for produce to which the Lord came in

search of fruit threc times and found none . " 5 But it is

naturally in the phrases of the pastoral address with which
Book X ends that the most salient examples occur . Thus ,

" åpóre fo
r
åp ' o , p . 453 Cr .

26 . 6 pusioyovinh ( p . 9 Cr . ) KOfiatal ( p . 86 ) , ixovskórna ( p . 103 ) ,

åpxar @ puros ( 17 . 153 ! , åspovohros ( p . 176 ) , Kevinógos ( p . 370 ) , « pwro
gevércipa ( p . 489 ) , katIDLOTOloúmeros( p . 500 ) , ådloTaktos ( p . 511 ) , Tapta .

porxos ( p . 523 ) .•p . 35 infra . •p . 16
6

infra . • II , p . 99 infra .
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the unconverted are told that by being instructed in the
knowledge of the true God , they will escape the iniminent
menace of the judgment fire , and the unillumined vision of
gloomy Tartarus , and the burning of the everlasting shore
of the Gehenna of fire, and the eye of the Tartaruchian
angels in eternal punishment, and the worm that cver coils
as if for food round the body whence it was bred ,1 -- or, as he
might have said in one word , the horrors of hell.

Less distinctive than this , although cqually noticeable, is
the play of words which is here frequently employed .
This is not unknown among other ecclesiastical writers of
the time , and seems to have struck Charles Kingsley when ,
fresh from a perusal of St. Augustine, he describes him as
“ by a sheer mistranslation ” twisting one of the l'salms to

mean what it never meant in the writer 's mind , and what
it never could mean , and then punning on the Latin
version . 2 Hippolytus when writing in his own person
makes but moderate use of this figure . Sometimes he does
so legitimately enough , as when he speaks of the Gnostics
initiating a convert into their systems and delivering to
him “ the perfection of wickedness ” - the word used for
perfection having the mystic or technical meaning of initi
ation as well as the more ordinary one of completion 3; or
when he says that the measurements of stellar distances by
Ptolemy have led to the construction of measureless
" heresies .” 4 At others he consciously puns on the double
meaning of a word , as when he says that those who venture
upon orgies are not far from the wrath (úpyń ) of God .5
Sometimes , again , he is le

d away . . by a merely accidental
similarity of sounds as when he tries to connect the name of

the Docete , which he knows is taken from dokeiv , " to seem , ”

with " the beam ( Sokós ) in the eye " of the Sermon on the
Mount . He makes a second and morc obvious pun on

the same word later when he says that the Docetæ do more
than seem to be mad ; but he is most shameless when he
derives " prophet " from a popalvelv instead of mpódni ? - a

perversion which one can hardly imagine entering into the
head of any one with the most modest acquaintance with
Greek grammar .

1 11 , pp . 177 ff . ? See Augustine ' s sermon in Ilypalia .

• p . 33 infra . • p . 83 infra . 6 II , p . 2 infra .

• 11 , p . 99 infra . . ' ' II , p . 175 infra .
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But these puns , bad as they are , are venial compared
with some of the authors from whom he quotes . None
can equal in this respect the efforts of the Naassene author,
whose plays upon words and audacious derivations might
put to the blush those in the Cratylus. Adamas and Adam ,
Corybas and Kopubý (the head ), Geryon and Typvovnu

(“ flowing from earth " ), Mesopotamia and " a river from the
middle ,” Papas and Tave , talle (“ Cease ! ccasc ! ” ), Aimódos
(“ goat herd ” ) and úc

i

molov ( “ ever turning ” ) naas

( “ serpent ” ) and vaós ( " temple " ) , Euphraics and cúppalvel

( " he rejoices " ) are but a few of the terriblc puns he

perpetrates . ' The Peratic author is more sober in this
respect , and yet he , or perhaps Hippolytus for hi

m , derives
the name of the sect from nepâv ( “ to pass beyond " ) , 2

although Theodoret with more plausibility would take it

from the nationality of its teacher Euphrates the Peratic or

Mede ; and the chapter on the Sethians does not contain a

single pun . Yet that on Justinus makes up for this by
deriving the namc of tlle god Priapus from a PLOTOLéw , a word
made up for the occasion . 3 “ The great Gnostics of

Hadrian ' s time , " vi
z . : — Basilides , Marcion and Valentinus ,

seem to have had souls above such pucrilities ; but the
Docetic author resumes the habit with a specially daring
parallel between Bútos ( “ a bush " ) and Biltos (Hera ' s robe

or “ mist " ja and Monoimus the Arab follows suit with a
sort of jingle between the Decalogue and the denunduyog or
ten plagues of Egypt , which would hardly have occurred to
any one without the Semitic taste for assonancc . 6 of the
less -quoted writers there is no occasion to spcak , bccausc
there are either no extracts from their works given in our
text or they are too short for us to judge from them
whether they , too , were given to punning .

Apart from such comparatively small matters , however ,

the difference in style between the several Gnostic writers
here quoted is wellmarked . Nothing can be more singular

at first sight than the way in which the Naassene author
expresses himself . It seems to the reader on the first
perusal of his lucubrations as if the writer had made up his
mind to follow no train of thought beyond the limits of a

single sentence . Beginning with th
e

idea of th
e

First Man ,

" See pp . 122 , 133 , 134 , 135 , 137 , 142 , 143 infra .

? p . 154 infra . • p . 17
8

infra . • II , p . 102 . " II , p . 109 .
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TT
TT
TT

which we find running like a thread through so many
Lastern creeds , from that of the Cabalists among the Jews

to the Manichæans who perhaps took it directly from its

primitive source in Babylon , he immediately turns from
this to declare the tripartite division of the universe and
everything it contains , including the souls and natures of

men , and to inculcate the strictest asceticism . Yet all this

is written round , so to speak , a hymn to Attis which he
declares relates to the Mysteries of the Mother with several
allusions to the most secret rites of the Eleusinian Demeter
and , as it would appear , of those of the Greek Isis . The
Peratic author , on the other hand , also teaches a tripartite
division of things and souls , but draws his proofs not from

the same mystic sources as the Naassene but from what
Hippolytus declares to be the system of the astrologers .

This system , which is not even hinted at in any avowedly
astrological work , is that the stars are the cause of all that
happens here below , and that we can only escape from
their sway into one of the two worlds lying above ours by
the help of Christ , here called the Perfect Serpent , existing

as an intermediary between the Father of All and Matter .

Yet this doctrine , which we can also read without much
forcing of the text into th

e rhapsody of the Naassene , is

stated with all the precision and sobriety of a scientific
proposition , and is as entirely free from the fervour and
breathlessness of the last -named writer as it is from his
perpetual allusions to the Greek and especially to the
Alexandrian and Anatolian mythology . Both these again
are perfectly different in style from the “ Sethian " author
from whom Hippolytus gives us long extracts , and who
seems to have trusted mainly to an imagery which is entirely
opposed to all Western conventions of modesty : 3 Yet all
three aver the strongest belief in the Divinity and Divine
Mission of Jesus ,whom they identify with the Good Serpent ,

which was according to many modern authors the chief
material object of adoration in every heathen temple in

1 See Forerunners , I , 1x
i

ff .

* This applies to the chief Peratic author quoted . The long cata .

logue connecting personages in the Greek mythology with particular
stars is , as is said later , hy another hand , and is introduced by a

bombastic utterance like that attributed to Simon Magus .

• Hippolytus attributes it to the Orphics ; but sec de Faye for
another explanation .

voi . 1 ,
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Asia Minor . They ar
e , therefore , rightly numbered by

Hippolytus among the Ophite heresies , and seem to be

founded upon traditions current throughout Western Asia
which even now are not perhaps quite extinct . Yet each

of the three authors quoted in our text writes in a perfectly
different style from his two fellow heresiarchs , and this
alone is sufficient to remove al

l

doubt as to the genuineness
of the document .

These three Ophite chapters are taken first because in

our text they begin the heresiology strictly so called . As
has been said , the present writer believes them to be an

interpolation made at the last moment by the author , and
by no means the most valuable , though they are perhaps
the most curious part of the book . They resemble much ,

however , in thought the quotations in our text attributed

to Simon Magus , and although the ideas apparent in them
differ in material points , yet there seems to be between the
two sets of documents a kind of family likeness in the
occasional use of bombastic language and unclean imagery .

Butwhen we turn from these to the extracts from the works
attributed to Valentinus and Basilides which Hippolytus
gives us , a change is immediately apparent . Here we have
dignity of language corresponding to dignity of thought , and

in the case of Valentinus especially the diction is quite equal

to the passages from the discourses of that most eloquent
heretic quoted by Clement of Alexandria . We feel on reading
them that we have indeed travelled from the Orontes to

the Tiber , and the difference in style should by itself
convince the most sceptical critic at once of the good
faith of our careless author and of the authenticity of the
sources from which he has collected his information .

.

6 . THE VALUE O
F

THE WORK
What interest has a work such as this of Hippolytus fo

r

us at the present day ? In the first place it preserves for

us many precious relics of a literature which before its dis
covery seemed lost fo

r

ever . The pagan hynin to Attis

1 Forerunners , II , 49 .

• Justinus is left out of the account because he does not seem to have
been an Ophite at all . The Serpent in his system is entirely evil , and
therefore not an object of worship , and hi

s

sect is probably much later
than the other three in the same book .
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.

and the Gnostic one on the Divine Mission of Jesus, both '
appearing in Book V, are finds of the highest value for the
study of the religious beliefs of the early centuries of our
Era , and with these go many fragments of hardly less im
portance , including the Pindaric ode in the same book .
Not less useful or less unexpected are the revelations in the
same book of the true meaning of the syncretistic worship
of Attis and Cybele , and the disclosure here made of the
supreme mystery of the Eleusinian rites , which we now

know for the first time culminated in the representation of
a divine marriage and of the subsequent birth of an infant
god , coupled with the symbolical display of an " ear of corn
reaped in silence.” For the study of classical antiquity as
well as for the science of religions such facts are of the
highest value.
But all this will for most of us yield in interest to the

picture which our text gives us of the struggles of Christi
anity against its external and internal foes during the first
three centuries . So far from this period having been one

of quiet growth and development fo
r

the infant Church , w
c

sce her in Hippolytus ' pages exposed not only to fierce if

sporadic persecution from pagan emperors , but also to the
steady and persistent rivalry of scores of competing schools
led by some of the greatest minds of the age , and al

l
com

bining some of the main tenets of Christianity with the
relics of heathenism . Wenow know , too , that she was not
always able to present an unbroken front to these violent

or insidious assailants . In the highest seats of the Church ,

as we now learn for the first time , there were divisions on

matters of faith which anticipated in some measure those
which nearly rent her in twain after the promulgation of

the Creed of Nicæa . Such a schism as that between the
churches of Hippolytus and Callistus must have given
many an opportunity to those foes who were in some sort

of her own household ; while round the contest , like the
irregular auxiliaries of a regular army , swarmed a crowd of

wonder -workers , diviners , and other exploiters of the public
credulity , of whose doings we have before gained some
insight from writers like Lucian and Apuleius , but whose
methods and practices are for the first time fully described
by Hippolytus .

The conversion of thewhole Empire under Constantine
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broke once fo
r al
l

the power of these enemics of the Church .

Schisms were still to occur , but grievous as they were , they
happily proved impotent to destroy the essential unity of

Christendom . The heathen faiths and the Gnostic sects
derived from them were soon to wither like plants that had

no root , and both they and the charlatans whose doings
our author details were relentlessly hunted down by the
State which had once given them shelter : while if themeans
used fo

r

this purpose were not such as the purer Christian
ethics would now approve , we must remember that these
means would probably have proved ineffective had not
Christian teaching already destroyed the hold of these
older beliefs on the seething populations of the Empire .

That the adolescent Church should thus have been enabled .

to triumph over . all her enemies may seem to many a

better proof of her divine guidance than the miraculous
powers once attributed to her . We may not all of us be
able to believe that a rainstorm put out the fire on which
Thekla was to be burned alive , or that the crocodiles in the
tank in the arena into which she was cast were struck by
lightning and floated to the surface dead . Still less can
we credit that the portraits of St . Theodore and other
military saints left their place in the palace of the Queen of
Persia and walked about in human form . Such stories
are for the most of us either pious fables composed for
edification or half -forgotten records of natural events seen
through the mist of exaggeration and misrepresentation
common in the Oriental mind . “But that the Church which
began like a grain ofmustard seed should in so short a time
come to overshadow . the whole civilized world may well
seem when we consider the difficulties in her way a greater
miracle than any of those recorded in the Apocryphal
Gospels and Acts ; and the full extent of these difficulties
we should not have known save forMynas ' discovery of our -

text .
1 Acts of Paul and Thekla , passim .

• E . A . T . Wallis Budge , Miscellaneous Coptic Texts in Dialect of

Upper Egypt , London , 1915 , pp . 579 ff .



BOOK 11
THE PHILOSOPHIERS

These are the contents df the First Part 3 of the Reſu - p 1;
tation of al

l

Heresies ; Cruice .

What were the tenets of the natural philosophers and who
these were ; and what those of the ethicists and who these
were ; and what those of the dialecticians and who the
dialecticians were .

. 1 As has been said in the Introduction ( p . I supra ) four early
codices of the First Book exist , the texts being known from the
libraries where they are to be found as the Medicean , the Turin , the
Ottobonian and the Barberine respectively . That published by

Miller was a copy of the Medicean codex already put into print by

Fabricius , but was carefully worked over by Roeper , Scott and others
who like Gronovius , Wolf and Delarue , collated it with the other
three codices . The different readings are , I think , all noted by Cruice

in his edition of 1860 , but are not of great importance , and I have only
noticed them here when they make any serious change in the meaning

of the passage . Hermann Diels has again revised the text in his
Doxographi Græci , Berlin , 1879 , with a result that Salmon ( D . C . B .

s . v . “ Hippolytus Romanus " ) declares to be “ thoroughly satisfac .

tory , ” and the reading of this part of our text may now , perhaps , be

regarded as settled . Only the opening and concluding paragraphs are

of much value for our present purpose , the account of philosophic
opinions which lies between being , as has been already said , a

compilation of compilations , and not distinguished by any special
insight into the ideas of the authors summarized , with the works ofmost

of whom Hippolytus had probably but slightacquaintance . An excep
tion should perhaps bemade in the case of Aristotle , as it is probable that
Hippolytus , like other students of his time , was trained in Aristotle ' s

dialectic and analytic system for the purpose of disputation . But this
will be better discussed in connection with Book VII .

1 τάδε ένεστιν εν τη πρώτη του κατά παρών αιρέσεων ελέγχου . This
formula is repeated at the head of Book ' s V - X with the alteration of

the number only .

3 The word missing after mpúrn was probably wepl8ı , the only likely
word which would agree with ihe feminine adjective . It would be
appropriate enough if the theory of the division of the work into
spoken lectures be correct . The French and German editors alike
translate in libro primo .

31
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Now the natural philosophers mentioned are Thales ,
l'ythagoras , Empedocles , Heraclitus, Anaximander ,
Anaximenes , Anaxagoras , Archelaus, Parmenides ,
Leucippus, Democritus , Xenophanes , Ecphantus, and

A p. 2. Hippo . The ethicists ar
e

Socrates , pupil of Archelaus
Outo ' s the physicist and Plato , pupil of Socrates . These mingled

together the three kinds of philosophy . The dialecticians
are Aristotle , pupil of Plato and the founder of dialectics ,

and the Stoics Chrysippus and Zeno .

Epicurus , however , maintained an opinion almost exactly
contrary to al

l

these . So di
d Pyrrho the Academic ? who

asserts the incomprehensibility of all things . There are
also the Brachians 2 among the Indians , the Druids
among the Celts , and Hesiod .

(PROEMIUM )

• No fable made famous by the Greeks is to be neglected .

For even those opinions of theirs which lack consistency
are believed through the extravagant madness , of the
heretics , who , from hiding in silence their own unspeakable
mysteries , are supposed by many to worship God . Whose
opinions also we aforetime set forth within measure , not
displaying them in detail but refuting them in the rough , 3

as we did not hold it fit to bring their unspeakable deeds

p• 3 . to light . This we did that , as we se
t

forth their tenets

by hints only , they , becoming ashamed lest by telling .

outright their secrets we should prove them to be godless ,

might abate somewhat from their unreasoned purpose and
unlawful enterprise . 4 But since I see that they have not
been put to shame by our clemency , and have not con
sidered God ' s long -suffering under their blasphemies , I am

1 There seems no reason fo
r

numbering Pyrrho of Elis among
themembers of the Academy , Old or New . Diogenes Laertius , from
whose account of his doctrines Hippolytus seems to have derived the
dogma of incomprehensibility which he here attributes to Pyrrho , makes

hi
m

the founder of the Sceptics . Hewas a contemporary of Alexander
the Great , and probably died before Arcesilaus founded the New
Academy in 280 K . C .

• Mr . Macmahon here reads " Brahmins . " Their habits appear
more like those of Yogis or Sanyasis .

sådpouepws : in contradistinciion to kard dettdv just above .

• aroglotov gróuns kal abeultou drixeiphoews . The Turin MS .

transposes the adjectives .
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forced , in order that they may either be shamed into
repentance , or remaining as they are may be rightly judged ,
to proceed to show their ineffable mysteries which they
impart to those candidates fo

r

initiation who are thoroughly
trustworthy . Yet they do not previously avow them , unless
they have enslaved such a one by keeping him long

in suspense and preparing him by blasphemy against
the true God , ' and they see him longing for the jugglery of

the disclosure . And then , when they have proved him

to be bound fast by iniquity , ” they initiate him and impart

to him the perfection of evil things , 3 first binding him

by oath neither to tell nor to impart them to any one unless
he too has been enslaved in the same way . Yet from him

to whom they have been only communicated , no oath is ]

longer necessary . For whoso has submitted to learn and to p . 4 .

receive their finalmysteries will by the act itself and by his
own conscience be bound not to utter them to others . For
were he to declare to any man such an offence , he would
neither be reckoned longer among men , nor thought
worthy any more to behold the light . Which things also are
such an offence that cven the dumb animals do not attenipt
them , as we shall say in its place . But since the
argument compels us to enter into the case very deeply ,

we do not think fit to hold our peace , but setting forth

in detail the opinions of al
l , we shall keep silence on none .

And it seems good to us to spare no labour even if thereby
the tale be lengthened . For we shall leave behind us

no sinall help to the life of men against further error , when

al
l

see clearly the hidden and unspeakable orgies of 'which

1 apds Tô
v

úvtws @ ed
r
. Th
e

phrase is used frequently hereafter ,

particularly in Book X .

? Cf . th
e

“ bond of iniquity " in St . Peter ' s speech to Simon Magus ,

Acts viii . 23 .

- 3 ad TéXELOVTWv nar v . réelov being a mystic word for final

or completc initiation . .

* α και τα άλογα κ . τ . λ . Schneidlewin and Cruice both read εί και ,

Roeper ei simply , others ei őri . The first seems the best reading ; but
none of the suggestions is quite satisfactory . The promise to say what

it was that even the dumb animals would not have done is unfulfilled .

It cannot have involved any theological question , but probably refers

to the obscene sacrament of the Pistis Sophia , the Bruce Papyrus and
Huysmans ' Là - Bas . Yet Hippolytus does not again refer to it , and

of all the heretics in our text , the Simonians are the only ones accused

of celebrating it , cven by Epiphanius .
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the heretics are the stewards and which they impart only to
the initiated . But none other will refute these things than
the Holy Spirit handed down in the Church which the
Apostles having first received di

d

distribute to those who
rightly believed . Whose successors we chance to be and
partakers of the same grace of high priesthood 1 and of

P . 5 . teaching and accounted guardians of the Church . Where
fore we close not our eyes nor abstain from straight speech ;

but neither do we tire in working with our whole soul and
body worthily to return worthy service to the beneficent
God . Nor do we make full return save that we slacken not

in that which is entrusted to us : but we fill full themeasures

of our opportunity and without envy communicate to al
l

whatsoever the Holy Spirit shall provide . Thus we not
only bring into the open by refutation the affairs of the
enemy ; 2 but also whatever the truth has received by the
Father ' s grace and ministered to men . These things
we preach as one who is not ashamed , both interpreting
them by discourse and making them to bear witness by :

writings .

In order then , as we have said by anticipation , that
we may show these men to be godless alike in purpose ,
character and deed , and from what source their schemes
have come - and because they have in their attempts taken
nothing from the Holy Scriptures , nor is it from guarding
the succession of any saint that they have been hurried into

p . 6 . these things , but their theories 4 take their origin from the
wisdom of the Greeks , from philosophizing opinions , from
would -be mysteries and from wandering astrologers - it

seems then proper that we first set forth the tenets of the
philosophers of the Greeks and point out to our readers 6

which of them are the oldest and most reverent towards

• l ' Apxiepateia . A neologism . This is the passage relied upon to

show that our author was a bishop .

i årbopia = forcign . Cruice has aliena . But it is here cvidently
contrasted with the things of the truth ” in the next sentence .

• ampúorouer .

+ gà 80£abueva , lit . , “ matters of opinion . ”

• & x dogmatwn piloropovuérwn . The context shows that here , and
probably elsewhere in the book , the phrase is used contemptuously .

• mois drtvYXdvovoiv . As in Polybius , the word can be translated in

this seose throughout . Yet asmeaning “ thosewho fall in with this " it

is as applicable to spoken as to written words .
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the Divinity ." Then , that we should match ? cach heresy
with a particular opinion so as to show how the protagonist
of the heresy, meeting with these schemes, gained advantage
by seizing their principles and being driven on from
them to worse things constructed his own system . 3 Now the
undertaking is full of toil and requires much research . .
Butwe shall not be found wanting . For at the last it will
give us much joy , as with the athlete who has won the
crown with much labour, or the merchant who has gained
profit after great tossing of the sea , or the husbandman who
gets the benefit of hi

s crops from the sweat of his brow ,

or the prophet who after reproaches and insults sees his
predictions come to pass . We will therefore begin by .

declaring which of the Greeks first made demonstration

of natural philosophy . For of them especially have the
protagonists of the heretics become the plagiarists , as we
shall afterwards show by setting them side by side . And p . 7 .

when we have restored to each of these pioncers his own ,

we shall put the heresiarchs beside them naked and
unseemly . 5

1 . Thales .

It is said that Thales the Milesian , one of the seven sages ,
was the first to take in hand natural philosophy . He said
that the beginning and end of the universe was water ; ? for
that from its solidification and redissolution all things have
been constructed and that al

l

are borne about by it . And
that from it also come earthquakes and th

e turnings about
Bad Beion . Both here and in Book X our author shows a preference .

for this phrase instead of the more usual d eos .

2 ovubárrw .

3 dóqua .

• tà hanno evta åroßaivovta . Note th
e

piling up of similes natural

in a spoken peroration .

6 yuuvojs kal àoxņuovas , nudos el turpes , Cr . Stripped of originality
seems to be the threat intended .

• piloooplav Dvoukhv . What we should now call Physics .

? To mar is the phrase here and elsewhere used for the universe or

“ whole ” of Nature , and includes Chaos or unformed Matter . The
kbonos or ordered world is only part of the universe . Diog .

Laert . , I , vit . Thales , c . 6 , says merely that Thales thought water

to be the apxh or beginning of all things . As this is confirmed

by al
l

other Greek writers who have quoted him , we may take the
further statement here attributed to him as the mistake of Hippolytus

or of the compiler lie is copying ,
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of the stars and the motions of the winds . And that all
things are formed and flow in accordance with the nature of
the first cause of generation ; but that the Divinity is that
which has neither beginning nor end. Thales , having
devoted himself to the system of the stars and to an
enquiry into them , became for the Greeks the first who was.
responsible for this branch of learning . And he, gazing :
upon the heavens and saying that he was apprehending

p. &. with care the things above , fell into a well ; whereupon a
certain servant maid of the name of Thratta 3 laughed at him
and said : “ While intent on beholding things in heaven , he
does not see what is at his feet.” And he lived about the
time of Cræsus .

2. Pythagoras .
And not far from this time there flourished another .

philosophy founded by Pythagoras , who some say was a
Samian . They call it the Italic because Pythagoras , fleeing
from Polycrates , the tyrant of Samos , took up his abode in
a city of Italy and there spent his liſe . Whose successors
in the school did not differ much from him in judgment .
And he, after having enquired into physics , combined with
it astronomy , geometry and music . And thus he showed
that unity is God,5 and after curiously studying the nature of
number, he said that the cosmos makes melody and was
.put together by harmony, and he first reduced the move
ment of the seven stars @to rhythm and melody. Wonder - ..
ing , however , at the arrangement of the universals , ? he
i åépwr in text. Roeper suggests dotpwr , “ stars."
? So Clement of Alexandria , Stromaleis , . V, c. 14, and Diog .

Lacrt., I . vit. ci
l
. , c . 9 .

Dioy . Laert . , I , vit . cit . , c . 8 , makes his derider an old woman .

Opatta is not a proper name , but means a Thracian woman , as Hippo
lytus should have known .

• Roeper adds ca
l

åp : @uerixhr , apparently in view of th
e

speculations
about the monad .

• Aristotle in hi
s

Mctaphysica , Bk . I , c . 5 , attributes the first usc of

.this dogma ' to Xenophanes .

• By these are meant the planets , including therein the Sun and
Moon . Cr . Sextus Empiricus , Adversus Astrologos , p . 343 (Cod . )passim .

i od 81a = entities which must needs differ from one another in

kind . The phrase is thus used by Plato , Aristotle and all the neo
Platonic writers .
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cxpected his disciples to keep silence as to the first things p. 9.'
learned by them , as if they were mystic of the universe
coming into the cosmos . Thereafter when it seemed that
they had partaken sufficiently of the schooling of the dis
courses , and could themselves philosophize about stars and
Nature, he, having judged them purified , bade them speak .
He divided the disciples into two classes, and called these
Esoterics and those Exoterics. To the first-named he en
trusted the more complete teaching , to the others the more
restricted . He applied himself 1 to magic ? also , as they
say , and himself invented a philosophy of the origin of
Nature ,3 based upon certain numbers and measures , saying
that the origin of the arithmetical philosophy comprised this
method by synthesis . The first number became a principle
which is one, illimitable , incomprehensible , and contains
within itself al

l

the numbers that can come to infinity by

multiplication . But the first unit was by hypothesis the
origin of numbers , the which is a male monad begetting
like a father all the other numbers . In the second place is

the dyad , a female number , and the same is called even by
the arithmeticians . In the third place is the triad , a male p . 10 .

number , and it has been called odd by the arithmeticians '
decree . After al

l

these is the tetrad , a female number ,
and this is also called even , because it is female . There
fore all the nunibers derived from the genus 5 (now the
illimitable genus is “ number " ) are four , from which was
constructed , according to them , the perfect number , the
decad . For the 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 become so if for each number

its appropriate name be substantially kept . This decad

: , ! donyato , attigit , Cr . Frequent in Pindar .

• So Timon in th
e

Silli , as quoted by Diog . Laert . , VIII , vit .

Pyth . , C . 20 .

κα
ι

φυσιογονικήν . The Barberine MS . has φυσιογνωμονικήν , evidently
inserted by some scribe who connected it with the absurd syslem of

mctoposcopy described in Book IV .

• katà toanoos , multitudine , Cr .

6 For definitions and examples of this term see Aristot . , Mctaphys . ,

IV . c . 28 .

6 I cannot trace Hippolytus ' authority for attributing these neo .

Pythagorean puerilities to Pythagoras himself . Diog . Laert . , Aristotle
and the rest represent him as saying only that the monad was the
beginning of everything , and that from this and the undefined dyad
numbers proceed . The general reader may be recommended to Mr . ·

Alfred Williams Benn ' s statement in The Philosophy of Greece (Lond . ,
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Pythagoras said was a sacred Tetractys , a source of ever
lasting Nature containing roots within itself, and that from
the same number all the numbers have their beginning .
For the it and the 12 and the rest share the beginning of
their being from the 10. The four divisions of the same
decad , the perfect number , are called number, monad ,
square ? and cube. The conjunctions and minglings of

p. 11. which make for the birth of increase and complete naturally
the fruitful number . For when the square is multiplied 3
by itself , it becomes a square squared ; when into the cube,
the square cubed ; when the cube is multiplied by the cube,
it becomes a cube cubed . So that all the numbers from
which comes the birth of things which are, are seven ; to
wit : number , monad , square , cube, square of square, cube
of square and cube of cube.
He declared also that the soul is immortal and that

there is a change from one body to another . Wherefore
he said that he himself had been before Trojan times
Aethalides , and that in the Trojan era he was Euphorbus,
and after that Hermotimus the Samian , after which Pyrrho
of Delos, and fifthly Pythagoras . But Diodorus the Eretrian
and Aristoxenus the writer on music 6 say that Pythagoras

1898), pp. 78 ff. that “ the Greeks did not think of numbers as pure
abstractions , but in the most literal sense as figures, that is to say,
limited portions of space.”
i Macmahon thinks “ number ” and “ monad ” should here be

transposed , as Pythagoras considered according to him the monad as
“ the highest generalization of number and a conception in abstraction .”
Yet the monad was not the highest abstraction of current (Greek )
philosophy . See Edwin Hatch , Influence of Greck Ideas upon the
Christian Church (Hibbert Lectures ), Lond ., 1890, p. 255.
? dúvanis is here used like our own mathematical expression

“ power . " Why Hippolytus should associate it especially with the
power of 2 does not appear . By Greek mathematicians it seems rather
io be applied to the square root.
3 KuBio on, involvit, Cr. It cannot here mean “ cubed." Another

mistake occurs in the same sentence, where it is said that the square
multiplicd by the cube is a cube. The sentence is fortunately repeated
with the needſul correction in Book IV , p. 116 infra . Macmahon gives
the proper notation as (aº)* =a', (a?je =a', (a je =a' .
• HETEVOWUSTOTIS. The phrase which is here correctly used through .

· out, but which has somehow slipped into English as metem psychosis.
• So Diog . Laert . , VIII , vi

t . Pyth . , C . 4 .

• Diodorus of Eretria is not otherwise known . Aristoxenus is

mentioned by Cicero , Quæst . Tusculan , I , 18 , as a writer on music .
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went to visit Zaratas 1 the Chaldæan ; and Zaratas explained
to him that there are from the beginning two causes of
things that are , a father and mother : and that the father is
light and the mother, darkness : and the divisions of the
light are hot, dry, light (in weight) and swift ; but those of
the darkness cold , moist , heavy and slow . From these the
whole cosmos was constructed , to wit : from a female and p. !2.
a male : and that the nature of the cosmos 2 is according to
musical harmony , wherefore the sun makes his journey
rhythmically . And about the things which come into being
from the earth and cosmos , they say Zaratas spoke thus :
there are two demons ,3 a heavenly one and an earthly . Of
these the earthly one sent on high a thing born from the earth
which is water ; but that the heavenly fire partook of the

ai
r , hot and cold . Wherefore , he says , none of these things

destroys or pollutes the soul , for the same are the substance

of al
l
. And it is said that Pythagoras ordered that beans

should not be eaten , because Zaratas said that at the be
ginning and formation of all things when the earth was still
being constructed and put together , the bean was produced .

And he says that a proof of this is , that if one chews a bean

to pulp and puts it in the sun for some time (for this plays

a direct part in the matter ) , it will give out the smell of
human seed . And he says that another proof is even
clearer . If when the bean is in flower , we take the bean
and its blossom , put it into a ja

r , anoint this , bury it in earth , p . 13 .
and in a few days dig it up , we shall see it at first having the
form of a woman ' s pudenda and afterwards on close examin
ation a child ' s head growing with it . - -

Pythagoras perished at Crotona in Italy having been
burned along with his disciples . And he had this custom .

that when any one came to him as a disciple , he had to sell

i That is , of course , Zoroaster . The account here given of his
doctrines does not agree with what we know of them from other
sources . The minimum date for his activity (700 B . c ) . makes it

impossible for him to have been a contemporary of Pythagoras . See
the translator ' s Forerunners and Rivals of Christianity , I , p . 126 ;II , p . 232 .

3 Reading with Roeper τήν κόσμον φύσιν και . Cruice has τον
kboMov Dúóiv kard , “ that the cosmos is a nature according to , ” etc .

i daluoves , spirits or dæmons in the Greek sense , not necessarily evil .

But Actius , de Placit . Philosoph . ap . Diels 'Doxogr . 306 , makes
Pythagoras use the word as equivalent io to kakov . Cl . pp . 52 , 92 infra .
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his possessions and deposit the money under seal with
Pythagoras , and remain silent sometimes for three and some
times for five years while he was learning . But on being
again set free , he mixed with the others and remained a
disciple and took his meals along with them . But if he
did not, he took back what belonged to him and was cast
out. Now the Esoterics were called Pythagoreans and the
others Pythagorists . And of his disciples who escaped the
burning were Lysis and Archippus and Zamolxis , Pytha
goras ' house -slave , who is said to have taught the Druids
among the Celts to cultivate the Pythagorean philosophy.
And they say that Pythagoras learned numbers and measures
from the Egyptians , and being struck with the plausible ,
imposing and with difficulty disclosed wisdom of the priests ,

P. 14. he imitated them also in enjoining silence and , lodging his
disciples in cells ,made them lead a solitary life .1

3. About Empedocles.
But Empedocles, born after these men , also said many

things about the nature of demons , and how they being
very many go about managing things upon the earth . He
said that the beginning of the universe was Strife and
Friendship and that the intellectual fire of the monad is
God , and that all things were constructed from fire and
will be resolved into fire .2 In which opinion the Stoics
also nearly agree, since they expect an ecpyrosis . But
most of all he accepted the change into different bodies,
saying :

“ For truly a boy I became , and a maiden ,
And bush, and bird of prey , and fish,
A wanderer from the salt sea.” 3

Illippolytus like nearly every other writer of his time here confuses
the Egyptians with the Alexandrian Greeks . It was these last and not
the subjects of the Pharaohs who were given to mathematics and
geometry, of which sciences they laid the foundations on which we have
since built . Certain devotees of the Alexandrian god Serapis also shut
themselves up in cells of the Serapeum , wbich they could hardly have
done in any temple in Pharaonic times. See Forerunners , 1, 79.
Hippolytus gives a much more elaborate and detailed account of
Pythagorean teaching in Book VI, II, pp . 20 ff. infra .

Diog . Laert . , VIII , vit . Heraclit ., c. 6, attributes this opinion to
Heraclitus.
• This verse appears in Diog . Laert., VIII, vi

t . Empedocles , c . 6 .
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He declared that al
l

souls transmigrated into all living p . 15 .

things . For Pythagoras the teacher of these men said he

himself had been Euphorbus who fought at Ilion , and . .

claimed to recognize the shield . This of Empedocles .

4 . About Heraclitus .

But Heraclitus of Ephesus , a physicist , bewailed al
l

things , accusing the ignorance of all life and of al
l

men ,

and pitying the life of mortals . For he claimed that

he knew all things and other men nothing . And he also
made statements nearly in accord with Empedocles , as he

said that Discord and Friendship were the beginning of al
l

things , and that the intcllectual fire w
a ' s God and that all

things were borne in upon one another and did not stand
still . And like Empedocles he said that every place of

ours was filled with evil things , and that these come as far

as the moon extending from the place surrounding the
earth , but go no further , since the whole place above the
moon is very pure . 4 Thus , too , it seemed to Heraclitus .

And after these came other physicists whose opinions we p . 16 .

do not think it necdful to declare as they are in no way
incongruous with those aforesaid . But since the school
was by no means small , and many physicists afterwards
sprang from these , all discoursing in different fashion on the
nature of the universe , it seems also ſit to us , now that w

e

have set forth the philosophy derived from Pythagoras , to

return in order of succession to the opinions of those who
adhered to Thales , and after recounting the same to come

to the ethical and logical philosophies , whereof Socrates
founded the ethicaland Aristotle the dialectic .

i So Diog . Lacrt . , ubi . ci
t .

This sentence seems to have got out of place . It should probably
follow that on Lysis and Archippus , etc . , on the last page . The story of

the shield is told by Diog . Laert . , VIII , vit . Pyth . , c . 4 , and by Ovid ,

Metamorph . , XV , 162 ff . Formore about Empedocles see Book VII ,II , pp . 82 ff . infra .

3 Diog . Laert . ,VIII , vi
t .Heraclit . , from whom Hippolytus is probably

quoting , says that in his boyhooil , Heraclitus used to say , he knew
nothing , in his manhood everything . Has Hippolytus garbled this ? !

4 There is nothing of this in what Hippolytus , Diogenes Laertius or

any other author extant gives as Empedocles ' opinions . Tà naká sccms

· to be equivalent to Salmoves, as suggested in n . on p . 39 supra . Hippo
lytus returns to Heraclitus ' opinions in Book IX , i , pp . 119 ff : infra . .
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5. About Anaximander .
Now Anaximander was a hearer of Thales . He was

Anaximander of Miletus , son of Praxiades . He said that
the beginning of the things that are was a certain nature of
the Boundless from which came into being the heavens and
the ordered worlds 2 within them . And that this principle
is eternal and grows not old and encompasses all the
ordered worlds . And he says time is limited by birth ,

Po17. substance ,3 and death . He said that the Boundless is a
principle and eleinent of the things that are and was the
first to call it by the name of principle . But that there is
an eternal movement towards Him wherein it happens that
the heavens are born . And that the earth is a heavenly
body 4 supported by nothing , but remaining in its place by

reason of its equal distance from everything . And that its

form is a watery cylinder 5 like a stone pillar ; and that we
tread on one of its surfaces , but that there is another
opposite to it . And that the stars are a circle of fire distinct
from the fire in the cosmos , but surrounded by ai

r . And
that certain fiery exhalations exist in those places where the
stars appear , and by the obstruction of these exhalations
come the eclipses . And that the moon appears sometimes
waxing and sometimes waning through the obstruction or
closing of her paths . And , that the circle of the sun is 27
times greater than that of the moon and that the sun is in

the highest place in the heavens and the circles of the fixed

P . 18 . stars in the lowest . And that the animals came into being

in moisture evaporated by the sun . And that mankind was

at the beginning very like another animal , to wit , a fish .

And that winds come from the separation and condensation

of the subtler atoms of the ai
r

and rain from the earth
giving back under the sun ' s heat what it gets from the clouds ,

· So Diog . Laert . , II , vi
t . Anaximander , c . 1 , verbatim .

• koo uoi . Ile thercſore believed in a plurality of worlds .

ovola . It may herc mcan cssence or being . A good discussion of

the changes in the meaning of the word and its successors , úrboTaois
and spóowrov , is to be found in Hatch , op . ci

t . , pp . 275 -278 .

METéwpov, a phenomenon in the heavens , but also something hung

ap or suspended . "sotpogyúrov , used by Thcophrastus for logs of timber .

• Lit . , “ from the scparation of the finest atoms of the ai
r

and froin
their movement when crowded together . "

7 So Roeper . Cruice agrees .
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and lightnings from the severance of the cloudsby the winds
falling upon them . He was born in the 3rd year of the
42nd Olympiad .?

6. About Anaximenes .
Anaximenes , who was also a Milesian , the son of Eurys

tratus, said that the beginning was a boundless air from
which what was, is, and shall be and gods and divine things
came into being, while the rest came from their descend
ants . But that the condition of the air is such that when
it is all over alike 2 it is invisible to the eye , but it is made
perceptible by cold and heat, by damp and by motion .
And that it is ever -moving, for whatever is changeable 3
changes not unless it be moved . For it appears different
when condensed and rarefied . For when it diffuses into
greater rarity fire is produced ; but when again halfway
condensed into air ; a cloud is formed from the air' s p. 19.
compression ; and when still further condensed , water , and
when condensed to the full, earth ; and when to the very
highest degree , stones. And that consequently the great
rulers of formation are contraries , to wit , hcat and cold .
And that the carth is a flat surface borne up on the air in
the same way as the sun and moon and the other stars . 4
For al

l

fiery things are carried through the ai
r laterally . 5

And that the stars are produced from the earth by reason of

the mist , which rises from it and which when rarefied
becomes fire , and from this ascending fire the stars are
constructed . And that there are earth - like natures in the
stars ' place carried about with them . But he says that the

* A . W . Benn , op . cit . , p . 51 , gives a readable account of Anaximander ' s

speculations in physics . Diels , op . ci
t . , pp . 132 , 133 shows in an

excellently clcar conspcctus of parallel passages the different authors
from whom Ilippolytus took the statements in our text regarding the
Ionians . The majority are to be found in Simplicius ' commentaries on

Aristotle , Simplicius ' source being , according to Diels , the fragments of

Theophrastus ' book on physics . Next in order come Plutarch ' s

Stromata and Aelius ' De Placitis Philosophorun , many passages being
common to both .

i dualúratos , acquabilis , Cr . , " homogeneous . "

• Li
t . , " whatever changes . "

• Planets . See n , on p . 36 supra .

6 . Bi
d

andros . Cruice translates of latitudinem , Macmahon

“ through expanse of space . "

'petewpıçbuevov . See n . on p . 42 supra .

VOL . I .

:

eneous . "
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stars do not move under the carth , as others assume , but
round the earth 2 as a cap is turned on one 's head , and that
the sun is hidden , not because it is under the earth , but
because it is hidden by the earth 's higher parts , and by
reason of its greater distance from us . And because of

their great distance , the stars give out no heat . And that

A 20 . winds are produced when the ai
r

after condensation
escapes rarefied ; but that when it collects and is thus
condensed ? to the full , it becomes clouds and thus changes
into water . Also that hail is produced when the water
brought down from the clouds is frozen ; and snow when
the same clouds are wetter when freezing . And lightning
come when the clouds are forced apart by the strength of

the winds ; for when thus driven apart , there is a brilliant and
fiery flash . Also that a rainbow is produced by the solar
rays falling upon solidified air , and an earthquake from the
earth ' s increasing in size by heating and cooling . This
then Anaximenes . He flourished about the is

t year of the
58th Olympiad . 3

7 . About Anaxagoras .

After hi
m

was Anaxagoras of Clazomene , son of Hegesi
bulus . He said that the beginning of the universe wasmind
and matter ,mind being the creator and matter that which
came unto being . For that when all things were together ,
mind came and arranged them . He says , however , that the
material principles are boundless , even the smallest of

them . And that all things partake of movement , being

p . 21 . moved by mind , and that like things come together . And
that the things in heaven were set in order by their circular
motion . That therefore whatwas dense and moist and dark
and cold and everything heavy came together in the middle ,

1 So Diog . Laert . , II , vi
t . Anarim . , c . 1 . This is th
e

feature of Anaxi .

menes ' teaching which seems to have most impressed the Greeks .

maxudevra .

• Diog . Laert . , ubi ci
t . , puts Anaximander in th
e

58th Olympiad

(548 3 . c . ) and Anaximenes in the 63rd . This ismore probable than the
dates in our text . For Anaximenes ' sources , mostly Aelius and Thco

· phrastus , see Diels ' conspectus mentioned in n . on p . 43 . supra .

oghu od canu yirouévnv , fieri materiam , Cr .Iris dykukalov Kirhoews . Macmahon says " orbicular , " but it

means if anything centripetal and centrifugal , as appears in next
sentence .
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and from the compacting of this the earth was established ; 1 .
but that the opposites , to wit , the hot, the brilliant and the
lightwere drawn off to the distantæther . Also that the earth
is flat in shape and remains suspended a through its great
size , and from there being no void and because the air
which is strongest bears ( up ) the upheld earth . And that the
sea exists from the moisture on the earth and the waters in

it evaporating and then condensing in a hollow place ; 3 and
that the sea is supposed to have come into being by this
and from the rivers flowing into it . And the rivers , too , are
cstablished by the rains and the waters within the earth ; for
the carth is hollow and holds water in its cavities . But
that the Nile increases in summer when the snows from the
northern parts are carried down into it . And that the sun

and moon and all the stars are burning stones and are
carried about by the rotation of thc æther . And that below p . 22 .

· the stars are the sun and moon and certain bodies not seen
by us whirled round together . And that the heat of the
stars is not felt by us because of their great distance from
the earth ; but yet their heat is not like that of the sun from
their occupying a colder region . Also that the moon is

below the sun and nearer to us ; and that the size of the sun

is greater than that of the Peloponnesus . And that the moon
has no light of her own , but only one from the sun . And
that the revolution of the stars takes place under the earth .
Also that the moon is eclipsed when the earth stands in her
way , and sometimes the stars which are below the moon ,

and the sun when the moon stands in his way during new
moons . And that both the sun and moon make turnings

( solstices ) when driven back by the ai
r ; but that the moon .

turns often through not being able to master the cold . He
was the first to determine the facts about eclipses and
renewals of light . And he said that themoon was like the

. únortiva . . llippolytus seems most frequently to us
c

the word in

this sense .

? METéwpov. Sce n . on p . 42 supra .

3 τά τε εν αυτή ύδατα εξατμισθέντα . . . υποστάντα ούτως γεγονέναι .

I propose to fill the lacuna with kal TUKVWberta év kolag . For a

description of this cavity scc the Phuedo of Plato , c . 138 . I do not
understand Rocper ' s suggested emendation as given by Cruice .

4 There must be some mistake here . He has just said that the sun
and moon are below the stars .

• Pwtio uol , illuminationes , Cr . So Macmahon . It clearly means
here " shinings forth again , " or " lightings up . "
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earth and had within it plains and ravines. And that the
Milky Way was the reflection of the light of the stars which
are not lighted up by the sun . And that the shooting stars

p. 23. are as it were sparks which glance of
f

from the movement

of the pole . And that winds are produced by the rarefaction

of the ai
r by the sun and by their drying up as they get

towards the pole and are borne away from it . And that
thunderstorms are produced by heat falling upon the clouds .

And that earthquakes come from the upper ai
r falling

upon that under the earth ; fo
r

when this last is moved ,

the earth upheld by it is shaken . And that animals at the
beginning were produced from water , but thereafter from
one another , and that males are born when the seed secreted
from the right parts of the body adheres to the right parts of

the womb and females when the opposite occurs . He
flourished in the is

t year of the 88th Olympiad ,about which
time they say Plato was born . They say also that Anaxa
goras came to have a knowledge of the future .

8 . About Archelaus .

Archelaus was of Athenian race and the son of Apollo
dorus . He like Anaxagoras asserted the mixed nature

of matter and agreed with him as to the beginning of
things . But he said that a certain mixture ? was directly
inherent in mind , and that the source of movement is the
separation from one another of heat and cold and that the

P . 24 . heat is moved and the cold remains undisturbed . Also
that water when heated flows to the middle of the universe

· wherein heated air and earth are produced , of which one is

borne aloſt while the other remains below . And that the
earth remains fixed and exists because of this and abides in .

the middle of the universe , of which , so to speak , it forms

no part and which is delivered from the conflagration . The
first result of which burning is the nature of the stars , the

* Diog . Laert . quotes from Apollodorus ’ Chronica that Anaxa .

goras died in the 1st year of the 78th Olympiad , or ten years before
Plato ' s birth . For Hippolytus ' sources for his teaching , mainly Diog .

Laert . , Aetius and Theophrastus , see Diels , ubi cit .

i vingua , not uitis . But of what could the creative mind be com
pounded before anything else had come into being ? :

* • ex rhs tupioews . · Does he mean the heated ai
r , and why should

the earth form no part of the universe ? Something is probably omitted
here .
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greatest whereof is the sun and the second the moon while
of the others some are greater and some smaller . And he
says that the heaven is arched over us 1 and has made the
air transparent and the earth dry . For that at first it was a
pool ; since it was lofty at the horizon , but hollow in the
middle . And he brings forward as a proof of this hollowness,
that the sun does not rise and set at the same time for all
parts as must happen if the earth were level . And as to
animals , he says that the earth first became heated in the
lower part when the hot and cold mingled and man ’ and
the other animals appeared . And all things were unlike
one another and had the same diet , being nourished on p. 25.
mud . And this endured for a little , but at last generation
from one another arose , and man became distinct from the
other animals and set up chiefs , laws, arts, cities and the rest.
And he says that mind is inborn in all animals alike . For
that every body is supplied with 3mind , some more slowly
and some quicker than the others .
Natural philosophy lasted then from Thales up to Arche- . .

laus . Of this last Socrates was a hearer . But there are also
many others putting forward different tenets concerning the
Divine and the nature of the universe , whose opinions if we
wished to se

t

them al
l

outwould take a greatmass of books .
But it would be best , after having recalled by name those

of them who are , so to speak , the chorus -leaders of all
who philosophized in later times and who have furnished
starting -points for systems , to hasten on to what follows .

9 . About Parmenides .

For truly Parmenides also supposed the universe to p . 26 .

be eternal and ungenerated and spherical in form . Nor di
d

I 'Erudconvai , de super incumberc , Cr . , “ inclined at an angle , "

Macmahon . Evidently Archelaus imagined a concave heaven fitting
over the carth like a dish cover or an upturned boat or coracle . This
was the Babylonian theory . Cf . Maspero , Hist . ancnnc de Orient
classique , Paris , 1895 , I , p . 543 , and illustration . Many of the Ionian
ideas about physics doubtless come from the same sourcc .

• Reading , as Cruicc suggests , kad åv pútovs for rad avonoia . So

Diog . Laert . , II , vit . Archel . , c . 17 .

• Xphoaodai , uli , Cr . , " employed , " Macmahon . .

• A fair specimen of Hippolytus ' verbose and inflated style .

• No other philosopher ha
s

yet been quoted as saying that the earth
was spherical .
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he avoid the common opinion making fire and earth the
principles of the universe , the earth asmatter, but the fire
as cause and creator . [He said that the ordered world
would be destroyed , but in what way , he did not say. ] ”.
But he said that the universe was eternal and ungencrated
and spherical in form and al

l

over alike , bearing no impress
and immoveable and with definite limits .

10 . About Leucippus .

But Leucippus , a companion ofZeno , di
d not keep to the

same opinion ( as Parmenides ) , but says that al
l things are

boundless and ever -moving and that birth and change are
unceasing . And he says that fulness and the void are
elements . And he says also that the ordered worlds came
into being thus : when many bodies were crowded together

p . 27 . and flowed from the ambient ? into a great void , on

coming into contact with one another , those of like fashion
and similar form coalesced , and from their intertwining yet
others were generated and increased and diminished by

a certain necessity . But what that necessity may be he did
not define .

11 . About Democritus .

But Democritus was an acquaintance of Leucippus .

This was Democritus of Abdera , son of Damasippus , 3 who
met with many Gymnosophists among the Indians and with
priests and astrologers 4 in Egypt and with Magi in Babylon .

But he speaks like Leucippus about elements , to wit , fulness
and void , saying that the full is that which is but the
void that which is not , and he said this because things are
ever moving in the void . He said also that the ordered

· worlds are boundless and differ in size , and that in some
there is neither sun nor moon , but that in others both are

This sentence is said to have been interpolated .

' & N TOûnepiéXOvtos , “ from the surrounding (æther ) . " An expression
much used by writers on astrology and generally translated " ambient . " .

• Diog . Lacrt , IX , vi
t
. Dem . , c . 1 , says either Damasippus or Hegesis .

tralus or Athenocritus .

• It is doubtful whether astrology was known in Egypt before the
Alexandrian age . Diog . Laert . , vit . ci

t . , quotes from Aniisthenes that
Democritus studied mathematics there , and astrology was looked on by

the Romans as a branch of mathematics . Cl . Sextus Empiricus , ubi

di
l
. , supra .
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greater than with us, and in yet others more in number .
And that the intervals between the ordered worlds are p. 28.
unequal , here more and there less , and that some increase ,
others flourish and others decay, and here they come into
being and there they are eclipsed . But that they are
destroyed by colliding with one another . And that some
ordered worlds are bare of animals and plants and of al

l

water .

And that in our cosmos the earth came into being first of the
stars and that the moon is the lowest of the stars , and then
comes the sun and then the fixed stars : but that the planets
are not al

l
at the same height . And he laughed at every

thing , as if al
l

things among men deserved laughter .

12 . About Xenophanes .
But Xenophanes of Colophon was the son of Ortho

menes . ” He survived until the time of Cyrus . He first
declared the incomprehensibility of al

l things , 3 saying thus :

Although anyone should speak most definitely
lle nevertheless does not know , and it is a guess • which occurs

about al
l

things .

But he says that nothing is generated , or perishes or is p . 29 .

moved , and that the universe which is one is beyond change .
But he says that God is eternal , and one and alike on every
side , and finite and spherical in form , and conscious 6 in all
His parts . And that the sun is born every day from the
gathering together of small particles of fire and that the earth

is boundless and surrounded neither by ai
r nor by heaven .

And that there are boundless ( innumerable ) suns and
moons and that all things are from the earth . He said that
the sea is salt because of the many compounds which

1 κα
ι

τη μεν γένεσθαι , τη δε εκλείπειν .

? So Apollodorus . Diog . Laert . , IX , vit . Xenophan . , c . I , says

of Desius .

3 Diog . Laert . , ubi ci
t . , says Soiion of Alexandria is the authority

for this , but that he was mistaken . Hippolytus says later in Book I

( p . 59 infra ) that Pyrrho was the first to assert the incomprehensibility

of everything . If , as Sotion asserted , Xenophanes was a contemporary

of Anaximander , he must have died two centuries before Pyrrho
was born .

• Bókosdém mãou témuitai , se
d

in omnibus opinio es
t , Cr . Yet Soros

is surely a " guess . ”

o aioOnTIKOS .
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ksto
:

together flow into it. But Metrodorus said it was thanks to
its trickling through the earth that the sea becomes salt .

And Xenophanes opines that there was once a mixture

of earth with the sea , and that in time it was freed from
moisture , asserting in proof of this that shells are found in the
centre of the land and on mountains , and that in the stone
quarries of Syracuse were found the impress of a fish and of

seals , and in Paros the cast of an anchor below the surface

of the rock 1 and in Malta layers of all sea -things . And he
says that these came when al

l

things were of old time buried

in mud , and that the impress of them dried in themud ; but

30 . that all men were destroyed when the earth being cast into
the sea became mud , and that it again began to bring forth
and that this catastrophe happened to al

l

the ordered worlds . ?

13 . About Ecphantus .

A certain Ecphantus , a Syracusan , said that a true
knowledge of the things that are could not be got . But he
defines , as he thinks , that the first bodies are indivisible and
that there are three differences between them , to wit , size ,

shape and power . And the number of them is limited and
not boundless ; but that these bodies are moved neither by
weight nor by impact , but by a divine power which he calls

Pozi . Nous and Psyche . . Now the pattern of this is the cosmos ,
wherefore it has become spherical in form by Divine power .

And that the earth in the midst of the cosmos is moved
round its own centre from west to cast .

14 . About Hippo .

But Hippo of Rhegium 5 said that the principles were
cold , like water , and heat , like fire . And that the fire came
from the water , and , overcoming the power of its parent ,

constructed the cosmos . But he said that the soul was
sometimes brain and sometimes water ; for the seed also

i de aç
o

Bdoex to
ll

aloov , “ deep down in the stone . ” Perhaps the
carlicst mention of fossils .

• Is this a survival of the Babylonian legends of th
e

Flood ?

• Tapandayads , differentias , Cr . Perhaps " alternations . "

• The whole of this section on Ecphantus is corrupt . He is not
alluded to again in the book . ·

• Hippo is mentioned by Iamblichus in his lif
e

of Pythagoras .
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seems to us to be from moisture and from it he says the
soul is born .

These things, then , we seem to have sufficiently set forth .
Wherefore , as we have now separately run through the
opinions of the physicists , it seems fitting that we return to
Socrates and Plato , who most especially preferred (the
study of) ethics .

15. About Socrates.
Now Socrates became a hearer of Archelaus the physi

cist , and giving great honour to the maxim “ Know thyself ”
and having established a large school , held Plato to be the
most competent of al

l

hi
s disciples . He left no writings

behind him ; but Plato being impressed with al
l

his p . 32 .

wisdom established the teaching combining physics , ethics
and dialectics . But what Plato laid down is this :

. 16 . About Plato . -

Plato makes the principles of the universe to be God , . .

matter and (the )model . He says thatGod is the maker and
orderer of this universe and its Providence . That matter

is that which underlies all things , which matter he calls a

recipient and a nurse . 3 From which , after it had been set

in order , came the four elements of which the cosmos is
constructed , to wit , fire , air , earth and water , whence in

turn al
l

the other so -called compound things , vi
z . , animals

and plants have been constructed . But the model is the
thought of God which Plato also calls ideas , to which
giving heed as to an image in the soul , God fashioned al

l

1 aromatáuevos , " heen scaled with , ” or “ copicd . ” Cf . Diog . Lacrt . ,II , vil . Socrates , c . 12 .

2 a povooúuevovautoll . The code od ray of the line above shows that
Piato did not mcan that the forethought extended to other worlds than
this .

3 This expression , like many others in this cpitome of Plato ' s

doctrines , is found in the Eις τα του Πλάτωνος Εισαγωγή of Alcinous ,

who flourished in Roman times . The best edition still seems to be

Bishop Fell ' s , Oxford , 1667 . Alcinous ' work was , as will appear , the
main source from which Hippolytus drew his account of Plato ' s doctrines .

* Alcinous , op . ci
t . , c . 12 .

• Ibid . , cc . 9 , 12 .

6 édnuioúpyet . Not created ex nihilo , but made out of existing
material as an architect makes a house .
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P. 33. things . He said that God was without body or form and
could only be comprchended by wise men ; but that matter
is potentially body, but not yet actively . For that being
itself without form or quality , it receives forms and qualities
to become body . That matter , therefore , is a principle
and the same is coeval with God, and the cosmos is un
begotten . For, he says , it constructed itself out of itself.?
And in all ways it is like the unbegotten and is imperishable .
But in so fa

r

as body " is assumed to be composed of many
qualities and ideas , it is so far begotten and perishable .

But some Platonists mixed together the two opinions
making up some such parable as this : to wit , that , as a

wagon can remain undestroyed for ever if repaired part by
part , as even though the parts perish every time , the wagon
remains complete ; so , the cosmos , although it perish part
by part , is yet reconstructed and compensated for the parts
taken away , and remains eternal .

Some again say that Plato declared God to be one ,

unbegotten and imperishable , as he says in the Laws :

P . 34 . “ God , therefore , as the old story goes , holds the beginning
and end and iniddle of al

l things that are . ” 4 Thus hc

shows Him to be one through His containing al
l

things .

But others say that Plato thought that there are many gods
without limitation 5 when he said , “ God of gods , of whom

I am the fashioner and father . ” 6 And yet others that he
thinks then subject to limitation when he says : “ Great
Zeus , indeed , driving his winged chariot in heaven ; " 7 and
when he gives the pedigree 8 of the children of Uranos and
Ge . Others again that he maintained the gods to be

originated and that because they were originated they ought .

to perish utterly , but that by the will of God they remain
imperishable as he says in the passage before quoted , “ God

of gods , of whom I am the fashioner and father , and who
are formed by my will indissoluble . ” So that if He wished
them to be dissolved , dissolved they would easily be . But

he accepts the nature of demons , and says some are good
and some bad .

1 Alcinous , op . ci
t . , cc . 8 , 10

D
E aútoù ovverrdvai aŭrov . So Cruice . Macmahon reads with

Rreper aúris fo
r

aŭtoû , “ the world was made out of it " ( i . e . matter ) .

: The body of the cosmos is evidently meant . Cf . Alcinous , c . 12 .

. de Legs , IV , 7 . • saplotws . , Timaus , c . 16 .

i Phaurus , c . 16
6

. • gevealora .
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And some say that he declared the soul to be un
originated and imperishable 2 when he says : “ All soul is
immortal for that which is ever moving is immortal ,” and
when he shows that it is self -moving and the beginning of
movement. But others say that he makes it originated but
imperishable ? through God 's will ; and yet others composito
and originated and perishable . For he also supposes that
there is a mixing -bowl for it ,3 and that it has a splendid p. 35.
body, but that everything originated must of necessity
perish . But those who say that the soul is immortal are
partly corroborated by those words wherein he says that
There are judgments after death , and courts of justice in the
house of Hades , and that the good meet with a good reward
and that the wicked are subjected to punishments . Some
therefore say that he also admits a change of bodies and
the transfer of different pre -determined souls into other
bodies according to themerit of each ; and that after certain
definitc peregrinations they are again sent into this ordered
world to give theniselves another trial of their own choice .
Others , however , say not, but that they obtain a place
according to each one's deserts. And they call to witness
that he says some souls are with Zeus , but that others of
good men are going round with other gods, and that others
abide in everlasting punishments , (that is ), so many as in this
life have wrought evil and unjust deeds .
And they say that he declared some conditions to be

without intermediates , some with intermediates and some p. 36.
to be intermediates . Waking and sleep are without inter
mediates and so are all states like these . But there are :
those with intermediates like good and bad ; and inter
mediates like grey which is between black and white or .
some other colour. And they say that he declares the

Phucdrus, cc. 51, 52.
3 For this sce the Timaus, c. 17.
1 Alcinous, c. 25.

4 This sentence is corrupt throughout , and there are at least three
readings which can be given to it. I have taken that which makes the
smallest alteration in Cruice 's text.
6 Phado , c. 43 . .
o I do not think this can be found in any writings of Plato that have

come down to us. Hippolytus probably took it from Aristotle , to
whom he also attributes it ; but I cannoi find it in this writer either .
A passage in Arist ., Nicomachean Ethics , Book II, c. 6, is the ncarest
to it.
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things concerning the soul to be alone supremely good , but
those of the body or external to it to be no longer
supremely good, but only said to be so. And that these
last are very often named intermediates also ; for they can
be used both well and ill . He says therefore that the
virtues are extremes as to honour , but means as to sub
stance . For there is nothing more honourable than
virtue ; but that which goes beyond or falls short of these
virtues ends in vice . For instance , he says that these are
the four virtucs , to wit , Prudence , Temperance , Justice , and
Fortitude , and that there follow on each of these two vices

of excess and deficiency respectively . Thus on Prudence
follow thoughtlessness by deficiency and cunning by

excess ; on Temperance , intemperance by deficiency and
sluggishness by excess ; on Justice , over -modesty by

deficiency and greediness by excess ; and on Fortitude ,

p . 37 . cowardice by deficiency and foolhardiness by excess . ?

And these virtues when inborn in a man operate for hi
s

perfection and give him happiness . But he says that
happiness is likeness to God as far as possible . And that
any one is like God when he becomes holy and just with
intention . For this he supposes to be the ai

m of the
highest wisdom and virtue . But he says that the virtues
follow one another in turn and are of one kind , and never
oppose one another ; but that the vices are many -shaped
and sometimes follow and sometimes oppose one another . "

He says , again , that there is destiny , not indeed that all
things are according to destiny , but that we have some
choice , as he says in these words : “ The blame is on the
chooser : God is blameless , " and again , “ This is a law of

Adrasteia . ” And if he thus affirms the part of destiny , he

knew also that something was in our choice . But he says
that transgressions are involuntary . For to themost beauti .

fu
l

thing in us , which is the soul , none would admit

i So Alcinous , c . 29 . The other statements in this sentence seem to

be Aristotle ' s rather than Plato ' s . Cf . Diog . Laert . , V , vit . Arist . , c . 13 ,

where he describes the good things of the soul , the body and of

external things respectively .

• Alcinous , cc . 28 , 29 . • Ibid . , c . 27 . • Ibid . , c . 29 .

• Ibid . , c . 26 . The passage about the choice ( of virtue ] is in the
Republic , X , 617 C . Hippolytus had evidently not read the original ,

which says that according as a man does or does not choosc virtue , so

he will have more or less of it .
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something evil, that is, injustice ; but that by ignorance and
mistaking the good , thinking to do something fine, they
arrive at the evil.1 And his explanation on this is most p. 38.
clear in the Republic , where he says : “ And again do you
dare to say that vice is disgraceful and hateful to God ?
How then does any one choose such an evil ? He does it,
you would say , who is overcome by the pleasures (of sense ). .
Therefore this also is an involuntary action , if to overcome
be a voluntary one. So that from al

l

reasoning , reason proves
injustice to be involuntary . ” But some one objects to him
about this : “ Why then are men punished if they transgress
involuntarily ? ” He answers : “ So that they may be the
more speedily freed from vice by undergoing correction . ” 2

For that to undergo correction is not bad but good , if there

by comes purification from vices ,and that the rest ofmankind
hearing of it will not transgress , but will be on their guard
against such error . He says , however , that the nature of

evil comes not by God nor has it any special nature of its

own ; but it comes into being by contrariety and by

following upon the good , either as excess or deficiency as

we have before said about the virtues . * Now Plato , as

we have said above , bringing together the three divisions p . 39 . . .

of general philosophy , thus philosophized .

17 . About Aristotle .

Aristotle , who was a hearer of this last , turned philosophy
into a science and reasoned more strictly , affirming that
the elements of al

l things are substance and accident . He
said that there is one substance underlying al

l things , but

1 Alcinous , c . 30 .

? This passage is not in the Republic , but in the Clitopho , as to

Plato ' s authorship ofwhich there are doubts . Cruice quotes the Greek
text from Roeper in a note on p . 38 of his text .

3 Alcinous , c . 30 . • Ibid . , c . 29 .

5 “ Substance " (ovola ) and “ accident " (ouußeßnkos ) are defined by

Aristotle in the Mietaphysica , Bk . IV , cc . 8 , 9 respectively . The defi .

nitions in no way bear the interpretation that Hippolytus here puts on

them . In the Categories , which , whether by Aristotle or not , are not
referred to by him in any of his extant works , it is said ( c . 4 ) that “ of

things in complex enunciated , each signifies either Substance or

Quantity , or Quality or Relation , or Where or When , or Position , or

l ossession , or Action , or Passion . ” It is from this that Hippolytus
probably took the statement in our text . The illustrations are in

part found in Metaphysica , c . 4 .
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nine accidents ,which are Quantity , Quality , Relation , the
Where, the When , Possession , Position , Action and Passion .
And that therefore Substance was such as God , man and
every one of the things which can fall under the like defi
nition : but that as regards the accidents , Quality is seen
in expressions like white or black ; Quantity in " 2 cubits or
3 cubits long or broad " ; Relation in “ father ” or “ son ” ; the
Where in such as " Athens” or “ Megara ” ; the When in
such as “ in the Xth Olympiad " ; for Possession in such
as “ to have acquired wealth ” ; Action in such as “ to write
and generally to do anything " ; and Passion in such as “ to
be struck .” He also assumes that some things have means
and that others have not , as we have said also about Plato .

Po40. And he is in accord with Plato aboutmost things save in
the opinion about the soul. For Plato thinks it immortal;
but Aristotle that it remains behind after this lifc and that
it is lost in the fifth Body which is assumed to exist along
with the other ſour, to wit , fire , earth , water and air , but
is more subtle than they and like a spirit . Again whereas
Plato said that the only good : things were those which
concerned the soul and that these sufficed for happiness ,
Aristotle brings in a triad of benefits and says that the sage
is not perfect unless there are at his command the good
things of the body and those external to it. Which
things are Beauty , Strength , Keenness of Sense and Com - .
pleteness ; while the externals are Wealth , High Birth ,
Glory, Power, Peace , and ' Friendship ; but that the inner
things about the soul are , as Plato thought : Prudence ,
Temperance , Justice and .Fortitude. Also Aristotle says
that evil things exist, and come by contrariety to the good ,
and are below the place about the moon , but not above it.
Again , he says that the soul of the whole ordered world is

eternal, but that the soul of man vanishes as we have said
P.41. above . Now , he philosophized while delivering discourses

in the Lyceum ; but Zeno in the Painted Porch . And
Zeno's followers got their name from the place, i. e. they
were called Stoics from the Stoa ; but those of Aristotle
from their mode of study. For their enquiries were con
1 The famous “ Quintessence .” So Aetius , De Plac. Phil., Bk. I,

C 1, $ 38. But see Diog. Laert. in next note . -
• This is practically verbatim from Diog. Laert., V, vi

t . Arist . ,

613
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ducted while walking about in the Lyceum , wherefore they
were called Peripatetics . This then Aristotle . 1

18 . About th
e

Stoics .

The Stoics themselves also added to philosophy by the
increased use of syllogisms , and included it ncarly al

l
in

definitions , Chrysippus and Zeno being here agreed in

opinion . Who also supposed that God was the beginning

of all things , and was the purest body , and that His
providence extends through al

l

things . They say posi
tively , however , that existence is everywhere according to

destiny using some such simile as this : viz . that , as a dog tied

to a cart , if he wishes to follow it , is both drawn along by

it and follows of his own accord , doing at the same time
what he wills and what he must by a compulsion like that p . 42 .

of destiny . But if he does not wish to follow he is wholly
compelled . And they say that it is the same indeed with
men . For even if they do not wish to follow , they will be

wholly compelled to come to what has been foredoomed .

And they say that the soul remains after death , and that

1 . Ilippolytus gives as is usual with him a more dictailed account of

Aristotle ' s doctrines on these points later . (See Book VII , II , pp . 62 ff .
infra . ) lle there admits that he cannot say exactly wliat was
Aristoile ' s doctrine about the soul . He also refers to books of Aristotle

on Providence and the like which , teste Cruice , no longer exist . Cf .

Macmahon ' s note on same page ( p . 272 ofClark ' s edition ) .

2 éad to colloquotiKÁTEPovrhu piloo opíay nó ngay . Syllogistico
artis expolitione philosophiam locuplctarunt .

3 Prof . Arnold in his lucid book on Roman Stoicism (Cambridge ,

1911 , p . 219 , n . 4 ) quotes this as a genuine Stoic doctrine . But
Diog . Laert . , VII , vi

t . Zeno , c . 68 , represents Zeno , Cleanthes , Chry .

sippus , Archedemus and Posidonius as agrceing that principles and
clements differ from one another in being respectively indestructible
and destroyed , and because elements are bodies while principles have
nonc . For the Stoic idea of God , se

e
op . ci
t . , c . 70 . So Ciccro , D
e

Natura Deorum , Bk . I , cc . 8 , 18 , makes Zeno say that the cosmos is

God , but in the Academics , II , 41 that Acther is the Supreme God ,

with which doctrinc , he says , nearly all Stoics agree . Perhaps Ilip .

polytus is here quoting Clement of Alexandria , Stromateis , VI , 71 , who
says that th

e

Sioics dare to make the God of al
l things “ a corporeal

spirit . ” For th
e

Stoic doctrine of Providence , se
e

Diog . Laert . , vi
l .

Żeno , c . 70 .

4 ποιών και το αυτεξούσιον μετά της ανάγκης ολον της ειμαρμένης .

To aùtegovorov is the recognized expression for free will . Note the
difference between åváyın , “ compulsion , " and eiuapuévn . “ destiny . "

For th
e

Stoic doctrine of Fate , see Diog . Laert . , vi
t
. ci
t . , c . 74 .

8
5

8

E5
28
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it is a body 1 and is born from the cooling of the ai
r

of

the ambient , whence it is called Psyche . But they admit
that there is a change of bodies for souls which have been
marked out for it . And they expect that there will be

a confiagration and purification of this cosmos , some saying
that it will be total but others partial , and that it will be

purified part by part . And they call this approximate
destruction and the birth of another cosmos therefrom ,

catharsis . And they suppose that al
l

things are bodies ,

and that one body passes through another ; but that there

is a resurrections and that all things are filled full and that
there is no void . Thus also the Stoics .

19 . About Epicurus .

P . 43 . But Epicurus held an opinion almost the opposite of al
l

others . He supposed that the beginnings of the universals :

were atoms and a void ; that the void was as it were the
place of the things that will be ; but that the atoms were
matter , from which all things are . And that from thé
concourse of the atoms both God and al

l
the elements

came into being and that in them were al
l

animals and
other things , so that nothing is produced or constructed
unless it be from the atoms. And he said that the atoms
were the most subtle of things , and that in them there
could be no point , nor mark nor any division whatever ;
wherefore he called them atoms . And although he admits
God to be eternal and imperishable , he says that he carcs
for no one and that in short there is no providence nor
destiny , but al

l things come into being automatically . For

1 Diog . Laert . , ubi ci
t . , c . 84 .

: From Yügis , “ cooling " - a bad pun .

* It is extremely doubiful whether the metem psychosis ever formed
part of Stoic doctrine .

• Zeno and Cleanthes both accepted the ecpyrosis . See Diog .

Laert . , ubi ci
t . , c . 70 . The same author says that Panælius said that

the cosmos was imperishable .

σώμα διά σώματος μεν χωρείν , corpusquε πεr corpus nigrare , Cr .

Macmahon inserts a " not " in the sentence , but without authority .

The Stoic resurrection assumed that in the new world created out of

the ashes of the ol
d , individuals would take the same place as in this

last . See Arnold , op . cit . , p . 193 for authorities .

• årbuoi , “ that cannot be cut . ” The rest of this sentence is taken
from Diog . Laert . , X , vi

t
. Epicur . , c . 24 , and is quoted there from

Epicurus ' treatise on Nature .
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God is seated in the metacosmic spaces, as he calls them .
For he held that there was a certain dwelling -place of God
outside the cosmos called the metacosmia , and that He
took His pleasure and rested in supreme delight ; and that p. 44

• He neither had anything to do Himself nor provided for
others . In consequence of which Epicurus made a theory
about wise men , saying that the end of al

l

wisdom is

pleasure . But different people take the name of pleasure
differently . For some understood by it the desires , but
others the pleasure that comes by virtue . But he held
that the souls of men were destroyed with their bodies

as they are born with them . For that these souls are

blood , which having come forth or being changed , the
whole man is destroyed . Whence it follows that there
are no judgments nor courts of justice in the House of

Hades , so that whatever any one may do in this life and
escapes notice , he is in no way called to account for it . "

Thus then Epicurus .

.

20 . About (the ) Academics .

But another sect of philosophers was called Academic ,

from their holding their discussions in the Academy , whose p . 45 .

founder was Pyrrho , after whom they were called "Pyrrho
nian philosophers . He first introduced the dogma of the
incomprehensibility of al

l

things , so that he might argue

on either side of the question , but assert nothing dogmati
cally . For he said that there is nothing grasped by the
mind or perceived by the senses which is true , but that

it only appears to men to be so . And that al
l

substance

is flowing and changing and never remains in the same
state . Now some of the Academics say that we ought not

to make dogmatic assertions about the principle of any .

thing , but simply argue about it and le
t

it be ; while others
favoured more the “ no preference ” ? adage , saying that
fire was not fire rather than anything else . For they did
not assert what it is , but only what sort of a thing it is . 3

1 With the exception of the Deity ' s seat in the intercosmic spaces
and the idea that the souls of men consist of blood , all the above
opinions of Epicurus are to be found in Diog . Laert . , X , vi

l
. Epic .

? où pârnov , “ not rather . ”

See n . on p . 49 supra . The doctrines here given are those of the
Sceptics , and are to be found in Diog . Laert . , IX , vit . Pyrrho ,

VOL . I .
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21. About ( th
e
) Brachmans among th
e

Indians .

The Indians have also a sect of philosophizers in the
Brachmans who propose to themselves an independent liſe
and abstain from al

l things which have had liſc and from

P . 46 . meats prepared by fire . They are content with fruits a but

do not gather even these , but live on those fallen on the
earth and drink the water of the river Tagabena . 3 But
they spend their lives naked , saying that the body has
been made by God as a garment to the soul . They say
that God is light ; not such light as one sees , nor like the
sun and fire , but that it is to them the Divine Word , not
that which is articulated , but that which comes from know
ledge , whereby the hidden mysteries of nature are seen

by the wise . But this light which they say is ( the ) Word ,

the God , they declare that they themselves as Brachmans
alone know , because they alone put away vain thinking
which is the last tunic of the soul . They scorn death ; but
are ever naming God in their own tongue , as we have said
above , and send up hymns to Him . But neither are there
women among them , nor do they beget children . Thosc ,

however , who have desired a liſe like theirs , after they

P . 47 . have crossed over to the opposite bank of the river , remain
there always and never return ; but they also are called
Brachmans . Yet they do not pass their liſe in the same
way ; for there are women in the country , from whom those
dwelling there are begotten and beget . But they say that
this Word , which they style God , is corporeal , girt with the

c . 79 ff . and in Sextus Empiricus , Hyp . I 'yero ho , J , 209 lf . Diog . Laert .

quotes from Ascanius of Abdera that Pyrrho introduced the dogma

of incomprehensibility , and Hippolytus seems to have copied this with
out noticing that he has said the same thing about Xenophanes .

* Diog . Laert . , I , Prooem . , c . 1 , mentions both Gymnosophists and
Druids , but il he ever gave any account of their teaching it must be

in the part of the book which is lost . Clem . Alex . , Stromatcis , I , c . 15 ,

describes the two classes ofGymnosophists as Sarmanæ and Brachmans .

The Sarmanæ or Samanæi (Shamans ? ) seem the nearer of the two to

the Brachmans of our text . .

i åkpodpúor, hard - shelled fruit such as acoins or chestnuts .

: Kocper suggests the Ganges . .

• Megasthenes , for whom sce Strabo V , 712 , differs from Hippolytus

in making the abstinence of the Gymnosophists endure for thirty -seven
years only .

• Nothing has ye
t

been said about any bank .
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body outside Himself , as if one should wear a garment of
sheepskins ; but that the body which is worn , when taken

of
f , appears visible to the eye . But the Brachmans declare

that there is .war in the body worn by them (and they

consider their body full of warring elements ] against which
body as if arrayed against focs , they fight as we have bcforc
made plain . And they say that all men are captives to

their own congenital enemies , to wit , the belly and genitals ,

greediness , wrath , jo
y , grief , desire and the like . But

that he alone goes to God who has triumphed 2 over
these . Wherefore the Brachmans make Dandanois , to

whom Alexander of Macedon paid a visit , divine 3 as

one who had won the war in the body . But they accuse .

Calanus of having impiously fallen away from their philo
sophy . But the Brachmans putting away the body , like :

fish who have leaped from the water into pure air , behold p . 48 .

the Sun . "

22 . About the Druids among th
e

Celts .
The Druids among the Celts enquired with th

e
greatest

minuteness into the Pythagorean philosophy , Zamolxis ,

Pythagoras ' slave , a Thracian by race , being for them the
author of this discipline . He after Pythagoras ' death
travelled into their country and became as fa

r

as they
were concerned the founder of this philosophy . 5 ' . The

1 The whole of this sentence is corrupt . Macmahon following
Roeper would read : “ This discourse whom they name Gocl they
aflirm to be incorporeal , but enveloped in a body outside himself ,

just as if one carried a covering of sheepskin to have it seen ; but
having stripped off the body in which he is enveloped , he no longer
appears visibly to the naked eye . "

dyelpas tporalov , lit . , " raised a trophy . "

3 Deodoyowoi. Eusebius , Præp . Ev . , uses the word in this sense .

For the Dandamis and Calanus stories , see Arrian , Anabasis , Bk .VII , cc . 2 , 3 .

4 This is quite unintelligible as it stands . It probably means that
the Brachmans worship ihe light of which the Sun is the garment ,

and that they think they are united with it when temporarily freel
from the body . Is he confusing thein on the one hand with the Yogis ,

whose burial trick is referred to later in connection with Simon Magus ,

and on the other with some Zoroastrian or fire -worshipping sect of

Central Asia ?

6 ος . . . εκεί χωρήσας αίτιος τούτοις ταύτης της φιλοσοφίας εγέ .

Veto . Does Ile drei mean Galatia , whose inhabitants were Celts by

origin ? Hippolytus has probably copied the sentence without under
standing it .
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Celts glorify the Druids as prophets and as knowing the
future because they foretell to them some things by
the ciphers and numbers of the Pythagoric art . On the
principles of which same art we shall not be silent , since
some men have ventured to introduce heresies constructed
from them . Druids, however , also make use of magic arts.

P. 49. 23. About Hesiod .1
But Hesiod the poet says that he, too , heard thus

from the Muses about Nature . The Muses, however , are
the daughters of Zeus . For Zeus having from excess of
desirc companied with Mnemosyne for nine days and nights
consecutively , she conceived these nine in her single womb ,
receiving one every night. Now Hesiod invokes the nine
Muses from Pieria , that is from Olympus, and prays them
to teach him : 2

“ How first the gods and earth became ;
The rivers and th' immeasureable sea
High -raging in its foam : the glittering stars ;

The wile -impending heavcn ; . . .

Say how their treasures , how their honours each
Allotted shared ; how first they held abode
On many -caved Olympus : - this declare

f . 5o . Ye Muses ! dwellers of the heavenly mount
From the beginning ; say who first arose ?

“ First Chaos was , next ample -bosomed Earth ,

The scat eternal and imnovcable

O
f

deathless gods , who still the Olympian height
Snow -topt inhabit . Third in hollow depth
or the vast ground , expanded wide above
The gloomy Tartarus . Love then arose
Most beauteous of immortals : he at once
Of every god and every mortal man
Unnerves the limbs ; dissolves the wiser breast
By reason steel ' d , and quells the very soul .

“ From Chaos , Erebusand sable Night . . .

Hesiod is treated by Aristotle , Metaphysica , Bk . II , c . 15 , as one
who philosophizes , which perhaps accounis for the introduction of his
namehere . .

* didaxOnvar , ut se cdocerent , Cr . So Macmahon . The context ,

however , plainly requires that it is Ilesiod and not the Muse who is to

be laught . The rendering of poetry into prose is seldom satisfactory ,

80 I have ventured to give here the version of Elton , which is as close to

the original as it is poetic in form .

. ' ω
ς

στέφανον δασσαντο .
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From Night arose the Sunshine and the Day
Whom she with dark embrace of Erebus
Cominingling bore .

“ Ilcr first-horn Earth producci
of like iinmensity , ' the starry Ileaven :
That he might sheltering compass her around
On every side, and le for evermore
To the blest gods amansion unrcmovcd .

“ Next the high hills arosc , the pleasant haunts
Of goddess -nymphs , who dwell among the glens
Ofmountains . With no aid of tender love
Gave she to birth the sterile Sea, high -swol 'n
In raging foam ; and Heaven - cmbraced , anon
Shc tcemed with Ocean , rolling in dccp whirls
Ilis vast abyss of waters

“ Crous then,
Cous, Hyperion and läpetus ,
Themis and Thea rosc ; Mnemosyne
And Rhea ; Phæbe diademed with gold ,
And love -inspiring Tethys ; and of these,
Youngest in birth , the wily Kronos came,
The sternest of her sons ; and he abhorred
The sire that gave him liſe

“ Then brought she forth
The Cyclops haughty of spirit .”

And he enumerates all the other Giants descended from
Kronos. But last he tells how Zeus was born from Rhea .
All these men , then , declared , as we have set forth , their

opinions about the nature and birth of the universe . But
they al

l , departing from the Divine for lower things , busied
themselves about the substance of the things that ar

e . So

that when struck with the grandeurs of creation and think
ing that these were the Divine , each of them preferred
before the rest a different part of what was created . But
they discovered not the God and fashioner of them .

The opinions therefore of those among the Greeks who :

have undertaken to philosophize , I think I have suffici - p . 52 .

ently set forth . Starting from which opinions the heretics
have made the attempts we shall shortly narrate . It seems :

fitting , however , that we , first making public the mystic
rites , should also declare whatever things certain men

sichp te kai 'Huépn . One would prefer to keep the word “ Aether , "

which is hardly “ sunshine . "

? loov éavtñ .

o od uvotinà . The expression generally used for Mysteries such

as those of Eleusis . Either he employs it here to include the tricks
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have superfluously fancied about stars or magnitudes ; for
truly those who have taken their starting points from these
notions are deemed by the many to speak prodigies .
Thereafter , we shall make plain consecutively the vain
opinions i invented by them .

of the magicians described in Book IV , or he did not mean to describe
these last when the sentence was written , but to go instead straight
from the astrologers to the heresies. The last alternative secms the
more probable .

adparn , infirmas , Cr .
2 The main question which arises on this First Book of our text is,

What were the sources from which Hippolytus drew the opinions he
here summarizes ? Diels , who has taken much pains over the matter ,
thinks that his chicf source was the epitome that Sotion of Alexandria
madc from Heraclides . As we have scen, however , Diogenes Laertius
is responsible for a fair number of Hippolytus' statements, especially
concerning the opinions of those to whom he gives little space . Certain
phrases scem taken directly from Thcophrastus or from whatever
author it was that Simplicius used in his commentaries on Aristotle ,
and the likeness between Alcinous' summary of Plato's doctrines and
ihose of our author is too close to be accidental . It therefore seems
most probable that Hippolylus did not confine himself to any onc
source , but borrowed from several. This would , after all, bc the
natural course fo

r
a lcclurer as distinguished from a writer to adopt ,

and goes some way therefore towards confirming the theory as to the
origin of the book stated in the Introduction .

END OF BOOK I



BOOKS II AND III

.

(These are entirely missing , no trace of them having
been found attached to any of the four codices of Book 1 or
to the present text of Books IV to X . We know that such

books must have once existed , as at the end of Book IV
( p. 117 infra ) the author tells us that al

l

the famous opinions

of carthly philosophy have been included by hi
m

in the
preceding four books , of which as has been said only Books

I and IV have come down to us .

Our only ground for conjecture as to the contents of

Books II and III is to be found in Hippolytus ' statement at

the end of Book I , that he will first make public the mystic
rites 1 and then the fancies of certain philosophers as to

stars and magnitudes . As the promise in the last words of

the sentence seems to be fulfilled in Book IV , where he
gives not only the method of the astrologers of his tinie , . .

but also the calculations of the Greek astronomers as to

the relative distances of the heavenly bodies , it may be

presumed that this was preceded and not followed by a

description of the Mysteries more elaborate and fuller than
the casual allusions to them which appear in Book V . So , .

too , in Chap . 5 of the same Book IV , which he himself
describes in the heading as a " Recapitulation " of what has
gone before , he refers to certain dogmas of the Persians and
the Babylonians as to the nature ofGod , which have certainly
not been mentioned in any other part of the book which
has come down to us . So , again , at the beginning of

Book X , which purports to be a summary of the whole
work , he tells us that having now gone through the

“ labyrinth of heresies , " it will be shown that the Truth is

not derived from “ the wisdom (philosophy ) of the Greeks ,

the secret mysteries of the Egyptians , the fallacies of the

i od uvotind .

a Aiguatiwr Boyuata . . i s éppnta didaxoels ,
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astrologers , or the demon - inspired ravings of the Babylon
ians." The Greek philosophy and astrological fallacies are . .
dealt with at sufficient length in Books I and IV respectively ,
but nothing of importance is said in these or elsewhere in
the work as to the mysteries of the “ Egyptians ,” by whom
he probably means the worshippers of the Alexandrian
divinities , and nothing at al

l

as to Babylonian demonolatry

or magic . It is quite true that he follows this up immedi
ately by the statement that he has included the tenets of al

l

the wise men among the Greeks in four books , and the
doctrines of the heretics in five ; but it has been explained

in the Introduction ( pp . 18 ff . supra ) that there are reasons
why the summarizer ' s recollection of the earlier books may
not be verbally accurate ,nor does he say that the description

of the philosophic and heretical teachings exhausted the
contents of the first four books . On the whole , therefore ,

Cruice appears to be justified in his conclusion that the
missing books contained an account of the “ Egyptian ”

Mysteries and of " the sacred sciences of the Babylonians . " ) ?

1 M . Adhémar d 'Alès in his work La Théologic dc St . Hippolyte ,

Paris , 1906 , argues that the existing text of Book IV contains large
fragments of the missing Books II and III . Ilis argument is chielly
founded on the supposed excessive length of .Book IV , although as a fact
Book V is in Cruice ' s pagination some 20 pages longer than this and Book

VI , 10 . Apart from ihis , it seems very doubtful if any author would
describethe arithmomantic and arithmetical nonsense in Book IV as

either μυστικά οι δόγματα άρρητα , and it is certain that he cannot be

alluding , when he speaks of the Βαβυλωνίων αλογίστη μανία δί έν ( εργίας
damów katarlagels , to the jugglery in the same book , which he there
attributesnot to the agency of demons but to the tricks of charlatans . . .



BOOK IV
DIVINERS AND MAGICIANS

...ne . .

( The first pages of this book have been torn away from
the MS., and we are therefore deprived of the small Table
of Contents which the author has prefixed to the other seven .
From the headings of the various chapters it may be
reproduced in substance thus :

1. The “ Chaldæans ” or Astrologers , and the celestial
measurements of the Greek astronomers .

2. The Mathematicians or those who proſess to divine
by the numerical equivalents of the letters in proper
nanes .

3. The Metoposcopists or those who connect the form of
the body and the disposition of the mind with the Zodiacal
sign rising at birth .

4 . The Magicians and the tricks by which they read
scaled letters , perform divinations , produce apparitions of
gods and demons, and work other wonders .

5. Recapitulation of the ideas of Greek and Barbarian
on the nature of God , and the views of the “ Egyptians ” or
neo - Pythagoreans as to the mysteries of number.

6. The star-diviners or those who find religious meaning
in the grouping of the constellations as described by Aratus.
7. The Pythagorean doctrine of number and its relation

to the heresies of Simon Magus and Valentinus . )

• [ 1 . About Astrologers . ?

. . . (And they ( i . e . the Chaldæans ) declare there ar
e
P . 53

i This is the beginning of th
eMt . AthosMS . , the first pages having

disappeared . With regard to the hrst chapter περί αστρολόγων ,

Cruice , following therein Miller , points out that nearly the whole of it

has been taken from Book V with the same title of Sextus Empiricus '

work , lipds Maonmatikoús , and also that the copying is so faulty that tu . .
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“ terms " 1 of the stars in each zodiacal sign extending
from one given part ) 2 to [another given part in which some
particular star has most power . About which there is no
mere chance difference ) among them (as appears from their

make sense it is necessary to restore the text inmany places ſrom that
of Sexlus . Sextus ' book begins , as did doubtless that of Hippolytus,
with a description of the divisions of the zodiac , the cardinal points
(Ascendant , Mid -hcaven , Descendant , and Anti-Meridian ), the cadent
and succeedent houses, the use of the clepsydra or water -clock , the
planets and their “ dignities ," " exaltations ” and “ falls," and finally ,
iheir “ terms ,” with ' a description of which our text begins . It is,
perhaps, a pity that Miller did not restore the whole of the missing
part froin Sextus Empiricus ; but the last-named author is not very
clear, and the reader who wishes to go further into the matter and to
acquire some knowledge of astrological jargon is recommended to
consult also James Wilson 's Complete Dictionary of Astrology , reprinted
at Boston, U .S. A. , in 1885, or , if he prefers a more learned work ,
M . Bouché -Leclercq 's L' Astrologic Grecque, Paris , 1899. Bui it may
he said here that the astrologers of the early centuries made their pre
dictions ſrom a “ theme," or geniture , which was in effect amap of the
heavens at the moment of birth , and showed the ecliptic or sun's path
through the zodiacal signs divided into twelve " houses, ” to each of
which a certain significance was attached . The foundation of this was
the horoscope or sign rising above the horizon at the birth , from which
theywere able to calculate the other three cardinal points given above ,
the cadent houses tcing those four which go just before the cardinal
points and the four succeedents those which follow after them . The
places of the planets , including in that term the sun and moon , in
the ecliptic were then calculated and their symbols placed in the bouses
indicated . From this figure the judgment or prediction was made , but
a great mass of absurd and contradictory tradition existed as to the
influence of the planets on the life , fortune , and disposition of the
native, which was supposed to depend largely on their places in the
theme both in relation to the earth and to each other.
· Bouché -Leclercq , op. cit ., p. 206, rightly defines these terms as

fractions of signs separated by internal boundaries and distributed in
eachsign among the five planets . Cf. J . Firnicus Maternus , Mathescos ,
II, 6, and Cicero , De Divinatione , 40. Wilson , op. cit., s. h. v., says
they are certain degrees in a sign, supposed to possess the power of
altering the nature of a planet to that of the planet in the term of which
it is posited. All the authors quoted say that the astrologers could
not agree upon the extent or position of the various “ terms ,” and that
in particular the “ Chald .cans " and the “ Egyptians " were hopelessly
at variance upon the point .
• In the translation I have distinguished Miller 's additions to the

text from Sextus Empiricus ' by enclosing them in square brackets ,
reserving the round brackets for my own additions from the same
source, which I have purposely made as ſew as possible . So with
other alterations .
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tables). But they say that the stars ar
e guarded ' (when

they are midway between two other stars ] in zodiacal
succession . For instance , if ſa certain star should occupy
the first part ] of a zodiacal sign and another (the last parts ,

and a third those of the middle , the one in the middle is

said to be guarded ] by those occupying the parts at the
extremities . [And they say that the stars behold one another
and are in accord with one another when they appear
triangularly or quadrangularly . Now those form a triangular
figure 2 and behold one another which have an intcrval of p . 54 .

three zodiacal signs between them and a square those which
have one of two signs . . . .

( 3 Such then seems to be the character of the Chaldæan
method . And in that which has been handed down it

remains easy to understand and follow the contradictions
noted . And some indeed try to teach a rougher way as if

carthly things have no sympathy 4 at al
l

with the hcavenly
ones . For thus they say , that the ambient 5 is not united

as is the human body , so that according to the condition )

of the head the lower parts ( suffer with it and the head with
the lower ] parts , and earthly things should suffer along with
those above themoon . But there is a certain difference and
want of sympathy between them as they have not one and

[the ] same unity .

2 . Making use of these statements , Euphrates the Peratic
and Akembes the Carystian and the rest of the band of

these people , miscalling the word of Truth , declare that
there is a war of æons and a falling -away of good powers to

1 ôopupopelobai , lit . , " have spear - bearers . ” “ Stars ” in Sextus
Empiricus nearly always means planet : .

This is the famous “ trine " figure or aspect of modern astrologers .

Its influence is supposed to be good ; that of the square next described ,

the reverse .

3 Hippolytus here omits a long disquisition by Sextus on the position

of the planets and the Chald .can system . Where the text resumes the
quotation it is in such a way as to alter the sense completely ; wherefore

I have restored the sentence preceding from Sextus .

• courboxer , “ suffer with . ”

6 To neplexov . The term used by astrologers to denote the whole
æther surrounding the stars or , in other words , the whole disposition

of the heavens . " Ambient " is its equivalent in modern astrology .

This is an anticipation of the Peratic heresy to which a chapter in

Book V ( pp . 146 ff . infra ) is devoted . 'AlleuBhs is there spelt KenBns , but

'Axeu Bis is restored in Book X and is copied by Theodoret . “ Peratic "

is thought by Salmon ( D . C . B . , s . h . v . ) to mean “ Mede . "
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the bad , calling them Toparchs and Proastii 1 and many
other names . All which heresy undertaken by them , I
shall set forth and refute when we come to the discussion
concerning them . But now , lest any one should deem trust
worthy and unfailing the rules laid down by the Chaldæans

P. 55 for the astrological ar
t , we shall not shrink from briefly

setting forth their refutation and pointing out that their art

is vain and rather deceives and destroys the soul which may
hope for vain things than helps it . In which matters we do
not hold out any expertness in the art , but only that drawn
from knowledge of the practical words . 3 Those who , having
been trained in this science , becomepupils of the Chaldæans
and who having changed the names only , have imparted
mysteries as if they were strange and wonderful to nien , have
constructed a hcresy out of this . But since they consider the
astrologers ' art a mighty one and making use of the witness
of the Chaldæans wish to get their own systems believed
because of them , we shall now prove that the astrological
art as it appears to -day is unfounded , and then that the

l 'eralic heresy is to be put aside as a branch growing from a

root which docs not hold . 4

3 . 5 Now the beginning and as it were the basis of the
allair is the establishment of the horoscope . From this the
rest of the cardinal points , and the cadents and succeedents
and the trines and the squares 6 and the configuration of the
stars in them are known , from al

l

which things the pre

P . 56 . dictions are made . Wherefore if the horoscope be taken
away , of neccssity neither the midheaven nor the descendant
nor the anti -meridian is known . But the whole Chaldaic
systcm vanishes if these are not disclosed . [ And how the
zodiacal sign ascending is to be discovered is taught in

divers ways . For in order that this may be apprehended ,

I " Toparch ” means simply “ ruler of a placc . ” Proastius ( podotios )

generally the dweller in a suburb . llcrc it probably mcans the powers

in some part of the heavens which is near to a place or constellation
without actually forming part of it .

3 VEVOPLOHéva . Cf . Vevoulouévws , “ in the established manner , "

Callistratus , Ecphr . , 897 .

• TWS # PAKTIKWVnbww , or , perhaps , “ of the systems used . "

• dovotatov , lit . , niholding together , " punningly used as epithet
for both the art and the heresy .

• What follows to th
e

concluding paragraph of Chap . 7 is taken
ncarly verbatim from Sextus Empiricuş .

• For these terms sce n . on p . 67 supra . .
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it is necessary first of al
l

that th
e

birth of the child falling
under consideration be carefully taken , and secondly that
the signalling of the time be unerring , and thirdly that the
rising in the hcaven of the ascending sign be observed with
the greatest care . For at the birth the rising of the sign
ascending in the heaven must be closely watched , since the
Chaldæans determining that which ascends , on its rising
make that disposition of the stars which they call the
Theme , 3 from which thcy declare their predictions . But
neither is it possible to take the birth of those falling under
consideration , as I shall show , nor is the time established
unerringly , nor is the ascending sign ascertained with care . P . 57 .

How baseless the system of the Chaldieans is , we will now
say . It is necessary before determining the birth of those
falling under consideration , to inquire whether they take it

from the deposition of the seed and its conception or from
the bringing forth . And if we should attempt to take it

from the conception , the accurate account of this is hard to

grasp , the time being short and naturally so . For we cannot
say whether conception takes place simultaneously with the
transfer of the seed or not . For this may happen as quick as

thought , as the tallow put into heated pots sticks fast at once ,

or it may take place after some time . For there being a

distance from themouth of the womb to the other extremity ,
where conceptions are said by doctors to take place , it is
natural that nature depositing the seed should take some time

to accomplish this distance . Therefore the Chaldæans being
ignorant of the exact length of time will never discover
exactly the time of conception , the seed being sometimes
shot straight forward and falling in those places of the p . 58 .

womb fitted by nature for conception , and sometimes falling
broadcast to be only brought into place by the power of the
womb itself . And it cannot be known when the first of

these things happens and when the second , nor how much

i wpooKóriov seems here put for ápooKotelov = horologium , or clock .

? ámbre & rs , “ the bringing . forih " is theword used by Sextus throughout .

As Sextus was a medical man it is probably the technical term corres .

ponding to our " parturition . ” Miller reads drotátus which does not
secm appropriate .

3 dideua . Scc n , on p . 67 supra . :

• I have here followed Sexlus ' division of the sentence . Cruice
translates onéap , farina aqua sabacia , for which I can sceno justification .

Macmahon here follows him .
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time is spent in one sort of conception and how much in
the other . But if we are ignorant of these things , the
accurate discovery of the nature of the conception vanishes . 1
Nor if , as some physiologists say, seed being first seethed
and altercd in the womb then goes forward to its gaping
vessels as the seeds of the carth go to the earth ; why
then , those who do not know the length of time taken by
this change will not know either the moment of conception .

And again , as women differ from one another in energy and
other causes of action in other parts of the body , so do they
differ in the energy of the womb , some conceiving quicker
and others slower . And this is not unexpected , since if

we compare them , they are seen now to be good conceivers
and now not at all so . This being so , it is impossible to

say with exactness when the seed deposited is secured , so

that from this time the Chaldæans may establish the
horoscope of the birth .

P . 59 . 4 . For this reason it is impossible to establish the horo
scope from the conception ; nor can it be done from the
bringing forth . For in the first place , it is very hard to

say when the bringing forth is : whether it is when the
child begins to incline towards the fresh air or when it

projects a little , or when it is brought down altogether to
the ground . But in none of these cases is it possible to
define the time of birth accurately . 3 For from presence of
mind and suitableness of body , and through preference of

places and the expertness of the midwife and endless other
causes , the time is not always the same when , the mem
branes being ruptured , the infant inclincs forward , or when

p . 60 . it projects a little , or when it falls to the ground . But it is

different with different women . Which , again , the Chald .

æans being unable to measure definitely and accurately ,

they are prevented from determining as they should the
hour of the bringing forth .

That the Chaldæans , therefore , while asserting that they
know the sign ascending at the time of birth , do not know

it , is plain from the facts . And that there is no means
either of unerringly observing the time , is easy to be

1 Restoring from Sextus oίχεται fo
r

ήρται . '

i i porkómov, " the ascending sigh . ” So Sextus .

• Restoring from Sextus εφ ' εκάστου fo
r

ν εκάστω ; τον ακριβή for το

àxpißes and omiliing katahabéolai .

* See n . on p . 74 infra .
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judged . For when they say that the person sitting by the
woman in labour at the bringing forth signifies , the same to
the Chaldean who is looking upon the stars from a high
place by means of the gong , and that this last gazing upori
the heaven notes down the sign then rising , we shall show
that as the bringing forth happens at no delined time, it is
not possible either to signify the same by the gong. For
even if it be granted that the actual bringing forth can be
ascertained , yet the time cannot be signified accurately .
For the sound of the gong , being capable of divisions by
perception into much and more time, it happens that it is
carried (late ) to the high place. And the proof of this is p.61.
what is noticed when trees are relled a long way off . For
the sound of the stroke is heard a pretty long time after
the fall of the axe , so as to reach the listener later . And
from this cause it is impossible for the Chuldidans to
obtain accurately the time of the rising sign and that which
is in truth on the ascendant .5 And indeed not only does

more time pass alter the birth before he who sits beside the
woman in labour, strikes the gong, and again after the stroke
before it is hcard by him upon the high place , but also
before he can look about and see in which sign is the moon
and in which is cach of the other stars. It seems inevitable
then that there must be a great change in the disposition
of the stars ,6 [from the movement of the Polc being whirled
along with indescribable swiftness before the hour of hi

m

who has been born as it is seen in heaven can be observed
carefully . ?

5 . Thus the art according to the Chaldæans has been p . 62 .

shown to be baseless . But if any one should fancy that by

i Sextus has clescribed earlier ( p . 342 , Falvricius ) the whole process

ol warning the astrologer of the moment of birth by striking a metal
disc , which I have called “ gong . ”

2 doplotou Tuyxavoúons .

* * εν πλείονι χρόνο και εν συχνά προς αίσθησιν δυνάμενον μερίζεσθαι ,majori et longiori icmporis spalio ad aurium scnsum dividalur , Cr . ;

“ with proportionate delay , " Macmahon . I do not understand how
cither his or Cruice ' s construction is arrived at .

• Sextus has “ on the hills . "

• ' pooKOTGÜVTOsmight mean " which marks the hour . "

• palvetai . . . aaoudrepar . . . diádena .

? quam diligenter observari possit in coelo nativilas , Cr . , (before ) " the
nativity can be carefully observed in the sky . "
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enquiries , the geniture 1 of the enquirer is to be learned , we
may know that not in this way either can it be arrived at
with certainty . For if such great care in the practice of the
art is necessary , and yet as we have shown they do not
arrive at accuracy , how can an unskilled person take
accurately the time of birth , so that the Chaldæan on learn
ing it may set up the horoscope truthſully ? ? But neither
by inspection of the horizon will the star ascending appear
the same everywhere , but sometimes the cadent sign will
be considered the ascendantand sometimes the succeedent ,
according as the coming in view of the places is higher or
lower. So that in this respect the prediction will not appear
accurate , many people being born all over the world at the
same hour, while every observer will see the stars differently .
But vain also is the customary taking of the time by

water -jars. For the pierced jar will not give the same
flow when full as when nearly empty , while according to

p. 63. the theory of these people the Pole itself is borne along in
one impulse with equal speed . But if they answer to this
that they do not take the time accurately but as it chances
in common use , they will be refuted merely by the starry
· influences themselves . For those who have been born at
the same time have not lived the same life ; but some for
example have reigned as kings while others have grown old
in chains . None at any rate of the many throughout the
inhabited world at the same time as Alexander of Macedon
were like unto hi

m , and none to Plato the philosopher .

So that if the Chaldæan observes carefully the time in

common use , he will not be able to say 6 if he who is born

at that time will be fortunate . For many at any rate born
Igéveris . The word in Greek astrological works has the samemean

in
g

as " geniture ” or “ nativity ” in modern astrological jargon . Iden .

lical with “ theme . ” .

• The whole of this sentence is corrupt , and the scribe was probably
taking down something from Sextus which was read to him without his
understanding it . I have given what seems to be the sense of the

· passage .

' o všpiai , Sextus ( p . 342 , Fabr . ) , has described the clepsydra or

water -clock and its defects as a measurer of time .

• ev alátel .

! Tà åroteéo Mata . A technical expression for the results or influence •

on sublunary things of the position of the heavenly bodies . CF . Bouché .

Leclercq , op . ci
t . , p . 328 , n . 1 .

• Sextus adds raylws , “ positively . "
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at that time, will be unfortunate , so that the likeness
between the genitures is vain .
· Having therefore refuted in so many different ways the ·
vain speculation of the Chaldæans , we shall noi omit this ,
that their prognostications lead to impossibility . For if he
who is born under the point of Sagittarius ' arrow must be
slain , as the astrologers 1 say , how was it that so many
barbarians who fought against the Greeks at Marathon or p . 64
Salamis were killed at the same time? For there was not
at any rate the same horoscope for al

l . And again , if he
who is born under the urn of Aquarius will be shipwrecked ,

how was it that some of the Greeks returning from Troy
were sunk together in the ſurrows of the Eubacan sea ?

For it is incredible that all these differing much from one
another in age should all have been born under Aquarius '

urn . For it cannot be said oſten that because of one who
was destined to perish by sea , al

l

those in the ship should

be destroyed along with him . For why should the destiny

of this one prevail over that of all , and yet that not al
l

should

be saved because of one who was destined to die on land ?

6 . But sincc also they make a thcory about the influence

of the zodiacal signs to which they say the things brought
forth are likened , we shall not omit this . For example ,

they say that he who is born under Leo will be courageous , 2
and hc who is born under Virgo straight -haired , palc .com
plexioncd , childless and bashful . But these things and p . 65
those like them deserve laughter rather than serious con
sideration . 3 For according to them an Ethiopian can be
born under Virgo , and if so they allow he will be white ,

straight -haired and the rest . But I imagine that the
ancients gave the names of the lower animals to the stars
rather because of arbitrariness 4 than from natural likeness

of shape . For what likeness to a bear have the seven stars
which stand separate from one another ? Or to the head

of a dragon those five of which Aratus says :

i ol uaOnuatikol . The only passage in our text where Hippolytus
uses the word in this sense . lle seems to have taken it from Sextus '

tille katà tov manuation abov .

• A play of words upon déw and åvdpeios .

i otordñs . Hippolytus inserts an unnecessary où before the word .

See Sexlus , p . 355 .

• OIKEIKOEWSxápiv , gratia consuetudinis , Cr . .

VOL . I . :
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Two hold the temples, two the eyes, and one beneath
Marks the chin point of the monster dread. -

(Aratus , Phainomena , vv. 56, 57.)

7. That these things are not worthy of so much labour
is thus proved to the right-thinkers aforesaid , and to those
who give no heed to the inflated talk of the Chaldæans ,
who with assurance of indemnity make kings to disappear

f . 66. and incite private persons to dare great deeds . But if he
who has given way to evil fails , he who has been deceived
does not become a teacher to all whose minds the Chald .
Hans wish to lead endlessly astray by their failures . For
they constrain the minds of their pupils when they say that
the same configuration of the stars cannot occur otherwise
than by the return of theGreat Year in 7777 years. How
then can human observation agree 3 in so many ages upon
one geniture ? And this not once but many times, since
the destruction of the cosmos as some say will interrupt
the observation , or its gradual transformation will cause to

disappear entirely the continuity of historical tradition . ' ' )

The Chaldaic ar
t

must be refuted by more .arguments ,

although we have been recalling it to memory on account

of other matters and not for its own sake . But since we
have before said that we will omit none of the opinions
current among the Gentiles , ” by reason of the many - voiced
craſt of the heresies , let us see what they say also who have

P . 67 . dared to speculate about magnitudes . Who , recognizing
the variety of the work of most of them , when another has
bccn utterly deceived in a different manner and has been
yet held in high esteem , have dared to say something yet
more grandiose than he , so that they may be yet more
glorified by those who have already glorified their petty
frauds . These men postulate circles and triangular and
square measures doubly and triply . There is much

1 Does this refer to Otho ' s encouragement by the astrologer Ptolemy

to rebel against Galba ? Sec Tacitus , Hist . , I , 22 . The sentence does
not appear in Sextus .

• Sextus says 9977 years .

o podo el orvopapeiv , “ arrive at concurrence with . " Sextus answers
the question in the negative .

• İlerc the quotations from Sextus end .

• rap ' foveri " among thenations . " A curious expression in themouth

of a Greek , although natural to a Jew .

• Is this an allusion to trigonomctry ? The rest of the sentence , as
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theory about this, but it is not necessary fo
r

what lies
before us .

· 8 . I reckon it enough therefore to declare the marvels
described by them . Wherefore I shall employ their
epitomes , as they call them , and then turn to other things .

They say this : ? he who fashioned the universe , gave rule

to the revolution of the Same and Like , for that alone he left
undivided ; but the inner motion he divided 6 times and
made 7 unequal circles divided by intervals in ratios of 2

and 3 , 3 of each , and bade the circles revolve in directions
opposite to one another - 3 of them to revolve at cqual

· pace , and 4 with a velocity unlike that of the 3 , but in

due proportion . And he says that rule was given to the p . 68 .

orbit of the 7 , not only because it embraces the orbit of

the Other , i . e . , the Wanderers ; but because it has so much
rule , i . e . , so much power , that it carries along with it the
Wanderers to the opposite positions , bearing them from
West to East and from East to West by its own strength .

And he says that the same orbit was allowed to be one
and undivided , first because the orbits of all the fixed stars
are equal in time and not divided into greater and lesser
times . And next because they all have the same appcar
ance , which is that of the outerniost orbit , while the
Wanderers are divided into more and different kinds of

movements and into unequal distances from the Earth .
And he says that the Other orbit has been cut in 6 places
into 7 circles according to ratio . 6 For as many cuts as

will presently be seen , refers to Plato ' s Timčus . Cf . also Timeus
the Locrian , c . 5 .

i ad rois étitóuous xpnoduevos . An indication that Ilippolytus '

knowlelge of Plato wis not first -hand .

? The passage which follows is from the Timicus , XII , where
Plato describes how the World -maker set in motion two concentric
circles revolving different ways , the external called the Same and Like ,

and the internal the Other , or Different .

* This seems to be generally accepted as Plato ' s meaning . • Jowelt
says the three are the orbits of the Sun , Venus and Mercury , the four
Those of the Moon , Saturn , Mars and Jupiter . The Wanderers are of

course the planets .

• i . e . , swiftcr and slower . séripavela .

o l 'erhaps the following extract from the pseudo - Timæus the Locrian ,

now generally accepted as a summary of the second century , may make
this clearer . After explaining that the cosmos and its parts are divided
into " the Same ” and “ the Different , " he says : “ The first of these
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there are of each , so many segments are there plus a monad .
For example if one cut be made , there are 2 segments ;
if 2 cuts, 3 segments ; and so, if a thing be cut 6 times there

p. 69. will be 7 segments . And he says that the intervals between
them are arranged alternately in ratios of 2 and 3, 3 of
each , which he has proved with regard to the constitution
of the soul also , as to the 7 numbers . For 3 among them ,
viz., 2, 4, 8, are doubles from the monad onwards and 3 of
them , vi

z . , 3 , 9 , 27 (triples ] . . . But the diameter of the
Earth is 80 ,008 stadia and its perimeter 250 ,543 . 3 And
the distance from the Earth ' s surface to the circle of the
Moon , Aristarchus of Samos writes as . . . 4 stadia but
Apollonius as 5 ,000 ,000 and Archimedes as 5 ,544 ,130 .

And Archimedes says that from the Moon ' s circle to that

of the Sun is 50 , 262 ,065 stadia ; from this to the circle

of Aphrodite 20 , 272 ,065 ; and from this to the circle of

Hermes 50 , 817 , 165 ; and from the same to the circle of

P . 70 . the Fiery One 5 40 ,541 , 108 ; and from this to the circle of

Zeus 20 , 275 ,065 ; but from this to the circle of Kronos ,

40 , 372 ,065 ; and from this to the Zodiac and the last
periphery 20 ,082 ,005 stadia .

9 . The differences from one another of the circles and
the spheres in hcight are also given by Archimedes . He
takes the perimeter of the Zodiac at 447 ,310 , 000 stadia , so
that a straight line from the centre of the Earth to its
cxtrcme surface is the sixth part of the said number , and
from the surface of the Earth on which we walk to the
Zodiac is exactly onc -sixth of the said number less 40 , 000

leads from without all that are within them , along the general move .

ment from East to West . But the latter , belonging to ihe Different ,

lead from within the parts that are carricd along from West to East ,

and are self -moved , and they are whirled round and along , as it may
happen , by the movement of the Same which possesses in the Cosmos

a superior power . Now the movement of the Different , being divided
according to a harmonical proportion , takes the form of 7 circles , " and
he then goes on to describe the orbits of the planets .

i Lit . , “ if one section be severed . ”

: Cf . l ' lalo , Timcus , c . 12 .

• A palpable mistakc . · As Cruice points out , if the Earth ' s diameter

is as said in the text , its perimeter must bc 251 ,768 staclia , which is

not far from the 252 ,000 stadia assigned to it liy Eratosthenes ,

• Lacunæ in both these sentences . '

• The common Greek name for the planet Ares or Mars ( 8 ) .
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stadia which is the distance from the centre of the Earth to
its surface . And from the circle of Kronos to the Earth , he

says , the interval is 2 ,226 ,912 ,711 stadia ; and from the
circle of the fiery One to the Earth , 132 ,418 ,581 ; and from p . 71 .

the Sun to the Earth , 121 ,604 ,454 ; from the Shining One

to the Earth , 526 ,882 ,259 ; and from Aphrodite to the
Earth , 50 ,815 , 160 . 1

10 . And about the Moon we have before spoken . The
distances and depths ? of the spheres are thus given by

Archimedes , but Hipparchus speaks differently about them ,

and Apollonius the mathematician differently again . But

it is enough for us in following the Platonic theory to think

of the intervals between the Wanderers as in ratios of

2 and 3 . For thus is kept alive the theory of the harmonious
construction of the universe in accordant ratios 3 by the
samedistances . But the numbers set out by Archimedes and
the ratios quoted by the others concerning the distances , if

they are not in accordant ratios , that is in those called by
Plato twofold and threefold , but are found to be outside p . 72 . .

the chords , 4 would not keep alive the theory of the harmo
nious construction of the universe . For it is neither probable
nor possible that their distances should have no ratio to one
another , that is , should be outside the chords and enhar
monic scales . Except perhaps the Moon alone , from her
waning and the shadows of the Earth , as to which planét
alone you may trust Archimedes , that is to say for the
distance of the Moon from the Earth . And it will be easy
for those who accept this calculation to ascertain the
number and the other distances according to the Platonic
method by doubling and tripling as Plato demands . If

1 All these numbers are hopelessly corrupt in the text and the scrile
varics the notation repeatedly . I have given the figures as finally
setilud by Cruice and his predecessors . The Shining One is the planet
Hermes or Mercury ( � ) .

2 Báon , “ depths " ; rather height if we consider : the orbits of the
planets as concentric and fitting into one another like jugglers ' caps or .

ilic skins of an onion .

3 év noyous ouudúvois . Cruicc would read távous for noyous on the
strength of what Pliny , Hist . Nat . , II , 20 , says about Pythagoras having
taught that the intervals between the planets ' orbits were musical tones .

HIC seems to mean thc gamut or chromatic scale as contrasted with the
enharmonic .

• See last note .

See note on p . 81 infra as to what this doubling and triplingmeans .
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then , according to Archimedes , the Moon is distant from the
Earth 5,544 ,130 stadia , it will be easy by increasing these
numbers in ratios of 2 and 3 to find her distance from the
rest by taking one fraction of the number of stadia bywhich
the Moon is distant from the Earth .
But since the rest of the numbers stated by Archimedes

about the distance of the Wanderers are not in accordant
ratios, it is easy to know how they stand in regard to one
another and in what ratios they have been observed to be.
But that the same are not in harmony and accord 1 when
they are parts of the cosmos established by harmony is
impossible . So then , as the first number (of stadia ) by
which the Moon is distant from the Earth is 5, 544,130 , the
second number by which the Sun is distant from the Moon
being 50 ,262,065, it is in ratio more than ninefold ; and the
number of the interval above this being 20 ,272 ,065 is in
ratio less than one-half . And the number of the interval
above this being 50,815 ,108 is in ratio more than twoiold .
And the number of the interval above this being 40,541, 108
is in ratio more than one and a quarter . 2 And the number
of the interval above this being 20,275 ,065 is in ratio more
than half . And the number of the highest interval above
this being 40 ,372 ,065 is in ratio less than twofold .3

11 . These samc ratios indecd -- the more than nincſold ,
P. 74. less than half, more than twofold , less than one and a quarter ,

morc than half, less than half and less than twofold are
outside all harmonies and from them no enharmonic nor
accordant system can come to pass. But the whole cosmos
and its parts throughout are put together in an enharmonic
and accordantmanner . But the enharmonic and accordant

I roupwvia .

2 ŠTITETáprio , superquarta , Cr . , 1 + $ ; scc Liddell and Scott , quot .

ing Nicomachus Gerasenus Arithmeticus .

It is not easy to see from this confused statement whether it is the
system of Plato or Archimedes at which Hippolytus is aiming . The
one , however , that it most resembles is that of the nco . Pythagoreans , of

which the following table is given in M . Bigourdan ' s excellent work on

L ' Astronomie : Evolution des Idcés el des Méthodes , Paris 1911 , p . 49 :

Planets . . . ) § 4 0 8 4 Fixed stars

in tones . . . I . I . I

in thousands on

stadia us o ) 120 0312
6

63 63 18
9

12
6

6303 og 120 03 63 63

Absolute dis .

tances in thou o 12
6

18
9

252 441 567 630 693 756
sands of stadia

In
te
rv
al
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ratios are kept alive as we have said before by the twofold
and threefold intervals . If then we deem Archimedes
worthy of faith on the distance given above , i. e., that from
the Moon to the Earth , it is easy to find the rest by increas
ing it in the ratios of 2 and 3. Let the distance from the
Earth to the Moon be, according to Archimedes, 5, 544,130
stadia . The double of this will be the number of stadia by
which the Sun is distant from the Moon , vi

z . , 11 ,088 , 260 .

But from the Earth the Sun is distant 16 ,632 , 390 stadia and
Aphrodite indeed from the Sun - 16 ,632 ,390 stadia , but
from the Earth 33 , 264 ,780 . Ares indeed is distant from
Aphrodite 22 , 176 ,520 stadia but from the Earth 105 ,338 , 470 .

But Zeus is distant from Ares 44 , 353 ,040 stadia , but from
the Earth 149 ,691 ,510 . Kronos is distant from Zeus p . 75

40 ,691 ,510 stadia , but from the Earth 293 , 383 ,020 . 1

i The object of al
l

these figures is apparently to prove that those of

Archimedes are wrong and that the Platonic theory — said , one does not
know with what truth , to have been inherited from Pythagoras , viz . ,

that the intervals belween the orbits of the different bodies of the cosmos
are arranged like the notes on a musical scale - is to be preferred .

This was perhaps to be expected from a Churchman as favouring the
doctrine of creation by design . It is difficult at first sight to sec how
llic figures in the text bear out I lippolytus ' contention , inasmuch as the
distances here given of the seven planets (including therein the Sun and
Moon ) from the Earth proceed in an irregular kind of arithmetical pro
gression ranging from onc to liſty -four , the distance from the Earth to the
Moon which Hippolytus acccpts from Archimedes as correct being taken

as unity . Thus , Ict us call this unit of distance x , and we have thc table
which follows :

TABLE I ( of distances )

· Distance of Earth ( 8 ) from ) = 5 , 544 ,130 stadia or et

O = = 16 ,632 , 390

9 = 33 , 264 ,780

8 = 55 , 441 , 300

3 = 105 , 338 ,470 191

9 4 = 149 ,691 ,510 27 x

, h = 299 ,383 ,020 , 54 %

But let us take the figures given in the text for the intervals hetween
the Earth and the seven “ plancts " arranged in the same order , and
again taking the Earth to Moon distance as unily , we have :

Table II ( of intcrvais )

Interval between 0 and ) = 5 ,554 , 130 stadia or X

) ) » O = 11 , 088 ,260 » 2 . x

O » = 16 ,632 ,390 36

$ = 22 , 176 ,520 4x ( 2 )

= 49 ,897 , 170

44 , 353 ,040 8x120

24 h = 149 ,691 ,510 ig 27 * ( 30 )

3 . 30
10 .27

ton

ot
at
o

at

9 * ( 3 * ) 1
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12 . Who will not wonder at so much activity of mind
produced by so great labour ? It seems that this Ptolemy 1

who busies himself with these matters is not without his use
to me . This only grieves me that as one but lately born he

was not serviccable to the sons of the giants , 2 who , being
ignorant of these measurements , thought they were near
high heaven and began to make a useless tower . Had he

been at hand to explain these measurements to them they
would not have ventured on the foolishness . But if any one
thinks he can disbelieve this le

t

him take the measurements
and be convinced ; for one cannot have for the unbelieving

a more manifold proof than this . O puffing - up of vainly
toiling soul and unbelieving belief , when Ptolemy is con
sidered wise in cverything by those trained in the like
wisdom ! 3

This agrecs almost entirely with the theory which M . Bigourdan in

the work mentioned in the last note has worked out as the Platonic theory

of the distances of the different planets from the Earth , “ the supposed
centre of their movements ” ( p . 228 ) . Thus :

Planets ) 0 8 2 h
Distance : 1 2 3 4 8 9 27

which distances are , in his own words , “ les ternies enchevétrés de deux
progressions géométriques ayant respectivement pour raison 2 et 3 ,

savoir 1 , 2 , 4 , 8 - 1 , 3 , 9 , 27 ; on voit que l 'unité est , comme chez Pytha
gore , la distance de la Terre à la Lunc . ” This conclusion is amply borne
out by Ilippolylus ' figures , which , as given in Table II above , show

a regular progression from 2 and 3 to 22 and 3 * , .then to 2 and 3 ,
which explains what our author mcans by increasing the Earth to the
Moon distance , natà tò diridonov kal tpiridoiov . The only discrepancy
belwcen this and M . Bigourdan ' s table is that he has transposed the
distances between - 8 and 8 - h respectively ; but as I do not know
the details of the calculation on which he bases his figures , I am unable

to say whether the mistake is his or Hippolytus ' .

1 Are we to conclude from this that these last calculations arc those

of Claudius Ptolemy , the author of the Almagcst ? He has certainly
not been mentioned before , but hi

s

fame was so great that lippolytus
way have been certain that the allusion would be understood by his
audiencc . Ptolemy lived , perhaps , into the last quarter of the second
century .

3 Genesis vi . 4 . The subject scems to have had irresistiblc fascina .

•tion for Christian converts of Asiatic blood ,whether orthodox or heretic .

Mancs also wrote a book upon the Giants , cf . Kessler , Mani , Berlin ,

1899 , pp . 191 ff .

* Hippolytus sceins to have been entirely ignorant that the calcula .

tions he derides were anything but mere guess -work . They were not
only singularly accurate considering the imperfection of the observations

>
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13. Certain men in part intent on these things as judging
them mighty and worthy of argument have constructed p.76.
measureless 1 and boundless heresies . Among whom is one
Colarbasus ," who undertakes to set forth religion by

measures and numbers. And there are others whom we
shall likewise point out when we begin to speak of those
who give heed to Pythagorean reckoning as if it were power
ful and neglect the true philosophy for numbers and

elements , thus making vain divinations . Collecting whose
words, certain men have led astray the uneducated , pre
tending to know the future and when they chance to divine
one thing aright are not ashamed of their many failures ,
but make a boast of their one success . Nor shall I pass
over their unwise wisdom , but when I have set forth their
attempts to establish a religion from these sources , I shall
refute them as being disciples of a school inconsistent and
full of trickery .

2. Of Mathematicians.3
Those then who fancy that they can divine by means of p. 77.

ciphers 4 and numbers , elements and names , make the
foundation of their attempted system to be this . They
pretend that every number has a root :- in the thousands
as many units as there are thousands . For example , the

at the disposal of their author , but have also been of the grcatest use lo
science as laying the foundation of all ſuture astronomy .
i àuét pous. Another pun on their measurements .
: Nothing definite is known of this Colarbasus or his supposcd astro .

logical heresy . The accounts given of him by Irenæus and Epiphanius
describe him as holding tenets identical with those of Marcus." Ilort ,
following Baur , believes that he never existcd , and that his name is
simply a Greek corruption of Qol arba , “ the Voice of the Four.” Sec
D. C. B. , s.h.v.
3 Tepi maonuatixwv . The article is omitted ; but he must mean

the students and not the study. This is curious , because Mathematicus
in the Rome of Ilippolytus must have meant astrologer and nothing
clse , and what follows has nothing to do with astrology . Kather is it
what was called in the Renaissance Arithmomancy . Cruice refers
us to Athanasius Kircher 's Arithmologia on the subject. Cornelius
Agrippa , De vanilate et incertitudine Scicntarum , writes of it as
“ The Pythagorean lot,” and it is described in Gaspar Peucer 's
De precipuis Divinationum generibus, . 1604.
oynpoi , lit . , pebbles , i . e . counters .

S otoixeia : letters as the component parts or clements of words .
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root of 6000 is 6 units , of 7000, 7 units , of 8000 , 8 units ,
and with the rest in the same way. In the hundreds as
many hundreds as there are , so the same number of units is
theroot of them . For example , in 700 there are 7hundreds :
7 units is their root. In 600 there are 6 hundreds : 6 units is
their root. In the sameway in the decads : of so the root
is 8 units , of 40, 4 units, of 10, 1 unit . In the units , the units
themselves are the root ; for instance , theunit of the 9 is 9, of
the 8, 8, of the 7, 7. Thus then must we do with the com
ponent parts (of names ). For each element is arranged
according to some number. For example , the Nu consists
of 50 units ; but of 50 units the root is 5, and of the letter

p . 78. Nu the root is 5. Let it be granted that from the namewe
may take certain of its roots . For example , from the name
Agamemnon there comes from the Alpha one unit , from the
Gamma 3 units , from the other Alpha 1 unit , from the Mu 4

units , from the Epsilon 5 units , from the Mu 4 units , from
theNu 5 units , from the Omega 3 units , from theNu 5 units ,

which together in one row will be 1 , 3 , 1 , 4 , 5 , 4 , 5 , 8 , 5 . These
added together make 36 units . Again they take the roots

of these and they become 3 for the 30 , but 6 itself for the

6 . Then the 3 and the 6 added together make 9 , but the
root of 9 is g . Therefore the name Agamemnon ends in

the root 9 .

Let the same be done with another name , vi
z . , Hector .

The name Hector contains five elements , Epsilon , Kappa ,
Tau , Omega and Rho . The roots of these are 5 , 2 , 3 , 8 , 1 ;

these added together make 19 units . Again , the root of the

10 is 1 , of the 9 , 9 , which added together make io . The
root of the 10 is one unit . Therefore the name of Hector
when counted up 3 has made as its root one unit .

po 79 . But it is easier to work this way . Divide by 9 the roots
ascertained from the elements , as we have just found 19

units from the name Hector , and read the remaining root .

For example , if I divide the 19 by 9 , there remains a unit ,

for twice 9 is 18 , and the remainder is a unit . For if I

subtract 18 from the 19 , the remainder is a unit . Again , of

1 Reading with thc tcxt tivàs fo
r

Cruice ' s tirà .

• In the text the Kappa and Tau are written at full length , the other
numbers in the usual Greek notation , a proof that the scribc was herc
writing from dictation and not copying MS .

• vnpuoler ,
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the name Patroclus ' these numbers 8, 1, 3 1, 7, 2, 3, 7, 2
.are the roots ; added together they make 34 units . The
remainder of these units is 7, vi

z . , 3 from the 30 and 4

from the 4 . Therefore 7 units are the root of the name
Patroclus . Those then who reckon by the rule of 9 take
the oth part of the number collected from the roots and
describe the remainder as the sum of the roots ; but those
who reckon by the rule of 7 take the 7th part . For example ,

in the name Patroclus the aggregate of the roots is 34 units .

This divided into sevens makes 4 sevens , which are 28 ; the
remainder is 6 units . He says that by the rule of 7 , 6 is p . 80 .

the root of the name Patroclus . If , however , it be 43 ,

the 7t
h part , he says , is 42 , for 7 times 6 is 42 , and the

remainder is 1 . Therefore the root from the 43 by the
rule of 7 becomes a unit . But we must take notice of

what happens if the given number when divided has no ·

remainder , as for example , if from one name , after adding
together the roots , I find , c . 8 . , 36 units . But 36 divided by

9 is exactly 4 enneads (for 9 times 4 is 36 and nothing
over ) . Thus , he says the 9 itself is plainly the root . If

again we divide the number 45 we find 9 and no remainder

(for g times 5 is 45 and nothing over ) , in such cases we say
the root is 9 . And in the same way with the rule of 7 : if ,

e . . , we divide 28 by 7 we shall have nothing over (for 7
times 4 is 28 and nothing left ) , [and ] they say the root is 7 .

· Yet when he reckons up the names and finds the same
letter twice , he counts it only once . For example , the name
Patroclus has the Alpha twice and the . Omicron twice , p . 81 .
therefore he counts the Alpha only once and the
Omicron only once . According to this , then , the roots
will be 8 , 3 , 1 , 7 , 2 , 3 , 2 , and added together make 27 , 6 and
the root of the name by the rule of 9 will be the 9 itself and
by that of 7 , 6 .

In the same way Sarpedon , when counted , makes by the

1 The name is spelt Nátpoklos .

• So that the “ root ” inay be either 7 or 6 according as you usc the

“ rule of 9 " or of 7 . A reductio ad absurdum .

3 dàv åraptío , “ is even or complete . "

+ I omit the Rho , which in the Codex precedes thc Alpha . Cruice
suggests it is put for I .

6 They do not , but make 26 . Cruice ' adds an Alpha betwcen the

8 and the 3 ; but in any case the rule just enunciated is broken by the
reckoning in of two a ' s ,
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rule of 9, 2 units ; but Patroclus makes 9 : Patroclus
conquers . For when one number is odd and the other even ,
the odd conquers if it be the greater . But again if there
were an 8, which is even , and a 5, which is odd, the 8
conquers , for it is greater . But if there are two numbers ,
for example , both even or both odd , the lesser conquers .
But how does Sarpedon by the rule of 9 make 2 units ?
The element Omega is omitted ; fo

r

when there are in a

name the elements Omega and Eta , they omit the Omega

p . 82 and use one element . For they say that they both have the
same power , but ar

e

not to be counted twice , as has been
said above . Again , Ajax (Aias ) · makes 4 units , and Hector
by the rule of 9 only one . But the 4 is even while the unit

is odd . And since we have said that in such cases the
greater conquers , Ajax is the victor . Take again Alex
andros 2 and Menelaus . Alexandros has an individual 3

name (Paris ) . The name Paris makes by the rule of 9 ; 4 ;

Menelaus by the same rule 9 , and the 9 conquers the 4 .

For it has been said that when one is odd and the other
even , the greater conquers , but when both are even or both
odd , the lesser . Take again Amycus and Polydeuces .

Amycus makes by the rule of 9 , 2 units , and Polydeuces 7 :

l 'olydeuces conquers . Ajax and Odysseus contended
together in the funereal games . Ajax makes by the rule of

9 , 4 units , and Odysseus by the same rule 8 . 4 Is there not

(here ) then some epithet of Odysseus and not his individual
name , for he conquered ? According to the numbers Ajax
conquers , but tradition says Odysseus . O

r

take again .

Achilles and Hector . Achilles by the rule of 9 makes 4 ;

p . 83 . Hector 1 ; Achilles conquers . Take again Achilles and
Asteropæus . Achilles makes 4 , Asteropæus 3 ; 5 Achilles

Alas . A = 1 , 1 = 10 = 1 , a = 1 (omitted ) , s = 20
0

= 2 . 1 + 1 + 2 = 4 .

The llomcric name for Paris . .

• Kúplov úroma as opposed to petarpopdv úvoja , a name transferred
from one to another , or family name .

• Not 8 but 4 . 0 = 70 = 7 , 8 = 4 , v = 400 = 4 , 0 = 200 = 2 , E = 5

(with duplicate omiticd ) = 22 , which divided by 9 Icaves 4 , or by 7 ,

only 1 . The next sentence and a similar remark at ihe last sentence but
one of the chapter are probably by a commentator or scribe and have
slipped into the text by accident . Oddly enough , nothing is said as to

what happens if the “ roots " are equal , as they seem to be in this case .

• Another mistake . A = 1 , 0 = 200 = 2 , T = 300 = 3 , 6 = 5 ,

p = 100 = 1 , o = 70 = 7 . r = 80 = 8 , 1 = 10 = 1 (with duplicates
omitled ) = 28 , which divided by 9 leaves 1 , or by 7 , 0 = 7 .
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conquers . ' Take again Euphorbus and Menelaus . Menelaus
has 9 units , Euphorbus 8 ; Menelaus conquers .
But some say that by the rule of 7, they use only the

vowels , and others that they put the vowels, semi-vowels
and consonants by themselves , and interpret each column
separately . But yet others do not use the usual numbers ,
but different ones . Thus, for example , they will not have
Pi to have as a root 8 units, but 5 and the element Xi as a
root 4 units ; and turning about every way , they discover
nothing sane. When , however , certain competitors contend
a second time, they take away the first element , and when
a third , the two first elements of each , and counting up the
rest, they interpret them .

2. I should think that the design of the arithmeticians p. 84.
has been plainly set forth , who deem that by numbers and
names they can judge life . And I notice that , as they
have time to spare and have been trained in counting , they
have wished by means of the art handed down to them by
children to proclaim themselves well-approved diviners,
and , measuring the letters topsy -turvy , have strayed into
nonsense . For when they fail to hit the mark , they say in
propounding the difficulty that the name in question is not
a family namebut an epithet ; as also they plcad as a subter
fuge in the case of Ajax and Odysscus. Who that ſounds
his tencts on this wonderful philosophy and wishes to be
called heresiarch , will not be glorified ?

3. Of Divination by Metoposcopy . 2
1. But since there is another and more profound art

among the al
l

-wise investigators of the Greeks , whose dis
ciples the heretics profess themselves because of the use they
make of their opinions for their own designs , as we shall
show before long , we shall not keep silence about this .

1 ótav MéVTOL DEUTEpór tives åywritwyrai . Quum vero quidam
itcrum decertant de numeris , Cr . But the allusion is almost certainly to

two charioteers or combatants mecting in successive contests . llall the
divination and magic of the early centuries refers to the allairs of
the circus , and the text has nothing about de numeris .

2 Lit . , inspection of the forehcad ( or face ) , or what Lavater called
physiognomy . The word was known to Ben Jonson , who uses it in his
Alchymist . “ By a rule , Captain : In metoposcopy , which I do work

by . A certain star in the forchead which you sec not , ” etc .. .
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This is the divination or rather madness by metoposcopy . :
p . 85. There are those who refer to the stars the forms of the

types and patterns 1and natures of men , summing them
up by their births under certain stars . This is what they
say : Those born under Aries will be like this, to wit ,
long -headed , red -haired , with eyebrows joined together ,
narrow forehead , sea-green eyes , hanging cheeks , long nose ,
expanded nostrils , thin lips, pointed chin , and widėmouth .
They will partake, he says, of such a disposition as this :
forethinking , versatile , cowardly , provident , easy -going ,
gentle , inquisitive , concealing their desires , equipped fo

r

cverything , ruling more by judgment than by strength ,

laughing at the present , skilled writers , faithful , lovers of

strife , provoking to controversy , given to desire , lovers of

boys , understanding , turning from their own homes , di
s

86 . pleased with everything , litigious , madmen in their cups ,

contemptuous , casting away somewhat every year , useful in

friendship by their goodness . Most often they die in a

foreign land . 2

2 . Those born under Taurus will be of this type : round
headed , coarse -haired , with broad forehead , oblong eyes
and great eyebrows if dark ; if fair , thin veins , sanguinc
complexion , large and heavy eyelids , great cars , round
mouth , thick nose , widely -open nostrils , thick lips . They
arc strong in their upper limbs , but are sluggish from the

· hips downwards from their birth . The same are of a dis
position pleasing , understanding , naturally clever , religious ,
just , rustical , agrccable , laborious 3 after twelve years old ,

easily irritated , leisurely . Their appetitc is small , they are
quickly satisfied , wishing fo

r

many things , provident , thriſty
towards themselves , liberal towards others ; as a class they
are sorrowful , uscless in friendship , useful because of their
minds , cnduring ills .

P . 87 . 3 . The type of these under Gemini : red -faced , not too

i idéar .

2 I have not thought it worth whilc to set down the various readings
suggesteel hy the different editors and translators for these “ fornis
and qualities . " The whole of this chapter is taken from Prolemy ' s

Titrabiblos , and was corrupted by every copyist . The common type
suggested with eyebrows meeting over the nose is plainly Alexandrian ,

as we know from the portraits on mummy -cases in Ptolemaic times .

• KOTIATal . The dictionaries give “ grave -digger , " which makes no

sense .
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tall in stature , even- limbed , eyes black and beady,' cheeks
drawn downwards , coarse mouth , eyebrows joined together .
They rule al

l

that they have , are rich at the last , niggardly ,

ihriſty of their own , proſuse in the affairs of Venus , reason
able , musical , cheats . The same are said ( by other writers )

to be of this disposition : learned , understanding , inquisitive ,

self -assertive , given to desire , thrifty with their own , liberal ,

gentle , prudent , crafty , wishing for many things , calculators ,

litigious , untimely , not lucky . They are beloved by women ,

are traders , but not very useful in friendship .

4 . The type of those under Cancer : not great in staturc , P . 88 .

blue -black hair , reddish complexion , small mouth , round
head , narrow forehead , greenish eyes , sufficiently beautiful ,

limbs slightly irregular . Their disposition : evil , crafty ,

skilled in plots , insatiable , thrifty , ungraced , scrvilc , un
helpful , forgetful . They neither give back what is another ' s

nor demand back their own ; useful in friendship .

5 . The type of those under Leo : round head , rcddishi
hair , largc wrinkled forehead , thick cars , still -necked , partly
bald , fiery complexion , green -gray eyes , large jaws , coarse
mouth , heavy upper limbs , great breast , lower parts small .

Their disposition is : self -assertive , immoderate , self -pleasers ,

wrathful , courageous , scornful , arrogant , ncver deliberating ,

no talkers , indolent , addicted to custom , given up to the
things of Venus , fornicators , shameless , wanting in faith ,
importunate for favour , audacious , niggardly , rapacious ,
celebrated , helpful to the community , useless in friendship .

6 . The type of those under Virgo : with fair countenance , p . 89 . 1 :
eyes not great but charming , with dark - eyebrows close .

together , vivacious and swimming . But they are slight in

body , fair to see , with hair beautifully thick , large forchead ,

prominent nose . Their disposition is : quick at learning ,

moderate , thoughtful , playful , erudite , slow of speech , plan
ning many things , importunate for favour , observing all
things and naturally good disciples . They master what
they learn , are moderate , contemptuous , lovers of boys ,

addicted to custom , of great soul , scornful , careless of affairs ,

giving hced to teaching , better in others ' affairs than in their
own ; useſul for friendship .

Topoaruois ménadu w
s

na espuévors, " eyes black as if oiled . ” Not a

bad description of the eyes of a certain type of Levantine .

2 The text has wolvußwow , which must refer to the eyes .
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7. The type of those under Libra : with thin bristling
hair , reddish and not very long , narrow wrinkled forehead ,
beautiful eyebrows close together , fair eyes with black
pupils , broad but small cars , bent head, wide mouth .
Their disposition is : understanding , honouring the gods ,
talkative to one another , traders , laborious , not kceping

P. 90. what they get, cheats , not loving to take pains in business ,
truthful , free of tongue , doers of good , unlearned , cheats ,
addicted to custom , careless , unsafe to treat unjustly .2
They are scornſul, derisive , sharp, illustrious, eavesdroppers ,
and nothing succeeds with them . Useful for friendship .

8. The type of those under Scorpio : with maidenly
countenance, well shaped and pale ,3 dark hair, well-formed
cyes , forehead not wide and pointed nose , ears small and
close (to the head ), wrinkled forehead , scanty eyebrows ,
drawn-in cheeks . Their disposition is : crafty , sedulous ,
cheats , imparting their own plans to none , double -souled ,

ill -doers , contemptuous , given to ſornication , gentle , quick

at Icarning . Useless for friendship .

9 . The type of those under Sagittarius : great in stature ,

square forehead , medium eyebrows joined together , hair

F . 91 . abundant , bristling and reddish . Their disposition is :

gracious as those who have been well brought up , simple ,
doers of good , lovers of boys , addicted to custom , laborious ,
loving and beloved , cheerſul in their cups , clean , pas
sionate , careless , wicked , uscless for friendship , scornful ,

great -souled , insolent , somewhat servile , 4 uselul to the
community .

10 . The type of those under Capricorn : with reddish
body , bristling , greyish hair , round mouth , eyes like an

cagle , eyebrows close together , smooth forehead , inclined

to baldness , the lower parts of the body the stronger .

Their disposition is : lovers of wisdom , scornful and laugh
ing at the present , passionate , forgiving , beautiſul , doers of

good , lovers of musical practice , angry in their cups , jocose ,

addicted to custom , talkers , lovers of boys , cheerful , friendly ,

beloved , provokers of striſe , useful to the community .

.

1 Yet he twice calls them yeustai , or “ cheats . ”

* Miller thinks this last characteristic interpolated .

• Reading nevnoufor å ukoo, “ salt , " which seems impossible .

* Reading úrodotto : for Åndbovou .

s Is any one born with grey hair ?
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11. The type of those under Aquarius : square in stature ,
small mouth , narrow small , fierce eyes. (Their disposition )
is : commanding , ungracious , sharp , seeking the casy path ,
useful for friendship and to the community . Yet they live p . 92.
on chance affairs and lose their means of gain . Their
disposition is : 1 reserved , modest , addicted to custom ,
fornicators , niggards, painstaking in business , turbulent,
clean , well -disposed , beautiful , with great eyebrows . Often
they are in small circumstances and work at (several )
diſfcrent trades. If they do good to any,no one gives them
thanks .

12. The type of those under Pisces : medium stature ,
with narrow foreheads like fishes, thick hair . They often
become grey quickly . Their disposition is : great-souled ,
simple , passionate , thrifty , talkative . They will be sleepy
at an carly age, they want to do business by themselves ,
illustrious , venturesome , envious , liligious, changing their
place of abode , beloved , fond of dancing . Useful for
friendship .
13. Since we have set forth their wonderful wisdom , and

have not concealed their much -laboured art of divination
by intelligence , neither shall we be silent on the folly into
which their mistakes in these matters lead them . For how o oz.
feeble are they in finding a parallel between the names of
the stars and the forms and dispositions of men ? For we
know that those who at the outset chanced upon the stars,
naming them according to their own fancy , called them by
names for the purpose of easily and clearly recognizing
them . For what likeness is there in these names to the
appcarance of the Zodiacal signs, or what similar nature
of working and activity , so that any one born under
Lco should be thought courageous , or he who is born

1 οι αυτοί φύσεως. A similar phrase has just occurred under the
same sign : a proof of the utter corruption of the text .
3 ορχησται in colex . Probably a nmistalkefor εί

ς

κοινωνίαν εύχρηστοι ,onselul to the community . " .

3 Si ' érivolas ; probably a sarcasm . .

4 It is hardly necessary to point out the futility of this astrology , its

base being the theory that the earth is the centre of the universe .

Ncarly all the characteristics given above have , however , less to do

with the stars than with those supposed to distinguish the different
animals named . This is really sympathetic magic , or what was later
called “ the signatures of things . ”

VOL , I .
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18

under Virgo moderate , or under Cancer bad , and those
under 1. . .

4 . The Magicians .
( The gap here caused by the mutilation of the MS. was

probably filled by a description of the mode of divination
by enquiry of a spirit or dæmon which was generally made
in writing , as Lucian describes in his account of the im
posture of Alexander of Abonoteichos. TheMS. proceeds .)
. . . And he (i.e., the magician ) taking some paper, orders

the enquirer to write down what it is he wishes to enquire
of the dæmons . Then he having folded up the paper and
given it to the boy ,4 sends it away to be burned so that the
smoke carrying the letters may go hence to the dæmons .
But while the boy is doing what he is commanded , he first
tears off equal parts of the paper , and on some other parts

p. 94. of it, he pretends that the dæmons write in Hebrew letters .
Then having offered up the Egyptian magicians' incense
called Cyphi , he scatters these pieces of paper over the
offering . But what the enquirer may have chanced to write
having been put on the coals is burned . Then , seeming to
be inspired by a god, the magician rushes into the inner
chamber with a loud and discordant cry unintelligible to
all. But he bids al

l

present to enter and cr
y

aloud ,
invoking Phren ? or some other dæmon . When the

1 A lacuna in the text herc extending to the opening words of the
next chapter .

• Richard .Ganschinietz , in a stndy on Hippolytus ' kapilal scgen dic
Magier appearing in Gebhardi ' s and Ilarnack ' s Texte und Untersuch .

ungen , ciriiie Reihe Bd . 9 , Leipzig , 1913 , says it is not doubtful that
Ilippolytus took this chapter from Celsus ' book kata udywv , which he
discovers in Origcn ' s work against the last -named author . Ile assumes
that Lucian of Samosata in hi

s ' Αλέξανδρος ή Ψευδόμαντιs borrowed
from the same source .

: TW daluówr , a demonibus , Cr . But the word daluw is hardly cyer
used in classic or N . T . Greek for a devil or evil spirit , generally called
darubvior . Aaluw here and elsewhere in this chapter plainly means a

god of lesser rank or spirit . Cf . Plutarch de Is . et Os . , cc . 25 - 30 .op go raidl , the magician ' s assistant necessary in all operations re .

quiring conlederacy or hypnotism .

6 For the composition of this see Plutarch , op . cit . , c . 81 .

• d uuxds . Olien used fo
r

the women ' s chamber or gynaeccum .

? Clearly the Egyptian sun -god Ra or Rê , the Phi in front being the
Coptic definite article . It is a curious instance of the undying nature

orany superstition that in the magical ceremonies of the extant Parisian
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spectators have entered and are standing by, he ſings the
boy on a couch and reads to him many things , sometimes
in the Greek tongue , sometimes in the Hebrew , which are
the incantationsusual among magicians. And having made
libation , he begins the sacrifice . And he having put cop
pcras ? in the libation bowl ? and when the drug is dis
solved sprinkling with it the paper which had ſorsooth been
discharged of writing , he compels the hidden and conccaled
letters again to come to light, whercby he learns what the
enquirer has written .
And if one writes with copperas and fumigates it with a p. 95. 1

powdered gall-nut , the hidden letters will become clear .
Also if one writes (with milk ) and the paper is burned and
the ash sprinkled on the letters written with the milk , they
will be manifest . 3 And urine and garum 4 also and juice of
the spurge and of the fig will have the same effect .

But when he has thus learned the enquiry , he thinks
beforehand in what fashion he need reply . Then he bids
the spectators come inside bearing laurel -branches and
shaking them and crying aloud invocations to the dæmon
Phran . For truly it is fitting that he should be invoked by

' them and worthy that they should demand from dæmons
what they do not wish to provide on their own account ,

sceing that they have lost their brains . But the confusion

of the noisc and the riot prevents them following what the
magician is thought to do in secret . What this is , it is time

to say .

sect of Vintrasists , Ammon -Ra , the Theban form of this god , is invoked
apparently with some idca that he is a devil . See Jules Bois ' Le

Satanisme et la Magie , Paris , 1895 .

xarkávdov , sulphate of iron , which , mixed with tincturc or dc .

coction of nut -galls , makes writing ink . Our own word copperas is an

exact translation .

3 pián . A broad nat pan used for sacrificial purposes .

3 There is somemuddle here , probably due to ilippolytus not having
any practical acquaintance with the tricks described . The smoke of

nut -galls would hardly make the writing visible . On the other hand ,

letters written in milk will turn brown if exposed to the fire without
the application of any ash .

• A sauce made of brine and small fish .

• Sce the roughly -drawn vignettes usual in magic papyri , c . 2 . Parthey ,

Zwei griechische Zauber papyri , Berlin , 1866 , p . 155 ; Karl Wessely ,

Griechische Zauber papyri von Paris und London , Vienna , 1888 , p . 118 .

• Tàs opévas . One of Ilippolytus ' puns .
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Now it is very dark at this point. For he says that it is
impossible fo

r mortal nature to behold the things of the
gods , for it is enough to talk with them . But having made
the boy lie down on his face , with two of those little
writing tablets on which are written in Hebrew letters

p . 96 . ſorsooth 1 such things as names of dæmons , on cach side of

him , he says (the god ) will convey the rest into the boy ' s

ears . But this is necessary to him , in order that he may
apply to the boy ' s ears a certain implement whereby he can
signify to him al

l

that he wishes . And first he rings 2 ( a

gong ) so that the boy may be frightened , and secondly he
makes a humming noise ,and then thirdly he speaks through
the implement what he wishes the boy to say , and watches
carefully the effect of the act . Thercafter he makes the
spectators keep silence , but bids the boy repeat what he has
heard from the dæmons . But the implement which is

applicd to the ears is a natural one , to wit , the wind -pipe of

the long -nccked cranes or storks or swans . If none of

these is at hand , the art has other means at its disposal .

p . 97 . For certain brass pipes , fitting one into the other and ending

in a point are well suited to the purpose through which
anything the magician wishes may be spoken into the ears . •

And these things the boy hearing utters when bidden in a

fearful way , as if they were spoken by damons . And if
one wraps a wet hide round a rod and having dried it and
bringing the edges together fastens them closely , and then
taking out the rod , makes the hide into the form of a pipe ,

it has the same eſſect . And iſ none of these things is at

hand , he takes a book and , drawing out from the inside as

much as he requires , pulls it out lengthways and acts in the
same way : 3

But if he knows beforehand that any one present will as
k

a question , he is better prepared fo
r

everything . And if he
has learned the question beforehand he writes it out with
the drug (aſorcsaid ) and asbeing prepared is thoughtmore
adept fo

r

having skilfully written what was about to be

i llebrew was used in these ceremonies , because thicy wcrc largely in

the hands of the Jews . Sce Forerunners and Rivals of Christianity ,

II , pp . 33 , 34 , for references .

inxei . Particularly appropriate to the striking of a metal disc .

• The book of course was a long roll of parchment , the inner coils

of which could be drawn out as described .
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1

asked . But if he does not know , he guesses at it, and
exhibits some roundabout phrase of double and various
meaning , so that the answer of the oracle being meaningless
will do for many things at the beginning, but at the end of
the events will be thought a prediction of what has happened .
Then having filled a bowl with water , he puts at the bottom p. 98.
of it the paper with apparently nothing written on it, but at
the same time putting in the copperas . For thus there
floats to the surface the paper bearing the answer which he
has written . To the boy also there often come fearful
fancies ; for truly the magician strikes blows in abundance
to terrify him . For, again casting incense into the fire , he
acts in this fashion . Having covered a lump of the so
called quarried salts 1 with Tyrrhenian wax and cutting in
halves the lump of incense , he puts between themi a lump
of the salt and again sticking them together throws them on
the burning coals and so leaves them . But when the
incense is burnt, the salts leaping up produce an illusion as
if some strange and wonderful thing were happening . But
indigo black 2 put in the incense produces a blood -red
flame as we have before said . 3 And he makes a liquid
like blood by mixing wax with rouge and as I have said ,
putting the wax in the incense . And he makes the coals to
move by putting under them stypteria 4 cut in pieces , and
when it melts and swells up like bubbles , th

e

coals ar
e .

moved .

2 . And they exhibit cggs different (from natural ones ) in p . 99 .
this way . Having bored a hole in the apex at each end
and having extracted the white , and again plunged the egg in

boiling water , put in either red earth from Sinope 5 or

writing ink . But stop up the holes with pounded eggshell
made into a paste with the juice of a ſig .

3 . This is the way they make sheep cut of
f

their own

Topuktūv årwn . Cruice Translates fossil salts . Docs he mean rock
salt ? '

and ivdurdu ménar . Either indigo dye or pepper . Cayenne pepper
put in the flame might have a startling effect on ihe audience .

3 Where ?

4 Said to be an astringent earth made from rock -alum , and con .

taining both alum and vitriol . Known to Hippocratcs .

5 Red lead or vermilion ? The idea seems to hé to frighten the dupe

by the supposed prodigy of a hen laying eggs which have red or black
inside them instead of white .
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heads. Secretly anointing the sheep 's throat with a caustic
drug , he fixes near the beast a sword and leaves it there.
But the sheep ,being anxious to scratch himself , leans (heavily )
on the knife , rubs himself along it, kills himself and must
needs almost cut of

f

his head . And the drug is bryony and
marsh salt and squills in cqual parts mixed together . So

that he may not be seen to have the drug with him , he

carries a horn box made double , the visible part of which
holds frankincense and the invisible the drug . And he also
puts quicksilver into the ears of the animal that is to die .

But this is a death -dealing drug .

4 . But if one stops up the ears of goats with salve , they
say they will shortly di

e

because prevented from breathing .

p . 10
0

. For they say that this is with them the way in which the
intaken ai

r
is breathed forth . And they say that a ram dies

if one should bend him backwards against the sun . But
they make a house catch fire by anointing it with the ichor

of a certain animal called dactylus ; ? and this is very useful
because of sea -water . And there is a sea -foam heated in an

carthen jar with swcet substances , which if you apply to it a

lighted lamp catches fire and is inflamed , but does not burn

at al
l

if poured on the head . But if you sprinkle it with
melted gum , it catches fire much better ; and it does better
still if you also add sulphur to it .

5 . Thunder is produced in very many ways . For very
many large stones rolled from a height over wooden planks
and falling upon sheets of brass make a noise very like
thunder . And they coil a slender cord round the thin

P . 101 . board on which the wool -carders press cloth , and then spin
the board by whisking away the string when the whirring of

it makes the sound of thunder . These tricks they play
thus ; but there are others which I shall set forth which
those who play them also consider great . Putting a cauldron
full of pitch upon burning coals , when it boils they plunge
their hands in it and are not burned ; and further they tread
with naked feet upon coals of fire and are not burned . And
also putting a pyramid of stone upon the altar , they make

Pliny , Nat . Hist . , VIII , c . 75 , says th
e

shecp is compelled when

it feeds to turn away from the sun by reason of the weakness of its

head . This is probably the story which Hippolytus or the author has
exaggerated . Something is omitted from the text .

• Seal or porpoise oi
l

?
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it burn and from its mouth it pours forth much smokc and . .

fire . Then laying a linen cloth upon a pan of water and
casting upon it many burning coals , the linen remains un
burnt . And having madedarkness in the house , themagician
claims to make gods or dæmons enter in , and if one some
how asks that Esculapius shall be displayed he makes
invocation , saying thus :

“ Apollo ' s son , once dead and again undying !

I call on thee to come as a helper to my libations .

Who erst the myriad tribes of flecting dead P . 10
3

In the ever -mournſul caves of wide Tartarus
Swimming the stream hard to cross and ihe rising tide ,

Jalal to allmortal men alike ,
Or wailing by the shore and bemoaning inexorable things
These thyself did rescue from gloomy Persephoncia .

Whether thou dost haunt the seat of holy Thrace
Or lovely Pergamum or bcyond thesc Ionian Epidaurus
Ilither , o blessed onc , the prince ofmagicians calls thcc to bepresent

here . ”

6 . But when he has made an end of this mockery a fiery
Esculapius appears on the floor . Then having put in the
midst a bowl of water , he invokes all the gods and thcy
are at hand . For if the spectator lean over and gaze into
the bowl , he will see al

l

the gods and Artemis leading on

her baying hounds . But w
e shall not hesitate to tell the p . 10
3

.

story of these things and how they undertake them . For
the magician plunges hi

s

hands in the cauldron of pitch
which appears to be boiling ; but he throws into it vinegar
and soda 3 and moist pitch and heats the cauldron gently .

And the vinegar having mingled with the soda , on getting

a little hot , moves the pitch so as to bring bubbles to the
surface and gives the appearance of boiling only . But the
magician has washed hi

s

hands many times in sea -water ,

thanks to which it does not burn him much if it be really
boiling . And if he has after washing them anointed his

1 Hymns like these are to be found in th
e

two collections of magic
papyri quoted in n . on p . 93 supra .

3 Hctells us how this trick is performed on p . 100 infra . Lecanomancy

or divination by the bowl was generally performed by means of a

hypnotized boy , as described in Lane ' s slodern Egyptians . This ,

however , is a more elaborate process dependent on fraud .

3 Reading vátpov for viopov . It was common in Egypt , and saltpetre
would not have the same effect , whịch sçems to depend on the expulsion

of carbonic acid ,
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hands with myrtle -juice and soda and myrrh 1 mixed with
vinegar he is not burned (at al

l
) . But the feet are not

burned if he anoints them with icthyokolla and salamander . 2

And this is the true cause of the pyramid flaming like a

torch , although it is of stone . A paste of Cretan earth 3 is

moulded into the shape of a pyramid , — but the colour is like

a milk -white stone , - - in this fashion . He has soaked the
picce of earth in much oi

l , has put it on the coals , and when
heated , has again soaked it and heated it a second and third
time and many a time afterwards , whereby he so prepares

P . 104 it that it will burn even if plunged in water ; for it holds
much oi

l

within itself . But the altar catches fire when the
magician is making libation , because it contains freshly
burned lime instead of ashes and finely -powdered frankin .

cense and much . . . and of . . . of anointed torches and
self - flowing and hollow nutshells having fire within them . "

But he also sends forth smoke from his mouth after a brief
delay by putting fire into a nutshell and wrapping it in tow and
blowing it in his mouth . The linen cloth laid on the bowl

of water whereon he puts the coals is not burned ,because of

the sea -water underneath , and its being itself steeped in sea
water and then anointed with white of egg and a solution of

alum . And if also one mixes with this the juice of ever
greens and vinegar and a long time beforehand anoint it .

copiously with these , after being dipped in the drug it
remains altogether incombustible .

mupoinn . Cruice suggests uoxon , a mixture of wax and pitch ,which
hardly seems indicated . Storax is the ointment recommenced by

cigliteenth -century conjurers . Water is all that is needful .

3 ixovorbada . Presumably fish -gluc . Macmahon suggests isinglass .

The salamander , the use of which is to be sought in sympathetic magic ,

was no doubt calcined and used in powier . Okolonévoplov , “ milli .

pe : lc ” and oko drevoplov , “ hart ' s tongue fern " are the alternative
readings suggested . Fern - oi

l
is said to be good for burns .

* Probably chalk or gypsum .

• å poppútav knaidwv TE KEVW . Koris licre evidently means any sort

of nut -shell . But how can it be " sell - flowing " ? Miller ' s suggested
popurde makes no better sense .

• The lion -headed figure of the Mithraic worship is shown thus
setting light to an altar in Cumont ' s Textes et Monuments de Mithra , II ,

p . 196 , lig . 22 . A similar figure with an opening at the back of the
head to admit the “ wind - pipe " described in the text shows how this .

was effected . See the same author ' s Les Mystères de Mithra , Brussels ,

1913 , p . 235 , figs . 26 , 27 .

• The solution of alum would be cſſective without any other
ingredients ,
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7. Since then we have briefly set forth what can be donc
with the teachings which they suppose to be secret, we have
displayed their easy system according to Gnosis.1 Nor do p. 10

5
.

we wish to keep silence as to this necessary point , that is ,

how they unseal letters and again restore them with the
same seals (apparently intact ) . Melting pitch , resin , sulphur
and also bitumen in equal parts , and moulding it into the
form of a seal impression , they keep it by them . But when
the opportunity for unsealing a letter 2 arrives , they moisten
the tongue with oil , lick the seal , and warming the drug
before a slow fire press the seal upon it and leave it there
until it is altogether set , when they use it aſter the manner

of a signet . But they say also that wax with pine resin has
the same effect and so also 2 . parts of mastic with i of

bitumen . And sulphur alone does fairly well and powdered
gypsum diluted with water and gum . 3 . This certainly does
most beautifully for sealing molten Icad . And the eſſect of

Tyrrhenian wax and shavings of resin and pitch , bitumen , P . 10
6

.

mastic and powdered marble in equal parts al
l

melted
together , is better than that of the other compounds ) of

which I have spoken , but that of the gypsum is no worse .

Thus then they undertake to break the seals when seeking

to learn what is written within them . These contrivances I

shrank from setting out in the book , “ seeing that some ill
doer taking hints from them 5 might attempt ( to practise )
then . But now the care of many young men capable of
salvation has persuaded me to teach and declare them for
the sake of protection (against them ) . For as one person

will use them for the teaching of evil , so another by learning
them will be protected (against them ) and the very magicians ,

corruptors of life as they are , will be ashamed to practisc
the ar

t
. But learning that the same (tricks ) have been

taught beforehand , they will perhaps be hindered in their
perverse foolishness . In order , however , that the scal miay
not be broken in this way , le

t any one seal with swine ' s fat
and mix hairs with the wax .

i That is , not by guesswork . Another pun .

The letter was of course in the form of a writing .lablet bound about
with silk or cord , lo which the scal was attached .

3 This would make something like plaster of Paris .

· This book or the former one . Lucian describes the same proccss

in his slexander , which he dedicates to Celsus ; v . n . on p . 92 supra .

6 àpopuds nabór , “ taking them as starting points . "

6 Cruice suggests that this sentence has cither got out of place
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8. Nor shall I be silent about their lecanomancy which
is an imposture . Forhaving prepared some closed chamber

P. 107. and having painted its ceiling with cyanus , they put into it

for the purpose ccrtain utensils of cyanus 2 and fix them
upright . But in the midst a bowl filled with water is

set on the earth , which with the reflection of the cyanus
falling upon it shows like the sky . But there is a certain
hidden opening in the floor over which is set the bowl , the
bottom of which is glass , but is itself made of stone . But
there is underneath a sccret chamber in which those in the
farce assembling present the dressed - up forms of the gods
and dæmons which the magician wishes to display . Behold
ing whom from above the deceived person is confounded

by the magicians ' trickery and for the rest believes every
thing which (the officiator ) tells him . And (this last )makes

(the figure of ) the dæmon burn by drawing on the wall the
ſigure he wishes , and then secretly anointing it with a drug
compounded in this way . . . 4 with Laconian and Zącyn
thian bitumen . Then as if inspired by Phoebus , he brings
the lamp near the wall , and the drug having caught light is

on fire .

But he manages that a fiery Hecate should appear to be

flying through the air thus : Having hidden an accomplice

in what place he wills , and taking the dupes on one side ,
he prevails on them by saying that he will show them the

P . 108 . fiery damon riding through the air . To whom he announces
that when they see the flame in the air , they must quickly
save their eyes by falling down and hiding their faces until
he shall call them . And having thus instructed them , on a

moonless night , he declaims these verses :

Infernal and earthly and heavenly Bombo , s come .

Goddess of waysides , of cross -roads , lightbearer , nightwalker ,

or is an addition by an annotator . Probably an after - thought of

Hippolytus ' .

i See n . on p . 97 supra .

• kúavos . A dark -blue substance which some think steel , others
lapis -lazuli .

sovuraiktai , " playſcllows . " Hcrc , as elsewhere in the text ,

accomplices or confederates .

• Several words missing here , perhaps by intention . It would be

interesting to know iſ the “ drug ” was any preparation of phosphorus .

• Should be Bauho , a synonym of Hccate in the hymn to that
goddess published by Miller , Mélanges de Litt . Grecque , Paris , 1868 ,

rp . 442 ff .
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llater of the light, lover and companion of the nighi,
Who rejoicest in the baying of hounds and in purple blood ;
Who dost stalk among corpses and the tombs of the dcad
Thirsty for blood , who bringest fear tomortals
Gorgo and Mormo and Mene and many -formed one.
Come thou propitious to our libations !1

9. While he speaks thus , fire is seen borne through the
air, and the spectators terrified by the strangeness of the
sight , cover their cyes and cast themselves in silence on the
earth . But the greatness of the art contains this device .
The accomplice , hidden as I have said , when he hears the p. 10

9
.

incantation drawing to a close , holding a hawk or kite
wrapped about with tow , sets fire to it and lets it go . And
the bird scared by the flame is carried into the height
and makes very speedy flight . Seeing which , the fools hide
themselves as if they had beheld something divine . But
the winged one whirled about by the fire , is borne whither

it may chance and burns down now houses and now farm
buildings . Such is the prescience of the magicians .

10 . But they show the moon and stars appearing on the
ceiling in this way . Having previously arranged in the
centre part of the ceiling a mirror , and having placed a

bowl filled with water in a corresponding position in the
middle of the earthen floor , but a lamp showing dimly 2

has been placed between them and above the bowl , he
thus produces the appearance of the moon from the
reflection by means of the mirror . But often the magician
hangs aloft 3 near the ceiling a drum on end , the same
being kept covered by the accomplice by some cloth so

that it may not show before its time ; and a lamp having
been put behind it , when hemakes the agreed signal to the
accomplice , the last -named takes away so much of the
covering as will give a counterfeit of the moon in her form p . 11

0
.

at that time . But he anoints the transparent parts of the
drum with cinnabar and gum . : . 5 And Having cut

· 1 Most of the epithets and names here used arc to be found in the
hynin quoted in the last note . The goddess is there identified not only
with Aitemis and Persephone , but with the Sumerian Eris - ki -gal , lady

of hell .

: A sort of magic lantern ? KÁTOTT po
v

, which I have translated
mirror ,might be a lens . One is said to have been found in Assyria .

· 3 méppwder. Better , perhaps , hóppotelev . .

* Full moon , or hall , or quarter , as the casemay be .

6 Schneidewin scems to be right in suggesting a lacuna here .
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of
f

the neck and bottom of a glass flask , he puts a lamp
within and places around it somewhat of the things neces
sary for the figures shining through , which one of the accom
plices has concealed on high . After receiving the signal ,

this last lets fall the contrivances from the receptacle hung
aloft , so that the moon appears to have been sent down
from heaven . And the like effect is produced by means of

jars in glass -like forms . And it is by means of the jar
that the trick is played within doors . For an altar having
been set up , the jar containing a lighted lamp stands behind

it ; but there being many more lamps (about ) , this nowise
appears . When therefore the enchanter invokes the moon ,

he orders all the lamps to be put out , but one is left dim
and then the light from the jar is reflecied on to the ceiling :

and gives the illusion of the moon to the spectators , the

P . III . mouth of the ja
r

being kept covered for the time
which seems to be required that the image of the
crescent moon may be shown on the ceiling .

11 . But the scales of fishes or of the " bippurus ” ? make
stars seem to be when they are moistened with water and
gum and stuck upon the ceiling here and there .

12 . And they create the illusion of an earthquake , so

that everything appears to be moving , ichneumnon ' s dung
being burned upon coal with magnetic iron ore 3 . . .

13 . But they display a liver appearing to bear an
inscription . On his left hand ( the magician ) writes what he
wishes , adapting it to the enquiry , and the letters are written
with nut -galls and strong vinegar . Then taking up the liver ,

which rests in hi
s

left hand , he makes some delay , and it

receives the impression and is thought to have been
inscribed .

14 . And having placed a skull on the earth , they make

it speak in this fashion . It is made out of the omentum of

0 . 112 . an ox , 4 moulded with Tyrrhenian wax and gypsum and
when it is made and covered with the membrane , it shows
Τέν υαλώδεσι τύποις . Schneidewin suggests τόποις unreasonably .

Many alabaster jars are nearly transparent .

2 ĆI . Aristotie , D
e llist . Animal , V , 10 , 2 . Said to be Coryphuna

hippurus .

The hiatus leaves us in doubt how this operated . Perhaps it

liberated free ammonia .

* Reading exímioov Botlov instead of , with Cruice , éminasov Bánov ,

“ Gilledwith clay . "
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the semblance of a skull . The which seems to speak by
the use of the implement and in the way we have before
explained in the case of the boys. Having prepared the
windpipe of a crane or some such long.necked bird and
putting it secretly into the skull , the accomplice speaks
what (thc magician ) wishes . And when he wants it to
vanish , he appears to offer incense and putting round it
a quantity of coals the wax receiving the heat of which
melts, and thus the skull is thought to have become
invisible .1

15. These and ten thousand such are the works of the
magicians, which , by the suitableness of the verses and
of the belief -inspiring acts performed , beguile the fancy of
the thoughtless . The heresiarchs struck with the arts of
these (magicians ) imitate them , handing down some of
their doctrines in secrecy and darkness , but paraphrasing
others as if they were their own . Thanks to this , as we
wish to remind the public , we have been the more anxious
to leave behind us no place for those who wish to go
astray . But we have been led away not without reason
into certain secrets of the magicians which were not
altogether necessary for the subject , 2 but which were p. ja
thought useful as a safeguard against the rascally and
inconsistent ar

t

of the magicians . Since , now , as fa
r

as

one can guess , 3 we have set forth the opinions of al
l ,

having bestowed much care on making it clear that the
things which the heresiarchs have introduced into religion

as new are vain and spurious , and probably are not even
among themselves thought worthy of discussion , it seems
proper to us to recall briefly and summarily what has been
before said .

5 . Recapitulation .

1 . Among al
l

the philosophers and theologists 4 who are
enquiring into the matter throughout the inhabited world ,

åbavès , " unapparent . ”

% årquéxonuer . An admission that this chapter was an aſter
thought .

s ús eixáoai , doti , ut patet , Cr .

Deondyou. It does not mean " thcologians " in our sense , but
narrator of stories about the gods . Orpheus is always considered

a Deorbyos .
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there is no agreement concerning God , as to what He is or
whence (He came ). For some say that He is fire, some
spirit , some water, others carth . But every one of these
elements contains something inferior and some of them are

deleated by the others . But this has happencd to the
world 's sages, which indeed is plain to those who think ,

F. 114 . that in view of the greatness of creation , they are puzzled
as to the substance of the things which are , deening themi
too great fo

r
it to be possible for them to have received

birth from another . Nor yet do they represent the universo
itself taken collectively to be God . But in speculation
about God every one thought of something which he

preferred among visible things as the Cause . And thus
gazing upon the things produced by God and on those
which are least in comparison with His exceeding greatness ,

but not being capable of extending their mind to the real
God , they declared these things to be divine .

The Persians , however , deeming that they were further
within the truth (than the rest ) said that God was a shining
light comprised in air . But the Babylonians said that dark
ness was God , which appears to be the sequence of the
other opinion ; for day follows night and night day . 3

2 . But the Egyptians , deeming themselves older than all ,
have subjected the power of God to ciphers , 4 and calculating
the intervals of the fates by Divine inspiration 5 said that God

p . 115 . was a monad both indivisible and itself begetting itself , and
that from this (monad ) al

l things were made . For it , they
say , being unbegotten , begets the numbers after it ; for
example , the monad added to itself begets the dyad , and
added in the like way the triad and tetrad up to the decad ,

which is the beginning and the end of the numbers . So

I Todanós . Not , as Cruice translatcs , quale , which would be better
expresserl by the rolov of Aristotle .

3 To gúntav aúrd .

• It is fairly certain that Hippolytus in this “ Recapitulation " must
here be summarizing the missing Books II and III . He has said
nothing in any part of the work that has come down to us about the
Persian theology , and in Book 1 he calls Zaratas or Zoroaster a

Chald .can and not a Persian

• ψήφους υπέβαλον και ar
e

supplied by Schneidewin in the place of

three words rubbcd out .

• Reading with Schneidewin μοιρών fo
r

μυρών and έπιπνοίας for
drirolas .
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that the monad becomes the first and tenth through the
decad being of equal power and being reckoned as a monad ,
and the same being decupled becomes a hecatontad and
again is a monad, and the hccatontad when dccupled will
make a chiliad , and it again will be a monad. And thus
also the chiliads if decupled will complete the myriad and
likewise will be a monad . But the numbers akin to the
monad by indivisible comparison are ascertained to be
3, 5, 7, 9.1 There is, however ,also amore natural affinity of
another number with the monad which is that by the opera
tion of the spiral of 6 circles ? of the dyad according to the
even placing and separation of the numbers . But the ki

n - p . 116 .

dred number is of the 4 and 8 . And these recciving added
virtue from numbers of the monad , advanced up to the four
elements , I mean spirit and fire , water and earth . And
having created from these thc masculo -feminine cosmos , 3

he prepared and arranged two elements in the upper hcmi
sphere , ( to w

it ) spirit and fire , and he called this the
beneficent hemisphere of the monad and the ascending and
the masculine . For the monad , being subtle , flies to the
most subtle and purest part of the æther . The two other
elements being denscr , he assigns to the dyad ( to wit ) earth
and water , and he calls this the descending hemisphere and
feminine and maleficen : . And again the two upper clements
when compounded with themselves have in themselves the
male and the female for the fruitfulness and increasc of
the universals . And the fire is masculinc , but the spirit
feminine : and again the water is niasculine and the earth

feminine . 4 And thus from the beginning the fire lived with

1 By indivisible comparison (oúgkpiois ) he secms to imply that these
numbers cannot be divided except by 1 . Hence Cruice would omit 9

as being divisible by 3 . Perhaps he means “ like indivisibility . ”

? Cruice suggests that this was an astronomical instrument and
quotes Ci . Ptolemy , Harmon , I , 2 , in support .

3 Why should the cosmos be masculo -feminine ? The Valentinians
said the same thing about their Sophia , who was , as I have said
elsewhere (Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society , Oct . 1917 ) , a

personification of the Earth . The idea seems to go back to Sumcrian
times . Cf . Forerunners , II , 45 , n . 1 , and Mr . S . Langdon , Tammus
and Ishtar , Oxford , 1914 , pp . 7 , 43 and 115 .

• The worshippers of the Greck Isis declared Isis to be the earth and
Osiris water . See Forerunners , T , 73 , for references . If Ilippolytus

is here recapitulating Books II and III , it is probable that the lacuna
was occupied with some reference to the Alexandrian deities and their
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. the spirit and the water with the carth . For as the power
of the spirit is the fire , so also (the power ) of the earth is :
the water. . . .

p. 117. And the same elements counted and resolved by sub
traction of the enneads, properly end some in the male
number, others in the female . But again the enncad is
subtracted for this cause , because the 360 degrees of the
whole circle consist of enneads , and hence the 4 quarters
of the cosmos are (each ) circumscribed by go complete
degrees . But the light is associated with the monad and
the darkness with the dyad , and naturally life with the light
and dcath with the dyad, and justice with life and injustice
with death . Whence everything engendered among the
male numbers is bencſic , and (everything engendered ) :
among the female numbers is malefic . For example, they
reckon that the monad -- so that we may begin from this - -
becomes 361, which ends in a monad , the ennead (s ) being
subtracted . Reckon in the same way : the dyad becomes
605 ; subtract the enneads , it ends in a dyad and each is
(thus ) carried back to its own . ?

3 . With the monad , then , as it is benefic , there are

P . 118 . associated names which end in the uneven number , and
they say that they are ascending and male and benefic when
observed ; but that those which end in an even number arc
considered descending and female and malefic . For they
say that nature consists of opposites , to wit , good and bad ,

as right and leſt , light and darkness , night and day , liſe and
death . And they say this besides : that they have calculated
the name of God and that it results in a pentad ( or in an

cnnead ) , ' which is uneven and which written down and
wrapped about the sick works cures . And thus a certain
plant (whose name ) ends in this number when tied on in

the same way is effective by the like reckoning of the

connection with the arithmetical speculations of thc Nco -Pythagorcans .

Coule this be substantiated , we should not need to look further for the
origin of the Simonian and Valentinian hercsies .

iynpisóueva kde åvalvóueva , susputata et diversa , Cr . The process
seems to be that called carlier ( p . S5 supra ) the rule of 9 .

* 361 • 9 = 40 + 1 ; 605 ; 9 = 67 + 2 .

; årepífugor , lit . , " unyokedl . ”

• ei
s

duráða here appears in the text a ;pparently as an alternative
reading . Cruice suggests " with an ennead deducted . ”
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number . But a doctor also cures the sick by a like calcu
lation . But if the calculation be contrary ,he does not make
cures easily. Those who give heed to these numbers count

al
l

numbers like it which have the same mcaning , some
according to the vowels alone , others according to the total p . 11

3

of the numbers . Such is the wisdom of the Egyptians ,

whereby , while glorifying the Divine , they think they under
stand it .

6 . O
f

th
e

Divination by Astronomy . 2

Weseem then to have set forth these things also sufficiently .

But since I consider that not one tenet of this carthy and
grovelling wisdom has been passed over , I perceive that
our care with regard to the same things has not been useless .

Forwe see that our discourse has been of great use not only
for the refutation of heresies , but also against those who
magnify these things . 3 Those who happen to notice themani
fold care taken by us will both wonder at our zeal and will
neither despise our painstaking nor denounce Christians as

fools when they seewhat themselves have foolishly believed .

And besides this , the discourse will timely instruct those
lovers of learning who give heed to the truth , making them
more wise to easily overthrow those who have dared to

mislead them - for they will have learned not only the prin
ciples of the heresies , but also the so -called opinions of the
sages . Not being unacquainted with which , they will not p . 12

3
.

be confused by them as are the unlearned , nor misled by

some who exercise a certain power , but will keep a watch
upon those who go astray .

2 . Having therefore sufficiently set forth (our ) opinions ,

it remains for us to proceed to the subject aforesaid , when ,

i Meaning that some reckon the numerical value of all the Ictiers in

a name , others that of the vowels only .

2 What follows has nothing to do with divination , but ircals of the
celestial map as a symbolical representation of the Christian scheme of

salvation . Ilippolytus condemns the notion as a “ heresy , ” but if so ,

its place ought to be in Book V . It is doubtful from what author or

teacher he derived his account of it ; but all the quotations from
Aratus ' Phenomena which he gives are to be found in Cicero , De .

Natura Diorum , 41 , where they makc , as they do not here , a

connected story .

3 One of the passages favouring the conjecture that the book was
originally in the form of lectures .

· Vol . I . н
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after we have proved what we arranged concerning the
heresies , and have forced the heresiarchs to restore to every
one his own , we shall exhibit (these heresiarchs ) stripped
(of al

l
originality ) and by denouncing the folly of their

dupes we shall persuade them to return again to the precious
haven of the truth . But in order that what has been said
may appear more clearly to the readers , it seems to us well

to state the conclusions of Aratus as to the disposition of

the stars in the heaven . For there are some who by liken
ing them to the words of the Scriptures turn them into
allegories and seek to divert the minds of those who listen

to them by leading them with persuasive words whither
they wish , and pointing out to them strange marvels like
those of the transfers to the stars 2 alleged by them . They
who while gazing upon the outlandish wonder are caught by
their admiration for trifles are like the bird called the owl , 3

P 12
1

. whose example it will be well to narrate in view of what
follows . Now this animal presents no very different appear
ance from that of the eagle whether in size or shape ; but it is

caught in this way . The bird -catcher , when he secs a flock
alighting anywhere , claps his hands , pretends to dance , and
thus gradually draws near to the birds ; but they , struck

by the unwonted sight , become blind to everything else .
Others of the party , however , who are ready on the ground
coming behind the birds easily capture them while they are
staring at the dancer . Wherefore I ask that no one who

is struck by the wonders of whose who interpret the heaven
shall be taken in like the owl . For the dancing and non
sense of such (interpreters ) is trickery and not truth . Now
Aratus speaks thus :

“ Many and like are they , going hither and thither ,

Daily they wheel in heaven always and cver (that is , al
l

the stars ]

Yet none changes his abode ever so little : butwith perfect exactness

soi evrurxdvovres , legentibus , Cr . It may just as easily mean

" those who come across this . ”

: “ Catasterisms ” was the technical term for these transfers , ofwhich
the Coma Berenices is the best -known example . Cf . Bouché -Leclercq ,

op . ci
t . , p . 23 .

• The long - eared owl (strix otus ) . According to Elian it had a

repulation fo
r

stupidity , and was therefore a type of the easy dupe ,

Athenaus , Deipnosophiste , IX , 44 , 45 , tells a similar story to that in

the text about the bustard .

• Reading μετανάσσεται fo
r

μετανίσσεται οι μετανείσεται . .
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Ever the Pole is fixed, and holds the earth in the midst of all
As equipoise of al

l , and around it leads Heaven itself . " - -

(Aratus , Phoen . , vv . 45 , 46 . ) .

3 . He says that the stars in heaven are modéas , that is , p . 12
2

turning , because of their going about ceaselessly from Last

to West and from West to East in a spherical figure . · But
he says there is coiled round the Bears themselves , like thc
stream of some river , a great marvel of a terrible dragon ,

and this it is , he says , that the Devil in the (Book of ) Job
says to God : “ I have been walking to and fr

o under heaven
and going round about , ” 2 that is , turning hither and thither
and inspecting what is happening . For they consider that
the Dragon is set below the Arctic Pole , from this highest
pole gazing upon al

l

things and beholding al
l

things , so that
none of those that are done shall escape him . For though
all the stars in the heaven can set , this Pole alonc ncver
sets , but rising high above the horizon inspects al

l things
and beholds all things , and nothing of what is done ,hc says ,

can escape him .

“ Where (most ) .
Settings and risings mingle with one another . ” -

(Aratus , Phorn . , v . 61 . )

he says , indeed , that his head is se
t . For over against the p . 12
3
.

rising and setting of the two hemispheres lies the head of
Draco , so that , he says , nothing escapes him immcdiately
either of things in the West or of things in the East , but the
Beast knows all things at once . And there over against
the very head of Draco is the form of a man made visible by

reason of the stars , which Aratus calls “ a wearicd image , ”

and like one in toil ; but he names it the “ Kneeler . ” 3

Now Aratus says that he does not know what this toil is

and this marvel which turns in heaven . But the heretics ,

wishing to found their own tenets on the story of the stars ,

and giving their minds very carefully to these things , sa
y

i otpettous , volventes , Cr . An attempt to pun on módos , the l 'ole .

Job i . 7 . The Book of Job according to some writers comes from

an Essene school , which inay give us some clue to the origin of these
ideas . The Enochian literature to which the same tendency is assigned

is full of speculations about the heavenly bodies . See Forerunners ,

I , p . 159 , for references .

i s ' ev govaoiv . Aratus calls this constellation ó év górarı kadhuevos ,

Cicero Engonasis , Ovid Genunixus , Vitruvius , Manilius and J . Firmicus
Maternus , Ingeniculus .
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.

..

that the Kneeler is Adam , as Moses said , according to the
decree of God guarding the head of the Dragon and the
Dragon (guarding ) hi

s

heel . For thus says Aratus :

“ Holding the sole of th
e

right foot of winding Draco . ”

( Phan . , v . 63 – 65 . )

4 . But he says there ar
e placed on either side of him ( I

mean the Kneeler ) Lyra and Corona ; but that he bends
the knee and stretches forth both hands as if making con

p . 12
4

. ſession of si
n . 2 And that the lyre is a musical instrument

fashioned by the Logos in extreme infancy . But that
Hermes is called among the Greeks Logos . And Aratus
says about thc fashioning of the lyre :

" which , while he was yet in his cradle
Ilermes bored and said it was to be called lyre . ” —

(Phan . , v . 268 . )

It is seven -stringed , and indicates by its seven strings the
entirc harmony and constitution with which the cosmos is

suitably provided . For in si
x days the earth came into being

and there was rest on the seventh . If , then , he says , 3 Adam
making confession and guarding the head of the Beast accord
ing to God ' s decrce , will imitate the lyre , that is , will follow
the word ofGod , which is to obey the Law , he will altain the
Crown lying beside it . But if he takes no heed , hi

c will be
carried downwards along with the Beast below him , and
will have his lot , he says , with the Beast . But the Knceler
seems to stretch forth his hands on either side and here to

26 . grasp the Lyre and there the Crown (and this is to make con
ſession ) , as is to be seen from the very posture . But the

? A perversion of the " it shall bruise thy head and thou shall bruise
his heci , " of Genesis iii . 15 .

* Froin hi
s

attitude the Knceler resembles the figure of Atlas sup
porting the world , who as Omophorus plays a great part in Manichæan .

mythology . Cumont derives this from a Babylonian original , for which
and his conncction with Mithraic cosmogony see his Recherches sur le

Manichiisine , Brussels , 1908 , I , p . 70 , figs . 1 and 2 . The constellation

is now known as Hercules .

• Ilippolytus here evidently quotes not from Aratus , but from some
unnamed Gnostic or hcretic writer , whom Cruice thinks must have
been a Jew . Yet he was plainly a Christian , as appears from his
remarks about the “ Seconil Creation . " An Ebionitc writcr might
have preserved many Essenc superstitions .

• Cruice , following Rocper , says thcsc words have slipped in from an

earlier page .
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bon .

Crown is plotted against and at the same time drawn away
by another Beast , Draco thc Less , who is the offspring of
the one which is guarded by the foot of the Kneeler . But
(another ) man stands firmly grasping with both hands
the Serpent, and draws him backwards from the Crown ,
and does not permit the Beast to forcibly seize it. Him
Aratus calls Serpent -holder , because he restrains the rage

of the Serpent striving to come at the Crown . But
he, he says, who in the shape of man forbids the Beast
to come at the Crown is Logos, who has mercy upon
him who is plotted against by Draco and his offspring at .
once .
And these Bears , he says,are two hebdomads , being made

up of seven stars each , and are images of the two creations.
For the First Creation , he says, is that according to Adam
in his labours who is seen as the Kneeler . But the Second
Creation is that according to Christ whereby we are born
again . He is the Serpent-holder fighting the Beast and p. 12

5
.

preventing hi
m

from coming at the Crown prepared for
man . But Helica ? is the Great Bear , he says , the symbol

of the great creation , whereby Greeks sail , that is by which
they are taught , and borne onwards by the waves of life
they follow it , such a creation being a certain revolution 3

or schooling or wisdom , leading back again those who follow
such ( to the point whence they started ) . For the name
Helica seems to be a certain turning and circling back to
the same positon . But there is also another Lesser Bear ,

as it were an image of the Second Creation .created by God .

For few , he says , are they who travel by this narrow way .

For they say that Cynosura is narrow , by which , Aratus says ,

the Sidonians navigate . But Aratus in turn says the
Sidonians are Phoenicians on account of the wisdom of the
Phoenicians being wonderful . But they say that the Greeks
are Phonicians who removed from the Red Sea to the land

1 oploûxos . The “ Ophiuchus huge " ofMilton or Anguitenens .

2 ' Exinn . So Aratus and Apollonius Rhodius . Said to be so called
from its perpetually revolving . Cruicc remarks on this sentence that it

does not seem to have been written by a Greek , and quotes Epiphanius

as to the addiction of the Pharisees to astrology . But sec last note but onc .

sérían . A pun quite in Hippolytus ' manner .

apos tu . . . vavrlanovrai . Cruice and Macmahon alike translate
this " i towards which , " but Aratus clearly means " stcerby " both herc
and earlier .
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P. 127. where they now dwell . For thus it seemed to Herodotus .1
But this Bear he says is Cynosura , the Second Creation , the
small , the narrow way and not Helica. For she leads not
backwards, but guides those who follow her forwards to the
straight way , being the (tail) of the dog. For the Logos is
the Dog (Cyon ) who at the same time guards and protects
the sheep against the plans of the wolves , and also chases
the wild beasts from creation and slays them , and who
begets al

l

things . For Cyon , they say , indeed means the
begetter . Hence , they say , Aratus , speaking of the rising

of Canis , says thus :

“ But when the Dog rises , no longer do the crops play false . ” —

( Phici . v . 332 . )

"This is what hc mcans : Plants that have been planted

in the earth up to the rising of the Dog -star take no root ,

but yet grow leaves and appear to beholders as if they will
bcar fruit and are alive , but have no life from the root in

them . But when the rising of the Dog -star occurs , the
living plants are distinguished by Canis from the dead , for

P . 128 . he withers entirely those which have not taken root . This
Cyon , he says then , being a certain Divine Logos has been
established judge of quick and dead , and as Cyon is seen

to be the star of the plants , so the Logos , he says , is for the
heavenly plants , that is for men . For some such cause as

this , then , the Second Creation Cynosura stands in heaven

as the image of the rational 3 creature . But between the
two creations Draco is extended below , hindering the things

ofthe great creation from coming to the lesser , and watching
those things which are fixed in the great creation like the
Kneeler lest they see how and in what way every one is

fixed in the little creation . But Draco is himself watched

as to the head , he says , by Ophiuchus . The same , he says ,

is fixed as an image in heaven , being a certain philosophy
for those who can see .

But if this is not clear , through another image , he says ,

Herodotus I , s . He does not sa
y , however , that the Greeks were

Phænicians .

• Rather th
e

conceiver , from xúw , to conceive . gerváw is used of the
mother by Aristotle , D

e

Gen . Animal . , 3 ; 5 , 6 .

3 doyucns .
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creation teaches us to philosophize , about which Aratus
speaks thus :

“ Nor of Ionian Cepheus ar
e

w
e

the miserable race . ” —

( Phan . V . 353 . )

But near Draco , he says , are Cepheusand Cassiopeia and p . 12
9

.

Andromeda and Perseus , great letters of the creation to

those who can see . For he says that Cepheus is Adam ,

Cassiopeia Live , Andromeda the soul of both , Perseus the
winged offspring of Zeus and Cetus the plotting Beast .

Not to any other of these comes Perseus the slayer of the
Beast , but to Andromeda alone . From which Beast , he

says , the Logos Perseus , taking her to himself , delivers
Andromeda who had been given in chains to the Beast .

But Perseus is the winged axis which extends to both poles
through the middle of the earth and makes the cosmos
revolve . But the spirit which is in the Cosmos is Cycnus , 3

the bird which is near the Bears , a musical animal , symbol of

the Divine Spirit , because only when it is near the limits of

life , its nature is to sing , and , as one escaping with good hope
from this evil creation it sends up songs of praise to God .

But crabs and bulls and lions and ramsand goats and kids
and al

l

the other animals who are named in heaven on p . 13
0

.

account of the stars are , he says , images and paradigms
whence the changeable nature receives the patterns 4 and
becomes full of such animals . 5

Making use of these discourses , they think to deceive as .
many as give heed to the astrologers , seeking therefrom to

set up a religion which appears very different from their
assumptions . 6 Wherefore , O ' beloved , let us shun the
trifle -admiring way of the owl . For these things and those

1 Reading Idoados fo
r

Cruice ' s laoidao . The text is said to havc ei
s

atbao .
3 ypájuara , elcmcnta , Cr . But I think the allusion is to the story

they contain for those who can read thcm .

3 The Swan . tàs 'idéas

o If Hippolylus ' words are here correctly transcribed , the " heretic "

quoted seems to have two inconsistent ideas about the stars . One is

that the constellations are types or allegorics ofwhat takes place in man ' s

soul ; the other , that they are the patterns after which the creatures of

this world were made . This last is Mithraic rather than Christian .

6 añs TouTWVÚnonhyews , ab horum cogitationibus , Cr .

? ayawntol . The word generally used in a sermon .
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like them are dancing and not truth . For the stars do not
reveal these things ; but men on their own account and for
the better distinguishing of certain stars (from the rest) gave
them names so that they might be a mark to them . For
what likeness have the stars strewn about the heaven to a
bear, or a lion , or kids, or a water -carrier, or Cepheus , or
Andromeda , or to the Shades named in Hades —for many
of these persons and the names of the stars alike came into
existence long after the stars themselves — so that the
heretics being struck with the wonder should thus labour
by such discourses to establish their own doctrines ? 1

- 131

7. Of th
e

Arithmetical Art . 2

Seeing , however , that nearly al
l heresy has discovered by

the art of arithmetic measures of hebdomads and certain
projcctions of Sions , each tearing the art to pieces in

different ways and only changing the names , — but of these

(men ) Pythagoras came to be teacher who first transmitted

to the Greeks such numbers from Egypt — it seems good

not to pass over this , but after briefly pointing it out to

proceed to the demonstration of the objects of our enquiries .

These men were arithmeticians and geometricians to whom
especially it seems l ’ythagoras first supplied the principles

( of their arts ) . And they took the first beginnings ( of

things ) , discovered apparently by reason alone , from the

1 This also reads like a peroration .

? In this chapter Ilippolytus fo
r

the first time scts himself seriously

to prove the thesis which he has before asserted , i . c . , that all the Gnostic
systems are derived from the teachings of the Greck philosophers . His
mode of doing so is lo compare the claborate systems of Aeons or

emanations of deity imagined by heresiarchs like Simon Magus and
Valentinus to the views attributcd by hi

m

to Pythagoras which make all
nature to spring from one indivisible point . Whether Pythagoras ever
held such views may be doubted and we have no means of checking
Hippolytus ' always loose statements on this point ; but something like
them appears in the Ihcacictus of Plato where arithmetic and geometry
seem to be connected by talk about oblong as well as square numbers
and the construction of solids from them . If we imagine with the
Greeks (see n . on p . 37 supra ) that numbers are not abstract things ,

but actual portions of space , there is indeed a strong likeness between
the ideas of the later Platonists as to the construction of the world by

means of numbers and those attributed to the Gnostic teachers as to its

emanation from God . Whether these last really held the views thus
attributed to them is another matter . Cf . Forerunners , II , pp . 99 , 100 .
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numbers which can always procced to infinity by multipli
cation and the figures (produced by it ). . For the beginning
of geometry , as may be seen , is an indivisible point ; but
from that point the generation of the infinite figures from
the point ? is discovered by the art. For the point when p. 132.
extended 2 in length becomes after extension a line having
a point as its limit : 3 and a line when extended in breadth
produces a superficies and the limits of the superficies are
lines : and a superficies extended in depth becomes a (solid )

body : 4 and when this solid is in existence , the nature of

the great body is thus wholly founded from the smallest
point . And this is what Simon says thus : “ The little
will be great , being as it were a point ; but the great will be

boundless , " 5 in imitation of that geometrical point . But
the beginning of arithmetic , which includes by combination
philosophy , is 6 a number which is boundless and incompre
hensible , containing within itself all the numbers capable of

coming to infinity by multitude . But the beginning of the
numbers becomes by hypostasis the first monacl , which is a

male unit begetting as does a father all the other numbers .

Second comes the dyad , a female number , and the same is

called even by the arithmeticians . Third comes the triad ,

a male number ; this also has been ordained to be called
odd by the arithmeticians . After all these comes the tetrad ,

a female number , and this same is also called even , because p . 133 .

it is female . Therefore all the numbers taken from the
genus are four - but the boundless genus is number — where
from is constructed their perfect number , the decad . For

and Toll onuelov seems to be repeatcd nccdlessly .

• puev, “ flowing out . ”

3 répus éxovoa onueiov . Surely it has two limits - a point at cach cnd .

4 σώμα . In the next sentence he uses the proper word στερεόν .

5 This is , I suppose , quoted from the 'Arropáris ueyaný attributed to

Simon , as he speaks afterwards ( II , p . 9 infra ) of thicsmall becoming
great , “ as it is written in the Apophasis , if it . . . come into being
from the indivisible point . But the great will be in the boundless
xon , " etc .

o What follows from this point down to the cnd of the paragraph is

an almost verbatim transcript of the passage in book I ( pp . 37 ff . supra ) ,

where it is given as the teaching of Pythagoras . ' The only substantial
differences are : that hypostasis is written fo

r

hypothesis in the second
sentence of the passage ; the Tetractys is no longer said to be the

" source " of eternal nature ; and the 11 , 12 , etc . , are now said to take ,

and not “ share ” their beginning from th : c 10 .
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1, 2, 3, 4 become 10, as has before been shown, if the
namewhich is proper to each of the numbers be substanti
ally kept. This is the sacred Tetractys according to Pytha
goras which contains within itself the roots of eternal nature ,
that is, all the other numbers . For the ii, 12 and the rest
take the principle of birth from the 10. Of this decad , the
pcrſect number , the four parts are called : number,monad,
square and cube. The conjunctions and minglings of which
are fo

r

the birth of increase , they completing naturally the
fruitful number . For when this square is multiplied into
itself , it becomes a square squared ; but when a square into

a cube , it becomes a square cubed ; but when a cube into

a cube , it becomes a cube cubed . So that all the numbers
are seven , in order that the birth of the existing numbers

p . 134 . may come from a hebdomad , which is number , monad ,

square , cube , square of a square , cube of a square , cube of

a cube .
O
f

this hebdomad Simon and Valentinus , having altered

· the names , recount prodigies , hastening to base upon it their
own systems . For Simon calls ( it ) thus : Mind , Thought ,

Name , Voice , Reasoning , Desire and He who has Stood ,

Stands and will Stand : and Valentinus : Mind , Truth ,

Word , Life , Man , Church and the Father who is counted
with them . According to these ideas ) of those trained

in the arithmetic philosophy , which they admired as
something unknowable by the crowd , and in pursuance of
then , they constructed the heresies excogitated by them .

Now there are some also who tr
y

to construct hebdomads
from the healing art , being struck by the dissection of the
brain , saying that the substance , power of paternity , and
divinity of the universe can be learned from its constitution .

p . 135 . For the brain , being the ruling part of the whole body rests
calm and unmoved , containing within itself the breath . ?

Now such a story is not incredible , but a long way from their
attempted theory . For the brain when dissected has within

it what is called the chamber , on each side of which are the
membranes which they call wings , gently moved by the

i indicou čaurois érteûDEV O xedidoartes , suis dogmatibus fundamen .

lum posuerunt , Cr .

i ad aveüua . Cruice translates this by spiritumi , and is followed by

Macmahon . I think , however , he means the breath , it being the idea

of the ancients that the arteries were air .vessels .
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breath , and again driving the breath into the cerebellum . !

And the breath , passing through a certain rced -like vein ,

travels to the pineal gland . Near this lies the mouth of

the cerebellum which receives the breath passing through

and gives it up to the so -called spinal marrow . 3 From this
the whole body gets a share of pneumatic ( force ) , al

l
th
e

arteries being dependent like branches on this vein , th
e

extremity of which finishes in the genital veins . Whence
also the seeds proceeding from the brain through the loins
are secreted . But the shape of the cerebellum is like the
head of a dragon ; concerning which there is much talk
among those of the Gnosis falsely so called , as we have
shown . But there are other six pairs ( of vessels ) growing
from the brain , which making their way round the head and
finishing within it , connect the bodies together . But the
seventh (goes ) froni the cerebellum to the lower parts of the p . 13

6
.

rest of the body , as we have said .

And about this there is much talk since Simon and
Valentinus have found in it hints which they have taken ,

although they do not admit it , being first cheats and then
hcretics . Since then it seems that we have sufficiently se

t

out these things , and that all the apparentdogmas of earthly
philosophy have been included in ( these ) four books , it

séens fitting to proceed to their disciples or rather to their
plagiarists .

The Fourth Book of PHILOSOPHUMENA 5

1 παρεγκεφαλίς . Ο κωνάριον . . ο νωτιαίον μρελόν .

4 It is at any rate plain from this that the missing Books II and III

at one time existed .

These words appear in the MS . at the foot of this Book .



BOOK V

TJIE OPUITE IIERESIES

p. 137. 1. THESE are the contents of the 5th (book) of th
e

Refutation of all Heresies .

2 . What the Naassenes say who call themselves Gnostics ,

and that they profess those opinions which the philosophers

of the Greeks and the transmitters of the Mysteries first laid :

down , starting wherefrom they have constructed heresies .

3 . And what things the Peratæ imagine , and that their

· doctrine is not framed from the Holy Scriptures but from
the astrological (art ) .

4 . What is the system according to the Sithians , and that
they have patched together their doctrine by plagiarizing
from those wise men according to the Greeks , ( to wit )

Musæus and Linus and Orpheus .

5 . What Justinus imagined and that his doctrine is not
framed from the Holy Scriptures , but from the marvellous
tales of Herodotus the historiographer .

1 . Naassenes . 1

f . 138 . 6 . I consider that the tenets concerning the Divine and the
fashioning of the cosmos (held by ) al

l

those who are

1 In this chapter , Hippolytus trcats of what is probably a late forin

of the Ophite heresy , certainly one of the first to cnter into rivalry with
the Catholic Church . For its doctrines and practices , the reader must

be referred to the chapler on the Ophites in the translator ' s Fore .

runners and Rivals of Christianity , vol . II ; but it may be said here that

it secms to have sprung from a combination of the corrupt Judaism then
practised in Asia Minor with the Pagan myths or legends prevalent all
over Western Asia , which may some day be traced back to the Sumerians
and the earliest civilization of which we have any record . Yet the
Ophites admitted the truth of the Gospel narrative , and asserted the
existence of a Supreme Being endowed with the attributes of both
sexes and manifesting Himself to man by means of a Deity called His
son , who was nevertheless identified with both the masculine and
feminine aspects of his Father . This triad , which the Ophites called

118
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deemed philosophers by Greeks and Barbarians have been
very painfully set forth in the four books before this. Whose

the First Man , the Second Man, and the First Woman or Toly Spirit ,
they represented as creating the planetary worlds aswell as the “ world
of form,” by the intermediary of an inferior power called Sophia or
Wisdom and her son Jaldabaoth , who is expressly stated to be the God
of the Jews. :
All this we know before the discovery of our text from the statements

of heresiologists like St. Irenæus and Epiphanius ; but llippolytus goes
further than any other author by connecting these Ophite theories with
the worship of the Mother of the Gods or Cybele , the form under which
the triune deity of Western Asia was best known in Europe. The un
named Naassene or Ophite author from whom he quotes without inter
mission throughout the chapter , seems to have got hold of a hymn to Altis
used in the festivals of Cybele , in which Attis is, alter the syncretistic fash.
ion ofpost -Alexandrian paganismi, identified with the Syrian Adonis , thc
Egyptian Osiris , the Greek Dionysos and Ilermes , and the Samothrac
ian or Cabiric gods Adamna and Corybas ; and the chapter is in
substance a commentary on this hymn , ihe order of the lines of which
it follows closely . This conimeniary tries to explain or “ interpret "
the different myths there referred to by passages from the Old and New
Testaments and from the Greek pocts dragged in against their manifest
sense and in the wildest fashion . Most of these supposed allusions ,
indeed , can only be justified by the most outrageous play upon words ,
, and it may be truly said that not a single one of them when naturally
construed bears the slightest reference to the matter in hand . Yet
they serve not only to eluci :late ihe () phite beliefs , but give , as it were
accidentally , inuch information as to the scenes enacted in the Elcusin
ian and other heathen mysteries which was bcfure lacking . The author
also quotes two hymns used apparently in the Ophilc worship which are
not only the sole rclics of a once extensive literature , but are a great
deal better evidence as to Gnostic tenets than his own loose and equivo .
cal statements.
As the legend of Attis and Cybclc may not be familiar to all , it may

he well to give a brier abstract of it as found in Pausanias , Dioclorus
Siculus , Ovid , and the Christian writer Arnobius . Cybele , called also
Agdistis , Rhea , Gć, or thicGreat Mother , was said to have heen born from
a rock accidentally fecundated by Zeus. On her firstappcarance shewas
hermaphrodite , but on the gods depriving her of her virility it passed
into an almond -tree. The fruit of this was plucked by the virgin
daughicr of the river Sangarios , who , placing it in her bosom , became
by it the mother of Atlis , fairest ofmankind. Artis at his birth was
exposed on the river -bank , butwas rescucl , brought up as a gontherd ,
and was later chosen as a husband by the king'sdaughter . At themarri .
age ſeast,Cybele , fired by jealousy, broke into the palace and , according
to one version of the story, emasculated Artis who dicil ofthe hurt. Then
Cybele repented and prayed to Zeus to restore him to lifc , which prayer
was granted by making him a god . The ceremonics of the Megalesia
celebrating the Death and Resurrection of Atlis as held in Rome
during the late Republic and early Empire , and their likeness to the
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curious arts I have not neglected , so that I have under
taken for the readers no chance labour, exhorting many to
love of learning and certainty of knowledge about the truth .
Now therefore there remains to hasten on to the reſutation
of the heresies , with which intent ' also we have set forth
the things aforesaid . From which philosophers the
heresiarchs have taken hints in common ? and patching
like cobblers the mistakes of the ancients on to their
own thoughts , have offered them as new to those they
can deceive , as we shall prove in (the books ) which follow .
For the rest , it is time to approach the subjects laid down
before , but to begin with those who have dared to sing the
praises of the Serpent, who is in fact the cause of the error ,
through certain systems invented by hi

s

action . Therefore -

1 . 139 . the priests and chiefs of the doctrine were the first who
were called Naassenes , being thus named in the Hebrew
tongue : fo

r

the Serpent is called Naas . 3 Afterwards they
called themselves Gnostics alleging that they alone knew the
depths . Separating themselves from which persons , many
men have made the heresy , which is really one , a much
divided affair , describing the same things according to vary
ing opinions , as this discourse will argue as it proceeds .

These men worship as the beginning of all things ,

in according to their own statement , a Man and a Son of Man .
But this Man is masculo -feminine and is called by them
Adamas ; 6 and hymns to him are many and various . And

P . 140 . the hymns , to cut it short , are repeated by them somehow
like this :

“ From thee á father , and through thee a mother , the
two deathless names , parents of Acons , O thou citizen of

heaven , Man of great name ! ” ?

Easter rites of the Christian Church ar
e

described in the Journal of th
e

Royal Asiatic Society for October 1917 .

i ! 0ů ) xápov , “ thanks to which . ”

? METEX . Tas a popuds , a phrase frequent in Plato .

• Cl . Rev . ii . 24 . o üppevódnaus !

• Cruice thinks the name derived from the Adam Cadmon of the Jewish
Cabala . But Adamas “ the unsubdued ” is an epithet of Hades who
was equated with Dionysos , the analogue of Attis . Cf . Irenæus , I , 1 .

? Salmon and Stähelein in maintaining their theory that Hippolytus '

documents were contemporary forgeries make the point that something
like this hymn is repcaler later in the account of Monoimus the
Arabian ' s heresy . The likeness is not very close . Cf . II , p . 107 infra .
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But they divide him like Geryon into three parts . For
there is of hi

m , they say , the intellectual ( part ) , the psychic
and the earthly ; and they consider that the knowledge of

him is the beginning of the capacity to know God , speaking
thus : “ The beginning of perfection is the knowledge of

man , but the knowledge of God is completed perfection . "

But al
l

these things , he says , the intellectual , and the
psychic and the earthly , proceeded and came down together
into one man , Jesus who was born of Mary ; and there
spoke together , he says , in the same way , these three men
each of them from his own substance to his own . For
there are three kinds of universals 2 according to them ( to

wit ) the angelic , 3 the psychic and the earthly ; and three
churches , the angelic , the psychic and the earthly ; but their
names are : Chosen , Called , Captive .

7 . These are the heads of the very many discourses which p . 14
1

.

they say James the brother of the Lord handed down to

Mariamne . So then , that the inpious may no longer
speak falsely either of Mariamne , or of James , or of his
Saviour , we will come to the Mysteries , whence comes their
fable , both the Barbarian and the Greck , and we shall sce
how these men collecting together the hidden and ineffable
mysteries of the nations and speaking falsely of Christ ,

lead astray those who have not seen the Gentiles ' sccrct rites .

For since the Man Adanas is their foundation , and they
say there has been written of him “ Who shall declare his
generation ? " 7 learn ye how , taking from the nations in turn p . 14 .

the undiscoverablc and distinguished 8 generation of the
Man , they apply this to Christ .

i Origen (cont . Celsum , VI , 30 ) says the Ophites used to curse the
name of Christ . Ilence Origen cannot be the author of the
Philosophumena .

rà ora . I am doublful whether he is here using the word in its

philosophic or Aristotelian sense as “ entities ncccssarily dillering from
one another in kind , " or as “ things of the universe . ” On the whole
thc ſormer construction seems here to be right .

33 “ That which has been sent " ;

• Doubtless as being still confined in matter .

• Both Origen and Celsus knew of this Marianne , after whom a sect

' is said to have been named . See Orig . cont . Cels . , VI , 30 .

O twv Ovær. The usual expression for Gentiles or Goyim .; Isa . liii . 8 .

• Bedpopov. Miller reads ådıápopov : “ undistinguished . " .
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p. 143.

“ For carth , say the Greeks , was the first to give
forth man , thus bearing a goodly gift . For she wished
to be themother not of plants without feeling and wild
beasts without sense , but of a gentle and God - loving
animal. But hard it is, he says , to discover whether
Alalcomeneus of the Bocotians came forth upon the
Cephisian shorc as the first of men , or whcther (the
first men ) were the Idxan Curetes , a divine race, or
the Phrygian Corybantes whom the Sun saw first
shooting up like trees , or whether Arcadia brought
forth Pelasgus earlier than the Moon , or Eleusis
Diaulus dweller in the Rarian field , or Leninos gave
birth to Cabirus, fair child of ineffable orgies ,or Pallenc
to Alcyon , eldest of the Giants . But the Libyans say .
Iarbas the first-born crept forth from the parched field
to pluck Zeus ' sweet acorn . So also , he says that the
Nile of the Egyptians , making fa

t

the mud which unto
this day begets life , gave forth living bodies made flesh

· with moist heat . ” 1

But the Assyrians say that fish -eating 2 : Oannes ( the first
man ) was born among them and the Chaldæans ( say the
same thing about ) Adam ; and they assert that he was the
man whom the carth brought forth alone , and that he lay
breathless , motionless (and ) unmoved like unto a staluc
being the image of hini on high who is praised in song as
the man Adamas ; but that he was produced by many

p . 14 + powers about whom in turn there is much talk . 3

In order then that the Great Man 4 on high , from whom ,

1 This hymn is in metre and is said to be from a lost Pindaric odc .

It has been restored lo
y

Bergk , the restoration being given in the notes

10 Cruice ' s texi , p . 142 , and it was translated into English versc by the
laic l 'roſessor Conington . Cf . Forerunners , II , p . 54 , n . 6 .

? ix Ovopéyov . Doubtless a mistakc for ixovodópov . The Oanncs of

l 'erossus ' story wore a fish on his back .

3 Adam the protoplast according to the Ophites ( Ironucus , I , xviii , p .

197 , Ilarvey ) and Epiphanius ( Harr . xxxvii , c . 4 , p . 501 , Ochler ) wasmade
by Jaldabaoth and his si

x

sons . The same story was current among the
followers of Saturninus ( Ironicus , I , xviii , p . 197 , Harvey ) and other
Gnostic sects , who agrec with the text as to his helplessness when first
creatcıl , and its cause .

• So in the Bruce l 'apyrus , " Jeal , " which name I have suggested is

an abbreviation of Jehovah , is called “ the great Man , King of ihe great
Aeon of light . " Sec Forerunners , II , 193 .
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as they say, " every fatherhood ? named on earth and in the
heavens " is framed , might be completely held fast, there
was given to him also a soul , so that through the soul he
might suſſer, and that the enslaved " image of the great and
most beautiful and Perfect Man " - for thus they call him
might be punished .2 Wherefore again they ask what is the
soul and of what kind is its nature that coming to the man
and moving 3 him it should enslave and punish the image of

the PerfectMan . But they ask this , not from the Scriptures ,

but from the mystic rites . And they say that the soul is

very hard to find and to comprehend , since it does not stay

in the same shape or ſorm , nor is it always in one and the
samc state , so that one might describe it by a type or

comprehend it in substance . But these various changes

of the soul they hold to be set down in theGospel inscribed

to the Egyptians .

They doubt then , as do all other men of the nations ,

whether the soul is from the pre -cxistent , or from the self
begotten , or from the poured -forth Chaos . And first p . 14

5
.

they bctake themselves to the mysteries of the Assyrians -

to understand the triple division of the Man ; for the
Assyrians were the first to think the soul tripartite and yet
one . For every nature , they say , longs for the soul , but
cach in a different way . For soul is the cause of all things
that are , and all things which are nourished and increase ,

he says , require soul . For nothing like nurture or increase ,

he says , can occur unless soul be present . And even the

1 Eph . iii . 15 . Cf . the address of Jesus to llis Father in the last
document of the l 'islis Sophia , Forerunners , II , p . 180 , n . 4 .

. ? Why is he to be punished ? In the Manichæan story (for which
see Forerunner ' s , II , pp . 292 ff . ) the First Man is taken prisoner by

the powers of darkness . Both this and that in the text are doubtless
survivals of some legend current throughout Western Asia at a very
carly date . Cf . Bousset ' s Haupiprobleme der Grosis , Leipzig , 1907 ,

C . 4 , Der Urmensch .

3 So the cryptogram in the Pistis Sophia professes to give " the
word by which ihe Perfect Man is moved . ” Forerunners , II , 188 , n . 2 .

• ovóla : perhaps “ essence " or " being . " It is the word for which
hypostasis was later substituted according to latch . See his Hibbert
Lectures , pp . 269 ff .

6 So Miller , Cruice , and Schneidewin . I should be inclined to

read páos , " light , " as in the Nanssene hymn at the end of this chapter .

No Gnostic scct can have laught that the soul came from Chaos .

* This , as always at this period , means “ Syrians . " See Maury ,

Rev . Archéol . , lviii , p . 242 .

. VOL . I .
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stones, he says , ar
e

animated , 1 fo
r

they have th
e

power of

increase , and no increase can come without nourishment .

For by addition increase the things which increase and the
addition is the nourishment of that which is nourished . 2

Therefore every nature he says , of things in heaven , and on

earth , and below the earth , longs for a soul . But the Assy
rians call such a thing3 Adonis or Endymion or (Allis ) ; and
when it is invoked as Adonis Aphrodite loves and longs after
the soul of such name . And Aphrodite is generation accord
ing to them . But when Persephone or Core loves Adonis “

there is a certain mortal soul separated from Aphrodite

P . 14
6

. (that is from generation ) . And if Selene should come

to desire of Endymion ? and to love of hi
s beauty , the

nature of the sublime ones , he says , also requires soul . . . .

But if , he says , the Mother of the Gods castrate Attis , 8

and she holds this loved one , the blessed nature of the
hypercosmic and eternal ones on high recalls to her , he
says , the masculine power of the soul . For , says he , the
Man is masculo - feminine . According to this argument of

theirs , then , the so -called 10 intercourse of woman with man

is by (the teaching of ) their school shown to be an utterly
wicked and deliling thing . For Attis is castrated , he says ,

that is , he has changed over from the earthly parts of the
lower creation to the eternal substance on high , where , he

says , there is neithermale nor female , 11 but a new creature , 12

1 έμψυχοι . H
e is punning on the likeness between this and ψυχή ,

“ soul . ”

* And between “ nourisheel ” and “ rearcd . ”

κα
ι

το τοιούτον . Not φύσις or ψυχή . At this point the author begins
liis commentary on the Ilymn of the Mysteries of Cybele , for which see

p . 141 infra .

gyéveris, perhaps “ birth . "

• An allusion to the myth which makes Aphrodite and Persephone
share the company of Adonis between them .

• These words are added in the margin .

' A prominent feature in the imposture of Alexander of Abonoteichus .

Sec Lucian ' s Pseudomantis , passim .

• In the better -known story Altis castrates himself , but this version
explains the allusion in the hymn on p . 141 infra .ii. c . restores to her the virility of which they had deprived her when
she was hermaphrodite . See n . on p . 119 supra .

10 deneyuém . Miller and Schneidewin read dedaryuévn , “ open , " or

« displayed . " "

" Gal . iii . 28 . So Clemens Romanus , Ep . ii . 12 ; Clem . Alex .

Strom . , III , 13 . Cf . F 'islis Sophia , p . 378 (Copt ) .

18 2 Cor . v . 17 ; Gal . vi . 15 .
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a new Man , who is masculo -ſeminine . What they mean by

“ on high " I will show in its appropriate place when I

come to it . But they say it bears witness to what they say

that Rhea is not simply one (goddess ) but , so to speak , the
whole creature . And this they say is made quite clcar by p . 14

7
.

the saying : - “ For the invisible things of Him from the
creation of the world ar

e clearly seen , being understood

by the things that are made by Him , in truth , His eternal
power and godhead , so that they are without excuse .

Since when they knew Him as God , they glorified Him
not as God , neither were thankful , but foolishness deceived
their hearts . For thinking themselves wise , they became
fools , and changed the glory of the incorruptible God into
the likenesses of an image of corruptiblc man and of birds
and of fourfooted and creeping things . Wherefore God
gave them up to passions of dishonour . For even their
women changed their natural use to that which is against
nature . ” 2 And what the natural use is according to them ,

we shall see later . “ Likewise , also the males leaving the
natural use of the female burned in their lust one toward
another males among males working unseenliness . ” 3 But
unseemliness is according to them the first and blessed and
unformed substance which is the cause of al

l

the forms of

thingswhich are formed . “ And receiving in themselves the p . 148 .

recompense of their error which is meet . ” 4 For in these
words , which Paul has spoken , they say is comprised their
whole secret and the ineffable mystery of the blessed
pleasure . For the promise of baptism is not anything else
according to them than the leading to unfading pleasure

hi
m

who is baptized according to them in living water and
anointed with silent 6 ointment .

11 . c . masculo -feminine . That Rhea , Cybele and Ge are but

"different names of the earth -goddess , see Maury , Ril de la Grice
Antique , I , 78 ff . For their androgyne character , sceJ . R . A . S . for Oct .

1917 .

Rom i . 20 . ft . The text omits several sentences to be found in the

A . V .
13 Ibid . , v . 27 . • Ibia . , v . 28 .

sérargenla Toù nout po
û

, pollicetur iis qui lavantur , Cr . But “ the
font ” is the regular patristic expression for the rite .

• The text has & anys , “ other , " which makes no sense . Cruice ,

following Schneidewin , alters it to årday on the strength of p . 144 infra ,

and renders it ineffabilis ; but årédos cannot mean anything but

“ dumb " or " silent . " That baptism in the early heretical sects was
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And they say that not only do the mysteries of the
Assyrians bear witness to their saying, but also those of the
Phrygians concerning the blessed nature , hitherto hidden
and yet at the same time displayed , of those who were and
are and shall be, which , he says, is the kingdom of the
heavens sought for within man .1 Concerning which
nature they have explicitly made tradition in the Gospel
inscribed according to Thomas , saying thus : . " Whoso
sceks me shall find me in children from seven years (up
wards). For there in the fourteenth year I who am hidden

P . 149. am made manifest .” This, however , is the saying not of
Christ but of Hippocrates, who says : “ At seven years ol

d ,

a boy is half a father . ” Whence they who place the
primordial nature of the universals in the primordial seed
having heard the Hippocratian (adage ) that a boy of seven
years old is half a father , say that in fourteen years according

to Thomas it will be manifest . This is their ineffable and . .

mystical saying : 3 .

They sa
y

then that the Egyptians , who ar
e

admitted to be

the most ancient of all men aſter the Phrygians and the
first at once to impart to all men the initiations and secret
rites 4 of the gods , and to have proclaimed forms and
activities , have the holy and august and for those who are
not initiated unutterable mysteries of Isis . And these are
nothing else than the pudendum ofOsiris which was snatched
away and sought for by her of the seven stoles and black

p . 150 . garments . 5 But they say Osiris is water . And the seven

stoled nature which has about it and is equipped with
seven ethereal stoles — for thus they allegorically call the
wandering stars — is like mutable generation and shows

followed by a " chrism ” or anointing , see Forerunners , II , 129 , n . 2 ;

ibid . , 192 .

1 Luke xvii . 21 .

? This does not appear in the severely expurgated fragments of the
Gospel of Thomas which have come down 10 us . Epiphanius (Hur .

Xxxvii . ) includes this gospel in a list ofworks especially ſavoured by the
Ophites .

sadyos , Cr . disciplina , Macinahon , “ Logos . ” But see Arnold ,

Roman Stoicism , p . 161 .

úpram " In Hippolytus it always has thismeaning .

· Isis . See Forerunners , I , p . 34 .

• A Merapanth géreris . The expression is repeated in the account of

Simon Magus ' heresy ( II , p . 13 infra ) and refers to the transmigration

of souls .
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that the creation is transformed by the Ineffable and Un
portrayable i and Incomprehensible and Formless One.
And this is what is said in the Scripture : " The just shall
fall seven times and rise again .” 2 For these falls , he says ,
are the turnings about of the stars when moved by him
who moves al

l things . They say , then , about the substance

of the seed which is the cause of al
l things that are , that it

belongs to none of these but begets and creates al
l

things
that are , speaking thus : “ I become what I wish , and I am

what I am ; wherefore I say that it is the immoveable that
moves all things . For it remains what it is , creating all
things and nothing comes into being from begotten things . " 3

lle says that this alone is good and that it is of this that the
Saviour spoke when he said : “ Why callest thou me good ?

There is one good , my Father who is in the heavens , Who
makes the sun to rise upon the just and the unjust , and
rains upon the holy and the sinners . ” And who are the p . 151.

holy upon whom He rains and who the sinful we shall see
with other things later on . And this is the great secret and
the unknowable mystery concealed and revealed by the
Egyptians . For Osiris , he says , is in the temple in front

of Isis , whose pudcndum stands exposed looking upwards
from below , and wearing as a crown al

l
its fruits of begotten

things . And they say not only does such a thing stand in
the most holy temples , but is made known to all like a light
not set under a bushel but placed on a candlestick making
its announcement on the housetops in al

l

the streets and p . 152. !

highways and near all dwellings being set before them as

some limit and term . For they call this the bringer of

luck , not knowing what they say .

And this mystery the Greeks who have taken it over from
the Egyptians keep unto this day . For we see , he says ,

the ( images ) of Hermes in such a form honoured among .

1 åvegerkovlutos , “ He of whom no image can be madc . ”

Prov . xxiv . 16 .

: Some qualification like originally " or “ at the beginning " seems
wanting . Cf . Arnold , op . ci

t . , n . on p . 58 supra .

AMatt . v . 45 .

5 He has apparently mistaken Min of Coptos or Nesi -Amsu for
Osiris who is , I think , never represented thus . At Denderah , he is

supine .

• Thc “ terms ” of Hermes which Alcibiades and hi
s

friends
mutilated .
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them . And they say that they especially honour Cyllenius
the Eloquent . For Hermes is the Word who, being the
interpreter and fashioner 1 of what has been , is, and will be,
stands honoured among them carved into some such form
which is the pudendum of a man straining from the things
below to those on high . And that this — that is, such a
Hermes - is, he says, a leader of souls and a sender forth of
them , and a cause of souls , di

d not escape the poets of the
nations who speak thus :

• " Cyllenian Hermes called forth th
e

soulsof the suitors . ” _

(Homer , Odyssey , XXIV , 1 . )

r . 153 . Not of the suitors of Penelope , he says , O unhappy ones , but . . .

of those awakened from sleep and recalled to consciousness

“ Froin such honour and from such cnduring bliss . ” —

( Empedocles , 355 , Stürz . )

that is , from the blessed Man on high or from the arch -man
Adamas , as they think , they have been brought down here
into the form of clay that they may be made slaves to the
fashioner of this creation , ſaldabaoth , a fiery god , a fourth
number . For thus they call the demiurge and father of the
world of form .

“ But he holiis in his hands the rod
Fair and golden , wherewith he lulls to sleep the eyes ofmen ,
Whomso he will , while others he awakens from sleep . ”

(Odyssey , XXIV , 3 11 . )

This , he says , is he who has authority over liſe and death

of whom he says it is written : “ Thou shalt rule them with

a rod of iron . " 3 But the poet wishing to adorn the incom

p . 15
4

. prehensible (part ) 4 of the blessed nature of the Word ,

makes his rod not iron but golden . And he charms to

sleep the eyes of the dead , he says , and again awakens those

i onuloupyós . Here as always the " architect , " or he who creates
not ex nihilo , but from existing material .

* For this name which is said by all the early hcresiologists to mcan

“ theGod of the Jews , " see Forerunners , II , 46 , n . 3 . He is called a

“ ficry God " apparently from Deut . iv . 24 , and a fourth number , cither
because in the Ophile theogomy he comes next after the Supreme Triad

of Father , Son , and Mother or , more probably , from his name covering
ihc Tetragrammaton , or name of God in four letters . Ps . ii . 9 .

• Cr . supplies “ virtutem " ; but the adjective is in the neuter .
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sleepers who are stirred out of sleep and become suitors .
Of these , he says, the Scripture spoke : “ Awake thou that
sleepest , and arise and Christ shall shine upon thce.” i
This is the Christ, he says , who in all begotten things is the
Son of Man , impressed (with the image ) by the Logos of
whom no image can be made. This, he says, is the great
and unspeakable mystery of the Eleusinians “ Hye Cye " 3
seeing that al

l things are set under hi
m , and this is the

saying : “ Their sound went forth into all the earth , ” 4 just as

“ Hermes waved the rod and they followed gibbering . "

(Homer , Odyssey , XXIV , 5 - 7 . )

still meaning the souls as the poet shows , saying figuratively :

“ And even as bats fli
t

gibbering in the secret reccsscs
Of a wondrous cavewhen one has fallen down out of the rock
From the cluster . . . . "

( Ib
id . , XXIV , 9 se
q . )

Out of the rock , he says , is said of Adamas . This , he says , p . 15
5

.

is Adamas , " the corner -stone which has become the head of

the corner . ” 5 For in the head is the impressed brain of

the substance from which every fatherhood is impressed .

“ Which Adamas , " he says , " I place at the foundation of

Zion . ” ? Allegorically , he says , he means the image of the
Man . But that Adamas is placed within the teeth , as

Homer says , “ the hedge of teeth , ” 8 that is , the wall and
stockade within which is the inner man , who has fallen
from Adamas the arch -man ' on high who is (the rock ) “ cut
without cutting hands ” 10 and brought down into the image .

Eph . v . 14 .

i keXapaktupiouévos roll åxapaktnplotov Abyov . These expres .

sions repeated up to the end of the chapter are most difficult to render

in English . The allusion is clearly to a coin stamped with the image of

a king . Afterwards I translate åxapaktnplotos by “ unportrayable , " for
brcvity ' s sake .

3 The famous words which tradition assigns to the Elcusinian
Mysteries . One version is “ Rain ! conceive ! " and probably refers to

the fecundation or tillage of the earth . Cf . Plutarch , de Is . ct Os . ,

C . xxxiv .

. Rom . x . 18 . • Ps . cxviii . 22 . Cf . Is
a . xxviii . 16 .

• See n . on p . 123 supra . ? Isa , xxviii . 16 .

8 Something is here omitted before odbytes . Cf . Iliail , IV , 350 .

• åpxav @ puros , a curious expression meaning evidently First Man .

It appears nowhere but in this chapter of the Philosophumena .

10 Dan . ii . 45 , " cut from the mountain without hands . "
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of oblivion , the carthly and clayey. And he says that the
souls follow him , the Word , gibbering .

Even so the souls gibbcred as they fared together, . .
But he went before ,

that is, he led them ,

“ Gracious Ilermcs le
d

them adown th
e

dark ways . ” —

(Odyssey , XXIV , 9 ff . )

p . 156 . that is , he says , into eternal countries remote from al
l

evil .

For whence , says he , did they come ?

“ By Ocean ' s food they came and the Leucadian cliff
And by the Sun ' s gales and the land of dreams . ” _

(Odysscy , ubi ci
t . )

This he says is Ocean , “ source of gods and source of

men ” ? ever ebbing and flowing now forth and now back .

Butwhen he says Occan flows forth there is birth of men ,

but when back to the wall and stockade and the Leucadian
rock there is birth of gods . This he says is that which is

written : " I have said ye are all gods and sons of the
Highest ; if you hasten to flee from Egypt and win across the
Red Sea into the desert , " that is from the mixture below to

the Jerusalem above who is the Mother of ( al
l

) living . “ But

if yo return again to Egypt , ” that is to the mixture below ,

. p . 157 . " ye shall die as men . ” 3 For deathly , says he , is al
l

birth
below , but deathless that which is born above ; for it is

born ofwater alone and the spirit , spiritual not fleshly . This ,

he says , is that which is written : “ That which is born of

the flesh is flesh and that which is born of the spirit is

spirit . ” 4 This is , according to them , the spiritual birth .

This , he says , is the great Jordan which flowing forth pre
vented the sons of Israel from coming out of the land of

Egypt - or rather , from the mixture below ; for Egypt is the
body according to them — until Joshua 5 turned it and made

it flow back towards its source .

· The Power called Adonæus or Adon - ai by the Cphites is also
addressed as ahon , “ oblivion , " in ihe “ defence " made to him by the
ascending soul . See Origen , eont Cels . VI , c . 30 ff . or Forerunners , IÍ , 72 .id compound of Iliad , XIV , 201 and 246 .

• P ' s . Ixxxii , 6 ; Luke vi . 35 ; John X . 34 ; Gal . iv , 26 .

• John iii . 6 . ! Joshua iii . 16
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S. Following up these and such -like (words) the most
wonderful Gnostics having invented a new ar

t
of grammar :

imagine that their own prophet Homer unspeakably 2 fure
showed 3 these things and they mock at those who not
being initiated in the Holy Scriptures are led together into
such designs . But they say : whoso says al

l things were

'framed from one , crrs ; but whoso says from three speaks
the truth and gives an exposition of the things of ) the
universe . For one , he says , is the blessed nature of the
Blessed Man above , Adamas , and one is the mortal (nature )

below , and one is the kingless race begotten on high , where , p . 15
8

.

he says , is Mariam the souglit -for one , and Jothor the great
wisc one , and Sephora the seer , 4 and Moses whose genera
tion was not in Egypt - for there were children born to him

in Midian - and this , he says , was not ſorgotten by the
poets :

“ In Ihree lots were all things divided and each drew a domain of

his own . ” — ( Iliad , XV , 169 . )

For sublime things , he says , must needs be spoken , but
they are spoken everywhere , lest “ hearing they should not
hcar and seeing they should see not . ” 5 For if , he says , the
sublime things were not spoken , the cosmos could not have
been framed . These ar

e

the three ponderous words :
Caulacau , Saulasau , Zeesar . Caulacau the one on high ,
Adamas , Saulasau , the mortal nature below , Zeesar the p . 15

9
.

Jordan which flows back on its source . This is , he says ,

the masculo -feminine Man who is in al
l things , whom the

ignorant call the triple -bodied Geryon — as if Geryon were

" flowing from Earth ” ? - and the Greeks usually " the

* So th
e

Cabbalists call onc of their word .juggling processes gematria ,

wliich is said to be a corruption of γραμματεία .

2 appýtws , i . e . , “ by implication , " or " not in words . "

3 Play upon apopalvw and apoptos .

4 Mariam was Moses ' aunt , Sephora his wife , and Jothor Sephora ' s

father , according to some fragments of Ezekiel quoted by Eusebius .

So Cruicc .

6 Mait . xiii . 13 .

Is
a . xxviii . 10 . ' In A . V . , “ Preccpt upon precept ; line upon line ;

herc a little , there a littlc . ” Irenæus ( 1 , xi
x , 3 , 1 , p . 201 , Harvey ) says ,

Caulacau is the name in which the Saviour descended according to

Basilides , and the word scems to have been used in this sense by other
Gnostic sects . See Forerunners , II , 94 , n . 3 . .

1 εκ γής ρέοντα !
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heavenly horn of Mên ” i because he has mingled and com .
pounded al

l

things with all . “ For al
l

things , he says , were
made through him and apart from him not one thing was
made . That which was in him is life . ” 2 This , he says is

the life , the unspeakablc family of perfect men which
was not known to the former generation . But the “ noth
ing ” which came into being apart from him is the world

of form ; for it came without hi
m by the 3rd and 4t
h . 3

This , he says , is thc cup Condy in which the king drinking ,

divineth . This , he says , is that which was hidden among
the fair grains of Benjamin . And the Greeks also say the
same with raving lips :

“ Bring water , bring wine , O boy
Intoxicatc me , plunge me into sleep .

The cup tells me

P . 160 . Wisat I must become . " I
(Anacrcon , XXVI , 25 , 26 . )

It was enough , he says , that only this should be known to

men that Anacreon ' s cup spoke mutely an unspeakable
mystery . For mute , he says , was Anacreon ' s cup which
says Anacreon , tells him with mute speech what he must
become , that is spiritual not fleshly , if he hears the bidden
mystery in silence . And this is the water in those fair
nuptials which Jesus changed by making wine . This , he
says , is the mighty and true beginning of the signs which
Jesus did in Cana in Galilee and made known the kingdom

of the heavens . This ,he says , is the kingdom of the heavens
within us , as a treasure as the leaven hidden within three
measures of meal . 5

P . 161 . This is , he says , the great and unspeakable mystery of

the Samothracians which is allowed to be known to us alone
who are perfect . For the Samothracians explicitly hand
down in the mysteries celebrated by them that Adam is the
Arch -man . And in the temple of the Samothracians stand
two statues of naked men having both hands stretched

" A direct quotation from the Hymn of the Great Mysteries given
later , p . 141 infra . Also a pun belween kepauvumiand képas .

: John 1 . 34 . . .

o Sophia , The third person ofthe Ophite Triad and Jaldabaoth her son .

• Soinething omitted after “ cup . "

opla ráta . A Jewish measure equivalent to if modius . Çi

Mall . xiii . 33 .
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forth to heaven and their pudenda turned upwards like
that of Hermes on (Mt.) Cyllene. But the aforesaid
statues ar

e

the images of the Arch -man and of the re -born
spiritual one in all things of one substance 1 with that man .

This , he says , is what was spoken by the Saviour : “ Unless

ye drink my blood and cat my flesh , ye shall not enter
into the kingdom of the heavens ; but even though , He says ,

ye drink the cup which I drink , when I go forth you will
not be able to enter there . " ? For He knew , he says , from
which nature each of His disciples was , and that each of

them was compelled to come to his own special nature .

For from the twelve tribes , he says , He chose twelve
disciples , and by them He spake to every tribe . Whence , p . 16

2

he says , all could not have heard the preachings of the
twelve disciples , nor , had they heard them could they have
been received . For the things which are not according to 4

nature are with them natural .

'This , he says , the Thracians who dwell about Mt .

Hæmus and like them the Phrygians call Corybas , 5 because
although he takes the beginning of his descent from the
head on high and from the Unportrayable one and
passes through al

l

the sources of underlying things , we
know not how and in what fashion he comes . This , he
says , is the saying : “ We have heard his voice , but we
have not seen his shape . ” For , he says , the voice of him
who is set apart and has been impressed with the image ? is

heard , but no one has seen what is the shape which has
come down from on high from the Unportrayable One .

But it is in the earthly form and no one is aware of it . This ,

he says , is the God who dwells in the flood according to

the Psalter and “ who speaks aloud and cries from many
waters . ” 8 “ Many waters , " he says , is the manifold
generation of mortal men , wherefrom he shouts and cries
aloud to the Unportrayable Man : “ Deliver iny only p . 16

3
. 1

i The famous duoouoios .

? A compound of John vi . 53 and Mk . x . 38 .

3 Maontás , “ disciples , ” not apostles .

• The natà may mean either si against " or “ according 10 " nature .

. For this Corybas and his murder by his two brothers sce Clcm .

Alex . , Prolrept . , 11 . A pun here follows between Corybas and copuoń ,

" head . "

• John v . 3 . ' kexapartmpiomévos .• Ps . xxix . 3 , 10 .
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.

begotten from the lions ! ” ] In answer to this , he says , is
the saying : “ Thou art my son , O Israel . Fear not . If
thou passest through the rivers they shall not overwhelm
thee ; if through the fire , it shall not burn thee." 2 By
rivers is meant, he says , the moist essence of generation ,
and by fire the rage and desire for generation . « Thou art
mine. Be not afraid ." And again he speaks : “ If a
mother forget her children and pities them not nor gives
them suck , yet will I not forget thee .” 3 Adamas , he says,
spcaks to his own men : “ But although a woman shall forget
these things, yet will I not forget you. I have graven you
on my hands." ! But concerning his ascension , that is,
thc being born again , that he may be born spiritual , not
fleshly , he says , the Scripture speaks : “ Liſt up the gates ,
ye rulers , and be ye liſt up , ye everlasting doors , and the

F . 164. King of Glory shall enter in ." 5 That is the wonder of
wonders . “ For who,” he says, “ is this King of Glory ? A
worm and not a man , a reproach of man and an object of
contempt for the people . This is the King of Glory , he who
is mighty in battle .” 6 But he means the war which is
in the body , becausc the (outward ) form is made from
warring elements , he says , as it is written : " Remember
the war which is in the body .” ? The same entrance and
the same gate , he says, Jacob saw when journeying to
Mesopotamia - ſor Mesopotamia , he says , is the flow of the
great Ocean flowing forth from the middle part of the
Perfect Man — and he wondered at the heavenly gate ,
saying : " How terrible is this place ! It is none other
than the house of God, and this is the gate of Heaven .” 9
Wherefore , he says , the saying of Jesus : “ I am the true
gate .” 10 Now He who says this is , he says, the Perfect

p. 365. Man who has been impressed above (with the image) of
the Unportrayable one. Therefore he says, the perfect

· Ps. xxii. 20, A . V., “ My darling from the power of th
e

dog . "

2 Is
a . xci . 8 ; xliii . 1 , 2 .

Ibid . , xlix . 15 ; slightly altered . .

• Thid . , xlix . 16 .

• P ' s . xxiv . 7 . A . V . omits " rulers " or archons .

• Ps . xxiv . 5 ; xxii . 6 .

* Job xl . 2 .

• A pun like that on Geryon or Corybas .

: • Gen . xxviii . 17 .

10 Joho x . 7 , 9 , “ I am the dour . "

- ss
ed as is het

an eaven

. "
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man will not be saved unless born again by entering in
through this gate .
But this same one, he says, the Phrygians i call also

Papas , because he set at rest that which had becn moved
irregularly and discordantly before hi

s coming . For the

name of Papa , he says , is (taken from ) al
l things in hcaven ,

on earth , and below the earth , saying : “ Make to ceasc !

makc to cease ! 2 the discord of the cosmos and make peace
for those that are afar off , ” 3 that is , for the material and
earthly , and also " for those that are anigh , " that is , for the
spiritual and understanding perfect men . But the Phrygians
say that the same one is also a “ corpse , ” having been buried

in the body as in a monument or tomb . This , he says , is

the saying : “ Ye are whited sepulchres filled within with
dead men ' s bones , " 5 that is , there is not within you the
living Man . And again , he says , “ the dead shall leap forth
from their graves , " that is , the spiritual man , not the
fleshly , shall be born again from the bodies of the carthly .

This , he says , is the resurrection which comes through the
gate of the heavens , through which if they do not enter , al

l
p . 166 .

remain dead . And the same Phrygians , he says again , say
that this same one is by reason of the change a god . For
he becomes God when he arises from the dead and enters
into heaven through the same gate . This gate , he says ,
Paul the Apostle knew , having set it ajar in mystery and
declaring that he “ was caught up by an angel and came
unto a second and third heaven into Paradise itself and
beheld what he beheld , and heard ineffable words which it

is not lawful for man to utter . " ? These are , he says , the
mysteries called ineffable by al

l
“ which (we also speak ) not

in the words taught by human wisdon , but in those taught

by the Spirit , comparing spiritual things with spiritual ; but
the natural 8 man receiveth not the things of the Spirit of

God , for they are foolishness into him ” ; º and these , heii . e . the worshippers of Cybele . For Attis ' name of Pappas , see
Graillot , Le Culle di Cgobele, p . 15 . It seems to mean “ Father . "

? mave, raje ! ! ! 3 Eph . ii . 17 .

* This was an Orphic doctrine . Sce Forcrunners , I , 12
7 , n . i fo
r

authorities .

6 Matt . xxiii . 27 .: Mai : - . • 1 Cor . xv . 52 ..

? 2 Cor . xi
i

. 3 . 4 . A . V . omits “ second heaven ” and the sights seen .

• puxırds de avopatos . The " natural inan ” of the A . V .

" i Cor . ii . 13 , 14 .
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says, ar
e

th
e

ineffable mysteries of the Spirit which w
e

alone
behold . Concerning them , he says , the Saviour spake :

“ No man shall come unto me unless my heavenly Father
draw some one (unto me ) . ” 1 For very hard it is , hc says ,

to receive and take this great and ineffable mystery . And

P . 167 . again , he says , the Saviour spake : “ Not every one who
sayeth unto me , Lord ! Lord ! shall enter into the kingdom

of the heavens , but he who doeth the will of my father who

is in the heavens . ” 2 Of which (will ) he says , they must

be doers and not hearers only to enter into the kingdom

of the heavens . And again , says he , He spake : “ The
publicans and the harlots go before you into the kingdom

of the heavens . ” 3 For the publicans , he says , are those
who receive the taxes of market -wares , and we are the tax
gatherers “ upon whom the ends of the æons have come
down . " 4 For the “ ends , ” he says , are the seeds sown in

the cosmos by the Unportrayable One , " whereby the whole
cosmios is completed ; & for by them also it began to be .

And this , he says , is the saying : " The sower went forth to

sow , and some ( seed ) fell on the wayside and was trodden
under foot , and some upon stony (parts ) and sprang up ; and
because it had no root ,hesays , it withered and died . But some
fell , he says , upon the fair and goodly earth and brought
forth some a hundredfold , and some sixty and some thirty .

P . 168 . He that hath ears to hear , le
t

him hear . " ? . This is , he says ,
that no one becomes a hearer of these mysteries save only
the perfect Gnostics . This , he says , is the fair and goodly
carth of which Moses spake : " I will bring you to a fair
and goodly land , to a land flowing with milk and honey . " 8

This , he says , is the honey and the milk , tasting which the
perfect becomekingless and partakers of the fulness . The
same , he says , is the Pleroma , whereby al

l

things that are

1 John vi . 44 , “ draw him unto me . ” • Matt . vi
i . 21 .

• Mait . xxi . 31 , “ Kingdom of God . "

• 1 Cor . x . 11 . A pun on téan , “ taxes , " and néan , “ ends . "

• Cf . the Stoic doctrine of abyou stepuatikol , Arnold , Roman
Stoicism , p . 161 .

• Lit . , * brought to an end . "

? A condensation of Matt . xiii . 3 - 9 .

& Deut . xxxi . 20 .

• j . e . become united with the Godhead . The newly -baptized were
given milk and honey . Cf . Hatch , Hibbert Lectures , above quoted ,

p . 300 .
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begotten by th
e

unbegotten have come into being and
are filled .

But the same one is called by the Phrygians " unfruitful . ”

For he is unfruitful when he is Neshly and performs the
desire of the Nesh . This , he says , is the saying : “ Every
trce which bringeth not forth good fruit is cut down and
cast into the fire . " 1 For these fruits , he says , are only the
rational , the living man who enter by the third gate . 2 . They
say , indeed : “ Ye who eat dead things and make living
ones , what will ye make if ye eat living things ? " 3 For
they say that words 4 and thoughts and men are living
things cast down by that Unportrayable Onc into the form
below . This , he says , is what he means : “ Throw not p . 169 .

your holy things to the dogs nor pearls to the swine , ” 5

saying that the intercourse of woman with man is the work

of dogs and swine .

But this same one , he says , the Phrygians call goathord ,

not because , he says , he ſeeds goals and he -goals , as the
psychic man calls them ,but because , he says , he is Aipolos ,

that is , he who is ever revolving and turning about and
driving the whole cosmos in its circumvolution . For to

revolve is to turn about and to change the position of

things , whence , he says , the two centres of the hcaven men
call Poles . And the poct says :

“ What unerring ancient of the sea turns hither
The Immortal Egyptian Proteus . "

(Odyssey , IV , 384 . )

He ? is not betrayed ( b
y

Eidothea ) , he says , but turns
himself about , as it were , and goes to and fr

o . He says ,

too , that cities wherein we dwell are called módes , because
we turn and go about in them . Thus , he says , the p . 17

0 ,

Phrygians call him Aipolos , who turns everything always

in every direction and changes it into what it should be .

But the Phrygians also call the same one “ ofmany fruits , ”

because (the Naassene writer ) says , “ the children of the

1 Matt . iii . 10 .

? This “ third gale ” is evidently baptism . For the reason see
Forerunners , II , p . 73 , 11 . 2 .

• This seems to be a quotation from the Naassene author .

• Perhaps an allusion to the abyou oTEPMatiko . • Matt . vii . 6 .

• The derivation to be tolerable should be * årimódos !ii . e . Proteus .
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.

dcsolate are more in number than those of her who has
a husband " ; that is, the deathless things which are born
again and ever remain are many, if few are those which are
born ( once ) ; but al

l

the things of the flesh , he says , are
corruptible , even if those which are born are many . Wherc
fore , he says , Rachel mourned for her children and would
not be comforted when mourning over them , for she knew ,

he says , that they were not . And Jeremiah wails for the
Jerusalem below , not the city in Phoenicia , 3 but the mortal
generation below . For Jeremiah , he says , also knew the
Perfect Man who has been born again of water and the
spirit and is not fleshly . The same Jeremiah indeed said : :

“ He is a man , and who shall know him ? ” 4 Thus ,he says ,

the knowledge of the Perfect Man is very deep and hard to

comprehend . For the beginning of perfection , he says , is

ihe knowledge of man ; but the knowledge of God is com
pleted perfection .

F : 171 . The Phrygians also say , however , that he is a “ green

ear of corn reaped ” ; and following the Phrygians , the
Athenians when initiating (any one ) into the Eleusinian

(Mysteries ) also show to those who have been made epopts
the mighty and wonderful and most perfect mystery for an

epopt there - a green ear of corn reaped in silence . And
this ear of corn is also for the Athenians the great and
perfect spark of light from the Unportrayable One ; just as
the hierophant himself , not indced castrated like Attis , but
rendered a eunuch by hemlock , and cut of

f

from al
l

Acshly
generation , celebrating by night at Eleusis the grcat and
ineffable mysteries beside a huge fire , cries aloud and makes
proclamation , saying : “ August Brimo has brought forth a

holy son , Brimos , ” that is , the strong (has given birth ) to

the strong . For august is , he says , the generation which is

spiritual or heavenly or sublime , and strong is that which

is thus generated . For the mystery is called Eleusis or

Anacterion : " Eleusis , " he says , because we spiritual ones

P . 172 . came on high rushing from the Adamas below . For

i Goliv : 27 2 Jerem . xxxi . 15 .

* The mistake in geography shows that Hippolytus was not a Jew .

• Jerem . xviii . 9 . TORTIKON . : . mvothprov .

This is in effect the first real information we have as to the final
secret of the Eleusinian Mysteries .

7 llesychiusalso translates Brimos by lo xupds .

• Hades or Pluto .
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elcusesthai , he says is to corne , but anactoreion the return on

high . This , he says , is what they who have been initiated into
the mysteries of the Eleusinians say . But it is a regulation
that those who have been initiated into the Lesser Mysteries
should moreover be initiated into the Great . For greater

destinies obtain greater portions . But the Lesser Mysteries ,

he says , are those of Persephone below and of the way
leading thither , which is wide and broad and bears the
dead to Persephone , and the poet says :

“ But under her is a straight and rugged road
llollow and muddy , but the best to lead

To the delightful grove of much -reverenced Aphrodite . " ?

These , he says , are the Lesser Mysteries , those of fleshly
generation , after being initiated into which men ought to

ccase (from the small ) and be initiated into the great and p . 17
3

.

heavenly ones . For those who have obtained greater
destinies , he says , receive greater portions . For this , he
says , is the gate of heaven and this the house of God where
the good God dwells alone , 3 into which will not enter ,he
says , any unpurified , any psychic or fleshly one ; but it is

kept for the spiritual only , where those who are must cast
aside 4 their garments and all become bridegrooms , having
come to maturity through the virgin spirit . For this is the
virgin who bears in her womb and conceives and gives
birth to a son not psychic or corporeal , but the blessed
Acon of Acons . Concerning these things , he says , the
Saviour expressly spake : “ Narrow and straitcned is the
way that leads to life and ſew are those who enter into it ;

1 Schleiermacher attributes this saying to lleraclitus .

Meincke ( a
p . Cr . ) attributes these lines to Parmenides .

3 Cl . Justinus later , p . 175 infra .

4 Schneidewin and Cruice both read dabeir , " receive ” (their
vestures ) for βαλείν .

6 Cr . translates årnpoerwuévous , eruta virililale ; but it seems to be

a participle of απαρρενόω = απανδρόω . The idea that the Gnostic
pricumatics or spirituals would finally be united in marriage with the
angels or nóyou onepuatixol was current in Gnosticism . See . Fore .

runners , II , 110 . The “ virgin spirit ” was probably that Barbelo
whom Irenæus , I , 26 , if . ( pp . 221 ff . , Harvey ) , describes under that
name as reverenced by the “ Barbeliotac or Naassenes " ; in any case ,

probably , some analogue of the earth .goddess , ever bringing forth and
yet ever a virgin .

VOL . 1 .
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but wide and broad is the way leading to destruction and
many are they who pass along it.” 1

9. But the Phrygians further say that the Father of the
P 174. universals is Amygdalus , not a trec , he says , but that pre

existent almond 2which containing within itself the perfect

fruit (and )as if pulsating and stirring in the depth ,torc asunder

its breasts and gave birth to its own invisible and unnamcable
and ineffable boy of whom weare speaking . For “ Amyxai ”

is as if to burst and cut asunder , as he says , in the case of

inflamed bodies having within them any gathering , the
surgeons who cut them open call them " amychas . ” Thus ,

he says , the Phrygians call the alnıond froin whom the
invisible one proceeded and was born , and through whom
all things came into being and apart from whom nothing
came into being .

But the Phrygians sa
y

that he who was thence bom is a

piper , because that which was born is a melodious spirit . For
God , he says , is a Spirit , wherefore neither on this mountain
nor in Jerusalem shall the true worshippers prostrate then
selves , but in spirit . 5 for spiritual , he says , is the prostration

of the perſect , not fleshly . But the Spirit , he says , ( is )

there where both the Father and the Son are named , being

p . 175 . there born from this (Son and from ) the Father . This , he
says , is the many -named , myriad -eyed ? incomprehensible
One for whom every nature yearns , but each in a different
way . This , he says , is the Word 8 of God , which is , he
says , the word of announcement of the great Power .

Wherefore it will be sealed and hidden and concealed ,

lying in the habitation wherein the root of the universals

is established , that is 10 (the root ) of Aeons , Powers ,

: : : Matt . vi
i . 13 , 14 . The A . V . has el
o épxopar fo
r

diépxopai .

? See n . on p . 119 supra . s1 . e . Atlis . "

•àuvoow is rather to " scratch , " or " scarily , ” than as in the lext .

5 Cf . John iv . 21 .

• Cruice ' s restoration . Schneidewin ' s would read : “ The Spirit is

there where also the Father is named , and the Son is there born from
the Father . ”

? Cf . Ezekiel X . 12 . o sinua, not abyos .

• Ilere we see the interpretation put by Ilippolytus on thc Aris .

totelian tà gra .

10 Denembw. The whole of this sentence singularly resembles that in

The Great Announcement ascribed to Simon Magus , for which seeII , p . 12 infra .
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Thoughts , Gods , Angels, Emissary Spirits , things whichare, things which are not, things begotten , things unbegotten , things incomprehensible , things comprehensiblc ,
years , months, days, hours (and ) of an Indivisiblc Point,1
from which what is least begins to increase successively .The Point, he says, being nothing and consisting of nothing(and) being indivisible will become of itself a certain magni.tude incomprehensible by thought .” It, he says, is thekingdom of the heavens , the grain of mustard seed , theIndivisible Point inherent to the body which none knoweth ,he says,save thespiritual alone . This ,he says , is the saying :
“ There are no tongues nor speech where their voice is notheard .” 3

P.. 17
6

Thus they hastily declare that the things which are saidand are done by all men are to be understood in their way ,imagining that al
l

things become spiritual . Whence they
also say that not even they who exhibit ( in the ) theatressay or do anything not comprehended in advance . Sofor example , he says , when the populace have assembled inthe theatres 5 someone makes entrance clad in a notablerobe bearing a cithara and singing to it . Thus he speaks ,chanting theGreat Mysteries (but ) not knowing what heis saying :

“ Whether thou art the offspring of Kronos , or of blessed Zeus ,Or ofmighty Rhen , Ilail Autis , the sad mutilation of Rhea . "The Assyrians call thee the much - longed -for Adonis ,Egypt names thee Osiris , heavenly horn of the Moon . 8 P . 177

I This idea of the Indivisible Point , which recurs in several Gnosticwritings , including those of Simon and Basilides , seenis founded on themalliematicalaxiom that lhe line and therelore all solid bodies springfrom the point , which itself has “ neither parts normagnitude . "2 'Erivolą . This also is used by Simon as the equivalent of "Evvora ,3 l ' s . xix . 3 .

* à povontws , Cr . , sine numine quidquam ; Macmahon , “ withoutpremcditation . "

• Performances in the theatres formed part of th
e

Megalesia orFestival of the Great Mother .

6 I should be inclined to read tñs Meydans uvorhpia , “ Mysteries ofthe Great Mother . ”

? An allusion to the variant of the Cybele legend which makes herthe emasculator of Attis .

& So Conington , who translated the hymns into English verse , andSchneidewin . Hippolytus , however , evidently gave this invocation lothe Greeks . See p . 132 supra .
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The Greeks Sophia , the Samothracians , the revered Adamna ,
'The Thessalians , Corybas , and the Phrygians
Sometimes Papas , now the dead, or a god ,
Or the unfruitſul one, or goatherd ,
Or the green ear of corn reaped,
Or he to whom the flowering almond -tree gave birth
As a pipe-playing man .” :

This, he says , is themany-formed Attis to whom they sing
praises , saying :
“ I will hymn Altis, son of Rhca , not making quiver with a buzzing

sound , nor with the cadence of the Idiran Curetes ' Rules , but I will
mingle (with the hymn) ihc Phoebun music of the lyre . Evohe , Evan ,
for (thou art) Bacchus , ( thou art) Pan, (thou art the) shepherd of
white stars. "

For such and such -like words they frequent the so -called
Mysteries of the great Mother , thinking especially that by
means of what is enacted there , they perceive the whole
mystery . For they get no advantage ſrom what is acted
there except that they are not castrated . They merely
perfect the work of the castrated ; 3 for they give most
pointed and careful instructions to abstain as if castrated
from intercourse with women . But the rest of the work as

f. 17
8

. we have said many times , they perform like the castrated .
But they worship none other than the Naas , calling them

selves Naassenes . But Naas is the serpent , from whom he
says , all temples under heaven are called naos from the
Naas ; and that to that Naas alone is dedicated every holy
place and every initiation and every mystery , and generally
that no initiation can be found under heaven in which there

is not a naos and the Naas within it , whence it has come to

be called a naos . But they say that the serpent is the
watery substance , as did Thales of Miletos 4 and that no

being , in short , of immortals or mortals , of those with souls

or of those without souls , can be made without him . And
that all things are set under him , and that he is good and

18° oplav , according to Schneidewin ' s restoration (for which see

p . 176 Cr . ) , seems better sense , if we can suppose that the Sabazian
serpent was so called .

* The whole hymn with the next fragment is given as restored to

metrical form where quoted in last note .

• That is of the Galli , or eunuch - priests of Attis and Cybele .

• Thales only said , so far as we know , that water was ihe beginning

of al
l

things
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contains al
l

things within him as in the horn of the one
horned bull ? ( so as ) to contribute beauty and bloom to al

l

things according to their own nature and kind , as if he had
passed through all “ as if he went forth from Edem and cut
himself into four heads . " 2

But this Edem , they say , is the brain , as it were bound
and enlaced in the surrounding coverings as in the heavens ; p . 17

9

and they consider man as far as the head alone to be

l 'aradise . Therefore " the river that came forth from
Eden ” - that is from the brain - they think “ is separated
into four heads and the name of the first river is called
Pbison ; this it is which encompasses all the land of

Havilat . There is gold and the gold of that land is good ,

and there is bdellium and the onyx stone . " 3 This , he says ,

( is the ) eye , bearing witness by its honour (among the other
features ) and its colours to the saying : “ But the name of

the second river is Gihon ; this it is which encompasses al
l

the land of Ethiopia . ” This , he says , is the hearing , being
somewhat like a labyrinth . “ And the name of the third is

Tigris ; this it is which goes about over against the Assy
rians . " This , he says , is the smell which makes use of the
swiftest current of the flood . And it goes about over
against the Assyrians because in inspiration the breath drawn

in from the outer ai
r

is sharper and stronger than the
respired breath . For this is the nature of respiration .

“ The fourth river is Euphrates . " This they say , is the
mouth , which is the seat of prayer and the entrance of food ,

which gladdens 4 and nourishes and characterizes 5 the p . 18
0

.

spiritual perfect man . This , he says , is the water above
the firmament concerning which , he says , the Saviour
spake : “ If thou knewest who it is that asks thou would
have asked of him , and he would have given thee to drink
living rushing water . " 6 To this water , he says , comes cvery

| The cornucopia : horn of the goat (not bull ) .Amalthea secnis to

have been intended . I see no likeness between this and the passage in

Deut . xxxiii . 17 , 1o which Macmahon refers it .

? Gen . ii . 10 .

3 This and the three following quotations are from Gen . ii . 10 - 14

and follow the Septuagint version .

• Play upon Euphrates and evopalveı , “ rejoices . "

• xapartinpixed . “ Stamps " would be more correct , but singularly
incongruous with water . .

• Jöhn iv . 10 . N
o

substantial diference from A . V .
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nature to choose its own substances , and from this water
goes forth to every nature that which is proper to it , he

says , more (certainly ) than iron to the magnet , gold to the
spine of the sea - falcon and husks to amber . But if any
one , he says , is blind from birth , and has not beheld the
true light which lightens every man who cometh into the
world , 3 let him recover his sight again through us , and
behold how as it were through some Paradise full of al

l

plants and seeds , ' the water flows among them . Let him
see , too , that from one and the same water the olive -tree
chooses and draws to itself oil , and the vine wine , and each

of the other plants (that which is ) according to its kind .

p . 181 But that Man , he says , is without honour in the world , -

and much honoured ſin heaven , being betrayed ] by those
who know not to those who know hi

m not , and accounted
like a drop which falleth from a vessel . But we are , he
says , the spiritual who have chosen out of the living water ,

the Euphrates Nowing through the midst of Babylon , that
which is ours , entering in through the true gate which is

Jesus the blessed . And we alone of all men are Chrisiians ,

whom the mystery in the third gate has made perfect , and
have been anointed 5 there with silent ointment from the
horn like David and not from the earthen vessel , he says ,

like Saul , who abode with the evil spirit of fleshly desire .

10 . These things , then , we have set forth as a few out of
many : for the undertakings of folly which are nonsensical
and madlike are innumerable . But since wehave expounded

to the best of our ability their unknowable gnosis , we have
thought it right to add this also . This psalm has been
concocted by them , whereby they seem to hynin al

l

the

p . 182 . mysteries of their error thus : - ?

i ovolai , but not in the theological sense .

• This similc , repeated ołten later , has been the chief support of

Salmon and Stähelin ' s forgery theory . Yet Clement of Alexandria

(Book VII , c . 2 , Stromateis ) also uscs it , and the turning of swords into
ploughshares and spears into pruning -hooks appears in Micah iv . 3 , as

well as in Isaiah ii . 4 , without arguing a common origin .

3 John 1 . 9 . • Is
a . xl . 15 .

• Play upon xpibuevos , “ anointed , " and xplotiavol .

• 1 Sam . x . 1 ; xvi , 13 , 14 .

" The hymn which follows is so corrupt that Schncidewin declared it

beyond hope of restoration . Miller shows that the original metre was
anapoestic , the number of ſeet diminishing regularly from 6 to 4 He
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p. 18;

The generic law of the universe was the primordial mind ;
But the second was the poured -forth light of the First-born :
And the third toiling soul received the Law as its portion .

Whencc clothed in watery shape ,

The loved onc subject to toil (and ) dcath ,

Now having lordship , she bcholds the light ,

Now cast forth to piteous state , she weeps .

Now she wecps (and now ) rejoices ;

Now laments (and now ) is judged ;

Now is judged (and now ) is dying .

Now no outlet is left or she wandering
The labyrinth of woes has entercii .

But Jesus said : Father , behold !

A striſe of woes upon Earth
From thy breath has fallen ,
But she seeks to flee malignant chaos .

And knows not how to win through it ,

For this causc send me , O Father ,
Ilolding scals I will go down ,

Through entire xons I will pass ,

All mysteries I will disclose ;

The forms of the gods I will display ;

The sccrets of the holy way
Called Gnosis , I will hand down .

p . 18
4

These things the Naassencs attempt , calling themselves
Gnostics . 3 . But since the error is many -headed and truly

likens this to that of the hymns of Syncsius and the Tra :ropodagra of
Lucian .

1 Reading poos for xáos .

% This seems to correspond with thc Ophite description of Sophia or

the third Person of their Triad in Chaos . Cl . Irenæus , I , 28 .

3 The source of this chapter on the Naassenes is so fa
r

undiscover .

able . Contrary to his usual practice , Ilippolytus here mentions th
e

name of no heretical author as he does in the following chapters of this
Book . It is probable , therefore , that he may have taken down hi

s

account of “ Naasscne " doctrines from the lips of some convert , which
would account fo

r

the extreme wildness of ihe quotations and to the
incoherence with which he jumps about from one subject to another .

This would also account fo
r

the heresy hcrc described being fa
r

more
Christian in tone than the other forms of Ophilism which follow it in

the text , and the quotations from Scripturc , especially the N . T . , being
more numerous and on the whole more apposite than in the succeeding
chapters . The style , such as it is , is maintained throughout and its

continuity should perhaps forbid us to sec . in it a pluraliiy of authors .

Litile prominence in it is given to the Serpent which gives its name to

the sect , although it is here said that he is good , and this secms to

point to the Naassene heing more familiar with the Western than with
the Eastern forms of Cybele -worship .
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of diverse shape like the fabled Hydra , we , having struck
off its heads at one blow by refutation , (and ) using the rod

of Truth , will utterly destroy the beast . For the remaining
heresies differ little from this , they all being linked together

by one spirit of error . But since they by changing the
words and the names wish the heads of the serpent to be

many , we shall not thus fail to refute them thoroughly :

as they will .

p . 185 . 2 . Peratæ ,

12 . There is also indeed a certain other (heresy ) , th
e

Peratic , the blasphemy of whose (followers ) against Christ
has for many years evaded ( us ) . Whose secret mysteries - - -

it now secms ſitting for us to bring into the open . They
suppose the cosmos to be one , divided into three parts .

But of this triple division , one part according to them is , as .

it were , a single principle like a great source 2 which may be

* No mention of this sect is made by Irenaus or Epiphanius , and
Thcodoret ' s statements concerning it correspond so closely with those

of our text as to make it certain either that they were drawn from it or

that both he and lippolytus drew from a common source . Yet
Clement ofAlexandria knew ofthe Peratics (sce Stromateis VII , 16 ) ,and
Origen (cont . Cels . VI , 28 ) speaks of the Ophites generally as boasting
Euphrates as their ſounder . ' The name given to them in our text is

said by Clemcnt (ubi cil . ) to be a place -name , and the better opinion
seems to be that it means “ Mede " or one who lives on the further side

of the Euphralcs . The inain point of their doctrine sccms to be the
grcat prominence given in it to the Serpent , whom they call the Son ,
and make an intermediate power between the Father of All and Matter .

In this they are perhaps following the Icad of some of the Græco .

Oriental worships like that of Sabazius , one of themany forms of Allis ,

or that of Dionysos whose symbol was the serpent . The proof of thcir
doctrines , however , they sought for not , like theNaassencs , in the mystic
rites , but in a kind of astral theology which looked for religious truths

in the grouping of the stars ; and it was in pursuit of this that they
identified the Saviour Serpent with the constellation Draco . Yet they
wcre ostensibly Christians , being apparently perfectly willing to accept
the historical Christ as their great intermcdiary . Their attitude to

Judaism is more difficult to grasp because , while they quoted freely
from the Old Testament , thcy apparently considered its God as an ·

evil , or at all events , an unnecessarily harsh , power , in which they
anticipated Manes and probably Marcion . Had we more of their
writings we should probably find in them the embodiment of a good
deal of carly Babylonian tradition , to which most of these astrological
heresies paid great attention . : :

I myne
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cut by the mind into boundless sections . And the first and p. 18
6

.

chiefest section according to them is the triad and (the one
part of it ) 1 is called Perfect Good and Fatherly Greatness . ”

But the second part of this triad of theirs is , as it were , a

certain boundless multitude of powers which have come
into being from themselves , while the third is (the world of )

form . And the first is unbegotten and is good ; and the
second is good (and ) self -begotten , while the third is be
gotten . 3 Whence they say expressly that there are three
Gods , three logoi , three minds , and three men . For they

assign to each part of the world of the divided divisibility ,

gods and logoi and minds and men and the rest . But they
say that from on high , from the unbegottenness and the first
section of the cosmos , when the cosmos had already been
brought to completion , there came down through causes
which we shall declare later 4 in the days of Herod a certain
triple -bodied and triple -poweredó man called Christ , con - .

taining within Himself al
l

the compounds and powers from
the three parts of the cosmos . And this , he says is the p . 18

7
.

saying : “ The whole Pleroma was pleased to dwell within
Him bodily and the whole godhead " of the Triad thus
divided “ is in Him . " ? For , he says that there were
brought down from the two overlying worlds , ( to wit ) the
unbegotten and the self -begotten , unto this world in which
we are , seeds of all powers . But what is the manner of
their descentwe shall see later . 8 Then he says that Christ
was brought down from on high from the unbegottenness so

Tad mér év mépos. Cruice thinks these words should bo added here
instead of in th : description of the “ great source " just above . Sce
Book X , II , p . 481 infra .

2 Probably “ Great Father . "

3 This is entirely contradictory ofHippolytus ' own statement latcr ot

their doctrine that the universe consists of Father , Son , and Malter .

Αυτογενής , for wlich αυτογέννητος is substituted a page later , is the
last cpithet to be applied to a son . Is it a mistake for uovoyéruntos ,

“ only begolien . " For the threc worlds , see the Naasscne author
also , p . 121 supra .

* Tlc causeassigned a little later is the salvation of the three worlds .

5 tpidúvajos probably means with powers from all three worlds .

The phrase is frequent in the Pistis Sophia .

ongkepíuara , concrctiones , Cr . and Macmahon . It might mean

“ decrees ” and is used in the Septuagint version of Daniel fo
r

“ inter
pretations ” of dreams .

7 Coloss . i . 19 , and ii . 9 . • From th
e

starry influences ?
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that through His descent al
l

th
e

threefold divisions should ·

be saved . For the things , he says , brought down below
shall ascend through Him ; but those which take counsel
together against those brought down from above shall be
banished and after they have been punished shall be rooted
out . This , he says , is the saying : “ The Son of Man came
not into the world to destroy the world , but that the world
through Him might be saved . " 1 He calls “ the world , ” he
says , the two overlying portions , ( to wit ) the unbegotten
and the self -begotten . When the Scripture says : “ Lest

ye be judged with the world , ” ? he says , it means the third
part of the cosmos ( to wit ) that of form . For the third part

p . 188 . which he calls the world must be destroyed , but the two
overlying ones preserved from destruction . 3

13 . Let us first learn , then , how they who have taken
this teaching from the astrologers insult Christ , working
destruction for those who follow them in such error . For
the astrologers , having declared the cosmos to be one ,

divided it 4 into the twelve fixed parts of the Zodiacal signs ,

and call the cosmos of the fixed Zodiacal signs one un
wandering world . But the other , they say , is the world of

the planets alike in power and in position and in number
which exists as far as the Moon . And that one world
receives from the other a certain power and communion ,
and that things below partakc of things above . But so
that what is said shall be made plain , I will use in part the
very words of the astrologers , recalling to the readers
what was said before in the place where we set forth the
whole art of astrology . Their doctrines then are these :

From the emanation of the stars the gcnitures of things

1 John iii . 17 . : 1 . Cor . xi . 32 .

3 But sce n . 4 on last page and text thrce sentences carlicr .

* It was not the world , but the Zodiac that the astrologers divided
into dodecalemories . Scc Bouché -Leclercq , L 'Astrologie Gr . , passim .

There must be some mistake here . The planetary world , according

to the astronomy of the time , only began at the Moon .

• The words which follow , down to the end of this paragraph , with
the exception of one scntcnce , are taken , not from the astrologers , but
from their opponent Sextus Empiricus . They correspond to pp . 339 ſf .

of the Leipzig edition of Sextus and the restorations from this arc
shown by round brackets . The whole passage doubtless once formed
the beginning of Book IV of our text , the opening words of which
they repeat . For the probable cause of this needless repetițion se
e

the
Introduction , p . 20 supra ,
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below are influenced . For the Chaldæans , scrutinizing
the heavens . with great care , said that the seven stars) p. 189.
account fo

r

the active causes of everything which happens

to us ; but that the degrees of the Zodiacal circle work
with them . ( Then they divide the Zodiacal circle into )

12 parts , and each Zodiacal sign into 30 degrees and
cach degree into 60 minutes ; for these they call the least
and · the undivided . And they call some of the
Zodiacal signs male and others female , some bicorporal
and others not , some tropical and others firm . Then
there are male or female according as they have a nature

co -operating in the begetting of males ( or females ) .

Moved by which , I think the Pythagoricians ? call the
monad male , the dyad female , and the triad again male
and in like manner the rest of the odd and even numbers .

And some dividing cach sign into dodecatemories employ
ncarly the sameplan . For example , in Aries they call the p . 190
first dodecatemory Aries and masculine , its second Taurus
and feminine , and its third Gemini and masculine , and so

on with the other parts . And they say that Gemini and
Sagittarius which stands opposite to it and Virgo and Pisces
are bicorporal signs , but the others not . And in like
manner , those signs are tropical in which the Sun turns
about and makes the turnings of the ambient , as , for
example , the sign Aries and its opposite Libra , Capricorn
and Cancer . For in Aries , the spring turning occurs , in

Capricorn the winter , in Cancer the summer and in Libra
the autumn . These things also and the system concerning
them we have briefly set forth in the book before this ,

whence the lover of learning can learn how Euphrates the
Peratic and Celbes the Carystian , the founders of the
hercsy , altering only the names , have really set down like
things , having also paid in moderate attention to the ar

t
.

For the astrologers also say that there arc “ ternis " of the p . 19
1

.

stars in which they deeni the ruling stars to have greater
power . For example in some (they do evil ) , but in others
good , of which they call these malefic and those benefic .

And they say that (the Planets ) behold one another and are

in harmony with one another as they appear in trinc ( or

i Sexlus ' comment , not Hippolytus ' .

• The personal followers of Pythagoras were called Pythagorics ,

those who later gave a general assent to his doctrines Pythagoreans .
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square ). Now the stars beholding one another are figured
in trine when they have a space of three signs between
them , but in square if they have two . And as in the
man the lower parts suffer with the head and the head
suſfers with the lower parts , thus do the things on earth

p. 192. with those above the Moon . But (yet ) there is a certain
difference and want of sympathy between them since they
have not one and the same unity .

This alliance and difference of the stars , although a
Chaldæan (doctrine), those of whom we have spoken before
have taken as their own and have falsified the name of
truth . (For they ) announce as the utterance of Christ a
striſe of aeons and a falling -away of good powers to the bad ,
and proclaim reconciliations of good and wicked . Then
they invoke Toparchs and Proastii ,? making for themselves
also very many other names which are not obvious but
systematize unsystematically the whole idea of the astrologers
about the stars . As they have thus laid the foundation of
an enormous error they shall be completely reluted by our
appropriate arrangement . For I shall set side by side with
the aforesaid Chaldaic art of the astrologers some of the
doctrines of the Peratics , from which comparison it will be .

P. 193. understood how the yords of the Peratics are avowedly those
of the astrologers , but not of Christ.

14. It seems well then to use for comparison a certain
one of the books a magnified by them wherein it is said :
“ I am a voice of awaking from sleep in the aeon of the .
i An echo of a tradition which seems widespread in Asia . In the

Pistis Sophia it is said that half the signs of the Zodiac rebelled against
the order to give up “ the purity of their light ” and joined the wicked
Allamas , while the other hall remained faithful under the rule of
Jabraoth . Cf. Rev . xii . 7, and the Babylonian lcgend of the assault of
the seven cvil spirits on the Moon .
: “ Toparch " = ruler of aplace . Proastius , “ suburban ," or a dweller

in the environs of a town. It herc probably means the ruler of a part
of the heavens near or under the injuence of a planet .
3 The bombastic phrases which follow seem to have been much

' corrupted and to have bcen translated from some language other than
Greek . Nuktóxpoos and sdaróxpoos are not , I think , met with elsewhere ,
and the genders are much conſused throughout the whole quotation ,
Poseidon being made a female deity and Isis a male onc, The more
outlandish Dames have some likeness to the “ Munichuaphor , " " Chre
maor ,” etc., of the Pistis Sophia. There seems some logical councctic
between the name of the powers and those born under them, the lovei
being assigned to Eros , and so on,
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night, (and ) now I begin to la
y

barc the power from Chaos .

The power is the mud of the abyss , which raises the mire
of the imperishable watery void , the whole power of the

convulsion , pale as water , ever -moving , bearing with it the
stationary , holding back those that tremble , setting free
those that approach , relieving those that sigh , bringing .

down those that increase , a faithful steward of the traces of

the winds , taking advantage of the things thrown up by the
twelve eyes of the Law , showing a seal to the power which p . 19

4

arranges by itself the onrushing unseen water which is called
Thalassa . 2 Ignorance has called this power Kronos guarded
with chains since he bound together the maze of the dense
and cloudy and unknown and dark Tartarus . There arc
born after the image of this (power ) Cepheus , Prometheus ,

Iapetus . 3 ( The ) power to whom Thalassa is entrusted is

masculo -feminine , who traces back the hissing (water ) from
the twelve mouths of the twelve pipes and after preparing
distributes it . (This power ) is small and reduces the bois
icrous restraining rising ( of the sea ) and seals up the ways

of her paths , so that nothing should declare war or suffer
change . The Typhonic daughter ofthis (power ) is the faithful
guard of all sorts ofwaters . Her name is Chorzar . Ignorance
calls her Poseidon , after whose likeness came Glaucus ,

Melicertes , lö , 4 Nebroë . He that is encircled with the 12
angled pyramid and darkens the gate into the pyramid
with divers colours and perfects the whole blackness @ _ this p . 195.

one is called Core ? whose 5 ministers are : first Ou , and

i Cruice points out that " eyes ” are here probably written for

“ wells , ” the llebrew for both being the same , and reſers us to the
twelve wells of Elim in Exod . xv . 27 .

· Schneidewin here quotes from · Berossos the well -known passage
about the woman Onoroca , Thalalih , or Thal : ss

a , who presided over
the chaos of waters and its monstrous inhabitants . See Cory ' s Ancient
Fragments , p . 25 . The name has been generally taken to cover that

of Tiamat whom Bel -Merodach defeated . See Rogers , Religion of

Babylonia and Assyria , p . 107 .

* All Titans , like Kronos himself .

• Macmahon reads here Ino , but this name appears later .

• There is some confusion here . The Platonists , following Philolaos ,

attributed singular properties to the twelve -angled figure made out of

peniagons and declared it to have been the model alter which the
Zodiac was made .

• VUKTÓXpoos. It seems to be a translation of the Latin noclicolor .

? So the Codex . Schneidewin and Cruice would read Kpóros , but
that name has already occurred .
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Aoai, 3r
d

Ouô , 4t
h

Ouöab , 5t
h . . . . Other faithful stewards

there are of his toparchy of day and night who rest in their
authority . Ignorance has called them thc wandering stars

on which hangs perishable birth . Steward of the rising of

the wind lis Carphasemocheir (and second ) Eccabaccara , but
ignorance calls these Curetcs . ( 'The ) third ruler of the

· winds is Ariel ? aſter whose image came Aolus (and ) Briares .

And ruler of the 12 -houred night ( is ) Soclas 3 whom ignor
ance has called Osiris . After his likeness there were born
Admetus , Medca , Hellen , Aethusa . Ruler of the 12 -houred
day -time is Euno . He is steward of the rising of the first
blessed 4 and ætherial (goddess ) whom ignorance calls Isis .

The sign of this (ruler ) is the Dogstar 5 after whose image
were born Ptolemy son of Arsinoë , Didyme , Cleopatra ,

Olympias . ( The ) right hand power of God is she whom

p . 19
6

. ignorance calls Rhca , after whose image were born Attis ,

Mygdon , Oenone . The left -hand power has authority over
nurture whom ignorance calls Demeter . Her name is Bena .

After the likeness of this (god ) were born Celeus , Tripto
lemus , Misyr , ? . Praxidice . (The ) right -hand power has
authority over seasons . Ignorance calls this (god ) Mena
aſter whose image were born , Bumegas , Ostanes , Hermes
Trismegistus , Curites , Zodarion , Petosiris , Berosos , Astram
psychos , Zoroaster . ( The ) left -hand power of fire . Ignor
ance calls hi

m Heplæstus after whose image were born
Erichthonius , Achilleus , Capaneus , Phæthon , Meleager ,
illerc again Sclineidewin would read dorépos , " star " ; but the next

sentence makes it plain that it is the wind which is meant .

3 Ariel is in one of the later documents of the Pistis Sophia made
one of the torturers in hell .

• Probably Saclan or Asaqlan whom the Manichæans made the
Son of the King of Darkness and the husband of the Nebrod or Nebroe
mentioned above .

• * pwrokaudpov . Macmahon translates it the “ star Protocamarus , "

for which I can see no authority . It seems to me to be an inversion of

# pwTouakápos , “ first -blcst , ” very likely to happen in turning a Semitic
language into Greek and back again .

. 5 The dogstar , Sothis , or Sirius , was identified with Isis .

• Múzów . In a magic spell , Pluto , who has many analogies with
Atlis , is saluted as “ lluescmigadon , " perhaps " Hye , Cye , Mygdon . "

Ilas this Mygilon any analogy with amygdalon the almond ?

. ? Q
y

. Mise , the hermaphrodite Dionysos ?

• Bovuégas , “ great ox ” ? All the other names which follow are
those of magicians or diviners .
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Tydeus , Enceladus, Raphael, Suriel, Omphale . Three
middle powers suspended in air (are ) causes of birth .
Ignorance calls them Fates , after whose image were born

: (the ) house of Priam , (the ) house of Laius, Ino, Autonoë ,
Agave , Athamas , Procne (the) Danaids , the l'eliades . A

: . masculo -feminine power there is ever childlike, who grows

not old , (the) cause of beauty , of pleasure , of prime, of
yearning , of desire, whom ignorance calls Eros, after whose
image were born Paris , Narcissus, Ganymede, Endynion , p. 19

7
.

Tithonus , Icarius ,Leda , Amymoné , Thetis , (the ) Hesperides ,

Jason ,Leander ,Hero . " These are the Proastii up to Aether .

For thus he inscribes the book .

15 . The heresy of the Peratæ , it has been made easily
apparent to al

l , has been adapted from the (art ) of the
asirologers with a change of names alone . And their other
books include the same method , if any one cared to go

through them . For , as I have said , they think the un

begotten and overlying things to be the causes of birth of

the begotten , and that our world , which they call that of

form , came into being by emanation , and that all those stars
together which are beheld in the heaven become the causes

of birth in this world , they changing their names as is to be

seen from a comparison of the l 'roastii . And secondly aſter
the same fashion indeed , as they say that ihe world came
into being from the emanation of her ? on high , thus they say

that things here have their birth and death and are governed

by the emanation from the stars . Since then the astrologers P . 19
8

.
know the Ascendant and Midheaven and the Descendant
and the Anti -meridian , and as the stars sometimes move
differently from the perpetual turning of the universe , and

at other times there are other succeedents to the cardinal
point and (other ) cadents from the cardinal points , (the
Peratæ ) treating the ordinance of the astrologers as an

allegory , picture the cardinal points as it were God and
monad and lord of al

l generation , and the succeedent as the
left hand and the cadent the right . When therefore any
one reading their writings finds a power spoken of by them

as right or left , le
t

him refer to the centre , the succeedent

· Two of the seven " angels of the presence . " Their appearance in

a list mainly of Greek heroes is inexplicable .

? rñs dva . Perhaps we should ' insert Sundnews, “ the Power on

High . ”
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and the cadent, and he will clearly perceive that their whole
system of practice has been established on astrological
teaching .
16 . But they call themselves Peratæ , thinking that nothing

which has its foundations in generation can escape the fato
determined from birth for the begotten . For if anything ,

he says , is begotten it also perishes wholly , as it seemed also

f . 199 . to the Sibyl . ' But , he says , we alone who know the com
pulsion of birth and the paths whereby man enters into the
world and have been carefully instructed - wc alone can pass
through 2 and escape destruction . But water , he says , is

destruction , and never , he says , did the world perish quicker
than by water . But the water which rolls around the
Proastii is , they say , Kronos . For such a power , he says ,

is of the colour of water and this power , that is Kronos ,

none of those who have been founded in generation can
escape . For Kronos is set as a cause over cvery birth so

that it shall be subject to destruction 3 and no birth could
occur in which Kronos is not an impediment . This , he
says is what the poets say and the gods (themselves ) also
fear :

Lct carth be witness thereto and wide licaven above
And the water of Styx that flows below . .

The greatest of vaths and most terrible to the blesscl goils . - -

( llomer , Odyssey , vv . 184 ff . )
But not only do the poets say this , he says , but also the
wisest of the Greeks , whereof Heraclitus is one , who says ,

p . 200 . " For water becomes death to souls . " 4

This death (the Peratic ) says seizes the Egyptians in the
Red Sea with their chariots . And al

l

the ignorant , he says ,

are Egyptians and this he says is the going out from Egypt

(that is ) from the body . For they think the body little
Egypt (and ) that it crosses over the Red Sea , that is , the
water of destruction which is Kronos , and that it is beyond
the Red Sea , that is birth ,and comes into the desert , that is ,

1 Sce Sibyll . Orac . , III . But the Sibyl says the exact opposite .

Cf . Charles , Apocrypha and Psucdepigrapha of the 0 . 7 . , II , 377 . .

s tepão ai . The derivation is toomuch even for Theodoret , who says
that the name of the sect is taken from “ Euphrates the l 'eratic ” ( or

Mede ) .
· So modern astrologers make hi
m

the “ greater malefic . "

• A fragment from Heraclitus according to Schleiermach ,
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outside generation where are together the godsof destruction
and the god of salvation . But the gods of destruction , he
says , are the stars which bring upon those coming into
being the necessity of mutable generation . These , he said ,
Moscs called the serpents of the descrt which bite and cause
to perish those who think they have crossed the Red Sea .
Therefore , he says , to those sons of Israel who were bitten
in the descrt ,Moscs displayed the true and perfect serpent,
· those who believed on which were not bitten in the desert,
that is, by the l'owers . None then , he says , can save and p. 201.
set free those brought forth from the land of Egypt, that is,
from the body and from this world , save only the perfect
serpent, the full of the full. He who hopes on this, he
says, is not destroyed by the serpents of the desert , that is, by
the gods of generation . It is written ,he says , in a book of
Moscs. This serpent , he says, is the Power which followed
Moses, the rod which was turned into a serpent. And the
serpents of the magicians who withstood the power of Moses
in Egypt werc the gods of destruction ; but the rod of Moses
overthrew them al

l

and caused them to perish .
This universal serpent , he says , is the wise word of Eve .

This , he says , is the mystery of Edem , this the river flowing
out of Edem , this the mark which was set on Cain so that

al
l

that found hi
m

should not kill him . This , he says , is

( that ) Cain whose sacrifice was not accepted by the god

of this world ; but he accepted the bloody sacrifice of Abel ,
for the lord of this world delights in blood . He it is , he
says , who in the last days appearcd in man ' s shape in the
time of Herod , born after the image of Joseph who was p . 20

2
.

sold from the hand of his brethren and to whom alone
belonged thc coat of many colours . This , he says , is he

after the image of Esau whose garment was blessed when
he was not present , who did not receive , he says , the blind
man ' s blessing , but became rich elsewhere taking nothing
from the blind one , whosc face Jacob saw as a man might

* So thc Pistis Sophia speaks repcalcdly of " the Pleroma of al
l

lieromas . "

• Many magical books bore the name of Moses . See Forerunners ,II , 46 , and n .

• Is this why one Ophitc sect was called the Cainiles ? The

·hostility here shown to the God of the Jews is common to many other
sects such as that of Saturninus , or Marcion and later of Manes . Cr .

Forerunners , II , under these names .

VOL . 1 .
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see the face of God . Concerning whom he says, it is
written that : “ Nebrod was a giant hunting before the
Lord.” ] There are , he says , asmany counterparts of him as
there were serpents seen in the desert biting the sons of
Israel, from which that perfect one that Moses set up
delivered those that were bitten . This , he says, is the
saying : “ And as Moses liſted up the serpent in the desert,
so must the Son of Man be liſted up." 2 After hi

s

likeness
was the brazen serpent in the desert which Moses set up . .

The similitude of this alone is always seen in the heaven

in light . This he says is themighty beginning about which

it is written . About this he says is the saying : “ In the
beginning was the Word and the Word was with God and

f . 203 . the Word was God . He was in the beginning with God .

All things were made by Him and without Him nothing
was . That which was in Him was life . " 3 And in Him , he
says , Eve came into being (and ) Eve is life . She , he says

is Eve , mother of al
l living 4 (the ) nature common ( to all ) ,

that is , to gods , angels , immortals , mortals , irrational beings ,

and rational ones ; for , he says , “ to all ” speaking collect
ively . And if the eyes of any are blessed , he says , he will
see when he looks upward to heaven the fair image of the .

serpent in the great summit 6 of heaven turning about and
becoming the source of al

l

movement of all present things .

And (the beholder ) will know that without Him there is

nothing framed of heavenly or of earthly things or of things
below the earth , neither night , nor moon , nor fruits , nor
generation , nor wealth , nor wayſaring , nor generally is there
anything of things which are that He does not point out .

In this , he says , is the great wonder beheld in the heavens
by those who can see .

For against this summit (that is ) the head which is the
most difficult of al

l

things to be believed by those who
know it not ,

0 . 201 . “ The setting and rising mingle with one another . "
(Aratus , Phain . , v . 62 . )

i Gen . x . 9 . Nimrod , who is sometimes idenified with the hero
Gilgames , plays a large part in all this Eastern tradition .

i John iii . 13 , 14 . 8 Ibid . , i . 1 - 4 .

• For this identification of Eve with the Mother of Life or Great
Goddess of Asia , see Forerunners , II , 300 , and 11 .

. . Grpar . Cruice and Macmahon both read apxh , “ beginning , " but

w
e

ταύτην την άκραν later .
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An
d

in th
e

bo
th

ha
n

lying by

This it is concerning which ignorance speaks :

“ The Dragon winds , great wonder of dread portent . ” —
(Ibid . , v . 46 . )

and on either side of him Corona and Lyra are ranged
and above , by the very top of his hcad , a pitcous man , the
Kneeler , is scen

“ Holding the sole of the right foot of winding Draco . "
(Ibid . , v . 70 . )

And in the rear of the Knecler is the imperfect serpent
grasped with both hands by Ophiuchus and prevented
from touching the Crown lying by the Perfect Serpent . 1

17 . This is the variegated wisdom of the Peratic heresy ,

which is difficult to describe completely , it being so

tangled through having been framed from the ar
t

of

astrology . So far as it was possible , therefore , we have set
forth all its ſorce in few words . But in order to expound
their whole mind in epitome we think it right to add this :

According to them the universe is Father , Son and Matter . "of these three cvery one contains within himself boundless p . 205 .

powers . Now midway between Matter and the Father sits
the Son , the Word , the Serpent , ever moving himself
towards the immoveable Father and towards Matter (which
itsell ) is moved . And sometimes he turns himself towards
the l 'ather and receives the powers in his own person , 3 and
when he has thus received them he turns towards Matter ;

and Matter being without quality and formless takes pattern
from the forms which the Son has taken as patterns from
the Father . But the Son takes pattern from the Father
unspeakably and silently and unchangeably , that is , as

Moses says the colours of the ( sheep ) that longed , flowed
from the rods set up in the drinking -places . In such a way

* All th
is

is , of course , quiic different to the meaning assigned to

these stars by the unnained heretics of Book IV .

' If we could be sure that llippolytus was here summarizing fairly
Ophite doctrines , it would appear that the Ophites rejected the
Platonic theory that matter was essentially evil . 'What is here sair
presents a curious likeness to Stoic doctrines of the universe , as of

man ' s being . Hippolytus , however , never quotes a Stoic author and
seems throughout to ignore Stoicism save in Book I .

apbowmor . The word used to denote the " character " or part ni

a person on the stage .

idéar . So throughout this passage . o Gen . XXX . 37 ff .
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also did the powers flow from the Son to Matter according
to the yearning of the power which (flowed) from the rods
upon the things conceived . But the difference and unlike
ness of the colours which flowed from the rods through
the waters into the sheep is, he says , the difference of
corruptible and incorruptible birth . Or rather, as a painter
while taking nothing from the animals (he paints ), yet
transfers with his pencil to the drawing -tablet al

l

their forms ,

thus the Son by his own power transfers to Matter the

p . 206 . types of the Father . All things that are here are thereforc
the Father ' s types and nothing else . For if any one , he says

has strength enough to comprehend from the things here
that he is a type from the Father on high transferred hither
and made into a body , as in the conception from the rod ,

he becomes white , ? (and ) wholly of one substance 3 with the
Father who is in the heavens , and returns thither . But if

he does not light upon · this doctrine , nor discover the
necessity of birth , like an abortion brought forth in a night

he perishes in a night . Therefore , says he , when the
Saviour speaks of “ Your Father who is in heaven ” 4 He
means him from whom the Son takes the types and transfers
them hither . And when He says “ Your father is a

manslayer from the beginning ” 5 he means the Ruler and
Fashioner ofMatter who receiving the types distributed by

the Son has produced children herc . Who is a manslayer
from the beginning because his work makes for corruption
and death . 6 None therefore , he says , can be saved nor

f . 207 . return ( on high ) save by the Son who is the Serpent . For

as he brought from on high the Father ' s types , so he again
carries up from here those of them who have been awakened
and have become types of the Father , transferring theni
thither from here as hypostatized from the Unhypostatized ?

One . This , he says , is the saying “ I am the Door . " But

he transfers them , he says ( as the light of vision ) to those

? xapartapes . See n . on p . 143 supra .

? Not “ ring -straked " like Jacob ' s sheep . 3 ÓMODúolos.

* Matt . vi
i
. 11 . Note the change of “ Your ” fo
r

“ Qur . ”

6 Jolin viii . 44 .

• Here again he dwells upon the supposed evil nature of the
Demiurge .

? O
r

as Macmahon translates , “ th
e

substantial fr
om

th
e

Unsub
stantial one . "

* A lacuna in th
e

text is thus filled by Cruice .
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whose eyelids are closed , as the naphtha draws everywhere
the fire to itself - or rather as the magnet the iron but
nothing else , or as the sca -hawk ' s spine the gold but nothing
else , or as again ( as ) the chalf is drawn by the amber . 1 Thus ,

he says , the perfect and consubstantial race which has been
made the image : ( of the Father ) but nought else is again
led from the world by the Serpent , just as it was sent down
here by him .

For the proof of this they bring forward the anatomy of

the brain , likening the cerebrum to the Father from its
immobility , and the cerebellum to the Son from its being
moved and existing in serpent form . Which ( last ) they
imagine ineſſibly and without giving any sign to attract p . 208 .

through the pincal gland the spiritual and lite -giving
substance emanating from the Blessed Onc . 3 Receiving
which the cerebellum , as the Son silently transfers the
forms to Matter , spreads abro : id the secds and genera of

things born after the flesh , to the spinal marrow . By the
use of this simile , they seem to introduce cleverly their
ineffable mysteries handed down in silence which it is not
lawful for us to utter . Nevertheless they will casily be
comprehended from what I have said .

18 . But since I think I have set forth clearly the Peratic
heresy and by many words have made plain what had .

escaped (notice ) , and since it hasmixed up everything with .
everything concealing its own peculiar poison , it seems right

to procecd no further with the charge , the opinions laid
down by them being sufficient accusation against then .

Again this simile is not necessarily by the Peratic author , but scems

to be introduceci by Hippolytus . For the supposed conduct of naphtha

in the presence of fire , see l ’lutarch , rit dlc . r . .

2 ÉFEIKOVIOuévov . A dillerent metaphor from the " typc . " We
shall meet with this one frequently in the work attributed to Simon
Magus .

3 The text has ek kauapiou . Here Schncidcwin agrees that the
proper reading is makaplov, there being no reason why any “ life -giving
substance " should exist in the brain -pan . llc thus confirms the
reading in n . on p . 152 supra .

* This chapter on the Perata is evidently drawn from more sources
than onc . The author ' s first statement of their doctrines , which occupics

pp . 146 – 149 supra , represents probably hi
s

first impression of them
and contains at least one glaring contradiction , duly noted in its
place . Then comes a long extract from Sextus Empiricus which is to al

l

appearance a repetition of the earliest part of Book IV , only pardonable

.
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3. The Sethiani .
19. Let us see then what the Sethians say.p. 209. They are

·

if it be allowed that the present Book was delivered in lecturc form .
Thcrc follows a quotation longer and more sustained than any other in
the whole work from a Pcratic book which he says was called Proastii,
with a bombastic prelude much resembling the language of Simon
Magus ' Great Announcement in Book VI, followed by a catalogue
of starry " influences " which reads much as if it were taken from some
astrological manual . There follows in its turn a dissertation on the
Ophilc Serpent showing how this object of their adoration , identified
with the Brazen Serpent of Exodus , was made to prefigure or lypiſy in

the most incongruous manner many personages in the Old and New
Testaments , including Christ Himself . After this he announces an

“ cpitonic " of the Pcratic doctrine which turns out to be perfectly
different from anything before said , divides the universe , which he

has previously said the l ' cratics divided into unbegotten , self -begotten
and begolten , into a now triad of Father , Son ( i . e . Serpent ) , and Matter ,

and gives a fairly consistent statement of the l ’eratic scheme of salvation
based on this hypothesis . One can only suppose here that this last

is an alterthoughi added when revising the book and inspired by some
fresh evidence of Peratic beliefs probably coloured ly Stoic or

Marcionile doctrine . In thosc parts of the chapter which appear to

have been taken from genuincly Peratic sources , the reference to

some Western Asiatic tradition concerning cosmogony and the proto
plasts and differing considerably from the narrative of Genesis , is

plainly apparent .

* i This chapter is themost difficult of the whole book to account for ,

with the doubtful exception of the much later one on the Doccta . A
sect of Sethians is mentioned by Irenæus , who does not attempt to
separate their doctrines from those of the Ophites . I 'seudo - Tertullian

in his tractate Against All Hercsics also connects with the Ophites a

sect called Sethitcs or Sethoites , the main dogma he attributes to them
being an attempt to identify Christ with the Scth of Gencsis . Epiph .

anius follows ihis last author in this identification and calls them
Sethians , but does not expressly connect them with the Ophites ,makes
them an Egyptian sect , and does not attribute to them serpent -worship .

The sectaries of this chapter are called in the rubric Sithiani , altered

to Sithiani in the Summary of Book X , and the name is not necessarily
connected with that of the Patriarch . In thc Bruce Papyrus , a l ’ower ,

good but subordinate to thc Supreme God , is mentioned , called “ the
Sitheus , " which may possibly , by analogy with the late -Egyptian Si .

Osiris and Si -Ammon , be construed " Son of God . " of their doctrines
little can be made from Hippolylus ' brief but confused description .

Their division of the cosmos into three parts does not seem to diſſer
much from that of the Peratæ , although theymake a sharper distinction
than this last between the world of light and that of darkness , which
has lcd Salmon ( D . C . B . s . V . , Ophites ) to conjecture for them a Zoro .

astrian origin . This is unlikely , and more attention is due to Hippo .

lytus ' own statement that they derived their doctrines from Musæus ,
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of opinion 1 that there are three definite principles of th
e

universals , and that each of the principles contains bound
less powers . But what they mean by powers let him judge

who hears them speak thus : Everything which you under
stand by your mind or which you pass by unthought of ,

is formed by nature to become each of these principles , as

in the soul ofman every art which is taught . For example ,

he says , that a boy will become a piper if he spend some time
with a piper , or a geomctrician if he does so with a geome
trician , or a granımarian with a grammarian , or a carpenter
with a carpenter , and to one in close contact with other
trades it will happen in the same way . But the substance

of the principles , he says , are light and darkness ; and
between them there is uncontaminated spirit . But the
spirit which is se

t

between the darkness below and the light

on high , is not breath like a gust of wind or some little
breeze which can be perceived , but resembles some faint p . 21

0
.

perfume of balsam or of incense artiſicially compounded , as

a power penetrating by force of a fragrance inconceivable
and better than can be said in speech . But since the light

is above and the darkness below and the spirit as has been
said between them , the light naturally shines like a ray of
the sun on high on the underlying darkness , and again the

Linus , and Orpheus . In Forerunners it is sought to show that the
Orphic teaching was one of the ſoundations on which the fabric of
Gnosticism was reared , and the image of the earth as a matrix was
certainly familiar to the Grecks , who made Delpbi its órganos or

navel . Hence the imagery of the text , offensive as it is to our ideas ,

would not have been so to them , and Epiphanius (Hicr . , XXXVIII , p .

510 , Oehl . ) knew of several writings , natá ans rotépas , or the Womb ,

which he says the sister sect of Cainites called the maker of heaven and
earth . In this case , we need not take the story in the text about the
generation by the bad or good serpent as necessarily referring to the In
carnation . One of the scenes in the Mysteries of Attis -Sabazius , and
perhaps of those of Eleusis also , seems to have shown the seduction by

Zcus in serpent -form of his virgin daughter Persephone and the birth
therefrom of the Saviour Dionysos who was but his father rc -born . This
story of the fecundation ofthe earth .goddess by a higher power in serpent
shape scems to have been present in all the religions ofWestern Asia , and
was therefore extremely likely to be caught hold of by an early form of

Gnosticism . In no other respect does this so - called “ Sethian "

heresy seem to have anyi hing in common with Christianity , and it may
therefore represent a pre -Christian ſorm of Ophitism . The serpent in

it is , perhaps , neither bad nor good .

I TOÚTOISdoxei , “ it seems to tliem , "
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fragrance of the spirit having the middle place spreads
abroad and is borne in al

l

directions , as we observe the
fragrance of the incense burnt in the fire carried everywhere .

And such being the power of the triply divided , the power

of the spirit and of the light together is in the darkness
which is ranged below them . But the darkness is a fearſul
water , into which the light with the spirit is drawn down
and transformed into such a nature ( as the water ) . And
the darkness is not witless , but prudent completely , and
knows that if the light be taken from the darkness ,

the darkness remains desolate , viewless , without light ,

p . 211 . powerless , idle , and strengthless . Wherefore with all its

sense and wit it is forced to detain within itself the brilliance
and spark of the light with the fragrance of the spirit . . And

an jinage of their nature is to be seen in the face of man ,

( to wit ) the pupil of the eye dark from the underlying fluids ,

( and ) lighted up by (the ) spirit . As then the darkness seeks
after the brilliance , that it may hold the spark as a slave
and may see , so do the light and the spirit seek after their
own power , and make haste to raise up and take back to

themselves their powers which have bcen mingled with the
underlying dark and fearful water . But all the powers of
the three principles being cverywhere boundless in number
are each of them wise and understanding as regards its own
substance , and the countless multitude of them being wise
and understanding , whenever they remain by then selves
are all at rest . But if one power draws near to another ,

the unlikeness of (the things in ) juxtaposition effects a

certain movement and activity formed from the movement ,

by the coming together and juxtaposition of the meeting

. p . 212 . powers . For the coming together of the powers comes

to pass like some impression of a seal struck by close
conjunction for the sealing of the substances brought up ( to

it ) . Since then the powers of the three principles are
boundless in number and the conjunctions of the boundless
powers (also ) boundless , there must needs be produced

Cruice and Macmahon both translate this “ into the same nature
with the spirit . ”

• This anxiety of the higher powers to redeem from matter darkness

or chaos , the scintilla of their own being which has slipped into it , is

the theme of all Gnosticism from the Ophites to the Pistis Sophia and
the Manichæan writings . See Forerunners , II , passim .

• O
r

" th
e

substances brought up to the sealer . ”
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iinages of boundless seals . Now these images ar
e

th
e

ſorms of the different animals . .

lirom the first great conjunction then of the three
principles came into being a certain great form of a seal ,

( to wit ) heaven and carth . And heaven and earth are
planned very like a matrix having the navel ” in the midst .

And if , he says , one wishes to have this design under his
eyes , le

t

him examine with skill the pregnant womb of any
animal he pleases , and he will discover the type of heaven
and earth and of all those things between which lic un
changeably below . And the appearance of heaven and
earth became by the first conjunction such as to be like a

womb . But again between heaven and earth boundless
conjunctions of powers have occurred . And each con
junction wrought and stamped 3 nothing clse than a seal of

heaven and carth like a womb . But within this (the earth ) p . 21
3

there grew from the boundless seals boundless multitudes

of different animals . And into all this infinity which is

under heaven there was scattered and distributed among the
different animals , together with the light , the fragrance of the
spirit from on high .

Then there came into being from thewater the first -born 4

principle ( to wit ) a wind violent and turbulent and the
cause of all generation . For making some agitation in
the waters it raises waves in then . But the motion of the
waves as if it were some impregnating impulse is a be
ginning of generation of man or beast when it is driven
onward swollen by the impulse of the spirit . But when
this wave has been raised from the water and made preg
nant in the natural way , and has received within itself the
feminine power of reproduction , it retains the light scattered
from on high together with the fragrance of the spirit — that

is mind given shape in the different species . Which p . 21
4

.

(mind ) is a perfect God , who is brought down from the
unbegotten light on high and from the spirit into man ' s

nature as into a temple , by the force of nature and the

1 idéal . And so ihroughout .

2 Schneidewin , Cruice , and Macmahon would here and clsewhere
read ó palids . But sce the next sentence about pregnancy .

3 EETÚTWO EU , “ struck of
f
. ”

• # pwrbyovos . The others were " unbegotten ” like the highest world

of the Peratæ and Naassencs ,

o eidcow .
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movement of the wind . It has been engendered from the
water (and ) commingled and mixed with the bodies as if it
were (the) salt of the things which are and a light of the dark
ness struggling to be freed from the bodies and not able to
find deliverance and its way out . For some smallest spark
from the light (has been mingled ) with the fragrance from
above ( i . e . from the spirit ) , like a ray (making composition

of things dissolved and ) solution of things compounded as ,

he says , is said in a psalm . Therefore every thought and
care of the light on high is how and in what way the mind
may be se

t

free from the death of the wicked and dark
body (and ) from the Father of that which is below , who

is the wind which raised the waves in agitation and disorder

p . 215 . and has begotten Nous his own perfect son , not being his
own ( son ) as to substance . 2 For he was a ray from on

high from that perfect light overpowered in the dark and
fearful bitter and polluted water , which (ray ) is the shining
spirit borne above the water . When then the waves (raised
from the ) waters [have reccived within themselves the
feminine power of reproduction , they detain in 3 ) the
different species , like some womb , (the light ) scattered

(from on high ) , (with the fragrance of the spirit ) as is seen

in all animals .

But the wind at once violent and turbulent is borne
along like the hissing of a serpent . First then from the
wind , that is from the serpent , came the principle of

generation in the way aforesaid , “ al
l things having received

the principle of generation at the same time . When then
the light and the spirit were received into the unpurified

p . 216 , and much suffering disordered womb , the serpent , the wind

of the darkness , the first -born of the waters entering in ,

begets man , and the unpurified womb neither loves nor
recognizes any other form (but the serpent ' s ) . Then the

· Is this P ' s . xxix . 3 , 10 already quoted by the Naassene author ? Cr .

p . 133 supra .

• This idea of a divine son superior to his father is common to the
whole Orphic cosmogony and leads to the dethroning of Uranus by

Kronos , Kronos hy Zeus and finally of Zeus by Dionysos . It is met
with again in Basilides (sec Book VII infra ) .

• A lacuna here which Cruice thus fills .

• This has not been previously described . Is thenarrative of the Fall
alluded to ?

• Cruice and Macmahon would translate " an
y

other than man ' s . "
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perfect Word of the light on high , having been made like
the beast , the serpent , entered into the unpurified womb,
beguiling it by its likeness to the beast , so that it might
loose the bands which encircle the Perfect Mind which was
begotten in the impurity of the womb by the first -born of

the water , ( to wit ) the serpent , the beast . This , he says ,

is the form of the slavel and this the need for the descent

of the Word of God into the womb of a Virgin . But it is

not enough , he says , that the Perſect Man , the Word , has
entered into the womb of a virgin and has loosed the pangs
which were in that darkncss . But in truth after entering
into the ſoul mysteries of the womb , Hewas washed ” and
drank of the cup of living bubbling water , which he must
needs drink who was about to do of

f

the slave - like form
and do on a heavenly garment .

20 . This is what the champions of the Sethianian doctrines p . 217 .

say , to put it shortly . But their system is made up of

sayings by physicists and of words spoken in respect of

other matters , which they transfer to their own system and
explain as we have said . And they say that Moses also
supported their theory when he said “ Darkness , gloom
and whirlwind . " These , he says , are the thrce words . Or
when he says that there were threc born in Paradise , Adam ,
Eve (and the ) Serpent ; or when he says three (others ) ,
Cain , Abel (and ) Seth ; and yet again three , Shem , Ham

(and ) Japhet ; or when he speaks of threc patriarchs ,
Abraham , Isaac , (and ) Jacob ; or when he says that there .
existed three days before the Sun and Moon ; or when he

says that there are three laws (the ) prohibitive , (the ) per
missive and the punitive . And a prohibitive law is : “ From
every tree in Paradise thou mayest eat the fruit , but of the
tree of knowledge of good and evil , eat not . ” But in this
saying : “ Go forth from thine own . land , and from thy
kindred and (thou shalt come ) hither into a land which I

shall show thee . ” This law he says is permissive for he who
chooses may go forth and he who chooses may remain .

But the law is punitive which says “ Thou shalt not commit

1 Phil . ii . 7 . The only quotation from the N . T . other than that from
Matt . uscd by the Sethians , if it be not , as I believe it is , the inter
polation of Hippolytus .

. ? åredotoaro . Yet itmay refer to baptism which preceded initiation

in nearly al
l

the secret rites of the Pagan gods . Cf . Forerunners , I , c . 2 .
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adultery , thou shalt not steal, thou shalt not murder ” - for
to each of these sins there is a penalty .

p . 218. But the whole teaching of their system is taken from
the ancient thcologists Musaeus, Linus and he who most
especially makes known the initiations and mysteries ( to
wit), Orpheus . For their discourse about the womb is also
that of Orpheus ; and the phallus, which is virility , is thus
explicitly mentioned in the Bacchica of Orpheus . And these
things were made the subject of initiation and were handed
down tomen ,before the initiatory rite of Celeus , Triptolemus ,
Demeler , Core and Dionysos in Eleusis , at Phlium in Attica .
For earlier than the Elcusinian Mysteries are the secret rites
of the so-called Great (Mother ) in Pblium . For there is in
that (town ). a porch , and on the porch to this day is en
graved the representation of al

l
the words spoken ( in then ) .

p . 219 . Many things are engraved on that porch concerning which

l 'lutarch also makes discourse in his ten books against
Empedocles . And on the doors is engraved a certain ol

d

man grey -haired , winged , having hi
s

pudendum stretched
forth , pursuing a fleeing woman of a blue colour . And
there is written over the old man “ Phaos ruentes ” and over
the woman “ Perecphicola . ” But “ phaos ruentes " seems

to be the light according to the theory of the Sethians
and the “ phicola " the dark water , while between them is .

at an interval the harmony of the spirit . And the name of

“ Phaos ruentes ” denotes the rushing below of the light as
they say from on high . So that we may reasonably say
that the Sethians celebrate among themselves (rites ) in

some degree akin to the Philiasian Mysteries of the Great

(Mother ) . And to the triple division of things the poet
scems to bear witness when he says :

i The whole of this paragraph reads like an interpolation , or rather

as somcthing which had got out of its place . The statement about
the physicists is directly at variance with the opening of the next which
attributes the Scthian teaching to the Orphics . The triads he quotes
are all of three “ good ” powcrs and thercrore would belong much
more appropriately to the system of the Perala . The quotation from
Dcut . iv . 11 , he aitributes to several other heresiarchs .

? The codex has ou grandsfor å parrds which is Schncidewin ' s emenda .

tion . No book altributed to Orpheus called " Bacchica ” has conic
down to us , but the Rape of Persephone was a favourile theme with
Orphic poets . Cf . Abel ' s Orphica , pp . 209 - 219 .

This is not improbable ; but Hippolytis gives us no evidence that
this is the case , as Plutarch , from whom he quotes , certainly did not

.
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“ And in threc lots were all things divided
And each drew his own domain ."'

(IIomcr , 11., XV , 18
9 . ' )

That is each of the threefold divisions has taken power .

And , as for the underlying dark water below , that the light p . 220 .

has plunged into it and that the spark borne down (into it )

ought to be restored and taken on high from it , the al
l

-wise
Sethians seem to have here borrowed from Homer when
he says :

“ Let carth be witness and wide heaven above
And the water or Styx that flows below
The greatest oath and most terrible to the blessed gools . " .

( 11 . XV , 36 - 38 . )

That is , the gods , according to Homer , think watcr some
thing ill -omened and frightſul , wherefore thic thcory of the
Sethians says it is frightful to the Nous .

21 . This is what they sa
y

and other things like it in

endless writings . And they persuade those who are their
disciples to read the theory of Composition and Mixture *

which is studied by many others and by Andronicus the

l 'eripatetic . The Sethians then say that the theory about
Composition and Mixture is to be framed after this fashion :

The light ray from on high has been compounded and the
very small spark has bcen lightly mingled 4 in ihe dark P . 22 ) .

waters below , and ( thcsc two ) have united and exist in one
mass as one odour (results ) from the many kinds of incense

on the fire . And the expert who has as his test an acute
sense of smell ought to delicately distinguish from the solc
smell of the incense the different kinds of it set on the fire ;

as (for example ) if it be storax and myrrh and frankincense

or if anything else be mixed with it . And they make use

of other comparisons , as when they say that if brass has
been mixed with gold , a certain process has been discovered
which separates the gold from the brass . And in like

connect the frescocs of Phlium in the Peloponnesus (not Attica as he
says ) with the Sethians , nor does the light in their story desir : the
water .

i This too is a stock quotation which has already done duty for the
Naassene author . Cf . p . 131 supra .

: So has this with the “ Peratic . " Cl . p . 154 supra .

3 kpáois . . . mifis . • Katane uixar AETTS . : 6qbxon .
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manner if tin or brass or anything of the same kind be

found mixed with silver , these by some better process of

alloy are also separated . But cven now any one distinguishes
water mixed with wine . Thus , he says , if all things are
mingled together they ar

e distinguished . And truly , he

says , learn from the animals . For when the animal is dead
each ( of its parts ) is separated (from the rest ) and thus when
dissolved , the animal disappears . This he says is the
saying : “ I come not to bring peace upon the earth but a

sword " 1 - that is to cut in twain and separate the things

po 222 . which have been compounded together . For each of the
compounds is cut in twain and separated when it lights on

its proper place . For as there is one place of composition
for all the animals , so there has been set up one place of

dissolution , which no man knoweth , he says , save only we
who ar

e

born again , spiritual not fleshly , whose citizenship is

in the heavens above .

With these insinuations they corrupt their hearers , both
when they misuse words , turning good sayings into bad as

they wish , and when they conceal their own iniquity by

what comparisons they choose . . All things then , he says ,

which are compounds have their own peculiar place and run
towards their own kindred things as the iron to the magnet ,
the straw to the amber , and the gold to the sea -hawk ' s
spine . And thus the (ray ) of light which was mingled with
the water having received from teaching and learning (the
knowledge of ) its own proper place hastens to the Word
come from on high in slave -like form and becomes with the
Word a Word where the Word is , more (quickly ) than the
iron (flies ) to the magnet .

p . 223 . And that these things are so , he says , and that all com
pounded things are separated at their proper places , learn

( thus ) : — There is among the Persians in the city Ampa
near the Tigris a well , and near this well and above it has
been built a cistern having three outlets . From which well

if one draws , and takes up in a jar what is drawn from the
well whatever it is and pours it into the cistern hard by ;

i Matt . X . 34 .

* This again seems to be Hippolytus ' own repetition of a simile
which he met with in the Naassene author and which so pleased him
that he made use of it in his account of the Peratic heresy as well as

bere . Cf . pp . 144 and 159 supra .
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when it comes to the outleis and is received from each

outlet in one vessel, it separates itself . And in the first
outlet is exhibited an incrustation 1 of salt, and in the second
bitumen , and in the third oi

l
. But the oi
l

is black , as he

says Herodotus also recounts , has a heavy odour and the
Persians call it rhadinace . This simile of the well , say the
Sethians , suffices for the truth of their proposition belter
than al

l

that has been said above .

22 . The opinion of the Sethians scems to us to have been
made tolerably plain . But if any or a wishes to learn the
whole of their system le

t

hi
m

read the book inscribed
Paraphrase ( of ) Seth ; fo

r
all their secrets he will find there

enshrined . 3 But since we have set forth the things of the
Sethians 4 let us see also what Justinus thinks . p . 224

. 4 . Justinus . 5

23 . Justinus , being utterly opposed to every teaching of

Tänas anyrúuevov .

; Herodotus VI , 20 , mentions the City of Ampe , but says nothing
there about the well which is described in c . 119 as at Ardcricca in

Cissia .
3 The litle of the book is given in the text as Napáoparis Zho , which

is a well -nigh impossible phrase .

* On the whole it may be said that this is the most suspect of all the
chapters in the Philosophumena , and that , if ever Ilippolytus was
deceived into purchasing ſorged documents according to Salmon and
Stähelin ' s theory , one of them appears here . Much of it is mere
verbiage as when , after having identified Mind or Nous with the
fragrance of the spirit , he again explains that it is a ray of light sent
from the perfect light , or when he explains the difference between the
three different kinds of law . The quotations too are seldom new , nearly
all of them appearing in other chapiers and are , if it were possible , more
than usually inapposite , while almost the only new onc is inaccurate .

The sentence about the Paraphrase ( on ) Seth , if that is the actual title of

the book , does not suggest that Ilippolytus is quoting from that work ,

nor does the phrase , “ he says , ” occur with anytbing like the frequency

of its use in e . . , the Naassene chapter . On the whole , then , it seeins
probable that in this llippolytus was not copying or extracting from
any written document , but was writing down , to the best of his recollec
tion the statements of some convert who profcssed to be able to reveal

its teaching . It is signilicant in this respect that when the summary in

Book X had to be made , the summarizer makes no attempt to abbreviate
the statement of the supposed tenets of the Sethians , but merely copies
out the part of the chapter in which they are described , entirely omitting
the stories of the frescoed porch at Phlium and the oil -well at Ampa .

• Nothing is known of ihis Justiaus , whose name is not mentioned
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the Holy Scriptures , and also to the writing or specch ' of
the blessed Evangelists , since theWord taught his disciples
saying : “ Go not into the way of the Gentiles ” 2— which is
plainly : Give no heed to the vain teaching of the Gentiles
seeks to bring back his hearers to the marvel-mongering of
the Greeks and what is taught by it. He scts out word for
word and in detail the fabulous tales of the Greeks , but

by any other patristic writer , and there is no sure means of fixing his
dalc . Macmahon , relying apparenily on the last sentence of the
chapter , would make him a predecessor of Simon Magus , and therefore
conicmporary with the Apostles ' first preaching . This is extremely
unlikcly , and Salmon on the other hand ( D. C. B. , s.v., “ Justinus
the Gnostic ") considers his heresy should be reſerred to " the latest
stage of Gnosticism ” which , if taken literally , would make it long
postcrior to Ilippolytus. The source of his doctrine is equally obscure ;
for although Ilippolytus classes him with the Ophites , the serpent in his
system is certainly not goolanil plays as hostile a part towards man as
the serpent of Gencsis , while his supreme Triad of the Gooil Being , an
intermediatc power ignorant of the existence of his superior , and the
Earth , differs in all csscntial respects from thc ( phite Trinity of the
First and Second Man and First Woman . Yet the names of the world .
creating angels and devils here given , bear a singular likeness to those
which Theodore bar Khôni in his Book of scholia alıributes to the
Ophiles and also to those mentioned lo

y

Origen as appearing on the
Ophite Diagram . On the other hand , there are many likenesses not
only of ideas but of language between the system of Justinus and that

or Marcion , who also taught the existence of a Supreme and Benevolent
God and of a lower one , harslı , but just , who was the unwilling author

of the evil which is in the world . This , indeed , leaves out of the
account the third or female power ; but an Armenian account of

Marcion ' s doctrines altributes to him belief in a female power also ,

called Ilyle or Master and the spouse of the Just Gol of the Law , with
whom hier relations are pretty much as described in the text . Justinus ,

however , was not like Niarcion a believing Christian ; for he makes his
Saviour the son of Joseph and Mary and the mere mouthpiece of the
subaltern angel Baruch , while his account of the Crucifixion differs
materially from that of Marcion . The obscene stories hc tells about the
protoplasts also appear in much later Manichæan documents and seem

io be drawn from the Babylonian tradition ofwhich the loves ofthe angels

in the Book of Enoch are probably also a survival . It is therefore not
improbable that Justinus , the look of Enoch , thc Ophites , and perhaps
Marciɔn , alike derived their tencts on these points froin leathen myths

of the marriage of leaven and Earth , which may possibly be traced
back to early Babylonian theories of cosmogony . Cr . Forerunners ,

II , cc . 8 and 11 , passim .

i Hippolytus , like the Gnostic writers , seems to know of an oral as

well as a written tradition from the Evangelists .

• Matt . X . 5 . In the A . V . as here , tá forn , “ the nations . "
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neither teaches first hand 1 nor hands down his own com
plete mystery unless he has bound the dupe by an oath .
Therealter he explains the myth for the purpose of winning
souls , so that those who read the numberless follies of the
books shall have the fables as consolation 3- as if one
tramping along a road and coming across an inn should see

fit to rest — and so that when they have again turned to the
full study of the things read , they may not detest them p . 225 .

until , being led on by the rush of the crowd , they have
plunged into the offence artſully contrived by him , having
first bound them by fearſul oaths neither to utter nor to

abandon his teaching and compelling them to accept it .

Thus he delivers to them themysteries impiously sought out by

him , using as aforesaid the Greek myths and partly corrupted
books according to what they indicate of the aforesaid
hercsics . For they all , drawn by one spirit , are led into a

deep pit ( of error ) but each narrates and mythologizes the
same things differently . But they all call themselves
especially Gnostics , as if they alone had drunk in the
knowledge of the perfect and good .

24 . But swear , says Justinus , if you wish to know the
things “ which eye hath not seen nor ear heard , nor have
they entered into the heart of man , ” 4 (that is ) Him who is
good above al

l

things , the Highest , to keep the ineffable
secrets of the teaching . For our Father also , when he saw
the Good One and was perfected by hin , kept silence as to

the secrets 6 and swore as it is written : “ The Lord sware p . 226 .
and will not repent . ” 6 Having then thus sealed up these

( secrets ) , he turns their minds to many niyths through a

quantity ( of books ) , and thus leads to the Good One , per
ſecting the mystä by unspoken mysteries . But we shall
not travel through more ( of hi

s

works ) . We shall give as a

sample the ineffable things from one book of hi
s , it being :

one which he clearly thinks of high repute . It is inscribed
Baruch . ? We shall disclose one myth se

t

forth in it by him

1 Apótepov didážas or " at first teaches . "

? yuxaywglas zápiv . The reader must again be reminded that while
the buxh or the Greeks was what we should call “ mini , " the frenua is

spirit , answering more to our word “ soul . ”

3 vapauídlov , a play upon múbos. :

• 1 Cor . ii . 9 .

0 Lit . , “ guarded the secrets of silence . ”

• Ps . cx . 4 . i " The Blessed . "

VOL , 1 .
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out of many , it being also in Herodotus . Having trans
formed this, he tells it to his hearers as new , the whole
system of his teaching being made up out of it.

25. Now Herodotus ? says that Heracles when driving
Geryon 's oxen from Erytheia 3 came to Scythia and being
wearied by the way lay down to sleep in some desert place
for a short time. While he was asleep his horse disappeared ,
mounted on which he had made his long journey . On
waking he made search over most of the desert in the
attempt to find his horse . He entirely misses the horse ,

p. 227 . but finding a certain semi-virgin girl6 in the desert ,he asks
her if she had seen the horse anywhere . The girl said that
she had seen it, but would not at first show it to him unless . ..
Ileracles would go with her to have connection with her.
ButHerodotus says that the upper part of the girl as fa

r
as

the groin was that of a virgin , but that the whole body below
the groin had in some sort the frightful appearance of a viper .

But Heracles , being in a hurry to find his horse yielded to

the beast . For he knew her and made her pregnant , and
foretold to her after connection that she had in her womb
three sons by him who would be famous . And he bade
her when they were born to give them the names Agathyrsus ,

Gelonus , and Scytha . And taking the horse from the beast
like girl as his reward , he went away with his oxen . But
after this , there is a long story in Herodotus . Let us
dismiss it at present . But we will explain something of
what Justinus teaches when he turns this myth into (one of )

the generation of the things of the universe . .

26 . This he says : There were three unbegotten prin
ciples of the universals , 8 two male and one female . And

p . 228 . of the male , one is called the Good One , he alone being
thus called , and he has foreknowledge of the universals .

And the second is the Father of al
l begotten things , not

i raparidoer , " given it another form . ” As a fact , Justinus ' quotation
from Iſerodotus is singularly accurate , save as afterwards noted .

* IIerodotus , IV , 8 - 10 .

• An island near Cadiz . The codex has ' Epuôpôs , " the Red
Sea . "

* In IIerodotus it is mares and a chariot .

5 Magotápdevos. A ncologism .

• In Herodotus the prophecy is given hy the girl .

? To explain the origin of the Scythian nation .

• Or perhaps , as above , “ the things of the universe . "
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having foreknowledge and being (unknowable and ) ? in
visible . But the female is without foreknowledge , passionate ,
two -minded , two -bodied , in all things resembling Hero
dotus'myth , a virgin to the groin and a viper below , as
says Justinus. And this maiden is called Edem and Israel.
These , he says, are the principles of the universals , their
roots and sources , by which all things came into being ,
beside which nothing was. Then the Father without ſore
knowledge, beholding the semi-virgin , who was Edem , came
to desire of her . This Father , he says, is called Elohim .?
Not less did Edem desire Elohim , and desire brought them
together into one lavour of love . And the l'ather from such
congress begot on Edem twelve angels of hi

s

own . And the
names of these angels of the Father are : Michael , Amen ,

Baruch , Gabriel , Esaddæus . 3 . . . And the names of the
angels of the Mother which Edem crcated are likewise set
down . These are : Babel , Achamoth , Naas , Bel , Belias ,

Satan , Sael , Adonaios , Kavithan , Pharaoh , Karkamenos , P . 22
9

.

Lathen . O
f

these twenty - four angels the paternal ones jo
in

with the Father and do everything in accordance with his will ,

but the maternalangels (side ) with the Mother , Edem . And

he says that Paradise is the multitude of these angels taken

* Supplicd from the summary in Book X . So the Pistis Sophia has

a l ’ower never otherwise described but not benevolent who is calleil

“ the great unseen Forcſather , ” and seems to rule overmaterial things .

? There is nothing to show that Ilippolytus or Justinus knew this to
be a plural .

3 Seven names are missing from the text . O
f

the five given , Michael ,

Amen and Gabriel are given in the chapter on the Ophites in Theodorc
bar Khôni ' s Book of Scholia as the first angels created by God , the
name of Baruch being replaced by that of “ thic great Yah . "

“ Esaddxus ” is probably El Shaddai , who is said in the samc book

to be the angel sent to give the Law to the Jews and to have
treacherously persuaded them to worship himself .

or these twelve names , Babel is written in bar Khôni as Babylon
and said to be masculo -feminine , Achamoth is the Hebrew naan ,

Chochmah , Sophia , or Wisilom whom mostGnostics called the Mother

of Liſc , Naas is the Serpent as is cxplained in the chapter on the
Naassenes , Bel , Baal or the Chaldæan Bel , fo

r

Belias we should
probably read Beliar , the devil of works like the dscensio Isaiae ,

Kavithan should probably be Leviathan , Adonaios is the Hebrew
Adonai , or the Lord , while Sael , Karkamenos and Lathen cannot be

identified . Pharaoh and “ Samiel , " a homonym of Satan , appear in

bar Khôni ' s list of angels who rule one or other of the ten heavens , and
Adonaios and Leviathan in the Ophite Diagram described by Celsus .

Çf . Forerunners , II , pp . 70 ff .
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together ; concerning which Moses says : “ God planted a
Paradise in Edem towards the East,” i that is, towards the
face of Edem that Edem might ever behold Paradise , that
is, the angels . And the angels of this Paradise are alle
yorically called trees ,” and Baruch , the third angel of the
Father, is the Tree of Life , and Naas , the third angel of
the Mother is the T'rec of Knowledge of Good and Evil .3
For thus , he says , the (words ) of Moses ought to be inter
preted , saying : Moses declared them covertly , because all
do not come to the truth .
But he says also when Paradise was produced from the

mutual pleasure of Elohim and Edem , the angels of Elohim
taking (dust ) from the fairest earth , that is, not from the
beast -like parts of Edem , but from the man -like and culti
vated regions of the earth above the groin , create man .
But from the beast -like parts , he says , the wild beasts and

p. 230. other animals are produced . Now they made man as a
symbol of their 4 unity and good -will and placed in bim the
powers of each , Edem (supplying ) the soul and Elohim the
spirit . And there thus came into being a certain seal , as
it were and actualmemorial of love and an everlasting sign
of the marriage of Elohim and Edem , (to wit ) a man who is
Adam . And in like manner also , Evc came into being as
Moses has written , an image and a sign and a seal to be fo

r
ever preserved of Edem . And there was likewise placed in
Eve the imagc , a soul from Edem but a spirit from Elohim .
And commands were given to them , “ Increase and multiply
and replenish the carth , " that is Edem , for so he would
have it written . For the whole of her own power Edem
brought to Elohim as it were some dowry in inarriage
Whence , he says , in imitation of that first marriage , women
unto this day bring freely to their husbands in obedience to

a certain divine and ancestral law ( a dowry ) which is that

of Edem to Elohim .

But when heaven and earth and the things which were

1 Gen . ii . 8 .

* So a Chinese Manichæan treatisc latcly discovered (sce Fore
runners , II , p . 352 ) speaks of demons inhabiting the soul as “ trees . "

• fúrov Tuücidévai gvwo w K . T . 1 , " the Tree of sccing Knowledge , " cia

• The context shows that it is the unity , etc . , of Elohim and Edem
that is referred to .

. Cf . n . on p . 177 supra . • Gen . i . 28 .
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therein had been created as it is written by Moses, the
twelve angels of the Mother were divided into four author
ities , and each quarter , he says , is called a river, ( to wit)
l'hison and Gihon , Tigris and Euphrates , as Moses says :
These twelve angels visiting the four parts encompass and p. 23

1
.

arrange the world , having a certain satrapial power over
the world by the authority of Edem . But they abide not
always in their own places , but as it were in a circular dance ,

they go about exchanging place for place , and at certain
times and intervals giving up the places assigned to them .

When Phison has rule over the places , famine , distress and
aſliction come to pass in that part of the world , for miserly

is the array of these angels . And in like manner in each .

of the quarters according to the nature and power of each ,

come evil times and troops of diseases . And evermore the
flow of evil according to the rule of the quarters , as if they
were rivers , by the will of Edem goes unceasingly about the
world .

But from some such cause as this did the necessity of

evil come about . When Elohim had built and fashioned
the world from mutual pleasure , he wished to go up to the d . 23

2
.

highest parts of hcaven and to see whether any of the
things of creation lacked aught . And he took his own
angels with him , for he was ( b

y

nature ) one who bears
upward , and lcſt below Edem , for she being earth did not
wish to follow her spouse on high . Then Elohim coming to
the upper limit of heaven and beholding a light better than
that which himself had fashioned , said : “ Open unto me
the gates that I may enter in and acknowledge the Lord :

For I thought that I was the Lord . ” 3 And a voice ſroni
the light answered him , saying : “ This is the gate of the
Lord (and ) the just enter through it . " And straightway the
gate was opened , and the Father entered without his angels
into the presence of the Good One and saw “ what eye has
not seen nor ear heard , nor has it entered into the heart of

, man . ” Then the Good One says to him , “ Si
t

thou on my

1 Macmahon , “ viceregal " ; but the “ satrap " shows from which
country the story comes .

3 Thus the Armenian version of Marcion ' s thcology (for which sec .

Forerunners , II , p . 217 , n . 2 )makes the “ God of the Law ' s " with .

drawal from Hyle or Matter , and his retirement to a higher heaven , the
cause of all man ' s woes .

• Cf . Ps . cxvii . 19 , 20 ; but the likeness is not exact .
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right hand." 1 But the Father says to the Good One :
“ Suffer me, O Lord , to overturn the world which I have
made ; for my spirit is bound in men and I wish to recover
it.” Then says the Good One to him : “ While with me
thou canst do no evil ; for thou and Edem made the world
from mutual pleasure. Let therefore Edem hold creation

p. 233. while she will ; 2 but do thou abide with me.” Then Edem
knowing that she had been abandoned by Elohim was
grieved , and sat beside her own angels and adorned herself
gloriously lest haply Elohim coming to desire of her should
descend to her .
But since Elohim being ruled by the Good One did not

come down to Edem , she gave command to Babel , who is . ..
Aphrodite, to bring about fornication and dissolutions of
marriage among men , in order that as she was separated
from Elohim , so also might the (spirit) of Elohim which is
in men be tortured , (and ) grieved by such separations and
might suffer the same things as she did on being abandoned .
And Edem gave great power to her third angel Naas, 3 that
he might punish with all punishments the spirit of Elohim
which is in men , so that through the spirit Elohim might
be punished for having left his spouse contrary to their
vows. The Father Elohim seeing this sent forth hi

s

third
angel Baruch to the help of the spirit which is in men .

p . 234 . Then Baruch came again and stood in the midst of the
angels — for the angels are Paradise in the midst of which

he stood - and gave commandment to the man : “ From :
every tree which is in Paradise freely eat , but from (the
tree ) of Knowledge of Good and Evil eat not , ” 4 which tree

is Naas . That is to say : Obey the eleven other angels of

Edem for the eleven have passions , but have no transgres
sion . But Naas had transgression , for he went in unto Eve
and beguiled her and committed adultery with her , which is

a breach of the Law . And he went in also unto Adam and
used him as a boy which is also a breach of the Law . 5

Thence came adultery and sodomy .

i Ps . cx . 1 .

: Lit . , “ until she wishes it not . ”

• “ Serpent . " See n . on p . 173 supra .

• Gen . ii . 16 , 17 .

• That these stories about the protoplasts endured into Manichæan
times , se

c
M . Cumont ' s La Cosmogonie Manichéenne , Appendix I . .
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From that time vices bore sway over men , and the good
things came from a single source , the Father. For he,
having gone up to the presence of the Good One showed
the way to those who wished to go on high ; but hi

s having
withdrawn from Edem made a source of ills to the spirit of

the Father which is in men . Therefore Baruch was sent to p . 235 .

Moses , and through him spoke to the sons of Israel that

he might turn them towards the Good One . But the third 1

(angel Naas ) by means of the soul which came from Edcm

to Moses as also to al
l

men , darkened the commandments

of Baruch and made them listen to his own . Therefore the
soul is arrayed against the spirit and the spirit against the
soul . 2 For the soul is Edem and the spirit Elohim , each

of them being in al
l

mankind , both females and males .

Again after this , Baruch was sent to the Prophets , so that
by their means the spirit which dwells in man might
hearken and flee from Edem and the device of wickedness 3

as the Father Elohim had fed . And in like manner and

by the same contrivance , Naas by the soul which inhabits
man along with the spirit of the Father seduced the
Prophets , and they were all le

d astray and did not follow
the words of Baruch which Elohim had commanded .

In the sequel , Elohim chose Heracles as a prophet out of p . 23
6

.

the uncircumcision and sent him that he might fight against
the twelve angels of the creation of the wicked ones . These
are the twelve contests . of Heracles which he fought in

their order from the first to the last against the lion , the
bear , the wild boar , and the rest . For these are the names

of the nations , which have been changed , they say , by the
action of the angels of the Mother . But when he seemed

to have prevailed , Omphale , who is Babel or Aphrodite 6

becomes connected with him and leads astray Heracles ,

strips him of hi
s power (which is ) the commands of Baruch

which Elohim commanded , and puts other clothes on him ,

her own robe , which is the power of Edem who is below .

1 Here again a power is referred to by its number instead of its name ,

as with the Naassene author . : Gal . v . 17 .

o che ancor ohinhornpáv , malam fictionem , Cr . Yet we have been
told nothing of any deceit by Edem towards her partner .

• The Ophite Diagram , and bar Khôni ' s authority both figure the .

powers hostile to man as taking the shapes of these animals .

• So one of the latest documents of the Pistis Sophia calls the planet
Aphrodite by a place .name , which in that case is Bubastis .
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. . ..

And thus the power of prophecy 1 of Heracles and his
works become imperfect .
Last of al

l
in the days of Herod the king , Baruch is again

sent below by Elohim and coming to Nazareth finds Jesus ,

the son of Joseph and Mary , a boy of twelve years old ,

feeding sheep , and ieaches Him al
l things from the beginning

which came about from Edem and Elohim and the things

p . 237 . which shall be hereafter , and he said : “ All the prophets
before thee were led astray . Strive , therefore , O Jesus ,

Son of Man , that thou be not led astray , but preach this
word unto men . And proclaim to them the things touching
the Father and the Good One , and go on high to the Good
One and si

t

there with Elohim the Father of us al
l . ” And

Jesus hcarkened to the angel , saying : “ Lord , I will do all

(these ) things , ” and He preached . Then Naas wished to

lead astray this one also (but Jesus did not wish to hearken

to hi
m
) % ior He remained faithful to Baruch . Then Naas ,

angered because he could not lead Him astray , made Him

to be crucified . But He , leaving the body of Edem on the
Cross , went on high to the Good One . But He said to

Edem : “ Woman , receive thy Son , ” 4 that is the natural
and earthly man , and commending 5 the spirit into the
hands of the Father went on high to the presence of the
Good One .

But the Good .One is Priapus , who before anything was ,
was created . Whence he is called Priapus because he
previously made 6 al

l things . Wherefore he says he is set

up before every temple ? being honoured by the whole
creation and in the streets bears the blossoms of creation

on his head , that is the fruits of creation of which he is the

F . 23
8

. cause having first made the creation which before di
d not

exist . When therefore you hear men say that a swan came

I apoontela .

• If these words are to be taken literally , Justinus was the only
heretic of early date who denied His divinity , and this would distinguish
him finally from Marcion . But the words are not inconsistent with
the Adoptionist view .

3 These words are Miller ' s suggestion . John xi
x . 26 .

6 rapadéuevos . So Luke xxiii . 46 .

• Otplotoinoe . The derivation is absurd and the word if it had any
meaning would be something like “ made like a saw . ” aporoséw would
make the pun at which he seems to have been striving .

? This was not the case , the statues of Priapus being placed in

gardens . The whole passage seems to have been interpolated by some
onc ignorant of Greek and ofGreek customs or mythology ,
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upon Leda and begot children from her, the swan is Elohim
and Leda is Edem . And when men say that an eagle came
upon Ganymede , the eagle is Naas and Ganymede is Adam .
And when they say that the gold came upon Danae and
begot children from her, the gold is Elohim and Danae is
Edem . And likewise they making parallels in the same
way teach all such words as bring in myths. When then
the Prophets say : " Hear O Heaven and give ear O Earth ,
the Lord has spoken ," 1 Heaven means, he says , the spirit
which is in man from Elohim and Earth the soul which is
in man (together ) with the spirit, and the Lord means
Baruch , and Israel , Edem . For Edºm is also called Israel
the spouse of Elohim . “ Israel ,” he says , “ knew me not ;
for if she had known that I was with the Good One, she
.would not have punished the spirit which is in man through
the Father 's ignorance .”

27. Afterwards . . . is written also the oath in the first
book which is inscribed Baruch which those swear who are p. 239.
about to hear these mysteries and to be perfected ? by the
Good One. Which oath , he says,our Father Elohim swore
when in the presence of the Good One and having sworn
did not repent , touching which , he says, it is written : " The
Lord sware and did not repent ." This is that oath : “ I
swear by Him who is above all, the Good One, to preserve
these mysteries and to utter them to none , nor to turn away
from the Good One to creation .” And when he has sworn
that oath he enters into the presence of the Good One and
sees “ what eye hath not seen nor car heard and it has not
entered into the heart of man ,” and he drinks from the
living water , which is their font , as they think , the well
of living , sparkling water . For there is a distinction , he
says , between water and water ; and there is the water below
the firmament of the bad creation , wherein are baptized 3
the earthly and natural men , and there is the living water
above the firmanent of the Good One in which Elohim was p. 240.
baptized and having been baptized di

d not repent . And
when the prophet declares , he says , to take unto himself a

wiſe of whoredom because the earth whoring has committed

1 I : a . i . 2 .

3 pelciolas or “ initiated . " In any case a mystical word .

3 Lit . , . “ washed ” ; but the context shows that it is baptism which

is in question . It played an important part not only in all thesehere .

tical sects but in heathen " mysteries " like those of Ísis and Mithras .
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whoredom from behind the Lord, that is Edem from
Elohim . In these words, he says, the prophet speaks
clearly the whole mystery , but he was not hearkened to by
the wickedness of Naas. In that same fashion also they
hand down other prophetic sayings in many books . But
pre-eminent among them is the book inscribed Baruch in
which hc who reads will know the whole management of
their myth .
Now , though I have met with inany heresies , beloved , I

have met with none worse than this . But truly , as the
saying is, we ought, imitating his Heracles , to cleanse the
Augean dunghill or rather trench , having fallen into which
his followers will never be washed clean nor indeed be able
to come up out of it.

28. Since then we have set forth the designs of Justinus
the Gnostic falsely so called , it seems fitting to set forth also

p . 241. in the succeeding books the tenets of the heresies which
follow him ? and to leave none of them unrefuted ; the
things said by them being quite sufficient when exposed to
make an example of them , if and only their hidden and
unspeakable (mysteries ) would leap to light into which the
senscless are hardly and with much toil initiated .3 Let us
sce now what Simon says .
i llosea i. 2. The A. V. has “ departing from the Lord .” Ücre

we bave Edem clcarly identified with the Earth goddess which is the
key to the whole of Justinus ' story.
í rais étn . . . rásTv åkovaoúbwv aipéoewy. Macmahon , follow .

ing Cruicc , translatcs as above . It may well be, however , that the
“ heresies which follow " only mean which follow in the book .
3 There is no reason to doubt Ilippolytus ' assertion that this chapler

is compiled from a book calleil Baruch in which Justinus set forth his
own doctrines . The narrative therein is, unlike that of the carlier
chapters , perſcctly colcrent and plain , and the author 's use of the
historical present gives it a dramatic form which is lacking from the
oralio obliqua formerly cmployed . Solecisms like the omission of
the article are also rare, and the very long sentences in which Hippo
lytus scems to have delighted do not appcar cxcept in those passages
whiere he is speaking in his own person . Whether from this or from
some other cause, morcover , the transcription of it seems to have given
less difficulty to the scribe Michael than some of the other chapters , and
there is thercforc fa

r

less need to constantly restore the text ' as in the
casc of the quotations from Sextus Empiricus . On thewhole , therefore ,

wc may assume that , as we have it , it is a genuine summary of Justinus '

doctrines taken from a work by his own hand .

END O
F
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BOOKS FOR STUDENTS
Translations of Early Documents

A Series of texts important for the study of Christian
origins . Under the Joint Editorship of the Rev .
W . 0 . E . OESTERLEY , D . D ., and the Rev . Canon

· G . H . Box , M .A .
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EXTRACTS FROM PRESS NOTICES .
The Times Literary Supplement says : “ These Jewish Apocalypses

have a direct relation to the thought and religious ideals which con
fronted primitive Christianity in Palestine, and not only for their own
sakes, but for their influence on the New Testament and Apostolic
Christianity they deserve careful attention . Handbooks at once so
scholarly and so readable will be welcomed by al

l
interested in

Christian origins . "

The Church Quarterly Review says : “ To the theological student
who is anxious to know something of the circumstances and thought

of the time during which Christianity grew up , and of the Jewish
environment of the teaching of our Lord and the Apostles , there is

no class of books more valuable than the later Jewish Apocrypha . ”

The Church Times says : “ The names of the Editors are a

guarantee of trustworthy and expert scholarship , and their work
has been admirably performed . "

The Tablet says : “ A valuable series . . . well brought out and
should prove useful to students . "

Catholic Book Notes says : “ The S . P . C . K . is to be congratulated

on its various series of cheap and useful books for students . ”

The Journal of the Society of Oriental Research ( U . S . A . ) says :

“ The S . P . C . K . have again made the whole body of students ,

interested in things Jewish and Early Christian , their debtors . . . .

their splendid work in this series . "

The Living Church ( U . S . A . ) says : “ To praise this project too .

- highly is an impossibility . Everyone has felt the need of such a . ' '

series of handy and inexpensive translations of these documents and

. . . we are assured of excellent results . "



Translations of Early Documents

FIRST SERIES — Palestinian - Jewish and

Cognate Texts (Pre-Rabbinic )
1. Jewish Documents of the Time of Ezra

Translated from the Aramaic by A . E . Cowley , Litt. D .,
Sub -Librarian of th

e

Bodleian Library , Oxford .

45 . 64 . net .

2 . The Wisdom of Ben -Sira (Ecclesiasticus )

By the Rev . W . 0 . E . OESTERLEY , D . D . , Vicar of

St . Alban ' s , Bedford Park , W . ; Examining Chaplain to

the Bishop of London . 35 . 6d . net .

3 . The Book of Enoch
By the Rev . R . H . CHARLES , D . D . , Canon of West .

minster . 35 . 6d . net .

4 . The Book of Jubilees

By the Rev . Canon CHARLES . 45 . 6d . net .

5 . The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs

By the Rev . Canon CHARLES . 35 . 6d . ne
t
.

6 . The Odes and Psalms of Solomon

By the Rev . G . H . Box , M . A . , Rector of Sutton ,

Beds . , Hon . Canon of St . Albans .

7 . The Ascension of Isaiah

By the Rev . Canon CHARLES . Together with No . 10

in one volume . 45 . 6d . ne
t
.

8 . The Apocalypse of Ezra ( ii . Esdras )

By the Rev . Canon Box . 35 . 6d . net .

9 . The Apocalypse of Baruch

By the Rev . Canon CHARLES . Together with No 12

in one volume . 35 . 6d . net . .



Translations of Early Documents ( continued)
10. The Apocalypse of Abraham

By the Rev . Canon Box . Together with No. 7 in

one volume. 45. 6d . net
11. The Testaments of Abraham , Isaac

and Jacob
By th

e
Rev . Canon Box and S . GASELEE .

12 . The Assumption of Moses i

By Rev . W . J . FERRAR , M . A . , Vicar of Holy Trinity ,

East Finchley . With No . 9 in one volume . 35 . 6d .net .

13 . The Biblical Antiquities of Philo

By M . R . JAMES , Litt . D . , F . B . A . , Hon . Litt . D . ,

Dublin , Hon . LL . D . , St . Andrews , Provost of King ' s

College , Cambridge . Ss . 6d . net .

14 . The Lost Apocrypha of the Old Testament

By M . R . JAMES , Litt . D ) . 55 . 6d . net .

SECOND SERIES — Hellenistic - Jewish Texts

1 . The Wisdom of Solomon

By W . O . E . OESTERLEY , D . D . 38 . 6d . net .

2 . The Sibylline Oracles (Books üi - v )

By th
e

Rev . H . N . Bate , M . A . , Vicar of Christ
Church , Lancaster Gate , W . ; Examining Chaplain to

the Bishop of London . 35 . 6d . net .

3 . The Letter of Aristeas

By H . St . John THACKERAY , M . A . , King ' s College ,

Cambridge . 35 . 6d . net .

4 . Selections from Philo

5 . Selections from Josephus

By H . ST . J . THACKERAY , M . A . 58 . net .



Translations of Early Documents ( continued )
6 . The Third and Fourth Books

of Maccabees
By the Rev. C. W. Emmet, B. D., Vicar of West
Hendred , Berks . 35. Od. net.

7. The Book of Joseph and Asenath
Translated from the Greek text by E . W . BROOKS.
35. 6d . net.

Th
e
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ie
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d

THIRD SERIES - Palestinian - Jewish and
Cognate Texts (Rabbinic )

* 1 . The Sayings of the Jewish Fathers (Pirke
Aboth ) . Translated from th

e

Hebrew ly W . 0 . E .

OESTERLEY , D . D . 55 . net .

* 2 . Berakhoth . By the Rev . A . LUKYN Williams , D . D .

* 3 . Yoma . By the Rev . Canon Box .

* 4 . Shabbath . By W . O . E . OESTERLEY , D . D .

* 5 . Tractate Sanhedrin . Mishnah and Tosefta .

The Judicial procedure of the Jews as codified towards
the end of the second century a . d . Translated from
the Hebrew , with brief Annotations , by the Rev .
HERBERT DANBY , M . A . , Sub -Warden of St . Deiniol ' s
Library , Hawarden . 6s . net .

[ The special importance of this consists in the light
thrown by it on the trial of our Lord . ]

* 6 . Kimhi ' s Commentary on the Psalms

. (Book I , Selections ) . By the Rev . R . G . Finch , . . .

B . D . 75 . 6d . net .

7 . Tamid 11 . Megilla

8 . Aboda Zara 12 . Sukka

9 . Middoth 13 . Taanith

· 10 . Sopherim 14 . Megillath Taanith

• It is proposed to publish these texts first by way of experiment . If

the Series should so fa
r

prove successful the others will follow . Nos . 1 ,

5 and 6 are now ready .



Translations of Early Documents (continued)
Jewish Literature an

d

Christian Origins :

Vol . I . The Apocalyptic Literature .

. , II . A Short Survey of the Literature of

Rabbinical and Mediceval Judaism .

By W . 0 . E . OESTERLEY , M . A . , D . D . , and G . H .

Box , M . A . , D . D . 125 . 6d . net .

The Uncanonical Jewish Books

A Short Introduction to the Apocrypha and the Jewish
Writings 200 B . C . - A . D . 100 . By WILLIAM JOHN FERRAR ,

M . A . , Vicar of East Finchley . 35 . 6d . net .

A popularisation of the work of specialists upon these books ,which
have attracted so much attention .

Translations of Christian Literature

. General Editors :

W . J . SPARROW SIMPSON , D . D . ; W . K . LOWTHER CLARKE , B . D .

A NUMBER of translations from the Fathers have already

n been published by the S . P . C . K . under the title “ Early
Church Classics . ” It is now proposed to enlarge this series

to include texts which ar
e

neither " early ” nor necessarily

“ classics . ” The divisions at present proposed are given below .

Volumes belonging to the original series are marked with an

asterisk .

The Month says : “ The cheap and useful series . "

The Church Times says : “ The splendid series . " .

Studies says : “ For the intelligent student of Church history who .

cannot afford to be a specialist . . . such books abound in informa .

tion and suggestion . "

SERIES 1 . - GREEK TEXTS .

Dionysius the Areopagite : The Divine Names and
the Mystical Theology . By C . E . ROLT . 75 . 6d .

net . . .

The Library of Photius . By J . H . FREESE , M . A . . In

6 Vols . Vol . I . 105 . net .



Translations of Christian Literature (continued )
SERIES 1. —GREEK TEXTS (continued ).

The Apocriticus of Macarius Magnes. By T. W .
CRAFER, D . D. 75. 6d . net .

* The Epistle of St. Clement, Bishop of Rome. By the
Rt. Rev / J. A . F. GREGG , D. D . 15. 9d . net.

*Clement of Alexandria : Who is the Rich Man that
is being saved ? By P. M . BARNARD , B. D. 15. 9d. net.

* St. Chrysostom : On the Priesthood . By T. A .Moxon .
25. 6d . net .

The Doctrine of the Twelve Apostles . By C . BigG , ,
D. D . Revised by the Right Rev. A . J .MACLEAN, D . D.

* The Epistle to Diognetus. By the Rt. Rev. L . B.
RADFORD , D . D. 25. 6d . net.

St. Dionysius of Alexandria . By C . L . FELTOE , D . D .
45. net . .

* The Epistle of the Gallican Churches : Lugdunum
and Vienna . With an Appendix containing Tertullian 's
Address to Martyrs and the Passion of St. Perpetua . By

T. H . BINDLEY, D. D . 15. 9d. net.
* St. Gregory of Nyssa : The Catechetical Oration .

By the Ven . J. H . SRAWLEY , D. D . 25. 6d. net.
* St. Gregory of Nyssa : The Life of St . Macrina . By

W . K . LOWTHER CLARKE, B. D . 18. gd . net .
Gregory Thaumaturgus (Origen the Teacher ) : the

Address of Gregory to Origen , with Origen 's
Letter to Gregory . By W . METCALFE , B. D . 35. 6d .
net . (Re-issue.

* The Shepherd of Hermas. By C . TAYLOR , D. D . 2 vols.
25. 6d. each net .

Eusebius : The Proof of the Gospel. By W . J. FERRAR ,
2 vols .

Hippolytus : Philosophumena . By F . LEGGE. 2 vols .
The Epistles of St. Ignatius . By the Ven . J. H .

SRAWLEY , D . D. 45. net.



Translations of Christian Literature (continued ) .
SERIES 1. - GREEK TEXTS (continued ).

* St. Irenaeus : Against the Heresies . By F . R . M .
HITCHCOCK , D. D. 2 vols . 25. 6d . each net.

Palladius : The Lausiac History . By W . K . LOWTHER
CI.ARKE, B. D . 55. net.

Palladius : The Life of St. Chrysostom . By H .MOORE .
* St. Polycarp . By B . JACKSON . 18. 9d . net .
St. Macarius : Fifty Spiritual Homilies . By A. J .

Mason , D. D .

SERIES II. - LATIN TEXTS .
Tertullian 's Treatises concerning Prayer, concerning

Baptism . By A . SOUTER , D .Litt . 35. net.
Tertullian against Praxeas. By A . SOUTER, D.Litt.

55. net .
Tertullian concerning the Resurrection of the Flesh .

By: A . SOUTER, D .Litt .
Novatian on the Trinity . By H . MOORE. 6s. net .
*St. Augustine : The City of God . By F . R . M . HITCH
· COCK , D . D . 28. net.

*St. Cyprian : The Lord ' s Prayer. By T . H . Bindley,
D .D . 25. net .

Minucius Felix : The Octavius. By J. H . FREEŠE .
35. 6d . net.

* Tertullian : On the Testimony of the Soul and On
the Prescription of Heretics . By T. H . BINDLEY,
D .D . 25. 64. net .

* St. Vincent of Lerins : The Commonitory . By T . H .
BINDLEY, D. D . 25. 64 . net.

St. Bernard : Concerning Grace and Free Will . By W .
WATKIN WILLIAMS.

The Life of Otto : Apostle of Pomerania , 1000 - 1139.
By CHARLES H . ROBINSON , D. D .
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Translations of Christian Literature ( continued ) : :

SERIES III . - LITURGICAL TEXTS .

EDITED EY C . L . FELTOE , D . D .

St . Ambrose : O
n the Mysteries and on the Sacra .

ments . By T . THOMPSON , B . D . , and J . H . SRAWLEY ,

D . D . 45 . 6d . net .

* The Apostolic Constitution and Cognate Documents ,

with special reference to their Liturgical elements .

By De Lacy O 'LEARY , D : D . is . 9d , net .

* The Liturgy of the Eighth Book of the Apostolic
Constitution , commonly called the Clementine
Liturgy . By R . H . CRESSWELL . 25 . net .

The Pilgrimage of Etheria . By M . L .MCCLURE . 6s .net .

* Bishop Sarapion ' s Prayer - Book . By the Rt . Rev . J .

WORDSWORTH , D . D . 25 . net .

The Swedish Rite . Vol . I . , by E . E . YELVERTON .

Vol . II . , by J . H . SWINSTEAD , D . D .

SERIES IV . - ORIENTAL TEXTS .
The Ethiopic Didascalia . By J . M . HARDEN , B . D . gs . net .

The Apostolic Preaching of Irenaeus (Armenian ) . By

* J . A . ROBINSON , D . D . 7s . 6d . net .

SERIES V . - LIVES O
F THE CELTIC SAINTS .

EDITED BY ELEANOR HULL .

St . Malachy of Armagh ( St . Bernard ) . By H . J .

LAWLOR , D . D . 125 , net .

St . Ciaran of Clonmacnois . By R . A . S . MACALISTER .

St . Patrick : Life and Works . By N . J . D . WHITE , D . D .

6s . 5 . net .

SERIES VI . - - SELECT PASSAGES .

Documents Illustrative of the History of the Church ,

Vol . I . To A . D . 313 . Edited by B . J . KIDD , D . D .

75 . 6d . net .

SERIES VII . — MODERN EUROPEAN LANGUAGES .

Lives of the Serbian Saints . By VOYESLAV YANICH ,

DD . , and C . P . HANKEY , M . A .



Handbooks of Christian Literature
The Letters of St. Augustine . By the Rev . Canon

W . J. SPARROW SIMPSON , D. D. Cloth boards , 1os . net.
The Early Christian Books. A Short Introduction

to Christian Literature to theMiddle of the Second
Century . By W . John FERRAR , M . A., Vicar of East
Finchley . Cloth boards , 35. 6d . net .

The Inspiration and Authority of Holy Scripture .
A Study in the Literature of the First Five
Centuries . By GEORGE DUNCAN BARRY , B. D. Cloth
boards , 45. 6d. net.

The Eucharistic Office of the Book of Common Prayer .
By the Rev . LESLIE WRIGHT, M . A., B. D . Cloth boards,
35. 6d. net.

EdiLHelps for Students of History
Edited by

C. JOHNSON , M .A ., H . W . V . TEMPERLEY, M .A . '

an
d J . P . WHITNEY , D . D . , D . C . L .

1 . Episcopal Registers of England and Wales . By :

R . C . FOWLER , B . A . , F . S . A . 6d . net .

2 . Municipal Records . By F . J . C . HEARNSHAW , M . A .

6d . net .

3 . Medieval Reckonings of Time . By REGINALD L .

POOLE , LL . D . , Litt . D . 6d . net .

4 . ThePublic Record Office . By C . Johnson , M . A . 6d .net .

5 . The Care of Documents . By C . JOHNSON , M . A . 6d .net .

6 . The Logic of History . By C . G . CRUMP . 8d . net .

7 . Documents in the Public Record Office , Dublin .

By R . H . MURRAY , Litt . D . 8d . net .

8 . The French Wars of Religion . By ARTHUR A , TILLEY ,

M . A . 6d . net .

10 ,



Helps fo
r

Students of History (continued ) .

By Si
r

A . W . WARD , Litt . D . , F . B . A .

9 . The Period of Congresses - 1 . Introductory . Si . net .

10 . The Period of Congresses - 11 . Vienna and the
Second Peace of Paris . 1s . net .

u . The Period of Congresses — III . Aix - la - Chapelle

to Verona . 15 . net .

Nos . 9 , 10 , and 11 in one volume , cloth , 35 . 64 . net .

12 . Securities of Peace : A Retrospect (1848 - 1914 ) .

Paper , 25 . net ; cloth , 3s . net .

13 . The French Renaissance . By A . A . Tilley , M . A .

8d . net .

14 . Hints on the Study of English Economic History .

. By W . CUNNINGHAM , D . D . , F . B . A . , F . S . A . Sd . net .

15 . Parish History and Records . By A . HAMILTON
THOMPSON , M . A . , F . S . A . 8d . net .

16 . A Short Introduction to the Study of Colonial

: History . By A . P . NEWTON , M . A . , D .Litt . 60 . net .

17 . The Wanderings and Homes of Manuscripts . By

M . R . James , Litt . D . , F . B . A . Paper , 25 . ; cloth , 35 . net .

18 . Ecclesiastical Records . By the Rev . CLAUDE JENKINS ,

M . A . , Librarian of Lambeth Palace . Is . 9d . net .

19 . An Introduction to the History of American

: Diplomacy . By CARL RUSSELL FISH , Ph . D . , Professor

of American History , Wisconsin University . 15 . net .

20 . Hints on Translation from Latin into English .

By ALEXANDER . SOUTER , D . Litt . 6d . net .

21 . Hints on the Study of Latin ( A . D . 125 -750 ) . By

ALEXANDER SOUTER , D .Litt . 8d . net .

22 . Report of the Historical MSS . Commission . By

: R . A . ROBERTS , F . R .Hist . S . 25 . 6d . net .
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Helps fo
r

Students of History (continued ) .

23 . A Guide to Franciscan Studies . By A . G . LITTLE .

is . 6d . net .

34 . A Guide to the History of Education . By John
WILLIAM ADAMSON , Professor of Education in the
University of London . 8d . net .

25 . Introduction to the Study of Russian History .

By W . F . REDDAWAY . 6d . net .

26 . Monuments of English Municipal Life . By W .

· CUNNINGHAM , D . D . , F . B . A . 15 . net .

27 . La Guyenne Pendant la Domination Anglaise ,

1152 - 1453 . Esquisse d 'une Bibliographie Méthodique
par CHARLES BÉMONT . 15 . 4d . net .

28 . The Historical Criticism of Documents . By R . L .

MARSHALL , M . A . , LL . D . 1S . 3d . net .

29 . The French Revolution . By G . P .Gooch . 8d . net .

30 . Seals . By H . S . KINGSFORD . 15 . 3d . net .

31 . A Student ' s Guide to the Manuscripts of the British
Museum . By JULIUS P . Gilson , M . A . is . net .

32 : A Short Guide to some Manuscripts in the Library

of Trinity College , Dublin . By ROBERT H . MURRAY ,

Litt . 1 ) . 15 . 9d .

33 . Ireland , 1494 - 1603 . By R . H . MURRAY , Litt . D . is .

34 . Ireland , 1603 - 1714 . By R . H . MURRAY , Litt . D . 15 . ·

35 . Ireland , 1714 - 1829 . By R . H . MURRAY , Litt . D . is .

36 . Coins and Medals . By G . F . Hill , M . A . , F . B . A .

15 . 6d . net .

37 . The Latin Orient . By WILLIAM MILLER , M . A .

Is . 6d . ne
t
.

38 . The Turkish Restoration in Greece , 1718 - 1797 .

By William MILLER , M . A . 15 . 30 . net . .
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The Story of the English Towns
Popular but Scholarly Histories of English Towns , fo

r

the
general reader , but suitable also fo

r

use in schools . With
Maps , Plans , and Illustrations . Cloth boards . 45 . net .

Birmingham . By J . H . B . MASTERMAN .

Harrogate and Knaresborough . By J . S . FLETCHER ,

Leeds . By J . S . FLETCHER .

Nottingham . By E . L . GUILFORD , M . A . .

Peterborough . By K . and R . E . ROBERTS .

Plymouth . By A . L . Salmon .
Pontefract . By J . S . FLETCHER .

St . Albans . By W . PAGE , F . S . A .
Sheffield . By J . S . FLETCHER .

Westminster . By H . F . WESTLAKE , M . A . , F . S . A .

In the Press
The City of London . By P . H . DITCHFIELD . '

Bath Halifax Hastings , et
c .

Studies in Church History

SomeEnglis L . CENYSome Eighteenth -Century Churchmen : Glimpses of
English Church Life in the Eighteenth Century .

By G . LACEY MAY , M . A . With several Illustrations .

Cloth boards . gs . net .

Christian Monasticism in Egypt to the Close of the
Fourth Century . By W . H . MACKEAN , D . D .

Cloth boards . 85 . net .

The Venerable Bede . His Life and Writings . By the
Right Rev . G . F . BROWNE , D . D . With Illustrations .

Cloth boards , ios . net .

The Reformation in Ireland . A Study of Ecclesiastical
Legislation . By HENRY HOLLOWAY , . M . A . , B . D .

* Cloth boards , 75 . 6d . net .

The Emperor Julian . An Essay on His Relations with
the Christian Religion . By EDWARD J . MARTIN ,

B . D . Cloth boards , 3s . 6d . net .



Studies in Church History ( continued ).

The Importance of Women in Anglo - Saxon Tin
The Cultus of St. Peter and St. Paul, and ot
Addresses . By the Right Rer. G . F . Browse D
With two Illustrations. Cloth boards , 75, 6d . Det

Essays Liturgical and Historical. Bs J.WICKEAN LE
D .Litt., F .S. A. Cloth boards, ss. net

French Catholics in the Nineteenth century . By
Rev . W . J. SPARROW SIMPSOX , D . D . Ciotti, 35. De

An Abbot of Vézelay. By ROSE GRAHAM, FR His S .
With eight Illustrations. Cloth boards , 35. 64 . Det .

Texts for Students
General Editors : CAROLINE A J. SKEEL , DLÁL ;HJ WHITE ,DD :

J. P. WHITNEY , DD , DCL
1. Select Passages from Josephus, Tacitus, Suetonius,

Dio Cassius, illustrative of Christianity in the First
Century . Arranged by H . J. WHITE , D. D. 31. dei.

2. Selections from Matthew Paris . Bs C . A . J . SKEEL,
D.Lit . Paper cover , ed . net .

3. Selections from Giraldus Cambrensis. By C . A ) .
SKEEL , D .Lit . Paper cover , så . Det.

4. Libri Sancti Patricii . The Latin Writings of Et
Patrick , etc . Edited by NEWPORT J . D . WHITZ , D .D .
Paper cover, 6d . net

5. A Translation of the Latin Writings of St. Patrick ,
By NEWPORT J. D . WHITZ, D .D . Paper ore , 64 , 16 ,

6. Selections from the Vulgate. Para cover, A . m
7. The Epistle of St. Clement of Rome. Ed . net,
8. Select Extracts from Chronicles and Records re

lating to English Towns in the Middle Ages .
Edited , with Introduction , Notes , and Govary , en

g

F . J . C . HEARNSHAW ,MA ,LLD . Papara , fin .

9 . The Inscription on the Stele of Mésa , Comaskiy

I called the Moabite Stone . The text in Mathte and
Hebrew , with translation by the Rer .HF . B . COMniam ,

. M . A . Paper cover , 60 , net .



Translations of Early Documents (continued )
6. The Third and fourth Books
of Maccabees
By the Rev. C. W . Emmet, B. D ., Vicar of West
Hendred , Berks. 35. 6d . net.

7 . The Book of Joseph and Asenath
. Translated from the Greek text by E . W . BROOKS.

35. 6d . net.

THIRD SERIES - Palestinian - Jewish and
Cognate Texts (Rabbinic )

* 1. The Sayings of the Jewish Fathers (Pirke
Aboth ) . Translated from the Hebrew lo

y
W . O . E .

OESTERLEY , D . D ) . 55 . ne
t
.

* 2 . Berakhoth . By the Rev . . A . LUKYN Williams , D . D .

* 3 . Yoma . By the Rev . Canon Box .

* 4 . Shabbath . By W . O . E . OESTERLEY , D . D .

* 5 . Tractate Sanhedrin . Mishnah and Tosefta .

The Judicial procedure of the Jews as codified towards
the end of the second century a . d . Translated from
the Hebrew , with brief Annotations , by the Rev .
HERBERT DANBY , M . A . , Sub -Warden of St . Deiniol ' s
Library , Hawarden . 6s . net .

· [ The special importance of this consists in the light

thrown by it on the trial of our Lord . )

* 6 . Kimhi ' s Commentary on the Psalms

(Book I , Selections ) . By the Rev . R . G . Finch ,

B . D . 75 . 6d . net .

7 . Tamid ll . Megilla

8 . Aboda Zara 12 . Sukka

9 . Middoth 13 . Taanith

10 . Sopherim 14 . Megillath Taanith

* It is proposed to publish these texts first by way of experiment . If

the Series should so far prove successful the others will follow . Nos . 1 ,

5 and 6 are now ready .



Translations of Early Documents (continued )
Jewish Literature and Christian Origins :

Vol. I. The Apocalyptic Literature .
. II. A Short Survey of th

e

Literature of

Rabbinical and Mediceval Judaism .

By W . 0 . E . OESTERLEY , M . A . , D . D . , and G . H .

Box , M . A . , D . D . 125 . 61 . net .

The Uncanonical Jewish Books

A Short Introduction to the Apocrypha and the Jewish
Writings 200 B . C . - A . D . 100 . By WILLIAM JOHN FERRAR ,

M . A . , Vicar of East Finchley . 35 . 6d . net .

A popularisation of the work of specialists upon these books , which
have attracted so much attention .

Translations of Christian Literature

. . General Editors :

W . J . SPARROW SIMPSON , D . D . ; W . K . LOWTHER CLARKE , B . D .
NUMBER of translations from the Fathers have already

been published by the S . P . C . K . under the title “ Early
Church Classics . ” It is now proposed to enlarge this series

to include texts which ar
e

neither " early ” nor necessarily

“ classics . " The divisions at present proposed are given below .

Volumes belonging to the original series are marked with an

asterisk .

The Month says : “ The cheap and useful series . "

The Church Times says : “ The splendid series . "

Studies says : “ For the intelligent student of Church history who
cannot afford to be a specialist . . . such books abound in informa .

tion and suggestion . "

· SERIES 1 . - GREEK TEXTS .

Dionysius the Areopagite : The Divine Names and
the Mystical Theology . By C . E . Rolt . 75 . 6d .

net .

The Library of Photius . By J . H . FREESE , M . A . . In

6 Vols . Vol . I . 10
s . net .
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BOOKS FOR STUDENTS

Translations of Early Documents
A Series of texts important for the study of Christian
origins . Under the Joint Editorship of the Rev .
W . 0 . E . OESTERLEY, D . D ., and the Rev . Canon
· G . H . Box, M .A .

The object of this series is to provide short , cheap , and handy
textbooks for students , either working by themselves or in
classes . The aim is to furnish in translations important
texts unencumbered by cominentary or elaborate notes, which
cara be had in larger works.

EXTRACTS FROM PRESS NOTICES .
The Times Literary Supplement says : “ These Jewish Apocalypses

have a direct relation to the thought and religious ideals which con
fronted primitive Christianity in Palestine , and not only for their own
sakes , but fo

r

their influence on the New Testament and Apostolic
Christianity they deserve careful attention . Handbooks at once so

scholarly and so readable will be welcomed by all interested in

Christian origins . "

The Church Quarterly Review says : “ To the theological student
who is anxious to know something of the circumstances and thought

of the time during which Christianity grew up , and of the Jewish
environment of the teaching of our Lord and the Apostles , there is

no class of books more valuable than the later Jewish Apocrypha . "

The Church Times says : “ The names of the Editors are a

guarantee of trustworthy and expert scholarship , and their work
has been admirably performed . "

The Tablet says : “ A valuable series . . . well brought out and
should prove useful to students . "

Catholic Book Notes says : “ The S . P . C . K . is to be congratulated

on its various series of cheap and useful books for students .

he Journal of the Society of Oriental Research ( U . S . A . ) says :

he S . P . C . K . have again made the whole body of students ,

sted in things Jewish and Early Christian , their debtors . . .their splendid work in this series . "

ving Church ( U . S . A . ) says : “ To praise this project too .

impossibility . Everyone has felt the need of such a . .

handy and inexpensive translations of these documents and• • • We are assured of excellent results . "

int r

series ofhandy and inexpensive

.



Translations of Early Documents

.

FIRST SERIES - Palestinian - Jewish and
Cognate Texts (Pre -Rabbinic )

1. Jewish Documents of the Time of Ezra
Translated from the Aramaic by A. E . Cowley , Litt.D.,
Sub -Librarian of the Bodleian Library , Oxford .
45. 6d. net.

2. The Wisdom of Ben -Sira (Ecclesiasticus )
By the Rev . W . O. E . OESTERLEY , D. D ., Vicar of

St. Alban 's, Bedford Park , W .; Examining Chaplain to

the Bishop of London . 35. 6d . net .
3 . The Book of Enoch

By the Rev . R . H . CHARLES , D . D ., Canon of West
minster. 35. 6d. net.

4 . The Book of Jubilees
By the Rev . Canon CHARLES . 45. 6d . net.

5. The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs
By the Rev . Canon CHARLES . 35. 6d .net.

6 . The Odes and Psalms of Solomon
By the Rev. G . H . Box , M . A ., Rector of Sutton ,
Beds ., Hon . Canon of St. Albans .

7. The Ascension of Isaiah
By th

e

Rev . Canon CHARLES . Together with N
o . 10

in one volume . 45 . 6d . net .

8 . The Apocalypse of Ezra ( ii . Esdras )

By the Rev . Canon Box . 35 . 6d . net .

9 . The Apocalypse of Baruch

By the Rev . Canon CHARLES . Together with No 12

in one volume . 35 . 6d . net . .



Translations
TAN of Early Documents (continued)

10 . The Apocalypse of Abraham :
By the Rev. Canon Box. Together with No. 7 in
one volume. 45. 6d . net.

11. The Testaments of Abraham , Isaac
and Jacob

By the Rev. Canon Box and S. GASELEE .

12. The Assumption of Moses
By Rev . W . J. FERRAR , M .A ., Vicar of Holy Trinity ,
East Finchley . With No. 9 in one volume . 35.6d . ne

t
.

13 . The Biblical Antiquities of Philo

By M . R . JAMES , Litt . D . , F . B . A . , Hon . Litt . D . ,

Dublin , Hon . LL . D . , St . Andrews , Provost of King ' s

College , Cambridge . Ss . 6d . net .

14 . The Lost Apocrypha of the Old Testament

By M . R . James , Litt . D . gs . 6d . net .

STER

SECOND SERIES - Hellenistic - Jewish Texts

1 . The Wisdom of Solomon

By W . O . E . OESTERLEY , D . D . 35 . 6d . net .

2 . The Sibylline Oracles (Books üi - v )

By the Rev . H . N . Bate , M . A . , Vicar of Christ
Church , Lancaster Gate , W . ; Examining Chaplain to

the Bishop of London . 35 . 6d . net .

3 . . The Letter of Aristeas
By H . ST . JOHN THACKERAY , M . A . , King ' s College ,

Cambridge . 35 . 6d . net .

4 . Selections from Philo

5 . Selections from Josephus

By H . ST . J . THACKERAY , M . A . 55 . net .



Translations of Early Documents (continued )
6 . The Third and fourth Books
of Maccabees
By the Rev . C. W . Emmet, B.D ., Vicar of West
Hendred, Berks. 35. 6d. net .

7. The Book of Joseph and Asenath
Translated from th

e

Greek text by E . W . BROOKS .

35 . 6d . net .

THIRD SERIES — Palestinian - Jewish and
Cognate Texts (Rabbinic )

* 1 . The Sayings of the Jewish Fathers (Pirke
Aboth ) . Translated from the Hebrew by W . O . E .

OESTERLEY , D . D . 55 . net .

* 2 . Berakhoth . By the Rev . A . LUKYN WILLIAMS , D . D .

* 3 . Yoma . By the Rev . Canon Box .

* 4 . Shabbath . By W . O . E . OESTERLEY , D . D .

* 5 . Tractate Sanhedrin . Mishnah and Tosefta .

· The Judicial procedure of the Jews as codified towards
the end of the second century A . D . Translated from
the Hebrew , with brief Annotations , by the Rev .
HERBERT DANBY , M . A . , Sub -Warden of St . Deiniol ' s
Library ; Hawarden . 6s . net .

[ The special importance of this consists in the light
thrown by it on the trial of our Lord . )

* 6 . Kimhi ' s Commentary on the Psalms

(Book I , Selections ) . By the Rev . R . G . Finch ,

B . D . 75 . 6d . net .

7 . Tamid 11 . Megilla

8 . Aboda Zara 12 . Sukka

9 . Middoth 13 . Taanith

10 . Sopherim 14 . Megillath Taanith

• It is proposed to publish these texts first by way of experiment . If

the Series should so far prove successful the others will follow . Nos . 1 ,

5 and 6 are now ready .



Translations of Early Documents ( continued )

.

Jewish Literature and Christian Origins :
Vol . I. The Apocalyptic Literature .
II. A Short Survey of the Literature of

Rabbinical and Medieval Judaism .
By W. 0 . E. OESTERLEY , M .A ., D . D ., and G. H .
Box , M .A ., D. D . 125. 6i

d . net .

The Uncanonical Jewish Books

A Short Introduction to the Apocrypha and the Jewish
Writings 200 B . C . - A . D . 100 . ByWILLIAM JOHN FERRAR ,

M . A . , Vicar of East Finchley . 35 . 6d . ne
t
.

A popularisation of the work of specialists upon these books ,which
have attracted so much attention .

A

beenpuies

in

Translations of Christian Literature

. General Editors :

W . J . SPARROW SIMPSON , D . D . ; W . K . LOWTHER CLARKE , B . D .

A NUMBER of translations from th
e

Fathers have already

been published by the S . P . C . K . under the title “ Early
Church Classics . ” It is now proposed to enlarge this series

to include texts which ar
e

neither " early ” nor necessarily

“ classics . ” The divisions at present proposed are given below .

Volumes belonging to the original series ar
e

marked with an

asterisk .

TheMonth says : “ The cheap and useful series . "

The Church Times says : “ The splendid series . "

Studies says : “ For the intelligent student of Church history who
cannot afford to be a specialist . . . such books abound in informa .

tion and suggestion . "

SERIES 1 . - GREEK TEXTS .

Dionysius the Areopagite : The Divine Names and
the Mystical Theology . By C . E . Rolt . 75 . 6d .

net .

The Library of Photius . By J . H . FREESE , M . A . . In

6 Vols . Vol . I . 1os . net .



Translations of Christian Literature (continued )
SERIES 1. - GREEK TEXTS (continued ).

The Apocriticus of Macarius Magnes. By T. W .
CRAFER , D. D. 75. 6d . net.

* The Epistle of St. Clement, Bishop of Rome. By the
Rt. Rev / J. A. F . GREGG , D .D . 15. 9d. net.

*Clement of Alexandria : Who is the Rich Man that
is being saved ? By P. M . BARNARD , B. D. Is. 9d. net.

* St. Chrysostom : On the Priesthood . By T . A .Moxon .
25. 6d. net .

The Doctrine of the Twelve Apostles. By C. BIGG ,
D . D . Revised by the Right Rev . A . J.MACLEAN , D. D .

* The Epistle to Diognetus . By th
e Rt . Rev . L . B .

RADFORD , D . D . 28 . 6d . net

St . Dionysius of Alexandria . By C . L . FELTOE , D . D .

45 . net . .

* The Epistle of the Gallican Churches : Lugdunum
and Vienna . With an Appendix containing Tertullian ' s

Address to Martyrs and the Passion of St . Perpetua . By

T . H . BINDLEY , D . D . 15 . 9d . net .

* St . Gregory of Nyssa : The Catechetical Oration .

By the Ven . J . H . SRAWLEY , D . D . 25 . 6d . net .

* St . Gregory of Nyssa : The Life of St . Macrina . By

W . K . LOWTHER CLARKE , B . D . is . 9d . net .

Gregory Thaumaturgus (Origen the Teacher ) : the
Address of Gregory to Origen , with Origen ' s

Letter to Gregory . By W . METCALFE , B . D . 35 . 6d .

net . ( Re - issue .

* The Shepherd of Hermas . By C . TAYLOR , D . D . 3 vols .

25 . 6d . each net .

Eusebius : The Proof of the Gospel . By W . J . FERRAR ,

2 vols .

Hippolytus : Philosophumena . By F . LEGGE . 2 vols .

The Epistles of St . Ignatius . By the Ven . J . H .

SRAWLEY , D . D . 45 . net



Translations of Christian Literature (continued )
SERIES 1. - GREEK TEXTS (continued ).

* St. Irenaeus : Against the Heresies . By F . R. M .
HITCHCOCK , D. D. 2 vols. 25. 6d . each net.

Palladius : The Lausiac History . By W . K . LOWTHER
CLARKE , B. D . 55. net.

Palladius : The Life of St. Chrysostom . By H . MOORE .

* St. Polycarp . By B. JACKSON . 15. 9d. net.
St. Macarius : Fifty Spiritual Homilies. By A . J .

Mason , D. D .

SERIES II. - LATIN TEXTS.

Tertullian ' s Treatises concerning Prayer , concerning
Baptism . By A . SOUTER , D. Litt . 35. net.

Tertullian against Praxeas. By A . SOUTER , D .Litt.
55. net.

Tertullian concerning the Resurrection of the Flesh .
By A. SOUTER , D. Litt .

Novatian on the Trinity . By H . MOORE . 6s. net .
* St. Augustine : The City of God. By F . R . M . HITCH
· COCK , D. D . 25. net.

* St. Cyprian : The Lord's Prayer. By T . H . Bindley,
D. D. ' 25. net.

Minucius Felix : The Octavius. By J. H . FREESE .
35. 6d . net.

į * Tertullian : On the Testimony of the Soul and On

the Prescription of Heretics. By T . H . BINDLEY ,
D .D . 25. 6d . net .

* St. Vincent of Lerins : The Commonitory By T. H .
BINDLEY, D. D. 25. 6d . net.

St. Bernard : Concerning Grace and Free Will . By W .
WATKIN WILLIAMS .

The Life of Otto : Apostle of Pomerania , 1000 - 1139 .
By CHARLES H . ROBINSON , D. D .



Translations of Christian Literature (continued )
SERIES III . - LITURGICAL TEXTS .

EDITED EY C . L . FELTOE , D . D .

St . Ambrose : On the Mysteries and on the Sacra .

ments . By T . THOMPSON , B . D . , and J . H . SRAWLEY ,

D . D . 45 . 6d . net .

* The Apostolic Constitution and Cognate Documents ,

with special reference to their Liturgical elements .

By De LACY O 'LEARY , D : D . 15 . 9d , net .

* The Liturgy of the Eighth Book of the Apostolic
Constitution , commonly called the Clementine
Liturgy . By R . H . CRESSWELL . 25 . net .

The Pilgrimage of Etheria . By M . L .McClure . 6s . ne
t .

* Bishop Sarapion ' s Prayer -Book . By th
e Rt . Rev . J .

WORDSWORTH , D . D . 25 . net .

The Swedish Rite . Vol . I . , by E . E . YELVERTON .

Vol . II . , by J . H . SWINSTEAD , D . D .

SERIES IV . - ORIENTAL TEXTS .
The Ethiopic Didascalia . By J . M . Harden , B . D . gs . ne

t .

The Apostolic Preaching of Irenaeus (Armenian ) . By

J . A . ROBINSON , D . D . 75 . 61 , net .

SERIES V . - LIVES OF THE CELTIC SAINTS .

EDITED BY ELEANOR HULL .

St . Malachy of Armagh ( St . Bernard ) . By H . J .

LAWLOR , D . D . 125 , net .

St . Ciaran of Clonmacnois . By R . A . Ş . MACALISTER .

St . Patrick : Life and Works . By N . J . D . WHITE , D . D .

. . 6s . 64 . net .

SERIES VI . - SELECT PASSAGES .

Documents Illustrative of the History of the Church .

Vol . I . TO A . D . 313 . Edited by B . J . KIDD , D . D .

75 . 60 . net .

SERIES VII . —MODERN EUROPEAN LANGUAGES .

Lives of the Serbian Saints . By VOYESLAV YANICH ,

DD . , and C . P . HANKEY , M . A .



Handbooks of Christian Literature
The Letters of St. Augustine . By th

e

Rev . Canon
W . J . SPARROW SIMPSON , D . D . Cloth boards , jos . net .

The Early Christian Books . A Short Introduction

to Christian Literature to theMiddle of the Second
Century . By W . John FERRAR , M . A . , Vicar of East
Finchley . Cloth boards , 35 . 6d . net .

The Inspiration and Authority of Holy Scripture .

A Study in the Literature of the First Five
Centuries . By GEORGE DUNCAN BARRY , B . D . Cloth
boards , 45 . 64 . net .

The Eucharistic Office of the Book of Common Prayer .

By theRev . LESLIE WRIGHT , M . A . , B . D . Cloth boards ,

35 . 6d . net .

Helps for Students of History
Edited by

C . JOHNSON , M . A . , H . W . V . TEMPERLEY , M . A .
and J . P .WHITNEY , D . D . , D . C . L .

1 . Episcopal Registers of England and Wales . By :

R . C . FOWLER , B . A . , F . S . A . 6d . net .

2 . Municipal Records . By F . J . C . HEARNSHAW , M . A .

6d . net .

3 . Medieval Reckonings of Time . By REGINALD L .

POOLE , LL . D . , Litt . D . 6d . net .

4 . The Public Record Office . By C . JOHNSON , M . A . 6d .net .

5 . The Care of Documents . By C . Johnson , M . A . 6d . ne
t
.

6 . The Logic of History . By C . G . CRUMP . 8d . net .

7 . Documents in the Public Record Office , Dublin .

By R . H . MURRAY , Litt . D . 8d . net .

8 . The French Wars ofReligion . By ARTHUR A , TILLEY ,

M . A . 6d . net .

10 .



Helps fo
r

Students of History (continued ) .

By Si
r

A . W . WARD , Li
tt . D . , F . B . A .

9 . The Period of Congresses - 1 . Introductory . Sd .net .

10 . The Period of Congresses - II . Vienna and the

Second Peace of Paris . Is . net .

u . The Period of Congresses - - III . Aix - la - Chapelle

to Verona . Is . net .

Nos . 9 , 10 , and 1 in one volume , cloth , 35 . 64 . net .

12 . Securities of Peace : A Retrospect (1848 - 1914 ) .

Paper , 2s . net ; cloth , 34 . net .

13 . The French Renaissance . By A . A . Tilley , M . A .

Sd . net .

14 . Hints on the Study of English Economic History .

. . By W . CUNNINGHAM , D . D . , F . B . A . , F . S . A . Sd . net .

15 . Parish History and Records . By A . HAMILTON
THOMPSON , M . A . , F . S . A . 8d . net .

16 . A Short Introduction to the Study of Colonial
History . By A . P . NEWTON , M . A . , D . Litt . 6d . ne

t
.

17 . The Wanderings and Homes of Manuscripts . By

M . R . James , Litt . D . , F . B . A . Paper , 25 . ; cloth , 35 . net .

18 . Ecclesiastical Records . By the Rev . CLAUDE JENKINS ,

M . A . , Librarian of Lambeth Palace . 15 . 9d . net .

19 . An Introduction to the History of American
Diplomacy . By CARL RUSSELL Fish , Ph . D . , Professor

of American History , Wisconsin University . Is . net .

20 . Hints on Translation from Latin into English .

By ALEXANDER . SOUTER , D .Litt . 64 . net .

21 . Hints on the Study of Latin ( A . D . 125 -750 ) . By

ALEXANDER SOUTER , D .Litt . 8d . net .

22 . Report of the Historical MSS . Commission . By

R . A . ROBERTS , F . R .Hist . S . 2s . 6d . net .



Helps fo
r

Students of History (continued ) .

23 . A Guide to Franciscan Studies . By A . G . LITTLE .

is . 6d . net .

24 . A Guide to the History of Education . By JOHN
William ADAMSON , Professor of Education in the
University of London . 8d . net .

25 . Introduction to the Study of Russian History .

By W . F . REDDAWAY . 6d . net .

26 . Monuments of English Municipal Life . By W .

· CUNNINGHAM , D . D . , F . B . A . 15 . net .

27 . La Guyenne Pendant la Domination Anglaise ,

1152 - 1453 . Esquisse d 'une Bibliographie Méthodique

pa
r

CHARLES BÉMONT . 18 . 4d . net .

28 . The Historical Criticism of Documents . By R . L .

MARSHALL , M . A . , LL . D . 15 . 3d . net .

29 . The French Revolution . By G . P . GOOCH . 8d . net .

30 . Seals . By H . S . KINGSFORD . 15 . 3d . ne
t

.

31 . A Student ' s Guide to the Manuscripts of the British
Museum . By JULIUS P . Gilson , M . A . 15 . net .

32 : A Short Guide to someManuscripts in the Library

of Trinity College , Dublin . By ROBERT H . MURRAY ,

Litt . 1 ) . 15 . gd .

33 . Ireland , 1494 - 1603 . By R . H .MURRAY , Litt . D . Is .

| 34 . Ireland , 1603 - 1714 . By R . H .MURRAY , Litt . D . is .

35 . Ireland , 1714 - 1829 . By R . H . MURRAY , Litt . D . is .

36 . Coins and Medals . By G . F . Hill , M . A . , F . B . A .

15 . 60 . net .

i 37 . The Latin Orient . By William MILLER , M . A .

is . 6d . net .

38 . The Turkish Restoration in Greece , 1718 - 1797 .

By William MILLER , M . A . 15 . 3ů . net . .

13



The Story of the English Towns
Popular but Scholarly Histories of English Towns , for the

general reader , but suitable also for use in schools . With
Maps, Plans, and Illustrations. Cloth boards. 45. net.
Birmingham . By J. H . B. MASTERMAN ,
Harrogate and Knaresborough . By J . S. FLETCHER ,
Leeds. By J. S. FLETCHER .
Nottingham . By. E . L . GUILFORD , M. A .
Peterborough . By K . and R . E . ROBERTS .
Plymouth . By A . L . SALMON .
Pontefract . By J. S. FLETCHER .
St. Albans. By W . Page, F .S .A .
Sheffield . By J . S. FLETCHER .
Westminster . By H . F . WESTLAKE, M . A., F .S.A .

In the Press
The City of London . By P. H . DITCHFIELD .

Bath Halifax Hastings , etc .

Studies in Church History
Some Eighteenth - Century Churchmen : Glimpses of

English Church Life in the Eighteenth Century .
By G . LACEY MAY , M .A . With several Illustrations.
Cloth boards . 95. net .

Christian Monasticism in Egypt to the Close of the
Fourth Century. By W. H. MACKEAN , D . D.
Cloth boards. 85. net .

The Venerable Bede . His Life and Writings. By the
Right Rev . G. F. Browne, D. D. With Illustrations.
Cloth boards , io

s . net .

The Reformation in Ireland . A Study of Ecclesiastical
Legislation . By HENRY HOLLOWAY , · M . A . , B . D .

Cloth boards , 75 . 6d . net .

The Emperor Julian . An Essay on His Relations with
the Christian Religion . By EDWARD J . MARTIN ,

B . D . Cloth boards , 3s . 6d . net .
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Studies in Church History (continued ).
The Importance of Women in Anglo - Saxon Times ; .

The Cultus of St. Peter and St. Paul , and other
Addresses. By the Right Rev . G . F . BROWNE , D. D.
With two Illustrations. Cloth boards , 75, 6d. net. .

Essays Liturgical and Historical . By J.WICKHAM LEGG ,
D.Litt., F.S .A . Cloth boards , 5s. net.

French Catholics in the Nineteenth century . By the
Rev . W . J. SPARROW SIMPSON , D. D. Cloth , 5s. net.

An Abbot of Vézelay . By Rose GRAHAM , F .R.Hist .S.
With eight Illustrations. Cloth boards , 35. 6d .net.

Texts for Students
General Editors : CAROLINE A. J. SKEEL , D. Li

t . ; H . J WHITE , D . D . :

J . P . WHITNEY , D . D . , D . C . L .

1 . Select Passages from Josephus , Tacitus , Suetonius ,

Dio Cassius , illustrative of Christianity in the First
Century . Arranged by H . J . WHITE , D . D . 3d . net .

2 . Selections from Matthew Paris . By C . A . J . SKEEL ,

D .Lit . Paper cover , gd . net . . .

3 . Selections from Giraldus Cambrensis . By C . A . J .

SKEEL , D .Lit . Paper cover , gd . net .

4 . Libri Sancti Patricii . The Latin Writings of St .
Patrick , et

c . Edited by NEWPORT J . D . WHITE , D . D
Paper cover , 6d . net .

5 . A Translation of the Latin Writings of St . Patrick .

By NEWPORT J . D . WHITE , D . D . Paper cover , 6d .net .

6 . Selections from the Vulgate . Paper cover , 9d . net .

7 . The Epistle of St . Clement of Rome , 6d . net .

8 . Select Extracts from Chronicles and Records re
lating to English Towns in the Middle Ages .

Edited , with Introduction , Notes , and Glossary , by

F . J . C . HEARNSHAW , M . A . , LL . D . Paper cover , 9d .net .

9 . The Inscription on the Stele of Méša . Commonly

. : called the Moabite Stone . The text in Moabite and

· Hebrew ,with translation by th
e

Rev . H . F . B . COMPSTON ,

M . A . Paper cover , 6d . ne
t

.

Pap
.



Texts fo
r

Students (continued ) .

10 . The Epistles of St . Ignatius . Edited by T . W .

CRAFER , D . D . Is . net .

11 . Christian Inscriptions . By H . P . V . Nunn , M . A .

With two Illustrations . Is . net .

12 . Selections from the “ Historia Rerum Anglicarum "

of William of Newburgh . 15 . 3d . net .

13 . The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles . By T . W .

CRAFER , D . D . 4d . net .

14 . The Epistle of Barnabas . Edited by T . W . CRAFER ,

D . D . 6d . net .

15 . The Code of Hammurabi . By Percy HANDCOCK , M . A .

IS . net .

16 . Selections from the Tell El -Amarna Letters . By

PERCY HANDCOCK ; M . A . 4d . net .

17 . Select Passages Illustrating Commercial and Diplo
matic Relations between England and Russia .

By A . WEINER , M . A . , F . R .Hist . S . Is . 6d . net .

18 . The Early History of the Slavonic Settlements in .

Dalmatia , Croatia and Serbia . By J . B . BURY ,

F . B . A . 28 . net .

19 . Select Extracts Illustrating Florentine Life in the
Thirteenth and Fourteenth centuries . By E . G .
Roper , B . A . 15 . net .

20 . Select Extracts Illustrating Florentine Life in the
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PHILOSOPHUMENA

BOOK WI

SIMION MAGUS, VALENTINUS, AND THEIR FOLLOWERS

1. THESE are the contents of the 6th (book) of the p. 242
Refutation of all Heresies. Cruice.

2. What Simon has dared, and that his doctrine is
confirmed (by quotations) from magicians and poets.
3. What Valentinus has laid down, and that his doctrine

is not framed from the Scriptures, but from those of the
Platonists and Pythagorists.
4. And what is thought by Secundus, Ptolemy and

Heracleon, and how they have used as their own, but with
iifferent words, the thoughts of those whom the Greeks
(think) wise. -

5. What has been held by Marcus and Colarbasus [and
heir disciples] and that some of them gave heed to magic
arts and Pythagorean numbers.
6. Now such opinions as belong to those who have taken

their principles from the serpent” and, when the time
arrived, of their own accord brought their doctrines into
ight, we have set forth in the Book before this, being the -
Vth of the Refutation of all Heresies. Here, however, I will p. 243
not keep silence as to the opinions of those who come after
(them),” but will leave not one unrefuted, if it be possible
* IIe of course refers to the Ophites, whence it is clear that he

ncluded Justinus among them. . His language may imply that al
l

these
serpent-worshipping sects had been in existence some time before, but
lid not begin to write their doctrines until they had taken on a veneer

»f Christianity. This is very probable, but there is not as yet any .

:onvincing proof that this was the case.

* Here again it is very difficult to say whether rºy &roAoû8wy means
hose who follow in point of time or in the pages of the book.
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to keep them al
l

in mind, together with their secret rites
which are justly to be called orgies, inasmuch as those who
dare such things are not far from God's wrath”—to use the
word in its etymological sense.

. . " v \ ''
\\" - < \\

1. About Simon.

7. It seems then right now to set ſorth also the (doings)

of Simon,” the man of Gitto,” a village of Samaria, whereby
we shall show that those also who followed (him) taking
hints from other names have ventured upon like things.

* ºpyta, “secret rites” and ºpyń, “wrath,” is the pun here.

* Simon Magus, the convert of l'hilip the Evangelist, is said by al
l

patristic writers to be at once the ſirst teacher and the founder of al
l

(post-Christian) Gnosticism ; but until the discovery of our text our
knowledge of his doctrines hardly went further than the statements of

St. Irenaeus and Epiphanius that he claimed to be the Supreme licing.
The only other light on th: subject came from Theodoret, who, writing

in the fiſh century, discloses in a ſew brief words the assertion by
Simon of a system of aeons or inſerior powers cmanating ſrom the
Divinity by pairs. It is plain that in this, Theodoret must have either
borrowed from, or used the same material as, our author, and it is now
seen that Simon's aeonswere said by him to be six in number, the sources

of all subsequent being, and to be considered under a double aspect.
On the one hand, they were names or attributes of God like the
Amshaspands of Zoroastrianism or the Sephiroth of the Jewish
Cabala; and on the other they were identified with natural objects
such as Heaven and Earth, Sun and Moon, Earth and Water, thereby
forming a link with the Orphic and other cosmogonies current in Greece
and the East. We now learn, too, for the first time that Simon taught,
like the Ophites, that the Supreme Being was of both sexes like his anti
types, that the universe consisted of three worlds reſlecting one
another, and that man must achieve his salvation by coming to resemble
the Deity—a result which was apparently, to be brought about by

finding his twin soul and uniting himself to her. None of these ideas
scem to have been Simon's own invention, and al

l

are found among
those of earlier or later Gnostics. Hence their appearance has here
given rise to the theories, put forward in the first instance by German
writers, but also adopted by some English ones, that the Simon of our
text was not the magician of the Acts but an heresiarch of the same name
who flourished . second century, and that the opponent of St. Peter
covers under the same name the personality of St. Paul. Neither
theory seems to have any ſoundation.

* row Tºrrmvoú. Hippolytus' usual practice is to use the place-name

º an. adjective. The Codex has Terrruvoº, Justin Martyr, “of
ilto.
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This Simon, being skilled in magic arts and having played
upon many, sometimes by the Thrasymedean" process in the
way we have set forth above, but sometimes working iniquity
by means of devils, designed to deify himself, (although
only) a human sorcerer filled with desperation whom the
Apostles refuted in the Acts.” Than whom Apsethus p. 244.
the Libyan was much wiser and more modest when he
ambitiously attempted to be considered a god in Libya. .
Whose story as it is not very different from the vain desire
of Simon, it seems fitting to narrate as one worthy to have
been attempted by Simon himself.
8. Apsethus the Libyan yearned to become a god.

But since, after making himself very busy, he utterly ſailed
(to accomplish) his desire, he wished at all events to
appear to have become one, and seemed as if he might
really eſfect this in course of time. For the foolish Libyans
sacrificed to him as to some divine power, thinking that
they must give faith to a voice from heaven above. I'or he
Collected and shut up in one and the same cage a great
many of the birds called parrots; there being many parrots
in Libya who imitate quite clearly the human voice. For
some time he fed the birds and taught them to say
“Apsethus is a god”; and when the birds had been
trained for a long time, and repeated the saying which he p. 245.
thought would make Apsethus be considered a god, he
opened the cage and le

t

the parrots out in al
l

directions.
The noise of the flying birds went forth into al

l Libya,
and their words reached as far as the land of the Greeks.”
And thus the I.ibyans being wonderstruck by the voices of

he birds and not understanding the trick played by

\psethus, held him for a god. But a certain Greek having
arefully studied the clever device of the so-called god, not
2nly refuted him by the (mouth of the) same parrots but
emoved from the earth that human quack and rascal.
The Grcek shut up many of the parrots and taught them to

ay instead (of their former speech): “Apsethus shut us up
ind forced us to say: ‘Apsethus is a god.’” And the

* Probably Paramcdes or Agamedes is intended. Cf. Theocritus,
dyll, II, 14. The Paramedes or Perimedes there mentioned was said

o have been a ſamous witch, child of the Sun, and mistress of

°oseidón.

* Acts viii. 9-14 * i.e. Cyrcne.
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t

Libyans hearing the parrots' recantation (and) al
l

assembling
with one mind burned Apsethus.” -

9. This (sort of man) one must suppose Simon the
magician (to be), so that we would far sooner liken him to

the Libyan who was born a man than to (Him) who is

really God.” But if the details of the likeness be held
accurate and the magician had some such passion as

Apsethus, we will undertake to teach Simon's parrots that
Simon who stood, stands and will stand was not Christ, but

p. 246, a man (sprung) from seed, born of a woman” begotten from
blood and fleshly desire like the rest, and that he knew this

to be so, we shall easily show as the story goes on." But
Simon, stupidly and clumsily garbling the Law of Moses—
for when Moses has said that God was “a burning and
consuming fire,”"—he, not having received Moses' saying
rightly, says that fire is the principle of the universals, and
not having comprehended the saying that God is not Fire,
but a burning and consuming fire, (thereby) not only rends

in twain the Law of Moses, but steals from Heraclitus
the Obscure." But Simon proclaims that the principle of

the universals is a boundless power, speaking
thus:– “This

is the writing of the Announcement” of Voice and Name
from the Thought of the great power of the Boundless One.
Wherefore it will be sealed up, hidden, concealed and will

be in the dwelling-place where the root of the universals is
founded.” But he says that the dwelling-place is the same

* This story in one form or another appears in Maximus Tyrius
(Diss. xxxv). Al:lian (Hist., xiv. 30), Justin (xxi. 4), and l’liny (Wat.
Alist., viii. 16). The name seems to be Psapho.

* Cruice's emendation. Schneidewin, Miller, and Macmahon read
ráxtov avºpówº yewouévº, ºvrws 9eº, “sooner than to IIim who though
made man, was really God;” but there scems no question here of the
Second Person of the Trinity.

* yévvmuayuvauxás,“birth of a woman.”

* This is the evident meaning of the sentence. Hippolytus ignores |

al
l

rules as to the order of hi
s

words. Macmahon translates as iſ Christ ||

were meant,

* Deut. iv
. 24, “consuming” only in A.V.

* Empedocles also. See Vol. I. pp. 40–41 supra.

* r *pduma &ropdorews, liber revelationis, Cr., “the treatise of a

revelation,” Macmahon ; as if it were the title of a book. But the title

of the book attributed to Simon is given later as "Häropdoris Meydam,and
there seeins no reason why the second syzygy of the series should be

sing: out in it fo
r

special mention. -A phrase singularly like this occurs in the “Naassene” author.
See Vol. I. pp. 140-141 supra, where the “universals” are enumerated.

i
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#man who has been begotten from blood and that the

$the root of the universals. But the Boundless Power, the
ifire according to Simon, is not simple as the many say
#who think that the four elements are simple and that fire
is simple; but there is a certain double nature of fire, and
of this double nature he calls one part hidden and the
other manifest. But the hidden (parts) have been hidden
in the manifest parts of the fire, and the manifest have come
into being by the hidden. This it is which Aristotle calls
potentiality and action, and Plato the comprehensible and
the perceptible.”
And the manifest (part) of the fire contains within itself

al
l

which one can perceive” or which can escape one, but
remains visible; but the hidden (part) contains everything
which one can perceive as something intelligible but which
evades the sense or which as not being thoroughly under
stood one passes over. But it must be said generally that

of al
l

things which are perceptible and intelligible, which
Simon calls hidden and manifest,” the supercelestial fire is
the Treasure-house,” like unto the great tree which was seen

by Nebuchadnezzar in a dream, from which al
l

flesh is ſed."
And he considers the trunk, the boughs, the leaves, and the p. 248.
bark on the outside of it to be the manifest part of the fire.
All these things which are attached to the great tree the
flame of the all-devouring fire causes to vanish. But the
fruit of the tree, if it be made a perfect likeness" and has
received its own shape, is placed in a storehouse and not in

the fire. For the fruit, he says, has been produced that it

may be put in a storehouse, but the chaff that it may be

cast into the fire, which (chaff) is the trunk which has

* O
r

that which can only be perceived by the mind and that which
can be perceived by the senses.

* 'wivojon. The sense of the passage seems to require “perceive”;
but the Greek can only mean “have in one's mind.” Probably some
blunder of the copyist.

* Here, again, he has inverted the order. The hidden is the
intelligible, the manifest, the perceptible.

* The simile of the Treasure-house finds frequent expression in the
Pistis Sophia.

* Dan, iv. 12.

* {{sukoviorój. Macmahon translates “if it be fully grown” on the
strength apparently of a passage in the LXX but the word is used
too frequently throughout this chapter to have that meaning here.

l

| Boundless Power dwells in him, which (power) he says is p. 247.
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P. 249.

not been produced for its own sake, but for that of the
fruit. -

Io. And this is
,

he says, what is written in the Scripture:
“The vine of the Lord Sabaoth is the house of Israel, and a

man of Judah his beloved plant.” But if a man of Judah

is his beloved plant, it proves, he says, that a tree is nothing
else than a man. But of its secretion and dissolution, he
says, the Scripture has spoken sufficiently, and for the
instruction of those who have been made completely aſter
(its) likeness,” the saying is enough that: “All flesh is grass
and al

l

the glory of the flesh as the flower of grass. The
grass withereth and the flower fadeth away: but the word

of the Lord abideth for ever.” But the word, he says, is

the word and speech of the Lord born in the mouth, save
which there is no other place of generation.

11. But, to be brief, since the fire is such according to

Simon, and al
l

things are seen and unseen as they are
heard and unheard, numbered and unnumbered, in the
Great Announcement he calls a perfect intellectual * every
one of those (beings) which can be boundlessly conceived

by the mind in a boundless way" and can speak and think
and act, as says Empedocles:—

For earth by carth we see, and water by water
And (divine) acther by aether, yet destroying fire by fire,
And (love) by love, and strife in gloomy strife.—

(Karsten, v. 321.)

12
.

For, he says, he considered al
l

the parts of the fire
which are invisible to have sense and a share of mind *

p. 250. Therefore the cosmos, he says, came into being begotten

by the unbegotten fire. But it began to be, he says, aſter
this fashion:—He who was produced from the beginning
from that fire took six roots, the first ones of the principle

* Isa. v. 7. The A.V. has “the men” for “a man” and “pleasant”
ſor “beloved.”

* roſs ºeuroviouévois. -

* I Pet. i. 24, 25. The A.V. has “glory of man” for “glory of ſlesh.”

* réAstov vospov. It is very difficult to find in English a word
expressing the difference between this voepás,“intellectual,” and vonrás,
“intelligible.”

* Reading &respáxis &relpwy (Svrav) for the dire-pdxis aweſpaws of

Cruice's text.

* Cruice's emendation. The Codex has yºunv tormv, “equal
opinion”? Schneidewin, véuaros aloav.

-

i
|
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$o
f

generation.” And he says that the roots came from the
ifire in pairs, which roots he calls Mind and Thought,
#Voice and Name, Reasoning and Passion,” but that the
whole of the Boundless Power together is in these six roots
potentially, but not actively. The which Boundless Power
|he says is He who Stood, Stands, and will Stand. Who
#if he be made into a complete image (of the fire) will be

in substance, power, greatness, and effect one and the same
with that Unbegotten and Boundless Power, and lacking
nothing possessed by that unbegotten and unchanging and
infinite power. But if he remains potentially only in the
six powers and is not made into a complete image (of the
fire), he is done away with and is lost like as the capacity
for grammar or geometry in man's soul. For power take
ing to itself skill becomes a light of the things which are:
#but if it does not take unto itself (skill) it is unskilfulness
#and darkness and as if it were not, it perishes” with the
man at his death.

-

:

* IIere we have Simon's cosmogonical ideas set out for the first time

in something like his own words. IIe seems to postulate the existence

of a Logos who makes the Six Powers or Roots and who is himself
present in them all. This does not appear to differ from the view of

Philo, for which see Forerunners, I, 174, or Schürer's Hist. of the Jewish

| People there quoted.

* Noüs ral ‘Erſvola, +ww.hkai "Ovoua, Aoyugubs kal 'Evêtumous. The
last name is the only one that presents any diſficulty, although every
heresiologist but Hippolytus gives the female of the first syzygy as

"Evvoia. "Ev6tumoris is translated Conceptio by Cruice, “Reſlection” by

Macmahon. It seems as if it here meant “desire” in a mental, not a

fleshly, sense; but as this word has a double meaning in English, I

have substituted for it “Passion.” IIereaſter the Greek names will be
used.

* This daring idea that the Logos, the chief intermediary between
God and matter in whom all the lesser A4)ol and powers were con
tained, as Philo thought, must himself either return to and be united

to God or else be lost in matter and perish, is met with in one form

or another in nearly al
l

later forms of Gnosticism. It is this which
makes the redemption of Sophia aſter her “fall” so promincint in the
mythology of Valentinus, while its converse is shown in the First Man

of Manichæism conquered by Satan and groaning in chains and
darkness until released by the heavenly powers and placed in some
intermediate world to wait until the last spark of the light which
he has lost is redeemed from matter. It seems to be the natural
consequence of Philo's ideas, for which see Schürer's Hist, of the /ewish
People (Eng. ed.) II, ii. pp. 370–376. Whether these did not in turn
owe something to Greek stories of mortals like IIeracles and Dionysos
ºleified as a reward for their suſcrings is open to question. Cf.
Forerunners, vol. I.

p. 251.

|
|

|
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|

13. But of these six powers and the seventh which is
with the six, he calls the first pair, (to wit) Nous and
Epinoia, Heaven and Earth. And (he says) that the
masculine (partner) looks down from on high upon and
takes thought for his spouse and that the Earth below
receives the intellectual fruits proper to her brought down
from Heaven to Earth. Wherefore, he says, the Logos
beholding oſten the things born from Nous and Epinoia,
that is from Heaven and Earth, says: “Hear, O Heaven,
and give ear, O Earth, for the Lord has spoken. I have
begotten and raised up sons, but they have disregarded
me.” He who thus speaks, he says, is the Seventh Power
who Stood, Stands and will Stand. For he is the cause
of those fair things which Moses praised and said that

p. 252. they were very good. And Phone and Onoma are the
Sun and Moon, and Logismos and Enthymesis Air and
Water. But with al

l

these is mingled and compounded,

as I have said, the great and Boundless Power, He who
has Stood.”

14. Since, therefore, Moses spake : “In six days God
created Heaven and Earth and the seventh day he rested
from al

l

his works,”* Simon after re-arranging the passage,
makes himself out a god. When then they say that three
days passed before the Sun and Moon existed,” they
shadow forth Nous and Epinoia and the Seventh Power,
the Boundless One. For these three powers were born
before al

l

the others. When they say: “Before al
l

the Aeons
He has begotten me,”* (Simon) says that this was spoken of
the Seventh Power. But the same Seventh Power, which

* Justinus also used this quotation from Isaiah i. 2, although in

abbreviated ſorm, . See supra, Vol. I. p. 179. The A.V. has “mourished
and brought up” ſor “begotten and raised up,” and “rebelled against "

for “disregarded.”
*So Philo accordingtoZeller and Schürer, (op. cit., p.374) understands

by the Logos “the power of God or the active Divine intelligence in

general.” IIe designates it as the “idea which comprises al
l

other
ideas, the power which comprises al

l

powers in itself, as the entirety

of the supersensuous world or of the Divine powers.”

* Gen. ii. 2.

* The Sethiami also quote this. See supra, Vol. I. p. 165.
So Ecclesiasticus xxiv. 9, makes Wisdom or Sophia say, “He

created me from the beginning before al
l

the world,” and Proverbs viii.
23, “I was set up ſrom everlasting,” but neither passage is here directly
quoted.
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was a power existing in the Boundless Power which was
begotten before al

l

the Aeons, this is
,

he says, the Seventh
Power of whom Moses said: “And the Spirit of God was
borne above the water,” that is

,
he says, the spirit containing

al
l things within itself, an image of the Boundless Power, p. 253.

of whom Simon says “image of the imperishable form
which alone orders al

l things.” For that power which was
borne above the water having come into being, he says,
from the imperishable form, alone orders al

l

things. Now
when some such and like preparations of the cosmos had come

to pass, God, he says, moulded” man, taking dust from the
earth. But he fashioned him not simple but twofold * accord
ing to image and resenblance. But the spirit which was
borne above the water is an image, which spirit if it is not
made a complete likeness," perishes with the world, as it

abides only potentially and does not exist in activity.
This, he says, is the saying, “Lest ye be judged with the
world.” But if it be made a complete likeness and is

born from an Indivisible Point as it is written in the
Announcement, the small will become great.' But it will

be great in the Boundless and Unchanging Aeon, being
born no more. -

How then and in what manner, he says, did God form
man in Paradise? For this is his opinion. Let, he says,
Paradise be the womb, and that this is true the Scripture
teaches when it says: “I am he who fashioned thee in thy
mother's womb.”" For this also he wishes to be thus
written. Moses, he says, speaking in allegory, calls p. 254.
Paradise the womb if we are to believe the word. But if

God fashions man in the womb of his mother, that is
,

in

Paradise, as I have said, le
t

Paradise be the womb and
Edem the placenta: “And a river went forth from Edem
and watered Paradise” ” (this is

)

the navel-string. The

* Gen. i. 2, “moved upon the face of,” A.V.

* {w}\age,“mouldel.”

* That is
,

masculo-feminine. -

* *českovia 6i
,

again. Like the Boundless Power or the Logos

* Quotation already used by the Perate. See supra, Vol. I. p. 148.
l'or the Indivisible Point which ſollows, see the Naassene chapter, Vol.

I, p. 141 supra,
-

* Jer. i. 5. “Before I ſormed thee in the belly I knew thee,” A.V.

." Gen. ii. Io, “to water the garden,” A.V. The ſour divisions of the
river have been already referred to in different senses by Justinus and
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navel-string, he says, separates into four heads. For on
each side of the navel are set two arterics, conduits of
breath, and two veins, conduits of blood. But when he
says, the navel-string goes forth from the placenta it takes
root in the infant by the epigastrium which al

l

men
commonly call the navel. And the two veins it is through
which flows and is borne from Edem (the placenta) the
blood to the so-called gates of the liver whence the child

is ſed. But the arteries as we have said, are the conduits

of the breath which pass behind on either side of the
bladder round the pelvis and make connection with the
great artery by the spine called the aorta, and thus through
the ventricles the breath flows upon the heart and causes

p. 255. movement of the embryo. For the embryo in course of

formation in Paradise neither takes food by the mouth,
nor breathes through the nostrils. For, as it exists amid
waters, death is at its feet if it should breathe. For it

would then draw in the waters and die. But it is girt about
almost wholly by the envelope called the amnion and is

fed through the navel, and through the aorta which is by
the spine, it receives, as I have said " the substance of the
breath.

15. Therefore, he says, the river flowing forth from Eden
separates into four heads (or) four conduits, that is

,

into the
child's four senses, sight, smell, taste, and touch. For the
infant while being formed in Paradise has these senses only.
This, he says, is the Law which Moses laid down; and
agreeably with that same Law each of the Books is written,

as their titles clearly show. The first book (is) Genesis
(and) the title of the book, he says, suffices for the know
ledge of the universals. For, he says, this is genesis, that

is sight into which one of the sections of the river separates;

the Naassene author. So far from this repetition arguing forgery, as

contended by Ståhclin, it seems only to show that all these half-Jewish
sects ſound in the traditions recorded in Genesis an obstacle that they
were bound to explain away if possible.

* 3xerol ww.stuaros. Cruice and Macmahon translate rvetua by

“spirit,” but it here evidently means “breath" from what is said later
about the nostrils. Cruice mentions that the ancients ſinding the
-* empty at death concluded that they were filled by air during
Alºe

* The use of the first person shows that this is IIippolytus' and not
Simon's explanation. -
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r the world is seen by sight. The title of the second p. 256.
jok is Exodus. For that which is born after crossing the
ed Sea comes into the Desert—he calls the blood, he
ys, the Red Sea—and tastes bitter water. For bitter, he
ys, is the water which comes after the Red Sea, which
water) is the way of knowledge of life pursued through
ainful and bitter things. But when changed by Moses,
at is by the Logos, that bitter (water) becomes sweet.
nd that this is so, can be known by al

l
in common in the

lying of the poets:—

Islack was it at the root, but the flower was like milk
The gods call it Moly, but hard it is to dig
For mortal men, but to the gods all things are possible.—-

(IIoMER, Odyssey, X, 304 ft.)

16. What has been said by the nations, he says, suffices

ºr the thorough knowledge of the universals to those who
ave ears to hear. For not only he who has tasted this

ui
t

is not turned into a beast by Circe; but those also

ho have been already brutiſica by use of the powers of p. 257.
lch fruit, he moulds again into their first and proper form

nd restores them to type and recalls their (original) im
ress. And the ſaithful man and he who is beloved by

la
t

witch is
,

he says, revealed through that milk-like and
ivine fruit. Likewise Leviticus the third book which is the
mell or inspiration." For this book is of sacrifices and
blations. For where there is a sacrifice there comes a

ertain savour of fragrance from it through the incense,

f which fragrance the sense of smell (Qught to be

test).” Mumbers, the fourth book he calls taste . . .”

here speech operates. But Deuteronomy, he says, is

ritten with reference to the sense of touch of the child in

ourse of formation. For as the touch, touching the things
erceived by the other senses, sums up and confirms them,
aching us whether (anything) be hard or hot or cold," so

he fifth book of the Law is the summary of the four books

* &varvoh, “inbreathing.” * Cruice's emendation.

* A hiatus to be filled evidently with some reference to the mouth.

he whole of this passage seems corrupt. From what is said about

le bitterness of the water Exodus should be taste, Leviticus smell and
'umbers hearing.

-

* The simile as well as the phrase is to be ſound in Aristotle. Cf.

|s Organon, c. viii.
VOL. II. B
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p. 258.

p. 259.

written before it. All the unbegotten things, then, he says,
are in potentiality not in activity, like the grammatical or

geometrical art. If then one should chance upon the
fitting word and doctrine, and the bitter should be changed
into sweet, that is

,

the spears into reaping-hooks and the
swords into ploughshares,” (the child) will not be chaff and
sticks for producing fire, but a perfect fruit made in semblance
(of), as I have said (and) equal and like to

,

the Unbegotten
and Boundless Power. But should he remain only a tree
and should not make a perfect fruit fashioned in complete
resemblance, he will be removed. For the axe is near, he

says, to the roots of the tree. Every tree, he says, which
maketh not fair fruit is cut down and cast into the fire.”

17. There is then, according to Simon, that blessed and
incorruptible thing hidden in everything, potentially not
actively, which is He who Stood, Stands and will Stand. It

stood above in the Unbegotten Power, it stands below amid
the rush of the waters having been begotten in likeness, and

it will stand on high beside the blessed Unbegotten Power

if it be made in (his) perfect semblance. For there are,

he says, three who have stood, and unless there are
three Aeons who have stood, then the Unbegotten One who
according to them is borne over the water, who by re
semblance has been fashioned again perfect (and) heavenly,
who in one thought alone” is more lacking than the
Unbegotten Power, is not in its proper place." This is

what they say: “I and thou, thou one before me, I after
thee, am I.". This, he says, is one power, divided above,
below, begetting itself, increasing itself, seeking itself,
finding itself, being its own mother, its own father, its own
sister, its own spouse, its own daughter, its own son, a

mother-father," being one root of the universals.
And that, he says, the beginning of the generation of

things begotten is from fire, he understands in some such
fashion as this: In al

l

things whatever which have birth,

* Cf. Isa. ii. 4; Micah iv
.

3. * Matt. iii. Io; Luke iii. 9.

* So the Bruce Papyrus (ed. Amélineau, p. 231) says that God
when he withdrew all things into Himself, did not so draw “a little
Thought,” and ſrom this one Thought al
l

the worlds were made.

* ow roameſrat, non ordinarefur, Cr., “is not adorned,” Macmahon.

* Reading urpowdrºp ſor uſivmp warhp. Cf. Clem. Alex., Strom.,

v. 14 for this word. The other epithets seem to cover allusions to the
Dionysiac, the Osirian and the Attis myths.
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º in Sanaria by magic arts was refuted by the Apostles, and
having been laid under a curse as it is written in the Arts,
|afterwards in desperation designed , these things” until
having come to Rome, he withstood the Apostles. Whom
| Peter opposed when he was deceiving many by sorceries.
ifle at length coming into t . . . . . . te,” taught sitting
Hunder a plane-tree. , And finally his refutation being very
near * through effluxion of time, he said that if buried alive
|he would rise again the third day. And having given orders
jthat a grave should be dug by his disciples, he bade them
#bury him. And they having done what he commanded, he
}remains there to this day; for he was not the Christ. This
then is Simon's story, taking hints from which Valentinus
calls (the same things) by other names. For Nous and
|\letheia, Logos and Zoe, Anthropos and Ecclesia are
#Simon's six roots, Nous-Epinoia, Phone-Onoma, Logismos
* I'mthymesis. But since we have sufficiently set forth Sinnon's
jſable making, let us see what Valentinus says.”

2. Concerning Valentinus.

That is
,

made up this doctrine.

* C. W. King in the Gnostics and their Kemains (2nd ed.) thinks that

# the omitted word is Persia. There is evidently a lacuna here, and
#perhaps a considerable one.

* Because his age made his pretensions to divinity absurd. The
story given after this directly contradicts all ecclesiastical tradition
which makes Simon perish by the ſall of his demon-borne car while
flying in the presence of Nero and St. Peter in the Campus Martius.

* The sources of this chapter are ſairly plain. There is little reason

to doubt that Ilippolytus had actually seen and read a book attributed

to Simon Magus and called the Great Announcement from which he
quotes, aſter his manner, inaccurately and carelessly, but still in good
faith. Whether the work was by Simon himself is much more doubtſul,
but it was probably in use by the sect that he ſounded, and therefore
represents with some fidelity his teaching. The style of it as appears
from the extracts here given is a curious mixture of bombast and
philosophical expressions, and bears a strong likeness to certain
passages in the chapters in the fifth book on the Naassenes and the
l'eratae. The other traceable source of the chapter is the work
..!gainst Heresies of St. Irenaeus, of which the quotations here given

go to establish the Greek text. But intertwined with this, especially
jtowards the end of the chapter, is a third thread of tradition, quite
different from that used in the Clementines and other patristic accounts

of Simon's career, which cannot at present be identified.

* With Valentinus, we leave at last the tangled genealogies and

p. 267.

21. The heresy of Valentinus,” then, exists, having a p. 268.

s
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Pythagorean and Platonic foundation. For Plato in the
Złmacus modelled himself entirely on Pythagoras, as is seer

unclean imagery, as it scems to us, of the early traditions of Westerr
Asia, to approach a form of religion which although not without ſan
tastic ſcatures is yet much more consonant with modern Europear
thought. Valentinus was, indeed, with the doubtſul czception o
Marcion, the first of heretics in the present acceptation of the term.
and many features of his teaching were reproduced later in the tenet:
of one or other of the Christian sects. At first sight, the main diſſerence
between his doctrine and that of the Catholic Church consists in the
extraordinary series of personified attributes of the Deity which h
thought fit to interpose between the Supreme 13eing and the Saviour
This he probably borrowed either from the later Zoroastrian idea o

the Amshaspands or Archangels who surround Ahura Mazda, or, mor
probably, from the paut meteru, (“company of the gods") of the
Egyptian religion of Pharaonic times; and it has been suggestcº
elsewhere that he probably attached less importance to dogmatism or

the matter than the Fathers would wish to make out. lut | lippolytus
account of his other doctrines show other divergences ſrom the Church'
teaching both graver and wider than we should have gathered from the
statements of Irenaeus, Tertullian, or Epiphanius. I lis view of th
ignorance and ſolly of the 1)emiurge seems to be taken over bodily
from the Ophite teaching, and, as he identifies him by implicatio
with the God of the Jews, must logically lead to the rejection of th
whole of the Old Testanent except perhaps the l’salms, Proverbs, anº
the historical portions. I le is also as predestinarian as Calvin himself
ſor he assigns complete beatitude to the Pneumatics or Spirituals only
while relegating the l’sychics to an inſerior heaven and dooming th

llylics to complete destruction. Yet the class to which each of us i.

assigned has nothing to do with conduct, but is in the discretion o

Sophia, the Mother of all Living.
The most marked novelty in Valentinus' teaching, however, is th

cause, according to him, of the giſt of this partial salvation to man
This is not, as in the Catholic, the fruit of God's love towards hi
creature, but the last stage of a great scheme for the reconstructio
and purification of the whole universe. First, the Pleroma or Fulnes

of the Godhead is purified by the segregation from it of the lºctrom

or abortion to which Sophia in her ignorance and ambition gav
birth; then the 12ctrona herself is freed from her passions by th

action of Christ and the IIoly Spirit, and made the Mother of Life
and finally this material world, the creation of the God of the Jews

is to be purged by the Divine Mission of Jesus from the gross an

devilish elements introduced into it by the ignorant clumsiness of th

same God of the Jews. But this theory was poles asunder from th

geoccmtric ideas of the universe then current among Greeks, Jews, an

Christians alike, and comes startlingly near the hypotheses of moder
science on the very low place of the earth and humanity in the schem

of things. Whence Valentinus drew the materials from which he cor
structed his theory must be reserved for investigation at some futul
date; but it is fairly clear that some part of it was responsible fo

r
no
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also by his “Pythagorean stranger” being Timaeus himself.
Wherefore it seems fitting that we should begin by recalling
to mind a few (points) of the theory of l’ythagoras and
Plato, and should then describe the (teaching) of Valentinus.
For if the opinions of Pythagoras and Plato are also included
in the (books) painfully written by us earlier, yet I shall not
be unreasonable in recalling * in epitome their most leading
tenets” in order that by their closer comparison and likeness
of composition, the doctrines of Valentinus may be more
intelligible. For as (the Pythagoreans and Platonists) took
their opinions of old from the Egyptians and taught them
anew to the Greeks, so (Valentinus) while fraudulently
attempting to establish his own teaching by them, carved
their system into names and numbers, calling them [by p. 269
names] and defining them by measures of his own. Whence
he has constructed a heresy Greek indeed, but not referable
to Christ.

22. The wisdom of the Egyptians is
,

then, the beginning

of l’lato's theory in the Timaeus. For from this, Solon?
taught the Greeks the whole position regarding the birth
and destruction of the cosmos by means of a certain pro
phetic statement, as Plato says, the Greeks being then
children and knowing no older theologic learning. In

order then that we may follow closely the words which
Valentinus let fall, I will now set out as preface what it was
that Pythagoras of Samos taught as philosophy after that
silence praised by the Grecks. And then [I will point out]
those things which Valentinus takes from Pythagoras and
l’lato and with solemn words attributes to Christ, and
before Christ to the Father of the universals and to that
Sige who is given as a spouse to the l’ather. --

a ſew of the tenets of the Manichæism which arose some hundred years
later to maintain a strenuous opposition to the Catholic ſaith ſor at

least nine centuries.
Finally, it may be said that Hippolytus also tells us for the first time

of the divisions among Valentinus' followers and the different parts
played therein by l'tolemy, IIeracleon and others, including that
liardesanes or Bar Daisan whose name was great in the East as late

as Al Birüni's day.

" oux àAéryws brouvnorðhorouai.

* ra ropweaudrara row abro's peoxouévov. -

* The Codex has XoAouisv-evidently a copyist's mistake. Cf. Plato,
Timarus, $ 7. -
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p. 270.

23. Now Pythagoras declared that the unbegotten monad
was the principle of the universals" and the parent of the
dyad and of all the other numbers. And he says that the
monad is the father of the dyad and the dyad the mother
of all engendered things (and) a bearer of things begotten.
And Zaratas,” also, the teacher of Pythagoras, calls the one
father, but the two, mother. For the dyad has come into
being from a monad according to Pythagoras, and the
monad is masculine and first, but the dyad ſemale and
second. From the dyad, again, as l’ythagoras says, (come)
the triad and the other numbers one after the other up to
1o. For Pythagoras knew that this 1o is the only perfect
number.” For (he saw that) the 11 and 12 were an addition
to and re-equipment of the decad, and not the generation
of some other number. All solid bodies beget what is
given to them from the bodiless." For, he says, the Point
which is indivisible is at once a point and a beginning of
the bodies and the bodiless together. And, he says, from
the point comes a line, and a superficies extended in
depth makes, he says, a solid figure. Whence the Pytha
goreans have a certain oath as to the harmony of the four
elements. And they make oath thus:–

“Yea by the Tetractys handed down to our head
A source of etcrnal nature containing within itself roots.” "

For the beginning of natural and solid bodies is the
Tetractys as the monad is of the intelligible ones." But
that the Tetractys gives birth to the perfect number as
among the intelligibles the (monad) does to the Io, they
teach thus. If one beginning to count says 1, and adds 2,

* Not necessarily the Supreme Being. Clement of Alexandria,
Paedagogus, I, S, says, “God is one, and beyond the One, and above
the Monad itself."
* A fairly common form of Zoroaster. The quotation is probably

ſrom the “Chaldivan Oracles” so-called.
* Diogenes Laertius, Book VIII, c. 19 quotes from Alexander's

Successions of Philosophers that Pythagoras in his Commentaries put
first the nomad, then the undeſined dyad, and said that from these two
numbers proceeded, from numbers signs, from signs lines, from lines
plane figures, from planes solids, and ſrom solids perceptible bodies
consisting of the ſour elements, fire, water, earth and air.
• Miller would substitute vourréow for woodriðéuevov.
* These verses are said by Cruice to be in Sextus Empiricus, but I

Jhave not been able to find them in any known writings of that author.
* vorrà, as opposed to alcºnrá.
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and then 3 in like manner, these will make 6. (Add) yet
another (i.e.) 4 and there in the same way will be the total
10. For the 1, 2, 3 and 4 become Io, the perfect number.
Thus, he says, the Tetractys will in all things imitate the
intelligible monad having been thyls able to bring forth a
perfect number.
24. There are, therefore, according to Pythagoras, two

worlds, one intelligible which has the monad as its begin
ning, but the other the perceptible. This last is the
Tetractys containing Iota," the one tittle, a perfect number.
Thus the Iota, the one tittle, is received by the l’ytha- p. 272.
goreans as the first and chiefest, and as the substance of

the Intelligible both intelligibly and perceptibly. Belong
ing to which are the nine bodiless accidents which cannot
exist apart from substance, (viz.) Quantity, Quality, Where
fore, Where, and When, and also Being, Having, 1)oing
and Suſſering.” There are therefore mine accidents to

substance reckoned in with which they comprise * the
perfect number, the Io. Wherefore the universe being
divided, as we have said, into an intelligible and a percept
ible world, we have also reason from the intelligible in
order that by it we may behold the substance of the intelli
gible, the bodiless and the divine. But we have, he says,
five senses, smell, sight, hearing, taste and touch. By these

w
e arrive at a knowledge of perceptible things, and so, he

says, the perceptible world is separated from the intelligible;
and that we have an organ of knowledge for each of them,

w
e learn from this. None of the intelligibles, he says, can

become known to us through sense: for, he says, eye has
not seen that, nor ear heard, nor has it become known, he
says, by any other of the senses whatever. Nor again by

reason can one come to a knowledge of the perceptible;
but one must see that a thing is white, and taste that it is p. 273.
sweet, and know by hearing that it is just or unjust ; and if

any smell is ſragrant or nauseous, that is the work of the
sense of smell and not of the reason. And it is the same
with the things relating to touch. For that a thing is hard

* Cf. Matt. v. 18.

* These “accidents” are cnumerated by Aristotle in his Metaphysics,
look IV, and more briefly in his Organon. IIe does not there
acknowledge any indebtedness to Pythagoras.

* ovvéxes.

-
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p. 274.

or soft or hot or cold cannot be known through the hearing
but the test of these things is the touch. This bein
granted, the setting in order of the things that have bee
and are is seen to come about arithmetically. For, just a
we, beginning by addition of monads (or dyads) or triad
and of the other numbers strung together, make one ver
large compound number, and on the other hand work b
subtracting from the total strung together and by analysing
by a fresh calculation what has been brought togethe
arithmetically;-so, he says, the cosmos is bound togethe
by a certain arithmetical and musical bond, and by it
tightening and slackening, its addition and subtraction, i

ever and everywhere preserved uncorruptcd.
25. For instance in some such fashion as this also d

the Pythagoreans describe the duration of the world:—
“For it was bcſore and will be. Never I ween
Will the unquenchable aeon be devoid of these two.”

What are these (two)? Strife and Love." But their lov
makes the cosmos incorruptible and eternal, as they think
For substance and the cosmos are one. But strife rend
asunder and diversifies, and tries by every means to mak
the world divide. Just as one cuts arithmetically the myriac
into thousands and hundreds and tens and drachmas, and
obols, and quarters by dividing it into small parts, so Strif
cuts the substance of the cosmos into animals, plants
metals and such like things. And Strife is according to

them, the Demiurge” of the generation of al
l

things coming

to pass, and Love governs and provides for the universe, sc
that it abides. And having collected into one the scattered
and rent (things) of the universe and leading them forth
from liſe, it joins and adds them to the universe so that i

may abide and be one. Never therefore will Strife cease
from dividing the cosmos, nor Love from attaching togethe

p. 275 the separated things of the cosmos. Something like this il

seems is the “distribution” according to Pythagoras. Bu
Pythagoras says that the stars are fragments * of the sun and

* plaſa, not &ydr". Macmahon translates “friendship.”

- * i. e. the “Fashioner” = one who makes things out of previously
existing material, but does not create them ex nihilo.

* *arouſ, a word peculiar apparently to the Pythagoreans. Jowet
translates it “regulation.”

* &reppayáðas, a word unknown in classical Greek, which should
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that the souls of animals are borne (to us) from the stars.
And that the same (souls) are mortal when they are in the
body being buried as it were in a tomb; but that they will
rise again and become immortal when we are separated from
our bodies. Whence Plato being asked by some one what
Philosophy is

,

said: “It is a separation of soul ſrom body.”
26. Pythagoras, then, becoming a learner of these

opinions, declared some of them by means of enigmas and
such like phrases, (such as:) “If you are away from home,
turn not back. Otherwise, the Furies the helpers of justice
will punish you.”’ (For) he calls your home the body and
the passions the Furies. If then, he says, you are away p. 276
from home, that is : if you have come forth from the body,

do not seek after it; but if you return to it, the passions
will again shut you up in a body. For they think there is

a change of bodies (uerévorwpºrworts); as also lºmpedocles,
when Pythagorizing, says. For the pleasure-loving souls,

as Plato says,” if they do not philosophize when in man's
estate, must pass through the bodies of al

l

animals and
plants and again return to a human body. But if (such a
one) does philosophize,” he will in the same way go on high
thrice to his kindred star; but if he does not philosophize
will return again to the same things. Thus he tells us that
the soul is at once mortal if it be ruled by the Furies, that

is
, by the Passions, and immortal if it flees from them.

27. But seeing that we have picked out for narration the
things darkly uttered to his disciples under the veil of sym
bols, it seems fitting to recall other sayings (of his), because
the heresiarchs attempt to deal in symbols in the same way;
and these not their own, but using the words of Pythagoras.
Now Pythagoras teaches his disciples saying “ Dind up the p. 277.
bed-sack,” since they who are setting out on a journey make
their clothing into a bundle, so as to be ready for the road.
Thus he wishes his disciples to be ready, as if at any
moment death might come upon them, so that they may

by its etymology mean “chinks” or “rents.” I have taken it as a

mistake for Gropphuara, which is found in Plutarch.

* Not Pythagoras, but Plutarch, de Exilio, § 11. He attributes it

to IIeraclitus.

* The reſerence seems to be to the Phardrus, t. 1, p. 89 (Bekker).

* Or “practise philosophy": but Ilippolytus always uses the word
with a contemptuous meaning.
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not be caught lacking anything. Wherefore he is obliged
- to enjoin the Pythagorean every morning to bind up the

bed-sack, that is to prepare for death. “Do not stir the
iſ fire with a sword,” meaning do not provoke angry men; for-

he likens an angry man to a fire and speech to a sword.
- “Do not tread on sweepings,” that is

,

do not look down

, , , . upon triſles. “Do not grow a palm in a house,” that is
,

-

do not make a cause of striſe in it. For the palm is a

tº . . symbol of ſighting and strife. “Eat not from a stool”
(that is), practise no ignoble art, that you may not be a

slave to the corruptible body, but make your livelihood
by lcctures. For it is possible at once to nourish the body

tº p. 278 and to improve the soul. “From a whole loaf bite oſſ
nought,” (that is

) diminish not that which belongs to you,º

but live on the income and keep the capital like a whole
loaf. “Eat not beans” (that is

) Take not the rule of a

city. For by beans the rulers' were then elected.”
28. These and such like things, then, the l’ythagoreans say,

initating whom the heretics think they declare great things to

! . . certain men. The l’ythagorean doctrine says that the Great
Geometrician and Reckoner” the Sun is the Demiurge ofº

al
l

things that are, and is fixed in the whole cosmos like the
soul in bodies, as says Plato. For the Sun like the soul is

fire, but the earth a body. But if ſire were absent, nothing
could be seen, nor could there be any solid perceptible to

. the touch; for there is no solid without earth. Whence

º God having put air in the midst, ſashioned the body of the
universe from fire and carth.” l{ut the Sun reckons and
measures the cosmos in some such ſashion as this. The

- cosmos is that perceptible one of which we are now speak
ing. But (the Sun) divides it as an arithmetician and*

geometrician into twelve parts. And the names of these

p. 279 parts are:—Ram, Bull, Twins, Crab, Lion, Virgin, Scales,
Scorpion, Archer, He-goat, Waterbcarer and Fishes.
Again, he divides each of the twelve parts into thirty which
are the thirty days of the month. And again he divides each

l

| -

* rās ºpxás. Evidcntly a mistakc ſor robs &pxoviras.

* Ilippolytus in the interpretation of these sayings seems to have
followed Diogenes Laertius.

* 'Apiðumrås.

* So Shu the Egyptian God of Air was figured between Earth (Seb)

* and Heaven (Nut).
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found to be two, a masculo-feminine having the female
ithin it. This is Mind in Thought for they being one
'hen undivided from one another are yet ſound to be

wo.”
- -

19. Sinnon then having discovered (all) this, ſraudulently
nterprets as he wishes not only the (words) of Moses, but
lso those of the poets. For he turns into allegory the
Wooden Horse and Helen with the Torch and other things,
ltering which to the affairs of himself and his Epinoia, he

:ads astray many. And he says that she is that sheep
‘hich was lost, who ever dwelling in many women' troubles

he powers in the cosmos by her transcendent beauty.
Wherefore also the Trojan War occurred on account of her.

'o
r Epinoia herself dwelt in Helen at that time, and

ll the authorities suing for her (favours), faction and war
rose annong the nations in which she appeared. Where
ore indeed Stesichorus having railed at her in his verses

ad his eyes blinded, but having repented and written the
'alinode, was restored to sight.” She, being changed from

ne body to another by the angels and authorities below
‘ho made the world, came at last to stand in a brothel * in
lyre, a city of Phoenicia, coming to which (Simon) found

er
.

For at her first enquiry, he said he had come to her

id
,

that he might free her from her bonds, and when he

ad redeemed her she went about with him pretending that

he was the lost sheep, and he saying that he was the l’ower
bove al

l

things. But the rogue having fallen in love with

he hussy, the so-called Helen, and having bought her
njoyed her, and being ashamed (before) his disciples made

p this story. But they who became (in time) the imitators

f the error and of Simon Magus do like things, pretending

ha
t

they ought to have (promiscuous) intercourse like
easts, saying: “All earth is earth and it matters not where

ne sows, so long as one sows.” And they also bless this
ntercourse saying that the same is perfect love and the
Holy of Holies” and that “ye shall sanctify one another.”

or they say that they are not overcome by what any one
lse would call evil, for that they have been redeemed.
and that Simon having redeemed Helen has in like manner

* karayivouévn, “descending into" (women's forms)?

* This sentence is taken verbatim from Irenaeus, I, 16, 2.

* 'w
l

réYovs, literally, “on the roof.”

p. 263.

p. 264.
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p. 265. brought salvation to men through hi
s

own discernment.
lºor since the angels misgoverned the world through love o

rule, he says that he came to set it straight, having changed
his shape and making himself like the rulers * and
authorities and angels, and that he appeared as a man
though he was not a man and seemed to suffer in Judaea.
though he did not suffer.” But he appeared to the Jews as

Son, in Samaria as Father, and among the other nations at

Holy Spirit. And that he submitted to be called by what
ever name men wished to call him. And that the Prophet.
were inspired by the world-making angels to utter thei
prophecies. Wherefore they who have believed on Simor
and IIelen do not heed them," and to this day do wha
they will as being free. For they claim that they have beer
saved by his grace. For no one is liable to judgment if he

does anything evil; for evil exists not by nature, but by

. law. For he says it is the angels who made the world who
made the Law whatever they wished, thinking to enslave
those who hearkened to them. And again they say tha
(there will be) a dissolution of the world for the redemption
of their own men."
20. Therefore the disciples of this (man) practise magic

arts and incantations, and send out love-philtres and
charms and the demons called dream-bringers for the
troubling of whom they will. But they also do reverence to

the so-called Paredri." And they have an image of Simon

in the form of Zeus, and (another) of Helen in the form

of Athena, and they bow down to them calling the one
“Lord” and the other “Lady.” But if any one annong
them seeing these inlages should call them by the name

of Simon or I Ielen, he is cast out as being ignorant of their
mysteries. This Simon when he had led astray many

* 5ta rās ibias driyvárews; Aer suam agnitionem, Cr. ; “thro’ his
own intelligence,” Macmahon. -

* Reading &pxovres ſor the apxwſ of the Codex.

* This sentence also appears verbatim in Irenaeus, I, 16, 1.

* i. e. the prophets.

* The whole of this from the last quotation to the end of the section is

, also from Ireneus, I, 16, 2.

* What these wipeSpot w
i Aeyouévoswere is hard to say: but one of

the later documents of the Pistis Sophia introduces a fiend in hell as

the “Paredros Typhon.” “Assessor.” or “coadjutor,” the meanings

of the word in classical Greek, would here seem inappropriate.

* Froum the beginning of the section to here is from Irenaeus, I, 16, 3.
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º

3º

º

#

in Sanaria by magic arts was refuted by the Apostles, and
having been laid under a curse as it is written in the Arts,
|afterwards in desperation designed these things” until
having come to Rome, he withstood the Apostles. Whom
Peter opposed when he was deceiving many by sorceries.
{{le at length coming into t . . . . . . te,” taught sitting
under a plane-tree. And finally his refutation being very
near” through effluxion of time, he said that if buried alive
he would rise again the third day. And having given orders
that a grave should be dug by his disciples, he bade them

#bury him. And they having done what he commanded, he
}remains there to this day; for he was not the Christ. This
then is Simon's story, taking hints from which Valentinus
calls (the same things) by other names. For Nous and
.\letheia, Logos and Zoe, Anthropos and Ecclesia are
#Simon's six roots, Nous-Epinoia, Phone-Onoma, Logismos
Hlºnthymesis. But since we have sufficiently set forth Simon's
jſable making, le

t
us see what Valentinus says."

2. Concerning Valentinus.

* That is
,

made up this doctrine.

* C. W. King in the Gnostics and their Kemains (2nd ed.) thinks that

# the omitted word is Persia. There is evidently a lacuna here, and
#perhaps a considerable one.

* Because his age made his pretensions to divinity absurd. The
story given after this directly contradicts all ecclesiastical tradition
which makes Simon perish by the ſall of his demon-borne car while
flying in the presence of Nero and St. Peter in the Campus Martius.

* The sources of this chapter are ſairly plain. There is little reason

to doubt that Hippolytus had actually seen and read a book attributed

to Simon Magus and called the Great Announcement from which he

quotes, aſter his manner, inaccurately and carelessly, but still in good
faith. Whether the work was by Simon himself is much more doubtſul,
but it was probably in use by the sect that he ſounded, and therefore
represents with some fidelity his teaching. The style of it as appears
from the extracts here given is a curious mixture of bombast and
philosophical expressions, and bears a strong likeness to certain
passages in the chapters in the fifth book on the Naassenes and the
l'eratae. The other traceable source of the chapter is the work
..lgainst Heresies of St. Irenaeus, of which the quotations here given

go to establish the Greek text. But intertwined with this, especially
towards the end of the chapter, is a third thread of tradition, quite
different from that used in the Clementines and other patristic accounts

of Simon's career, which cannot at present be identified.

* With Valentinus, w
e

leave at last the tangled genealogies and

p. 267.

21. The heresy of Valentinus,” then, exists, having a p. 268.
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Pythagorean and Platonic foundation. For Plato in th
Timaeus modelled himself entirely on Pythagoras, as is see

unclean imagery, as it scens to us, of the early traditions of Wester
Asia, to approach a form of religion which although not without fa

i

tastic features is yet much more consonant with modern Europea
thought. Valentinus was, indeed, with the doubtſul exception
Marcion, the first of heretics in the present acceptation of the term
and many features of his teaching were reproduced later in the tene

of one or other of the Christian sects. At first sight, the main diſſerenc
between his doctrine and that of the Catholic Church consists in th

extraordinary series of personified attributes of the Deity which h

thought fit to interpose between the Supreme Deing and the Saviou
This he probably borrowed either from the later Zoroastrian idea
the Amshaspands or Archangels who surround Ahura Mazda, or, mol
probably, from the pauf meteru, (“company of the gods") of th

Egyptian religion of Pharaonic times; and it has been suggeste
elsewhere that he probably attached less importance to dogmatism o

the matter than the Fathers would wish to make out. l}ut 1 lippolytu
account of his other doctrines show other divergences ſrom the Church
teaching both graver and wider than we should have gathered from th

statements of Irenaeus, Tertullian, or Epiphanius. I lis view of th

ignorance and ſolly of the 1)emiurge seems to be taken over bodil
from the Ophite teaching, and, as he identifies him by implicatio
with the God of the Jews, must logically lead to the rejection of th

whole of the Old Testanent except perhaps the l’salms, l’roverbs, an

the historical portions. I le is also as predestinarian as Calvin himsel
ſor he assigns complete beatitude to the Pneumatics or Spirituals onl
while relegating the l’sychics to an inſerior heaven and dooming th

llylics to complete destruction. Yet the class to which each of us

assigned has nothing to do with conduct, but is in the discretion
Sophia, the Mother of al

l Living.
The most marked novelty in Valentinus' teaching, however, is th

cause, according to him, of the giſt of this partial salvation to mai
This is not, as in the Catholic, the fruit of God's love towards h

creature, but the last stage of a great scheme for the reconstructic
and purification of the whole universe. First, the Pleroma or Fulne

of the Godhead is purified by the segregation from it of the lºctron

or abortion to which Sophia in her ignorance and ambition gav
birth; then the Ectrona herself is freed from her passions by t

action of Christ and the IIoly Spirit, and made the Mother of Life
and finally this material world, the creation of the God of the Jew

is to be purged by the Divine Mission of Jesus from the gross an

devilish elements introduced into it by the ignorant clumsiness of th

same God of the Jews. But this theory was poles asunder from ti

geoccntric ideas of the universe then current among Greeks, Jews, ar

Christians alike, and comes startlingly near the hypotheses of model
science on the very low place of the earth and humanity in the schen

of things. Whence Valentinus drew the materials from which he col
structed his theory must be reserved for investigation at some futu
date; but it is fairly clear that some part of it was responsible for n
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also by his “Pythagorean stranger” being Timaeus himself.
Wherefore it seems fitting that we should begin by recalling
to mind a few (points) of the theory of l’ythagoras and
Plato, and should then describe the (teaching) of Valentinus.
For if the opinions of Pythagoras and Plato are also included
in the (books) painfully written by us earlier, yet I shall not
be unreasonable in recalling" in epitome their most leading
tenets” in order that by their closer comparison and likeness
of composition, the doctrines of Valentinus may be more
intelligible. For as (the Pythagoreans and Platonists) took
their opinions of old from the Egyptians and taught them
anew to the Greeks, so (Valentinus) while fraudulently
attempting to establish his own teaching by them, carved
their system into names and numbers, calling them [by p. 269
names] and defining them by measures of his own. Whence
he has constructed a heresy Greek indeed, but not referable
to Christ.
22. The wisdom of the Egyptians is

,

then, the beginning

of Plato's theory in the Timaeus. For from this, Solon"
taught the Greeks the whole position regarding the birth
and destruction of the cosmos by means of a certain pro
phetic statement, as Plato says, the Greeks being then
children and knowing no older theologic learning. In

order then that we may follow closely the words which
Valentinus le

t fall, I will now set out as preface what it was
that Pythagoras of Samos taught as philosophy after that
silence praised by the Grecks. And then [I will point out]
those things which Valentinus takes from Pythagoras and
I’lato and with solemn words attributes to Christ, and
before Christ to the Father of the universals and to that
Sige who is given as a spouse to the l’ather. --

a few of the tenets of the Manichæism which arose some hundred years
later to maintain a strenuous opposition to the Catholic ſaith ſor at

least nine centuries.
Finally, it may be said that Hippolytus also tells us for the first time

of the divisions among Valentinus’ followers and the different parts
played therein by l'tolemy, IIeracleon and others, including that
Bardesanes or Bar Daisan whose name was great in the East as late

as Al 13irüni's day.

" oux àAéryws brouvnorðhorouai.

* ra kopwºuérara rºw abroſs &psokouévov. -

* The Codex has zoaouav—evidently a copyist's mistake. Cf. Plato,
Timarus, $ 7. -

-
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p. 270.

23. Now Pythagoras declared that the unbegotten monad
was the principle of the universals" and the parent of the
dyad and of all the other numbers. And he says that the
monad is the father of the dyad and the dyad the mother
of al

l
engendered things (and) a bearer of things begotten.

...And Zaratas,” also, the teacher of Pythagoras, calls the one
father, but the two, mother. For the dyad has come into

p. 271.

being from a monad according to Pythagoras, and the
monad is masculine and first, but the dyad ſemale and
second. From the dyad, again, as l’ythagoras says, (come)
the triad and the other numbers one after the other up to

Io. Ifor Pythagoras knew that this 1 o is the only perfect
number.” For (he saw that) the 11 and 12 were an addition

to and re-equipment of the decad, and not the generation

of some other number. All solid bodies beget what is

given to them from the bodiless." For, he says, the Point
which is indivisible is at once a point and a beginning of

the bodies and the bodiless together. And, he says, from
the point comes a line, and a superficies extended in

depth makes, he says, a solid figure. Whence the Pytha
goreans have a certain oath as to the harmony of the four
elements. And they make oath thus:–

“Yea by the Tetractys handed down to our head

A source of etcrual nature containing within itself roots.” "

For the beginning of natural and solid bodies is the
Tetractys as the monad is of the intelligible ones." But
that the Tetractys gives birth to the perfect number as
among the intelligibles the (monad) does to the Io, they
teach thus. If one beginning to count says 1, and adds 2,

* Not necessarily the Supreme Bcing. Clement of Alexandria,
Paedagogus, I, S, says, “God is one, and beyond the One, and above
the Monad itself."

* A fairly common form of Zoroaster. The quotation is probably
ſrom thc “Chalduan Oracles” so-called.

* Diogenes Laertius, Book VIII, c. 19 quotes from Alexander's
Successions of Philosophers that Pythagoras in his Commentaries put
first the monad, then the undeſined dyad, and said that from these two
numbers proceeded, from numbers signs, ſrom signs lines, from lines
plane figures, from planes solids, and ſrom solids perceptible bodies
consisting of the ſour elements, fire, water, earth and air.

* Miller would substitute voula réov for woodru0éuevov.

* These verses are said by Cruice to be in Sextus Empiricus, but I

Jhave not been able to find them in any known writings of that author.

A vorrà, as opposed to alcºnrá.
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ind then 3 in like manner, these will make 6. (Add) yet
nother (i.e.) 4 and there in the same way will be the total
o. I'or the 1, 2, 3 and 4 become Io, the perfect number.
Thus, he says, the Tetractys will in al

l

things imitate the
ntelligible monad having been thyls able to bring forth a

Merfect number.
24. There are, therefore, according to Pythagoras, two

worlds, one intelligible which has the monad as its begin
ling, but the other the perceptible. This last is the
Tetractys containing Iota," the one tittle, a perfect number.
l'hus the Iota, the one tittle, is received by the Pytha- p. 272.
;oreans as the first and chiefest, and as the substance of

he Intelligible both intelligibly and perceptibly. Belong

ng to which are the nine bodiless accidents which cannot
xist apart from substance, (viz.) Quantity, Quality, Where
ore, Where, and When, and also Being, Having, 1)oing
ind Suſſering.” There are therefore mine accidents to

ubstance reckoned in with which they comprise * the
Merfect number, the Io. Wherefore the universe being
livided, as we have said, into an intelligible and a percept
ble world, we have also reason from the intelligible in
order that by it we may behold the substance of the intelli
(ible, the bodiless and the divine. But we have, he says,
ive senses, smell, sight, hearing, taste and touch. By these

w
e arrive at a knowledge of perceptible things, and so, he

ays, the perceptible world is separated from the intelligible;
ind that we have an organ of knowledge for each of them,

w
e learn from this. None of the intelligibles, he says, can

)ecome known to us through sense: for, he says, eye has

lo
t

seen that, nor ear heard, nor has it become known, he
ays, by any other of the senses whatever. Nor again by
eason can one come to a knowledge of the perceptible;

ju
t

one must see that a thing is white, and taste that it is p. 273.
weet, and know by hearing that it is just or unjust ; and if

iny smell is fragrant or nauseous, that is the work of the
ense of smell and not of the reason. And it is the same
with the things relating to touch. For that a thing is hard

* Cf. Matt. v. 18.

* These “accidents” are enumerated by Aristotle in his Metaphysics,
łook IV, and more briefly in his Organon. IIe does not there
cknowledge any indebtedness to Pythagoras.

* ovvéxes.

w

i
i
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or soft or hot or cold cannot be known through the hearing,
but the test of these things is the touch. This being
granted, the setting in order of the things that have been
and are is seen to come about arithmetically. For, just as
we, beginning by addition of monads (or dyads) or triads
and of the other numbers strung together, make one very
large compound number, and on the other hand work by
subtracting from the total strung together and by analysing
by a fresh calculation what has been brought together
arithmetically;-so, he says, the cosmos is bound together
by a certain arithmetical and musical bond, and by its

tightening and slackening, its addition and subtraction, is

ever and everywhere preserved uncorrupted.
25. For instance in some such fashion as this also do

the Pythagoreans describe the duration of the world:—
“For it was before and will be. Never I ween
Will the unquenchable aeon be devoid of these two.”

What are these (two)? Strife and Love." But their love
makes the cosmos incorruptible and eternal, as they think.
For substance and the cosmos are one. But strife rends
asunder and diversifies, and tries by every means to make
the world divide. Just as one cuts arithmetically the myriad
into thousands and hundreds and tens and drachmas, and
obols, and quarters by dividing it into small parts, so Strife
cuts the substance of the cosmos into animals, plants,
metals and such like things. And Strife is according to
them, the Demiurge” of the generation of al

l

things coming

to pass, and Love governs and provides for the universe, so

that it abides. And having collected into one the scattered
and rent (things) of the universe and leading them forth
from liſe, it joins and adds them to the universe so that it

may abide and be one. Never therefore will Strife cease
from dividing the cosmos, nor Love from attaching together

p. 275 the separated things of the cosmos. Something like this it

seems is the “distribution” according to Pythagoras. But
Pythagoras says that the stars are fragments” of the sun and

* plaſa, not &ydºrm. Macmahon translates “friendship.”

- * i. e. the “Fashioner” = one who makes things out of previously
existing material, but does not create them ex nihilo.

* \lavour', a word peculiar apparently to the Pythagoreans. Jowett
translates it “regulation.”

ni :

* &reppayáðas, a word unknown in classical Greek, which should
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that the souls of animals are borne (to us) from the stars.
And that the same (souls) are mortal when they are in the
body being buried as it were in a tomb; but that they will
rise again and become immortal when we are separated from
our bodies. Whence Plato being asked by some one what
Philosophy is

,

said: “It is a separation of soul ſrom body.”
26. Pythagoras, then, becoming a learner of these

opinions, declared some of them by means of enigmas and
such like phrases, (such as:) “If you are away from home,
turn not back. Otherwise, the Furies the helpers of justice
will punish you.”’ (For) he calls your home the body and
the passions the Furies. If then, he says, you are away p. 276
from home, that is: if you have come forth from the body,

do not seek after it; but if you return to it, the passions
will again shut you up in a body. For they think there is

a change of bodies (uerévoroputralorus); as also 12mpedocles,
when l’ythagorizing, says. For the pleasure-loving souls,

as I’lato says,” if they do not philosophize when in nuan's
estate, must pass through the bodies of all animals and
plants and again return to a human body. But if (such a
one) does philosophize,” he will in the same way go on high
thrice to his kindred star; but if he does not philosophize
will return again to the same things. Thus he tells us that
the soul is at once mortal if it be ruled by the Furies, that

is
, by the Passions, and immortal if it flees from them.

27. But seeing that we have picked out for narration the
things darkly uttered to his disciples under the veil of sym
bols, it seems fitting to recall other sayings (of his), because
the heresiarchs attempt to deal in symbols in the same way;
and these not their own, but using the words of Pythagoras.
Now Pythagoras teaches his disciples saying “Bind up the p. 277.
bed-sack,” since they who are setting out on a journey make
their clothing into a bundle, so as to be ready for the road.
Thus he wishes his disciples to be ready, as if at any
moment death might come upon them, so that they may

by its etymology mean “chinks” or “rents.” I have taken it as a

mistake for dropphuara, which is found in Plutarch.

* Not Pythagoras, but Plutarch, de Erilio, § 11. He attributes it

to II eraclitus.

* The reſerence seems to be to the Phardrus, t. 1, p. 89 (Bekker).

* Or “practise philosophy": but Ilippolytus always uses the word
with a contemptuous meaning.
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not be caught lacking anything. Wherefore he is oblig.
to enjoin the Pythagorean every morning to bind up t
bed-sack, that is to prepare for death. “Do not stir t
fire with a sword,” meaning do not provoke angry men; f
he likens an angry man to a fire and speech to a swor
“Do not tread on sweepings,” that is

,

do not look dow
upon triſles. “Do not grow a palm in a house,” that i

do not make a cause of striſe in it. For the palm is

symbol of ſighting and strife. “Eat not from a stool
(that is), practise no ignoble art, that you may not be
slave to the corruptible body, but make your livelihoo

by lcctures. For it is possible at once to nourish the bod

p. 278 and to improve the soul. “From a whole loaf bite o

nought,” (that is
) diminish not that which belongs to you

but live on the income and keep the capital like a whol
loaf. “I’at not beans” (that is

)

Take not the rule of

city. For by beans the rulers' were then elected.”
28. These and such like things, then, the Pythagoreans say

initating whom the heretics think they declare great things to

certain men. The l’ythagorean doctrine says that the Grea
Geometrician and Reckoner” the Sun is the Demiurge o

al
l

things that are, and is fixed in the whole cosmos like th

soul in bodies, as says Plato. For the Sun like the soul i.

fire, but the earth a body. But if ſire were absent, nothing
could be seen, nor could there be any solid perceptible to

the touch; for there is no solid without earth. Whence
God having put air in the midst, ſashioned the body of the
universe from fire and carth.” But the Sun reckons and
measures the cosmos in some such ſashion as this. Thi
cosmos is that perceptible one of which we are now speak
ing. But (the Sun) divides it as an arithmetician and
geometrician into twelve parts. And the names of these

p. 279 parts are:—Ram, Bull, Twins, Crab, Lion, Virgin, Scales
Scorpion, Archer, He-goat, Waterbcarer and Fishes
Again, he divides each of the twelve parts into thirty which
are the thirty days of the month. And again he divides each

* ras ºpxás. Evidcntly a mistakc ſor robs &pxorras.

* Ilippolytus in the interpretation of these sayings seems to hav
followed Diogenes Laertius.

* 'Apiðumrås. -

* So Shu the Egyptian God of Air was figured between Earth (Seb.
and Heaven (Nut).
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of the thirty parts into sixty minutes and (each) minute into
yet smaller and smaller parts. And thus ever creating
without ceasing, but gathering together ſrom these divided
parts and making a cycle, and again dissolving it and
separating that which has been put together, he perfects
the great deathless cosmos."
29. Something like this, as I have just summarily said, is

the teaching framed by Pythagoras and Plato. From which
and not from the Gospels, Valentinus has drawn his own
heresy, as we shall show, and should therefore be reckoned
a Pythagorean and a Platonist, but not as a Christian.
Accordingly he and Heracleon and Ptolemy and al

l

their
school, the disciples of Pythagoras and Plato copying their
teachers, have ſramed an arithmetical doctrine of their own.
For indeed an unbegotten, incorruptible, incomprehensible p. 28o.
fruitſul Monad is to them the beginning of al

l
and the cause

of the birth of al
l

things that are. Yet a certain wide
diſſerence is ſound among them. I’or some of them, that
they may keep wholly pure the Pythagorean teaching of

Valentinus, consider the Father to be unfeminine,” spouse
less, and alone: whereas the others, thinking it absolutely
impossible that there could be a birth of al

l

things that have
been born from any single male, are compelled to reckon
Sige” as a spouse to the l’ather of the universals in order
that he may become a father. But as to whether Sige is a

spouse or not, le
t

them fight it out with each other." We,
keeping steadfast at present to the Pythagorean (doctrine

of
)

the beginning and remembering what others teach, say
that IHe is one, without spouse, without ſenale, in need of

nought. In a word (Valentinus) says at the beginning no
thing was begotten, but the Father was alone, unbegotten,
having neither place, nor time, nor counsellor, nor any
other thing that by any figure of speech could be understood

* Roeper would read row uéyav čviavrov are pyáčerau réauov, “com
pletes the Great Year of the world.”
*"A0mAvs, “without female.”

* Xiyā, “Silence.” Cſ, the Orphic cosmogony which makes Night
the Mother of 1 ſeaven and Earth by Phanes the First-born, who
contains within himself the seeds of all creatures (/orerunners, I,

123). -

* The attribution of this monistic doctrine to Valentinus is ſound .

fo
r

the first time here. Irenaeus and Tertullian both make him say
that Sige is the spouse of the Supreme Being.
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as essence.” But He was alone and solitary, as they say,
and resting alone within Himself. And when He was filled
with fruit, He saw fit to beget and bring forth the most
beautiful and perfect thing He had within Himself. For He
did not love to be alone.” For He, Valentinus says, was al

l

Love and love is not love unless there be something to be

loved. Then the Father himself projected and engendered,

as He was alone, Mlind and Truth,” that is a dyad, which
became the lady and beginning and mother of al

l

the aeons
reckoned by them as being within the Pleroma. But Nous
and Aletheia having been projected by the Father, a fruitful
(projection) from the fruitful, imitating the l’ather projected
also the Word and Life; * and Logos and Zoe projected Man
and the Church.” But Nous and Aletheia when they saw
that their own special progeny had become fruitful, gave
thanks to the l’ather of the universals and offered to him a

perfect number, ten Aeons. For than this, he says, Nous
and Aletheia could offer to the Father no more perfect
number, lºor the l’ather being perfect ought to be glorified
with a perfect number. And the ten is perfect because as

the first of things that came into being by addition, it is

complete.” But the Father is more perfect because he

alone is unbegotten, and by the first single syzygy of Nous
and Aletheia supplied the projection of al

l

the roots of the
things that are.
3o. Then when Logos and Zoe saw that Nous and

Aletheia had glorified the Father of the universals in a
perfect number, Logos himself with Zoe? also wished to

glorify his own father and mother, Nous and Aletheia. But
since Nous and Aletheia were begotten and did not possess

p. 281.

p. 282.

* viața. Ilere as elsewhere in this chapter, save where an obvious
pun is intended, to be translated as in text, and not “substance,” which

is generally the equivalent of Ördaraais.
*Aépmuos Yāg ownºv.

* Noüy ral &Af,0sway. l Iere as elsewhere with the names of Aeons,
the lºnglish equivalent of the Greek name is first given, and, in later
repetitions, the Greek name transliterated into English.

* Aſſyov kal Zwhy.

* "Avôpwrov ral 'Exxamrſaw. -

* réAetos used in its double sense of “perfect” and “complete.”

* 4 Aoyos were ris Zwijs. The curious conception by which the two
partners in a syzygy are regarded as only one being is very marked
throughout this passage.
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he complete paternal unbegotten nature," Logos and Zoe

di
d

not glorify their father Nous with a perfect number, but
with an imperſect one: for Logos and Zoe offer twelve
\cons to Nous and Aletheia. For the first roots of the Aeons
iccording to Valentinus were Nous and Aletheia, logos and
Zoe, Anthropos and lºcclesia. But there are twelve Aeons
two of which are the children of Nous and Aletheia and

en those of Logos and Zoe, in al
l

twenty-eight. And these

ur
e

the names by which they call (the tem): l'rofound and
Mixture, Who-grows-not-old and Oneness, Self-grown and
I'leasure, Unmoved and blending, Unique and Blessedness.” p. 283.

O
f these ten Aeons some say that they are by Nous and

Aletheia and others by Logos and Zoe ; and there are twelve
others which some say are by Anthropos and lºcclesia and
others by Logos and Zoe. To whom they give these names:
l'araclete and l'aith, l’atherly and Hope, Motherly and love,
lºver-thinking and Union, Of the Church and Blessed,
beloved and Wisdom.” Of the twelve the twelfth and
youngest of all the twenty-four Aeons who was a female and
called Sophia," perceived the multitude and power of the
\cons who had been begotten and shot up into the Height

of the l’ather. And she comprehended that all the other
begotten Aeons existed and had been brought forth in pairs,
but that the l’ather alone produced without a partner. She
wished to imitate the l’ather and gave birth by herself
uld apart from her spouse, so that she might work no work

' àyevvmata; “unbegottenness” would be a closer translation, but

|s uncouth in this connection. Cf. I, p. 147 supra.

* livºs kal Míčis, 'Ayāparos kal "Eva'us, Atropwhº kal 'Hôová,
Axivnros kal X&Yxoacis, Movoyev's kās Makapia. For the first name
Ireneus (I, i. 1, p. 11, 1 larvey), has Bū90s, thereby making the sub
stantive into an adjective. So Epiphanius, Haer. XXXI (p. 328,
Oehler). This is doubtless correct.

* IlapáxAntos kal Titors, Ilarpikos Kal 'Eawls, Murpukös kal ‘Ayānn,
'Asirous kal Sèvewis, 'Exxxmoriaatikos kal Maxaplotós, òsantos kal Soºſa.
The Codex is here very corrupt, and fo

r

'Asſvows we may, if we please,
eadAlévios, “Everlasting,” and ſor Maxaparés, Marapid rms, “lilessed
ness.” As the name of the male partner in each syzygy is an adjective
and that of the female a substantive it is probable that the two are
intended to be read together, as e.g. “Profound Admixture,” and the
like. -

* Sophia, who plays a great part in the Jewish Apocrypha, is almost
reitainly a figure of the prototypal earth like Spenta Armaiti, her
Analogue in Mazdeism. Cf. the quotation from Genesis which follows
immediately.
WOL. II.

-

- C
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lacking anything more than did the work of the Father,
p. 284, being ignorant that only the Unbegotten principle and

root and height and depth of the universals can possibly
bring forth alone. For in the Unbegotten, he says, al

l

things exist together; but among the begotten the female is

the projector of substance, but the male gives form to the
substance” which the ſemale projects. Therefore Sophia
projected only that which she could, a substance shapeless
and unformed.” And this, he says, is what Moses said:
“Now the earth was invisible and unſormed.” She, he says,

is the good or heavenly Jerusalem into which God declared

he would lead the children of Israel, saying: “I will lead
you into a good land ſlowing with milk and honey.”
31. Ignorance, then, having come about within the

Pleroma by Sophia, and formlessness by the oſspring of

Sophia, conſusion came to pass within it. For the Aeons
(feared) that what was born from them would be born

p. 285, shapeless and imperfect, and that corruption would before
long destroy them. Then al

l

the Aeons took refuge in

prayers to the Father that he would give rest to the sorrow
ing Sophia. For she was weeping and mourning over th

e

Abortion * brought forth by her—for so they call it. Then
the Father took pity on the tears of Sophia, and hearkened

to the prayers of the Aeons and commanded a projection

to be made. For he himself did not project, but Nous and
Aletheia projected Christ and the Holy Spirit for the giving
ſorm to and the separation of the Ectroma and the relic
and intermission of the groans of Sophia. And thirty
Aeons came into existence with Christ and the Holy Spirit.
But some of them will have it that there is a triacontado
Aeons, but others that Sige co-exists with the l’ather, and
wish the Aeons to be counted in with those (two). Then
when Christ and the Holy Spirit had been projected" b

Nous and Aletheia, he straightway separates from the coni
plete Aeons Ectroma, the shapeless and unique" thin;
which had been brought forth by Sophia apart from he

* obaſa. Ilere “substance” and “essence” would have the sam,

- meaning, and the first-named word is used only to avoid ambiguity.

* Gen. i. 2. * Exod. xxxiii. 3. **Extowaa.

* 'EwirpoSM6els obv & Xplorbs ral rô"Ayıov IIvetºua. Christ and th

Holy Spirit are therefore treated as a syzygy and, as it were, a sing:
person.

* Movoyevés.
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spouse, so that the perſect Aeons might not be troubled by p. 286.
the sight of her shapelessness. Then, that the shapeless
ness of 12ctroma might no way be apparent to the perſect
Aeons, the l’ather again projected one Aeon (to wit) the
Cross, who having been born great from the great and per
ſect l’ather and projected as a guard and palisade to the
Aeons, becomes the limit of the l’leroma containing within
him al

l

the thirty Acons together: for they were projected
before him. And he is called Horos because he separates
from the l’leroma the Void without ; and Mctocheus *

because he partakes also in the Hysterema; and Stauros
because he is ſixed unbendingly and unchangeably, so that

*

nothing from the Hysterema can abide near the Aeons who
are within the l’leroma. And when Sophia Without had p. 287.
been transformed and it was not possible for Christ and the

-

Holy Spirit, the projections of Nous and Aletheia, to remain
outside the l’leroma, they returned from her who had been
transformed, to Nous and Aletheia within lioros, so that -

he with the other Aeons might glorify the l’ather.
32. Since then there was a certain single peace and har

mony of al
l

the Aeons within the l’leroma, it seemed good

to them not only to have gloriſied the Father in pairs, but
also to glorify him by the oſſering to him of ſitting fruits.
Therefore al

l

the thirty Acons were well pleased to project
one Aeon, the Common. Fruit of the Pleroma, so that

he might be the (fruit) of their unity and likemindedness º *
and peace. And as He alone was projected by al

l

the
l'ather's Aeons, He is called by them the Common lºruit of

the l’leroma. Thus then were things within the Pleroma.
And the Common lºruit of the l’leroma was projected, (to
wit) Jesus—for that is His name—the Great High Priest. -

But Sophia without the Pleroma seeking aſter Christ, who p. 28s. .

had given her shape and the Holy Spirit, stood in great ſear,
-

lest she might perish when separated from Him who had
given her shape and had established her. And she mourned
and was in great perplexity considering who it was that had
given her shape, who the Holy Spirit was, whence she had
gone forth, who had hindered them from coming near her,
(and) who had begrudged her that fair and blessed vision.

' to barépnua: “the Void,” the converse and opposite of the
Pleroma or “Fulness.” -

* For this Platonic theory of “partaking,” see n. on I, p. 53 supra. º
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p 289.

Brought low by these passions, she turns to beseeching
supplication of Him who had left her. Then Christ who
was within the Pleroma had compassion on her beseeching,
as had al

l

the Aeons of the Pleroma, and they send forth
outside the Pleroma its Common Fruit to be a spouse to

Sophia Without and the corrector of the passions which she
suffered while sceking after Christ.” Then the Fruit being
outside the Pleroma and finding her amid the first four pas.
sions (to wit) in ſcar and grief and perplexity and supplica.
tion, corrected her passions, but did not think it seemly

in correcting them that they should be destroyed, since they

were eternal and special to Sophia, nor yet that Sophia
should be among such passions as fear and grief, supplica.
tion and perplexity. He, therefore, being so great an Aeon
and the offspring of the whole Pleroma, made the passions
stand away from her and He made them fundamental
essences.” And He made the ſear into the essence of the
soul,” and the grief into that of matter, and the perplexity
into (that) of demons, but the conversion and entreaty and
supplication He made a path to repentance and (the) power

of the soul's cssence, which (essence) is called the Right
Hand or Demiurge from fear. This, he says, is the Scripture
saying: “The beginning of wisdom is fear of the Lord.”"
For it was the beginning of the passions of Sophia. I'or
she ſcared, then she grieved, then she was perplexed, and

p. 290 then she took refuge in prayer and supplication. And the
essence of the soul, he says, is fiery and is called a (super
celestial) Place and Hebdomad and Ancient of Days." And
whatever things they say of him, he says, the same belong

to the psychic one whom they declare to be the Demiurg,

of the Cosmos; but he is fiery. And Moses also, he says,
spake, “The Lord thy God is a burning and consuming
ſire.”" And truly he wishes this (text) to be thus written.

* So that the first work of the Mission of Jesus was the freeing ol

the whole universe—not only our earth—from the evil which had
entered into it. -

* tworrárous obotas; “underlying beings.” Here we have th
e

two ideas of hypostasis, or “substance” in its etymological meaning,
and “essence,” or “being,” side by side.

* Wvxurhv oborſaw, i. e. the stuff of which the soul is made.

* I's. cxi. Io; Prov. i. 7 ; ii. Io.

* That is Jehovah, the God of the Jews. Hebdomad as including
the seven “planets.” -

* Deut. ix. 3.
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1}ut the power of the fire, he says, is in some sort double;

fo
r
it is an all-devouring fire (and) cannot be quenched.

And according to this, indeed, a part of the soul is mortal,
being a certain middle state; ſor it is a Hebdomad and
Laying to Rest. For below (the soul) is of the Ogdoad
where is Sophia, a day which has been given shape, and the
Common Fruit of the l’leroma; but above it is of Matter
wherein is the Demiurge." Iſ it makes itself completely
like those who are on high in the Ogdoad, it becomes im
mortal and comes to the Ogdoad, which is

,

he says, the
heavenly Jerusalem; but if it makes itself completely like
matter, that is to the material passions, it is corruptible and

is destroyed.
33. As therefore the first and greatest power of the

psychic essence becomes an image [of the only-begotten p. 291.
Son, so the power of the material essence] is the devil, the
ruler of this world, and (that) of the essence of demons,
which is from perplexity, is Beelzebud.” But it is Sophia

on high who works from the Ogdoad up to the Hebdomad.
They say that the Demiurge knows absolutely nothing, but

is according to them mindless and foolish and knows not
what he does or works. And ſor him who knows not what he
makes, Sophia creates al

l

things and strengthens them. And
when she had wrought it, he thought that he had by him
self accomplished the creation of the cosmos; wherefore he

began to say: “I am God, and beside me there is none other.” "

34. The Tetractys of Valentinus is then at once:--
“A certain source containing roots of eternal nature.”

(Pyth., Carm. Aur., l. 48.)

* The “below,” 'Troxárw, and “above,” twepdva, scem to have be
come inverted ; but as I am not sure whether this is thc scribe's mistake or

not, I have left the text as it is
. If we consider (as we must) that the

heavcn of Sophia is the highest and those of the seven worlds below it

like steps of a ladder, we have the conception of Sophia, her son
Jaldabaoth, and his six sons, current among the Ophites as shown in

book V above. The figure of Sophia as a “day” is at once an instance

of the curious halit among the Guostics of conſusing time and space,
and an allusion to the O.T. name of “Ancient of Days.”

* I have sought to show elscwhere (P.S. B.A., 1901, pp. 48, 49)

in opposition to the current explanations that this name, properly
written 13cclzebuth, is at once a sort of parody of Jabezebuth or “Jehovah
(Lord) of Hosts,” and the name given to the “ruler of demons” by the
parallelism which, as in Zoroastrianism, makes each good spirit have its

evil counterpart of similar name.

-
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and Sophia by whom the psychic and material creation
is now framed. And Sophia is called Spirit, but the

. Demiurge Soul, and the Devil the ruler of the world, and
Beelzebud that of the demons. This is what they say, and
beside this, they make their whole teaching arithmetical;
[and] as is said above, they (imagine) that (the) thirty
Aeons within the Pleroma again projected other Aeons by
analogy with themselves, so that the Pleroma may be
summed up in a perſect number. For, as it has been made
clear that the Pythagoreans divide (the circle) into 12
and 30 and 6o (parts) and that these have also minutes
of minutes, thus also do (the Valentinians) subdivide
the things within the Pleroma. But subdivided also are
the things in the Ogdoad, and there rules” (there) Sophia who
is according to them the Mother of All Living, and the
Logos, the Joint Fruit of the Pleroma, (and) there are
(there) supercelestial angels, citizens of the Jerusalem on

p. 293 high, which is in heaven. For this Jerusalem is Sophia
Without and her bridegroom the Joint Fruit of the Pleroma.
(But) the Demiurge also projected souls; for he is the
essence of souls. This is according to them Abraham and
these are the children of Abraham. Then, from the
material and devilish essence the Demiurge has made the
bodies of the souls. This is the saying: “And God made
man, taking dust from the earth, and breathed into his face
a breath of life, and man became a living soul.”* This is

,
according to them, the inward psychic man who dwells in
the material body which is material, corruptible, and formed
entirely of devilish essence. But this material man is

(according to them) like unto an inn, or the dwelling-place,
sometimes of the soul alone, sometimes of the soul and
demons, and sometimes of the soul and logoi, who are logoi
sown from above in this world by the Joint Fruit of the
Pleroma, and by Sophia, and who dwell in the earthly body
with the soul when there are no demons dwelling with it.

p. 294. This, he says, is what was written in Scripture: “For this
cause I bow my knees to the God and Father and Lord of

our Lord Jesus Christ, that God would grant you that Christ

* wooSebſixarıv. So in IIomer (Iliad, VI, 125). Cruice translates
“provenerunt,” Macmahon reading apparently rpoBeBAhrariv, “there
has been projected.”

* Gen. ii. 7.
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should dwell in the inner man, that is the psychical not
the somatic, that you be strengthened to comprehend what
is the depth” which is the Father of the universals “and
what is the breadth,” which is Stauros the Limit of the
l'leroma, “ or what the length,” which is the Pleroma of the
Aeons. Wherefore, he says, the psychic man does not receive
the things of God's spirit; for they are foolishness unto him.
But foolishness, he says, is the power of the Demiurge, for
he was senseless and mindless and thought that he fashioned
the cosmos, being ignorant that Sophia, the Mother, the
Ogdoad, wrought al

l

things with regard to the creation of the
world for him who knew it not.
35. All the prophets and the Law, then, spake from the

(inspiration of the) Demiurge, a foolish god,” he says, being
themselves foolish and knowing nothing. Wherefore, he

says, the Saviour declared: “All who came before me are
thieves and robbers.”* The Apostle also: “The mystery
which was not known to the first generations.”* For none

of the prophets, he says, declared anything concerning the p. 295.
things of whereof we speak; for al

l

(of them) were ignored

in what was said by the Demiurge alone." When, therefore,
creation was brought to completion," and the revelation of
the sons of God, that is of the Demiurge, at length became
necessary, which had before been concealed, he says, the
psychic man was veiled and had a veil upon his heart.
Then when it was time that the veil should be taken away,
and that these mysteries should be seen, Jesus was born
through Mary the Virgin” according to the saying: “(The)
Holy Spirit shall come upon thee"—the Spirit is Sophia–
“and a power of the Highest shall overshadow thee”—the

* I Cor. ii. 14. In the preceding passage taken apparently ſrom
Eph. iii. 14 either the Gnostic author or IIippolytus has taken some
strange liberties with the received Text, which see.

l
* It is plain, thereſore, that the Valentinians rejected these parts of

the O.T. e

* John x. 8.

* The rb uvorràpiov to droxexpwwwévov ºrb rºw alºvav ral àwo rºw
Yevsøw of Coloss. 1. 26 seems to be what is aimed at.

* Are Sh. &mb row Anuoupyoo AeAaanuéav ; “inasmuch as they cer
tainly had been uttered by the Demiurge alone,” Macauahon.

* réAos (Aa3ev, “received the finishing touch.”

* 8t
a

Mapias räs IIapóévov. A manifest allusion to the well-known
Gnostic doctrine that Jesus took nothing from His Mother but came
into being through her &

s

bia wwaivos, “as through a pipe or conduit,”

---
|

t
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Highest is the Demiurge. “Wherefore that which is born
from thee shall be called holy.”* For He was born not
from the Highest alone, as those created after the fashion
of Adam were created from the Highest, that is from the
Demiurge. But Jesus was the new man (born) from the
Holy Spirit (and the Highest),” that is from Sophia and
the Demiurge, so that the Demiurge supplied the mould
and constitution of His body, but the Holy Spirit supplied

. His substance,” and thus the Heavenly Logos came into
being, having been begotten from the Ogdoad through
Mary. Concerning this there is a great enquiry among
them and a source of schisms and variance. And hence
their school “has become divided and one part is called by
them the Anatolic and the other the Italiote. Those from
Italy, whereof are Heracleon and Ptolemy, say that the
body of Jesus was born psychic, and therefore the Spirit
descended as a dove at the Baptism, that is the Word
which is of the mother Sophia on high and cried aloud
to the psychic man" and raised him from the dead. This,
he says, is the saying: “He who raised Christ from the
dead, shall quicken your mortal bodies (and your psychic).””
For earth, he says, has come under a curse. “For Earth,"
he says, “thou art, and to earth thou shalt return.” But

* Luke i. 35. "Tºtorros, “the IIighest,” was according to M. Ca
mont (Suppl. Wev. instr. publ. cn Belgique, 1897) the name by which
the God of Israel was known throughout Asia Minor in pre-Christian
times. - --

* ral rot, "Tyſorrow. These words are not in the Codex.
* why& obaſay . . . wapágym. Again “essence” would etymologi.

cally be the better word, but “substance" is used as more ſamiliar to
the English reader.
* 815arwaxſa. It is significant of the position held by Valentinus'

teaching in the Christian community that the Valentinians are oſten
spoken of hy the Fathers as a school of thought rather than a schismatic
Church like that ſounded by Marcion.
* yéyove ré Wuxixº. . So in Manichæism, the Living Spirit goes

towards the Land of 1)arkness, where the First Man is entombed aſter
his deſeat by Satan, and “cries in a loud voice, and this vºice was like
a sharp sword and discovered the form of the First Man,” who is
thereupon drawn up out of the Darkness and raised to the upper
spheres where dwells the Mother of Liſe. . Cf. Forerunners, II, pp. 294,
3oo, n. 1, and 302, n. 1, and Theodore bar Khôni and other authors
there quoted.
* Rom. viii. 11; the words in brackets are not in the received text.
* Gen. iii

.

19.
-
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those from the East, whereof are Axionicus and Bardes
anes,” say that the body of the Saviour was spiritual. Por p. 297.
(the) Holy Spirit came upon Mary, that is Sophia and the
Power of the Highest is the demiurgic art,” so that that
which was given by the Spirit to Mary might be moulded
(into form).
36. These things then le

t

these men enquire after in

their own way, and if they should happen to do so in any
other, so let it be. But (Valentinus) also says that as the
ſalse steps among the Aeons had been put straight” and
also those in the Ogdoad or Sophia Without, so also were
those in the Hebdomad. For the Demiurge was taught by

Sophia that he is not the only God as he thought, and that
beside him there is none other; but he knew better after
being taught by Sophia. For he was schooled by her and
was initiated and taught the great mystery of the Father
and the Aeons and told it to none. This, he says, is what

he spake to Moses: “I am the God of Abraham and the
God of Isaac and the God of Jacob, and my name I have
not announced to them,” “that is to say: “I have not told
the mystery nor have I explained who is God, but I have .
kept to myself the mystery which I have heard from
Sophia.” It was necessary, then, that the things on high
having been put straight, in the same sequence,” correction
should come to those here. For this cause was Jesus the p. 298.
Saviour born through Mary, that He might put straight
things here, as the Christ, who on high was projected by

Nous and Aletheia, put straight the passions of Sophia
Without, that is

,

of the Ectroma. And again the Saviour
who was born through Mary came to set straight the
passions of the soul. There are, then, according to them
three Christs, the one projected by Nous and Aletheia along

* So Cruice. Miller's text has 'Apômandins.

* # 8muovoyuch réxwn, “the process of ſashioning.” -

* 514p02,ro. So that Valentinus was the first to advance the theory
which we find later among the Manichaeans that this earth of ours,
instead of being the centre of the universe, was in fact the lowest and
most insignificant of all the worlds, and that salvation only came to it

after the greater universe had been reſormed—an extraordinary con
ception on the part of one who must have held, like his contemporaries,
geocentric views in astronomy.

* Ex. vi
. 2, 3. .

* kara rhy airby &roxovoſav. Here as elsewhere in the text, anoxo
v0ſa has the meaning of imitation.

ſ
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with the Holy Spirit; and the Joint Fruit of the Pleroma the
equal yoke-fellow' of Sophia Without who is called and is
herself a Holy Spirit (but) inferior to the first; and third,
He who was born through Mary for the restoration” of this
creation of ours.
37. I consider I have now by means of many (explana

tions) sufficiently sketched the heresy of Valentinus, it
being a Pythagorean one; and it seems to me that the
refutation of these doctrines by exposition should stop.
Plato, moreover, when setting forth mysteries concerning
the universe writes to Dionysius in some such way as this:*
“I must speak to you in enigmas, so that if the tablet

should suffer in any of its leaves on sea or land, whoso
reads may not understand." For things are thus. As
regards the king of all, al

l
things are his, and al

l

are for
his sake, and he is the cause of all that is fair. A second
(cause exists) concerning secondary things and a third con
cerning those things which come third." But respecting
the king himself there is nothing of this kind of which I

have spoken. But aſter this the soul seeks to learn of

what quality these are, since it looks towards the things
which are germane to itself, of which it has nought suffici
ently. This is

,

O son of Dionysius and Doris, your
question as to what is the cause of al

l

evils. But it is

rather that anxiety about this is inborn, and if one does
not remove it, one will never hit upon the truth." But
what is wonderful about it, hear. For there are men who
have heard these things, able to learn and able to remem
ber,” and who have yet grown old while straining to form

* loéguyos. * travépôwouv, “re-rectification”!

* What ſollows is ſrom Plato's Second Epistle, which is thought to

have been written aſter Plato's return from his third voyage to Syracuse,
and is perhaps rather less suspect than the other Platonic epistles. Yet
the chances of interpolation are so great that no stress can be laid on

the genuineness of any particular passage.

* This passage, alone is sufficient to make one doubtful as to the
Platonic authorship. . If Plato really wanted to keep his doctrine secret,
the last thing he would have done would be to call the attention of the
chance reader to the fact.

* Burges translates: “But about a second are the secondary things
ard about a third the third.” -

* Nearly two pages are here omitted from the Epistle.
-

"Possibly an allusion to the Platonic theory that al
l learning is

remembrance.
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a complete judgment. They say that what (once) appeared
believable is now unbelievable, and that what was then
unbelievable was then the opposite. Looking therefore to
this, beware, lest you repent what has unworthily fallen p. 300.
from you. Wherefore I have written none of these things,
nor is there anything (upon them) signed Plato, nor will
there ever be. But the sayings now attributed to Socrates
were (said by him)" when he was young and fair.””
(Now) Valentinus having chanced upon these (lines) con

ceived the king of all, of whom Plato spoke, to be Father
and Bythos and the primal source of al

l

the Aeons.” And
when Plato spoke of the second (cause) concerning second
ary things, Valentinus assumed that the secondary things
were al

l

the Aeons being within the limit of the Pleroma
and the third (cause) concerning the third things, he

assumed to be the whole arrangement without the limit
and (outside) the Pleroma. And this Valentinus made
plain in the fewest words in a psalm, beginning from below
and not as Plato did from above, in these words:—

“I behold all things hanging ſrom air,

I perceive al
l things upheld by spirit,

Flesh hanging ſrom soul,
Soul standing forth from air,
And air hanging ſrom aether,
But ſruits borne away from Bythos
But the embryo from the womb.” "

Understanding this thus:–Flesh is
,

according to them,
Matter, which depends from the soul of the Demiurge.
But soul stands out from air, that is the Demiurge from
the Spirit outside the Pleroma. But air stands out from
ather, that is Sophia Without from that which is within
(the) limit and the whole Pleroma. Fruits are borne away

* Tă și viv Aeydueva zwspárovs. “Said of him” or “ said by him.' *

The passage is quoted by the Emperor Julian and by Aristides.

* So that IIippolytus' attempt to show that Valentinus plagiarized
from Plato resolves itself into an imaginative interpretation of a pur
posely obscure passage in an epistle which is only doubtfully assigned

to Plato. That Valentinus like every one educated in the Greek
learning was influenced by Plato is likely enough, but that there was
any conscious borrowing of tenets is against probability.

* rpoapxh rºw 5Awy Aićvoy.

* That Valentinus is said to have written psalms, see Tertullian, de

Carne Christi, I, c. xvii, xx, t. ii, pp. 453, 457 (Oehl.).

P. 3OI.
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s:t

... ." from Bythos, which is the whole emanation of Aeons- *
coming into being from the Father. The opinions of

* Valentinus have therefore been sufficiently told." It remains

: . to tell of the teachings of those who have been obedient--
to his school, another having different teaching.

3. About Secundus and Epiphanes.”

* p. 3oz. 38. A certain Secundus, who was born at the same time

as 1'tolemy, says that there exist a right hand and a leſt
hand tetrad like light and darkness. And he says that the
l'ower which fell away and is lacking” came into being not
ſrom the thirty Aeons, but from their fruits. But there

. is a certain l’piphanes, a teacher of theirs, who says:
“The First Principle * was incomprehensible, ineffable and

* O
f

the sources from which the author of the Philosºphumena drew
this account of Valentinus’ doctrine, much has been written. I lilgen
ſeld in his Wetzergeschichte des Urchristenthums, and lipsius in the
article “Valentinus” in Smith & Wace's D

.
C. A., agree that its main

º source is the writings of Ileracleon. Cruice, Etudes sur le
s

Philoso.
Ahumena, on the other hand, thinks it largely composed of extracts
from a work of Valentinus himself, entitled Sophia. Salmon (Herma
thena, 1885, p. 391), while not counitting himself to a definite pro
nouncement as to the writer quoted, says that I lippolytus undoubtedly

- quoted from a genuine Valentinian treatise, and that this last is above
the suspicion of forgery with which he is inclined to view other

* , 's quotations in the Philosophumena.

- - * The notice of the followers, real or supposed, of Valentinus which

: ". . .

-

occupies the remainder of look VI adds little to our previous knowledge* of their doctrines, being taken almost verbatim from the work of

* llippolytus' teacher, St. Ireneus. It is noteworthy, however, that
although the Table of Contents promises us an account of (among
others) IIeracleon, nothing is here said of him, although that shrewds

critic of the Gospels was thought worthy of reſutation by Origen some

|

fiſty years later. Yet llippolytus mentions IIeracleon as being with

i l'tolemy a leader of the Italic School of Valentinians which seems to-

dispose of the theory advanced by Lipsius (Smith & Wace's D
.
C. B.,

s.v. “Valentinus”) that I Icracleon was the author from whom Ilippo

t lytus took his account of Valentinus' own doctrine. Of Secundus

| nothing more is known than is set down in the text, while thet “Epiphanes” here mentioned is thought by some to be not a name,

* - but an adjective, so that the passage would read “a certain illustrious:-- ?” - - - y -

| teacher of theirs.” This was certainly the reading of Ireneus' Latin

| translator, who renders the word by “clarus.” Is this a roundabout
way of describing Ileracleon'? As to this see Salmon in D.C. B., s. v.

** ! I cracleon.” . -

* awoarāgay ral Worsphoacaw. Evidently Sophia is meant. .

* apx?.
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unnameable” which he calls Solitude" and that a l’ower of
this co-exists with it which he names Oneness.” The same
Monotes and Henotes preceded [but] did not send forth”
an unbegotten and invisible principle over al

l

which he

calls" a Monad. “With this l’ower co-exists a power of
the same essence with itself, which same power I also name
the One.” These four Powers themselves sent forth the
remaining projections of the Aeons. 13ut others of them
again have called the first and primordial Ogdoad by these p. 303.
names: first, “Before the lieginning,” then “lnconceivable,”
third “Imeſſable” and the fourth, “Invisible;”" and (they
say) that from the first Proarche was projected in the first
and fifth Wlace beginning; from Anennoetos, in the second
and sixth (place) Unrevealed, from Arrheton in the third
and seventh place, Unnameable and from Aoratos, Un
begotten." (This is the) Pleroma of the first Ogdoad. And
they will have these powers to have existed before lythos
and Sige. But yet others understand diſſerently about
lythos himself, some saying that he is spouseless and neither
male nor female, and others that Sige exists beside him as
his ſemale and that this is the first syzygy.

4. About Ptolemy.”

39. 13ut the adherents of Ptolemy say that he [Bythos) p. 3o4.
has two partners whom they call also (his) predispositions”

* Movárnº, * 'Evêrms.

* *poisarro ah wooeueva, fro/uſerunt non proſtrendo ex se
,

Cr.

Sº Irenºus, I, xi
. 3, p. 1 of, l I. In his note liarvey says that the

lussage implies that Ilemotes and Monotes “put forth as the original
vause the Aes innins, but so as that the Beginning was eternally
inseparable from their unity.”

* Ireneus makes & Adyor, “the Word,” the speaker. So Tertullian,
div. Pal., “Wuod sermo vocat.” l'ut it seems more natural to refer
the speech to l’piphanes or “the Illustrious Teacher.”

* Ilpoapyń, 'Aveyvánros, "Appuros and 'Aéparos. The three first
names, however, are not in the text but are restored from Irenaeus,

l, v.2, p. 105, ll.

* These ſour new names are: 'Apxh, 'AxaráAmrros, 'Awww.duawros
and 'Ayāvywros.

* Of l'tolemy we know a little more than we do of Secundus, a letter

by him to his “fair sister Flora” being given by Epiphanius (Haer.
XXXIII.) which shows a system not inconsistent with that described

in the text. Unlike Valentinus himself he gives the Father a spouse,

or rather two.
"..badégs, s, perhaps “states.” Cr. and Macmahon translate “dis

positions.”
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(i.e.) Thought and Will. For he first had it in mind to
project something, and then he willed (to do so). Where
fore from these two diatheses and powers, that is

,

from
2nnoia and Thelesis as it were blending with one another,
the projection of Monogenes and Aletheia as a pair came

to pass. The which types and images of the two diatheses

of the Father came forth visible from the invisible, Nous
from Thelema" and Aletheia from Ennoia. Therefore also
the male image was born from the later-begotten Thelema,
but the female from the unbegotten Innoia, because
Thelema came into being like a power from Ennoia. For
Ennoia has ever in mind projection, but she is not able by

herself to project what she has in mind. But when the
power of Thelema [came into being latér),” then she
projected what she had in mind.

5. About Marcus.”
4o. And a certain other teacher of theirs, Marcus, an

expert in magic, depending now on trickery and now onp. 305.

* IIippolytus here suddenly changes from Thelesis to Thelema. Iłut
there is no discoverable difference in the meaning of the two words.

* Words in [ ] ſrom Ireneus.

* This Marcus is practically only known to us from the statements

of Irenaus, ſrom which the accounts in the text and in the later work

of Epiphanius are copied. Salmon's argument (D.C. B., s.v. “Marcus")
that Marcus taught in Asia Minor or Syria, and that Irenaeus himself
only knew his doctrines from his writings and the confessions of his
Gaulish ſollowers on their conversion to Catholicism seems irreſutable.
There is no reason to doubt Irenaeus' statement here repeated that
Marcus was a magician, nor the generally accepted statement of

modern writers on Gnosticism that he was a Jew. This last deduction

is supported by his use of liebrew formulas, of which Irenaeus gives
many examples, including one beginning " Barnuaxauooom” which
appears to be “In the name of Achamoth,” the IIehrew or Aramaic
equivalent of the Greek Sophia. A more cogent argument is that his
identification of the Gnostic Aeons with the letters of the Greek
alphabet and their numerical values is

,

mutatis mutandis, exactly corre
spondent to that of the so-called “practical Cabala” of the Jews which
was re-introduced into Europe in the tenth to twelfth centuries, but which
probably goes back to pre-Christian times and is ultimately derived from
the decayed relics of the Chaldaean and Egyptian religions. On the other
hand, Irenaeus' classing of Marcus among the “successors” or followers

of Valentinus is much more open to question. The reverence he shows
for the books of the Old Testament and for the Pentateuchal account

of the Creation, which is indeed the foundation of the greater part of

the system of the Cabala, is inconsistent with the views of Valentinus,
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demons, leads astray many. For he says that there is in
him the greatest power from the invisible and unnameable
places. And often lie takes a cup, as if consecrating it,"
and prolonging the words of consecration, causes the
mixture to appear purple and sometimes red, so as to make
his dupes think that a certain grace has come down, and
has given a blood-like power” to the draught. But the
rogue, though he formerly escaped the notice of many,
will, now that he has been refuted,” have to stop. I'or he
used secretly to insert a certain drug having the power of

giving such a colour to the mixture, and then to wait while
uttering much gibberish, until it dissolved by absorbing
moisture and, mixing with the draught, coloured it. And
the drugs which can thus give colour we have before
described in our book against the Magicians," and have set
forth how leading many astray, they utterly ruin them.
Which (last), if they care to consider more carefully what
has been said above, will know the fraud of Marcus. -

41. Which (Marcus) also, mixing a cup by another hand, p. 306.
(sometimes).gives it" to a woman to consecrate, while he

stands by her side holding a larger one empty: and when
the dupe has made the consecration, he takes (the cup)
ſrom her, and empties it into the larger one and many times
pouring (the contents) from one cup to the other, says
these words over them: “May the Incomprehensible and . .
Ineſſable Charis who is earlier than the universals fill thy
inner man, and make abundant in thee the knowledge" of

who as we have secn (m. on p. 33 supra) must logically have rejected
the inspiration of the Old Testament altogether. St. Jerome (lºp. 75, ad
7heod., I, 449), says indeed that Marcus was a 13asilidian, and although
we have too little of liasilides' own writings to check this statement,

it is not impossible that the momenclature of the Aeons, which is the
chief point in which Valentinus and Marcus coincide, was common to

al
l

three heretics, and perhaps drawn from a source earlier than them
all. The language of the ſormulas given by Irenaeus but not reproduced

by Hippolytus, in several instances bear a strong likeness to that of the
Great Announcement attributed in the earlier part of this Book to

Simon Magus.

* evzapiorrêv. -

* aiuaréân Süvauv, “the potentiality of blood"?

* As yxéuevos. The word shows that by “refutation” the author
generally means “exposure.”

* He has not done so, unless in some part which has been lost.

* {6(öov, - * Tvøaris.
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her, even as she scatters the mustard seed upon the good
ground !” And as he speaks some such words over it, and
(thereby) distracts the dupe and the bystanders, so that he

is considered a miracle-worker, he fills the larger cup from
the smaller so that it overflows. And we have set forth
the trick of this in the above-named book, where we have
pointed out many drugs which have the power of causing
increase when thus mixed with watery substances," especially
when mingled with wine: the drug compounded before
hand, being hidden in the empty cup in such a way that this
may be exhibited as containing nothing, and being poured
backwards and forwards from one cup to the other, so as to

dissolve the drug by mixture with the water,” and so that
when it is inflated by air, an overflow of the water comes
about, and it increases the more it is shaken, since such is

the nature of the drug. If, however, one lays aside the cup
when ſilled, the mixture will before long return to its former
volume, the power of the drug being quenched by the
continued moisture. Wherefore he hurriedly gives the
bystanders to drink; and they being at the same time
scared and thirsting for it as something divine and mingled

by a god, hasten to drink.
42. Such like and other things, the deceiver undertakes

to do. Whence he was glorified by those he duped and
was thought sometimes to prophesy himself and sometimes

to make others do so, either eſſecting this by demons or

by trickery as we have said above. Further he utterly
ruined many,” and led on many of them to become his
disciples (by) teaching them to be indifferent to sin" as

free ſron danger (to them) through their belonging to the
Perſect Power and partakers of the Inconceivable Authority.
To whom also aſter baptism they promise another which
they call Redemption," and thereby turn again to evil those
who remain with them in the hope of deliverance, (as iſ)

p. 307.

p. 308.

* typaſs obalais. I Iere ovula is used in the English sense of

“substance.” No such substances are micntioned in look IV as it has
come down to us.

* The wine used in the Marcosian Eucharist was evidently mixtum,
not merum. Some eſſervescent powder is indicated.

* {{apawlaas; Cr, translates redu.tif.

* ºbsdaows . . . webs to huaprávely. Cf. the doctrine of certain
Antinomian sects that “God sees no sin in I lis elect.”

* "Aweavrpevis, perhaps “Ransom.”
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those who had been once baptized might again meet with
acquittal. Through such jugglery," they seen to retain
their hearers, whom, when they consider that they have
been (duly) indoctrinated and are able to keep fast the
things entrusted to them, they then lead to this (second
baptism), not contenting themselves with this alone, but
promising them still something else, for the purpose of keep
ing control over them by hope, lest they should separate
from them. I'or they mutter something in an inaudible
voice, laying hands on them for the receiving of Redemp
tion which they pretend cannot be spoken openly unless
one were highly instructed, or when the bishop should come
to speak it into the ears of one departing this life.” And
this jugglery is practised so that they may remain the
bishop's disciples, eagerly desirous to learn what has been
said about the last thing” whereby the learner would be
come perſect. Of which things I have kept silence for this
cause, lest any should think I put the worst construction
on them. For this is not what we have set before us, but
rather the exposure of whence they have derived the hints *
from which their doctrines have arisen.
43. For the blessed elder Irenaeus having come forward

very openly for (their) refutation has set forth these bap
tisms and redemptions saying in rounder terms what those
who traffic" with them do; and if some of these deny that
they have thus received them (it is because) they learn to

always deny." Wherefore we have been careful to enquire
very sedulously and to find out minutely what they hand
down in the first baptism as they call it, and what in the
second which they call Redemption: and no unutterable
doing of theirs has escaped us. But le

t
us abandon” these

things to Valentinus and his school.
'wavoúpymua.

* In one of the documents of the Pistis Sºphia, (p. 238, Copt) a

“mystery” to be spoken “into the two ears” of an initiate about to

di
e

is described. The idea was evidently to provide him with a pass
word which would enable him to escape the “punishments” of the
intermediate state, and is to be traced to Egyptian beliefs.

ºr'érxārwy, perhaps “to the utmost.”

* apopuai. ln the Philosophumena, the word nearly always bears
this construction.

* vi čvrvXévres.

an ā, viobai. Cf. the “Geist der stets terneint" of Goethe.

' ruryxexaphorbay. ' '

-

WOL. I. I.

-

D

p. 309.
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*

f

Marcus, however, imitating his teacher himself also con
cocts a vision, thinking thus to glorify himself. For Valen.
tinus claims that he himself saw a new-born inſant, hearing
whom he enquired who he might be. And (the inſant)
answered declaring himself to be the Logos. Thereupon
(Valentinus) having added a certain tragic myth, wishes
from this to construct the heresy which he had already
taken in hand." With like audacity, Marcus declares that
the Tetrad came before him in feminine shape; because,
he says, the cosmos could not bear its male form.” And

p. 3io, she disclosed to him what she was, and the coming into
being of all things, which she had never yet revealed to

any either of gods or men (but) announced it to him alone,
saying thus:—when the First (Being) who has no father.”
the Inconceivable and Substanceless One, who is neither
male nor ſemale, willed the ineſſable to be spoken and the

invisible to take shape, He opened His mouth and a Logos
like unto Him went ſorth. Who, standing beside Him,
showed Him what He was, Himself having appeared in

the shape of the Invisible One. And the utterance of the
name was on this wise. He spoke the first word of the
name which was the beginning and was the syllable * of four
letters. And He added to it the second, and it also was

of four letters. And He spoke the third, which was of ten
letters and then the fourth, and this was of twelve. There
came to pass therefore, the pronunciation of the whole
name of thirty letters, but of four syllables. But each
of the elements has its own letters" and its own charac.

* “I lis attempted heresy.”

* I.ike the rest of this section and most of this chapter, Hippolytus
here follows Ireneus verbatim. Why the apparition of the Tetrad
should be more supportable in female than in male shape can only be

uessed; but the frequent personification of the Great Goddess of

Western Asia may have had something to do with it.

* ob warhp ováels ºv
,

“whose father was no one”—a curious expres.
sion in place of the more concise àwdrºp.

* ral ºr iſ avaMagh aired arouxsiev regardpwy, “and taken together

it was of ſour letters.” lie is punning here on the double sense of

arouxetov as meaning both “letter" and “element.” In the Magic
Papyrus of 1.eyden which calls itself “Monas, the Sth (book 2) of

Moses,” there is a curious account of how the light and the rest of

creation were brought into being by the successive words or rather the
laughter of the Creator. Cf. 1.eemans, Pºpi Graeci, etc., Leyden,
1885, II, pp. S3 fl.

* Ypdumara.
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ter," and its own pronunciation and ſigures and images, nor

is there any of them which perceives the form of another.
Nor does it see that it is an element, nor know the pro
nunciation of its neighbour; but each sounds as if pronounc.
ing the whole, and believes itself to be naming the [universel.”
For while each of them is a part of the universe, it thinks

its own sound names as it were the whole, and does not
cease to sound until it has arrived at the last single-tongued
letter of the last element. Then he says that the return of

the universals (to the l)eity)* will come to pass when al
l

things coming together into one letter shall echo one and
the same sound. He supposes that the likeness of this
sound is the Amen" which we speak in unison. 13ut (he
says) that the vowels" exist to give shape to the substance
less and unbegotten Aeon, and that they are those forms
which the Lord called angels, which behold without
ceasing the Father's face." -

.44. But the names of the elements which are conmon
(to all) and may be spoken, he calls Aeons and Logoi and
Roots and Seeds” and I’leromas and lºruits. And (he says)

' \apaxtſipa, “impress,” or character as we might say Greck char.
acters or script. The different meanings of a rouxeſa, Yºduuava, and
\a,'antip are here well marked.

* So lien.wus.

* the aroxarárragu'. This Return to the Deity was, as has been
shown above, the great preoccupation of al

l

these Gnostic scets. They
may have borrowed it from the Stoic philosophy. Cf. Arnold, Woman
Stºicism, p. 193.

* The primitive Church attributed great power to the ritual utterance

of the word Amen. Thus Ignatius' second Epistle to the lºphesians :

“There was hidden ſtom the ruler of this world the virginity of Mary,
and the birth of our Lord, and the three mysteries of the shout . . . and
hereby . . . magic began to be dissolved and al

l

bonds to be loosed
and the ancient kingdom and the error of evil, is destroyed " (Cureton's
translation, l.ondon, 1845, p. 15); but light ſoot would read wipotis,

'' proclamation,” for spawyſ, “shout. In the Pistis Sophia the word
Amen is used to denote a class of l’owers concerned apparently with
the organization of the Kerasmos or semi-material world and called
sometimes “the Three" and sometimes “the Seven Amens.”

* robs [964,70ws]. The word in brackets is not in the Codex, but is

supplied Iron the corresponding passage in Irenasus.

* *pdawrov, a word which, as 1 laich noted, is used for the char.
acter or part played by an actor in a drama. Matt. xviii. Io is here
evidently alluded to.

-

' Cf. the Stoic theory of Adyot wrepuarirot or “seed-l'owers,” ſo
r

which, see Arnold, op. cit., p. ió1.

p. 311.
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*

:

:

p. 312. that every one of them and what is special to each is to
be comprehended as comprised in the name of Ecclesia.
Of which elements, he says, that the last letter of the last
element ſirst sent forth its own sound, the echo of which
going forth begot its own elements as being the images of

the other clements. Wherefrom, he says, both the things
here below were set in order and those which were before
them were brought into being.” He says nevertheless that
the very letter the sound of which ſollowed immediately
upon the echo below was taken up again by its own syllable

in order to fil
l

full again the universe, but that the echo
remained in the things below as if cast outside it.” ISut
the element itself wherefrom the letter with its pronuncia.
tion came down below, he says, is of thirty letters, and
cvery one of the thirty letters contains within itself other
letters whereby the name of the letter is named. And
again others are named by other letters and yet others

by these others, so that the total comes out to infinity, if

the letters be written separately." You will more clearly
understand what has been said (if it be put) thus:--The
cleunent 1)elta contains in itself five letters, the lyelta, the
lºpsilon, the Lambda, the Tau and the Alpha and the same
letters (are written) by other letters." If then the whole
substance" of the lyelta comes out to infinity, letters con.
stantly giving birth to other letters and succeeding one
another, how much greater than that one element is the
sea of letters? And if the one letter be thus inſinite, behold
the depth 7 of the letters of the whole name whereof the
industry or rather the idiot labour" of Marcus will have
the l’oreſather to be composed. Wherefore, (he says) the
Father, knowing well llis unconfined nature, gave to the
clements which IIc calls Aeons, the power for each to send

p. 313.

* wroixaro.

* That is to say, before Chaos was organized and the Acons brought
into cxistence.

* A plain reference to the lºctroma or Sophia Without.

* 18ig vºw Ypaundrar Ypaptivrºv (Miller). The Codex has 81* for 5.

and Ypaq'érros for Ypapévrºv. Cruice bungles the passage and Mac
malion ourits it. It is not ſound in Iren:vus.

* r.g. the 5 can be written 3, e, A, r, a.

* *wēorraarus.

* A pun on the name of the Supreme Father, Rythos or the Deep.

* @iaoweviaand wavatoworla.
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forth the pronunciation of his own name, whereby none is
capable of pronouncing the whole.
45. And [it is said that] the Tetrad having explained

these things to him, said:—“I desire now to show to thee
.\letheia" herself; for I have brought her down from the
dwellings on high in order that thou mayest behold her
unclothed and learn her beauty, and may also hear her p. 314.
speak and admire her wisdom. See then the head on high
the first Alpha-Omega, and the neck beta-l'si, the shoulders
(together with the hands) Gamma-Chi, the breast I)elta-l’hi,
the waist Epsilon-Upsilon, the belly Zeta-Tau, the privy
parts Eta-Sigma, the thighs Theta-kho, the knees Iota-l’i,
the legs Kappa-Omicron, the ankles I ambda-Ni, the feet
Mu-Nu.” Such is the body of Aletheia according to Mar
cus, this the form of the element, this the impress of the
letter. And he calls this element Anthropos” and says that

it is the ſountain of al
l

speech and the principle of every
sound, and the utterance of everything ineſſable, and the
mouth of the silent Sigc.” “And this is her body. Iłut

do thou raising on high the understanding of the intelli
gence," hear the Self-liegotten and l’oreſather Word from
the lips of Truth.”
46. When (the Tetrad) had thus spoken (says Marcus),

Aletheia looking upon him and opening her mouth spake a

word. 13ut that word was a name and the name was that
which we know and speak (to wit) Christ Jesus, having
spoken which, she straightway became silent. And when
Marcus expected her to say something more, the Tetrad
again coming forward said: “I loldest thou simple the word
which thou hast heard from the lips of Aletheia? Yet that
which you know and seem to have possessed of old is not
the name, l'or you have its sound only, and know not its

power. For Jesus is an illustrious name having six letters"
invoked by al

l

the Elect. But that which occurs among the

* Or Truth. * i. e. Man.

* It would seem ſrom this that Marcus, ſollowing perhaps in this
the Anatolic School of Valentinus, made Sige not the spouse of lythos
but merely another name for Aletheia.

* ris Savoias vônia. As if he were trying to avoid writing the
word Nous.

* I lippolytus or Marcus here plays upon the identity of the ºria muov

or digamma, the name of the sixth letter in the Greek alphabet, which
was used ſor numeration only, and the adjective &nlarmuov,“illustrious.”

p. 315.
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ſ

(ſive)" Aeons of the Pleroma has many parts (and) is of
another shape and of a different type, being known by
those of (His) kindred whose magnitudes” are ever with
Him.” -

47. “Know ye that the twenty-four letters annong you
are emanations in the likeness of the Three l’owers encom
passing the universe” and (the) number of the elements on

p. 316. high. For suppose that the nine nute letters * are those
of the l’ather and of Alethcia, because they are mute, that

is
,

ineſſable and unutterable; and the semi-mute which are
cight," those of Logos and Zoe, because they exist as it

were half-way between the mute and those which sound,"
and they receive the emanation from those above them and
the ascension of those below; and the vowels—and they
are seven"—are those of Anthropos and Ecclesia, since it

is the sound going forth from Anthropos which has given
form to the universals. For the echo of the sound has
clothed them with shape.” There are then Logos and Zoe
having the 8 and Anthropos and l.cclesia the 7 and the
l'ather and Aletheia the 9. But since the reckoning was
deficient,” He who was seated in the Father came down,
having been sent forth from that wherefrom he had been
separated for the rectification of the things which had been
done, so that the unity of the l’leromas which is in the
Good One might bear as fruit one power which is in al

l
from all. And thus the 7 recovered the power of the 8,

p. 317. and the three places became alike in numbers, being three
ogdoads. Which three added together show forth the
number of 24.” In fact the three elements (which he says

* The word in brackets supplied ſron Ireneus. -

* &
v
rà usyé0m. The allusion seems to be again to Matt. xviii. 10.

The angels might well be considered on the Valentinian theory the
greater parts or counterparts of their terrestrial spouses. In

Epiphanius ro Méyé00s seems to be used ſor the Supreme leing. Cſ.
Panar. Haer., XXXI, p. 314, Oehl. The passage is said to be

suspect.

* One of the later documents of the Pistis Sophia speaks repeatedly

of certain rpiðvvaueis or rpiðvvatoi (both spellings are used) which
seem to hold a very exalted rank in the scale of beings, alike in the
spiritual and the material parts of the universc.

* @
,
x, 0, n, k, r, 8, y, 8. * A, M
.

v. p, or
,
(, č, W
.

* ra 'pww.evra. 'a, e, m
,
, o, v, w
.

* unpºhy atrols weptemolmorev,“has put shape round them.”

* Reading 'Eweibh with Ireneus instead of the 'Ewl 3% of Ilippolytus.
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exist in the syzygy of the three powers, which are 6, the
flowing-forth of which are the 24 elements) having been
quadrupled by the Word of the Ineffable Tetrad make
the same number for themselves which he says is (that)
of the Unnameable One. But they were clothed by the 6
powers in the likeness of the Invisible One, of the images
of which elements the double letters are the likeness, which
added to the 24 elements by analogy make potentially the
number 3o."
48. He says that the fruit of this reckoning and arrange

ment” appeared” in semblance of an image (to wit) He who
aſter the six days went up to the mountain" as one of four
persons and became one of six. Who came down and bore p. 318.
rule in the Hebdomad, Himself becoming the illustrious"
Ogdoad and containing within Himself the whole number
of the elements. Which the descent of the dove coming
upon Him at the baptism made plain, which (dove) is - .
Alpha and Omega, the number being plainly 8o 1." And
because of this Moses said that man came into being on
the 6th day. But according to the economy of the Passion
on the 6th day, which is the l’reparation,” the last man ap
peared for the regeneration of the First Man. Of this
economy, the beginning and the end was the 6th hour,
wherein he was nailed to the Cross. For, (he says) that
the perfect Nous, knowing that number 6 possesses the
power of creation and regeneration * made apparent to the
Sons of Light the regeneration which had come through
Him who appeared as Episemon. For the illustrious.
* So that the “ineſſable” name of Christ consisted of 30 letters.

So Epiphanius, Harr., XXXIV, p. 448, Oehl. No guess hitherto made
as to its transliteration into Greek letters seems entirely satisfactory; but
llarvey (Iren., I, p. 146, nn. 1, 2), shows that x), pë, eſyukov (for
which spelling Nigidius Figulus and Aulus Gcllius are quoted), iºra,
oriyua, raû, où (for duxpév), and, again, oriyua, can be made to count 3o.

* The text has āvaxonytas,for which Miller rightly restores oixovoulas
ſtºm Ireneus. Cf

.
p. 318 Cr, infra.

* requvéval. "Irenaeus has requxéval, “grew.”

* See the Transfiguration according to Matt. xvii. and Mark in.

* Or “the Episemon.”
** = 80, s 5, p 100, Io, a 200, r 3oo, s 5, p 100, a 1 = 8on. So

A 1 + ſl Soo = Soi.

‘H raparrºwh, “The Preparation" (for the Passover) i.e. Friday.

* row raw tº piºuby, Søvauv wouñorewswºrk. So Irenaeus' Latin
translation, “Scientem cum numerum qui est sex virtutem fabricationis

et regenerationem habenten.”.
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|\ 319.

p. 320.

number" when blended with the other clements completes
the 3o-lettered name.
49. 13ut lie has made use as llis instrument of the great

mess of the 7 numbers, in order that the lºruit of the
self-inspired (Council)” might be made manifest. Consider,
he says, this lºpisemon here present, which has taken shape
from the Illustrious One who has been, as it were, cut into
parts and remains without. Who, by llis own power and
forethought, by means of llis own projection which is that
of the Seven l'owers, imitated the Seventh l’ower and gave
life to the cosmos” and set it to be the soul of this visible
universe. He therefore uses this same work also as if it
came into being by liim independently; but the rest being
imitations of that which is inimitable minister to the lºnthy.
mesis" of the Mother. And the first heaven sounds the
Alpha, and that following it the lºpsilon, and the 3rd the
Eta, and the 4th and middle one of the 7 the power of
the Iota, and the 5th the Omicron, and the 6th the Upsilon,
and the 7th the Omega. And al

l

the heavens when locked
together into one, give forth a sound and glorify Him by

whom they were projected. And the glory of the sound
ing is sent on high into the presence of the l’orefather."
And, he says, that the echo of this glorifying being borne

to the earth becomes the Fashioner and begetter of those
upon the earth. And there is a proof of this in the case of

newly born children, whose breath immediately they come
forth ſron the womb, cries aloud likewise the sound of each
one of these elements. As then the Seven Powers, he says,
gloriſy the Word, so does the complaining soul among
infants. Wherefore, he says, l)avid declared:—“Out of

the mouth of babes and sucklings thou hast perfected
praise.” And again:-"The heavens declare the glory

* 6 + 24 = 30. -

* ris avrobovahrow Bovais . . . & Rapwds, “the Fruit of the self.
counselled. Council,” Iren:vus.

* Muailoss th; "E.Bövuděos $vváuews &Wüxwore réguov, “inparted in

imitation of the seven powers animation to this world,” (Macmahon);
but sce Iren:vus in loc. cit.

* As beſore, this probably means “IDesire.”

* This seems the first time we mcet with thc idea of “The Column

of Praises" of the Manichaeans which mounting ſrom the earth and
learing with it the prayers and praiscs of mankind plays with them a

considerable part in the redemption of Light ſrom Matter.

* I's. viii. 2, -
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of God.”" When also the soul is in pain it crics aloud
nothing cle than the Omega in which it is grieved, so that
the soul on high recognizing its kindred may send it help.
50. And so fa

r
as to this.”. ISut concerning the begin.

ning of the 24 clements, she speaks thus : — I ſendtes
existed along with Monotes” from which (two) came into
being two projections: Monad and the One which, as twice

p. 321.

2, became four. I'or twice 2 is 4. And again the 2 and
the 4 being added together the number 6 is manifestcd,
but when these 6 are quadrupled, 24. And these names

of the first Tetrad are understood to be the holiest of holy
things, and cannot be spoken, but are known by the Son
alone. The l’ather knows also what they arc. Those
named by l Iin in silence and faith are: Arrhetos" and
Sige, l’ater and Aletheia. And the total number of this
Tetrad is 24 elements. For Arrhetos has 7 elements, Sige

5* and l’ater 5 and Aletheia" 7. In like manner also the
second Tetrad, Logos and Zoe, Anthropos and Ecclesia,
show forth the same number of elements. And the spoken
name of the Saviour, that is Jesus, consists of 6 letters; but
liis unspoken (name)" from the number of letters taken one

by one, is of 24 clements, but Christ (the) Son of 12.” But
the unspoken (element) in the Chreistos is of 3o letters
and is that of the letters in it, counting the elements one

by one, lºor the [name] Chreistos is of 8 elements: (*for
the Chi" is of 3, and the Rho of 2, and the Ei of 2 and the
Iota of 4, the Sigma of 5 and the Tau of 3, while the Ou is

of 2 and the San of 3). Thus they imagine that the unspoken

* 1's. xix. 1.

-

* Ireneus puts what ſollows into the mouth of “the all-wise Sige.”

A section dealing with the name of Aletheia is omitted by Hippolytus.

* O
r perhaps “Unity in Solitude."

* i.e. “Ineffable.” -

* Four, unless w
e spell the word as he apparently does, seri.

* In the section onlitted (see n. 2 supra) the “body of Aletheia" is

said to be Swäskdasaos or “of 12 members,” which points to soule
different notation.

* Cf. Rev. xix. 11-13.

. "As I larvey (Iren., I, p. 145, n.3) points out, this forced isopsephism

is only reached by spelling Eta m
i

and the Iota in Xplºrrós sl
. lie quotes

Aulus Gellius in support.

* The words in brackets ( ) are not in Ireneus and ale probably
the addition of some commentator.

* The Codex has xps.

p. 322.
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element in “Chreistos” is of 3o elements. Wherefore also,
say they, 1Ie said “I am Alpha and Omega,” thereby indi
cating that the Love has this number, which is eight hundred
and one." -

51. But Jesus has this ineſſable generation.” For from
the Mother of the Universals the first Tetrad cane forth,
as if it were a daughter, and the second Tetrad and an

- Ogdoad thus came into being, wherefrom the Decad
p. 323 proceeded. Thus an Eighteen *came into being. Then the

1)ecad having united with the Ogdoad and making it tenſold,
ºn [the number] So [proceeded; and the 80) * being again

multiplied by Io, gives birth to the number 8oo. So that
the total number coming forth from the Ogdoad to the
Decad is 8 and 8o and 8oo, which is Jesus. I'or the name
Jesus according to the number in the letters is 888. And *
the Greek Alphabet has eight monads and eight decads
and eight hecatontads indicating the cipher of the eight
hundreds as 88, that is the (word) Jesus (made up) ſrom
all the constituent numbers. Wherefore also He is named
Alpha and Omega as signifying the birth ſrom them all.
52. But concerning His fashioning" (Marcus) speaks

thus: Powers which emanated from the Second Tetrad
p. 324. ſashioned the Jesus who appeared upon earth, and the

angel Gabriel filled the place" of the Logos and the Holy
Spirit that of Zoe, and the power of the Highest ? (that) of
Anthropos and the Virgin that of Ecclesia. Thus by
incarnation * a man was generated by Himself through
Mary. But when He came to the water, there descended
upon Him as a dove he who had ascended on high and had
ſilled the 12th number,” in whom existed the seed of those
* w = So, e = 5, p = 100, = Io, a = 200, r = 3oo, e = 5, p = 100,

a – 1: total 8ol. It is evident therefore that Marcus considered
Christ and the lIoly Spirit to be the same l’erson.
* &ppºrrowyéveriv, “unspoken derivation”?
* 5xaoxº, an unusual word, unknown to classical Greek.
* Words in square brackcts [ ] supplicil from Ireneus.
* $nuoupyſa. l Iere, as clºſewhere, the word implies construction

from previously existing matter.o º wówcz warswampwrival. * Cſ. I.uke i. 35.
" war oikovouſav. This secms here the meaning of the word. Sec

1)öllinger, Airst Age of Christianity, lºng, ed., p. 17o, n. 2, 1latch;
Zn/luence of Greek /deas tupon the Christian Church, p. 131 ; Tollin
ton, Clement of Alexandria, II, p. 13, and n. 1, for other meanings.
* This seems unintelligible unless we suppose the “body of
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who had been sown together' in Him, and had descended
together and had ascended together. 15ut this l’ower
which descended on IIim, he says, was the secq of the
Pleroma having within it the l’ather and the Son, which
through them was known to be the unnamed power of
Sige, and (to be) al

l
the Aeons. And that this was the

Spirit which in Him spake through the mouth of the Son,
confessed Himself to be Son of Man, and manifested the
Father, yet veritably descended into Jesus (and) became
one with Him. The Saviour from the Economy,” de
stroyed death, they say, but Christ Jesus made known the
Father. He says therefore that Jesus was the name of the p. 325.
man ſrom the Economy, but that it was set forth in resem
blance and shape of the Anthropos who was to come upon
Him ; and that when He had received he retained the An- "

thropos himself and the Father himself and Arrhetos and
Sige and Aletheia and Ecclesia and Zoe.”
53. I hope then that these things are clearly to al

l

of

same mind without authority and ſar from that know
ledge which is according to religion, being (in fact) ſrag
ments of astrological inventions and of the arithmetical art

of the Pythagoreans, as you who love learning will also
know from those their doctrines which we have exposed in
the foregoing books. But in order that we may exhibit
them more clearly to the disciples, not of Christ, but, of

Pythagoras, I will also set forth so far as can be done in

epitome, the things which they have taken from (this last)
concerning the phenomena of the stars. For they say that
these universals are composed from a monad and a dyad,
and counting from a monad up to four, they bring into p. 326.

Aletheia,” said above to be the number 12, to be the heaven known as

“the l’lace of Truth.” . Cf. Pistºs Sophia, p. 12S, Copt.

* The same expression is used in the Pistis Sºphia where Jesus
‘‘sows” a power of light in Elizabeth the mother of John the Baptist.
Cſ. p. 12, Copt.

* Q
r “Arrangement.” Marcus, perhaps here imitating Valentinus,

postulates several Saviours, one of whom restores order in the arrange.
ment of the l’ons before coming to this carth.

* In Ireneus there follows here a lengthy “refutation” of Marcus'
doctrines and a poem condemning him and his teaching which some
think to be the work of l'othinus, irenicus' martyred predecessor

at Lyons,
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being a decad. And the dyad” again going forth up to
Episemon, for example, two and four and six show forth
the dodecad. And, again, if we count in the same way
from the dyad up to the decad, the triacontad appears,
wherein are the ogdoad and decad and dodecad. Then
they say that the dodecad through its containing the Epise.
mon and because the Episemon closely follows it, is

l'assion.” And since through this, the lapse with regard to

the 12th number occurred, the sheep skipped away and
was lost.” And in like manner from the decad; and on

this they tell of the drachma which the woman lost and
lamp in hand searched for and of the loss of the one
sheep; * and having contrasted with this the (number) 99,
they make a fable for themselves of the numbers, since of

the 11 multiplied by 9 they make the number 99, and
thanks to this they say that the Amen contains this
number."

-
- -

And of another number they say this:—the element Eta
with the Episemon is an ogdoad, as it lies in the 8th place
from the Alpha. Then again counting the numbers of the
same elements together without the lepisemon and adding
them together as far as the lºta, they display the number 30.
For if one begins the number of the elements with the
Alpha (and continues) up to the Eta (inclusive) after sub
tracting the Episemon, one finds the number 3o." Since
then the number 3o is made from the uniting of the three
powers, the same number 30 occurring thrice made 90–
for three times 3o are 9o [and the same triad multiplied
into itself brought forth 9]. Thus the ogdoad made the
number 99 from the first ogdoad and decad and dodecad.

p. 327.

* With this sentence, Ilippolytus again picks up his quotations
ſtom Ircuivus,

* widos, “a passion” or “The l'assion"?

* werMavijotal.

* Iren:vus' Latin version here makcs better sense :—Similiter ºf a

duodecade abscedentum unam virtutem. Aerisse divinant ºf han, esse
muſierem quae Aerdiderit drachmam, et accenterit lucernum, et

intenerit eam.

* a = 1, a 40, n 8, v. 50, total 99. Writers of the sub-Apostolic age
seem to have laid much stress on the miraculous power of the word
Amen when uttered in unison. Cf. the lºpistle of Ignatius to theº (Cureton's translatiºn), p. 15, as to the “mysteries of the
bull.
*Thus a = 1, 8 2, y 3, & 4, s 5, £7, n 8 = 30.
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The number of which (ogdoad) they sometimes carry to
completion" and make a triacontad and sometimes deduct
ing the 12th number they count it 1 I and likewise make
the ioth (number) 9. And multiplying and decupling”
these (figures) they complete the number 99. And since
the 12th Aeon left the 11 [on high] and fell away from
them and came below, they imagine that these things
correspond one to the other. For the type of the letters is
instructive. For the 11th letter is the Lambda which is the
number 30 and is so placed after the likeness of the arrange
ment on high,"since from the Alpha apart from the Episemon,
the number of the same letters up to Lambda when added
together makes up the number 99." But (they say) that
the Lambda which is put in the 11th place " came down to
seek for what is like unto it so that it may complete the
12th number, and having found it did (so) complete it is
plain from the very shape of the element." For the Iambda
succeeding as it were in the search for what was like unto
itself and finding, seized it, and filled up with it the place

of the 12th element Mu, which is composed of two.
Lºmbdas.” Wherefore they avoid by this gnosis the place

of the 99 that is to say the Hysterema” as the type of the
left hand, but follow the One which added to the 99, brings
them over to the right hand.
54." But they declare that first the four clements which

they say are fire, water, earth (and) air, were made through
the Mother and projected as an image of the Tetrad on

high. And reckoning in with them their energies, such

as heat, cold, moisture, and dryness they exactly reflect the
Ogdoad. Next, they enumerate ten powers, thus: Seven
circular bodies which they also call heavens, then a circle
encompassing these which they call the Eighth Heaven and
besides these, the Sun and Moon.” And these making up

si
s 3AéxAmpov. Because the decad is a “perfect” number.

*wurvur.Nexorres xal Sexarxandrar res.
tis ava' olxovoulas. The word can here mean moth'ng else.

a = 1, 8 2. Y 3, § 4, s 5, & 7, n S, 99, , lo, r zo, A 3o = 99.
liveause the l’pisemon has no réros.
arouxetov here used for “character.” * AA = M.
ºrépnua : the usual Gnostic name for the Void.
This section passes over Irenaeus' refutation of the last, and forms

the beginning of the Xth Chap. (p
.

164, 11.).
- " There must be soue mistake here, as the Sun and Moon were
included among the seven planetary heavens.

-

p. 328.

p. 329.
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P. 330.

the number 10, they declare to be the image of the invisible
decad which is from Logos and Zoe. And (they say) that
the dodecad is revealed through the circle called the Zodiac.
For they declare that the twelve most evident signs shadow
forth the dodecad which is the daughter of Anthropos and
I?cclesia. And since they say the highest heaven has been
linked to the ascension of the universals, the swiſtest in

P. 331.

existence, which (heaven) weighs down upon the sphere
itself, and counterbalances by its own weight the swiftness

of the others, so that in thirty years it completes the cycle
ſron sign to sign —this they declare to be the inlage of

IIoros encircling their thirty-named Mother."
Again the Moon traversing the heavens completely in

30 days, typifies (they say) by these days the number of

the Aeons. And the Sun completing his journey and
terminating his cyclical return to his former place in 12

months shows forth the lodecad. And that the days
themselves, since they are measured by 12 hours, are a

type of the mighty” Ogdoad. And also that the perimeter

of the Zodiacal circle has 360 degrees and that each Zodiacal
sign has 30. Thus by means of the circle, they say, the
image of the connection of the 12 with the 30 is observed.
And again also they imagine that the earth is divided into

12 climates, and that cach several climate receives a single
power from the heavens innmediately above it * and pro
duces children of the same essence with the power sending
down [this influence] by emanation [which is they say] a

type of the Dodecad on high.
55. And besides this, they say that the Demiurge of the

Ogdoad on high," wishing to imitate the 13oundless and
Everlasting and Unconfined and Timeless One and not
being able to form a model of His stability and permanence,
because he was himself the fruit of the Hysterema, was
ſorced to place in it for rendering it eternal, times and
seasons and numbers, thinking that by the multitude of

* Not of course the Egyptian god, but the Gnostic “I.imit” or

Cross. The passage is not very clear.

* Irenaeus has basiris, “radiant,” and the text revis, “empty";
Irenaeus' Latin version “non apparentes” or invisible. Pro bly
Meydamswas the original word.

* way: ºdºrov. Macmahon thinks this refers to the position of the
sun, which is unnecessary.

* Irenaeus omits the words “of the Ogdoad.”
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times he was imitating the Boundless One. But they
declare that in this the truth having escaped him, he followed
the false; and that therefore when the times are ſulfilled,
his work will be dissolved."
56. These things, then, those who are from the school p. 332.

of Valentinus declare concerning Creation and the Universe,
-

every time producing something newer” (than the last).
And they consider this to be fructification, if any one
similarly discovering something greater appears to work
wonders. And finding in each case ſrom the Scriptures
something accordant with the aforesaid numbers, they prate
of Moses and the Prophets, imagining them to declare alle
gorically the dimensions of the Aeons. Which things it
does not seem to me expedient to explain as they are sense
less and inconsistent, and already the blessed elder Irenaeus
has marvellously and painfully refuted their doctrines.
l’rom whom also [we have taken] their so-called discoveries
and have shown that they, having appropriated these things
from (the) triſling” of the l’ythagorean philosophy and
the astrologies, accuse Christ of having handed them
down. 13ut since I consider that their senseless doctrines
have been sufficiently set forth, and that it has been already
proved whose disciples Marcus and Colarbasus * by be.
coming the successors of the school of Valentinus (really)
are, le

t
us see also what Basilides says."

' rardavarºv AaBeºv, “receive dissolution.”

* waivérepa. The text has keværepa, “more iname.”
repepyias, “bye-work.”

* KoxápSaros. The name which is repeated by Tertullian, Philaster
and Theodoret can be traced back to the single passage in Iren:vus,
where it appears in connection with the name Xinyú as “the Sige of
Colarbasus.” A German commentator long since suggested that it

was not the name of a lorother heretic or lollower of Marcus, lout a

corruption of the words yans ºf Qol-Arha, or the “Voice of the Four,”
and this seems now generally accepted. As most if not al

l

of

Marcus' pretended revelations are said to have been dictated to him by

an apparition of the Supreme Tetrad, he may well have called the book

in which they were written and which seems to have been known to

Ireneus, by some such name.

* It seems needless to point out that the whole of these chapters
dealing with the real or supposed successors of Valentinus is takenº: from Irenaeus, and that they have no relation to any other
author.



P. 333. IBOOK VII
18ASILIDIS, SATURNILUS, AND OTIII. RS

1. Thirsk are the contents of the 7th (book) of the
Meſutation of A// //cresies.

2. What is the opinion of liasilides, and that he, having
been struck with the doctrines of Aristotle, constructed his
heresy from them.
3. And what things Satormilus, who flourished at the same

time as liasilides, says.
4. How Menander set himself to declare that the world

came into being by angels.
-

5. What was the madness of Marcion, and that his
doctrine is neither new nor (taken) from the Holy Scriptures,
but comes from lºnupedocles.
6. I low Carpocrates talks foolishness, and thinks existing

things to have been produced by angels.
7. That Cerinthus in no way framed his opinion from

Scripture, but out of the teachings of the 12gyptians.
p 334. 8. What are the lºbionites' opinions, and that they prefer

to cleave to the Jewish customs.
9. l Iow Theodotus also erred, having borrowed some

things from the Ebionites [but others from the Gnostics],
1o. And what was taught by Cerdo, who both declared

things (taken) from Empedocles and wickedly put forward
Marcion. -

-

1 1. And how Lucian, becoming a disciple of Marcion,
did not blush to blaspheme God.

12. Of whom Apelles becoming a disciple, did not
teach the same things as (the rest of) the school, but
being moved by the doctrines of the physicists, supposed
an essence for the universe.

58
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1. About Basilides."

15 Seeing that the doctrines of the heretics are like a p. 335.
sea lashed into waves by the force of the winds, their

| Of the lasilides with whose doctrines this book opens, little is
known. While some would on slender grounds make him a Syrian,
there is no doubt that he taught in Egypt and especially in Alexandria,
where he seems to have steeped himself in Greek philosophy. This
must have been during the reign of IIadrian and some time before the
appearance of the far greater heresiarch Valentinus. If we could
believe the testimony of Epiphanius, basilides was a fellow-disciple with
Satornilus, to be presently mentioned, of Menander, the immediate
successor of Simon Magus; and, according to the more trustworthy
witness of Clement of Alexandria (Strom., VII, 17), he himself claimed
to be the disciple of Glaucias, “the interpreter” of St. Peter. Ile had
a son Isidore who shared his teaching, and he wrote a treatise in
twenty-four books on the Gospels which he called Eaggetica. The
sect that he ſounded, although never popular, lingered fo

r
some time

in Egypt; but there is much probability in Matter's conjecture (Hist.
crit. du Gnost., 2nd ed., III, 36), that most of his followers became
the hearers of Valentinus.
Our author's account of Basilides’ doctrine at first sight differs so

widely from that given by Irenaeus and his copyists that it was for long
supposed that the two accounts were irreconcilable. The late Prof.
liott, however, in his lucid article on the subject in the 19tctionary

of Christian Riography showed with much skill that this was not so,
and that the liasilidian doctrine contained in our text is in al

l prola
bility that of the Evºgetica itself, while the teaching attributed to

lºsilides by Ireneus and others was the same doctrine largely cor
rupted by the inconsistent and incoherent superstitions which invariably
attach themselves to any faith propagated in secret. The immediate
source of liasilides' own teaching cannot, up to the present time, be

satisfactorily traced ; but, although its coping-stone, the non-existent
l?eity, shows some likeness to the 13uddhistic ideas which were at

any rate known in the Alexandria of his time (Clem. Alex., Strøm., I,

15), it is probable that among the relics of the ancient Egyptian
religion, then almost extinct, something of the same idea might have
been found. I lis obligation to the Stoic philosophy is well brought
out by llort; and he was doubtless versed in the dialectical methods

of Aristotle, which, then as later, formed the universal equipment of

the student of philosophy. I lippolytus' theory that the ground-work

of the basilidian edifice is a conscious or unconscious borrowing from
\ristºtle derives no support from any Aristotelian writings known to

us
.

Unlike other Gnostics, Basilides displays no animus towards the
Jews beyond reducing their Deity to the Ruler of the Ilebdomad, ot

lowest spiritual world, and he accepts as fully as possible the livinity

of Jesus and the authority of the New Testament. Of the Docetism
attributed to him by Irenaeus and others, there is here no trace, and
the Bishop of Lyons' statement on this point can only be explained by

supposing that he here confused Basilides with some other heresiarch.
WOL. II. - E

i
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hearers ought to sail through them in quest of the calm

harbour. For such a sea is both wild and hard to over

The distinctive ſcatures of l'asilides' teaching as disclosed in our

text are, however, plain enough. Rejecting all idea of a pre-existing

matter, he derives everything ſrom the Supreme licing, whom he con

siders to be so unspeakably and inconceivably great that he will not

even say of Ilim that lie crists. Ile it is who from the first decreed

not only the ſoundation of the universe but also the means and agency

by which this is to be brought about. Nor do the apparent defects in

its constitution involve in Hasilides' system any thwarting of the livine

Will by intermediate agents, or any lapse from duty on their part. All

things subsequent to the Supreme leing are in effect I lis children, and

from the l’anspermia or Seed-Mass originally le
t

fall by Ilim emerges

the First Sonhood, or purest part of the Sonhood, which, rising from

the heap by its own lightness and tenuity, springs upward into the

presence of the First Cause, where it remains ſor the purpose of giving

light when needed to the lower parts of creation. This is quickly

followed by the Second Sonhood (or Second l'art of the Sonhood),

which, emerging in like manner, rises not from its own unaided power,

but with the assistance of the 13oundary Spirit, who must have its

origin in the Seed-Mass, and who is leſt as the 13oundary between the

visible and the invisible part of the universe when the Second Sonhood

passes to the Ogdoad or l’ighth l leaven. This lighih I Ieaven is under

the sway of the Great Ruler, a ſunctionary emitted by the Seed-Mass

for the purpose of governing this abode of perfection, from which it

may be inferred that the Second Sonhood like the l’irst ultimately

returns to the presence of the Supreme lieing. In his organization of

this Eighth IIeaven, the Great Ruler is much helpetl by the Son whom

he calls forth from the Seed-Mass, who is expressly stated to be greater

and wiser than his own Father.

There remains in the Seed-Mass two other world-creating powers.

The first of these is the maker of the Seven I leavens or liebdomad, which

can here hardly be the planets, because they are expressly said to be

sublunary. lle, too, produces ſrom the Seed. Mass a Son greater and

wiser than himselſ, who again, it may be supposed, assists his father in

the organization of this IIeldomad. What form this organization

took we are not told, although there is some talk of 365 beings who

are all “l)ominions and l’owers and Authoritics” with a ruler callel

liabrasax. 18elow this Ilebdomad, however, comes this world of ours

called the “l'ormlessness,” which has, it is said, “no leader nor

guardian nor demiurge" (i.e. architect), everything happening in it as

decreed by the Supreme lieing from the first. Yet this lºormlessness

contains within it the Third Sonhood (or third part of the Sonhood)

whose mission is apparently to guide the souls º men to the place fo
r

which they are predestined, which it does by imparting to then some

of its own nature. . Then, when the time came for the Coming of the
Saviour, a light shining ſrom the highest heavens was transmitted

through the intermediate places to the Son of the liebdomad and ſell

upon “Jesus the son of Mary,” and IIe aſter the Passion ascended like

the two first parts of the Sonhood to the Divine Presence. In due time

the third part of the Sonhood will, it is said, follow I lim. When this

-
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pass, as the Sicilian (sca) is said to be, wherein are ſabled
to be Cyclops and Charybdis and Scylla and . . . the
Sirens' rock." Which sea the Greek poets make out that
Odysseus sailed through, skilfully availing himself of the
terror of those fierce beasts: for their cruelty to those
sailing among them was notorious. But the Sirens, singing
clearly and musically for the beguiling of those sailing past,
persuaded with their sweet voices those who listened to
approach them. And they say that Odysseus, hearing this,
stopped with wax his companions' ears, but having had
himself bound to the mast sailed without danger past the
Sirens while listening to their song. Which I advise those
who meet with them to do, and either having on account
of weakness stopped their ears with wax to sail through the
teachings of the heretics without listening to what, like the
shrill song of the Sirens, might easily persuade them to

happens, the soul predestined to the Seven Heavens will pass thither,
those more enlightened will be admitted to the lighth I leaven, and
those entitled to the most glorious destiny of al

l

will probably ascend
with the third part of the Sonhood to the IHighest. On the two
inferior classes, there will then fall the “Great Ignorance,” a merciſul
oblivion which will prevent them from remembering or otherwise being
troubled in their beatitude by the knowledge of the still better things
above them. -

l low the salvation of these souls is to be effected there is no indica
tion in Hippolytus, and he leaves us in entire doubt as to whether
l{asilides allowed any ſree-will to man in the matter. It is probable
that he taught the doctrine of transmigration as a means of purification
from sins or faults committed in ignorance. But it is several times
asserted that he looked on suffering as a cleansing process ſo

r

the soul,
and that he did not admit the existence of evil (see IIort's article on
Basilides in P. C.A., I, pp. 274, 275 for references). About some of

his teaching there was deliberate concealment (ibid., p. 279), and
Irenaus (I, xxiv. 6)

,

tells us that his followers were taught to declare
that while they were “no longer Jews” they were “not yet” (or
perhaps “more than") Christians. In this we may perhaps see the
intluence of the rubrics of the Egyptian Book of the Dead, and the
beginning of that secret propagation of religion which was to find

its ripest fruit in Manichæism. For the rest, although Irenaeus

(I, xxiv. 5) tells us that basilides, like Simon, Valentinus, and other
ºnostics, taught that the lody of Jesus was a phantasm, and even that
Simon of Cyrene had been crucified in His stead, there appears no

race of this in our text, and it is possible that the Bishop § Lyons is

here again confusing liasilides' doctrines with those of his successors.

' pos, “hill"; possibly a copyist's error fo
r

ºpes, “boundary” or

“shore.” - -
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pleasure; or else to bind themselves to the Cross of Christ,
hearkening faithfully (to Him) and (thus) not to be
harassed, being persuaded (only) by Him to whom they

p. 336, are bound and standing upright."
14. Since now we have set forth in the six Books before

this, the (opinions) which have gone before, it seems now
that we should not keep silent about those of basilides
which are those of Aristotle the Stagirite, and not of Christ.
But although the doctrines of Aristotle have been before
expounded, we shall not shrink from now setting them
forth in epitome, so that the teacher by their closer com
parison may readily perceive that the sophisms of Basilides
are those of Aristotle.

-

15. Aristotle, then, divides being * into three. For one
part of it is genus, another, as he says, species,” and another
something undivided." But the atom is so called, not be.
cause of the smallness of its body, but because by its nature

it can in no way be cut. But the genus is
,

as it were, a

heap composed of many different seeds. From which
heap-resembling genus, al

l

the species of existent things are
severed;" and it is (one) genus which is sufficient for al

l

things which have come into being. In order that this
may be clear, I will point out an example whereby the
whole theory of the l’eripatetic can be retraced.

16. Let us say that there exists simply “animal,”* not any
particular animal. This “animal” is neither ox, nor horse,
nor man, nor god, nor anything else that can anyhow be

apparent, but simply “animal.” From this “animal” the
species of al

l

animals have their substance.” And the
undiſſerentiated * “animal” is the substance of the animals
who have been produced in species” but is yet none of

* This exordium was evidently intended to be spoken.

* ovala, Cruice and others translate this by “substance.” IIere it

evilently means “essence” in the sense of “being.”

* slövs, i.e. appearance = that which is seen.

* &rouos, “which cannot be cut or divided,” = "atom.”

* &račičagºas rouftv, “receive cutting.”

* (For awa&s. See Aristotle, Categor., c. 3. The “living creature”

of the A.V. would here make better sense; but I keep the word

p. 337.

“animal” in the text out of respect for my predecessors.

* twdavarts, literally substantia, with no meaning as has oiala of

“being.” See I latch, //ibbert Lectures, P.
,

275.

* irst&sov, “abstract,” or “non-specific"?

* clöseruv.

-
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them. For an animal is man, who takes his beginning
from that “animal,” and an animal is horse who does like
wise. The horse and ox and dog and each of the other .
animals takes its beginning from the simple “animal"
which is none of them. -

17. But if that “animal" is not one of these, (then) the
substance of the things which have been produced has,
according to Aristotle, come into being from the things
which are not : for the “animal" whence these have
severally received it is not one (of them). But, while being
none (of them), it has become the one beginning of things
which are. But who it is who has sent down this begin
ning" of the things which have been produced later, we
shall see when we come to its proper place.

18
.

Since the threefold essence is
,

as he says, genus, species
and atom, and w

e

have granted” “animal" to be genus,
and man to be species already differentiated from the
multitude of animals, but at the same time commingled
with them and not yet transformed into a species of sub
stantial being,”—I, when I give form to the man taken
apart from the genus, call him by the name of Socrates

or of 1)iogenes or any one of the many names (there are),
and when I (thus) restrict with a name the man who from
genus has become species, I call such being an individual."
For the genus is divided into species and the species into

an atom; but the atom when restricted by a name cannot

by its nature be divided into anything else, as w
e

have
divided each of the things aforesaid. -
This Aristotle calls essence in its first, chief, and

strictest sense, nor is it said of any subject nor as

existing in any subject.” But he speaks of the subject as

if it were genus when he said “animal” of all the animals
Severally ranged under it, such as an ox, a horse, and the

* The text has raúrny . . . . [thy ovoiar], the words in brackets
being rightly deleted, as Cruice notes.

* {{{usta, “posited.”

* *i
s

slövs ovarias twortarisis, which shows the distinction made by

the author between ävala and Srđa raris.

* Arouov, “undivided.” -

* The text is here corrupt and has to be restored from Aristotle's,

th
e

word I have translated “essence” being as before obvia whileº is broke Airor. Cf. Aristotle Cat., c. 5, and .1/etaphysica, IV,
C. S.

p. 338.

p. 339.
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rest, describing them by a common name. For it is true
to say that man is an animal, and a horse is an animal and
an ox is an animal and al

l

the rest. This is subjective, the
one (name) being likewise capable of being said of many
and diſſerent species." For neither a horse nor an ox differs
from man qui animal; for the definition of animal ſits al

l

the aforesaid animals alike. For what is an animal? If we
deſine it, a common definition will include all the animals.
For an animal is a living,” feeling being, such as a man, a

horse and al
l

the rest. But, “in the Subject,” he says, is

that which exists in anything, not as part of it, but as being
incapable of existing apart from that wherein it is

,

(and is
)

each * of the accidents of being. The which is called
Quality because by it we say what certain things are, as

,

for instance, white, green, black, just, unjust, prudent and
such like. But none of these (qualities) can come into
being by itself, but must needs be in * something. But,

if neither the “animal,” which is the word I use for al
l

living beings taken severally, nor the “accidents” which
are ſound to occur in al

l
of them, can come into being of

themselves, then from those things which do not exist,
the individual things" are developed and the triply-divided
essence is not compounded" from other things. Hence
lieing" so called in its first and chieſest and strictest sense,
exists according to Aristotle from those things which do not
cxist.”

19. About Being" then enough has been said. But
Being is called not only genus, species and individual; but
also matter, form and privation. 13ut there is no difference
among these while the division stands. And Being being

p. 340.

p. 341.

* O
r “of many animals although they differ in species."

* {a}vxos, “animated” or “cusouled.”

* {xagrow [sic]. One of the accidents would make better sense,
Cſ. vol. I, p. 56 supra.

* i.e. “inlucrent.” * rā āroua. * runwAmputral.

* obvia, which here as elscwhere in the text may be translated
“essence.” “licing,” perhaps, is better here as more familiar to the
lºnglish reader.

* These definitious of “accident" and thc like are not to be ſound

in the Categories of Aristotle as we have them in the work known as

the Organon, nor in any other of his cxtant works, lºut they corre.
spond with those given in look VI, and are there attailouted to

l’ythagoras, Cſ, p. 21 supra.
-

" evola throughout.
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such as it is
,

the ordering of the cosmos came about
automatically in the same way. The cosmos is accord
ing to Aristotle divided into many [and different] parts;
[and] the part of the cosmos which exists from the earth as

fa
r

as the moon is without providence or governance and
has its rise only in its own nature. But that which is

beyond the moon, is ordered with al
l

order and providence
and is (so) governed up to the surface of heaven. But the
(same) surface is a certain fifth essence renewed from al

l

the elements of nature wherefrom the cosmos is made up,
and this is Aristotle's “Quintessence,” being as it were a

hypercosmic essence. And his system of philosophy is

divided so as to agree with the division of the cosmos. . For p. 342.
there is by him a treatise on physics called Acreasis, where

in he has treated of the doings of Nature, not of Providence,
from the Earth to the Moon. And there is also his J/eta
A%rsies, another special work thus entitled, concerning the
things which take place beyond the Moon. And there is

also his work On the Quintessence, wherein he theologizes."
Like this also is the division of the universals as they are
defined by type in Aristotle's philosophy. But his work
On the Soul is puzzling; for it would be impossible in three
whole books to say what Aristotle thinks about the soul.
l'or what he gives as the definition of the soul is easy to

say ; but what is explained by the definition is hard to find.
l'or, he says, the soul is an entelechy of the physical
organism. ... What this is would need many words and great
enquiry. But the God who is the cause of al

l

these fair beings

is one, even to one speculating for a very long time, more p. 343.
difficult to be known than is the soul. Yet the definition
which Aristotle gives of God, is not hard to be known, but
impossible to be understood. For He, he says, is a con
ception of conception which is altogether non-existent.
but the cosmos is according to Aristotle imperishable and
eternal; for it contains nothing faulty and is governed by

Nature and l’rovidence. And Aristotle has not only put
forth books on Nature and the Cosmos and Providence
and God,” but there is also a certain treatise by him on

ethics which is called The Ethical Books wherein he builds

* That is
,

makes fables or myths about the gods,w

Alaenahou remarks, that these must be among Aristotle's lost
works. This is doubtful,

;
k}
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up a good ethics for his hearers out of a poor one. If,

then, Basilides be found not only potentially but in the

P. 345.

very words and names to have transferred the doctrines of

Aristotle to our evangelical and soul-saving teaching, what
remains but by restoring these extraneous matters to their
(proper) authors to prove to Basilides' disciples that, as

they are heathenish, Christ will profit them nothing?
29. Now Basilides and Isidore, Basilides' true son and

disciple, say that Matthias recounted to them secret" dis.
courses which he had heard from the Saviour in private
teaching.” We see then how plainly Basilides together
with Isidore and their whole band belie not only Matthias
but also the Saviour. There was, he says, [a time] when
Nothing was, not even the nothing of existing things, but
baldly and unreservedly and without any sophism, nothing

at all. But when I say, says he, that [this] was, I do not
say that this existed, but I speak thus to signify what I

wish to indicate. I say then that nothing at al
l

existed.
For, says he, that which is named is plainly not ineffable;
for at any rate we call one thing ineffable, but another not
ineffable. For truly that which is not even ineſſable is not
named ineſſable, but is

,

he says, above every name which is

named. For neither are there names enough for the cosmos,

he says, so diverse is it, but there is a lack of them. Nor do

I undertake, says he, to find proper names for everything;
but one must silently understand in the mind not their
names, but the properties of the things named. For identity

of names has made confusion and error concerning things”
among those who hear them. And they who first made
this appropriation and theſt from the Peripatetic lead astray
the folly of those who herd with them. For Aristotle who
was born many generations earlier than Basilides, was the
first to set forth in the Categories a system of hononyms
which these men expound as their own and as a novelty
[derived] from the secret discourses of Matthias.

* in orpºovs. Is Matthias a corruption of Glaucias? Sec m
.

on

p. 59 supra.
Basilides and his son must therefore have been contemporaries of

the Apostles. . Even if we treat the word abro's here as a copyist's
interpolation, it is evident that Basilides must have been considerably
anterior in time to Valentinus.

* wearyadver, “transactions."
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21. When nothing [existed], neither matter, nor essence,
nor the simple nor the compound, nor [that which is
conceived by the mind] nor that which cannot be [so]
conceived, [nor that which is perceived by the senses]" nor
that which cannot be [so] perceived, nor man, nor angel
nor God, nor generally any of the things which are named
or apprehended by sensation, or of things” which can be
conceived by the mind but can be thus and even more
minutely described by al

l
:-(then) [the] God-who-was-Not

—whom Aristotle calls Concept of Concept, but (Basilides)
Him-who-is-Not, without conception, perception, counsel,
choice, passion or desire willed to create a cosmos. But

I say (only) for the sake of clearness, says he, that He willed.

I signify that he did this without will or conception or per
ception; and [the] cosmos was not that which later became
established in its expanse and diversity,” but a Seed of a

cosmos. And the Seed of the cosmos contained al
l

things
within itself, as the grain of mustard (seed) collects into the
smallest space and contains within itself al

l

things at once:—
the roots, stem, branches and the numberless leaves, with
the seeds begotten by the plant, and often again those
grown by many other plants. Thus the God-who-was-Not
made the cosmos from things which were not," casting
down and planting" a certain single seed containing within
itself the whole seed-mass" of the cosmos. But in order
that I may make clearer what these (men) say, it was even

as an egg of some gorgeous and parti-coloured bird such as

a peacock or some other yet more variegated and many
coloured, contains within it, though one, many patterns” of

multiform and many-coloured and diversely-constructed
beings"—so, says he, the non-existent seed of the cosmos

p. 346.

-

* The words in this sentence in square brackets are emendations in

the text made by different editors.

* *payudraw, as in last note but one.

* kara wadros kal &alpeoir.

* 18asilides is thus the first Gnostic to teach the doctrine of creation

e nihilo. -

* Sworrhaas. Cf. the legend of Cybele, Vol. I, p. 118, n. I

su/ra.
-

* wavorweputav. The word is ſound in the fragments of Anaxagoras
and Democritus as well as in l’lato. Its use has been revived by

l)arwin and Weissmann.

* ióias.

* obviºr. Nothing is here got by translating the word “substances.”

p. 347.
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-i -
cast down by the God-who-was-Not contained (a Seed-mass)
at once multiform and (the source) of many beings."

º 22. All things, then, which are to be described, and
: . those which not having yet been discovered must be left outs of the account, were destined to be fitted for the cosmos
'. which was to come into being at the proper time by the

- help given to it by such and so great a God, whose quality
| the creature can neither conceive nor define. And these

things existed stored within the seed, as, in a new-born
p. 348, child, we see teeth and the power of fatherhood and brains

accrue later; and those things which belong to the man
but do not at first exist, evolve gradually out of the child.
l'or it would be impossible to say that any projection by the
God-who was Not became sounething non-existent, since
liasilides entirely shuns and has in horror [the notion of
substances of things begotten [arising by way of projection.”
l'or what, says he, is the need of projection or of any sub
structure of matter in order that God may fashion a cosmos
as the spider makes webs, or mortal man takes brass or
wood or some other portion of matter to work with ?).-1}ut
lle spoke, says he, and it came to pass; and this is

,
as these

[heretics] say, what Moses spake:–“Let there be light
and there was light.”* Whence, says he, caume the light?
From nothing. For it is not written says he, whence it

came, but only that it came forth from the word of the
speaker. For the speaker, says he, was not, nor did that
which was spoken (formerly] exist. The seed of the cosmos,

he says, came into being from non-existent things [and this
seed is

]

the word which was spoken: “let there be light.”
And this, says he, is the saying in the Gospels: “This is

p. 349, the true light which lighteneth every man who cometh into
the world.”" It takes its beginnings" from that seed and
gives light. This is the seed which contains within itself al

l

\,
$

%
y º

tº M
**

* roavodatov. Galen uses it as equivalent to “very wealthy.'

* Sworow. As in Aristotle, Catc., c. 5.

* This with llippolytus' interpolated remark emphasizes the great

º ditlerence between Basilides' doctrine with its assertion of the creation

e nihilo and the emanation theory of all other Gnostics. It does away
with the necessity for a pre-existent matter.

-

* Gen. i. 3.

* John I. 9. This and “Mine hour is not yet come" are the onlyº references to the Fourth Gospel made by Basilides.
q,”xas.
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-
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the Seed-Mass which Aristotle says is the genus divided
into boundless species, since we divide from the non
existent animal ox, horse [and] man. l'urther, of the

... underlying cosmic seed, they say, “whatever I may say
came into being after this, seek not to know whence it

came.” For it contained al
l

seeds stored and shut up
within itself, as it were things which were not, but which
were foreordained to exist by the God-who-was-Not.
Let us see then what they say came into being in the

first, second or third place from the cosmic seed. There
existed (Basilides) says within the seed itself, a Sonhood,
threefold throughout, of the same essence" with the God
who was Not and begotten of the things that were not. Of
this triple divided Sonhood, one part was subtle, (one
coarse) and one wanting purification. Now the subtle (part)
straightway and as it became the first emission of the seed p. 35o

by the One-who-was-Not, escaped and ascended and went

on high from below with the speed described by the poet—

“like wing or thought,””

and came, he says, before the One-who-was-Not. For
towards him every nature strains on account of his exceeding
beauty and bloom,” but each differently. But the coarser
part still remaining in the seed, although resembling the
other,” could not go on high, for it lacked the fineness of

division which the ascending Sonhood had of itself, and
was (therefore) left behind. Then the coarser Sonhood
wings itself with some such wing as that wherewith Plato,

* Juoobvios. The first occurrence, so ſar as it can be traced, of this
too-famous word. If I am right, the interpretation of ovaria by

“substance” came later. The nature of the Sonhood (Tijrms,
lat., ſilietas, which I translate “Sonhood" by analogy with paternitus =

Fatherhood) is peculiar to Basilides, the idea being apparently that
within the l’anspermia was concealed a germ which was more closely
related to its 1)ivine l'arent than the rest. The same idea mutatis
mutandis reappears in Weissmann's theory of the germ-plasm.

* I lomer, Odyssey, VII, 36.

* 3: Swspbox), xdaxovs kal &patórrros. The longing of al
l

nature
for something higher is also mentioned in the Book on the Ophites
(See Book V, Vol. I, pp. 123, 14o supra). The phrase was evidently

a favourite one with llippolytus, and he therefore uses it in regard

to several heresies, as he has done with the magnet simile.

* Mºuntixth ris wºva, “being an iunitative thing.”
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Aristotle's teacher, equips the soul in the Phaed, us,” and
Basilides calls the same not a wing but Holy Spirit, clothed
wherewith the Sonhood both gives and receives benefit.
It gives it because a bird's wing taken by itself and severed
from the bird would neither become uplifted nor high in

P. 351. air, nor would the bird be upliſted and high in air if deprived
of the wing. This then is the relation which the Sonhood
bears to the Spirit and the Spirit to the Sonhood. For the
Sonhood borne aloft by the Spirit as by a wing bears aloſt
the wing, (that is the Spirit) and draws nigh to the subtler
Sonhood and to the God-who-was-Not and ſashions all
things from the non-existent. But [the Spirit] cannot abide
with the Sonhood for it is not of the same essence,” nor has
it the same nature as the Sonhood. But just as dry and
pure air is naturally ſatal to fishes, so naturally to the Holy
Spirit was that place, more ineſſable than the ineffable ones

P. 352.

and higher than al
l

names, which is the seat at once of the
God-who-was-Not and of the [first] Sonhood. Therefore
the Sonhood left the Spirit near that blessed place which
cannot be conceived nor characterized” by any speech,
[yet] not altogether alone nor [completely] severed from the
Sonhood. For just as when a sweet perſume is poured into

a jar, even if the jar is carefully emptied a certain fragrance

of the perſume still remains and is left behind, and although
the perſume be removed from the jar, the jar retains the
fragrance, but not the perfume—so the Holy Spirit remained
bereſt of and severed from the Sonhood. And this is the
saying: “As the perfume on Aaron's head ran down to his
beard.”* This is the savour carried down by the Holy
Spirit from on high into the Formlessness" and Space of

this world of ours, whence the Sonhood first went on high

as on the wings of an eagle and borne on his loins. For

* I'lato, Phaedrus, cc. 55, 56. * duoovariov.

* vaparrmptotival.
-

* I's. cxxxiii. 2.

* apopotas ral row had rhuaros row kað'huas. The āuoppſa corres.
ponds exactly to the Chaos of the other Gnostics, as contrasted with the
Cosmos or ordered world which in this case is above it. In it, as we
see latcr (p. 356 Cr.) there is neither “leader nor guardian nor demi
urge,” and everything happens by predestination. The Sidormua we
have already mct with in the teaching of Simon Magus (p. 261 Cr.).
Although in classical Greek it means an “interval,” it is here evidently
intended to signify something uncultivated, or

,

as w
e

should say, a

“waste.”
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l

things, he says, strain upward from below, from the
worse to the better. But there is thus nothing of those
things which are among the better which is immovable, so

that it cannot come below. But the third Sonhood, he

says, which is in need of purification, remains in the great
heap of the Seed-mass giving and receiving benefits. And

in what manner it does this, we shall see later in the ſitting
place."
23. Now when the first and second ascensions of the p. 353.

Sonhood * had come to pass, and the Holy Spirit remained

by itself in the way described, being set midway between
the hypercosmic firmaments and the cosmos—for Basilides
divides the things that are into two first made and
primary divisions, one of which is called by him an ordered
world,” and the other hypercosmic things—and between .

these two [he places] the Boundary Spirit," which same

is at once Holy and holds abiding in it the savour of the
Sonhood, it being the firmament which is above the heaven."
[When these ascensions had taken place], there escaped
from and was engendered from the cosmical seed and the
Seed-mass, the Great Ruler, the head of the cosmos, a

certain beauty and greatness and power which cannot

be spoken." For he is
,

says [Basilides), more ineffable
than the ineffable ones, mightier than the mighty, and
better than all the fair ones you can describe. He, when
engendered, burst through, soared aloſt, and was borne
right up on high as far as the firmament, but stayed there
thinking that the firmament was the end of al

l

ascension
and upliſting and not imagining that there was anything p. 354.

at al
l

beyond this. And he became wiser, mightier, more

* It gives benefit by passing into the souls of certain chosen men and
thus enabling them to obtain the highest beatitude. It receives it by

thus purifying itself and so working out in turn its own salvation.

l * IIe evidently regards the three persons of the Sonhood as one
Delnº.* Cosmos.” -

* Tº Meðdpiov IIvetua.

* The likeness of this to the Egyptian IIorus who was at once the
sky-god and the ruler of the sublunary world, whose earthly represen
tative was the Pharaoh, is manifest. So, too, is its connection with

1 Ioros, the Limit, of the l’leroma in 13ook VI.

* So in the ſistis Sophia the great ruler of the material world is only
spoken of as the Great l’ropatór or Foreſather, but his personal name

is never mentioned. The word "Apxey here applied to this power is

never used by later Gnostics except in a bad sense.
-
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eminent, and more luminous and everything which you can
describe as excelling in beauty al

l

the other cosmic things
which lay before him, save only the Sonhood left behind

in the Seed-mass. For he knew not that [this Sonhood] was
wiser and mightier and better than he. Therefore he deemed
himself Lord and King' and wise architect, and set about
the creation in detail” of the ordered world. And in the
first place he did not think it meet for him to be alone,
but created for himself and engendered from the things
which lay below him a Son much better and wiser than
himself. For all this the God-who-was-Not had ſore
ordained when he let fall the Seed-mass. When, therefore,
[the Great Ruler] beheld. his Son, he wondered, and was
filled with love and astounded: for so [splendid] did the
beauty of the son appear to the Great Ruler. And the
Ruler seated him at his right hand. This is what is called

by Basilides the Ogdoad where sits the Great Ruler. Then
the Great Wise Demiurge fashioned the whole of the

p. 355. heavenly, that is
,

the aethereal creation. But the Son be
gotten by him set it working and established it, being much
wiser than the Demiurge himself.”
24. This [creation] is according to Aristotle, the “ente

lechy” of the organic natural body, the soul activating
the body, without which the body can effect nothing, a

something greater and more manifest and wiser than the
body. The theory therefore which Aristotle first taught
regarding the soul and the body, Basilides explained as
referring to the Great Ruler and his so-called son. For
the Ruler according to Basilides begat a son; and Aristotle
says that the soul is an entelechy, the work and result" of

the organic natural body. As, then, the entelechy controls
the body, so the son, according to Basilides, controls the
more ineffable God of the Ineffables. All things soever

* Seawórns = autocrat or ruler having unlimited power.

* raó'éxarra.

* This idea of a Power bringing into being a son greater than himself
seems pcculiar to Basilides anong Gnostic teachers. Its origin may,
rhaps, be sought among Pagan religions like the Greek worship of

sis. See Forerunners, I, p. 63. -

* This irreàexeſsor Quintessence Aristotle deſines (Metaphy, X, 9, 2)

as actuality or the property of a thing in possewhich lends to its motion

or activity in esse.

* inoriassus. The word is much used in astrology.
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then which are in the aether up to the Moon are foreseen
and controlled by the majesty” of the Great Ruler; for
here [i.e. at the Moon] the ai

r
is divided from the aether.

Now when al
l

aethereal things had been set in order, yet
another Ruler ascends from the Seed-Mass, greater than al

l
p. 356. T

the things which are below him, save only the Sonhood
which is leſt behind, but much inferior to the ſirst Ruler.
And this one is called by them “able to be named.” And
his place is called Hebdomad, and he is the controller
and Demiurge of al

l things lying below him, and he has
created to himself from the Seed-Mass a Son who is more
foreseeing and wiser than he in the same way as has been
said about the first [Ruler]. And in this space,” he says,
are the heap and the Seed-Mass, and events naturally happen

as they were (ordained) to be produced in advance by Him
who has calculated that which will come to pass and when
and what and how it will be.” And of these there is no
leader nor guardian nor demiurge. For that calculation
which the Non-Existent One made when he created them
suffices for them. -

25. When, then, according to them, the whole cosmos
and the hypercosmic things were completed, and nothing
was lacking, there still remained in the Seed-Mass the p. 357.
third Sonhood which had been left behind to give and
receive benefits in the Seed. And the Sonhood left behind
had to be revealed and again established on high above
the Boundary Spirit in the presence of the subtler Son
hood and the one that resembles it and the Non-Existent
One, as, says he, it is written, “All creation groans and is

in travail in expectation of the revelation of the sons of

God.”* We spiritual men, he say, left here below for the
arrangement and perfect formation and rectification and
Completion of the souls which by nature have to remain

in this [Middle] Space, are the “sons [of God].” “Now

* Meyaaeidrºrros. The word is post-classical and used in its modern
sense as an epithet of the Emperor in Byzantine times. Cſ. LXX,
Jer. xxxiii. 9; Luke ix.43; Acts xix. 27.

* Byrds as opposed to Appros, “ineſſable.”

* That is to say, our world.

* &
s p0doravra rex95ual ºrb row rā uéAAovra yewdoréa,3rs bef ral of a

be ral &
s

be
i

AeAoytowévov. The reading is very uncertain. Cf. Cruice,

p. 356 mn. 9, Io.

* Rom. viii. 22.
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p. 358.

from Adam to Moses sin reigned ”’ as it is written. For
the Great Ruler reigned who held sway up to the firma
ment, thinking that he alone was God, and that there was
nothing higher than he. For al

l

things were kept hidden

in silence. This, says he, is the mystery which was not
known to the earlier generations; but in those times the
King and Lord, as it seemed to him, of the universals was
the Great Ruler, the Ogdoad. Yet of this [Middle] Space
the liebdomad was King and Lord, and the Ogdoad is

ineſſable but the Hebdomad may be named. This Ruler

of the Hebdomad, says he, it was who spoke to Moses,
saying, “I am the God of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob
and the name of God was not made known to them : ”* for
thus they will have it to have been written—that is to say
[the name] of the Ineffable Ogdoad, Ruler, God. All the
prophets therefore who were before the Saviour, spoke from
that place.” When then, he says, the sons of God had to

be revealed to us, about whom, he says, creation groaned
and travailed in expectation of the revelation, the Gospel
came into the cosmos and passed through every Dominion *

and Authority and Lordship and every name which is

named. And it came indeed, although nothing descended
from on high, nor did the l8lessed Sonhood come forth
ſrom that Incomprehensible and Blessed God-who-was-Not,
13ut as the Indian naphtha, when only kindled from afar off,
takes ſire, so from the Formlessness of the heap below do

p. 359. the powers of the Sonhood extend upward. For as if he

were something of naphtha, the son of the Great Ruler of

the Ogdoad catches and receives the concepts from the
Blessed Sonhood which is beyond the Holy Spirit. For
the Power in the midst of the IHoly Spirit in the Boundary

of the Sonhood distributes the rushing and flowing concepts

to the Son of the Great Ruler."

* Rom. v. 13, 14. In the Greek not huaprla as in the text, but
0ávaros, “death.”

* Cſ. Exod. vi
. 2,3. Pasilides has twisted the last sentence, “By my

name Jehovah was I not known to them,” as Ilippolytus notes.

* &reſdev, i.e. from the IIebdomad. Cruice will have it ſrom the
Ogdoad, but is clearly wrong.

• 'Apxh, “Rule.” Cf. Milton's “Thrones, Dominations, Prince
doms, Virtues, Powers."

* The simile of the vapour of naphtha rising and catching fire ſtom

a light above it is apt. As Prof. A. S. Peake points out in his article

-
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26. Therefore the Gospel came first from the Sonhood,
he says to the Ruler, through his Son who sits beside him,
and the Ruler learned that he was not the God of the
universals, but was a generated [being] and had above him
the outstretched Treasurehouse of the Ineffable and Un
nameable God-who-was-Not and of the Sonhood.” And he
was astounded and terrified when he perceived in what
ignorance he had been, and this, says [Basilides] is the
saying: “The fear of [the] Lord is the beginning of
wisdom.”* For he began to be wise when instructed by
the Christ seated beside him, and learned what was the
Non-12xistent One, what the Sonhood, what the Holy
Spirit, and what was the constitution * of the universals and
how these will be restored.* This is the wisdom spoken of p. 360
in mystery, as to which, says he, the Scripture declares:
“Not in the words taught by human wisdom, but in the
teachings of [the] Spirit.”* Then, says he, the Ruler when
he had been instructed and made to fear, confessed
thoroughly the sin he had committed in magnifying him
self. This, says he, is the saying: “I acknowledge my sin
and I know my transgression; upon this I will make full
confession for ever.” "
Now when the Great Ruler had been instructed, and

every creature of the Ogdoad had been taught and had
learned, and the mystery had been made known to those
above the heavens, it was still necessary that the Gospel
should come to the Hebdomad also, so that the Ruler of
the Hebdomad might be instructed in like manner and be
evangelized.” The Son of the Great Ruler [therefore]

on “13asilides” in IIastings' Dictionary of Aeligion and Ethics, Basil
ides throughout his system asserts in opposition to Gnostics like Valen
tinus that salvation comes from the uplifting of the lower powers rather
than by the degradation of the higher.
* There are many conjectural readings of this passage, for which see

Cruice.
* Prov. i. 7. So Clem. Alex. (Strom., II, 8, 36), who clearly quotes

this passage from Basilides.

* karaokevi. Cf. I.XX, Gen. i. 1.

* &roxaragraðhaerau. This Apocatastasis, or return of the worlds to

the Deity from whom they came ſorth, is a favourite source of speculation
with all Gnostics.

* I Cor. ii. 13.

* A conflation of Ps. xxxii. 5, and Ps. li. 3.

" stayyeavehoreras, “have the good news announced to him”?
WOL. II. F
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p. 361.

enlightencd the Son of the Ruler of the Hebdomad, having
caught the light which he had from the Sonhood on high,
and the Son of the Ruler of the Hebdomad was enlightened,
and the Gospel was announced to the Ruler of the Hebdo.
mad, and he in like manner as has been said was both
terrified and made confession. When then all things in the
Hebdomad had been enlightened, and the Gospel had been
announced to them—for according to them, the creatures
belonging to these spaces are boundless and are Dominions
and l’owers and Authorities, concerning whom they have
a very long story told by many [authors]. [And] they
imagine that there are there 365 heavens, and Habrasax is
their Great Ruler, because his name comprises the cipher
365, wherefore the year consists of that number of days'—
but when, says he, these things had come to pass, it was
still necessary that our IFormlessness should be enlightened
and that the mystery unknown to the carlier generations
should be revealed to the Sonhood leſt behind in the l’orm
lessness as iſ he were an abortion. As, says he, it is written:“ly revelation was made known to me the mystery;”* and
again, “I heard unspeakable words which it is not lawful

fo
r

man to utter.” Thus] the light came down from the

p. 362. Hebdomad, which had come down from the Ogdoad on

high to the Son of the IIebdomad, upon Jesus the son of

Mary, and He, having caught it, was enlightened by the
light shining upon Him." This, says he, is the saying:—
“The Holy Spirit shall come upon thee,” [that is], that
which passed from the Sonhood through the boundary
Spirit into the Ogdoad and Hebdomad down to Mary, “and
the Power of the Highest shall overshadow thee,” “[that is

]

the power of the unction" from the Height of the Demiurge
on high unto the creation which is of the Son. But, he

* It is the words in brackets which connect the system of the
text with that attributed to lasilides by Irenaeus and Epiphanius. Cſ.
Iren., I, xxiv. 5, pp. 202, 203, and n. 6, II., and Epiph.,%. XXIV.

* Eph. iii. 3, 5. * 2 Cor. xii. 4.

* As at the Baptism in Jordan where, according to the almost
universal tradition, the water was lighted up.

* Luke i. 35.

* Sävaſus ris xplorews. Thus in Cruice. Miller would read ºptoews,
and Roeper 'Oyèodºos. Perhaps the correct reading is xptarés, accord.
ing to the idea common to nearly al

l

Gnostics that the Christos only
came upon Jesus at llis Baptism. -
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says, up till that [time] the cosmos was thus constituted,
until [the time] when the whole Sonhood left behind in the
Formlessness to benefit souls and [itself] to receive benefits
should be transformed and follow Jesus, and should go on
high and come forth purified, and should become most
subtle as it might do by ascension like the First [Sonhood].
For it possesses al

l
the power of attaching itself naturally to

the light which shines downward from on high.
27. When therefore, he says, every Sonhood shall have

come [forth] and shall be established above the 13oundary
Spirit, the creation shall then receive pity. For up till now,

he says it wails and is tortured and awaits the revelation of

the sons of God, so that all the men of the Sonhood shall
ascend from this place. When this shall have come to pass,

he says, God shall bring upon the whole cosmos the Great
Ignorance, so that all things shall remain as they are by

nature, and none shall desire any of those things beyond
[its] nature. For al

l

the souls of this space which possess

a nature enabling them to remain immortal in this space]
alone, will remain convinced that there is nothing diſſerent
from nor better than this [space). Nor will any tidings or
knowledge of higher things abide in those below, so that
the lower souls shall not be tormented by yearning after the

in possible, as if a fish should desire to ſeed with the sheep

on the hills. For, says he, such a desire should it happen

to them would be [their] destruction. Therefore, he says,

al
l things which remain in their own place are imperishable;

but perishable if they wish to overleap and rise above [the
limits] of their nature. Thus the Ruler of the Hebdomad
will know nothing of the things above him. For the Great
Ignorance will lay hold of him, so that grief and pain and p. 364.
sighing will stand off from him, for he will neither desire
anything impossible nor will he grieve. And in like manner
this Ignorance will lay hold of the Great Ruler of the
Ogdoad, and similarly al

l

the creatures subject to him, so

that none of them shall grieve and mourn for anything
outside his own nature. And this shall be the Restoration

of al
l things established according to nature in the sced of

p. 363.

the universals at the beginning, but they shall be restored
[each] in their proper season. But [t

o prove] that every
thing has its proper season, it is enough to mention the

- * {yévero &v.
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saying of the Saviour:-"Mine hour is not yet come "" and
the Magi observing the star. For, says [Basilides] He
himself was foretold by the nativity” of the stars and of the
return of the hours into the great heap. This is according
to them, the spiritual inner man conceived in the natural
man—which is the Sonhood who leaves the soul, not to die
but to remain as it is by nature, just as the first Sonhood”

p. 365. left the lioly Spirit which is the loundary in its appropriate
place and then did on his own special soul."

In order that we may omit nothing of their [doctrines], I

will set forth what they say also about (a) Gospel.” Gospel

is according to them the knowledge of hypercosmic things,

as has been made plain, which the Great Ruler" did not
understand. When then there was maniſested to him what

. are the IHoly Spirit that is the Boundary, and the Sonhood
and the God-who-is-Not the cause of al

l

these, he rejoiced

at the words and exulted,” and this according to them is

the Gospel. But Jesus according to them was born as we
have before said. And He having come into being by the
Birth beſore explained, al

l

those things likewise came to

pass with regard to the Saviour as it is written in the
Gospels. And these things came to pass [Basilides] says,

so that Jesus might become the first-fruits of the sorting-out

of the things of the Confusion.” For when the Cosmos was
divided into an Ogdoad which is the head of the whole
ordered world, [the head whereof is

]

the Great Ruler, and
into a Hebdomad which is the head of the Hebdomad, the

* John ii. 5.

* ºrb yéveriv, “configuration” or “geniture.” The proper word
ſor a theme or horoscope.

* It was the Second and not the l’irst Sonhood who leſt the IIoly
Spirit at the Boundary.

* It is plain ſrom this that Basilides taught that the most spiritual
part of man's soul was part of the Sonhood and that it was separated
from the rest at death. This is confirmed by what is said later about
what happened aſter the Passion.

* EbayyáAtov = “good news”? The article is omitted in both these
Rentences.

* IIe of the Ogdoad.

" *a*Aségaro, a kind of pun on 'Ebayyáatov, “glad tidings.”

* Iva &rapyh ris puxoxpirãorewsyérural row avyxexvuévov. So Clem:
Alex. (Strom., II., 8, 36), quoting ſrom the “ſollowers of Basilides,"
says that the Great Ruler's ſear became the apxh ris woºlas
ºvaespirirriwijs, “the origin of the wisdom which discriminates.”
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Demiurge of the things below him, and into, this space of p. 366
ours, which is the Formlessness, it was necessary that the
things of the Confusion should be sorted out by the
discrimination of Jesus.

t

That which was His bodily part which was from the
Formlessness, therefore suffered” and returned to the l’orm
lessness. And that which was His psychic part which was
from the Hebdomad also returned to the Hebdomad. lut
that which was peculiar to the Height of the Great Ruler
ascended and remained with the Great Ruler. And He
bore aloft as far as the Boundary Spirit that which was from
the Boundary Spirit and it remained with the Boundary
Spirit. But the third Sonhood which had been left behind
to give and receive benefits was purified by Him, and
traversing all these places went on high to the l8lessed
Sonhood.” For this is the whole theory,” as it were a Con
fusion of the Seed-Mass and the discrimination [into classes]
and the Restoration of the things confused into their proper
places. Therefore Jesus became the firstfruits of the dis
crimination, and the Passion came to pass for no other
reason than this discrimination.” For in this manner, he
says, al

l

the Sonhood leſt behind in the Formlessness to
give and receive benefits separated into its components in p. 367.
the same way as [the person] of Jesus was separated. This

is what Basilides fables aſter having lingered in Egypt, and
having learned from them [of Egypt] such great wisdom, he

brought forth such fruits."

* owuarukov uépos.

* This Ratly contradicts the story attributed to Basilidcs by Irenaeus

to the cffect that Simon of Cyrene took I lis place on the Cross. It has
long been thought likely that Irenaeus was here confusing Basilides with
his contemporary Saturninus.

* So in the Pistis Sophia, the incorporeal part of man is said to

consist of four parts.

* Wróðearis.

* ral ro wagos owk &MAov rivos xàpi, Yé-yovey [i] úrip row
ºvXospivnóñva rā avyxexvuéva.

* As has been said, there appears no reason to doubt that IIippolytus
took his account of Basilides' doctrines directly ſrom the works of that
heresiarch or of his son Isidore. The likeness of the quotations from
lasilides or “those about Basilides” in Clement of Alexandria—a far
more accurate and critical writer than Hippolytus—to our text leave no

doubt on this point, and it is even probable that, as IIort thought, most

of Ilippolytus' information is gathered from Basilides' Exegetica. His
Account of the universe and its creation is largely Stoic, as may be seen
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2. Safornilus."

28. And a certain Satormilus who ſlourished at the same
time as Basilides, but passed his life in Antioch of Syria,
taught the same things as Menander.” He says that one
father exists unknown to all, who made Angels, Archangels,
Powers [and] Authorities. And that from a certain seven
angels the cosmos and al

l

things therein came into being.
And that man was [the] creation of angels, there having
appeared on high ſrom the Absolute One” a shining image
which they could not detain, says Saturnilus, because of its

immediate return on high. [Wherefore] they exhorted one
another, saying: “Let us make man according to image

p. 368.

by a comparison of this chapter with that on the Universe in Prof.

le
.

V. Arnold's excellent Woman Stoicism (Cambridge, 1911); but he

differs from all the l’agan philosophy of his time by his view of matter
which he makes neither pre-existent nor malignant. In this, and in

the “happy cnding” to his drama of the universe, we may perhaps
sce the result of the Golden Age of the Antonines, and it is to this,
perhaps, that he owed the influence that he, without any great ſollowers

or successors, had upon the ſuture thcology of orthodox and heretic
alike. Many of his ideas, and even a few of his very words, appear in

documents like the later parts of the Pistis Sophia, and in certain
Manichean writings, although the strict monotheism which distinguishes
them is in sharp contrast with the dualism of his successors. This
begcts a doubt whether these last were conscious borrowers of his
opinion, or whether both he and they took their doctrines ſrom some
common source of Eastern tradition not now recognizable; but on the
whole, thc first-named hypothesis seems the more probable.

* >aropweiaos. So Epiph., Haer. XXIII, and Theodoret, Haer. Fab.,

1, 3, spell the name. Iren., I, 22 ; Eusebius, II.E., IV, 7, and later
writers spell it Xaropwivos. All these accounts, however, together with
that in our text, are in cſſect copics of the chapter in Iren., which is

the carliest in time that has remained to us. Salmon in D.C. A., s.v.
“Saturninus,” thinks that this last is itself copied from Justin Martyr,
which is likely enough, but remains without proof.

* Epiphanius, Haer. XXIII, p. 124, Oehl. adds to this that Saturninus
and liasilides were co-disciples, which, if true, would connect their
systems with Menander's teacher, Simon Magus. Nothing ſurther

is
,

however, known about Saturnilus or Saturninus or his heresy, which
lepiphanius makes the third aſter Christ, nor is there any mention in

any of the heresiologies of any writings by him. IIis story of a First

or Pattern Man made in the image of the Supreme Being is common,

as has been said, to many of the early heresies, and reappears in

Manichæism. It is probably to be reſerred to some tradition current in

Western Asia. See Bousset's Hauptprobleme des Gnosis, cap. “Der
Urmensch.” -

* ris aw8errias, “one who holds absolute rule.” Summa Aotestas, Cr.
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and resemblance.” Which, he says, having come to pass,
the image could not stand upright by reason of the lack of
power among the angels, but grovelled like a worm. Then
the l’ower on high having pity on it, because it had come
into being in his likeness, sent forth a spark of life which
raised up the man and made him live.” Therefore, says he,
the spark of life returns at death to its own kindred and the
rest of [man's] compound parts is resolved into its original
elements.” And he supposed the unknown Father * to be

unbegotten, bodiless, and formless. But he says that He
showed Himself as a phantom in human shape, and that
the God of the Jews is one of the angels. And, because
the l’ather wished to depose al

l
the angels, Christ came for

the putting-down of the God of the Jews and for the salva
tion of those who believe on him; and that these [believers] .

have the spark of life within them. For he says that two p. 369.
races of men were formed by the angels, one bad and one
good. And that since the demons help the bad, the Saviour
came for the destruction of the bad men and demons, but
for the salvation of the good. And he says that to marry
and beget [children] is from Satan. Many of this man's
adherents abstain ſron things that have had life, through
this pretended abstinence (leading astray many).” And
they say that the Prophecies were uttered, some by the
world-creators, some by Satan whom he supposes to be an
angel who works against the world-creators and especially
(against) the God of the Jews." Thus then Satormilus.

1. Cf. Gen. i. 26.

* This story is also met with among the Ophites. See Iren. (I,
xxx. 5), where life is given to the grovelling figure by Jaldabaoth, the
chief of the seven powers. Epiphanius adds to it that the world-makers
divided the cosmos among them by lot, and that it was a spark of his
own l’ower that the “Power on high" sent down ſor the vivification of

". irst Man, “which spark, he says, they fancy to be the human
Sulli.

* ral rà Aoirá č; &
v čyévero, eis exeiva avaxwevdal.

* So Miller. Theodoret has Xavrºpa, “Saviour,” for Father.

* Words in () restored from Epiphanius.

* No necessary mistake or confusion, as has been thought. The
“deposition” might be merely that of an unsuccessful general, as in

Manichæism. -
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p. 370.

3. Concerning Marcion."
29. Marcion of Pontus, much madder than these, passing

over many opinions of the majority and pressing on to the
more shameless, supposed that there were two principles of
the All,” one good and the other bad. . And he, thinking
that he was bringing in some new [doctrine], manufactured
a school filled with folly and of Cynic life, being himself
a lewd one.” He thought that the multitude would not
notice that he chanced to be a disciple not of Christ, but
of Empedocles, who was very much earlier, and he laid
down and taught that there were two causes of the All,
[i.e.] Strife and Love." For what says Empedocles on the
conduct of the cosmos ? If we have said it before," yet I
* Marcion of Pontus was the hcresiarch most dreaded by the Antc.

Nicenc Fathers, and is said to have led away ſron the Primitive Church
a greater number of adherents than any teacher of that age, with the
doubtful exception of Valentinus. IIe also differed from al

l

other
herctics of the time in setting up a Church fully equipped with bishops,
priests, and deacons over against the Catholic, and in seeing that his
followers openly avowed their faith in times of persecution. IIe rejected
the Old Testament entirely, and reduced the New to a shorter cdition

of the Gospel of St. Luke and ten of the Epistles of St. Paul. This .

has led to his heresy receiving more attention than any other of its con
temporaries at the hands of modern scholars, cspecially in Germany.
lience it is to be regretted that the chapter in our text which is devoted

to him adds nothing to our knowledge of his history or tenets, whilc

its statement that Marcion called the 1).cmiurge wovmpás(wicked) shows
cither that Hippolytus was ignorant of Marcion's opinions, or that he
misread his authority. The first is the more likely thcory, as his master
Irenaeus gives a more scanty account of Marcion than of any other
heretic, while promising to write a special treatise against him. This
intention does not secm to have been carried out, and it is probable
that while the Marcionite heresy ſlourished at an early date in the
Eastern provinces of the Empire, it had too slight a hold in the West

to have given such writers as Irenaeus and Hippolytus much first-hand
knowlcdge concerning it. It is also noted that in the so-called
“epitome of heresies’ in Book X, Ilippolytus does not, after hi

s

manner with the other heresies, quote from this chapter.

* row wavrás. This expression, as has been many times said above,
nicans the universe without the Void. It does not therefore, exclude
the collateral existence of Chaos or unformed natter.

* This accusation of incontinence against Marcion is disproved by

Tertullian, de Prºtscript, c. 39. Cf. Forcrunners, II, 206, n. 5.

* *Ma, Cr., “Amicitia,” Macm.,...," Friendship.” . The stronger
word Love seems to express better IIippolytus' meaning. It is
,

of

course, distinct ſrom the dydrº or “charity” of the A.V.

* I le reſers to the scanty account of Empedocles' doctrines in

Book I, w.v.
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will not now keep silence, if only for the sake of comparing
the heresy of this plagiarist” [with the source]. He says p. 371.
that al

l

the elements of which the cosmos was compounded
and consists are six, to wit:—two material, [viz.] Air and
Water; two instruments, whereby the material elements
are arranged? and changed about, [viz.] I’ire and Air; and
two which work with the instruments and fashion matter,
[viz.] Strife and Love. He says something like this:—

Hear first the four roots of all things:
Shining Zeus and life-bearing Here and Aidoncus.
And Nestis who wets with tears the source of mortals.”

Zeus is ſire and life-bearing Here the earth which bears
fruits for the support of life. But Aidoneus is the air,
because while beholding al

l

things through it, it alone we

do not see. And Nestis is water, since it is the only vehicle

of food, and therefore the becoming cause of al
l growing

things," yet cannot nourish them by itself. For if it could

so give nourishment, he says, living things" could never
die of hunger, for there is always abundance of water in

the cosmos." Whence he calls water Nestis, because it is

a becoming cause of nourishment, yet cannot itself nourish
growing things. These things then are, to sum them up

in outline, those which comprise the foundation” of the
cosmos [i.e.] water and Earth from which al

l

things come,
Fire and Spirit” the tools and agents, and Strife and Love p. 372.
which fashion al

l

things with skill. And Love is a certain
peace and even mindedness and natural affection,” which
determines that the cosmos shall be perfect and complete;
but Strife ever rends asunder that which is one and divides

it and makes many things out of one. Therefore the

* RAeyladyos, “word-stealer.”

* Rogueiras, “set in order.”

* “powww.ua8péretov, ll. 55–57, Karsten; 33–35, Stein. Cr. trans
lates these words humanam scaturginem, and Macm., “the mortal
font.” It is difficult to assign any meaning to them in the absence of

the context.

* TPepouévois, “things in course of nurture.”ğa, “animals.”

* lie appears to ignore the desert, or perhaps thinks this no part of

the ordered world.

* 5x49eow, lit., “substructure.”

* wweina, a manifest slip ſor 'Aſip as before.

* oropy", as in the N.T.,
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P. 373.

lº
.

374.

cause of the whole creation is Striſe, which [cause] he calls
baneſul, that is deadly.” For it takes care that through
every aeon, its creation persists. And Strife the deadly is

the Demiurge and maker of all things which have come
into being by birth; but Love, of their leading-forth from
the cosmos and transformation and return to unity.” Con
cerning which, Empedocles [says] that there are two im
mortal and unbegotten things which have never yet had

a source of existence. He speaks, however, somehow like
this:—

For it was aſoretime and will be; never, I wecn,
Will the unquenchable aeon lack these two.”

But what are these two P Strife and Love. For they had

no source of existence, but pre-existed and ever were, being
through their unbegotten nature incorruptible. 13ut Fire
[and Water] and Earth and Air die and again come to liſc.
For when the things which have come into being through
Striſe die, Love takes them and leads them and adds and
attaches them to the All,” so that the All may remain One,
being ever marshalled by Love in one fashion and form.
Yet when Love creates the One from many things, and
arianges the things which have been scattered in the One,
Striſe again rends them away from the One, and makes
them [into] many, that is

,

Fire, Water, Earth [and] Air,
whence are produced animals and plants and whatever
parts of the cosmos w

e perceive. And concerning the
form * of the cosmos as ordered by Love, he speaks somehow
like this:—

For not from the back do two arms" spring
Nor feet nor active knces, nor haily gcnitals.
But it was a sphere and everywhere alike.”

Such things [does] Love, and turns out the most beautiful
form of the world as One from many; but Striſe rends

1. *A&6pov. - -

* eis ro ty arokaraordorews. The Codex has row ºva. That the
meaning is as given above, sco p. 373 Cr., where we ſind &

K roaxºv
woiárp to ºv w.r.A.
*_ll. 1 io, I 11, Stein. In p. 274 Cr., supra, these lines are quoted

as thc opinions of “the Pythagoreans.”

-

* rh wav, not r} 3Aov. Sec n. on I, p. 35 supra.

* 134a,“species”; so Cruice,

* RAáñol, lit., “branches.” 'll. Ioy, 205, Karsten.
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gradually from that One the principle of its arrangement,
and again makes it [into] many. This is what Empedocles
says of his own birth:

O
f

whom I also am now a ſugitive and an czile ſtom the gods."

That is
,

he calls the One divine, and says that the unity
formerly existing in the One was rent asunder by Striſe and
came into being in these many things, existing according to

Strife's ordering. For, says he, Strife is the ſurious and
troublous and unresting Demiurge of this cosmos, whose
[fashioner] Empedocles calls it. l'or this is the judgment p. 375.
and compulsion of the souls which Strife rends away ſrom
the One and fashions and works up, which process [Empe
docles] describes somehow like this:—

Who having sinned swore ſalsely
And demons are allotted long-drawn out life.”

calling the long-lived souls “demons” because they are
immortal and live through long ages.

For three myriad seasons they wandered ſrom the blessed,”

calling “blessed ” those whom Love has made from the
many into the oneness of the intelligible * cosmos. There
fore, says [12mpedocles] they wandered

Putting on in time all mortal ſorms"
Interchanging the hard ways of liſe."

He says that the transmigrations and transmutations of

the souls into bodies are “hard ways.” This is what he

says:— -

Interchanging the hard ways of life.

For [the souls pass from body to body] being changed about
and punished by Striſe and are not allowed to remain in

* I. 7, Karsten ; 381, St.cin.

* ll. 4, Karsten; 372, 373, Stein.

* l. 5, Karsten; 374, Stein.

* vonrós, “that which can be understood by the mind rather than

by thc senscs.”

* side a 6vnröv, “forms of mortals.”
*ll. 6, Karsten; 375, 376, Stein.
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p. 377.

the One, but are punished in al
l

punishments by Strife.
This is what he says:—

For aetherial might drives souls seawards. -

And sea spits them upon Earth's surface; and Barth into the beams
Of the radiant Sun, and he casts them into the whirls of acther
Each takes them from the other, but all hate them."

This is the punishment wherewith the Demiurge punishes,
just as a smith forging iron, taking it from the fire, dips it

in water. For Fire is the aether, whence the Demiurge
casts the souls into the Sea; and the Earth is the ground.
Whence he says, from water to Earth, from Earth to Air.
This is what he says:—

into the beams
Of the radiant Sun, and he casts them into the whirls of acthcr
Each takes them from the other, but all hate them.

Thereſore, according to Empedocles, Love gathers the
hated and tortured and punished souls together into this
world. For [Love] is good and has pity on their wailing
and the disorder and wickedness created by furious Strife.
And she hastens and toils to lead them forth quickly out

p. 378.

of the world and to settle them in the One, so that all
things brought together by her may come to oneness. It

is then by reason of this arrangement of this much-divided”
world by deadly Strife, that Empedocles exhorts his disciples

to abstain from al
l

things which have life. For he says
that the bodies of animals which are eaten are the dwellings

of punished souls, and he teaches those who hear such [his]
words to refrain” from companying with women, so that
they may not cooperate and help in the deeds which Strife
cffects, cver undoing and rending asunder the work of

Love.
Empedocles says that this is the greatest law of the

government of the All, speaking somehow thus:—

There is a thing of Necessity, an ancient decree of the gods.
Eternal and scaled with broad oaths."

* ll. 15-19, Karsten; 377–38o, Stein.

* Meuspicuévov, minutatin divisi, Cr.

* {yxpareſs elval, “to be abstainers.”

* ll. 1, 2, Karsten; 369, 370, Stein.
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w

thus calling Necessity the change by Strife of the One into
many and that by Love of many into the One. He says,
indeed, that there are four mortal gods, Fire, Water, Earth
and Air; and two immortal unbegotten and enemies one
to the other for ever [viz.] Striſe and Love; and that Striſe
is ever unjust and grasping and rends asunder what belongs
to Love and takes it to itself; and that Love is ever p. 379.
good and anxious for unity and calls back to herself and
leads and makes one the things rent asunder ſron the All
and tortured and punished in creation by the Demiurge.
In some such way does Empedocles philosophize for us on
the genesis of the Cosmos and its destruction and its

constitution established from good and evil.
And he says that there is a certain conceivable” third

power which may be conceived” from these, speaking
somehow like this:–

For iſ having fixed these things with knowing mind.”
You behold them favourably with pure attention
They al

l

will be present with you throughout the age
lèut many others will come forth from these. For they will increase
lºach into a habit as is the nature of each."
And if you desire such other things as are among men

A myriad woes arise and dull the edge of care
Take heed lest they leave you suddenly as time rolls on. p. 38o
Yearning to join their own beloved race
For knºw, that all things have perception and an allotted share of

mind.

30. When therefore Marcion or any of his dogs shall
bay against the Demiurge, bringing forward arguments from
the comparison of good and evil, they should be told that
neither the Apostle Paul nor Mark of the mained finger"
reported these things. For none of them is written in the

* vområv, as before. * &ruvoetrôau.

* Reading for abºvňow . . . wearibsororiv, ièviſo wrawlösaariv, as in

| Iom., ſl., I, 608.
-

* bºats &ndarw, “the nature of each one”?

* Cf. ll: 313 syg., Karsten, and 222 sqq., Stein. Schneidewin has
restored the very bad text in Philolºgus, VI, 166. 13ut the lines are
still obscure—even ſor Empedocles. They seem to hint at a hidden
meaning, to be got by study.

* koxoşārrvaos. See Journal of Classical and Sacred Philology
(Cambridge), March 1855, p. 87. The story of St. Mark cutting off

hi
s

thumb to make himself ineligible ſo
r

the priesthood is quoted by

Cruice ſrom St. Jerome. - -
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p. 381.

Gospel [according] to Mark; [and] Marcion, having stolen
them ſron Empedocles of Agrigentum, the son of Meto,
thought until now to conceal the fact that he had taken
the whole arrangement of his heresy ſrom Sicily, [after]
having transferred the actual words of Empedocles to the
Gospel discourses. For now, O Marcion, since you have
made antithesis” of good and evil, I also to-day, following
up the teachings you have secretly borrowed" set them
over against [the originals]. Thou sayest that the 1)emiurge
of the cosmos is wicked.” I)ost thou not then feel shame
in teaching to the Church the words of 12mpedocles? Thou
sayest that there is a good God who destroys the creations
of the Demiurge. Dost thou not then clearly preach as
good news" to thy hearers the good Love of Empedocles?
Thou dost forbid marriage and the begetting of children
and [lost order thy hearers] to abstain from the meats
which God has created for the participation of the faithful
and of those who know the truth," having purposely ſor
gotten that thou art teaching the purifications of 12mpe
docles. For, following him as you truly do throughout,
you teach your own disciples * to avoid meats, lest they
should eat some body covering a soul punished by the
1)emiurge. You dissolve marriages joined by God, [thus]
ſollowing the teachings of I’mpedocles so that you may
preserve the work of Love undissevered. I’or marriage
according to 12mpedocles dissevers the One and creates
many as we have shown.”

arriwa, d6eruv, “the setting over against.”
* twoxaubäve is

. Cr. and Macm. both translate, “as you suppose
them to be.” Iłut Marcion could have been in no doubt as to his own

, opinions.

* Marcion did not say that thc Demiurge, whom he probably
identified with the God of the Jews, was wicked. On the contrary, he

said that he was just, though harsh. See Forerunners, II, xi
.

* “iaryeaiſm.

* Cſ. 1 Tim. iv
. 1-5, as quoted in Book VIII, p. 422 Cr.

* Reading robs areavrot uat), rds for the robs tavroſ, uaônrás of the
text.

* All this argument is a petitio principii of the most flagrant kind.
There is nothing in the quotations here given from Empedocles to show
that that philosopher made love and Striſe the two apxaſ of the
universe, as Empedocles associates with them the ſour “elements” of

Fire, Earth, Water and Air, and 'Ardykm or Fate seems, according to

his teaching, to be superior to them all. The quotations prove, however,
that Empedocles taught metempsychosis, unless Hippolytus is here con
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31. The earliest and least altered" heresy of Marcion, p. 382.
comprising the mingling of good and evil, has been shown
by us to be that of Empedocles. But since in our own time,
a certain Prepon the Assyrian,” a Marcionite, in a book
addressed to Bardesianes the Armenian, has undertaken
discourses on this heresy, I will not keep silence abou
this either. Considering that there is a third principle, just
and se

t

between good and evil, Prepon also does not thus
succeed in escaping the teaching of 12mpedocles. l'or
I’mpedocles says that the cosmos is governed by wicked
Strife, and the other conceivable [world] by Love, while
between the two opposed * principles is a just Logos, by
whom the things severed by Striſe are brought together and
are attached by Love to the One. But this same just Logos,
who ſights on the side of Love, lºnmpedocles proclaims as

a Muse and invokes her to ſight on his side, speaking
somehow thus:– -

If fo
r

creatures of a day, O deathless Muse,
Thou art pleased to relieve our cares by thought,

13
e

propitious once more to my prayer, Calliope I

For I show forth a pious discourse of [the] blessed gods."

l'ollowing this up, Marcion repudiates altogether our
Saviour's Birth, thinking it out of the question that a

creature" of destructive Strife should become the Logos
ſusing him with Pythagoras. Marcion did not, and the reason that he
gave for abstinence from animal food is different ſrom that attributed

to lºnypedocles. The quotations themselves are much corrupted, and

I lippolytus seems to have taken them ſrom memory only, as he is

careful to say that these are “something like this.” All of them
appear in Karsten's or Stein's collections, which were made lefore
the discovery of our text, and are, therefore, an argument against
Salmon's theory of forgery.

* katapwrdtm, “purest.”

* This l’repon, probably a Syrian, is nentioned by no other writer
except Theodoret, who doubtless borrowed ſrom our text. The
“lardesianes" was probably the famous lbardaisan or Ibn 1)aisan who
taught at lºdessa and was a follower of Valentinus. ... It is noteworthy
that the Armenian author, Eznig of Goghp, gives a different account of
Marcion's teaching ſron any of the Western heresiologists and makes
him admit the independent existence of a third principle in the shape

of malignant matter. For this, see Forcrunners, II, p. 217, n. 2.

* 5uaq’spoëoras,“differentiated ”?

* li. 338-341, Stein. Schneidewin has restored the lines as far as is

possible. -

* twdwaaoua, “that which has been moulded.”

p. 383 .
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º

p. 384.

p. 385.

fighting on the side of Love, that is of the Good. But he
said that without birth, in the 15th year of the reign of
Tiberius Caesar, He came down from on high to teach in
the synagogues, being between evil and good. For if He is
a Mediator," he says, He is freed from al

l

nature of evil,
for evil, as he says, is the Demiurge and al

l

his works. But
He was freed also, he says, from the nature of good, so that
He might be a Mediator, as Paul says,” which he himself
confessed [in the saying] “Why callest thou me good?
there is one Good.”
These then are Marcion's doctrines, whereby he has

caused many to err by making use of the words of

Empedocles and transferring the philosophy stolen from
that person to his own teaching. [Thus] he has com
pounded a godless heresy which I think has been sufficiently
refuted by us. Nor [do we think] that we have omitted
anything of those who, having stolen [opinions] from the
Greeks, insolently oppose the disciples of Christ, as if these
last had become their teachers of these things. But since

it seems to us that the opinions of this [Marcion] have been
sufficiently exposed,” le

t
us see what Carpocrates says.

4. Carpocrates."

32. Carpocrates says that the cosmos and the things
which are therein, came into being by angels much below
the unbegotten Father, but that Jesus was begotten by

* Meolvins. Not intercessor, but something placed between two
others. -

* Not St. Paul, but Luke xvii. 19.

* There is no indication of the source from which Hippolytus drew
the material fo

r

this chapter. It does not seem to have been, the
writings of Irenaeus, for his remarks in I, xxv tell us even less about
Marcion than our text. Possibly IIippolytus was here indebted to the
work of Justin Martyr, which seems to have been extant in the time of

Photius. With the exception of the notice of Prepon, our text contains
nothing that was not known otherwise.

* This Carpocrates, whom Epiphanius calls Carpocras, seems to have
been another of “the great Gnostics of Hadrian's time,” and to have
been learned in the Platonic philosophy. He is mentioned by al
l

the
heresiologists, but there is little that is distinctive about his tenets as

they have come down to us, and his followers were probably few. They
are accused by Irenaeus, from whose chapter on the subject Hippolytus'
account is condensed, of a kind of Antinomianism having its origin in

the contention that all actions are indifferent.
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Joseph and was born like other men, though more just than
the rest. And that His soul having been born strong and
pure remembered what it had seen in the sphere of the
unbegotten God;’ and that therefore a power was sent
down to it from that [Deity], so that by its means it might
escape from the world-making angels. And that this [soul]?
having passed through them al

l

and having been freed from
them went on high to the presence of the unbegotten
Father, and so will the souls” [go] who cleave to similar
things. And they say that the soul of Jesus, although
lawſully trained in Jewish customs, disdained them and
therefore received the powers whereby He made of none
cſſect” the passions attached to men for their punishment.
And that therefore the soul which like that of Christ can
disdain the world-making rulers, receives in the same way
power to do like things. Whence also they reach such [a

pitch of] vanity as to say they are like unto Jesus, and even
that they are mightier than man, and some of them more
excellent than His disciples, such as Peter and Paul and the
rest of the Apostles, and that they are in nothing behind
Jesus. But that their souls having come ſrom the Trans
cendent Authority" and therefore similarly disdaining the
world-makers, are worthy of the same power [as He] and
will go to the same place. Iłut that if anyone should
disdain more than He the things below, he might become
more excellent than He.

p. 386. .
They practise, then, magic arts, and incantations and [use] p. 387.

philtres and love-ſeasts, and familiar spirits and dream
senders and other evil works, thinking that they already
have authority to lord it over the rulers and makers of this
world, may even over al

l

created in it. Who have themselves
been sent forth by Satan for the dishonour" of the divine
name of the Church before the Gentiles, so that men
hearing in one way or another of their doctrines and

* Merå roß &yevărov esod wepidopi.

* xwpmordaavcan only apply to Wuxh. The return of the Power to

the Deity could not be supposed to aſſect other souls.

* @poſes. * xarápymore.

* ris trepre-pièvns &#ovoſas. Cruice points out that these words have
slipped into the text from the margin. Irenaeus has ex eadem circumla
tione devenientes, “descending from the same sphere,” which is

doubtless correct.

“sis stašoahr, probably a play on SidSoxos.
WOL. II. G

N
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p 388.

thinking that we are al
l

even as they, may turn away their
ears from the preaching of the Truth, [or] beholding their
deeds, may speak evil of us all.
And they consider that [their] souls will change their

bodies until they have fulfilled al
l

their transgressions; but
that when nothing is left undone, they will be set free to

depart to the presence of the God who is above the world
making angels, and that thus al

l

souls will be saved. But

if any anticipating matters should combine al
l

transgressions

in one advent,” they will no longer change their bodies,

but as having paid al
l

penalties at once, will be freed from
ſurther birth in a body. Some of them also brand their
disciples in the back part of the lobe of the right ear. And
they make” images of Christ saying that they were made
[in the time] of Pilate.”

5. Cerinthus."

33. But a certain Cerinthus, having been trained in the
schooling of the Egyptians, said that the cosmos did not
come into being by the First God, but by a certain Power
derived from the Authority set over the universals, which is

yet ignorant of the God who is over all. And he supposed
Jesus not to have been begotten from a virgin, but to have
been born the son of Joseph and Mary like al

l
other men,

p. 389. and to have been more wise and just than they. And that,

at the Baptism, the Christ in the form of a dove descended

* {y uá rapovaig, “in one appearance.”

* karaokevičovai, “mould or cast.” -

* This chapter is in effect a condensation of Irenaeus I, xx, which it

ſollows closely. IIippolytus omits mention of the obscenities attributed

to the sect which are hinted at by Irenaeus and described fully by

Epiphanius. Irenaeus also mentions that they claimed to get their
doctrine from the secret teaching of Jesus to the Apostles, that one
Marcellina taught their heresy in Rome under Pope Anicetus, and that
the images of Christ were worshipped by them, more Gentilium, along
with those of l’ythagoras, Plato, and Aristotle. Epiphanius derives
the heresy ſrom Simon Magus. It is suggested that the branding by

which they knew each other was due to a “baptism by fire.” -

* This chapter also is practically ilentical with Irenaeus I, xxi, which

is extant in the Latin version. Cerinthus was one of the earliest of the
Gnostics and tradition makes him contemporary with St. John. I le

was probably a member of the Jewish-Alexandrian school of l'hild, and
Epiphanius (Haer. XXVIII) adds to Irenaeus' account that he taught in

Asia, and especially in Galatia.
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upon Him from the Absolute Power" which is over the
universals. And that then He announced” the unknown
l'ather and perfected His own powers; but that in the end
the Christ stood away from Jesus, and Jesus suffered and
rose again;" but that the Christ being spiritual remained
impassible.

6. Ehionaei."

34. But the Ebionaei admit that the cosmos came into
being by the God who is; and concerning Christ they
invent" the same things as Cerinthus and Carpocrates.
They live according to Jewish customs, thinking that they
will be justified by the Law and saying that Jesus was
justified in practising" the Law. Wherefore He was named
by God Christ and Jesus, since none of them has fulfilled
the Law. For if any other had practised the command
ments which are in the Law, he would be the Christ. And
they say it is possible for them if they do likewise to become
Christs; and that He was a man like unto al

l

[men].

7. Theodotus, the Byzantian.”

35. But a certain Byzantine named Theodotus brought

in a new heresy, asserting things about the beginning of the

* at 0evrias, as before. * knpūšas, perhaps “preached.”

* 1)oes this amount to an admissiºn of the resurrection of the body?

If so it is in marked contrast to the Docetism of Marcion and others.

* 'EBiovaſol, Latin [Iren.] qui dicuntur Ebionaei, as if they were
followers of a mythical leader Ebion. The existence of any ſounder of

this name is now generally given up, and the word is more probably a

mere transliteration of the IIebrew ºn N
, “poor.” The l’bionites

were in al
l

likelihood Judaizing Christians who had remained behind in

l'alestine through the wars of Titus and Hadrian, and still kept to the
observance of the Mosaic Law. The brief statement in our text is

probably derived from IIippolytus' recollection of Irenasus, I, c. 21,
the first sentence being in nearly the same words in both authors.
Irenaeus adds to it that they used the gospel of St. Matthew only and
did not consider St. Paul as an apostle, i.

Law; also that they adored Jerusalem as the “house of God.”

* uv6evovow, “ſable.” Irenaeus' Latin version here inserts a mon,
evidently a clerical error.

* roºfigavra, Cruice, servare, Macm., “ſulfilled.” In either case

a curious meaning for wouéw. Cf. the wouëa, rºw uovauchy of Plato,
Phaedo, 6o. E.

* In the accounts of the two Theodoti, which may here be taken
together, Hippolytus leaves Irenaeus, from whom he has hitherto been

cause he did not keep the
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I”
.

391.

All which partly agree with [the account of] the True
Church, since he admits that al

l

things came into being by

God. But having taken his [idea of] Christ from the
school of the Gnostics and from Cerinthus and l.bion,” he

considers He appeared in some such ſashion as this:—Jesus
was a man begotten from a virgin according to the Father's
will, living the common life of al

l

men. And having become
most pious,” He at length on His baptism in Jordan
received the Christ from on high, who descended in the
form of a dove. Wherefore the powers within Him did not
become active, until the Spirit which came down was
manifested in Him, which [Spirit] declared Him to be the
Christ. But some will have it that He did not become God
on the descent of the Spirit; and others that [this took
place] on His resurrection from the dead.

8. Another Theodoſus.

36. But while diſſerent enquiries were taking place among
them * a certain man who was also called Theodotus, a

money-changer by trade, undertook to say that a certain
Melchizedek was the greatest power, and that he was greater

content to copy his account of the smaller heresies, and draws from some
source not yet identiſed, but which may be the Little / abyrinth of Caius
(see Salmon in D

.
C. B., s.v. “Theodotus.”). IIis description of the

heresy of Theodotus of Byzantium corresponds with that of Eusebius
(Eccl. Iſisſ., V, 28). The Melchizedekian theory of the “other"
Theodotus is mentioned by l'hilaster (c. 53, p. 54, Oehl.) without
reſerence to Thcodotus, although on the preceding page he has given
the lyzantine heresy as in our text. Pseudo-Tertullian in Adv. Omn.
IIaer, (II, p. 764, Oehl.) gives the story of both Theodoti much as here,
which may give support to the theory that this tract is a summary

of the lost Syntagma of Ilippolytus. Epiphanius (Haer. XXXIV,
XXXV) divides the Melchizedekians ſrom the Theodotians, and says
the first were àworwarðévres ſrom the second, but without naming the
banker. IIe also gives some particulars about the first Theodotus,
which he does not secm to have taken ſtom IIippolytus. IIe quotes
one llierax as saying that Melchizedek was the Holy Spirit, and
says that “some” say that IIeracles was his father and Astaroth or

Asteria his mother, while Melchizedek plays a great part in the earliest
part of the Pistis Sophia as the “Receiver of the Light.”

-

* aworºdoras, lit., “torn away.”
-

* So that Hippolytus believed in the mythical founder of the
Ebiomites.

* evasgèarrarov. * i. e. the heretics.
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than Christ. After the image of whom they allege that
Christ happened [to come]. And they like the Theodotians
before mentioned say that Jesus was a man, and in the same
words [declare] that the Christ descended upon Him.
But the opinions” of Gnostics are varied, and we do not p. 392.

deem it worth while to recount in detail their foolish
doctrines, composed of much absurdity and charged with
blasphemy, the most respectable of which those Greeks who
philosophized on the Divine have refuted. But one cause
of the great conspiracy of these wicked ones was Nicolaus,
one of the seven appointed to the diaconate by the Apostles.”
IIe, having fallen away from the right doctrine, taught that
it was, indifferent how men lived and ate : whose disciples
having waxed insolent, the Holy Spirit exposed in the
Apocalypse as fornicators and eaters of things offered to
idols.”

9. Cerdo and Lucian.*

37. Iłut a certain Cerdo taking in like manner his starting
point from these [heretics] and from Simon, says that the
God announced by Moses and [the] Prophets was not the p. 393.
l'ather of Jesus Christ. For that this God was known, but
the l’ather of the Christ unknowable; and that the first
named was [only] just, but the other, good. The doctrine
of this [Cerdo] Marcion confirmed when he took in hand

* Yvºuai. * Acts vi
.

5. * Rev. ii. 6.

* This Cerdo is only known to us as a predecessor of Marcion, whose
teaching he appears to have influenced, although in what measure
cannot now be ascertained. l l is date scems to be ſairly well settled as

about the year 135 (see D
.
C. B., s.h.v.), which is that of his coming

to Rome, and it was doubtless here that Marcion met him. According

to Irenaeus, his teaching was mainly in secret and he was always ready

to make submission to the Church and recant his errors when publicly
arraigned. l Iis doctrine, so far as it has come down to us, does not
seem to diſcr ſrom that of Marcion, Tertullian (adv. Marcion) and the
tractate Adv. Omn. Hacr. giving the best account of it. Of Lucian,
we know nothing, save that, while Epiphanius (IIaer. XLII, p. 688,
Oehl.) makes him out the inmediate successor of Marcion and to have
been succeeded by Apelles, Tertullian (de Resurrectione, c. 2) speaks

of him—if he be the person there referred to as Lucanus—as an in
dependent teacher with no apparent-connection with Marcion's heresy. .

He adds that he taught a resurrection neither of the body nor of the
soul, but of some part of man which he calls a “third nature.” See
Forerunners, II, p. 218, n. 2, and 220.

-
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the Antitheses' and everything which seemed to him to
speak against the Demiurge of al

l

things. And so did
Lucian his disciple.

Io. Apelles.”

38. Now Apelles who [sprang] from among these men,
says thus:—There is a certain good God as Marcion sup
posed; but he who created al

l

things is [only] just; and
there is a third [God] who spoke to Moses, and yet a fourth,

a cause of evil. And he names these angels and speaks ill of

the Law and the Prophets, deeming the Scriptures of human
authorship and false. And he picks out of the Gospels
and Epistles the things favourable to him. Yet he clings

to the discourses of a certain Philumena as the manifesta

p. 394, tions” of a prophetess. And he says that the Christ came
down from the powers on high, i.e. from the Good One and
was the son of that One, and was not begotten ſrom a virgin,
nor did He appear bodiless;* but that taking parts from
every substance" of the All, He made a body, that is from
hot and cold and wet and dry. And that in this body He
lived unnoticed by the cosmic authorities during the time
that He spent in the cosmos. And moreover that having
been crucified" by the Jews He died, and aſter three days
rose again and appeared to the disciples showing the marks

* 'Avrirapabéoets. see n, on p. 88 supra.

* Of this Apelles, our knowledge is mainly derived from Tertullian,
for references to whom sce IIort's article “Apelles” in D.C. B. lie
was certainly later than Marcion, for Rhodo (see lºuseb., Hist. Eccl., V,

c. 13), writing at the end of the second century, A.D., speaks of him as

still alive, though an “old man.” The same author scens to consider
that on Marcion's death he ſounded a sect of his own, in which he
“corrected” Marcion's teaching in some particulars. This is doubtful,
but Rhodo's statements go to show that he quoted from the Old
Testament and did not hold the body of Jesus to be a phantasm.
Tertullian also mentions several times the connection of Apelles with
the “possessed "I'hilumene, on which he puts a construction negatived

by the evidence of Rhodo. Cf. Forerunners, II, pp. 218–220.

* Ilippolytus here accepts the statement of Tertullian (de Pricscript.,

c. 30) that Apelles wrotc a book called +aveptºceus, or Manifestations,
containing the prophecies of Philumene. He repeats this with more
distinctness in Book X, c. 20, ſ. v.

* &araprow. * obvla.

• avarroMorw8évra, lit., “impaled.” It is
,

however, used by both
l'hilo and Lucian as equivalent to “crucified.”
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of the nails and [the wound] in his side, and thereby con
vinced them that He existed and was not a phantom but
was incarnate. The flesh [Apelles] says, which He showed,
He gave back to the earth whence was its substance, and
He desired nothing of others, but merely used [the flesh]
for a season. He gave back to each its own, having loosed
again the bond of the body, i.e. the hot to the hot, the cold

to the cold, the wet to the wet and the dry to the dry," and
thus passed to the presence of the good Father, leaving the
seed of life to the world to those who believe through the
disciples.”
39. It seens to us that we have set forth sufficiently these p. 395.

things also. But since we have decided to leave unrefuted

no doctrines taught by any [heretic], let us see what has
been excogitated by the Docetae.

* This “giving back” of the component parts of man's being to the
different powers from which they are derived is a ſrequent theme among
the later Gnostics, and is ſully described in the Pistis Sophia. Cf.
Forerunners, II, p. 184.

* The source of this chapter is certainly the tractate Adv. Omn. Haer.,
formerly attributed to Tertullian and to be ſound in the second volume
of that author's works in Oehler's edition. No other author mentions
Apelles with such particularity, and al

l

those subsequent to Tcrtullian
appear to have taken their inſorimation cither ſrom Tertullian's other
works, from this tractate, or from our text. This tractate has been
discussed in the Introduction (see Vol. I, pp. 12 and 23 supra) and
perhaps all difficulties may be solved by supposing it to be, not indeed
the actual Syntagma of Ilippolytus, but a summary of it.



BOOK VIII
TIIE DOCETAE, MONOIMUS, AND OTHERS

1. These are the contents of the 8th [Book] of the
Refutation of all Heresies.

-

2. What are the opinions of the Docetae,” and that they
teach things which they say are from the l’hysicist Philo
sophy.” -

3. How Monoimus speaks foolishly, giving heed to poets
and geometricians and arithmeticians.
4. How Tatian's [heresy] sprang from the opinions of

p. 396.

* Who these Docetae are is a puzzle. Although Cruice writes the
name Aoxirai, Salmon (D.C. B., s.h.n.) gives it as Aokital which is

,

he says, the spelling adopted by both Ilippolytus and Clement of

Alexandria. Their tenets as here described have nothing to do with the
opinion that the body of Jesus existed in appearance only which we have
seen current among the Simonians, Basilidians, Marcionites, and thc
followers of Saturninus and perhaps of Valentinus. Nor does it secm
connected with any proper name such as the fictitious one of l.bion
which was invented to explain to Greek ears the appellation of the
Ebionites. It may be thought, perhaps, that it was a kind of nick
name derived from this chapter's opening metaphor of the Sokós or
“beam,” but this is too far-fetched to be insisted upon. Clement is the
only early author who mentions them, and then does so in a ſashion (e.g.
Strom., VII, 17) which makes it fairly clear that it is those who held
Docetic opinions generally so called, and not any special sect to which
he is reſerring. lie also says that Julius Cassianus, a Valentinian, was
the ſounder of 1)ocetism of the Simonian kind and St. Jerome
(adv. Lucifer, 23) takes this further back by the statement that the
opinion in question was current in the life-time of the Apostles. Nor

is there anything novel or peculiar in the doctrines set ſorth in our text
of the Docitae or Docetae. The image of the fig-tree with which this
chapter opens is but an amplification of the “Indivisible Point" put
forward earlier in our text, and there is nothing here stated which is

inconsistent with the teachings of Valentinus. This will be further
discussed when we come to consider the source of this chapter.

* {x pugishs, pixo~opſas. That is
,

drawn from the study of nature
and natural objects such as trees and the anatomy of the cyc, for which
spe infra.

98
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Valentinus and Marcion wherefrom he compounded his
own. And that Hermogenes has made use of the teachings
of Socrates, not of Christ.
5. How those err who contend that Easter should be

celebrated on the 14th day [of the month].
6. What is the error of the Phrygians, who think

Montanus and Priscilla and Maximilla to be prophets.
7. What is the vain doctrine of the Encratites, and that p. 397.

their teachings are compounded not out of the Holy
Scriptures, but from their own [views] and ſrom those of
the Gymnosophists among the Indians."

1. The Docetae.

8. Since the many, making no use of the Lord's counsel,
while having the beam * in their eye, yet give out that they
can see, it seems to us that we should not be silent as to
their doctrines. So that they, being brought to shame by
our forthcoming refutation, shall recognize how the Saviour
counselled them to take away the beam from their own eye,
and then to see clearly the straw which was in their brother's
eye. Now, therefore, having set forth sufficiently and
adequately the opinions of most of the heretics in the seven
books beſore this, we shall not now be silent upon those
which follow. Exhibiting the ungrudging grace of the
Holy Spirit, we shall also refute those who seem to have
attained security. They call themselves 1)ocetae and teach
thus:—The first God” is as it were the seed of a ſig, in size
altogether of the smallest, but in power boundless, a magni
tude unreckoned in quantity, lacking nothing for bringing
forth, a refuge for the ſearful, a covering for the naked, or
veil for shame, a fruit sought for, whereto, he says, the
Seeker came thrice and found not.” Wherefore, he says,
He cursed the fig-tree," so that that sweet fruit was not ſound
* No ſurther reference is made to the Indian Gymnosophists or

“Brachmans,” and this sentence has probably slipped in ſrom sounc
other part of the roll.
* Sokós, the “beam” of the Gospels (Cf. Matt. vii. 3, 4; Luke vi

.

41, 42). IIippolytus who here resumes his habit of punning tries to

connect it with boxeſy, “to seem.”.

* eeby eſval row rparov. That this construction is the right one, see

P. 4oo Cr. and the summary in Book X, p. 496 Cr.

* The rhetorical ſorm of this sentence should be noted.

* Cf. Matt. xii. 19
,

20; Mark xi
. 13–21; Luke xii. 7.

p. 39S.
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p. 399.

p. 400.

on it, [i. e.
]

the fruit that was sought for. And [the seed
being, so to speak briefly, of such a nature and so old

;

small and without magnitude, the cosmos came into being
from God, as they think, in some such way as this:—The
branches of the tree becoming tender, put forth leaves, as

is seen, and ſruit follows, wherein is preserved the innumer
able [and] stored-up seed of the fig. We think, therefore,
that three things first come into being from the seed of the
fig, the stem which is the fig-tree, leaves, and the fruit or

fig, as we have before said. Thus, says he, three Aeons
came into being as principles from the First Principle of the
universals." And on this, he says, Moses was not silent,
when he said that the words of God were three: “Darkness,
cloud and whirlwind and he added no more.”? For, he
says, God added nothing to the Three Aeons, but they
sufficed and do suffice for al

l
things which come into being.

But God Himself abides by Himself and far removed from
all the Aeons.”
When, thereſore, each of these Aeons, he says, had

received a principle of generation, as has been said, it

little by little increased and grew great and became
perfect. Now they think that the perfect number [is] ten."
Then the Aeons having come into being equal in number
and perſection, as they think, they were thirty Aeons in

all,” each of them being complete in a decad. But they
are divided and the three having equal honour annong them
selves, differ in position only, because one of them is first,
another second, and another third. But this position
produced a difference of power. For he who is nearest to
the First God—to the seed as it were—chances to have

a power more ſruitful than the others, he who is the

* As Salmon (ubi cit.) points out, in the Valentinian system, the
male heads of the first three series of Aeons, i.e. Nous, Logos and
Anthropos occupy a position corresponding to these three ſirst
“principles” or ºpxaſ. The fact that their spouses or syzygies are not
here mentioned is accounted for by the statement (on p. ion infra)
that they arc al

l

androgyne, or as is here said “lacking nothing ſor
generation,” i.e. capable of production without assistance.

* Cſ. Deut. v. 22. These words have already been quoted in the
chapter on the Sethians (I, p. 165 supra). Although here attributed to

Moses, they can hardly be taken from Deuteronomy, which describes
Moses' death.

* Like the Bythos or Unknowable Father of Valentinus.

* Lit., “that the perſect being numbered is ten.”

* Lit., “all the aeons were thirty.”

*
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Immeasureable One having measured himself ten times
in magnitude. And the Incomprehensible One, who has
become second in position to the first, comprehended
himself six times. And the third in position, becoming
removed to an infinite distance by reason of his brethren's
dilatation, conceived" himself three times and, as it were,
bound himself by a certain eternal bond of unity.”
9. And this they think is the Saviour's saying:—“The

sower went forth to sow and that which fell upon good
and fair ground made some 1oo, some 60, and some 3o.””
And hence, says he, He said, “He that hath ears to hear.

le
t

him hear,” because this is not what al
l

understand.*
All these Aeons [to wit] the Three and al

l

the boundlessly.
boundless ones [who come] from them, are masculo-ſeminine
ones." Therefore having increased and become great, and

al
l
of them being from that one first seed of their concord

and unity, and al
l

becoming together one Aeon, they all p. 4oi.
begat ſrom the one Virgin Mary, the begettal common to

them all, a Saviour in the midst of them all," of equal
power in everything with the seed of the fig, save that He
was begotten. But that first seed whence is born the ſig

is unbegotten. Then those three Aeons having been
adorned 7 with all virtue and holiness, as these teachers'
think, al

l

the conceivable, lacking-nothing, nature of that
Only-Begotten" Son—for He alone was born to the bound
iess Aeons by a triple generation; for three immeasurcable
Aeons with one mind begot Him—was adorned also. But

* The words uerphoras, karéAaSev, voia as here al
l

seem to be equiva
lent to “multiplied himself,” and to have been used as a play on the
double sense of the other words. -

* This may possibly be an allusion to the Valentinian IIorus
surrounding and guarding the Pleroma.

* Matt. xiii. 3, uses êtêwut, “ yield,” ſor irotes as here. Cf. Mark iv
.

3, 8, ºpepew, “bore.” Luke viii. 3-5 stops short at a “hundred-fold.”

* own fort, wävrww &xočaruara, “not the hearing of all.”

* See n, on previous page.

* row uérov air&v yévvmuarowby . . . riov čv Meadruru ×wripa wdy
twv. Cruicc, whom Macmahon follows, would translate “a common
ſruit, a mediator . . . the Saviour of all those who are in meditation";
but I cannot make the sense out of the Greek. Miller, by transſer
ring the word Mapias to a place aſter wearðrnºrs,would make it read
“through the interposition of Mary.”

* Rexorumuévav, perhaps “set in order or arranged.”

* Movoyevſis. One of the very few instances in Gnostic literature,
where the word can be thus translated rather than as “one of a kind,”

or Unique. The explanation in parenthesis shows that it is so intended
here, but is probably of a late date.

-

- \
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p 402.

al
l

these conceivable and eternal things were Light; but
the Light was not formless and idle, nor did it lack any
thing superadded to it: but it contained within itself the
boundless forms of the various animals here below corre
sponding in number to the boundlessly boundless after the
pattern of the fig-tree. And it shone from on high into
the underlying chaos. And this [chaos], being at once
illuminated and given form from the various forms on
high, received consistence" and took al

l

the supernal forms
from the Third Aeon who had tripled himself.” But this
Third Aeon, seeing al

l

the types” that were his at once
intercepted in the underlying darkness beneath, and not
being ignorant of the power of the darkness and the sim
plicity and generosity" of the light, would not allow the
shining types ſrom on high to be drawn far down by the
darkness beneath. But he subjected [the Firmanent] to

the Aeons. Then, having fixed it below, he divided in

twain the darkness and the light.” “And he called the
light which is above the ſirmament, 1)ay, and the darkness

he called Night.”" Therefore, as I have said, when al
l

the
boundless forms of the Third Aeon were intercepted in this

P. 403.

lowest darkness, and the impress” of that same Acon was
stamped upon it along with the rest, a living fire came
ſrom the light whence the Great Ruler came into being

of whom Moses says: “In the beginning God created
IIeaven and Earth.”* Moses says that this fiery God."
spoke from the bush, that is from the darksome air, for
batos [bush] is the whole air which underlies the darkness.
But it is baſos, says Moses according to him, because al

l

the forms of light go from on high downwards, having the
air as a passage.” And the word from the bush is no less

* wičºv, “fixedness.”

* So the part of the Pistis Sophia which is most plainly Valentinian,
has constant allusions to rpiðvvauess or triple powers.

* xaparrúpas, “impresses” or “marks.”

* #400wov,“devoid of cnvy.”

* > repetºcas obv ºrdrawber,ral 8texépio'ev čvá utorov rod arðrovs ral
ava uégov roi; patés. Firmamentum fºitur quum ab imo confirmasset,
divist/Aer medium fenebras et per medium lucem. Macmahon follows
Cruice, but ignores the repeated ºva uéoov.

* Cf. Gen. 1. 4–7. * {xtürwua. * Gen. i. 1.

* See supra, Vol. I. p. 12S, ſor this fiery God, theie called the
Demiurge Jaldabaoth.* A pun on Báros, “bush,” and Bards, “passable.”
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recognized by us. For a sound significant of speech is
reverberating air, without which human speech could not
be recognized. And not only does our word from the
bush, that is ſron the air, make laws for and be a fellow
citizen with us, but also odours and colours manifest their
powers to us through the air.
lo. Then this fiery God—the fire born from the light—

made the cosmos, as Moses says, in this manner, he being
substanceless,' [and] darkness having the substance and
being' ever silent towards the eternal types of the light
which are intercepted below.” Therefore, until the Saviour's
manifestation, there was a certain great wandering of souls
by reason of the God of the Light, the fiery 1)emiurge.
For the forms are called souls, having been cooled down”
from the things above and they continue in darkness to
change about from body to body under the supervision of
the leniurge. And that this is so, we may know from p. 404.
the words of Job: “And I also am a wanderer from place
to place and from house to house.” “ The Saviour also
says: “And if you will receive it, this is the Elias who
shall come. He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.” "
But by the Saviour, change of bodies has been made to
cease; and faith is preached for the putting-away of trans
gressions." In some such way that Only-liegotten Son
beholding from on high the forms of the Aeons changing
about in the darksome bodies willed to come down for
their deliverance. When IIe saw that the multitude of
Aeons could not bear to behold without ceasing the
Pleroma of all the Aeons, but remained as mortals dread
ing corruption,” being held by the greatness and glory of

power, He drew Himself together as a very great flash in

a very small body, or rather, like the light of the eye

avvrčortaros, “not hypostatized.” Cruice has “non subsistens.”

* This seems the only construction, unless we are to consider that

it is the Demiurge who wilfully ill-treats the souls.

4 4
::

ºvira. A common pun between Wuxi, “soul,” and Wºxos,
colol.

* Not in the Canon. As Cruice points out, it is from some apocry
phal book which puts it into the mouth of Job's wiſe and adds it to

Jol. ii. 9. It is also met with in St. Chrysostom's homily, de Statuis.

* Matt. xi
. 14, 15.

* This doctrine of transmigration cannot be shown to have formed
part of Valentinus' ºwn teaching. It appears, however, among some

of his followers. Cf. Forerunners, II, cc. 9, 1o.

' A pun on 99eproſ, “mortals,” and peopé, “corruption.”
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* , drawn together under the eyelids, and goes forth to the
p. 405. heaven and the shining stars. And there He again with

p. 406.

draws Himself under the eyelids at His pleasure. Thus
docs the light of the eye, and although it is everywhere
present and is al

l

things to us, it is invisible; but w
e

see
only the lids of the eye, the white corners, a broad mem
brane of many ſolds and fibres, a horn-like coat, and under
this a berry-like pupil, both net-like and disk-like, and if

there are any other coats to the light of the eye, it is

enwrapped and lies hidden within them.
Thus, he says, the Only-Begotten Son, eternal on high,

did on Himself (a form) corresponding to each Aeon of

the Three Aeons, and being in the triacontad of Aeons,
came into the world of the Decad' being of such age
and as little as we have said, invisible, unknown, without
glory and not believed upon. In order then, say the
Docetae,” that he might do on also the Outer Darkness
which is the flesh, an angel came down with Him from
on high and made announcement” to Mary as it is written,
and He was born from her as it is written. And He who
came from on high put on that which was born, and did

al
l

things as it is written in the Gospels; and was baptized

in Jordan. And he was baptized, receiving the type and
seal in the water of the body born from the Virgin, in

order that when the Ruler should condemn the form which
was his to death, to the Cross, that soul which had grown
up within the body should strip off that body and affix it

to the Tree. And thus (the soul) having triumphed by its

means over the Principles and Authorities would not be

found naked, but would put on that body reflected in the
likeness of that flesh in the water when He was baptized.
This he says, is the Saviour's saying: “Unless a man be

born of water and of [the] Spirit, he shall not enter into
the kingdom of the heavens; because that which is born
of the flesh is flesh.”.”

-

From the thirty Aeons, then, He did on thirty forms.
Wherefore that Eternal One was thirty years on the earth,

* *is row (8&narov) réguov. Cruice would omit the Sékarov. It

clearly, however, means the world of the Decad, Jesus having come
down from the “most excellent Ogdoad.” -

* Evidently Hippolytus has not here any book or writing of a par
ticular author before him, but is giving the opinion of the sect generally.

* Eirrysaloaro. Cf. the ºv roſs Eğa), salois which follows.

* John iii
.
5, 6. The Greek text omits ºri, “because.”
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cvery Aeon being manifested in his own year. And souls
are al

l
the forms which have been intercepted from each of

the thirty Aeons, and each of them possesses a nature p. 407.
capable of understanding the Jesus who exists according to

nature which that Only-Begotten One from the eternal
places puts on. But these places are diſſerent. Therefore

so many heresies contending [with each other] about it,

seek Jesus. And He is claimed * by them all, but is seen
differently by each from the different places. Towards
whom, he says, each [soul] is borne and hurries, thinking
that she is alone. Who is indeed her kinsman and fellow
citizen. Whom she beholding for the first time recognizes
as her own brother and all the rest as bastards. Those then
who have their nature from the lower places cannot see
the forms of the Saviour above them. But those on high,

he say, ſrom the middle Decad and the most excellent
Ogdoad”—whence, say they, we are—know Jesus the
Saviour not in part but wholly, and are alone the Perſect
ſrom above, while the others are only partly so.

11. I think then that this is for right-thinking persons p. 408.
sufficient for the knowledge of the complicated and incon
sistent heresy of the Docetae—those who attempt to make
arguments about inaccessible and incomprehensible matter
calling themselves thus. Certain of whom do not only seem *

to be mad; and we have proved that the beam from such
matter has entered their own eye, if they are anyhow able

to see clearly ; and, if not, they will be unable to blind
others. Whose dogmathe early sophists of Greece anticipated

in many points of sophistry, as our readers will understand.
These then are the teachings of the Docetae." It seems

oikeſos, “peculiar to.”
-

* This is markedly Valentinian. The Ogdoad is of course the
IIighest Heaven, the Decad the middle one. See n. on p. 31 supra.

* I le here puns again on boxeſv, “to seem,” and Sokós, “bean.”

* The source of this chapter can hardly have been a written book or .

MS., The style is distinctly that of IIippolytus himself; the passion

fo
r

plays on words which he has beſore exhibited, but has kept under
restraint while quoting from serious writers like Basilides and
Valentinus, here resumes its sway; and he adds to it a fancy ſor
putting several nominatives in apposition without the rovréar, which he

has heretofore generally employed. This, and the nature of the rhetoric

al
l go to show that he is here quoting not from a written, but from a

spoken discourse. The author of this is of course unknown to us; and
Hippolytus, who may very likely have forgotten his name, gives us no

clue to his identity; but it is ſairly clear that he must have been a

\
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right also that we should not keep silence as to the
[teachings] of Monoimus.

2. M/onoimus.

12. Monoimus the Arab was a long way oſſ” the glory

follower of Valentinus. The Three Aeons who went forth ſron the
first apxh row 5xwy correspond to the Nous, Logos and Anthropos
who rule over the Valentinian Ogdoad, I)ecad and Dodecad, and the
care taken to bring the number of Aeons up to thirty practically settles
this, while the existence of Iloros is hinted at

,

and that of the Sophia

is barred only by the attribution of both sexes to all the Aeons.
Perhaps, however, the most striking proof of Valentinianism is the
myth of al

l

the Aeons coalescing to produce the Jesus who brings
salvation, a myth which is not to be ſound in any other system. If the
theory be accepted that IIippolytus' source for the chapter was a

Valentinian sermon, the name of Julius Cassianus as its author deserves
consideration. I le is described by Clement of Alexandria (Strom., III,
13, sqq.) as the ſounder of Docetism, and as connected with the school

of Valentinus, while certain Logia quoted by him appear also in the
Valentinian Evcerpta 7%eodoſi. For other particulars about him see
I). C. B., s. nn. “Cassianus” and “Docetism.”

* This “Monoimus Arabs” is known to no other heresiologist save
Theodoret who here as clsewhere probably copied from 1 lippolytus.
Salmon (D.C. B., s. m

.

“Monoimus") suggests that the name may
cover the Jewish appellation of Menahem, which is not unlikely. His
system as here disclosed has this in common with that of the Ophites

or Naassenes of 13ook V that both begin with a Divine Being called
“Man” for no other assigned reason than that his maniſestation here
below is known as the Son of Man. IIe is not, however, here called
Atlamas as with the Naassenes, and the remark about his being at
once father and mother is not necessarily connected with the Naassene
hymn quoted on p. 14o Cr. For the rest, there is

,

face Salmon,
nothing distinctly Christian about Monoimus' doctrine, and although
the passage ſrom Colossians about the Pleroma dwelling in the Son of

Man is here again introduced, the context makes it possible that this

is the comment of IIippolytus rather than a direct quotation. On the
other hand, Monoimus several times speaks slightingly of those who
belicve that the Son of Man was born of a woman, and he shows a

reverence ſor thc Law and the l'assover which a Christian of the
second century would hardly have exhibited. I lis opinions seem in

ſact to be more pantheistic than Christian or Judaic, although

as Macmahon truly remarks, his similes about the Creation are not far
removed from those of l'hilo. I lis remarks about numbers have
possibly been corrupted in the copy, and are unintelligible as they
stand; but it is not unlikely that they cover some early Cabalistic
notions and that his “I’erſect Man” may be the Adam Cadmon of the
Cabala. -

* yewivºra, uaxpdy, longe abest, Cruice, “was far removed,” Macm.
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of the great-voiced poet; fo
r

he thinks that some such man

as Oceanus existed, of whom the poet speaks somehow like
this:—

Oceanus, the birth of gods and Lirth of man."

Turning this into other words, he says that a Man is the
All which is the source of the universals, [being] unbegotten,
incorruptible, and eternal; and that there is a Son of the
aforesaid Man, who is begotten, and capable of suſſering,

p. 409.

being born in a timeless, unwilled, and previously undeſined
way. For such, says he, is the l’ower of that Man. And
when it was so, the son of the Power came into being more
quickly than reasoning or counsel. And this is

,

he says,
the saying in the Scriptures: “He was and came into
being,” ” which is: Man was and his son came into being,

as if one were to say: l'ire was and Light came into being

in a timeless, unwilled, and previously undefined way, while
being at the same time fire. But this Man is a single
monad, uncompounded [and] undiſſerentiated, [and yet]
compounded [and] diſſerentiated, loving and at peace with

al
l things, [and yet] fighting with and at war with al
l things

before him,” unlike and like, as it were a certain musical
harmony which contains whatever, one may say or leave p. 410.
unsaid, showing al

l

things and giving birth to al
l things.

“This is lºather, this is Mother, Two Immortal names.””
l}ut for the sake of an instance, conceive, he says, as the
greatest image of the l’erfect Man, the one tittle which is
one tittle uncompounded, simple, a pure monad having no
'omposition whatever from anything, [yet] compounded of

many forms, of many parts. That undivided One, he says,

' This line does not occur in our editions of IIomer. It is apparently

a conflation of the statement in Jl., XIV 201 that Oceanus is the
“Father of the Gods" and that in l. 246 that he is the “l'ather of

them all.” -
*"Hv kal yèvero. This has been thought a quotation ſrom St. John's

opening chapter, but the parallel is not very close. As Salmon (art.
ci/.) points out, it signifies Ibeing and lecoming.

* rphs tavrºv.

* The Naassene hymn in Vol. I, p. 120 supra runs : “From thee
comes ſather and through thee mother, two immortal names, parents of

Aeons, O thou citizen of heaven, man of mighty name !” It is quite
possible that 1 Hippolytus, remembering this, is merely here repeating
part of it as comment and without attributing the quotation to

Monoimus.

-
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is the many-faced and myriad-eyed and myriad-named one
tittle of the Iota,” which is an image of that Perfect and
Invisible Man. -

-
13. The one tittle, he says, is then the monad and a

decad. For by this power of the one tittle of the Iota
[are produced] also [the] dyad and triad and tetrad and
pentad and hexad and heptad and ogdoad and ennead
up to the ten. For these are the diversified numbers
dwelling within that simple and uncompounded tittle of the

P. 411. Iota. And this is the saying:—“Because it pleased the
whole Pleroma to dwell within the Son of Man bodily.”
For such compounds of numbers from the simple and un
compounded one tittle of the Iota bêcome he says bodily
hypostases. Therefore, he says, the Son of Man was born
from the Perfect Man, whom none know. But, he says,
every creature who is ignorant of the Son, represents Him
as the offspring of a woman. Of which Son some shadowy
rays come very close to this world and secure and control
change [o

f

bodies and birth. And the beauty of that Son
of Man is till now unrevealed to all men who are misled as

to the offspring of a woman. Nothing then of the things
here come into being, he says, from that Man, nor will they
ever do so; but al

l

things that have come into being have
done so not ſrom the whole, but from some part of the Son

of Man. For, says he, the Son of Man is one Iota, one
tittle flowing from on high, full, and filling full al

l

things,
and containing within itself whatever the Man, Father of
the Son of Man.possesses.”

p. 412. 14
.

Now the cosmos, as Moses says, came into being in

si
x days, that is
,

in six powers which are in the one tittle of

the Iota." [But] the seventh, a rest and a Sabbath, came
into being from the Hebdomad which is over Earth and
Water and Fire and Air, out of which the cosmos came

* Cruice points out that this sepaſa or title is the acute accent placed
over a letter of the Greek alphabet which converts it into a numeral.
Thus, i==Iota, I= 10. - - -

* Cf. Col. i. 19, “For it pleased (the Father) that in IIim the whole
ſulness should dwell.” - - -

• Salmon (art. cit.) points out that this is “at first sight mere
pantheism.”. It is diſficult to put any other construction upon it. . .

• These si
x powers have been compared to Simon Magus', si
x

“Roots,” which Simon also connects with the six Days of Creation.
Cf. p. 252 Cr.
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i

into being by the one tittle. For the cubes and the octa
hedrons, and [the] pyramids and al

l

the figures like these of

which Fire, Air, Water, [and earth] consist, came into being
ſrom the numbers which are comprised in that single tittle

of the Iota, which is a Perfect Son of a l’erſect Man. When
then, says he, Moses says that (the) rod was turned about in

diſſerent ways for the plagues on Egypt," these [plagues], he
says, are symbols allegorizing the Creation. [For] he does
not use the rod which is one tittle of the Iota, duplex and
varied, as a figure” for more plagues than ten. This
Creation of the world, he says, is the ten plagues.” I’or
everything struck produces and bears fruit as

,

for instance,
vine-shoots. Man, he says, has burst forth from Man, and
was severed ſrom him by a certain blow,” so that he might

be born and might declare the Law which Moses laid down
aſter having received it from God. The Law is according

to that one tittle, the Decalogue which allegorizes the divine
mysteries of the words. For, says he, the Ten Plagues and
the l)ecalogue" are the whole knowledge of the universals
which none has known who has been misled concerning
the oſspring of the woman. And if you say that the whole
Law is a l'entateuch, it is [still] from the pentad which is

comprised in the one tittle. Dut the whole Law is ſor

-

P. 413.

those who have not thoroughly crippled their under
standing [a] mystery, a new feast not yet grown old, legal
and eternal, a Passover of the Lord God kept unto our
generations by those who can see [and] beginning on the
14th [day] which is the beginning, he says, of the decad
rom which they reckon." lºor the monad up to 14 is the
sum total of the one tittle of the perſect number. And
one -- two -- three + four become ten, wherefore it is the
one tittle. But from fourteen up to twenty-one, a hebdomad
subsists in the one tittle, the unleavened creature of the

* I'xod. vii. 20 ; viii. 16.

* ~xmuariºs. Macm. translates “shape. -

* Sexiwan'yos. Qy. Berdrawnyuos ? 'I he word is apparently dragged

in ſo
r

the sake of making a pun with ranyſ, “a stroke.” IIAmyuás is a

medical term ſor a seizure or apoplectic stroke, and probably has the
Same root.

* wan'yū.

* Sexdwaryos ral SexãAoyos.

* Salmon (art. cit.) thinks this may have some connection with the
Quartodeciman heresy mentioned later in the book.

P. 414.
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world in al
l

these." For what, says he, should the one
tittle want of any substance like leaven for the Passover of

the Lord, the eternal feast which is given ſor generations.
For the whole cosmos and all the causes of creation are the
Passover Feast of the Lord. For God rejoices in the
transmutation of creation which is wrought under the
strokes of the one tittle. The which is the rod of Moses
given by God, which strikes the Egyptians and changes the
bodies, as did the hand of Moses, from water into blood.
And the other [plagues] are in nearly the same way [such

as that of the] locusts, wherefore change of the elements he

calls flesh into grass: “for al
l

flesh is grass,”* he says.
But none the less do these men in some such way receive
the whole Law. Following, perhaps, as it seems to me, the
Greeks who say that there are Substance and Quality and
Quantity and Relation and l’osition and Action and l'os
session and Passion.”

15. So for example Monoimus himself says distinctly in

his letter to Theophrastus:” “Leave aside enquiry con
cerning God and Creation and the like, and enquire about
Him from thyselſ, and learn who it is who simply makes
His own al

l

that is within thee, saying “My God, my mind,
my understanding, my soul, my body.” Learn also what
are grieſ and rejoicing, and love and hate, and undesired
watching and sleep, and undesired anger and love. And
iſ,” says he, “thou dost carefully seek out this, thou wilt
find Him in thyself [as both] one and many things after
the likeness of that one tittle, he finding the outlet for
Himself.”" This then is what these [men] say, which we
are under no necessity to compare with what has been
beſore excogitated by the Greeks. Since it is plain from
their statements that they have their origin from the
geometrical and arithmetical art, which the disciples of

P. 415.

* So Cruice, in omnibus istis creaturam sine fºrmento mundi, but

I see no meaning in the words.

* Isa. xl. 6.

* These are the “accidents” of substance which IIippolytus has
attributed in Book VI to Pythagoras, and in Book VII to Aristotle.
See pp. 21 and 64 supra. According to Book VI (ubi cit.) the [Neo-]
l’ythagoreans also used the image of the tittle.

* Probably some follower of Monoimus, but not otherwise known.

i. ; the Codex. Duncker and Cruice would both read areavrº, “ſor
thyself.” -
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I'ythagoras set forth more excellently. As the reader may
learn in the passages where we have before explained all
the wisdom of the Greeks.
But since we have sufficiently refuted Monoimus," let us

see what others have elaborated who wish thereby to raise
for themselves an idle name.

3. Tatian.

16
.

But Tatian, although himself a disciple of Justin
Martyr, was not of like mind with his master, but attempted
something new. He says that there were certain Aeons
[about whom], he fables in the like way, with the Valen
tinians. But in the same way as Marcion he says that
marriage is destruction. And he asserts that Adam will
not be saved, through his becoming a leader of rebellion.
And thus Tatian.”

4. Hermogenes.

17
.

A certain Hermogenes” thinking also to devise some- p. 417.

* Of the scurce of this chapter little can be said. Both the state
ments in the earlier part of the text and the letter to Theophrastus
bear internal marks of having been taken from real documents. They
contain also some peculiarities of diction and construction, which would

be quite consistent with their author being an Oriental imperſectly
acquainted with Greek.

* This short notice of Tatian is condensed ſrom the almost equally
short notice of Irenaeus (I, xxviii.), who seems to connect Tatian with
the sect of Encratites. Euscbius (//ist. Eccl., I, xvi.), while mentioning
him as a pupil of Justin, does not speak of him as a heretic. Epipha
nius (Haer., XLVI) ſollows Irenaeus, and Theodoret (IIaer. Aab., I,

xx.), IIippolytus. -

* Of this Ilermogenes we know already from Tertullian's tract
against him to be found in the second volume of Ochler's edition

of Tertullian's works. The date of this tract is said on good authority

to be 206 or 207, A. D., and as it speaks of Hermogenes as then
living, gives us his approximate date also. It is ſurther said that

he was a painter, probably of mythological subjects, that he lived

at Carthage, and that he was several times married. . Clement of

Alexandria also mentions him, and it is suggested that both Ter
tullian and Clement drew from a tract against him said by Eusebius

to have been written by Theophilus of Antioch. The hcretical tenets
with which he is charged are his contention that God could not have
created the world from nothing and that Matter must therefore be co
existent with IIim, that Christ on II is Ascension leſt His body in the
Sun, and that Adam was not saved. The first of these Tertullian
would derive from Stoic teaching, while he does not touch on the
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*

thing new, says that God created al
l

things from co-existent
and ungenerated matter. For he held it impossible that
God should create the things that are from those that are not.
And that God is ever Lord and Maker, but Matter ever a

slave and [in process of] becoming, ljut yet not al
l

[matter], for, as it was being borne about violently and
disorderly, He set it in order in this manner. Beholding

it boiling like a pot on the fire, He divided it into parts;
and that part which he took from the All He reclaimed,
and the other He allowed to be borne about disorderly.
And the reclaimed part, he says, is the cosmos; and that the
other remains waste and is called acosmic" matter. He says
that this is the essence” of al

l

things, as if he were intro

p. 418 ducing a new doctrine to his disciples; but he does not
consider that this ſable happens to be Socratic, and is

better worked out by Plato than by Hermogenes. But he

confesses that Christ is the Son of the God who created all
things, and that He was begotten of the Virgin and of

Spirit according to the [common] voice of the Gospels.
Who aſter He had suffered rose again in a body and
appeared to His disciples, and ascending to the heavens,
leſt His body in the Sun, but Himself went on into the
presence of the Father. And in witness of this,” he thinks

he is corroborated by the word which David the Psalmist
spake: “In the Sun he set up his tent, and like a bride
groom coming forth from his bridal chamber, he will rejoice
like a giant to run his course.”" This then is what
Hermogenes attempts."

-

5. About the Quartodecimans."
18. But certain others, lovers of strife by nature, un

second, which is
,

however, recorded by Clcment, nor on the third,
which Ireneus (I, xxviii) attributes to the Encratites. It is probable,
however, that all three may be derived from the Western Asian
tradition, which later gave birth to Manichæism, of which thereſore
IIermogenes' heresy may prove to have been a ſorecast.

* 5xmy&roduov, “unordered matter.”

* ovarta, “substantia,” Cr. and Macm.

* Mapruplº & xpiral.

* I's. xix. 4, 5, “set up his tabernacle in the Sun,” A.V.

* The probable source of this chapter has been dealt with in the
note on previous page.

• This is
,
I think, the first mention of the Quartodecimans as

heretics. Eusebius, who thinks that th
e

schism on the point began in
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skilled in knowledge, very quarrelsome by habit, maintain p 419.
that the l'assover ought to be kept on the 14th day of the
First Month, according to the ordinance of the Law, on
whatever day [of the week] it may fall. They have regard
|merely] to that which has been written in the Law: [that

is
]

that he will be accursed who does not keep it as it is

laid down. They pay no attention to the fact that it was
enacted for the Jews, who were to kill the True l'assover.
Which [Law] has spread to the Gentiles and is understood

by faith, not kept strictly in the letter. They pay attention

to this one commandment, but do not regard the saying

of the Apostle: “For I bear witness to every man who

is circumcised that he is a debtor to do the whole Iaw.””

In other matters they agree concerning al
l

things handed
down to the Church by the Apostles.

6. Phrygians.”

19. But there are others also very heretical by mature,
Phrygians by race, who have fallen away after being deceived

by certain women, Priscilla and Maximilla by name, whom p. 420.
they imagine to be prophetesses. Into these they say the
Spirit Paraclete has entered and they likewise gloriſy [even]
above these one Montanus as a prophet. Having endless

the reign of Commodus, treats them with great tenderness, and says
(Hist. Eccl., cc. xxiii. and xxiv.), that “the Churches of all Asia” held .

their opinions, and that Irenaeus himself pleaded their cause before
Pope Victor. Epiphanius (Haer., XXX) says that they derived their
origin from a mixture of the Phrygian and Quintillian or Priscillianist
sects, probably conſusing them with the Montanists.

| Gal. v. 3

* This heresy of the “Phrygians” is
,

of course, that generally
called the Montanist, which seems to have broken out about the year
18o. For some time it was not violently opposed by the orthodox, and
Tertullian himself became a convert to it and probably died in its con
ſession. Later, it came to be looked upon as an enemy only one
degree less prejudicial to the Catholic Church than Gnosticism, and
thereſore one to be stamped out by excommunication in pre-Constan
tinian times, and by persecution afterwards. Its tenets arc sufficiently
summarised in our text for a general understanding of them and their
connection with later forms of Patripassianism ; but any one wishing to

go further into the subject is recommended to read Dr. Salmon's able
article on “Montanus” in D.C.B., which will give him al

l

that is really
known as to the sect and its tendencies. Its centre seems to have been
always Asia Minor,
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P. 421.

books of their own, they are not judging what is said in
them according to reason, nor giving hecd to those capable
of judgment; but, carried along heedlessly by the faith that
they have in them, inmagine that they learn more through
them than from the Law, the Prophets, and the Gospels.
They glorify these wenches” above Apostles and every
grace,” since some of them dare to say that there are those
annong them who have become greater than Christ. They
confess that God is the Father of the universals, and the
creator of al

l

things in the same way as [does] the Church,
and also [conſess] whatever the Gospel testifies concerning
Christ. But they innovate in the matter of feasts and fasts
and the eating of vegetable food and roots,” thinking that
they have learned this from the women. And some of

them, agreeing with the heresy of the Noetians, say that
the Father is the Son, and that He by being born, under
went both suffering and death. Concerning these, I shall
later explain more minutely; for to many their heresy has
become the starting-point of evils. We judge then that
what has been said is sufficient, we having proved briefly to

all that their many absurd books and attempts are ſeeble
and not worth consideration, whereto those of sound mind
need pay no heed.*

7. Encratites.

20. But others calling themselves Encratites " conſess the

* raira rā yúvata. The phrase is Aristotelian. Cf. same word
later on same page.

* xúptorua.

* {mpopaylas kal pápavopayſas. First phrase, “dry ſood.”

* There is no reason to believe that in what he says here I lippolytus

is drawing from any written document. As the Montanists on being
condemned by the rest of the Church appealed first to the Gallic
Churches in which Ilippolytus' master Irenaeus was a leading spirit,
and later to the Church of Rome, all that he says about them
must have been familiar to his hearers without reſerring to any earlier
writers. -

* "Eysparirau, from Yrpartis, “the continent ones.” Many Gnostic
sects, e.g. those of Saturninus and Marcion seem to have been called
£ncratites, the reason given by themselves for their abstinence being
the malignity of matter. But it is plain from Hippolytus' statement as

to the orthodoxy in other matters of those he describes, that these
were not Gnostics, but Catholics who practised asceticism inordinately.
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[facts] about God and Christ in like manner with the
Church. But with regard to the way of life, they having
become puſſed up," have reverted [to earlier opinions].
They think themselves glorified through food by abstaining
from things which have had life, drinking water, and forbid
ding marriage, and in the other things of life are austerely
careful. Such as they are judged to be rather Cynics than
Christians, seeing that they pay no heed to what was said to
them aforetime through the Apostle Paul, who prophesied
the innovations that would come by the folly of some, say
ing thus:—“The Spirit says expressly: In the last times p. 422.
some will ſall away from the wholesome teaching,” giving
heed to deceiving spirits and the teachings of demons,
through the hypocrisy of men that speak lies, branded in
their own consciences as with a hot iron, forbidding to marry
and (commanding) to abstain from meats, which God
created to be received with thanksgiving by those who
believe and know the truth. For every creature of God is
good, and nothing is to be rejected which is received with
thanksgiving; for it is sanctified through the words of God
and prayer. . . .”.” This saying then of the Blessed Paul
is sufficient for the refutation of those who live thus and
honour themselves as righteous men, and to show that this
also is a heresy.”
But although some other heresies are named [to wit

This is doubtless his reason for quoting St. Paul against them and ſor
ignoring Irenaeus' statement that Tatian was their founder, that they
taught a system of Aeons and denied the salvation of Adam. Bearing
in mind that he thought the Docetae to lie an independent sect, it

seems probable that in this Book he intended to turn his back upon
the Gnostics and to describe only the other scets with a closer resem
blance to orthodox Judaism and Christianity. The whole work would
thus form a roughly graduated scale extending from the undisguised
heathenism of the Ophites to the purely theological errors of Callistus,
the description of which seems designed to form the climax of thc book.
The fact that it was probably, as said in the Introduction, begun, laid
aside, and then taken up again and finished, is sufficient to account ſor
ºpusks like that involved in the concluding sentence of this
Book.

* redworwuévoi. Cf. the ºvoitºress of 2 Cor. xii. 20.

* ris, in awoworms 318doxaaſas. The N.T. substitutes ºriarréwr,
“ſaith,” for “teaching,” and omits the adjective.

* I Tim. iv. 1-5, verbatim save as in last note.

* It follows from this that Hippolytus is indebted to no other writer
than himself fo

r

the facts in this chapter.
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those] of the Cainites, Ophites or Noachites” and others
such as they, I do not think it necessary to set forth their
sayings and doings, lest they should thereby think them
selves somebody or worthy of argument.” But since what

p. 423. has been said about them scenis to be sufficient, we will
come to the source of al

l

evils, the heresy of the Noetians,
and having disclosed its root and proved plainly the poison
lurking within it, we will hold back from such error those
who have been swept away by a violent spirit as by a

torrent.

* Noaxirav. The Codex has Noxairwy.

* The Cainitcs are describcd by Irenaeus (I, xxxi) as anterior to

Valentinus. The Noachites are mentioned by no other writer. It is

diſficult to account for the remarks of Hippolytus about the Ophites in

this passage in view of the fact that the greater part of Book V has
been devoted to the doctrincs of the “Naassenes”—a word which he
evidently recognized as identical with “Ophites.” Unless we are to

believe that 'Optrºv is here a copyist's error for the name of some other
sect, we are almost compelled to accept the theory given in the Intro
duction, i.e. that the materials ſor Book V only came into IIippolytus'
hands aſter the rest of the book was written, and that their heresy was
then suddenly pitchforked into the place in which we find it without
due consideration of its accord with passages like the present. In that
case the “seven Books beſore this” on p. 397 Cr. must originally have
read “five,” unless we are to suppose that their place was occupied by

the description of the Jewish sects later transſerred to Book IX.



BOOK IX
NOETUS, CALLISTUS, AND OTHERS

1. These are the contents of the 9th (Book) of the
Refutation of All lleresies.
2. What is the blasphemous folly of Noetus and that he

gave heed to the doctrines of Heraclitus the Obscure and
not to those of Christ.
3. And how Callistus having mingled the heresy of

Cleomenes, Noetus' disciple, with that of Theodotus, set up
another and newer heresy, and what was his life.
4. What was the fresh invasion * of the stranger spirit

Elchesai and that he covers his own transgressions by
appearing to keep to the Law, while he in fact devotes
himself to Gnostic opinions [entirely], or to astrological
and magical ones in addition. .
5. What are the customs of the Jews and how many

their differences. --

6. A long fight has now been ſought by us concerning

al
l [early] heresies, and we have left nothing unrefuted.

There still remains the greatest fight of all, [to wit] to

thoroughly describe and refute the heresies risen up in our
own day, by means whereof certain unlearned and daring
men have attempted to scatter the Church to the winds,
[thereby] casting the greatest confusion among al
l

the
faithful throughout the world. For it seems ſit that we
should attack the opinion which was the first cause of

[these] evils and expose its roots, so that its offshoots, being
thoroughly known to all, may be contemned.

* j, kavh wºnuſa. The book Elchesai, as will presently be seen,

is said to have been revealed “in the third year of Trajan” and there.
fore long anterior to our text. Hippolytus, therefore, probably refers
here to a recrudescence of the superstition connected therewith.

117

P. 424.

p. 425.
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1. About Moetus.

7. There was a certain man, Noetus" by name, by birth.
a Smyrnaean. . He introduced a heresy from the opinions
of Heraclitus. Of which [Noetus], a certain man named
Epigonus becomes the minister and pupil, and on his
arrival at Rome sowed broadcast the godless doctrine.
Whose teaching Cleomenes, by life and manners alien to
the Church, confirmed, when he had become his disciple.”

p. 426. At that time Zephyrinus, an ignorant and greedy man,
thought that he ruled the Church, and, persuaded by the
gain offered, gave leave to those coming to him to learn of
Cleomenes.” And himself also being in time beguiled,
ran into the same errors, his fellow-counsellor and comrade
in this wickedness being Callistus, whose life and the heresy
invented by him, I shall shortly set forth. The school of
these successive [teachers] continued to grow stronger and
increased through the help given to it by Zephyrinus and
Callistus. Yet we never yielded, but many times withstood
them to the face, reſuted them, and compelled them perſorce
to confess the truth. They being ashamed for a season,
and being brought by the truth to confession, before long
returned to wallowing in the same mire.*
* This Noctus, whom Epiphanius (Haer., LVII) would make a native

of Ephesus, possibly by confusion with the Praxcas against whom
Tertullian wrote, was one of the first to teach the heresy called l’atri
passian, which made the Father as well as the Son to suffer on the
Cross. I lis date is uncertain, but he was “not very long” dead when .
Hippolytus wrote (see Ilippolytus' Tractate against Noetus in Gallandi,
Bibl. lºt. Patr. II, p. 454), and the sectis of the heresy seem to have
been sown in the time of Justin Martyr. It was undoubtedly lastern
in origin and passed in Rome chiefly under the name of Sabellius.
Hippolytus was evidently its greatest opponent there, Zephyrinus and
Callistus maintaining a more tolerant attitude towards it, until the last
named Pope was compelled to excommunicate Sabellius. See Salmon's
articles in D.C. B., s.n.m. “Noetus,” “Praxcas,” “Epigonus” and
“Cleomenes,” and Mr. IIugh Pope's article on “Monarchian” in

Hastings' Encycloſedia of Religion and Ethics.
-

* Theodoret (Haer. Fab., III, 3) would reverse this position and
make Clcomenes Epigonus' teacher and not his pupil. I le has
probably misread Îlippolytus on this point, the later heresiologists
ircquently ſailing to distinguish the founders of any heresy ſrom their
successors.

* This is evidently the beginning of Hippolytus' quarrel with the
Primacy. Of Victor, Zephyrinus' predecessor in the Roman Chair, he

speaks well. Cf. p. 128 infra,

* Cſ. 2 Peter ii, 22,
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|
-

S. But since we have pointed out the genealogical
succession of these [men], it appears left to us to set fortly
their evil mode of teaching their doctrines. The opinions
of Heraclitus the Obscure being first explained, we shall
then make evident the parts of [their doctrines] which are
Heraclitan, but which, perhaps, the present chieſs of the
heresy do not know to be those of the Obscure, but think
to be those of Christ. Should they meet with these [words],
they might, thus being put to shame, cease from their
godless blasphemy.” And although the teachings of Hera
clitus have been before expounded by us in this [our]
Philosophumena,” yet it seems expedient to repeat them
now, so that by their closer refutation, those who think they
are disciples of Christ may be plainly taught that they are
not His, but are those of the Obscure. .
9. Now Heraclitus says that the All is (one),” divided

[and] undivided, originated [and] unoriginated, mortal [and]
immortal, reason [and] eternity,” Father [and] Son, a just
God. “It is wise,” says Heraclitus, “that those who
listen, not to me, but to reason," should acknowledge all
things to be one.” And because al

l

men do not know nor
acknowledge this, he reproves them somehow thus: “They
do not understand how anything that is diverse can agree
with itself. It is an inverse harmony, like that of a bow
and a lyre.” But that the All is ever Reason" and exists by

it, he thus declares:—“That this Reason ever exists, men

* 5vor:pmulas.

* 'w roſs plavoroquuévois. The Codex has buxorodvuévows. IIc
evidently refers to Book I, in which (Vol. I, p. 41) he has given a few
words in the gnomic sayings of IIeraclitus. The only other previous
reference to them seems to be in Book V (Vol. I, p. 154 supra) where
he calls II eraclitus one of the wisest of the Greeks and in Iłook VI

(p
.

4 supra) where he attributes Simon's image of “a fiery God” not to
Moses but to IIeraclitus. If Cruice's emendation holds good this shows
that lºook I was originally published separately and called “Philoso
phizings,” the rest of the work being known as the Elenchus or

“Reſutation.” Cf. Introduction supra. Iłishop Wordsworth (St.
II.//olytus and the Church of Aome, london, 18So), gets over the
diſſiculty by reading the passage &

v

robs buxoropovuévows iniv, “in this
our Philosophumena,” and this reading has been adopted in this
translation.

-

* Cf. Stobaeus, Eclog. Phys., I, xlii. * Adyov alsva.

* rod Adyov čkovaravras, “listen to the argument.” I lippolytus had

he written in English would doubtless have said “the Word,” but this
has a different connotation in modern language.

* Adyos without the article.

p. 42S.
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do not understand either before they hear it or when they
hear it first. For while al

l

things come to pass according

to this Reason, they seem to be ignorant of it, although
they seem to have attempted endlessly” by words and
deeds such a description as I now give by analysis of their
nature and by saying how things are.”. 13ut that the All is

a Son and for ever an eternal being of the universals, he

says thus: “A boy playing at tables” is IEternity; the
kingdom is a boy’s.” That he is father of al

l

things that
have been generated, begotten and unbegotten, the creation
and [its] Demiurge, we have his saying: “War is father of

all, but king of all; and it displays some men as gods,
others as men; some it makes slaves, others free. Because
[this]* is a harmony like that of bow and lyre.” But that
the unapparent, the unseen and unknown by men is [better],"

he says in these words: “An unapparent harmony is better
than an apparent.” He thus commends and admires
that which is unknown to him before that which is known,
and the invisible before that which can be [seen]. And
that it is to be scen of men and is not undiscoverable, he

says in these words: “Whatever sight, hearing [and]
learning can receive,” I honour before all,” he says, that is

,

[I prefer]" the things seen to those unseen. From such
phrases of his it is easy to comprehend his argument. He
says that men are deceived in regard to the knowledge of

things apparent like Honer, who was the wisest of all the
Greeks. For children when killing lice, tricked him by
saying: “What we see and clutch we leave behind; but
what we neither see nor clutch, we take away with us.”
Io. Thus Heraclitus supposes the apparent to have an

equal lot and honour with the unapparent, as if the
apparent and the unapparent were admittedly one. “For,”

he says, “an unapparent harmony is better than an apparent,”

P. 429.

P. 430.

" *relpouri, totraorurepetºuevoi. It is very diſlicult to make sense of

these words and both Cruice and Macmahon leave them untranslated.

* werreºw. I’laying at tessera or draughts. Cr., fessera’sfaciens,

a game in which there was chance as well as skill like backgammon.
Lucian, as Cruice notes, puts the same phrase into lleraclitus' mouth.

* Some word missing here.

* xpeſrvey supplied ſrom the next quoted sentence.

* The Codex has dorov &Wis k.T.A. Cruice substitutes Sarawyand
translates Quaecumque visus . . . capere possunt.

* Something probably omitted here also.
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and “Whatever sight, hearing [and] learning [these are the
organs] can receive, this, he says, I honour above all,”
thus not honouring by preference the unapparent. And so
Heraclitus says that neither darkness nor light, nor good
nor evil are diſſerent," but are one and the same. There
fore he blames Hesiod that he did not know 1)ay and
Night, for Day and Night, he says, are one, speaking
somehow like this: “Hesiod is the teacher of most things,
and they feel sure that he knew most things, who did not
[however] know 1)ay and Night. For they are one.” And
[as to] good and evil:--"Now the surgeons,” says Hera
clitus, “usually cut, burn, and in every way torture the sick,
and complain that they receive from them no fitting reward
for their labours, although they do these good works on
the diseases.” And both straight and crooked, he says, are P. 431.
the same. “The way of wool-carders, he says, is both
straight and crooked, [because] the revolution of the tool
called cochleus * is both straight and crooked; for it revolves
and moves upwards at the same time. It is

,

he says, one
and the same.” And upward and downward are, he says,
one and the same: “The way up and down is one and
the same.” And he says that the polluted and the pure
are one and the same, and the drinkable and the undrink
able also. “The sea,” he says, “is at once the purest and
the most polluted water, for to fish it is drinkable and
salutary, but to man undrinkable and hurtful.” ” And in

the same way, he says, admittedly the immortal is mortal
and the mortal immortal, in such words as these: “Death
less are mortals, and mortals are deathless, when the living
take death from these, and the dead life from those.” But

he speaks here of the resurrection of this visible flesh -

wherein w
e

have been born. And he knows God to be p. 432.
the cause of this resurrection, saying thus: “Those here.
will rise again and will become the busy guardians of living
and dead.” And he says also that the judgment of the
ordered world and of al

l

therein will be by fire, speaking
thus: “Thunder governs al

l

things,” that is
,

it corrects
them, meaning by “thunder” the everlasting fire. But he
says also that this fire is discerning and the cause of the

* *repov. ' -

* A screw. Also a staircase.

* 3Aé9ptov, “destructive.”
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government of the universals, and he calls it Need" and

P. 433

Satiety. Now Need is according to him the Ordering [of
the world].” but Satiety the Ecpyrósis. For “Fire,” he
says, “coming suddenly will judge and seize al

l things.”
In this chapter ſentitled] “All Things Together,” the

peculiar thought of Heraclitus is set forth.” But I have
also shown briefly that it is that of Noetus' heresy, he being

a disciple not of Christ, but of Heraclitus. For that the
created world was its own Demiurge and creator, he declares
thus: “God is day and night, winter and summer, war and
peace, satiety and hunger.” “All things are contraries.”
This is the thought “but there is a change, as when one
incense is mixed with others; which [incense) is named
according to the pleasure of each.”
But it is plain to al

l

that the intelligent" successors of

Noetus and the chiefs of the heresy, although you may
say that they were not [actual] hearers of Heraclitus, yet
by openly choosing" the opinions of Noctus, acknowledge
the same things. For they say this: One and the same
God is the l’ather and Demiurge of all, having been
pleased, though invisible, to appear to the righteous men
of old. For when He is not seen He is invisible [but
when seen visible].” And when He wishes to be uncon
tained, IIe is uncontainable,” and when He is contained,
He is containable. Thus by the same reasoning, IIe is

unconquerable” [and conquerable], unbegotten [and begot

* xpmuorirm. Cr., Inoſia, Macm., “Craving.”

* 5taxdorumorus.The making of a cosmos out of chaos or the Creation.

* So Clem. Alex., Strom., V, 1, makes IIeraclitus predict the destruc
tion of the world by ſire. The same theory is attributed to the Stoics.

* It has not been thought well to delay the reader by attempting

... to puzzle out the meaning of Heraclitus whom the ancients themselves
did not profess to understand. So far as can be seen the only likeness
lvetween his sayings and the teaching of Noetus and his successors was
duc to the love of paradox shown by both. The parallel between
them that IIippolytus tries to draw is mainly forced upon him by his
own theory that al

l

heresy is derived from Greek philosophy.

* A pun on vonrós, the adjective, and Noetus, the proper name. .

* Another pun between aipovuévol and aſpearis.

* The words in brackets supplied from the Summary in Book X.

* "Axiºpmros, “that cannot be confined (in space),” or what we mean
when we say that IIc is inſinite. -

* **pdr ros, “that cannot be dominated.” Onc would have

... ex ted the word avirnros ; but as this was one of the honorific
tities of the Emperor, it was doubtless altered for prudential reasons.
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ten], immortal and mortal. How can such as they be
shown not to be disciples of Heraclitus P 1)id not the
Obscure long ago philosophize in these very words?
Now that [Noctus] says the Father and Son are the

same, no one is ignorant. These are his words. When,
then, the Father had not been born, He was rightly pro
claimed Father. And when He was pleased to undergo
birth, IIe having been begotten, became the Son of Him
self and not of another. For thus [Noetus] seems to
establish Monarchia" by asserting the Father and the Son
so-called are one and the same, not another from another,
but I limself from Himself. And that He is called by the
name of Father [or Son] according to the change of times.
3ut that One was He who appeared and underwent birth
from a Virgin and dwelt as a man among men. And
acknowledged Himself to those who saw Him to be a Son
by reason of the birth that had taken place, but did not
conceal from those who could receive it that He was also
Father. And that He also suffered, being nailed to the
Tree and gave up His Spirit to Himself, and died and
did not die. And that He raised Himself again the third
day after having been buried in a tomb and pierced with
a spear and nailed with nails. This One Cleomenes and
his band say was God and Father of the universals, thereby
drawing a Heraclitan darkness over many.”

* Not “sovereignty” but the doctrine of One Source and Ruler of All.
The phrase constantly recurs in the theology of the time, and the word
Monarchian is applied to al

l

heresies of the Noetian kind.

* There can be little doubt as to the source of this chapter. The
quotations from 1 Ieraclitus are taken from some book of extracts, like
the work of Diogenes Laertius, and much corrupted in the taking :

the words put into the mouth of Noetus on the other hand are doubt
less taken from some written note of the arraignment of Noetus beſore
“the blessed presbyters” who expelled him from the Church as

described in IIippolytus' own tract against Noctus, mentioned in n. on p.

I IS su/ra. In c. 3 of this, IIippolytus declares that Noetus made use of

the same passages of Scripture as “Theodotus,” which explains the
allusion in the Table of Contents, and he uses other phrases to be

ſound in our text. As the whole controversy between himself and
Callistus was doubtless familiar to his readers, there was therefore no
reason for him to reſer to any written document containing the opinion

of Noetus or his successors. -

VOL. II. -

-

I

P. 434.
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2. About Cal/isſus. -

1 1. To this heresy Callistus' gave strength—a man artful
in evil and versatile in ſalsehood, who was seeking after the
bishop's throne. And he led whither he liked Zephyrinus,”
an ignorant man, unlearned and unskilled in the Church's
rules, whom [Callistus] persuaded by giſts and extravagant
demands. [And as Zephyrinus] was a receiver of bribes
and a money-lover, he induced him to be ever making
ſaction between the brethren, while he himself by crafty
words contrived that at the last both parties should be
friendly to himself. And sometimes he deceived those who
thought truly, by saying that he thought for his own part
like things with them; and again he said likewise to those
[who held] the opinions of Sabellius, whom, when he might
have brought him into the right way, he abandoned. For
Sabellius did not harden [his heart] to our" admonitions,

* In this chapter, as has been said, Ilippolytus discloses his chief
reason for the publication or republication of the whole work. The
controversy which raged round the evidence of schism in the l’rimitive
Church which it affords has now died down, and we are therefore able
to examine such evidence dispassionately. The suggestion that the
Callistus here mentioned had been confused with another person has

now been given up, and there is little doubt that Ilippolytus' adversary
was the Pope of that name who presided over the Church of Rome
between the primacies of Zephyrinus and Urbanus, this last being
quickly succeeded by l’ontianus. In estinating the worth of the story
which Ilippolytus here tells against him, the way has been cleared by the
frank acceptance by contemporary Catholic writers such as Monsignor
1)uchesne (Hist, ancienne de l'Eglise, l'aris, t. I,) and Dom.
Chapman (The Catholic Encyclopædia, New York, 1908, s.v. “Cal
listus”), of the view that the calumnies against Callistus here put
forward, although much exaggerated and coloured, have a basis of fact.

In this, they follow the line taken by the celebrated Dr. Döllinger at

the first appearance of our text, and no modern scholar has yet been
found to seriously controvert it. It therefore only remains to draw
attention to the points in which IIippolytus has, in 1)r. Döllinger's
opinion, garbled or added colour to the facts, and on the whole, it has
seemed more satisfactory to do this in the ſootnotes than here. The
references, except when o herwise stated, are to the English edition

of 1)bllinger's Hippolytus and Callustus, Edinburgh, 1876. Callistus'
primacy appears from several testimonies to have lasted rom A.D. 218

to 223, when he was killed apparently in a riot.

* Zephyrinus appears to have been Pope from A.D. 202 to 218,

* rº tº huòr rapawsigºai. It is thought that this is a pluralis
majestatis consequent on Hippolytus' claim to be himself Bishop of

Rome.
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but when he got alone with Callistus, he was urged by him
to relapse towards the doctrine of Cleomenes, alleging that
he was of like opinions. [Sabellius] did not then under
stand his trickery, but knew it afterwards, as I will shortly
explain.”
Now [Callistus] bringing forward Zephyrinus himself, per

suaded him to say publicly: “I know one God, Christ Jesus,
and beside Him I know no other, begotten and susceptible p. 436.
of suffering.” And at one time he said: “The Father did
not die but the Son,” and thus maintained without ceasing
the faction among the people.” Knowing whose designs,
we did not give way to him, but reſuted and withstood him
for the Truth's sake. He also, advancing towards madness,
through everyone concurring with him—though we did not
—called us ditheists,” thus violently spitting forth the con
cealed poison within him. It seems good to us then to set
forth the lovable “life of this man since he was born at the
same time as ourselves, in order that by the mode of life of .
such a one being made apparent, the heresy which he has
taken in hand may become well and quickly known to those
who have right mind. He bore witness" when Fuscianus
was Prefect of Rome;" and the manner of his martyrdom
was on this wise.

12. [Callistus] chanced to be a house-slave of a certain
Carpophorus,” a man of the faith who was of Caesar's house
hold. To him as to one of the faith Carpophorus entrusted
no little money on his promising to bring in profit from the

* The construction of the whole of this paragraph offers diſficulty,
and many emendations have been proposed in the text. The reading
of Roeper has been mainly followed here, and the meaning is not
doubtful.
* &v rá

,

Aatº, i.e. “the laity.”

* “Worshipper of two gods.” In Döllinger's opinion (op. cit., p.

219) this accusation was well founded.

* @ryawyrév. Doubtless written sarcastically. Wordsworth, Cruice
and Macmahon all attach the phrase to Boxel and translate “seems
good,” for which use of the ...]" can find no precedent.

* *uaprápmarev. A play on the double meaning of the word, which
might be translated “he was martyred.” But Callistus had not been
martyred when our text was written, nor was he even a conſessor.

* “Erapyos. Fuscianus was Prefect of the City from A.D. 188 to 193.

7 lºvidently the freedman of Marcus Aurelius whose inscription is to

be ſound in C.I.L. 13040. Cf. de Rossi, Bull., 1866, p. 3, and
Duchesne, Hist, ancienne, I, p. 294, n. 1. -
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P. 438.

business of a money-dealer. Who taking it, set up a money
changer's stall in the place called the Piscina Publica,” to

whom in course of time not a few deposits were entrusted by

widows and brethren on the strength of Carpophorus' name.
But he having made everything disappear,” was in difficulties.
When he had done this, one” was not lacking to tell
Carpophorus; and Carpophorus said that he required
accounts from him. Callistus being aware of this and sus
pecting danger ſrom his master," took flight and made for
the sea. Who finding a ship at Portus" ready to sail when
she should have her cargo, went on board intending to sail.
But he could not thus escape; for one was not lacking to

tell Carpophorus what had happened. And he having
halted at the harbour according to the news given him,
tried to hurry to the ship. But she was lying in the middle

of the harbour, and the ſerryman being slow, Callistus saw
his master afar oſſ, and knew that as he was in the ship he

would be taken. So he disregarded life and thinking that
his end had come, cast himself into the sea." But the
sailors, jumping down into the boats, dragged him out
against his will amid a great shouting from the shore. And
thus he was handed over to his master and taken
away to Rome, whence his master sentenced him to the
Ais/rinum.”
But time having gone on, some brethren, as generally

happens, came forward and besought Carpophorus that he
would set free the runaway from punishment, affirming that

* “Public l’ishpool.” It was one of the fourteen Regiones of the
city and the quarter of the money-dealers. The Latin name is here
not translated, but written in Greek letters.

* {{abavioras. A similar word is used by Carpophorus in his address

to Fuscianus later. Döllinger, op. cit., argues that this does not
necessarily imply any criminality on Callistus' part as he may have lost
the money in an attempt to increase his master's profit. See note on

next page.
-

* own&Airey bs. Bunsen calls this “a rank Latinism.”

* Döllinger (op. cit., p. 109) draws attention to Carpophorus' cruelty

as shown by his condemnation of a fellow-Christian to the awſul
punishment of the treadmill.

* l'ortus Ostiensis or Ostia, the Port of Rome.

* Döllinger (op. cit., p. 1 io) argues that this was not suicide but an

attempt to escape.

* ei
s warpivov, transliterated as before. The terrible nature of this

lºmen is well known. Cf. Darenberg and Saglio, Dict, desAntiq.,
8.h.V.
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he had admitted having gold laid up with certain persons."
And Carpophorus like a pious man said that he did not
care about his own [money], but that he was concerned
about the deposits. For many cried to him with tears that
they had trusted to his name when confiding money to
Callistus, and [Carpophorus] being persuaded, ordered him
to be released. But he having nothing to pay back and not
being able to run away again because he was watched,
devised a scheme for [obtaining] death. On a Sabbath day,
pretending to go forth to his debtors, he rushed into the
synagogue of the assembled Jews, and stayed there factiously
opposing them.” But when they were factiously opposed by
him, they abused and rained blows upon him and haled him
before Fuscianus, who was then l’refect of the City. And
this was their accusation :-"The Romans have concedcd
to us the right to read aloud publicly the laws of our
fathers. But this man coming in forbade it, making a

ſaction against us, and affirming that he was a Christian.” p. 439.
And as Fuscianus chanced to be on the judgment-seat, and
was angered by the words of the Jews against Callistus, one
was not lacking to tell Carpophorus what was being done.
And he, hastening to the judgment-seat, cried out to the
Prefect, “I beseech you, O Lord Fuscianus, do not believe
this man, for he is not a Christian, but seeks occasion of

death, having made away” with much money of mine, as I

will prove.”* But the Jews thinking this to be a fetch, as

if Carpophorus were seeking by this specch to get him set

at liberty, cried out against him to the Prefect with increased
fury. And he being moved by them, had [Callistus]
scourged and sent him to a mine; in Sardinia.
But after a time, there being other martyrs there, Marcia,

being a God-loving woman and a concubine of Commodus
and having wished to do some good work, summoned p. 44o.

* Döllinger (op. cit., p. 110) thinks that he had lent it to the Jews,
and that this accounts for the subsequent riot.

* See last note. In Döllinger's opinion, he only went there to ask
for his money.

* a pavioras. - -

* Döllinger (ubi cit.) points out that Carpophorus' speech throws
further light on hi

s

character. Callistus was a Christian, as Hippolytus
admits, ºanxiety to prevent his being sentenced is ex
Plained by the fear of losing Caliistus' services, sentence of penal
servitude acting as manumission.
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before her the blessed Victor, who was Bishop of the
Church at that time," and enquired what martyrs there were

. . . . in Sardinia. And he gave her the names of all, but did not
- - . give her that of Callistus, knowing what he had dared to

do. Then Marcia, having succeeded in her petition to
Commodus, gave the liberating letter to an elder named

... ". Hyacinthus, a eunuch,” who took it and sailed for Sardinia,

. . and having handed it to the Administrator” of the place
for the time being, set free al

l

the martyrs with the exception

- of Callistus. But he, on his knees and weeping, besought
that he also might be set free. Then Hyacinthus was
moved by entreaty and required the Administrator [to do* . .

this] affirming that he was the foster-father of Marcia and
arranging to hold the Administrator harmless. And he

being persuaded [in turn] set free Callistus also." Upon
whose coming [to Rome], Victor was much annoyed at

what had befallen ; but, as he was a compassionate man,
held his peace. But to guard against the reproach of many

p. 441. —for the audacities of Callistus were not a long way off—
and Carpophorus was still an obstacle, he sends him to

º abide in Antium, making him a certain monthly allowance
for his support." After [Victor's] falling asleep, Zephyrinus

! . having had [Callistus] as a coadjutor in the management of

- . the clergy, honoured him to his own detriment, and sending
for him ſrom Antium, set him over the cemetery." And
Callistus being ever with [Zephyrinus], and as I have said
before, serving him with guile,” put him in the background"

as neither able to judge what was said to him nor to com

|
!

i

" -

!
. . . . . * Victor's exact date is uncertain, but he probably succeeded

Eleutherus as Pope in A.D. 189 and was himself succeeded by

.." Zephyrinº; in 202.
rivl ordãovri ºper8vrépº. Some would translate “priest”; but

: * the ordination of a eunuch would be contrary to the Canons.-

* *wurpowevov.

-

- - * Döllinger (op. cit.) thinks there is no doubt from this that Callistus

+ .." was both condemned and set free as a Christian.

". . * From this, from the intervention of the brethren with Carpophorus

* - - - and ſrom the favour shown to him by Hyacinthus, Döllinger (op. cit.)

. draws the conclusion that Callistus' conduct up to this point must have
seemed to the community unlucky rather than criminal.

* The famous cemetery in the Via Appia still bearing his name,
where many of the early Popes are buried. -

* twoxploret.

* {{wºdviors. Se; n. 3 on p. 127.
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prehend al
l

the counsels of Callistus when talking to him of

what things pleased him. Thus, after the death of Zephy
rinus, [Callistus] thinking that he had succeeded in his
pursuit,” put away Sabellius as one who does not hold right
opinions. For [Callistus] was afraid of me and deemed
that he could thus wipe off the charge [against him] beſore
the Churches,” just as if he held no different opinions from
theirs. -

Now Callistus was a sorcerer” and a trickster and in time
snatched away many. And harbouring the poison in his p. 442.
heart, and devising nothing straight, besides being ashamed

to declare the truth because he had reproached us in public,
saying: “Ye are ditheists,” but especially because he had
oſten been accused by Sabellius of having strayed ſrom his
first faith, he invented some such heresy as this :—He says
that the Word is the Son and that He is also the Father,
being called by that name, but being one undivided Spirit."
And that the Father is not one thing and the Son another:
but that they subsist [as] one and the same. And that all
things above and below are filled with the Divine Spirit, and
that the Spirit which was incarnate in the Virgin was not
other than the Father, but one and the same. And that
this is the saying: “Dost thou not believe that I am in the
Father and the Father in Me?”" For that which is seen,
which is a man, that is the Son; but the Spirit which is

contained in the Son, that is the l’ather. “For I do not,”

he says, “say that there are two Gods, Father and Son, but p. 443.
One. For the Father who existed in Him, having taken on
Him the flesh, made it God by union with Himself and
made it one [Being] so that He is called Father and Son,
one God. And that this [God] being one Person cannot be

* i. e. imagining himself to be the lawful Pope.

* Evidently refers to Hippolytus' charge of Sabellianism against
him.

* yöms. Perhaps a juggler with words; but this sense is unusual.

* See note on p. 125 supra. Döllinger (op. cit., p. 219) thinks that
IIippolytus separated the Logos ſrom God, and suggests that Origen
may have shared the error.

* Bishop Wordsworth (St. Hippolytus and the Church of Rome, 1880,

p. 87) would translate: “The Word is the Son and also the Father,
leing called by a different name, but that the indivisible Spirit is one.”

* Cf. John xiv. 11. The N.T. has wwre were uo, “Believe me”
(imperative).
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:

-

, two.” And so he said that the Father had suffered with
the Son; for he did not like to say that the IFather suſſered
and was One Person, [so as] to avoid * blasphemy against
the Father. [Thus this] senseless and shifty fellow, scatter
ing blasphemies high and low, so that he may only seem
[not] to speak against the Truth, is not ashamed to lean
now towards the doctrine of Sabellius and now towards that
of Theodotus.” -

The sorcerer having dared such things, set up a school
against that of the Church," thus to teach. And first he
contrived to make concessions to men in respect of their
pleasures, telling every one that their sins were remitted
by himself. I’or if any one who has been received * by
another and calls himself Christian should transgress, he
says, the transgression of him will not be reckoned against
'him if he hastens to the school of Callistus. And many
were pleased with this proposition," having been stricken
with conscience as well as cast out of many heresies. And

p. 444. some even after having been cast by us out of the Church

|

by a [regular] judgment, joining with these last, ſilled the
school of Callistus. He laid it down that if [even] a bishop
commits any sin, though it should be one unto death, he
ought not to be deposed. In his time bishops and priests
and deacons who had married twice and even thrice began
to keep their places among the clergy.” For if any one who
* Döllinger (op. cit., p. 216) says this is a correct statement of the

Catholic position. - -

* Bunsen would read expwy&v, [“thus] avoiding.” Cruice inscrts
oùre was Arlºw, “thus hoping to avoid.” Döllinger inserts &ore
beſore expunyeiv.
* If this Theodotus is

,
as seems probable, the Theodotus of Byzan

tium mention.cd in Book VII (p. 390 Cr.), who was excommunicated by
Victor, his heresy was, as Hippolytus himself records, Adoptianist, and
his opinions must have been poles asunder from those of Callistus.

* Here as elsewhere throughout this chapter, IIippolytus assumes
that he is the rightful head of the Catholic Church, and that Callistus
and the more numerous party within it are only a “school.”

* orvpayáuevos, “gathered in,” “a member of any other man's
congregation,” Wordsworth; ab allo fuerat seductus, Cruice, whom
Macmahon follows.

* A logical term.

* el
s waſipovs. Döllinger (op. cit., p. 140) points out that Lectors,

acolyths, Ostiarii and sub-deacons were al
l

included in the phrase év

raſpy afterwards used, and that such persons were not forbidden to

marry. Yet the context is against him, and there can be no doubt that
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was in the clerical order" should marry, he [decided] that
he should remain in the order as if he had not sinned,
saying that what was spoken by the Apostle was said with
regard to this [viz.:] “Who art thou that judgest another
man's scrvant P”* And also the Parable of the Tares, he
says spoke as to this: “Let the tares grow to the harvest,”
that is

,

let the sinners remain in the Church. But he also
said that the ark of Noah was made into an image * of the
Church, wherein were dogs and wolves and crows and all
clean and unclean [animals]. Thus, he affirms, ought the
Church to do likewise ; and as many things as he could
bring together on this point, he thus interpreted.
Whose hearers being attracted by these doctrines continue

[to exist], deluding themselves and many others, crowds of

whom flock into the school. Wherefore they are multiplied p. 445.
and rejoice in the crowds, by reason of the pleasures which
Christ did not permit. Whom slightly regarding, they forbid
no one to sin, affirming that they themselves remit sins to

those with whom they are well pleased. For [Callistus] has
also permitted women, if they, being unmarried and in the
prime of life, turned towards some one unworthy of their
station, or did not wish to lessen it by [marriage], to hold
any bedfellow they might choose as lawfully married to
them, whether he was a house slave or free," and to con
sider this person although not married by law as in the
place of a husband." From this the so-called faithful
women began to make attempts with abortifacient drugs
and to gird themselves tightly so that they might cast out
what they had conceived, through their not wishing on
account of their family or superabundant wealth to have

a child by a slave or some mean person. See now what
impiety the lawless one has reached when he teaches

Ilippolytus intends to imply, whether with truth or not, that Callistus
did not degrade even the superior clergy for marrying more than
once.

! &
v KAfipp. * Rom. xiv. 4.

* Matt. xiii. 29. * els öuoiwua.

* &Aeë0epov,“a ſrced man”?

* Döllinger (op. cit., p. 158) suggests that this is a reſcrence to the
contubernium, or concubinage known to Roman law, which the
Church insisted on regarding as a lawful marriage. The case of

Marcia mentioned above might be one in point, but it is to be noted
that Hippolytus calls her waxšaxh Kouděov only.
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•

p. 446 adultery and murder at the same time ! And in the face of
these audacities the shameless ones attempt to call them
selves a Catholic Church, and some think that they do well
to join with them.
Under this [Callistus, too], a second baptism has been

ventured upon by them for the first time." These things
the most amazing Callistus has set on foot, whose school
still persists and preserves the customs and tradition [of the
Church], nor does it discriminate as to whom it should hold
communion with, but offers communion indiscriminately to
all. From whom also they are called by a name that they
share with him, and, by reason of the protagonist of such
works being Callistus, are called Callistians.”

3. Concerning Elchesaites.”

13. When the teaching of this [Callistus] had been dis
persed over the whole world, a certain man called Alcibiadesp. 447.

* This practice of second baptism, which IIippolytus does not accuse
Callistus of teaching, but of which he says that it was begun in his
time, is apparently brought in here to connect this chapter with the
next on the lºlchesaites. I ſad such accusation any ſoundation, it would
certainly have been known to Cyprian or l’irmilian.
* No other author seems to have taken up this name, and the rest of

the paragraph shows that it was Callistus' party which was regarded as
Catholic and Ilippolytus' as schismatic. As Ilippolytus was writing of
matters within his own knowledge and in some measure that of his
readcrs, there is no reason to suppose that he drew his material from
any written source; but it has been suggested that the ſacts in Callistus'
liſe that he here narrates may have been obtained vivil voce ſrom
Carpophorus.

-

* This heresy of the Elchesaites was a very old one, and probably
had its roots in the Babylonian religion some millennia before Chris
tian times, ablution and exorcism being then considered one of the
most effectual modes of removing the consequences of transgression.
Prof. Brandt, of Amsterdam, who has paid much attention to the
Mandaean religion which has affinities with it, in his monograph on

the subject (E/chasai, Ein Religionstiffer und scin Werk, Leipzig,
1912), thinks that Elchasai, a name which may mean something like
“Power of the Sun,” was a real man who flourished in the reign of

Trajan (A. D
. 98–117), and ſounded in Syria an eclectic religion

made up of the doctrines of Judaism and Christianity, mingled with
the belieſ in the sovereign efficacy of baptism found among the

1 Icmerobaptists, Mughtasila or “Washers,” who still exist. Thus,
according to En-Nadim (Flügel's Mani, p. 340), these Mughtasila in

the tenth century still reverenced as a prophet a certain Al-Hasih who
seems to be our Elchasai, along with Moses, Christ, and Mohammed.
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dwelling at Apamea in Syria, who was crafty and ſull of
impudence, and having looked into the matter, deemed
himself more forcible and expert in tricks than Callistus,
arrived in Rome bringing with him a book.” He pretended
that a righteous man (called) Elchasai, had received the
same from the Seres” of Parthia and gave it to one called
Sobiae,” as having been revealed by an angel. The height
of which angel was 24 schoeni,” which is 96 miles; but
the girth was 4 schoeni, and from shoulder to shoulder
6 schoeni; and his footprints were 3} Schoeni in length,
which is 14 miles," their width 1% schoeni, and their depth
half a schoenus. And that there was with him also a female
whose measure, he says, accorded with those aforesaid.
And that the male is the Son of God, and that the female
is called the Holy Spirit. Describing these portents, he is
wont to distract the foolish by this address: “A new
remission of sins was brought as good news to men in the
third year of the reign of Trajan.” And he prescribes
(therefore) a baptism which I will explain (later). He affirms
that of those wrapped in al

l

licentiousness and pollution
and breaches of the Law, if any such be a believer and turns
again and hearkens to and believes on the book, he deter
mines that he shall receive by baptism remission of sins. p. 448.

It also appears that his successors sent out missionaries to the West,
including doubtless the Alcibiades of our text. Origen, in his IIomily .

on the 82nd Psalm, mentions having met with one of these who may
have been Alcibiades himself. They seem to have obtaincá some
success among the lºbionite and Essene communitics on the shores of
the 1)cad Sea, but the effort soon died out, and Eusebius (//ist. Eccl.,
VI, 38) says that it was stifled almost at its birth. Epiphanius (Haer.,
XIX, 5; XXX, 17; and LIII, 1) mentions them in connection with the
“heresies” of the Nazaricans, Ebionites and Sampsæans respcctively,
but like Theodoret does little but repeat Hippolytus' statements.

* This book which is mentioned by all the writers who reſer to

Elchasai, doubtless began with the vision of the angel from whom he

professed to receive his revelations.

* aro Xmpºv, Chinese? Or it may be a town called Serac.

* 13randt (op. cit., p. 42) thinks the word is Mandaean or Aramaic,
and means “the Baptized,” i.e. the Mughtasila.

.* These measurements, intended to show the enormous diſſerence in

size between the celestial powers and mankind, are peculiarly Jewish
and are frequent in the Haggadah and Cabala.

* The Roman mile here meant was 142 yards less than ours. The
schoenus was a measure of land used also by the Egyptians and
Persians.
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These tricks he audaciously elaborated, starting from
the doctrine before described which Callistus had brought
forward. For he, having understood that many rejoiced at
such an announcement,” thought that his enterprise would
be timely.” Yet we withstood him also, and did not permit
very many to go astray, refuting them * [with the argu
ment] that this was the work of a spurious * spirit and of a
puffed-up heart; and that the man like a wolf had risen
up among the many stray sheep which the false guide
Callistus had scattered abroad. But, since we have begun,
we shall not be silent regarding the doctrines of this man
also ; and we shall bring to light the (mode of) life (he
advocates)," and shall then prove that his supposed dis
cipline is a make-believe. And then again I will explain

- the chief of his sayings, so that the reader who has studied
p. 449. his writings may know thoroughly what and of what quality
- is the heresy on which he has ventured.

, - ; ; 14. He puts forward as a bait, conſormity with the
. . Law," claiming that those who have believed ought to be
- circumcised and to live according to the Law while clutch
- ing at something from the heresies aforesaid. And he says
. . that Christ was a man born in the way common to all;

and that He was not now begotten for the first time from
. a virgin, but that both in the first instance and then many
.

times since, He had been begotten and born, appeared and
grown up, alternating births and changing one body for
another, wherein He makes use of the Pythagorean teach
ing.” But [the Elchesaites] are so vainglorious as to say

-
*º
..
* *º
t

:
-

- * f. c. as that of Callistus.
. . . . . * IIippolytus' motive in thus connecting Alcibiades' visit with
" . . . Callistus' proceedings is obvious. There could be nothing in common

t in the re-baptizing of reconverted heretics of which he (probably
erroneously) accuses his adversary, and the magical efficacy of the
ablution prescribed by Alcibiades.
* {Aéyèavres.
* vé60s, “bastard.” Is this an allusion to the composite nature o

the lºlchesaite religion ?
* All these phrases are so condensed as to make the conjectural

restoration of important words necessary. It would seem that the
author was here hurrying over his task.
• véuov woxtrelay. The Jewish Law is of course intended.
* Transmigration of souls does not appear to have entered into the

conceptions of the Mandaeans, Mughtasila, or any other sects with
which Elchasai is known to have been connected; but Buddhist idcas

º*

:
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that they themselves foretell the future, starting evidently
ſrom the measures and numbers of the Pythagorean art
before described. And they give heed to mathematics and
astrology and magic as if they were true, and they use these
things to astonish the weak-minded, so that they may think
themselves partakers in a mighty matter. They give also
incantations and spells” to those bitten by dogs and to pos
sessed and other diseased persons concerning which we
shall not be silent. Having then sufficiently detailed the p. 450.
sources and causes of their audacities, I will proceed to

repeat their writings, whereby the reader may know at once
their folly and their godless endeavours.

15
.

To his catechumens, then, [Alcibiades] administers
baptism, speaking such words as these tº those whom he

deceives: “If, therefore, any one has gone in unto a child,

or to any kind of animal, or to a male or to a brother or

to a daughter, or has committed adultery or fornication, and
wishes to receive remission of sins, immediately he hears
this book, le

t

him be baptized a second time in the name

of the Great and Highest God and in the name of His Son,
the Great King. And let him be purified and be chaste
and call to witness the seven witnesses who are written in
this book [to wit], the Heaven and the Water, and the
Holy Spirit and the Angel of Prayer and the oil and the
salt and the Earth.” These are the wonderſul mysteries

of Elchasai, the hidden and great things which he hands
down to the disciples who are worthy. And the lawless one

is not content with these, but before two or three witnesses
puts the seal on his own crimes, again speaking thus: “I
seem to have made some way with the Dead Sea communities. Did
Alcibiades draw this idea from them? If so this might explain the
allusion to the Seres.

* {r(Aoyol.

-

* The text puts both IIoly Spirit and Angels of Prayer in the plural.
Yet they must be singular, or the seven witnesses would be more than

P. 451.

that number. Brandt (op. cit.) thinks many mistakes in this chapter
are to be explained by a faulty translation from Aramaic into Greek.
IIe also thinks that the mention of salt implies a sacrament celebrated
with bread and salt, and that earth, as one of the five elements of
Aristotle, should be substituted for the Earth as a pendant to which
Heaven is thrown in. It is simpler to derive the spell from the
ancient Babylonian religion in which Heaven and Earth are coupled

fo
r

the purpose of conjuration.
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º

.

;

º

p.45a.

P. 453.

say again, O adulterers and adulteresses and false prophets,
if you wish to turn again so that your sins may be re
mitted unto you, peace shall be yours, and a portion with
the just, if immediately you hearken to this book and are
baptized a second time with your garments.”
But since we have said that these persons use incantations

over those bitten by dogs and over others, we shall point out
[these also]. Thus he speaks: “If a furious and mad dog
in whom is the breath of death,” bite or tear or touch any
man or woman or man-child or maid-child, in the same
hour let [the bitten one] run with al

l

his clothing and go
down to a river or a pool where there is a deep place, and

le
t

him be baptized there with al
l

his clothing, and le
t

him
pray” to the Great and Highest God in faith of heart, and
then call to witness the Seven Witnesses who are written

in this book, saying: “Lo ! I call to witness the Heaven
and the Water and the Holy Spirit and the Angel of

Prayer and the oil and the salt and the IEarth. I call to

witness these Seven Witnesses that I will no more sin, nor
commit adultery, nor steal, nor do injustice, nor be greedy,
nor cherish hatred, nor break faith, nor take pleasure in any
evil deeds.” Then upon saying this, le

t
him be baptized with

al
l

his clothing in the name of the Great and Highest God.”
16. But in most other matters he talks nonsense, and

teaches [the repetition of] the same spells over the phthisical,
and the baptizing of them in cold water ſorty times a week.
And in the same way with those possessed of devils. O

wisdom inimitable and incantations filled ſull of powers
Who will not be struck at such and so great a power of
words? But since we have said that they also make use

of the error of the astrologers, le
t

us prove this out of their
own mouths. Thus he says: “There are evil stars of

impiety. This is now spoken unto you, O God-fearing
men” and disciples. Beware of the days of their authority,"

* wweina Stapôopäs. Cruice and Macmahon both translate “spirit of

destruction.” It evidently refers to rabies, and the authors of the spell
seem to have known that mere contact with a rabid animal might
produce inſection.

* Bo'h Miller and Duncker read ºrporévêdorów, which has been
alopted here as making better sense. Cruice reads wood'êeučárða',

** show himself unto.” -

* eborefleſs. Often applied by the Jews of this time to those who
ol.served their usages, but were not iull proselytes.

-

* i.e. “on which they bear rule"-a well-known astrological phrase.
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and begin no works on these days, and baptize not man nor
woman in the days of their authority when the moon goes
forth with them and journeys with them.” Beye ware from
that day until the moon leaves. them utterly and then
baptize and begin in every beginning of your works.
Honour also the Sabbath 1)ay for it is one day out of
these.” IBut beware of beginning ought in the third day
from the Sabbath, because when three years of the reign
of Trajan Caesar were fulfilled, he brought the Parthians
under his sway.” And when three years more are com
pleted war will rage between the angels of the impiety of
the North," and thereby al

l

the kingdoms of iniquity will
be troubled.”"
17. Since, now, he believes it would be unreasonable

that these great and secret mysteries should be trampled
underſoot or delivered to many, he advises that they should p. 454

be preserved as if they were costly pearls," saying thus:
“Read not these words to al

l

men and keep their com
mandments careſully, since not al

l

men are faithful nor all
women straight.” But these things neither the sages of the
lºgyptians, nor Pythagoras the sage of the Greeks with
drew within their sanctuaries. For had lºlchasai chanced

to live at the time, what need would there have been ſor
Pythagoras, or Thales, or Solon, or Plato the wise, or the
rest of the Greeks to learn of the priests of the Egyptians,
seeing that they would have had so much and so great
wisdom from Alcibiades, the most wonderſul interpreter

of the wretched Elchasai P Now therefore it seems that

" i. e. “rises and sets with them.”

-

* This cannot mean that it is one of the days when the evil stars
rule. Probably some words like “which God has chosen” are
onnitted.

* Did Alcibiades or Elchasai consider Trajan's successful campaign
against the l'arthians a calamity?

* Apkrov, lit., “of the Bears.” Thus Cruice. But it is probably
another case of putting plurals for singulars.

* It is said that this is an unſulfilled prediction which fixes the date of

Elchasai's book. If, however, we take Trajan's invasion of Parthia at

A.D. i 13, which seems the most likely date, the rebellion of the Jews

in the Cyrenaica, Egypt and Cyprus broke out within the three years
mentioned and raged until it was suppressed by Marcius Turbo and
Lusius Quietus, about the end of 116. The book may therefore well

be later than this,

* A possible allusion to Matt, vii. 6.
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enough has been said for persons of sound mind to have
a complete knowledge of the madness of these [heretics],
wherefore it does not seem fit to make use of any more

of their sayings, which are many and laughable.
But since w

e

have not passed over the things which have
sprung up annong ourselves, and have not been silent on

those which [happened] before our time, it seems proper,

so that we may go into everything and leave nothing un
expounded, to say something of the [customs] of the Jews

P. 455 also, and what are the diſſerences among them; for I think
that up till now this has been passed over." [And] when I

shall have spoken of these,” I shall proceed to the exposi
tion of the Word of Truth.” So that after the lengthy
struggle of the discourse against al

l

heresies, we, firmly
pressing ſorward to the crown of the kingdom, and believing

on the things which are true, may not be confounded.”

4. Jews."
18. Originally there was one nation of Jews. For one

teacher had been given them by God [namely] Moses, and

* For the reason of this omission see Introduction, su/ra.

* *mbº artww.horas,“when I have not kept silence about"—a round
about phrase. -

* This promise is ſulfilled by the peroration of Book X. This shows
the close connection between the Summary and the first nine Books, and
proves that the author of Book X, if not IIippolytus himself, was

at any rate some one who wished to be taken for him.

* The quotations in this chapter from the book of Elchasai were
doubtless taken from a Greek translation of that work brought to

Rome by Alcibiades.

* The reasons that probably influenced Ilippolytus in writing this
description of Jewish religion as a sequel to his Ninth look are stated

in the Introduction. It is for the most part extracted from Josephus,
the order of the paragraphs following that adopted by him, and the
words being in many cases the same. This has led Cruice to suggest
that both are taken from a common source, which he takes to be a

Christian writer of the first century. This is extremely unlikely, since
Epiphanius, I'orphyry and I'liny al

l quote Josephus directly; but it

is probable that when he leaves Josephus, as he does aſter the account

of the Sadducees, Ilippolytus draws from the statements of some
Jewish convert to Christianity of whom we know nothing. In this,
the Messianic ideas of the Jews which brought about the great revolt
under Bar Cochlºa are clearly set out, but it is curious that writing as

he must have done long aſter the practical extermination of the Jewish
nation by Hadrian, he should have made no allusion to it; and it may
therefore well be that he preſerred to condense here the statements
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:

through him was given one Law. And there was one
desert and one mountain [namely) Sinai; for one God was
their legislator. But after they had crossed the river
Jordan and had divided by lo

t

the land won by the spear,
they rent asunder in different ways the Law of God, each
understanding the precepts differently. And thus they set

up teachers for themselves and found out heretical opinions
and advanced in schism. Whose diversity I shall set forth ;

but although for a long time they have been scattered in

many divisions, yet I will expose [only] the chief of them,
whence the lovers of learning * may easily know the rest.
For three sects * are distinguished among them, and the p. 456.
adherents of one of these are l’harisees, of another Sad
ducees, and the others” are Essenes. These [last] practise
the more holy life [of the three), loving one another and
observing continence. And they turn away from every
deed of concupiscence, holding it hateful even to listen to

such things. They renounce marriage, but take the
children of others and bring them up in their customs,
thus adopting * them and impelling them to the sciences,
[but] not forbidding them to marry, although they them
selves abstain from it. But they admit no women, even
those who are willing to devote themselves to the same
ſolicy, nor give heed to them, for they distrust women
altogether. -

19. And they despise wealth and do not shrink from
sharing with those who lack [it], although none of them is

richer than another. For it is a law among them that any

which Justin Martyr puts into the mouth of Trypho, with which his
own agree in almost every particular. This Ninth Book bears through
out the marks of haste or weariness, many of the sentences, except
where he is manifestly using the work of another as model, being
slurred over and difficult to construe grammatically. In one or two
cases, he contradicts his own statements, as in the case of the Sadducees,
making a subsequent correction by himself or the scribe necessary.
See n, on p. 147 infra. -

* of pixouabeſs. IIere as elsewhere this seems to mean “the
learned ” simply.

* sièm, “species,” or “kinds.”

* *repo 58
.

Does he mean that al
l

the rest of the Jews are Essenes?
Throughout this Book the article is frequently omitted as in the title to

this chapter. The rest of the section is almost verbatim from Josephus,

de Bel/Jud., II, 8, 2. '

* Texvurototivrai, “make them their own children.”
WOL. II. K

~.
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P. 457.
one entering the heresy must sell his possessions and offer
the price to the common stock, which the ruler receives
and distributes to all for their needs. Thus there is no
want among them. And they use not oil, thinking anoint
ing their bodies pollution. But there are stewards appointed
by vote who look after al

l

their property in common, and

al
l

of them wear white garments always.
20. And there is not one city of them, but many of them

dwell in every city. And if one of the practisers of the
heresy” should arrive ſrom a strange country, they hold al

l

things in common for him, and those whom they knew not
before they receive as guests, and intimates. And they
travel about their native land, and when they go on a

p. 458.

journey they carry nothing with them except arms. And
they have in every city a ruler who spends what is collected
for the purpose of providing clothes and food for them.
And their dress and its ſashion are modest. They do not
possess two tunics or a double set of footgcar; but when
those in use become old, they take others. And they
neither buy nor sell anything’at all; but if one possesses
ought, he gives it to him who lacks, and what he has not,

he receives [in its stead].” .

21. But they lead a well-ordered and regular life, and
always pray at dawn, not speaking before they have praised
God. And thus they al

l

go forth and do what work
they will, and after working until the fifth hour, leave oſſ.
Then, assembling again in one place, they gird themselves
with linen cinctures so as to conceal their privities, and
thus wash in cold water. And after having thus purified
themselves, they gather together in one dwelling—but no

one who thinks diſſerently from them is with them in the
house—and they get to breakfast. And sitting down in

order, they are offered bread in silence, and then some one
kind of ſood from which each has a sufficient portion. But
none of them tastes anything till the priest has blessed and
prayed over it. And after breakfast, when he has again
prayed, they oſſer up praises to God. Then, laying aside

as holy the garments with which they are clothed while
indoors—and these are of linen—and receiving again the

* aiperuarðv. A. Latinism here used for the first time by Ilippolytus.

* These two sections also are taken from Josephus op. cit., II, 8,

3, 4.
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others in the vestibule, they hasten to their favourite work p. 459.
until the aſternoon. And they take supper in al

l

respects as

before described. And none ever shouts, nor is any other
uproarious sound heard, but each one speaks quietly, every
one decently yielding the conversation to the other, so that

to those without the silence of those within seems somewhat

of a mystery. And they are at al
l

times sober, eating and
drinking everything by measure."
22. Now al

l

give heed to the president” and what he

commands they obey as law. For they are zealous to pity
and help the downtrodden. And before al

l

things they
abstain from rage and anger and such-like, judging that
these betray mankind. And none takes oath to the other,
but what each one says is judged stronger than an oath.
And if any one takes an oath, he is condemned as one not

to be believed (without God).” And they are diligent con
cerning the recital of the Law and the Prophets, and also if

there should be any summary *[of these] [made by one] of p. 460.
the faithful, [they listen to it?] And they are very curious
concerning plants and stones, being very inquisitive as to
their operation, as they think that these did not come into
being in vain.

23
.

But to those who wish to become disciples of the
heresy, they do not straightway impart the traditions, until
they have first made trial of them. For a year they set
before them the same sort of food as [is served] to them
selves, but outside their assembly and in another house.
And they give them a hatchet and the linen cincture
and white garments. When they have during this period
given proof of continence, they draw nearer to the way of

living [of the others] and are purified more thoroughly than

at first, but they do not take their food with them. For
aſter they have shown that they can practise continence, for
another two years' trial is made of such a one's character,
and on his appearing worthy, he is adjudged so [to be

! So is this. Cf. Josephus, op
.

cit., II, 8, 5.

* tº rpverrari. The president of the ſeast is evidently a different
person from the official ..]

"

the same name in § 20, or of the ispets or

priest in § 21, supra.
-

* Words in ( ) inserted by Cruice from Josephus from whose $6 this
section is taken.

* obvrayua, volumen ad usum fidelium, Cruice, “treatise,”
Macmahon. -
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received] by them. Before, however, he can eat with them,
he is sworn with fearful oaths; first, that he will show piety
towards the Divine, then that he will observe justice towards
men, and will in no way wrong any, nor hate anyone who
wrongs him or who is an enemy to him, but will pray for him.
And that he will fight on the side of the just and will keep
faith with all, especially with those who bear sway, nor be
disobedient to them. For it happens to none to rule save
by God. And if [the aspirant] should bear rule, that he
will never be arrogant in authority, nor make more use
than is customary of any ornament; but is to love the truth,
to refute the liar, and not to steal, nor soil his conscience
with unlawful gain, nor hide ought from his fellow-heretics.
And will tell nothing [of their secrets] to others even if he
shall suſſer violence unto death. Besides this, he swears to
them to impart none of the doctrines [of the sect] other
wise than as he himself received them. By such oaths,
therefore, do they bind those who come unto them."
24. But if any should be convicted in any transgression,

he is cast out of the order, and he that is cast out sometimes
perishes by a ſearſul ſate. For, being bound by the oaths
and customs, he cannot take food with other people.
Therefore sometimes they utterly destroy the body by
famine. Wherefore in the last extremity they sometimes
take pity on many already dying, thinking the penalty unto
death sufficient for them.”

-

25. Concerning their judgments, they are most careful
and just. They deliver judgment after assembling not less
than a hundred and what they determine is irrevocable.
And they honour the Lawgiver [next] aſter God, and if any.
one blasphemes him, he is punished. And they are taught
to give ear to the rulers and elders; and if ten are sitting in
the same place, one will not speak unless the others wish.
And they are careful of spitting in front of them or on the
right side; and more than al

l

the Jews, they arrange to

abstain from work on the Sabbath. For not only do they
prepare their food one day before, so as not to light a fire,
but they neither move an implement nor relieve nature,

p. 461.

p. 462.

p. 463.

* This, too, is almost verbatim from Josephus, op. cit., II, 8, 7; but

it is to be noted that Hippolytus onits the obligation to preserve the
books of the sect and the names of the angels. .

-

* Cſ. Josephus, op. cit., § 8.
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And some of them will not even get out of bed. But on
other days, when they wish to evacuate, they dig a pit a
foot long—with the hoe—for such is the hatchet which -

they give their adherents when first becoming disciples"—
and covering it on al

l
sides with their cloak, si

t down,
affirming that they must not insult the rays [of the Sun).
Then they throw back the excavated earth into the pit.
And this they do choosing the most deserted places, [and]
when they have done this they straightway wash, as if the
secretion were polluting.” p. 464.
26. But in course of time they have drawn apart and do

not [all] observe the discipline in the same way,” being
divided into four parts. For some of them are more austere

-

than they need be, so that they will carry no coin, saying
that they must not bear any image, nor look upon it, nor
make it. Wherefore none of them goes into a city, lest he

shall enter in through a gate whereon are statues, as they
think it unlawful to pass under an image. And others, if

they hear anyone holding forth about God and His Law,
will watch such an one until he is alone in some place, and
threaten to kill him if he be not circumcised. Whom, if

he does not consent, he does not spare, but slays him.
Whence from this occurrence they take their name, being
called Zealots, but by some Sicarii. And yet others of

them name none Lord but God, even if any should torture

or slay them. And those who succeeded them became so

much worse than their discipline that they would not touch
those who remained in the ancient customs: [or] if they p. 465.
did so [by accident] they straightway washed themselves as

if they had touched one of another sect. And the majority
are long-lived, so that they live more than a hundrcd years.
Now they say that the cause of this is their consummate
piety towards God, and their condemning the serving [of
food] without measure and to their being continent and
slow to anger. And they despise death rejoicing that they
can make an end with a good conscience. But if any one
'Like the lºgyptian turria, an axe with its blade at right angles to .

instead of in a line with the shaſt. Much used for digging.

* This section also is taken from Josephus, op
.

cit., II, 8, 9. Hippo.
lytus omits to say that the blasphemers of Moses were to be punished
capitally. The refusal to get out of bed is not mentioned by Josephus.. Thr &know, lit., “training,” as for a gymnastic competition,
Cf. our word “ascetic.” -
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should torture such [men] to make them speak ill of the
Law or to eat food offered to idols, they would not do so,
suffering death and supporting tortures so that they may
not go beyond their conscience."
27. But the doctrine of the Resurrection is also strong

among them. For they confess that the flesh rises again
and will be immortal in the same way that the soul is

already immortal. Which soul when it departs from the
body, abides in an airy and well-lighted place until judgment,
which place the Greeks hearing of it called [the] Islands of

the Blessed. But there are other opinions of them which
many of the Greeks appropriated and maintained as their
own teaching. For the discipline among them concerning
the Divine is earlier than al

l

nations, as is proved by al
l

that the Greeks have ventured to say about God or the
fashioning of the things that are starting from no other
source than the Jewish Law. Whereſrom especially Pytha
goras and those of the Porch took much, having been
instructed in it by the Egyptians. And [the Essenes] say
also that there will be a judgment and a conflagration of

the All, and that the unjust will be punished everlastingly.
And prophecy and the foretelling of things to come are
practised among them.”
28. Now there is another order of Essenes making use

of their customs and way of life, but they diſſer ſrom these
[just described] in the one [point of] marriage; saying that
those who reject marriage do a fearful thing. And they
declare that this comes to the taking-away of life, and that
one must not cut off the succession of children, and that

if everyone thought like this, the whole race of men might
easily be cut oſſ. They certainly try their wives for a period

of three years; but when they have had three purifications,

so as to prove that they can bear children, they wed them.

p. 466.

* Josephus, op
.

cit., § 10, says that the scCt and not their teaching
was ſourfold. He transfers the story of pollution by touch to the
attitude of the seniors towards the juniors, and knows nothing of the
gate story. The Zealots, according to him (op. cit., VII, 8, 1) grew up

under the Sicarii, who defended Masada against the Romans in

Vespasian's time. The rest of this section corresponds with his
Book II, 8, Io.

* In this section, Hippolytus leaves, Josephus, except as to the
Islands of the Blessed and the Essene giſt of prophecy, both of which
are to be ſound in Josephus, op. cit., II, 8, 11, 12.
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But they do not company with them when pregnant, proving p. 467.
[thereby] that they do not marry for pleasure but from need
of children. And the women wash themselves in the
same way and don linen garments in the same way as
the men with their cinctures. This, then, concerning the
Essenes."
But there are others also disciplined in the customs of

the Jews, and called both legally and generically Pharisees.
The majority of whom are [to be ſound] in every place,
and al

l

call themselves Jews, but on account of the special
opinions held by them are called besides by specific names.”
Now they, while holding fast the ancient tradition, continue

to enquire methodically into what things are clean and what
unclean according to the Law. And they interpret the
things of the Law, putting forward teachers for that purpose.
And they say that Fate is

,

and that some things are due to

freewill and some to Fate, so that some [come] by ourselves
and some by Fate. But that God is the cause of all, and
that nothing is arranged or happens without His will. And
they confess the Resurrection of the Flesh and that the
soul is immortal, and [admit] a judgment to come and a p. 468.
ſuture conflagration, and that the wicked will be punished

in unquenchable fire.
29. But the Sadducees eliminate Fate, and confess that

God neither does nor contemplates anything cvil; but that
man has the power to choose the good or evil. But they
deny not only the Resurrection of the Flesh, but also con
sider that the soul does not survive. But that its [function]

is to live and that that is why man is born. And that the
doctrine of the Resurrection is fulfilled by leaving children
on carth when we die. But that after death there will be

no hope of suffering either evil or good. For [they say that]
there will be a dissolution of soul and body and that man
will go to that which is not in the same way as the other
animals. And that if a man has great possessions, and
having become rich is [thereby] glorified, he is so far the

1. Josephus (op. cit., II, 8, 13), almost verbatim through the whole
Section.

* Swäuaorikupidis, properly “nicknames.” He secums to imply that
while they called themselves Jews, other people knew them as Pharisees,
Chasidim, or Puritans. The statement about Fate and the everlasting
punishment of the wicked is to be found in Josephus (op. cit., II, 8, 14),
but the reward of the good is there said to be metempsychosis.
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-

P. 469.

P. 470,

gainer; but that God does not take care of the aſſairs of
any one individual. And while the Pharisees love one
another, the Sadducees love [only] themselves. The same
heresy was especially strong round about Samaria. And
they give heed to the customs of the Law, saying that one
ought to do so that one may live well and leave children
behind on earth. But they pay no attention to the Prophets,
nor to any other wise men, but only to the Law [given]
through Moses. Nor do they interpret anything. This
then is the heresy of the Sadducees."

3o. Since now we have set forth the differences among
the Jews, it seems proper not to pass over in silence the
discipline of their service of God. Now there is a fourfold
system with regard to the service of God among al

l

Jews
[to wit] Theological, Physical, Moral and Ceremonial.”
And they say that there is one God, the Demiurge of the
All and the Maker of al

l

things that before were not,” nor
did He make them from any subordinate essence, but He
willed and created. And that there are angels and that
they have come into being for the service of creation; but
that there is also a Spirit having authority ever standing
beside Him for the glory and praise of God. And that al

l

things in the creation have sensation and that nothing is

without soul.” And they pursue customs tending to a holy
and temperate life as is to be recognized in their Law. But
these things were of old carefully laid down by those who
originally received a God-made Law, so that the reader will
be astonished at so much moderation and care in the
customs prescribed for man. But the ceremonial service
offered in becoming fashion was excellently performed by
them as it is easy for those who wish to learn by reading
the Book discoursing on these matters." [There they will

i. . section also appears to be expanded ſrom Josephus, op. cit.,

, 5, 14.

* ispovpyuch.

* Ile here seems to imply that in the view of the Jews, at any rate,
the All was made from pre-existent material, as a house from bricks,
while some things were created e nihilo. This is denied in the next
Sentence.

* &WvXov. Perhaps with Cruice and Macmahon, we should translate
“without life.” Yet it, seems hardly possible that Jews considered
stones and minerals as alive. -

* Leviticus?
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see] how reverently and devoutly they offered to God the
things given by Him for the use and enjoyment of man,
obeying Him orderly and constantly. Some of these
[doctrines] the Sadducees reject; for they hold that neither
angels nor spirit exist.”

-

But al
l

alike wait for Christ, the Coming One foretold by p. 471.
the Law and the Prophets. But the time of the Coming
was not known of the Jews, [so that] the supposition endured
that the sayings which appeared to concern the Coming
were unfulfilled. But they expect that Christ will presently
come, since they did not recognize His presence. And
seeing the signs of the times of His having come already,
this troubles them, and they are ashamed to confess that He
has come, since with their own hands they became His
murderers, through anger at being convicted by Him of

not having hearkened to their Laws. And they say that
He who was thus sent by God is not Christ. But they
confess that another will conie who as yet is not, and will
bear some of the signs which the Law and the Prophets
foreshowed; but some things they imagine wrongly. IFor
they say that his birth will be from the race of Lavid, but
not from a Virgin and [the] Holy Spirit, but ſrom a woman
and a man, as it is a rule for al

l
to be begotten from seed.

And they declare that he will be a king over them, a man

of war and a mighty one, who, having gathered together the
whole nation of Jews, will make war on all the nations and
re-establish for them Jerusalem as the royal city. Where- p. 472
unto he will gather in the whole nation, and again will
restore the ancient customs, while [the nation] is king and
priest” and dwells in security for a sufficient time. Then
shall again spring up against them a war of [the nations] .

gathered together. In this war the Christ shall ſall by the
sword and not long afterwards the end and conflagration

of the All shall draw near, and thus their conjectures about
the Resurrection shall be fulfilled, and cveryone shall be
recompensed according to his works.”

* IIere he, or perhaps some commentator, has to contradict what he

has just said about “all” Jews believing these doctrines.

* 8aavaevowkal isparejov, “acting as kings and priests.”

* Here again it is plain that “all Jews” could not believe this
statement of Messianic hopes, and the Sadducees in particular would
have repudiated what he says about the Resurrection and ſuture
recompense,
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31. It seems to us that the opinions of al
l

Greeks and
l;arbarians have been sufficiently set forth, and that nothing
has been left undemonstrated either of the philosophizings”

or of the things imagined by the heretics. To those among
them [who read this], the refutation from what has been set
forth is clear [viz.] that either plagiarizing from or laying
under contribution what the Greeks have claborated, they
have put them ſorward as divine. Now, having run through

al
l

[these systems] and having declared with much labour

in the nine books [above] al
l

these opinions, thereby leaving

to al
l

men a little guide through life, and furnishing to the

p. 473. readers a study of no little joy and gladness, we think it

reasonable to present as the conclusion of the whole [work]

a discourse on the Truth.” And we shall write this in one
book, [viz.] the Tenth. So that the reader, having recog
nized the overthrow which the heresies of these audacious
men have sustained, may not only despise their follies, but

by also recognizing the power of the Truth, [and] by

worthily believing in God, can be saved.

* raw pia.oropovuévov, a play quite in Hippolytus' usual manner on

the name of the Book and its meaning. It should be noted that the
“things imagined by the heretics” correspond to the second title,

º

* Reſutation of all IIeresies.”

* IIe has already promised this in the conclusion to the chapter on the
Elchesaites (p. 138 supra), which strengthens one's conviction that that

on the Jews was an aſterthought. It is plain, however, that nine Books
were intended to precede the “Discourse on the Truth.” Here again,

he does not mention the Summary.



BOOK X
SUMMARIES, AND THE WORD OF TRUTH

1. These are the contents of the Ioth [BookJ of the
Refutation of all Heresies.
2. An epitome of all the philosophers.
3. An epitome of al

l

[the] heresies."

4. And what is in al
l

things the Word of Truth.

5. Having broken through the labyrinth * of the heresies
without violence but rather having dissolved them by our

* The promises beſore noted at the end of Books VIII and IX to

declare the Doctrine of Truth says nothing of these epitomes, nor do
they always accord with the carlier looks which may be supposed to

be here epitomized. For a suggested explanation of this discrepancy
see Introduction, Vol. I, pp. 18, 19 supra. It should also be notcd that,
while the author omits here any detailed mention of the contents of BooksII, III, and IV, he can hardly have had Dook I beſore his eyes at the time

of writing, or he would have reſerred to it directly instead of quoting as

he does from Sextus Empiricus. As has been said in the Introduction,
the “epitome of the heresics” bears closer relation to looks V–IX,
although it omits several heresics included in the epitomized books.
That the writer, if not IIippolytus himself, is at any rate writing in his
name, is plain ſrom the wording of chap. 5, infra, and we can hardly
suppose a forger so reckless as not to have read the earlier Books before
attempting to epitomize them. . On the other hand, it is perſectly con
ceivable that Ilippolytus had in his possession notes ſrom which his
earlier Books were written, and that of these only a part remained when

he set to work to write Book X. It would secm, therefore, that only
some such hypothesis as that given in the Introduction really ſits the
case.
As to the style of the Book it does not differ materially from that of

the others, save in one particular. This is the frequent omission of the
deſinite article, which is so frequent as to arouse suspicion that the
scribe may have been here translating from a Latin rather than
copying from a Greek original.

* This is the main reason for supposing that this Book is that called
the Labyrinth which Photius says was by the author of the work
2, the Universe, attributed by the list on the chair to Hippolytus.

Sf
.

Salmon in D.C.B., “Ilippolytus Romanus.”
I49

P. 474.
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:

*

Pe 475.

single refutation in the power of Truth, we now draw near
to the demonstration of the Truth itself. For then the
manufactured sophistries of the error will appear inconsistent,
when the definition of the Truth has shown that it has not
taken its beginnings from the philosophy of the Greeks.
Nor [has it taken] from [the] Egyptians [the] doctrines (and)
the follies which are adored among them as worthy of

faith—as [the] mysteries have taught—nor has it been
devised out of the inconsistent jugglery of [the] Chaldaeans,
nor been forged by the unreasoning madness of [the]
Babylonians through the activity of demons.” In whatever
shape, however, the definition subsists, it is true, unguarded,
and unadorned,” and by its appearance alone will refute the
error. Concerning which, although we have many times
made demonstrations, and have pointed out the Rule of

Truth sufficiently and abundantly for those who are willing

to learn, yet once again we judge it reasonable on the top of

all the doctrines of the Greeks and heretics, to place as if it

were [the] crown of the books [preceding], this demonstration

by means of the tenth book.

-

6. Now having brought together the teachings of al
l

the
sages among [the] Greeks in four books,” and those of the
heresiarchs in five, we shall point out the Doctrine con
cerning the Truth in one, after having first made a summary

of what has been the opinions of all. For the teachers of

the Greeks, dividing philosophy into three parts, so philo
sophize, some preaching Physics, some 12thics and some
Dialectic.” And those who preached Physics thus declared,

* All these were probably described in the missing Books II and III,
together with liook IV, supra.

* &ncaxtºwtoros. -

* Book I only is concerned with the teachings of the Greek philosophers;
but Books II and III must, according to the promise in Vol. I, pp. 63,64,
have contained an exposition of the mystic rites and astrological doctrine,
and Book IV is entirely taken up with magic and divination. This is

confirmed by the statement in Vol. I, p. 119. Hippolytus must therefore
have forgotten this when writing Book X, or at any rate did not have
the earlier Books before him.

* From here to the end of the section on p. 479 Cr., is a copy from
Sextus Empiricus' work, Adversus Physicos, c. io. So close is this
that we are able by its aid to correct by it the faulty text of Sextus, and
vice versá. Sextus, as a sceptic, was of course as much opposed to the
study of nature as Hippolytus, and was therefore only interested in

showing the discrepancies among its teachers, But how does this make
the quotation from him an “epitome"?
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some that all things were born from one, others ſrom many.
And of those who said [they came] from one, some [said
they came] from what had no Quality, and others from that
which had Quality. And of those who [said they ...]from that which had Quality, some [said that they came
from fire, others from air, others from water and yet others p. 476.
from earth. And of those who [said they came forth] from
many things, some [said that they came] from numerable
things [others from boundless ones. And of those who said
they came from numerable things], some [say that they came]
from two, others from four, others from five, and others
from six. And of those º say] that they came from the
boundless things, some [say that they came] from things
like generated things, others from those unlike. And some of
them say that they came from things impassible, others from
things passible. The Stoics indeed would establish the
birth of the universals from that which has no Quality and
one body. For according to them, matter unqualified and
capable of change by means of the universals is their source.
And when it is transformed, fire, air, water and earth come
into being. And those who will have al

l

things to come
into being from that which has Quality are the followers

of Hippasus and Anaximander and Thales the Milesian.
Hippasus the Metapontian” and Heraclitus the ſºphesian
declared the genesis of things to be from fire, but Anaxi
mander from air, Thales from water, and Xenophanes from
earth.

“For al
l

things [came forth] from earth and al
l

end in earth.””

7. Of those who would derive the universals from [the] p. 477.
many and [the] numerable, the poet Homer declares that
the universals have been composed of earth and water when

he says:—

“Ocean source of Gods and mother Tethys.””

and again:—

“But turn ye al
l

to water and earth.”

* Not mentioned in Book I. * Karsten, VIII, p. 45.

... " II., XIV, 201. * I/., VII, 99.
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p. 478.

And Xenophanes the Colophonian seems to agree with him,
for he says:—

“All we are sprung ſrom earth and water.””

But Euripides says from earth and aether, as he lets us
see from his saying:—

-

“I sing aether and earth, mother of all.”

But Empedocles from four, saying thus:—

“Hear first the four roots of all things;
Shining Zeus and life-bearing Here and Aidoneus
And Nestis who wets with tears the human source.”

But ſrom five, Ocellus the Lucanian * and Aristotle. For
with the four elements they include the fiſth and rotating
body whence, they say, are al

l

heavenly things. But from
six, the followers of Empedocles derived the birth of al

l

things. For in the verses where he says:—

“IHear first the four roots of al
l things”

he makes everything come from ſour. But when he adds
to this:—

“And baleful Striſe apart from these [and] equal everywhere,
And Love with them equal in length and breadth,” “

he is handing down six things as sources of the universals

[i. e.
] four material: earth, water, fire, [and] air and two,

the agents Love and Strife. But the followers of Anaxa
goras the Clazomenian and Democritus and Epicurus and
very many others whose [opinions] we have before recorded

in part, taught that the genesis of al
l things was from the

boundless. But Anaxagoras says they came from things
like those produced; but the followers of Democritus and
Epicurus, from those unlike and impassible, that is from
the atoms; and those of Heraclides the Pontian" and
Asclepiades" from those which are unlike, but passible, such

as disconnected corpuscles. But the followers of Plato say

P. 479.

* Karsten, IX, p. 49. -

* Said to be a quotation from Euripides' Hymns.

* Not mentioned in Book I. * Cf. pp. 83, 84 supra.

* Not mentioned in Book I. * Not mentioned in Book I.
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that they came from three, and that these are God, Matter
and Exemplar; but he divides matter into four principles:
fire, water, earth, air; and says that God is the Demiurge
of Matter, but Exemplar the Mind.
8. Now, having been persuaded that the system of

Natural Science 1 is confessedly found unworkable by all
these [philosophers], we ourselves shall unhesitatingly say
concerning the examples of the Truth what they are and
how we believe in them. But in addition we will first set
forth in epitome the [opinions] of the heresiarchs, so that
the opinions of al

l

being thereby easy to discern, we may
display the Truth as clear and casy to discern also.

1. Maassenes.

9. But since this seems fitting, we will begin first with
the ministers of the serpent. The Naassenes call the first
principle of the universals a man and also Son of Man,”
and him they divide into three. For part of him, they say,

is intellectual, part psychic, and part earthly. And they
call him Adamas and think the knowledge of him is the
beginning of the power to know God. And they say that

al
l

these intellectual and psychic and earthly [parts] came
into Jesus, and that the three substances spoke together
through Him to the three races of the All. Thus they
declare that there are three races, [the] angelic, psychic
[and] earthly, and that there are three Churches, angelic,
psychic and earthly; but that their names are [the] Called,
Chosen, [and] Captive. These are the heads of their
doctrine in so far as it can be briefly comprehended. They
say that they were handed down by James the Brother of

the Lord to Mariamne, thereby belying both.”

* purioxolyſa. * Cf. p. 371 Cr. s

* In this chapter on the Naassenes, IIippolytus may be supposed to

have had before him either the whole of Book V or the notes ſron
which it was written. We may see, therefore, from this, what his idea

of an epitome is
. IIe does not try to condense his former statements

so as to give us a bird's-eye view of the whole heresy, but picks out
ſtom them a few sentences which seem to him of special importance.
Hence it is only useful to us as a means of checking the text, and brings

us no nearer to an appreciation of the doctrines of the sect.

p. 4S1.
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p. 482.

2. Peratae.

1o. But the Peratae, Ademes the Carystian and Euphrates
the Peratic" say that a certain cosmos—this is what they
call it—is one divided into three. But of this threefold
division of theirs, there is a single source, as it were a great
fountain, capable of being cut by the reason into boundless
sections. And the first and most excellent section is
according to them the triad and the one part of it is called
Perfect Good [and] Fatherly Greatness. But the second
part of the Triad is

,
as it were a certain boundless multitude

of powers, and the third is that of form. And the first [of
the Triad] is unbegotten (since it is good: but the second
good and self-begotten and the third, begotten).” Whence
they say explicitly that there are three gods, three words,
three minds [and] three men. For to each part of the
cosmos when the division was made, they assign Gods and
Words and Men and the rest. But from on high, ſron the
unbegotten state and from the first section of the cosmos,
when the cosmos had already been brought to completion,
there came down in the time of Herod a certain triple
natured and triple-bodied and triple-powered man called
Christ, having within Him al

l

the compounds and powers
from the three parts of the cosmos. And this they will
have to be the saying: “In Him dwells al

l

the Fulness of

the Godhead bodily.” For [they say that] there came down
from the two overlying worlds, namely from the unbegotten
and the self-begotten, to this world in which we are, al

l

sorts

of seeds of powers. And that Christ came down from the
Unbegottenness in order that through His descent al

l

the
things triply divided may be saved. For the things, he

says, brought down from on high shall ascend through
Him; but those who take counsel together against those
brought down shall be ruthlessly rejected and having been
punished shall be sent away. And he says that those .

[worlds] which will be saved are two, the overlying ones

* Cſ. Vol. I, p. 69 supra, where this Ademes is called Akembes and
both he and Euphrates are mentioned as astrologers only. In Vol. I,

. 149 also the order is reversed and Ademes is called Celbes.*hj
Æaer. Fab., I, 17, quotes this chapter almost verbatim,

thereby showing that it was Book X and not look V which he copied.

* Words in () added from Theodoret, ubi cit. ,
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released from corruption. But the third will be destroyed, p. 483.
which is the world of form.” “And thus the Peratae. - -

-
3. The Sethiani.

1 1. But to the Sethians it appears that there are three
definite principles of the universals. And that each of
these principles (has boundless powers . . . everything
which you perceive by your mind or which you pass over
for lack of thought)” is formed by nature to become [each of
the principles] as in the human soul every art is to be learned.
As if [they say] there should come to a boy spending some
time with a pipe-player, the power of pipe-playing, or with a
geometrician the power of measurement, or in like manner
with any other art. But the substances of the principles,
they say, are light and darkness. And between them is
pure spirit. But the spirit which is set between the darkness
which is below and the light which is above is

,
they say, not

spirit like a gust of wind or any small breeze which may be

perceived, but resembles some faint fragrance of balsam or

of incense artificially compounded as a power penetrating p. 484.

by force of fragrance and better than words can say. But
because the light is above and the darkness below and the
spirit between them, the light, like a ray of the sun on high,
shines on the underlying darkness, and the fragrance of the
spirit holding the middle place is borne and spread abroad

as the odour of incense on the fire is borne. And as the
power of the triply divided is such, the power of the spirit
and the light together are below in the darkness beneath.
But, they say, the darkness is a fearful water into which the
light is drawn down with the spirit and changed into a

similar nature. Now the darkness is sensible, and knows
that if the light is taken away from it, the darkness will
remain desolate, viewless, without light, powerless, idle and
weak. In this way by al

l
its wit and foresight it is ſorced

to retain within itself the brilliance and scintillation of the
light along with the fragrance of the spirit.
And with regard to this, they bring in this image, saying

that as the pupil of the eye appears dark because of the
Cſ. Vol. I, pp. 146-148 supra, which this chapter follows closely.

* Words in () added from Vol. I, p. 161 supra. Nearly ſour lines
are wanting here which can be filled from the page quoted.
WOL. II. L
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p. 485. waters underneath it, but it is made light by the spirit, thus
the light seeks after the spirit and retains for itself al

l

the
powers which wish to withdraw and to depart. But these
are ever boundless, wherefrom all things are modelled and
become like mingled seals. For, as the seal coming into
conjunction with the wax, makes the impress, while itself
remains by itself whatever it was, so the powers coming
into conjunction with each other elaborate al

l

the boundless
races of living things. Therefore [they say] came into
being from the first conjunction of the three principles, the
form of a great seal [i.e.] of heaven and earth, which had

a shape like, a womb with the navel in the midst. Thus
also the rest of the models of al

l

things were modelled
resembling a womb like heaven and earth. But they say
that from the water came into being the first born principle,

p. 486.

a violent and rushing wind the cause of all 'generation,
which sets in action a certain heat and movement in the
cosmos from the movement of the waters. And [they say]
that this was changed into a complete form like the hissing

of a serpent, beholding which the cosmos is driven to

generation, being excited like a womb, and therefrom they

p. 487.

will have it the generation of the universals is established.
And they say that this wind is a spirit and that a perfect
god came into being from the waters and from the frag
rance of the spirit and ſron the brilliance of the light.
And that there is also the begetting of a female, Mind, the
spark from on high which is mingled with the accretions

of the body and hastens to flee away so that it may escape
and not find dissolution through being cnchained in the
waters. Whence it cries aloud from the mingling of the
waters according to the Psalmist, as they say. “Thus
the whole care of the light on high is how it shall draw
the spark beneath from the Father who is below,” [that is],
from the wind which puts in action heat and disturbance
and creates for himself Mind (a perfect son) who is not
(peculiar) to himself, [whom] they declare, beholding the
perfect Word of the light from on high, changed Himself
into the form of a serpent and entered into a womb, so

that He might take again that mind which is a spark of

the light. And this, [they say] is the saying: “Who, being

in the form of God, thought it not robbery to be equal with
God, but emptied himself, taking the form of a servant.”
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And this the unhappy and wicked Sethians will have to be
the [servile] form.” This then is what they say.

4. Simon.

12. And the all-wise Simon says thus. There is a
boundless power and this is the root of the universals.
The boundless power is

,

he says, fire. According to him,

it is not simple, as the many say the ſour elements are
simple and therefore think fire is simple; but [he says] that
the nature of the fire is double, and of this double [nature]

he calls one part hidden and the other maniſest. And
that the hidden parts are concealed within the manifest p. 488.
parts of the fire, and the manifest parts of the fire are pro
duced by the hidden. But, he says, that al

l
the seen and

unseen parts of the fire are to be considered as having
sense.” Therefore, he says, the begotten world came into
being from the unbegotten fire. But it began to come
into being, he says, thus. The begotten [cosmos] took
from the principle of that fire the first six roots of the
principle of generation. For these six roots were born'
ſrom the fire by pairs, which he calls Nous and Epinoia,
Phoné and Onoma, Logismos and Enthymesis. And [he
says] that in these six roots [taken] together, the Boundless
Power exists (potentially but not actively, which Bound
less Power) he says is the “He who Stands, Stood, and
will Stand,” which if it be exactly reflected will be within
the si

x powers in substance, powers, greatness and influence,
being one and the same as the Unbegotten and Boundless
l'ower, and in no way inferior to that Unbegotten and
Unchangeable and Boundless Power. But if it remains
only potentially in the Six Powers and is not exactly

* Throughout this chapter, the summarizer copies closely the former
account of the Sethians, fo

r

which see Vol. I, pp. 160–169 supra. I have
not thought it worth while to draw attention to the slight differences in

readings, but it is plain that the meaning in both cases was as obscure

to the summarizer as it is to us.

* *pávnºis. This is evidently taken from the account of Simon's
doctrine in Book VI, c. 12 (p. 6 supra), which says that the unseen
Pºrts of the fire have ºppávnoris“and a share of mind,” without mention
of the seen parts. The rest of this chapter, with the exception of the

** sentence attributing supreme power to Simon, is substantially, but
not exactly word for word, identical with c. 12 of Book VI. Cf. PP.247, 250 and 259 Cr.
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p. 489. reflected, it, he says, vanishes and will die away like the
grammatical or geometrical power in the mind of a man,
when he does not receive technical teaching in addition.
And Simon says that himself is the He Who Stands, Stood,
and will Stand, being the Power which is above all." Thus,
then, Simon.

5. Valentinus.

13. But Valentinus and those from his school say the
Source of the All is a Father and yet are carried into con
flicting opinions [about him]. For some of them [think]
that he is alone and capable of generation, while others
hold that he is incapable of bringing forth without a female,
and give him as a spouse Sigé, calling him Bythos. From
whom and from his spouse some say that six projections
came into being, [viz.] Nous and Aletheia, Logos and Zoë,
Anthropos and Ecclesia, and that this is the first Ogdoad
which brings forth.” And, again, [they say] that the pro
jections which were first born within the Limit” are called
the things within the Pleroma; but those second, those
without the Pleroma; and those third, those without the
Limit, the offspring of which last exists, as the Hyste
rema.” But he says that there was born from that which
was projected in the Hysterema, an Aeon, and that this

is the Demiurge, for he does not wish him to be the First
God, but speaks ill both of him and of what came into
being by him. And [he says] that Christ came down
from that which was within the Pleroma for the salvation

of the Spirit that went astray, which dwells in our inner
man, which they say will be saved for the sake of the

p. 490.

* The only ground for this assertion seems to be Simon's statement

to IIelen of Tyre (see p. 15 supra), that he was the “Power over all
things,” which seems to be explained by that on p. 12 supra, that the
Power which Stands, etc., is potentially in al

l things.

* *parroyevérespaw. While in Book VI, of which these chapters proſess

to be a summary, the author describes Nous and Aletheia with their
projectors as the descendants of Bythos alone, he here gives an account

of the rival opinion that Bythos had a spouse called Sigé, and he

reckons her in with her descendants so as to make up the number of

eight. -§ This is
,

oſ course, the IIoros of Book VI. -

* This word is also used in Book VI (see p. 286 Cr.), as the exact
converse of the Pleroma or Fulness.
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indwelling one. But [Valentinus] will not have it that
the flesh will be saved, calling it a “coat of skin" and a
corrupter of mankind. I have described this in epitome,
as one meets with much matter [concerning it] and differing
opinions among them. This then is what Valentinus'
school thinks."

6. Basilides.

14. But Basilides also says that there is a God-Who-Is
Not who, being non-existent [made] the created world out

of the things that are not. [He says] that a certain sced,
like a grain of mustard-seed was cast down, which con
tained within itself the stem, the leaves, the branches [and]
the fruit; or, like a peacock's egg, contains within itself

a varied inultitude of colours, and they say that this is
p. 491.

the seed of the cosmos, from which al
l

things were pro
duced. For [he says] the seed contained al

l
things within

itself, inasmuch as thus the things that were not were pre
ordained to come into being by the God-Who-Is-Not.
Then there was, they say, in that seed a Sonhood, tripartite
and in al

l

things of the same substance with the God
Who-Is-Not, being begotten from the things that were not.
And of this tripartite Sonhood, one part was [itselſ] finely
divided, another coarsely so, while the other part needed
puriſcation. But the finely-divided part, straightway and
concurrently with the happening of the first casting-down

of the seed by the God-Who-Is-Not, escaped and went on
high and came into the presence of Him-Who-Is-Not. For
every nature yearns for Him because of His superabundance

of beauty, but each in a different way. But the more
coarsely divided [part] abode in the Seed and being merely
imitative could not go on high, for it was much inſerior

to the ſiner part.” And it was given wings by the Holy
Spirit, for the Sonhood putting them on, both gives and

|

* It is curious that throughout this chapter there is no attempt to

quote directly from Book VI, and that it is evidently the opinions of

the Italic school of Valentinus and not the Anatolic that the author

is here summarizing. In the next chapter, as will be seen, he resumes
direct quotations. -

, * So far, the author is transcribing almost verbatim the statements

in Book VII, cf
. pp. 346–35o Cr.

P. 492.
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receives benefit." But the third Sonhood has need of
purification. It remains in the heap of the Panspermia
and it gives and receives benefit. And [he says] that there
is something called [the] Cosmos and something hypercosmic
ſor (the things that are) are divided by him into these two
primary divisions. And what is between them, he calls [the]
Boundary Holy Spirit, having the fragrance of the Sonhood.
From the Panspermia of the heap of the cosmic seed,

there escaped and was brought forth the Great Ruler, the
chief of the Cosmos, [a being] of unspeakable beauty and
greatness. And he, uplifting himself to the firmament
thought there was none other above him. And he became
brighter and mightier than al

l
below him, save the Son

hood left behind whom he did not know to be wiser than
he. This [Ruler] having turned to the fashioning of the
Cosmos, first begat for himself a Son better than he, and
made him si

t
at his right hand. And this [place of the

Ruler] they declare the Ogdoad. He then builds the whole
heavenly creation. But another Ruler ascended from the
Panspermia, greater than al

l

those lying beneath save the
Sonhood left behind, but much inferior to the first, and he

is called Hebdomad. He is the Creator and Demiurge
and Controller of all below him; and he also made for
himself a son more foresighted and wiser than he. But al

l
these, they say, are according to the predetermination of
that One-Who-Is-Not, and are worlds and boundless spaces.”
And [Basilides] says that on Jesus who was born of Mary
the power of [the] Gospel came, which descended and
illumined the Son of the Ogdoad and the Son of the
Hebdomad ſor the illumination and separation and puri
fication of the Sonhood left behind that he might benefit
and receive benefits from the souls. And they say that
themselves are sons [of God], who for this purpose are in

the world, [viz.] that they may purify the souls by their
teaching and go on high together with the [third] Sonhood

to the presence of the Father above, from whom the first
Sonhood proceeded.” And they declare that the cosmos

P. 493.

* This is not said of the Holy Spirit in Book VII, cf
. pp. 70, 71

supra.

* This, too, is a new statement, although it may perhaps be implied
from what is said on pp. 72, 73 and 76 supra.

* So p. 76 supra.
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shall endure until al
l

the souls together with the Sonhood {

shall withdraw [from it]. And Basilides is not ashamed to

narrate these portents."

7. Justinus.” P. 494. *

15
.

Justinus also daring to [advance] things like these, i

says thus: “There are three unbegotten principles of the -
universals, two male [and] one female. Of the male, one

- l

is a certain principle called the Good, and is alone thus

|called, having forcknowledge of the universals. But the
other [male] is the l’ather of al

l
begotten ones, and has no |foreknowledge and is unknown and unseen and is called, -

they say, Elohim. [But] the female is without foreknow- |ledge, inclined to passion, double-minded, double-bodied,

as in the stories about her * which we have above related in |

detail, the upper parts of her down to the groin being a virgin
and those [below] a viper. The same is called Edem and
Israel. And he declares that these are the principles of the
universals whereſron all things came into being. And - |

[he says] that Elohim came without foreknowledge to desire
for the composite virgin, and, companying with her, begat -

twelve angels. The names of these are . . . .” And of p. 495
these the paternal ones take sides with the (father); but -

the maternal ones with the mother. The same are (the
trees of Paradise)" whereof Moses, speaking allegorically, a
wrote in the Law. And al

l

things were made by Elohim
and Edem ; and the animals together with the rest of

[creation] come from the beast-like parts, but man from
those above the groin. And Edem deposited in [man] the

* Save as before noted, cverything in this chapter is to be ſound in

j

the account of 13asilides given in Book VII. The few exceptions * |show that the summarizer had assinilated its contents and an intelligent t

knowledge of Basilides' teaching. IIe entirely omits, however, the
prediction of the Great Ignorance.

* The summarizer here takes Justinus from among the Ophites of -

Book V, where he is to be found in the earlier part of the text, and
puts him aſter Basilides.

* Reading airfis for abrov. |

* These are onlitted ſrom the text, possibly because the summarizer
did not wish to repeat names which might be used in magic. Cruice
supplies them in his text from Book V, Vol. I, p. 173supra, which see.

* The words in round brackets ( ) are as elsewhere in this chapter
supplied by Cruice from Book V. -
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soul which is her power (but Elohim the spirit). But he
declares that Elohim having learned [of the light above
him] ascended to the presence of the Good One and leſt
Edem behind. Whereat she being angered makes every plot
against the spirit of Elohim which is deposited in man.
And ſor his sake, the Father sent Baruch and commanded
the Prophets (to speak) so that he might set free the spirit
of Elohim and draw al

l

men away from Edem. But he

P. 496, declares that Heracles became a prophet and that he was
worsted by Omphale, that is by Babel, whom they name
Aphrodite. And at last in the days of Herod. Jesus
became the son of Mary and Joseph, to Whom he declares
Baruch to have spoken. And that Edem plotted against
Him, but could not beguile Him, and therefore made Him

to be crucified. Whose spirit [Justinus] says went on

high to the Good One. And thus (the spirits) of al
l

who believe these silly and ſeeble stories will be saved;
but the body and soul belonging to Edem, whom the
ſoolish Justinus calls the Earth,' will be leſt behind.”

8. The Docetae.

16. But the Docetae say things like this: That the
first God is as the seed of the fig-tree from whom have
come three Aeons, like the stem and the leaves and
the fruit. And that these have projected thirty Aeons,
each of them (ten). But all are linked together in tens
and only differ in arrangement by some being before
others.” And they projected infinitely boundless Aeons
and are al

l

masculo-feminine. And having taken counsel
they al

l

came together into one and from this intermediate
Aeon was begotten from the Virgin Mary the Saviour of

all, like in al
l

things to the seed of the fig-tree, but inferior

to it in that He was begotten. For the seed whence the
fig-tree [comes] is unbegotten." This then was the great
light of the Aeons, complete, receiving no setting in order,"

P. 497.

* Cſ. Vol. I, p. 175 supra.

* There is nothing in this chapter which is not taken from the
account of Justinus' doctrines in Book V, nor anything to show that
the summarizer had any knowledge of these except from this.

* ruvâs rivāv ºrpárovs

* So the Codex. Cruice has yewvnrów, “begotten,” but I see no

reason ſor the alteration.

• advancruz. Perhaps “adornment,”
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containing within itsclf the forms of al
l

the animals. And
[they say) that this [light] shining into the underlying chaos.
provided a cause to the things which have been and are,
and descending from on high impressed [on the] chaos
below the ſorms of the Aeonic exemplars." For the third
Aeon which had tripled itself, seeing that al

l

his types were
drawn down into the darkness below and not being
ignorant of the terrible nature of the darkness and the
simplicity of the light, created heaven and having fixed it

between, divided in twain the darkness and the light.”
Then al

l

the forms of the third Aeon having been over
come, they say, by the darkness, his likeness” subsisted p. 498.

as a living fire coming into being by the light. From
which, they say, the Great Ruler came to be, of whom
Moses talks when he says that this God is a ſiery God and

a l)emiurge who ever transfers the forms" of al
l

(Aeons)
into bodies. But they declare that it is these souls ſor
whose sake the Saviour came," and showed the way where

by those that had been overcome may escape. And [they
say] that Jesus did on that unique power, wherefore He”---
could not be gazed upon by any by reason of the over
powering greatness of His glory. And they say that all
things happened to Him as is written in the Gospels."

9. Monoimus. . -
17. But the followers of Monoimus the Arab say that

the principle of the All is a First Man” and Son of Man, p. 499.
and that the things which have come to pass as Moses

3.

* 15éau. * Cſ. p. 102 supra. * &ntºrwua

* ièéau. As before he means “patterns” or “exemplars.”

* rapayevvmbival.

* IIere again there is nothing which cannot be ſound in Book VIII
(seepp. 99-105 supra), from which this chapter is evidently taken. As

has before been said, the summarizer to arrive at this has omitted al
l

mention of Satornilus, Menander and Carpocrates, while the other
systems mentioned in Book VII, he has placed aſter the Docetae
instead of before them.

* The summarizer here uses ſor the first time in our text the
expression “First Man,” which plays so large a part in later
heresies such as Manichæism. For its early appearance in Western
Asia and its influence see Bousset's Hauptprobleme der Gnosis, c.º Urmensch," and Forerunners, I, p. lxi, and II, pp. 292,
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p. 500.

says, came into being not by the First Man but by the
Son of Man, and not from the whole, but from part of
him. And that the Son of Man is Iota, which is the
Decad, a dominant number wherein is the substance of al

l

number, whereby every number subsists, and is the birth
of the All [viz.] Fire, Air, Water [and] Earth. . But this

being so, Iota is one and one tittle, a perſect thing from
the Perfect, a tittle flowing from on high, having within
itself whatever also has the Man the Father of the Son of

Man. Therefore [Monoimus] says that the world of Moses .

came into being in six days, that is
,

in six powers, from
which the cosmos came forth from the one tittle. For
cubes and octohedrons and pyramids and al

l

the equal-sided
figures like these, whence are made up Fire, Air, Water [and]
Barth, have came into being from the numbers leſt behind

in that simple tittle of the Iota which is the Son of Man.
When therefore, he says, Moses speaks of a rod turn
ing towards lºgypt he is attributing allegorically the woes'

of the world to the Iota, nor does he figure more than the
ten woes. But iſ, he says, you wish to understand the
All, enquire within thyself who it is who says, “My soul,
my flesh, my mind,” and who within thee makes each
thing his own as another does to him. Understand that
this is a perfect thing from the Perfect who considers al

l

the so-called non-existent and al
l

the existent as peculiar to

himself.” This then is what Monoimus thinks.

Io. Tatian.

18
.

But Tatian, like Valentinus and the others, says that
there are certain unseen Aeons, by one of whom below the
cosmos and the things that are, were fashioned. And he

practises a very cynical mode of life, and hardly diſſers
from Marcion in his blasphemies and his rules about
marriage."

* witón. He cvidently refers to the ten plagues as on p io9 supra.

* IIe onits the “My God . . . my understanding” of the letter to

Theophrastus, on p. 1 io supra.

* He alters the 88.5uoroioduevos(cf. p. 415 Cr.) to xarışıorolovuevos—a
fair proof of the inaccuracy of the scribe. Except ſor the inaccuracies
noted, however, there is no statement in this summary which cannot

be ſound in look VIII, pp. 106-111 supra.

* For these few lines, the summarizer has evidently not taken th
e
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11. Marcion."

-
p. 501,

19. Marcion the Pontian, and Cerdo his teacher, also
determined that there are three principles of the All, a a

Good One, a Just One, and Matter. But certain disciples of
theirs add to this, saying that there are a Good One, a Just
One, a Wicked One, and Matter. But al

l

[agree] that the
Good One created nothing wholly;” but they say that the
Just One, whom some name the Wicked One, but others
merely the Just, made al

l
things out of the underlying

Matter. For he made them not well but absurdly.” For
things must need be like their creator. Wherefore they
make use of the parable in the Gospels, saying, “A good
tree cannot make evil fruits,”* and so on, declaring that in

this it is said that things were devised wickedly by [the
Just One]. And he says that Christ is the son of the Good: One and was sent for the salvation of souls. Whom he

| calls [the] inner man, saying that He appeared as a man,

# but was not man, and as incarnate, but was not incarnate, p. 5oz.
and was manifested in appearance [only], but underwent
neither birth nor suffering, but seemed [to do so]. And
|Marcion] does not wish that [the] flesh shall rise again.
And, saying that marriage is destruction, he leads his
disciples to a very Cynical life, thinking thereby to vex the
"emiurge by abstaining from the things brought into being

r laid down by him.”
---

trouble to reſer to the author's statements about Tatian in Book VIII,

p. 111supra. He now onits al
l

reference to Justin Martyr, there said to

be Tatian's teacher, and to Tatian's peculiar ideas about the salvation

of Adam; while he introduces a special world-creating aeon not
mentioned elsewhere.

* I lere he omits the heresics of the Quai todccimans and the Encra
tites, which receive notice in Book VIII, pp. 113, 115, 116 supra, and

# passes on to Marcion, who was a contemporary of Valentinus. It is plain,
therefore, that he does not attempt in the summary to keep either to

order of date or to that of the earlier books.

* ovčky (Aws weroumkéval. So the Codex. Some word seems to be
missing; but perhaps the passage should read ow8&vrºw 5xwi', “none

of the universals.” -

* 3A4)ws, “unreasonably.” * Matt. vii. 18. -

* This also is certainly not taken from the chapters on Marcion in

Book VII, pp. 82-90 supra, which are mainly devoted to an attempt to

prove Marcion to have plagiarized from Empedocles. Nor is it from
Irenaeus or from the tractate Adversus omuneshereses.
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p. 503.

P. 504.

12
.

Apelles.

20. But Apelles, the disciple of [Marcion] displeased
with what was said by his teacher, as we have before said,
proposed by another theory that there are four Gods,
declaring that one is (good) whom the Prophets knew not,
but of whom Christ is the Son. And that another is the
Demiurge of the All, whom he does not wish to be a god,
and another a fiery one who is manifest, and yet another a

wicked one: [all of] whom he calls angels. And adding
Christ to these, he says that He is the fifth. But he gives
heed to a book which he calls Manifestations of a certain
Philumene whom he thinks a prophetess. And he says
that Christ did not receive the flesh from the Virgin, but
ſrom the adjacent substance of the cosmos. Thus he has
written treatises * against the Law and the Prophets
attempting to discredit them as ſalse speakers and ignorant

of God. And he says, like Marcion, that [all] flesh will be

destroyed.”

13. Cerinthus.

21. But Cerinthus, who had been trained in Egypt,
would have it that the cosmos did not come into being by

the First God, but by a certain angelic power ſar removed
and standing apart from the Authority [set] over the
universals and ignorant of the God over al

l

things. And
he says that Jesus was not begotten from a Virgin, but was
the son of Joseph and Mary in the same way as the rest of
mankind, and that He excelled al

l

other men in righteous
ness, moderation and intelligence. And that at the Baptism,
there descended upon Him from the Authority over the
universals, the Christ in the form of a dove, and that He
then preached the unknown God and perſected his powers;”
but that at the end of the passion the Christ fell away
from Jesus. And Jesus suffered, but the Christ remained
passionless, being a spirit of [the] Lord."

* arvvrdyuara, “summaries”?

* The substance of this can be ſound in the account of Apelles in

Book VII, pp. 96–97 supra; but the summarizer does not use the phrases

of the earlier book, and he can hardly have had it before him.

* As before (p. 389 Cr.), Macmahon here translates ral Suvéueus
dwareadoras, “he wrought miracles.”

* This, on the other hand, is taken almost verbatim ſrom c. 33 of
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14. Ebionati.

22. But the Ebionaei say that the cosmos came into
being from the true God; but speak of the Christ as does
Cerinthus. And they live in al

l

things according to the
Law of Moses, thus declaring themselves justified."

15. Theodotus.

23. Theodotus the Byzantian brought in another heresy
such as this, declaring that the universals came into being

by the true God. But he says, like the Gnostics before
described, that the Christ appeared in some such fashion
[as this]. He said that the Christ was a man akin to all,
but He differed [from others] in that He by the will of God
was born from a Virgin who had been overshadowed by the
Holy Spirit. And that he was not incarnate in the Virgin, p. 505.
but at length at the Baptism the Christ descended upon
Jesus in the form of a dove, whence they say He did not
before then exercise powers. But he will not have the
Christ to be God. And so Theodotus.”

16. Other Theodoſians.

24. And others of them say al
l

things like those afore.
said, altering one single thing only in that they accept
Melchizedek as some very great power, declaring him to

exist above every power. After whose likeness they will
have the Christ to be.”

17. Phrygians.

25. But the Phrygians take the beginnings of their heresy
from one Montanus and Priscilla and Maximilla, thinking

Book VII (pp. 92, 93 supra), the ſew slight differences between the
two chapters being not other than a careless scribe might be expected

to make.

* This also from Book VII, p. 93 supra, but slightly condensed.

* This also appears to be condensed from the account of Theodotus

in Book VII, pp. 93, 94 supra. . The summarizer adds to it the alleged
denial by Theodotus of Christ's divinity, which does not appear in

Book VII.

* This, too, is not inconsistent with the account of “other Theo
dotians” in Book VII, pp

.

94, 95 supra, but omits al
l

reſerence to the
Nicolaitans.

|
.
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the wenches prophetesses and Montanus a prophet. lºut
they are considered to speak rightly in what they say about
the beginning and the fashioning of the All, and they

receive not otherwise the things about the Christ. But
they stumble with those aforesaid to whose words they
erringly give heed rather than to the Gospels, and they
prescribe new and unusual fasts.

26. But others of them approaching the heresy of the
Noetians think in like manner concerning the wenches and
Montanus, but blaspheme the l’ather of the universals
saying that He is at once Son and Father, seen and unseen,
begotten and unbegotten, mortal and immortal. These
take their starting-points from one Noctus."

*

18. Moetus.

27. And in the same way Noetus, being a Smyrnaean by
birth, a garrulous and versatile man, brought in this heresy,

which from one Epigonus reached Cleomenes and has so
remained with his successors until now. It says that the

p. 507. Father and God of the universals is one and that He made

al
l

things, and became invisible to the things which are

when He willed, and then appeared when he wished. And
that He is invisible when He is not seen ; but visible when

He is seen; and unbegotten when He is not begotten,

but begotten when He is begotten from a Virgin; and
passionless and immortal when He does not suffer and die,

but that when [the] l'assion comes, He suſſers and dies.
They think this Father is Himself called Son according to
times and circumstances.” . The heresy of these persons

Callistus confirmed, whose life we have faithfully set forth.

". Here the summarizer reverts to Book VIII, pp. 113, 114 supra, from
which his account of the Phrygians or Montanists appears to be taken.
The phrases used are not identical, and while look VIII merely says
that the Montanist heresy agrees with the Patripassianism of the
Noetian, the Summary declares that the first was absolutely derived
ſrom the second.

* karū Kaipovs ranovuevow ºpes rà vuuBaivorra. . Cf. the waxoVasyo,
arará xpdvº 7porár, p. 434 Cr. Otherwise this chapter seems to lº

a condensed paraphrase rather than a series of extracts from Book IX,
the summarizer having here added together the “heresies” so called

of Noetus and Callistus. As mentioned in the Introduction, he is

careſul not to mention that Callistus was a Pope, and in the la
s

sentence but one, he omits the name of Sabellius which is mentioned
in the earlier book. Cf. p. 13o supra.
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Who himself gave birth to a heresy, taking starting-points
ſrom them, while himself confessing that this Fashioner
the All is the I’ather and God; but that He is spoken of by
name and named Son, while in substance He is (one Spirit).
For God, he says is a Spirit not other than the Logos nor
the Logos than God, and therefore this Person is divided
in name indeed, but not in substance. And he names this
one God, and says that lie was incarnated. And he wishes
the Son to be IHe who was seen and overcome according to
the ſlesh, but the Father to be I le who dwelt within [Him].
I le sometimes branches off to the heresy of Noetus and
sometimes to that of Theodotus, but holds nothing stead
ſastly. This now Callistus.

-

19. Iſermogenes.

28. Iłut one Hermogenes having also wished to say
something [new] said that God made al

l

things out of
p. 508.

coexistent and underlying matter. For that it is impossible

to hold that God created existing things from those which
are not."

20. E/chasaitac.

29. But certain others, as if bringing in something new
[and] collecting things from al

l

heresies, prepared a foreign
book bearing the name of one Elchasai. These in the
same way [as their predecessors] conſess that the principles

of the All came into being by God, but do not confess
Christ to be one. But they say that there is one on high
who is oſten transferred * into [many] bodies, and that he

is now in Jesus. Likewise that at one time, this one was
born ſrom God, and at another became [the] Spirit, and
sometimes was born from a Virgin and sometimes not.
And that thereaſter he is ever transferred into [many]
bodies, and is manifested in many according to [the] times.
And they use incantations and baptisms for their confession

* lie now reverts to Ilermogenes, against whom Tertullian wrote,
and who must therefore in the time of Callistus have long been dead.
The ſew lines given here correspond to the opening sentences of the
chapter on this heretic in look Vll I, p. 112 supra, which see.

* Merary (duevor, lit., “poured" as from one vessel into another—

a considerable amplification of the statement in Book IX, p. 134 supra.

p. 509.
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p. 510.

of the elements." And they are excited about astrology
and mathematics and (give heed) to magic (acts). And
they say they ſoreknow the future.”

21. [Title lacking].”

30. (Abraham being commanded) by God, migrates from
Mesopotamia and the city of Harran to the part now called
l’alestine and Judaea but then Canaanitis, concerning which
we have in part but not without care handed down the
account in other discourses.” Through this occurred the
beginning of [the] increase [of population] in Judaea, which
got the name from Judah the fourth son of Jacob, of whom
it was also called the kingdom, through the royal race being
from him. (Abraham)" migrates from Mesopotamia (being
75 years old) and being in his hundredth year (begat Isaac).
(And Isaac being) 60 years old begat Jacob. And Jacob
[when] 87 years old begat Levi. But Levi when 40 years
old begat Kohath." And Kohath [was 4] years old when
he went down with Jacob into Egypt. Thereſore the whole
time which Abraham and al

l

his race by Isaac dwelt in the
land then called [the] Canaanitis was 215 years.” And his

* Water and Earth are the only two “elements” mentioned in the
exorcisms attributed to the Elchesaites in Book IX, p. 135 supra.

* The statements in this account of the Elchesaites are all to be
ſound in the description of them in Book IX, pp. 132-138 supra; but
the same words are not used, and there is nothing to show that the
summarizer had the earlier book before him at the time of writing.

* Cruice suggests that the considerable lacuna that thcre evidently

is here was filled by a summary of the chapters on the Jewish sects
with which Book IX ends (see pp. 455–472 Cr.). This hardly seems

to correspond with the form of what is leſt; but it is not impossible
that we have here excerpts from the book on chronology which we
know Hippolytus to have written. Another suggestion is that what
follows is from his Commentary on Genesis, of which a ſew ſtagments
survive.

* Were these répoi A4 yo
u

the treatise “On the All” which Ilippo.
lytus wrote?

* As throughout the words in round brackets () are supplied by

Cruice. In this chapter they are mainly taken from Gen. xi., which
see,

* Kaū9. In all these names I have used the spelling of the A.V. as

being more familiar to the general reader than that of the LXX.

* If Abraham did not beget Isaac until he had been twenty-five years

in Canaan, the figures would be ſor Abraham twenty-five, ſor Isaac
sixty, for Jacob eighty-seven, for Levi ſorty, ſor Kohath four. But
this makes 216 at least. .
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(father) was Terah. This one's [father] was Nahor, his
Serug (his Zeu, his Peleg, his Eber) whence (the Jews) are
called Hebrews. There were 72 (sons of Abraham from p. 51 i.
whom also were 72) nations, whose names also we have set
forth in other books.” Nor did we omit this in its place as

w
e wished to show to the learned" our affection concerning

the livine and the accurate knowledge concerning the
Truth which we have painfully acquired. But the father of

this Eber was Shelah, and his Canaan, and his Arphaxad,
who was born to Shem; and his father was Noah in whose
time the flood over the whole world came to pass, which
neither Egyptians, nor Chaldaeans, nor Greeks record. For

to them the floods in the time of Ogyges and Deacalion
were [only] in places. Now in their time” were 5 genera
tions, or 435 years." This [Noah] being a most pious man
and one who loved God, alone with [his] wiſe and children
and their three wives escaped the coming flood, being saved

in an ark, the measurements and remains of which, as we
have set forth" [elsewhere], are shown to this day in the
mountains called Ararat which are near the land of the p. 512.
Adiabeni. It is then to be observed by those who wish

to give a painstaking account how plainly it is shown that
the God-fearing race are older than al

l

Chaldaeans, Egyptians,
[or] Greeks. But what need is , there to name here those
before Noah who both feared and spake with God, when

to what has, gone before the witness of antiquity is

suſficient?
31. But since it seems not unreasonable to show that

those nations who occupy themselves with philosophy" are
later in date than they who feared God, it is right to say
both where their race came from, and that when they
migrated to these countries, they did not take a name from
them, but themselves gained [one] from those who first

* So the fragment of the Chronicon attributed to Hippolytus in

Fabricius, S. Hippolyt. Opera, p. 50, which perhaps goes to show the
authorship of the Summary.

* pixouaôéoriv.

* {w
l

row.rwy, that is reckoning from Noah to Eber.

* Cruice would read 495 years.

* {xte0slueba. The phrase that he uses everywhere in the book for
statements in this work. See n. on previous page.

‘.. woºia. This is in pursuance
.P.;

ſavourite theory that
philosophy was the source of al

l

heresy.
VOL. II. - M.
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ruled " and dwelt [there]. The three sons of Noah were
Shem, Ham and Japhet. From them the whole race of
men multiplied and dwelt in every country. For the word
of God” was confirmed by them which said, “Increase and
multiply and fill the earth.” So mighty was this one

Iº. 513

P. 514

saying, that 72 children were begotten by the 3 sons, family
by family, of whom 25 were Shem's, 15 Japhet's, and 32
Ham's. And the sons of Ham were, as has been said 32 :
his were Canaan, from whom the Canaanites, Misraim, from
whom the Egyptians, Cush, from whom the Ethiopians,
Phut, from whom the Libyans. These in their own speech
unto this day are called by the common name of their
ancestors and even in the Greek are named by the names
by which they have just been called. But if it were shown
that there were formerly none to inhabit their countries,
nor a beginning of [any] race" of men, yet there are still
these sons of Noah, a God-fearing man who was himself a
disciple of God-fearing men, thanks to which he escaped
the great although temporary threat of [the] waters. How
then can it be denied that there were God-fearing men
earlier than al

l

Chaldaeans, Egyptians [and] Greeks," the
father of which [last] was born to that Japhet [and had the]
name Jovan, whence [the] Greeks and Ionians? And if

the nations who occupy themselves with matters of philo
sophy are shown to be altogether of much later date than
the God-fearing race and the Flood, will not the Barbarian
and whatever races in the world are known and unknown,
appear later than these? Wherefore now, do ye Greeks,
Egyptians and Chaldaeans and every race of men master this
argument and learn what is the Divine and what His well.
ordered creation from us, the friends of God, who have not
been trained in dainty phrase, but in the knowledge of

Truth and the practice of moderation find words for His
demonstration."

32. One God is the First and Only One and Creator and

* *pśāvrwv. Macmahon translates “were born,” but I think the
word is never used in that sense by IIippolytus.

* \ſima €eoû. An unusual phrase here. • * Gen. i. 23.

* Reading yivows with the Codex instead of the yávos of Cruice.

• * Because these “God-fearing men” were before the Flood, and
the others could only have descended from Shem, Ham or Japhet.

* This seems to be the author's meaning, but the reading is not very
well settled Cruice translates quinon elegantibus verbis divina coluimus,
which Macmahon follows. -
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Ruler of all. He has no coacval, neither boundless chaos,
nor immeasureable water, nor solid earth, nor compact air,
nor hot fire, nor subtle spirit, nor the blue canopy of great
heaven." But He was One, alone with Himself, who when
He willed created the things which are, which at first were
not, save that He willed to create them as knowing of what
they would be. For foreknowledge also is present with
Him. He fashioned first the different principles of things
to come—fire and spirit,” water and earth, from which
different [principles] He made His creation. And some
things He [made of] one substance and some he bound p. 515.
together out of two, others of three and yet others of four.
And those that are of one were immortal, for dissolution
does not dog them, for that which is one will never be
dissolved. 13ut those [made] from two or three or four
[substances] are dissoluble, wherefore they are called
mortal. For death is called this, the dissolution of what
is bound together. We think we have now answered
sufficiently those who have sound perception, who, if ſor
love of learning they will enquire ſurther into these sub
stances and the causes of the ſashioning of al

l

things, they
will learn them by reading our book, treating of “the
Substance of the All.”* And I think that it is here enough

to set forth the causes from ignorance whereof the Greeks
glorified with dainty phrase the parts of the creation, but
ignored the Creator. Starting wherefrom the heresiarchs,
transfiguring into like expressions what was formerly said

by [the Greeks] have composed laughable heresies.
33. This God, then, One and Over All having first con

ceived in His mind begat [the] Word, not a word in the p. 516.
sense of a voice, but the indwelling Reason” of the All.
He begot Him alone from the things which are. For the
Father Himself was what is

,

from Whom was the Word, the

* This is
,

of course, an allusion to the theories of the “Barbarians”

on the Deity set out in Book IV. Cf. Vol. I, p. 104 supra.

* It is curious that throughout this chapter he uses “spirit” as the
fourth element instead of “air.” So Photius, quoting from the work
“On the All,” which is attributed to Hippolytus. |

* This work is known to us by the list on the chair mentioned in the
Introduction, and by a notice by Photius, who seems to have read
the work under the name of Josephus. Cf. Salmon in D.C. B., s. n.

“IIippolytus Romanus.”
-

* This Aéryos évôté9eros which Philo distinguishes from the A4Vos
*Pºopiné; seems to have been a phrase first adopted into Christian
theology by Theophilus of Antioch.

II. M 2
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cause of the begetting of things coming into being, bearing
within Himself the will of His begetter, not ignorant of the
thought of the Father. For from the time” of His coming
forth from Him who begat Him, becoming His first-born
voice, He holds within Himself the ideas conceived in His

in 517.

.. . p. 518.

Father's mind. Whence, on the Father ordering the world
to come into being, the Word completed it in detail,” [thus]
pleasing God. And the things which multiply by generation,
He formed male and ſemale; but al

l

those ſor service and
ministry he made either males who have no need of females
or neither male nor female. For when the first substances

of these came into being [namely] Fire and Spirit, Earth
and Water, from the things that were not, neither male nor
female things existed. Nor could male and female have
come forth from each of these, unless the God who gave the
command had willed that the Word should do this service.”

I confess that angels are [formed] of fire and I say that no
females are present with them. But I consider that Sun
and Moon and stars were in like manner [formed] of fire
and spirit and are neither male nor female. But I say that
swimming animals were [formed] of water and that winged
ones are male and female.* For thus God willed and com
manded that the watery substance should be fruitful. In

like manner, serpents and wild beasts and al
l

sorts of

animals were [formed] from earth and are male and female;
for this the nature of begotten things allowed. For what
ever things He willed, those God created. These He
fashioned by the Word, for they could not have come into
being otherwise than they did. But when as He had willed
He also created, He called and designated them by name.
Thereaſter He fashioned the ruler of them all, and equipped
him from al

l

substances brought together. Nor did He wish

to make a God and ſail, nor an angel—be not deceived—
but a man. For had God willed to make thee a God, He
could : thou hast the example of the Word. But He willed

a man and created thee a man. But if thou dost wish also

to become a God, hearken to the Creator and withstand
Him not now, so that being found faithful over a little,
thou mayest be entrusted with much."

* dua. * rº rară ºv. * twovoyſ. .

* Like most of the ancients, Hippolytus does not know that fish
have sex. -

* Cf. Matt. xxv. 21, 23; Luke xix. 17.
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Only the Word of this [God] is from Him. Wherefore
He also is God, being the substance of God. But the
world is from nothing. Wherefore it is not God and it will
be dissolved 1 when the Creator wills. But God who
created makes nothing evil; but he creates it ſair and good.
For He who creates is good. But man when he came into
being was an animal with free-will,” not having a ruling
mind, nor dominating al

l
things by reflection and authority

and power, but a slave” and full of al
l

contrary [desires]."
Who, in that he is ſree to choose produces evil, which when

it is completed by accident is nothing unless thou dost
make [it]." For it is by the thinking and willing something
evil, that it is named evil; which was not from the begin
ning, but came into being later. [And] as man was ſrce to

choose, a Law was laid down by God, not vainly. For if

man were not free to will or not to will, what need of a

Law P' For the Law is not decreed for a dumb beast, but

a bridle and a whip; but to man was appointed a com
mandment and a penalty in respect of what he was to do
and not to do. And [the] Law as to this was laid down of

old through righteous men. Nearer to our own times, a
Law full of majesty and justice was laid down through the
Moses aſoresaid, a steadſast man and one who loved God.
All these things, the Word of God directs, the First-born

Son of [the] Father, the light bringing voice before dawn.”
Thereaſter there came into being righteous men who loved
God. These were called prophets from their showing
beforehand the things to come.” To whom word came not

at one season [only], but through al
l

generations the utter
ances of things foretold was most clearly brought forward.”

* Arièéxeral Awariv,“receives dissolution.”

* abretovortov, “his own authority”?

* i.e. to his passions. See p. 178 inſka.

* ºrdvra #xov rá čvavrſa.

* So Cruice. Macmahon, says, “which evil is not consummated
except you actually commit some piece of wickedness.” But the
reading is very uncertain.

* ri kal véuos &pſ′ero, “why was the Law enacted?”

* rob two pápov, “Before the Morning Star.” Cf. 2 Peter i. 18, 19.

* 51
3

to ºrpopalvety. The real derivation is from rpáðmui.

* Cruice points out the likeness between this doctrine of the Word
speaking through the Prophets, and that with which Origen begins his
treatise, Tiepl 'Apxºv (I, § 1)

,

that beſore the Incarnation “Christ, the
Word of God, was in Moses and the prophets.” It was doubtless this,
and the likeness between the theory of the origin of evil as given on

p. 519.

-
*
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Nor did they merely give an answer to those present there
at the time, but through several generations also the things
to come were foreshadowed. [And this] because speaking
of things past they recalled them to mankind; but by

p. 521.

showing what was then happening they put away carelessness,
and by ſoretelling the future have made every one of us
fearful by the sight of the ſulfilment of prophecies and the
expectation of the future. Such is our faith, O al

l
ye men

who are not persuaded by vain speeches, nor captured by

sudden movings of the heart, nor enchanted by plausible
and eloquent words, but have not been obdurate to words
uttered by Divine power. And these things God com
manded [the] Word; and the Word speaking through [the
prophets], uttered them for the turning of man ſrom dis
obedience and emancipating him from the force of l'ate, but
calling him to liberty by his free choice.”
The Father in the last days sent forth this Word, not

speaking through a prophet, and not wishing that the Word
when proclaimed should be darkly guessed at

,

but that He
should be manifested to the very eyes of all. He, I say,
(sent Him ſorth) that the world when it beheld Him should

be put to shame. For He did not give commandment
through the person of prophets, nor affright [the] soul by an

angel, but was Himself present and spake. Him we know

to have taken body from a Virgin and to have moulded”
the old man through a new formation. [We know] that He
passed in life through every age,” so that He might become

pp. 518, 519 Cr. of our text, and that of Origen in Joann, II, 7, S,

which caused some commentator to write in the margin of the Codex,
'npsyirms sal 'opiºivov; 84; a ; “Origen and Origen's opinions.” . The
words used in the two cases are too unlike to suggest any identity of.. or conscious borrowing; but it is perſectly probable that
Oligen when in Rome communicated with Hippolytus as head of the
Greek-speaking community there, and that they had many ideas in

common. This would account at once ſor the likeness between the|. noted and for the confusion between Ilippolytus and Origen as

he author of the Philosophumena, while it throws new light on Origen's
condemnation for heresy.

* {xovate wood-pices.

* Reading with Cruice requeandra ſor the weq'opmxdra of Miller.
Although Miller's reading accords with the Scriptural “put on the old
man," the allusion is evidently to the pupdua of a ſew lines lower down.

* This is evidently an allusion to the extraordinary theory of

liippolytus' master, Irenaeus (look II, c. 33, § 3, p. 331, 1 larvey), that

\
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a law for every age, and that His presence might show forth
His manhood as an example" to al

l men; and that through
Ilim it might be proved that God makes nothing evil, and
that man as master of himself can will or not will [evil],
being capable of both. We know, too, that this man canne
into being out of the same material” as ourselves; for were
He not of the same [matter] it would be vain to order that
the Teacher be imitated. For had that Man chanced to be

of another substance [than ours] why should he order
me who an weak by nature to do things like Himself?
And [in that case] how is He good and just? But in order
that He might not be thought different from us, He under
went toil, and was willing to hunger, and denied not thirst.”
and was stilled in sleep, and renounced not suffering, and
submitted to death, and manifested resurrection, sacrificing

in al
l

this His own manhood, so that thou when suffering
may not be faint-hearted, but mayst confess thyself a man
and expect also what the Father promised Him.
34. Such is the true word about the Divine.” O al

l
ye

men, Greeks and Barbarians, Chaldaeans and Assyrians,
lºgyptians and Libyans, Indians and Ethiopians, Celts and

ye army-leading Latins,” and al
l
ye dwellers in Europe,

Asia and Libya." To you I am become a counsellor, being

a disciple of the Word who loves man and myself a lover of

mankind, so that you may hasten to be taught by us who is

the real God and what His well-ordered creation. .\nd
that you give not heed to the sophistries of artificial dis
courses,” nor to the crazy promises of plagiarizing heretics,
but to the august simplicity of unboastful truth. Through
the knowledge of which, you shall escape the doming
menace of the judgment of fire, and the unlighted vision of

Christ having suffered at 30 years old lived and taught aſter the
lesurrection until lie was “40 or 59,” thus “passing through every
age.” Cf. Forerunners, II, p. 61 and note.

* orkórov, “arm” or “ º, -

* @vgdua, lit., “dough" or plastic substance.

* An allusion to the Word on the Cross.

* repl row 8-ſov.

* It is curious that he does not call them Romans.

* The Greek name for the province called by the Romans Africa.

* I le is here repeating the phrase used on p. 150, with which he

begins this look. Its repetition shows the continuity of this last and
that,it was al

l

written at the same time and by the same author.

P. 523.
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gloomy Tartarus unillumined by the voice of the Word, and
the boiling of the Lake of the eternal Gehenna of flame, and
the ever-threatening eye of the angels punished in Tartarus,"
and the worm which through the filth of the body turns
towards the body which threw it forth as for ſood. And
these things thou shalt escape when thou hast been taught
the God Who Is

.

And thou shalt have an immortal body
together with an incorruptible soul. And thou shalt receive
the kingdom of the heavens, who whilst on earth didst also
recognize the heavenly King. But thou shall speak with
God and be joint heir with Christ, not enslaved by desires
nor sufferings nor diseases.” Por thou [wilt] have become
God. For whatever sufferings thou underwent as man,
thou hast shown that thou art a man; but whatever is

appurtenant to a God, that God has promised to bestow,
because thou hast been made divine, since thou hast been
begotten immortal. This is the [true] “Know Thyself,”
the knowledge of the Creator God. For to him who knows
himself has occurred the being known to Him by whom

p. 524. he is called. Wherefore now, O men, be not your own
enemies, nor hesitate to turn again. For Christ is the God
over all, Who has arranged to wash away iniquity from
among men, and to make anew the old man who ſron the
beginning was called His image, thus showing forth His
love towards thee. Having hearkened to Whose august
precepts, and having become a good imitator of the Good
One, thou wilt be like unto and be honoured by Him.
For God asks no alms,” and has made thee God for His .
own glory.

* Taprapovywy ayyáxwv kokaarºv. Tartaruchian is a Coptic ſoim.
See lºudge's J/iscellaneous 7e.vts of U//er Egypt, 1915, p. 590.

* duantus 9:00, Cr, familiaris, Macm., “companion of.”

* ob wrºxswei. The phase has given much concern to commentators,
Cruice suggests 58 yap woxvaptſ, “has a great esteem for thce.”
Wordsworth translates “has a longing ſor thee.” Macmahon “(by
such signal condescension) does not diminish aught of the dignity of .

IIis divine perſection.” The phrase is probably an allusion to the
heathen notion formally stated |. Aelius Aristidcs and others that thc
gods had need of the sacrifices of mortals.
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AI) AM of Cabala, i. 120 m.6; the
first man, ap. Chaldeans, i. 122;
arch-man of Samothrace, i. 132;
made by Jalalabaoth and his
sons, ap. Ophites, i. 122 m. 3.
See Tatian

Adamas, supreme god of Naas
senes, i. 12o ; the “unsubdued,”
cpithet of Ilades, Dionysos and
Attis, i. 120 m. 6; called the
arch-man, i. 128, 129; Isaiah's
words attributed to, i. 134

Adonis, Assyrian name of Attis,
1. I 2

Aetius, Philosophumena attributed
to, i. 5; his deParitis /hilosoph.
quoted, i. 39 m. 3, 43 n. 1, 56
Mr. I

Aipolos = goathcrl according to
Phrygians, i. 137

Akembes, the Carystian, joint
ſounder of Peratic heresy, i. 69,
149; ii. 154. See lºuphrates

Alcibiades, of Apamea. See
Elchesaites

Alcinous, chief source of 1 lippo
lytus for Plato's doctrines, i.

51 m
.

3

Alès, Adhémar d', his 7%&logie

de St. II//w/yte quotcd, i. 66

Pr. I

Amygdalus, Phrygian name of

Attis, i. 140
Anaxagoras, his teaching, i. 44-46
Anaximander, his teaching, i. 42,
43 - -

Anaximenes, his teaching, i. 43,
44

Andronicus the Peripatetic,
quoted by Sethiani, i. 167

Apelles, ſollower of Marcion.
llis tenets, ii. 96, 97; his

prophetess Philumena, ii. 96 :

summary of doctrines of, ii. 166
Apocatastasis, return of worlds to

Deity, ii. 75 n. 4

Apparitions of gods, how produced

by magicians, i. 97, 1oo
Apsethus the Libyan, story of,

ii. 3, 4
Archelaus, his teaching, i. 46, 47
Aristotle, i. 16; his teaching, i.

55–57; his Categories, i. 55 m
.

5; his Quintessence, i. 56 n. 1 ;

ii. 72 n. 4; phrase of, used by
Simon M., ii. 1 i n. 4; Basilides’
tenets attributed to, ii. 62-66.
See l’lato

Arithmomancy, i. S3–87
Armellini attributes Philosophu
mena to Novatian, i. 6

Arnold, I'rof. E. V., his Woman
Stoicism quoted, i. 57 n. 3, 127

ºr
. 3, 136 n. 5 ; ii. 45 n. 7, 79

Mr. 0

Asclepiades, i. 19 ; ii. 152
Assyrians = Syrians, i. 123 m

. 6;
teach triune nature of Deity, ié.

Astrology, source of heresy, i. 34;
the Chaldivan system of
,

i. 67–

69 ; folly of, i. 70–75, 113:
zodiacal types of

,
i. SS-91
Astronomers, calculations of, i.

76–83; Hippolytus' contempt
for, i. 82

Athenæus, his Deifnosophistº
quoted, i. ioS n. 3

Attis, legend of, , i. 1 18 n. 1 ;

hymns to, sung in Mysteries of
great Mother, i. 141, 142 ;

names of: Adonis, Osiris, Moon,
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Syrictas, ib.

179
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136 n. 9

Barbelo, the earth-goddess of

Gnostics, i. 139 m
.

5

Ban uch, book of. See Justinus
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ii. 59 m
.
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llis l'assion, ib. ; Apocatastasis
of l'ormlessness and Mission of
Jesus, ii. 77-79; the great
ignorance, ii. 77; summary of

doctrines of
,

ii. 159–161. See
Simon of Cyrene, Aristotle

liaulo. See liccate
IBaur, Chr. I’., attributes Philoso
Akumena to Caius the presbyter,i. 6

Bcclzebuth, made from perplexity

of Sophia, ap. Valentinus, ii. 31 ;

name parody of Jabezebuth, ii.

31 ſt
.
2

Benn, Alſred W.,his Philosophy of

Greece quotcd, i. 37 n. 6, 43 m
.
I

ISigourdan, G., his L'Astronomie :

A volution des Idées,etc., quoted,

i. So n. 3

lilastus, herctic mention.cd by

pseudo-Tertullian, i. 13

Bouché-Leclercq, A., his L'Astro
/ogie Grecque quotcd, i. 67 n. 1,

•74 m
. 5; 108 n. 2, 148 m
.

4

Ilousset, Prof.Wilhelm, his IIaupt
probleme der Gnosis quoted, i.

123 m
. 2; ii. So n. 2, 163 n. 7

Brachmans, their lives and teach.
ing. i. 60–61 ; ii. 99 m

. I

Brandt, Prof. A. S. l I. W. Sce
2lchesaites

Brimo, name of Demeter in

Mysteries, i. 13S
Bruce, the, Papyrus, i. 3 n. 1;

quoted, ii. 12 n. 2

Buddhism, known to Clcment of

Alexandria, ii. 59 m
. I

Rudge, Sir Ernest A. W. T., his
Misce/laneous Coptic 7&rts
quoted, i. 30; ii. 178 m

.
I

Bunsen, Baron von, his Hippoly
tus and his Age, i. 5

Cabala, the Jewish process of

Aſematria, i. 131 m
. I ; expla

nation of, ii. 40 m
. 3; measure

ments in, ii. 133 n. 4

Caius the presbyter, Philosophu
mena attributed to, i. 6

Callistus, l'ope (218–223 A.D.),
i. 3, 5, 7, 13, 17, 19, 29; leans

towards heresy of Noetus, ii.

11S; his life and tenets, ii. 124–
132; ſails with Sabellius, ii. 124;
calls l lippolytus' party ditheists,

ii. 125, 129; formerly slave to

Carpophorus, ii. 125; his mis
deeds and ſlight, ii. 126; con
demned to mill by Carpophorus,

it. : makes riot in synagogue
and sent to mines by Fuscianus,

ii. 127; released by Victor and
Marcia, ii. 128, 129; promoted

to charge of cemetery by Zephy
rinus, ii. 128; excommunicates
Sabellius, ii. 129; his leanings
towards Sabellius and Theo
dotus, ii. 130; ſavours laxity of

morals in Church, ii. 130-132;
and second baptism, ii. 132

Carpocrates, i. 17; his tenets, ii.

90-92; assigns sinless soul to

Jesus, ii. 91; says al
l

men may

be Christs, ib.; lawlessness of

followers of
,

ii. 91-92. SeeMagic
Carpophorus. See Callistus
Caulacau, used with Saulasau and
Zeesar by Naassenes, i. 131;
Adamas identiſied with, ib.;
name in which Saviour de
scended, ië

,

n. 6
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Cerdo, i. 16; teacher of Marcion,
ii. 95, 96 - --

Ccrinthus, i. 17; his tenets, ii. 92,
93; adoptionist vicws of

,
ii. 93;

summary of doctrines oſ
,

ii.

166
Chaldaeans, horoscopy of, de
scribed, i. 67–76

Charles, R. II., his Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha of O

.
7: quoted,

1. I54
Cicero, quoted, i. 68 n. 1, Ioy
wº. 2

Clement of Alexandria, i. 11;
Quoted, i. 144 n. 2, 146 m i ;

ii. 12 n. 5, 20 n. 1, 78 m
.
8, 105

rt
. 4, 122 pt
.

3

Clcomenes, preacher of Noetian
heresy, ii. 118, 123

Colarbasus,his arithmetical heresy,

i. 83; name of
,

ii. 57 n. 4

Constellation figures, interpre
tation of, i. Ioy-114

Corybas, god of Phrygians, i. 133;
his legend, ib

.
n.

Cruice, Abbé l'atrice M., Philoso
Ahumena, etc., i.4 n. 5; Bludes
sur les /’, i. 12 n. 2

Cumont, I’ranz, his 7&vſes et

Monuments de J/ithra quotcd,

i. 9S n. 5; Les J/ystères deJ/ithra, ib.; Recherches sur le

Manichéisine, i. 11o n. 2;
Cosmogonie Manichéenne, i.

176 n. 5

-

Cybele, or Great Mother, worship

of
,

i. 3; legend of, i. 1 18 m
.

1. .

See Attis, Naassencs, Ophites,
Rhca

Cyphi, Egyptian incense used in

magic, i. 92

Demiurge, or architect of Uni
yerse; fiery god of Naassenes,

i. 128; made from ſcar of

Sophia, ap. Valentinus, ii. 3o

1)emocritus, his teaching, i. 4S, 49

1)evil, ruler of this world made
from grief of Sophia, af. Valen
tinus, ii. 31

l)idymus of Alexandria, Philoso.
phumena attributed to

,
i. 5

Diels, I ſermann, caits Book I. of
Philosº/humena, i. 31 n. 1

Diodorus of Erctria, mentioned by
no othcr author, i. 38 n. 6

Diogenes Laertius, source of i lip
polytus' summary of philoso
phies, i. 64 n. 2; quoted, i. 35

n. 7, 36 mm. 2, 3; 37 n. 6; 4o
ºurt. 2, 3; 41 mm. 2, 3; 42 ft

. I;

. 44 mm. 1, 3; 48 mm. 3, 4; 54 m
.

1 ; 56 mm. 1, 2; 58 m
. I ; 59 un.

1, 3; mentions Gymnosophists
and 1)ruids, 6o n. 1

Docetae, i. 15, 17; their tenets,

ii. 99-105; interpretation of

story of fig-tree, ii. 99, Ioo.
And of l'arable of Sower, ii.

1ol; views on Annunciation
and l'assion of Jesus,ii. 104; pro
bably Valentinian, ii. 105 n. 4;

summary of doctrines of
,

ii. 162,
103

Döllinger, Dr. Ignaz, i. 6, 7; his
Z///olytus and Callistus quoted,

ii. 124 n. 1; 125 m
. 3; 126 mm.

4, 6; 127 mm. 1, 2, 4 ; 128 unt. 4,

5; 129 m.4; 130 mm.1,7; 131 n. 6
Dosithcus, a Samaritan heretic, i.
13, 14

Druids, l’ythagoreans, i. 61, 62.
See Diogenes Laertius

Duchesnc, Mgr. Louis, his Aſis.
toire Ancienne de l'Eglise
quoted, i. 6, 7; ii. 124 n. 1 :

125 n. 7

Duncker, Ludwig, Philosophus
mena, etc., i. 4

Ebionites, thcir tenets, ii. 93;
summary of doctrincs of

,
ii. 167.

See Mughtasila -
Ecphantus, his teaching, i. 5o
Eden (Eden), garden of, com
pared to brain, aſ, Naassenes, i.

143; river of, compared to

serpent, ap. Perata, i. 155; to

ſour senses of man, ap. Simon
Magus, ii. Io; name of Israel
wiſe of Elohim, ap. Justinus, i.

175
Fgypt = the body, ap. Naassenes,

i. 130; and Perate, i. 155
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... It
º
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-

Egyptians, used for Alexandrians,

i. 40 m
.

1; astrology of, 48 m
.

4; “Wisdom" of, i. io.4—io7;
Gos/c/accº. to

,

quoted, i. 123
Elchesaites, i. 14, 17; Iłrandt's
Alchesai, ii. 132 m

. 3; Alcibi
ades introduces heresy of

,

into
Rome, ii. 133; the Book of

Elkhesai quoted, ib.: their belief

in transmigration, ii. 134; re
peated baptisms and spells used
by, ii. 135, 136; prophecies of,

ii. 137; summary of doctrines

of
,

ii. 169, 170. See Mugh
tasila

Eleusis (Mysteries oſ), words used
in, i. 129; rites of, described, i.
138, 139 -

Empedocles, i. 9, 16; his teach
ing, i. 40, 41

Encratites, their tenets, ii. 114,

1 15: their connection with
Tatian, ii. 114 m

. 5; extreme
asceticism of

,
ii. 115

Epicurus, his teaching, i. 58, 59
Epiphanes (supposed ſollower of

Valentinus), his tenets, ii. 3S
Epiphanius, quoted, i. 5, 11, 122

n. 3; ii. 39 n. 7, 48 m
.
2, 49

n. 1, 76 n. 1, 80 mm. 2, 3; 9o

rt
. 4, 92 ºut. 3, 4 ; 93 pt
.

7, 95

n. 4, 113 n. 6, 118 m
.
1, 132

rt. 3

Essenes, look of Job attributed
to, i, io9 n. 2; Ebionites and,

1 io n. 3. See Jews, Mugh
tasila, Zealots

Euphrates (the Peratic), his story

of war in heaven, 1,69; mean
ing of name of

,
i. 146 n. 1;

ſounder of Ophite heresy, ib.;
and with Akembcs of Peratae,

i. 149
Eusebius, quoted, i. 7, 14 n. 1 ;

ii. 96 n. 2, 11 I n. 2, 112 n. 6,

132 ft. 3

Fabricius, edits Book I of Philo.
sophumena, i. 1

Faye, Eugène de, his Introduction,
etc., and Gnostiques et Gnostic
itme quoted, i. 8 n. 3

Fessler, Prof., attributes Philo
so,”humena to Caius, i. 6

Firmicus, J. Maternus, his Ma.
theseosquotcd, i. 68 m

.
1

Flora. See l'tolemy, ſollower of V.

Flügel, I'roſ, his M/ani quoted,
11. I32 pt

.
3

Fuscianus, preſect of city (188–
193 A.D.)... sentences Callistus

to mines, ii. 127

Ganschinietz, Richard, his II://o
/ytus' Aapital geºen die Magicr
quoted, i. 92 n. 2

Geryon, the triple-bodied, per
vales everything, ap

.

Naassencs,

1. 131
Gnostics, Mysteries of, i. 32, 33 ;

delive tenets ſron Grceks and
barbarians, i. 119. See Naas
scnes, Philo

Guaillot, L., his Le Culle de

Cybèle quoted, i. 135 m
.

1

Greeks, Phoenician origin of
,

attributed to IIerodotus, i. 111 ;

tenets of Physicists among.
taken from Sextus Empiricus,

ii. 150–153
Gronovius, annotates Book I of

Philosophumena, i. 1
IIatch, Edwin, Dr., his Hibbert
Lectures quoted, i. 38 m

.
1, 123

n. 4, 136 n. 9; ii. 45 m
.
6, 52

rt
. 8, 62 n. 7.

Hebrew words used by magicians, .
1.92, 93 e

Hecate, hymn to, i. Ioo, loi ;

identifical with Daubo, Gorgo,
Mormo and Mene, i. Iol ; also
with Artemis, Persephone and
Eriskigal, ib. n. 1

IIemerobaptists, i. 18; ii. 132

n. 3. See Mughlasila -

IIcracleon, follow croſ Valentinus,
his tencts not described by Hip
rolytus, ii. 38 n. 2

IIeraclides of I'ontus, i. 19; ii.

152
Heraclitus of Ephesus, i. 10, 16.
17; his teaching, i. 41 ; ii. 119.
See Noctus " '
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1ſcrimes, strcct statues of
,

i. 127

II crimogenes, i. 16; his tencts, ii.

1 11–112 ; summary of doctrines
of, ii. 169

Ilesiod (the poct), his Theogomy
quoted, i. 62, 63

Ilippasus, i. 19 ; ii. 151
Iſippo, his teaching, i. 50, 51

I lippocrates, quoted, i. 126

| lippolytus, schismatic l'ope (218–
235 A.D.), i. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, io,ii, 16; denies l'auline author
ship of Hebrews, i. 23 u. I ;

calls himself guardian of the
Church, i. 34; hetcrodoxy of,

ii. 125 m
.
3, 129 n. 4; Chronicon

oſ, ii. 171 ; his own doctrine
stated, ii. 172 to cnd ; his Sub
stance of the ell!, ii. 173

llomoousios, first uscd by IIippo
lytus, ii. 69 m

.
I

Ilyacinthus. See Marcia

Irenaeus, St., Ilippolytus' in- .

of all living, i. 130 ; the city in

I'hocnicia, i. 138
Jesus, I lis triplc nature, aſ, Naas
senes, i. 121 : the l’erſect Man,

i. 134; reason oſ I lis Incarna
tion, i. 145; I lis triple powers,
a/, l'eratae, i. 147; Intermediate
betwcen the l’athcr and matter,

i. 158; Son of Joseph and
Mary, ap. Justimus and Carpo
cratcs, i.178; ii. 96; the great

1 ligh Priest, ii. 29; mystic
name of, aſ, Iren:vus, ii. 47;
sclf-generated, ap. Marcus, ii.

52; Iſis Illumination Mission
and Passion, ap. Basilides, ii.

. 78,79; the One Gºd of Zeully
rinus, ii. 123; so of Callistus, ii.

129. See Carpocratcs, Cerin
thus, Ebionites, Docetae, Jus
tinus

Jeſ of Bruce Papyrus, called the
Great Man, i. 122 n. 4

Jews, history of, from Josephus
and others, ii. 138–148; divided
into Pharisces, Sadducees and
Essenes, ii. 139; tenets of Es
senes, ii. 139-145; the like on
Pharisees, ii. 145; the like of
Sadducces, ii. 145-147; al

l ex
pect Messiah, ii. 147; chron
ology of history of, ii. 17o
172

Josephus, i. ion. 3; i. 17. See
Jews

Jothor, father-in-law of Moses, i.

I31
Justin Martyr, says Simon Magus
claimed divinity, i. 14

Justinus, the Gnostic, i. 3; per
haps not Ophite, i. 28 n. 2;
his tenets, i. 169-1So; probably
one of the later Gnostics, i. 169

n. 4; his oath of secrecy, i.

171, 179; his Baruch quoted,

i. 171 ; allegorizes licrodotus’
Scythian story, i. 172; his Triad

of the Good One, Elohim and
lºdem, i. 172, 173; the twenty
four angels of

,

and their names,

i. 173; likeness of these to bar
Khöni's Ophites, ib

.

nn. 3, 4;

debtedness to, i. 11, 12, 13;
his Five /Sooks Against Heresies
quoted, i. 122 m

.
3, 139 ºt
. 5,

160 m
. I ; ii. 15 m
.
2, 17 n. 4,

25 n 6, 27 n. 2, 38 n. 2, 39 mm.

3, 4 ; 40 ºr
. 2, 44 ºt
. 2, 45 fl. 5,

48 n. 1, 49 mm. 2, 3,6; 50 n. 2,

51 mm. 2, 8; 53 m
.
3, 54 n. 1,

56 n. 2, 57 run. 4, 5 ; 59 m
. I,

76 n. 1, 79 n. 2, So n. 2, 90

n. 4, 91 m
.
5, 92 ºunt. 3, 4 ; 93

mn. 4, 5 ; I I I mm. 2, 3. Sce
Jesus

-

Isidore. See Basilides
Isis identifical with the Earth, i.

io9 n. 4; Mysterics of, i. 126

Jacobi, Prof., first to declare
Ilippolytus author of Philo
sophumena, i, 5

Jaldabaoth, a fiery god, i. 128,
132 m

. 3; ii. 102 n. 9; a

“ſourth number,” ib
.

See
Adam, Sophia

James, the brother of the Lord,
alleged transmitter of Naassenc
doctrines, i. 121 ; ii. 153

Jerusalem, the heavenly, mother

º
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angels of, called Trecs, i. 174;
creation of protoplasts, i. 174;
ascent of lºlohim, i. 175, 176;
sin of lºve and Naas, i. 176;
origin of evil, i. 177; I Icracles
a Saviour, th

:
; Jesus called b

lłaruch when twelve years º,

i. 178; explanation of Pagan
myths, i. 179; summary of doc
trincs of, ii. 161, 162; put by

summarizer after lasilides, i.

161 n. 2

Kessler, Konrad, his Mani quoted,

i. S2 w. 2 - *
King, C. W., his Gnostics and
tacir Armains quoted, ii. 17 n.2

Lane, E. W., his Modern Egyp
tians quoted, i. 97 n. 2

Langdon, 1)r. Stephen, his 7am
muz and Ishtar quoted, i. ioS
nº. 3

Latinisms in text of /hilosophu
mena, i. 23

Leemans, l'rof. C., his /ºi/yri
Graci quoted, ii. 44 n. 4

Legge, F., his Forerunners and
Aivals of Christianity quoted,

i. 2 n. 2, 9 n. 1, 27 n. 1, 39

tr
. 1, 40 m
.
1, 94 n. 1, 105 mm.

3, 4 ; 109 m
.
2, 11.4 n. 2, 122

n. 1, 123 mm. 1
, 2, 3; 128 m
.
2,

130 ft
. 1, 135 ºt
. 4, 137 n. 2,

139 m
.
5, 155 mm. 2, 3; 156 m
.

4, 160 m
.
1, 162 n. 2, 165 n. 2,

169 m
.
5, 173 m
.
4, 174 n. 2,

175 n. 2
;

ii. 7 mm.1.3 : 25 m
.
3,

34 m
.
5, 72 m
.
3, 82 n. 3, 88

rt
. 3, 89 m
.
2, 95 m
.
4, 97 n. 1,

Io; n. 6, 163 n. 7

Leucippus, his teaching. i. 48

Lipsius, R. A., opposes Ilippo.
lytus' authorship, i. 6; his
articles in D.C.A. quoted, ii.

38 nut. 1, 2

Lucian of Samosata, his Alex
ander quoted, i. 92 n. 2, 99 m
.

4; ſollower.of Cerdo, ii. 96

Macmahon, J. I.I., translates
Philosophumena, i. 5

Magic, its connection with astro
logy, i. 91 m

. 4; practised by

Simon's disciples, ii. 10; and
Carpocratians, ii. 91

Magicians, tricks oſ
,

describcd, i.

92-10
Man, l'erſect, aſ, Naassencs, i.

123, 134, 138; in 1’istis So/hia, i.

123 m
. 3; aſ. Scthiani, i. 105;

First, af. Manichæans, i. 27,
123 n. 2; expression used in

Summary, ii. 163. See Adam,
Adamas, Monoimus, l'indar

Manichæism, the Atlas or Omo
phorus of

,
i. 1 io n. 2; l'irst

Man of
,

captured by powers of

darkness, i. 123 n. 2; ii. 7 m
. 3;

hostility of
,

to Jews, i. 165 m
.

3 ;

Justimus's anticipation of
,

i.

169 n. 4, 176 n. 5; Valentinus's,
ii. 17 m
. 5; evocation of l'inst Man

in, ii. 34 n. 5; our earth worst
of al
l

worlds, ii. 35 m
. 3; column

of praises in
,

ii. 5on. 5; secrecy
of, ii. 59 m

.
1. See Cumont,

Flügel, Kessler
Marcia, concubine of Commodus,

ii. 127; takes counsel with
Pope Victor, ib.; her ſoster
brother IIyacinthus, ib.

Marcion, i. Io, 16, 17; his tenets,

ii. 82–90; comparcd with those

of Empedocles, ii. 82–88; 1're
pon's address to Bardesanes, ii.

igiºnnay of doctrincs of,
11. I 0;
Marcº follower of Valentinus,

i. 12; his tenets, ii. 40–57; his
frauds and juggling tricks, ii.

41–43; vision of the Tetrad, ii.

45–48; his cabalistic system of

numbers, ii. 48–56
Mariam, aunt of Moses, i. 131
Mariamne, said to have received
Naassenc tradition ſron St.
James, i. 121 ; ii. 153; known

to Origen and Celsus, i. 121, n.5
Mark, St., story of sclf-mutilation

to avoid orders, ii. 87
Maspero, Sir Gaston Charles, 1

Z/ist. ane" de l'Orient quote

i. 47 m
.
I
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Matter, Jacques, Iſis/. du Gnostic
ismequoted, ii. 50 m

.
1

Maximilla. Sre l’hrygians
Melchizidck. See Theodotus thc
I}anker

Mcmander, successor of Simon
Magus, i. 17; ii. 59 m

.
1 -

Metoposcopy, divination by physi
ognomy, i. 87-92

Michael, scribc of MS., i. 4

Miller, liénigne Emanuel, ſirst
editor of /hilosophumena, i. 4, 5:

his M//anges de /.itſ. Gre que
quoted, i. 100, n. 5

Monarchia, doctrinc of one su
preme source of al

l

things, ii.

123
Monoimus Arabs, i. 17; his tencts,

ii. 106-1 i i ; not Christian, ii.

100 m
,

1 ; his heavenly man, ii.

107, 163; cabalistic theory of

numbers, ii. Io9 ; letter to

Theophrastus quoted, ii.
, iio ;

summary of doctrines of
,

163,
164

Montanus. See I’hrygians.
Mughtasila, washers or IIemero
baptists, Iºlchesaites derived
from, ii. 132 m

.
3 : make con

verts among lºssencs and
I.bionites, ib.

Mynas, Mynoides, discoverer of

M.S. of Philosophumena, i. 2,

3, 5

Mysteries of the heretics, i. 23.
33, 125, 18o ; promise to de
scribe, i. 63; probably described

in missing looks, i. 65 : source

of Naassene heresy, i. 121; M. of

Assyrians, i. 123; of l’hrygians,

i. i26, 133, 135-13S, 14o ; in
eſtable M. of lsis, i. 126 ; M.

of Greeks, i. 127 : 1/ye Cyc in

Eleusinian, i. 129; M. of Samo
thrace, i. 132 : great secret of

lºleusinian, i. 138; Lesser and
Great, i. 139; M. of the Great
Mother, i. 141, 142 ; l’hliasian,
older than lºleusinian, i. 166 :

M. of Justimus, i. 171

Naas, the serpent, i. 12o. 142;

one of Justinus' maternal angels,

i. 173
Naassenes, i. 3 : their tenets, i.

118–146; call themselves Gnos
tics, i. 120, 142; their supreme
deity Adamas, i. 120; al

l

his powers in ſº i. 121 :

the names of the Three
Churches, ib.; the first man,

i. 122; their connection with
the Mysteries, i. 123; with the
Gospel of the Egyptians, i.;
the myth of Attis, i. 124; their
interpretation of the mysteries

of Isis, i. 126, 127; the demi
urge Jaldabaoth, i. 128; their
interpretation of Homer, i. 130:

of the Caliric mysteries, i. 132;
the myths of Corybas and l'ap
pas, i. 133-135; other names of

Attis, i. 135-140: N
.

mentioned

by Irenaeus, i. 130 m
. 5; why

so called, 1. 142; hymns of, i.

142, 144, 145; interpretation of

anatomy of brain, i. 143. 144 ;
summary of doctrines of, ii. 153.
See Adamas, Eleusis, Geryon,
Serpent

Neologisms used by Hippolytus,

1. 24 -
Noetus, i. 3, 13, 15

,

17; his tenets,

ii. 1 iS-123; his heresy, derived
from IIeraclitus, ii. 1 IS-123;
his followers, ii. 1 iS; identities
Father and Son, ii. 123; sum
mary of doctrines of

,
ii. 16S,

169. See Cleomenes, l'hrygians
Novatian, / 'hilosºphumena attri
buted to, i. 6 : 1 lippolytus said

to follow, i. 7 n. 4.

Oannes, the first man, ap. As
syrians, i. 122

Ocellus Lucanus, i. 19; ii. 152
Ophites, i. 16, 1: ; heresy derived
from worship of Cybele or Great
Mother, i. 1 iS n. 1; curse Christ,
a/. Origem, i. 121 m

.
l ; com

parative, insignificance of
,

i.20 m
.

1 ; ii. 1 16. SeeAttis, Euphrates, .

Naassenes
Origen, Philosophumena attributed

*
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:

to
,

i. 5,6; Contra Celsum quoted,

1. 20 m
. I, 121 nºv. 1, 5; I30

m
.
I ; 146 n. 1

Orpheus, a theologist, i. io9 n. 4;

discloser of mysteries, i. 166;
his Bacchica quoted, but other
wisc unknown, ib.; Sethian
heresy derived from, ib

.

Osiris, his mutilation, i. 126; sig
niſies water, i. 105 m

. 4; his
statue in the temple of Isis, i.

127

Papas, god of Phrygians, i. 135;
name of Attis, ib. n. 1; means
l'ather, ib.

Parmenides, his teaching, i. 47,

4

Parthey, Gustav, his Zwei grie
chische Zauberpa/yri quoted, i.

93 m
.

5

Patripassianism, heresy of
,

ii. 118

rt
. 1, 168 m
. I

Paul, St., Arts of
,

and 7hekla,
quoted, i. 30 m

.
I

Peratae, i. 3; mentioned by Clem.
Alex., i. 146 n. 1; their teach
ing, i. 146-159; their triple
division of the cosmos, i. 146;

ii. 154; their Christology, i. 147;
their astrological theories, i.

148, 149; their book /"roastii
quoted, i. 150–153; why called
Peratae, i. 154; their saviour
Scrpent, i. 155; Serpcnt is

type of . Christ, Joseph and
Nimrod, i. 155, 156; the con
stellation Draco, i. 157; ana
tomy of brain typifies Father
and Son, i. 159; summary of

doctrines of, ii. 154, 155. See
Eden, Euphrates

Persephone, as lover of Adonis,

i. 124. See Hecate
Persians say God is Light, i. 104
l'harisees. See Jews
l'hilo, his Logos and Gnostic
ideas, ii. 7 m
.
3, 8 n. 2, 173

- ſº. 4

. Thilumena. See Apelles
Photius, his Bibliotheca quoted, i.

12, 13 w
. I.

I'lurém. See Ră
Phrygians (Montanists), ... their
tenets, ii. 113, 114; followers

of Montanus, Priscilla and
Maximilla, ii. 113; lean
towards Noetian and l’atri
passian heresies, ii. 114; sum
mary of doctrines of, ii. 167,
16S. See Mysteries, Naassenes

Pindar, ode on ſirst man assigned
to, i. 122

Pistis Sophia, The, quoted, i. 3 m
.

I, 9 ºt
. I, 123 mm. I, 3, 124 m
.

I I,

150 ºn. I, 3, 152 m
.
2, 155 m
.

1.

162 n. 2, 173 m
.

1, 177 m
. 5;

ii. 5 n. 4, 16 n. 4, 43 m
.
2, 45

rt
. 4, 48 m
.
3, 52 ºv
.

9, 53 m
.
2,

71 m
.
6, 79 m
.
3, 93 n. 7, 97 n. 1,

IO2 ºz. 2

Plato, i. 16; his teaching, i. 51–
55; passages from Aristotle
ascribed by Ilippolytus to, i. 53,
54; his Clitopho quoted as

A'e/ublic, i. 55 m
. 7; analogy

between his teaching and Simon
M.'s, ii. 5; and Valentinus', ii.

18, 19, 25; quotcd, ii. 23, 36,
37. See Alcinous

Plutarch, his de /side ºf Osiride
quoted, i. 129 m
. 3; de Erilio,

11.23 pt
.

I

l'oint, indivisible, from which all
things spring, i. 115, 141 ; ii. 9

Pontianus, Pope (230-235 A.D.),

1. 7

I'raxcas, a heretic refuted by Ter
tullian and mentioned by

pseudo-Tert., but not by Iren
acus or Ilippolytus, i. 13

Prepon the Assyrian. See Marcion
1'riscilla. See l’hrygians
Proastii. Sre l'eratae
l'roteus, identified with. Attis, i.

137
Prudentius quoted, i. 7

Ptolemy, Claudius, the astronomer,
mentioned, i. 82; his Tetrabib.
/or quoted, i. 88 pt

.
2— follower of Valcntinus, his

tenets, ii. 39, 40; his letter to

his “ ſair sister Flora," ii. 39

n. 7
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Pyrrho, wrongly called an Aca
demic by Ilippolytus, i. 32; his
teaching, i. 59

I'ythagoras, i. 15, 16, 17; his
life and ſollowers, i. 36–39; his
theory of numbers, i. 37, 115
m. 6, 116; ii. 20; Accidents
attributed to, ii. 21 ; his theory

of metempsychosis, ii. 23;
gnomic sayings of, ii. 23, 24 ;
solar theory of

,
ii. 24

Quartodecimans, i. 17; their
tenets, ii. 112, 1 13; Irenaeus
their advocate, ii. 112 n. 6

Rä, Egyptian Sun-God, invoked

by magicians, i. 92 n. 7

Rhea, an androgyne deity, i. 125;
identiſed with Gé and Cybele,
th. n. I

Rogers, Dr. R. W., Religion of

Babylonia and Assyria quoted,
151 m

.
2

Salellius. See Callistus
Sadducees. SeeJews
Salmon, Dr. George, his Cross
refºrences in Zhilosophumena
quoted, i. 8 ; ii. 38 m

.
i. ; his

articles in /D.C./A. i. 6 n. 1,

7 n. 4, 22 n. 1, 69 n. 6; ii.

38 m
.
2, 40 m
.
3, 80 m
.
1, 98

n. 1, 100 m
. I, IoS n. 4, 108 m
.

3 io9 nº
.

6, 113 m
.
2, 1 18 m
. I,

149 m
.
2, 173 m
.

3

Saturnilus, i. 16; his tenets, ii. .

So, 81 ; his Unknown l'ather,

ii. 81 ; angels make man in

I lis image, ib., Christ sent to

depose God of Jews, ib
.

See
Simon of Cyrene

Saulasau. See Caulacau.
Schneidewin, F. G., with Duncker
edits part of Philosophumena,

1. 4.

Schürer, I'rof., his History of

Jewish People quoted, ii. 7 m
.

3, 8 pt. 2

Secundus, follower of Valentinus,
his tenets, ii. 38

Sephora, wiſe of Moses, i. 131

Serpent, inspirer of Naassene
doctrine, i. 120, 142; identified
with substance of water, i.

142; the constellation 1)raco,

i. 146 n. 1 ; the brazen, ap.
l'eratae, i. 155, 156; the Son
and the Word, i. 157 : wind of
darkness ap. Sethiani, i. 164,
165; of Justimus, wholly evil,

i. 169 m
.

5

Seth, Paraphrase of See Sethiani.
Sethiani, their tenets, i. 160–169;
authors who mention, i. 160 m

.
1;

the Sitheus of Bruce l'apyrus,
th. ; their triad of Light, 1)ark
ness and Spirit, i. 161 ; Light
and Spirit caught by Darkness,

i. 162; impregnation of Dark
ness, i. 163; analogy with other
triads, i. 165, 166; system of,
derived from Orphic, i. 166 ;

l'hliasian Mysteries of Great
Mother, th: ; simile of oil-well

at Ampe, i. 168, 169; their
Zaraphrase of Seth, i. 169;
summary of doctrines of

,

ii.
155-157. See Andronicus, Man

Sextus lºnpiricus, llippolytus'
borrowings ſrom, i. Io, 69 m

.

1 ; ii. 150. See Greek
Simon of Cyrene, story of his
substitution for Jesus on the
Cross probably Saturnilian, not
lłasilidian, ii. 59 n. 1, 79 n. 2

Simon Magus, i. 3, 13, 14; his
system derived from art of

arithmetic, i. 1 15, 116; his six
roots, i. 116; ii. 7; his Great
Announcement quoted, i. 115,
140, 141 ; ii. 4-14; his life and
tenets, ii. 2-17; his supreme
God, ſire, ii. 4; his account of

the creation of Man, ii. 9; his
Epinoia IIelen of Tyre, ii. 15;
his death, ii. 17; source of

Valentinian heresy, ii. 17, 40

n. 3; summary of doctrines of,
157, 158. See Edem, Justin,
Magic, Mcmander

Socrates, i. 16; his teaching, i, 51

Sophia, name given to llelen of
Tyre by Simon M., i. 13 m

. 3;
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. Sethians make her cause of
Flood, ib.; identified with
Earth, i. 105 m.3; ii. 27 n. 4;

mother of Jaldabaoth, aſ. Naas
senes, i. 1 18 m

. I, 132 m
. 3; in

Naassene hymn, i. 145 m
. 3;

her name of Achamoth, i. 173
w
. 4; ſall of, aſ, Valentinus, ii.

7 m
.
3, 27; decides ſate of men,

ii. 17 m
. 5; her adventures, ii,

28–36; the heaven of, ii. 31

m
.
I ; identificd with IIoly

Spirit, ii. 33

Sotion of Alexandria, IIippolytus'
borrowings from, i. 49 m

. 3;

64 n. 2

Stålhelin, I ſeinrich, his - Die
Guos/ischen Quellen Hi//olyts
quoted, i. 8 n. 2 -

Stoics, their teaching, i. 57, 58;
Hippolytus' reluctance to men
tion, i. 157 n. 2

Syrictas, the pipe-player, name of

Attis, i. 142

:

tenels, ii. 93, 94; adoptionist
views of, ii. 94; summary of

doctrines of, ii. 167
Theophrastus. See Monoimus
Thomas, Gospel according to

,

quoted, i. 126

Urbanus, Pope (223–230 A.D.),

i. 7

Tatian the Gnostic, i. 17; his
tenets, ii. i. 11; holds Adam not
saved, ib.; summary of doc
trines of, ii. 164. See Encratites

Tertullian, /hilosophumena as
signed to, i. 6; quoted, ii. 82

m
.

3, 96 mm. 2, 3, 1 II n. 3.

See l'raxeas
Tertullian, Pseudo-, Adversus
Omnes Hæreses, i. 1 1-13;
quoted, i. 160 m

. I ; ii. 95 m.4,
97 n. 2. See l’raxcas

Thales, i. 9, his teaching, i. 35,
36; quoted, i. 142

Theodore bar Khôni, his Book oy

Scholia quoted, i. 169 n. 4, 173
wº. 3

Theodoret calls Ilippolytus Bishop
and Martyr, i. 7, 11, 12; his
account of Peratiu, i. 146 n. 1 ;

quotes summary and not text of

Philosophumena, ii. 154 m
. I

Theodotus the Bankcr. his tenets,

ii. 94, 95; holds Melchizidek
greater than. Christ, ii. 94;
summary of doctrines of, ii. 167

Theodotus of Byzantium, his

Valentinus, his system derived
from arithmetical art, i. 15;
ſrom Pythagoras and Plato, ii.

17–19; Zoroastrian and lºgyp
tian features of, ii. 17 m

,
1 ;

division of ſollowers as to Su
preme Being, ii. 25; his system

of Aeons, ii. 26, 27; Sophia and
her lºctroma, ii. 28; projection

of lloros, ii. 29 ; Jesus the
Common lºriend of the Pleroma,
ib. ; salvation of l.ctroma and
result of her passions, ii. 3o:
ſourſold division of world, ii.

31, and of man, ii. 32; analogies

of myths of, with Manichæism,

ii. 34 m
.
5, 35 m
. 3; Anatolic

and Italiote schools of, ii. 34:
purpose of Incarnation, aft. ii.

35; summary of doctrines of
,

ii.

158, , 159. See Beelzebuth,
Demiurge, Devil, Pleroma and
Sophia

Victor, Pope (189–202 A.D.). See
Callistus -

Wessely, his Griechische Zauber
papyri quoted, i. 93 m

.
5

Wilson, James, his Complete Diº
tionary of Astrology quoted, i.

67 w
t. i.

Wordsworth, Bishop Christopher,
his Hippolytus and the Church

of Rome quoted, i.4 n. 2; i. 6;

i. 12 m
.
I ; ii. 119 n. 2, 129

*t
.

5 -

Xenophanes, his teaching, i. 49,
5o

-

Zaratas (Zoroaster) quoted, i. 9.

104 m
. 3; ii. 20 ; Amshas'
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pands of
,

and Simon Magus' Zeesar. Sce Caulacau
roots, ii. 2 n. 2; the like and Zephyrinus, Pope (202-218 A.D.),
Aeons of Valentinus, ii. 17 n. 5 i. 3; said by IIippolytus to lie

Zealots, said by Hippolytus to be ignorant and unskilled, ii. 118,

a sect of Essenes, ii. 143, 144 124; leans towards heresy, ii.

wr. I I 18

The END.
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pands of
,

and Simon Magus' Zeesar. Sce Caulacau
roots, ii. 2 n. 2; the like and Zephyrinus, Pope (202-218 A.D.),
Aeons of Valentinus, ii. 17 n. 5 i. 3; said by Ilippolytus to be

Zealots, said by Hippolytus to be ignorant and unskilled, ii. 118,

a sect of Essenes, ii. 143, 144 124; leans towards heresy, ii.

rt. I I 18

The END.
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BOOKS FOR STUDENTS

Translations of Early Documents
A Series of texts important for the study of Christian
origins. Under the Joint Editorship of the Rev.
W. O. E. OESTERLEY, D.D., and the Rev. Canon
G. H. Box, M.A.

The object of this Series is to provide short, cheap, and handy
textbooks for students, either working by themselves or in
classes. The aim is to furnish in translations important
texts unencumbered by commentary or elaborate notes, which
can be had in larger works.

EXTRACTS FROM PRESS NOTICES.
The Times Literary Supplement says: “These Jewish Apocalypses

have a direct relation to the thought and religious ideals which con
fronted primitive Christianity in Palestine, and not only for their own
sakes, but for their influence on the New Testament and Apostolic
Christianity they deserve careful attention. Handbooks at once so
scholarly and so readable will be welcomed by all interested in
Christian origins."

The Church Quarterly Review says: “To the theological student
who is anxious to know something of the circumstances and thought
of the time during which Christianity grew up, and of the Jewish
environment of the teaching of our Lord and the Apostles, there is
no class of books more valuable than the later Jewish Apocrypha.”

The Church Times says: “The names of the Editors are. a
guarantee of trustworthy and expert scholarship, and their work
has been admirably performed.”

The Tablet says: “A valuable series . . . well brought out and
should prove useful to students.” *

Catholic Book Notes says: “The S.P.C.K. is to be congratulated
on its various series of cheap and useful books for students.”
The Journal of the Society of Oriental Research (U.S.A.) says:

“The S.P.C.K. have again made the whole body of students,
interested in things Jewish and Early Christian, their debtors ... .

their splendid work in this series."
The Living Church (U.S.A.) says: “To praise this project too

highly is an impossibility. Everyone has felt the need of such a

series of handy and inexpensive translations of these documents and

. . . we are assured of excellent results.”
- 2



Translations of Early Documents

FIRST SERIES-Palestinian-Jewish and
Cognate Texts (Pre-Rabbinic)

1. Jewish Documents of the Time of Ezra
Translated from the Aramaic by A. E. Cowley, Litt.D.,
Sub-Librarian of the Bodleian Library, Oxford.
4s. 6d. net. -

2. The Wisdom of Ben-Sira (Ecclesiasticus)
By the Rev. W. O. E. OESTERLEY, D.D., Vicar of
St. Alban's, Bedford Park, W.; Examining Chaplain to
the Bishop of London. 3s.6d. net. -

3. The Book of Enoch -
By the Rev. R. H. CHARLEs, D.D., Canon of West
minster. 3s. 6d. net.

4. The Book of Jubilees
By the Rev. Canon CHARLEs. 4s. 6d. net.

5. The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs
By the Rev. Canon CHARLEs. 3s. 6d. net.

6. The Odes and Psalms of Solomon
By the Rev. G. H. Box, M.A., Rector of Sutton, -
Beds., Hon. Canon of St. Albans.

7. The Ascension of Isaiah
By the Rev. Canon CHARLEs. Together with No. 1o
in one volume. 4s. 6d. net.

8. The Apocalypse of Ezra (ii
.

Esdras)
By the Rev. Canon Box. 3s

.

6d, net.

9. The Apocalypse of Baruch
By the Rev. Canon CHARLEs. Together with No 12

in one volume. 3s. 6d. net.
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Translations of Early Documents (continued)

10. The Apocalypse of Abraham
By the Rev. Canon Box. Together with No. 7 in
one volume. 4s. 6d. net.

11. The Testaments of Abraham, Isaac
and Jacob
By the Rev. Canon Box and S. GASELEE.

12. The Assumption of Moses -

By Rev. W. J. FERRAR, M.A., Vicar of Holy Trinity,
East Finchley. With No. 9 in one volume. 3s.6d. net.

13. The Biblical Antiquities of Philo
By M. R. JAMES, Litt.D., F.B.A., Hon. Litt.D.,
Dublin, Hon. LL.D., St. Andrews, Provost of King's
College, Cambridge. 8s

.

6d. net.

14. The Lost Apocrypha of the Old Testament
By M. R. JAMES, Litt.D. 5s. 6d. net.

SEC0ND SERIES-Hellenistic-Jewish Texts

1. The Wisdom of Solomon
By W. O

. E. OESTERLEY, D.D. 3s. 6d. net.

2. The Sibylline Oracles (Books ii-v)
By the Rev. H. N

.

BATE, M.A., Vicar of Christ
Church, Lancaster Gate, W.; Examining Chaplain to

the Bishop of London. 3s
.

6d. net.

3. The Letter of Aristeas
By H

.

St. John THACKERAY, M.A., King's College,
Cambridge. 3s
.

6d. net.

4. Selections from Philo

5. Selections from Josephus

By H
.

St. J. Thackeray, M.A. 5s
.

net.
- 4



Translations of Early Documents (continued)

6. The Third and Fourth Books
of Maccabees
By the Rev. C. W. EMMET, B.D., Vicar of West
Hendred, Berks. 3s. 6d. net.

7. The Book of Joseph and Asenath
Translated from the Greek text by E. W. Brooks.
3s. 6d. net.

THIRD SERIES-Palestinian-Jewish and
Cognate Texts (Rabbinic)

*1. The Sayings of the Jewish Fathers (Pirke
Aboth). Translated from the Hebrew by W. O. E.
OESTERLEY, D.D. 5s

.

net.

*2. Berakhoth. By the Rev. A. Lukyn Williams, D.D.
*3. Yoma. By the Rev. Canon Box.
*4. Shabbath. By W

.
O
.
E. Oesterley, D.D.

*5. Tractate Sanhedrin. Mishnah and Tosefta.
The Judicial procedure of the Jews as codified towards
the end of the second century A.D. Translated from
the Hebrew, with brief Annotations, by the Rev.
HERBERT DAN by, M.A., Sub-Warden of St. Deiniol's
Library, Hawarden. 6s. net.

-

[The special importance of this consists in the light
thrown by it on the trial of our Lord.]

*6
.

Kimhi's Commentary on the Psalms
(Book I, Selections). By the Rev. R. G

. Finch,
B.D. 7s.6d. net.

7. Tamid 11. Megilla

8. Aboda Zara 12. Sukka

9. Middoth 13. Taanith
10. Sopherim, 14. Megillath Taanith

* It is proposed to publish these texts first by way of experiment. If

the Series should so far prove successful the others will follow. Nos. 1,

5 and 6 are now ready.
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Translations of Early Documents (continued)

d

Jewish Literature and Christian Origins:
Vol. I. The Apocalyptic Literature.
., II. A Short Survey of the Literature of

Rabbinical and Mediaeval Judaism.
By W. O. E. OestERLEY, M.A., D.D., and G. H.
Box, M.A., D.D. 12s. 6d. net.

The Uncanonical Jewish Books
A Short Introduction to the Apocrypha and the Jewish
Writings 200 b.c.—A.D. Ioo. By William John FERRAR,
M.A., Vicar of East Finchley. 3s

.

6d. net.

A popularisation of the work of specialists upon these books, which
have attracted so much attention.

Translations of Christian Literature
General Editors:

W.J. SPARROW SIMPSON, D.D.; W. K. LOWTHER CLARKE, B.D.

A NUMBER of translations from the Fathers have already
been published by the S.P.C.K. under the title “Early

Church Classics.” It is now proposed to enlarge this series

to include texts which are neither “early” nor necessarily
“classics.” The divisions at present proposed are given below.
Volumes belonging to the original series are marked with an

asterisk.

The Month says: “The cheap and useful series."
The Church Times says: “The splendid series."
Studies says: “For the intelligent student of Church history who

cannot afford to be a specialist . . . such books abound in informa
tion and suggestion." -

SERIES I.-GREEK TEXTS.
Dionysius the Areopagite: The Divine Names and

the Mystical Theology. By C. E. Rolt. 7s. 6d.
net.

-

The Library of Photius. By J. H. FREESE, M.A. In

6 Vols. Vol. I. Ios. net. -
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Translations of Christian Literature (continued)

SERIES I.-GREEK TEXTS (continued).

The Apocriticus of Macarius Magnes. By T. W.
CRAfER, D.D. 7s. 6d. net.

*The Epistle of St. Clement, Bishop of Rome. By the
Rt. Rev. J. A. F. GREGG, D.D. 1s. 9d. net.

*Clement of Alexandria: Who is the Rich Man that
is being saved P. By P. M. BARNARD, B.D. 1s

.

9d. net.

*St. Chrysostom: On the Priesthood. By T. A. Moxon.
2s. 6d. net.

The Doctrine of the Twelve Apostles. By C. BIGG, .

D.D. Revised by the Right Rev. A. J. MACLEAN, D.D.
*The Epistle to Diognetus. By the Rt. Rev. L. B.

RADFord, D.D. 2s. 6d. net.

St. Dionysius of Alexandria. By C. L. FElToe, D.D.
45. net.

*The Epistle of the Gallican Churches: Lugdunum
and Vienna. With an Appendix containing Tertullian's
Address to Martyrs and the Passion of St

.

Perpetua. By

T. H. BiNDLEY, D.D. 1s. 9d. net.

*St. Gregory of Nyssa: The Catechetical Oration.
By the Ven. J. H. SRawley, D.D. 2s. 6d. net.

*St. Gregory of Nyssa: The Life of St. Macrina. By
W. K. LowTHER CLARKE, B.D. 1s

.

9d. net.
Gregory Thaumaturgus (Origen the Teacher): the

Address of Gregory to Origen, with Origen's
Letter to Gregory. By W. METCALFE, B.D. 3s.6d.
net.

-
[Re-issue.

*The Shepherd of Hermas. By C. TAYLOR, D.D. 2 vols.
2s. 6d. each met.

Eusebius: The Proof of the Gospel. By W. J. FERRAR,

2 vols.

Hippolytus: Philosophumena. By F. LEGGE. 2 vols.

The Epistles of St. Ignatius. By the Ven. J. H.
SRAwLEY, D.D. 4s. net. -

-
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Translations of Christian Literature (continued)

SERIES I.-GREEK TEXTS (continued).

*St. Irenaeus: Against the Heresies. By F. R. M.
Hitchcock, D.D. 2 vols. 2s. 6d. each net.

Palladius: The Lausiac History. By W. K. Lowther
CIARKE, B.D. 5s. net.

Palladius: The Life of St. Chrysostom. By H. Moore.
*St. Polycarp. By B. JAckson. 1s

.

9d. net.

St. Macarius: Fifty Spiritual Homilies. By A. J.

Mason, D.D.
-

SERIES II.-LATIN TEXTS.
Tertullian's Treatises concerning Prayer, concerning

Baptism. By A. SouTER, D.Litt. 3s. net.

Tertullian against Praxeas. By A. SouteR, D.Litt.
5s. net.

Tertullian concerning the Resurrection of the Flesh.
By A. SouTER, D.Litt.

Novatian on the Trinity. By H. MooRE. 6s. net.

*St. Augustine: The City of God. By F. R. M. Hitch
cock, D.D. 2s. net.

*St. Cyprian: The Lord's Prayer. By T. H. Bindley,
D.D. 2s. net.

Minucius Felix: The Octavius. By J. H. FREEse.
3s.6d. net.

*Tertullian: On the Testimony of the Soul and On
the Prescription of Heretics. By T. H. Bindley,
D.D. 2s. 6d. net.

*St. Vincent of Lerins: The Commonitory. By T. H
.

Bindley, D.D. 2s. 6d. net.

St. Bernard: Concerning Grace and Free Will. By W.
Watkin Williams. ... •

The Life of Otto: Apostle of Pomerania, iodo- 1139.
By CHARLEs H. Robinson, D.D.

8



Translations of Christian Literature (continued)

SERIES III.-LITURGICAL TEXTS.
EDITED BY C. L. FELTOE, D.D.

St. Ambrose: On the Mysteries and on the Sacra
ments. By T. Thompson, B.D., and J. H. SRAwley,
D.D. 4s. 6d. net.

*The Apostolic Constitution and Cognate Documents,
with special reference to their Liturgical elements.
By DE LAcy O'LEARY, D.D. 1s

.

9d. net.
*The Liturgy of the Eighth Book of the Apostolic

Constitution, commonly called the Clementine
Liturgy. By R. H. CREsswell. 2s. net.

The Pilgrimage of Etheria. By M. L. McCLURE. 6s. net.
*Bishop Sarapion’s Prayer-Book. By the Rt. Rev. J.

WoRDsworth, D.D. 2s. net.
-

The Swedish Rite. Vol. I., by E. E. YElverton.
Vol. II., by J. H. Swinstead, D.D.

SERIES IV.-ORIENTAL TEXTS.
The Ethiopic Didascalia. By J. M. HARDEN, B.D. 9s. net.

The Apostolic Preaching of Irenaeus (Armenian). By

J. A. Robinson, D.D. 7s.6d. net.

SERIES V.—LIVES OF THE CELTIC SAINTS.
EDITED BY ELEANOR HULL.

St. Malachy of Armagh (St. Bernard). By H
. J.

LAWLOR, D.D. 12s. net.

St. Ciaran of Clonmacnois. By R. A. S. MACALISTER.

St. Patrick: Life and Works. By N
. J. D
. White, D.D.

6s. 6d. net.

SERIES VI.-SELECT PASSAGES.
Documents Illustrative of the History of the Church.

Vol. I. To A.D. 313. Edited by B. J. KIDD, D.D.
7s. 6d. net.

-

SERIES VII.-MODERN EUROPEAN LANGUAGES.
Lives of the Serbian Saints. By Voyeslav YANich,

DD., and C. P. HANKEY, M.A.
-
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Handbooks of Christian Literature
The Letters of St. Augustine. By the Rev. Canon

W. J. SPARRow SIMPson, D.D. Cloth boards, 1os. met.

The Early Christian Books. A Short Introduction
to Christian Literature to the Middle of the Second
Century. By W. John FERRAR, M.A., Vicar of East
Finchley. Cloth boards, 3s. 6d. net.

The Inspiration and Authority of Holy Scripture.
A Study in the Literature of the First Five
Centuries. By GEORGE DUNCAN BARRY, B.D. Cloth
boards, 4s. 6d. net.

The Eucharistic Office of the Book of Common Prayer.
By the Rev. LESLIE WRIGHT, M.A., B.D. Cloth boards,
3s. 6d. net.

Helps for Students of History
Edited by

C. JOHNSON, M.A., H. W. V. TEMPERLEY, M.A.
and J. P. WHITNEY, D.D., D.C.L.

1. Episcopal Registers of England and Wales. By
R. C. Fowler, B.A., F.S.A. 6d. met.

2. Municipal Records. By F. J. C. HEARNSHAw, M.A.
6d. net.

-

3. Medieval Reckonings of Time. By REGINALD L.
Poole, LL.D., Litt.D. 6d. met.

4. The Public Record Office. By C. Johnson, M.A. 6d. net.
5. The Care of Documents. By C. Johnson, M.A. 6d. net.
6. The Logic of History. By C. G. CRUMP. 8d. net.

7. Documents in the Public Record office, Dublin.
By R. H. Murray, Litt.D. 8d. net.

8. The French Wars of Religion. By ARTHURA. Tilley,
M.A. 6d. net. - -

lo



Helps for Students of History (continued).

9.

By Si
r A. W. WARD, Litt.D., F.B.A.

The Period of Congresses-l. Introductory. 8d. net.

io. The Period of Congresses—II. Vienna and the
Second Peace of Paris. Is. net.

11. The Period of Congresses—III. Aix-la-Chapelle
to Verona. Is... net.

Nos. 9, 1o, and 11 in one volume, cloth, 3s. 6d. net.

12. Securities of Peace: A Retrospect (1848–1914).
Paper, 2s. net; cloth, 3s. net.

13. The French Renaissance. By A. A. Tilley, M.A.
8d. net.

14. Hints on the Study of English Economic History.

i5.

16.

By W. CUNNINGHAM, D.D., F.B.A., F.S.A. 8d. met.

Parish History and Records. By A. HAMILTON
Thompson, M.A., F.S.A. 8d. met.

A Short Introduction to the Study of Colonial
History. By A. P. NewToN, M.A., D.Litt. 6d. net.

17. The Wanderings and Homes of Manuscripts. By

18.

I9.

2O.

2 I •

22.

M. R. JAMES, Litt.D., F.B.A. Paper, 2s. ; cloth, 3s. het.

Ecclesiastical Records. By the Rev. CLAUDE JENKins,
M.A., Librarian of Lambeth Palace. 1s. 9d. net.

An Introduction to the History of American
Diplomacy. By CARL Russell Fish, Ph.D., Professor

of American History, Wisconsin University. 1s
.

net.

Hints on Translation from Latin into English.
By Alexander SouTER, D.Litt. 6d. net.

Hints on the Study of Latin (A.D. 125-750). By
ALEXANDER SouTER, D.Litt. 8d. net.

Report of the Historical MSS. Commission. By
R. A. RoberTs, F.R.Hist.S. 2s. 6d. net.
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Helps for Students of History (continued).

23. A Guide to Franciscan Studies. By A. G. Little.
1s. 6d. net.

24. A Guide to the History of Education. By John
William ADAMson, Professor of Education in the
University of London. 8d. net.

25. Introduction to the Study of Russian History.
By W. F. REDDAway. 6d. net.

26. Monuments of English Municipal Life. By W.
CUNNINGHAM, D.D., F.B.A. 1s. net.

27. La Guyenne Pendant la Domination Anglaise,
1152- 1453. Esquisse d'une Bibliographie Méthodique
par CHARLEs BéMonT. 1s

.
4d. net.

28. The Historical Criticism of Documents. By R. L.

MARSHALL, M.A., LL.D. 1s
.

3d net.

29. The French Revolution. By G
.
P. Gooch. 8d. net.

3o. Seals. By H
.
S. Kingsford. 1s
.

3d. net.

31. A Student’s Guide to the Manuscripts of the British
Museum. By Julius P. Gilson, M.A. 1s

.
net.

32. A Short Guide to some Manuscripts in the Library

of Trinity College, Dublin. By Robert H. MURRAY,
Litt.D. 1s

.

9d.

33. Ireland, 1494-1603. By R. H
. MURRAY, Litt.D. 1s
.

34. Ireland, 1603- 1714. By R. H
. MURRAY, Litt.D. 1s
.

35. Ireland, 1714-1829. By R. H
. MURRAY, Litt.D. 1s
.

36. Coins and Medals. By G
.

F. Hill, M.A., F.B.A.
1s. 6d. net.

37. The Latin Orient. By William Miller, M.A.
1s. 6d. net.

38. The Turkish Restoration in Greece, 1718-1797.

By William Miller, M.A. 1s
.

3d. net.
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The Story of the English Towns
Popular but Scholarly Histories of English Towns, for the

general reader, but suitable also for use in schools. With
Maps, Plans, and Illustrations. Cloth boards. 4s. net.

Birmingham. By J. H. B. MasterMAN.
Harrogate and Knaresborough. By J. S. FLETCHER.
Leeds. By J. S. FLETCHER.
Nottingham. By E. L. GUILFORD, M.A.
Peterborough. By K. and R. E. Roberts.

| Plymouth. By A. L. SALMON.
Pontefract.' By J. S. Fletcher.
St. Albans. By W. PAGE, F.S.A.
Sheffield. By J. S. Fletcher.
Westminster. By H. F. WESTLAKE, M.A., F.S.A.

In the Press—
The City of London. By P. H. DITCHField.

Bath Halifax Hastings, etc.

Studies in Church History
Some Eighteenth-Century Churchmen: Glimpses of

English Church Life in the Eighteenth Century.
By G. LACEY MAY, M.A. With several Illustrations.
Cloth boards. 9s. net.

Christian Monasticism in Egypt to the Close of the
Fourth Century. By W. H. MACKEAN, D.D.
Cloth boards. 8s. net.

e Venerable Bede. His Life and Writings. By the
Right Rev. G. F. BRowne, D.D. With Illustrations.
Cloth boards, Ios, net.

The Reformation in Ireland. A Study of Ecclesiastical
Legislation. By HENRY HollowAY, M.A., B.D.
Cloth boards, 7s. 6d. net.

The Emperor Julian. An Essay on His Relations with
the Christian Religion. By Edward J. MARTIN,
B.D. Cloth boards, 3s. 6d. net.
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Studies in Church History (continued).

The Importance of Women in Anglo-Saxon Times;-
The Cultus of St. Peter and St. Paul, and other
Addresses. By the Right Rev. G. F. BRowNE, D.D.
With two Illustrations. Cloth boards, 7s.6d. net.

Essays Liturgical and Historical. By J. Wickham LEGG, .
D.Litt., F.S.A. Cloth boards, 5s. net.

‘French Catholics in the Nineteenth Century. By the
Rev. W. J. SPARRow SIMPSON, D.D. Cloth, 5s. net.

An Abbot of Vézelay. By Rose GRAHAM, F.R.Hist.S.
With eight Illustrations. Cloth boards, 3s. 6d. net.

Texts for Students
General Editors: CAROLINE A. J. SKEEL, D.Lit.; H.J WHITE, D.D.:

J. P. WHITNEY, D.D., D.C.L.
1. Select Passages from Josephus, Tacitus, Suetonius,

Dio Cassius, illustrative of Christianity in the First
Century. Arranged by H. J. White, D.D. 3d. net.

2. Selections from Matthew Paris. By C. A. J. Skeel,
D.Lit. Paper cover, 9d. met. -

3. Selections from Giraldus Cambrensis. By C. A. J.
SKEEL, D.Lit. Paper cover, 9d. net. .

4. Libri Sancti Patricii. The Latin Writings of St.
Patrick, etc. Edited by Newport J. D. White, D.D.

- Paper cover, 6d. net.
5. A Translation of the Latin Writings of St. Patrick.

By Newport J. D. White, D.D. Paper cover, 6d. net.
6. Selections from the Vulgate. Paper cover, 9d. net.
7. The Epistle of St. Clement of Rome. 6d. net.
8. Select Extracts from Chronicles and Records re

lating to English Towns in the Middle Ages.
Edited, with Introduction, Notes, and Glossary, by
F.J. C. HEARNSHAw, M.A., LL.D. Paper cover, 9d. net.

9. The Inscription on the Stele of Mésa. Commonly
called the Moabite Stone. The text in Moabite and
Hebrew, with translation by the Rev. H. F. B. CoMPSTON,
M.A. Paper cover, 6d. net.
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Texts for Students (continued).

17.

II.

I 2.

I3.

I4.

I5.

16.

18.

I9.

2O.

2 I.
22.

23.

24.

25.

. The Epistles of St. Ignatius. Edited by T. W.
CRAFER, D.D. 1s. net.

Christian Inscriptions. By H. P. V. NuNN, M.A.
With two Illustrations. 13. net.

Selections from the “Historia Rerum Anglicarum”
of William of Newburgh. 1s. 3d net.

The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles. By T. W.
CRAFER, D.D. 4d. net.

The Epistle of Barnabas. Edited by T. W. CRAFER,
D.D. 6d. net.

-

The Code of Hammurabi. By PERCY HANDcock, M.A.
IS. net.

Selections from the Tell El-Amarna Letters. By
PERCY HANDCOCK, M.A. 4d. net.

Select Passages Illustrating Commercial and Diplo
matic Relations between England and Russia.
By A. WEINER, M.A., F.R. Hist.S. 1s

.

6d. net.
The Early History of the Slavonic Settlements in

Dalmatia, Croatia and Serbia. By J. B. BURY,
F.B.A. 2s. net.

Select Extracts Illustrating Florentine Life in the
Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries. By E. G

.

ROPER, B.A. is net.
Select Extracts Illustrating Florentine Life in the
Fifteenth Century. By Esther G

. RoPER, B.A.
I.S. net.

Itinerarium Regis Ricardi. By M. T. STEAD. 1s. 9d.
The Second Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians.
Edited by T. W. CRAFER, D.D. 6d. net.

Select Extracts Illustrating Sports and Pastimes

in the Middle Ages. By E. L. Guilford, M.A.
1s. 9d.

Babylonian Flood Stories. By P. HAND.cock, M.A.
Babylonian Penitential Psalms. By P. HAND.cock,
M.A.

Documents Illustrating Irish History in the Sixteenth
Century. 4 Vols. By CoNSTANTIA MAxwell.
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Pioneers of Progress
MEN OF SCIENCE: Edited by S. CHAPMAN, M.A., D.Sc,
Each with a Portrait. Paper cover, 1s. 3d. ; cloth, 2s. net. tº

Galileo. By W. W. BRYANT, F.R.A.S. |
Michael Faraday. By J. A. CRowTHER, D.Sc.
Alfred Russel Wallace. The Story of a Great Dis

coverer. By LANCELOT T. Hogben, B.A., B.Sc.
º Joseph Priestley. By D. H. PEAcock, B.A., M.Sc., F.I.C.

Joseph Dalton Hooker, O.M., G.C.S.I., C.B., F.R.S.,
M.D., etc. By Professor F. O. Bower, Sc.D., F.R.S.

! Herschel. By the Rev. HECTOR MAcPherson, M.A.,
3* F.R.A.S., F.R.S.E.

Archimedes. By Sir THOMAS L. HEATH, K.C.B., F.R.S.

! The Copernicus of Antiquity (Aristarchus of Samos).
| . . By Sir Thomas L. HEATH, K.C.B., F.R.S.

John Dalton. By L. J. Neville-Polley, B.Sc.

#. Kepler. By W. W. BRYANT.

EMPIRE BUILDERS:
Edited by A. P. NewToN, M.A., D.Litt., B.Sc.,

and W. BASIL WoRSFOLD, M.A.
With Portrait. 74 × 5. Paper cover, 1s

.

3d. ; cloth, 2s. net.

Sir Francis Drake. By WALTER J. HARTE, M.A.
Sir Robert Sandeman. By A. L. P. Tucker.

WOMEN: Edited by ETHEL. M. BARTON.

©

With Illustrations. Paper cover, 2s
.

6d.; cloth, 3s.6d. net.
Florence Nightingale. By E. F. HALL.

Dorothea Beale. By Elizabeth H. Shillito, B.A.

[1..no.20.

-
: º Elsie Inglis. By Eva Shaw McLAREN.

|

Printed in Great Britain by R. Clay & Sons, Ltd., London and Aangay.
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